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Preface to the Seventh German Edition (2000) 

Tbe field of Indo-European linguistics has been represented in the 
Sammlung Goschen (SG) 1 for a long time. Rudolf Meringer, author of the 
first treatise, was a professor at the University of Vienna at the time of the 
first edition and at the University of Graz at the time of the third. The first 
edition' comprised the following parts: Section I, 'The Science of Lan
guage and its Developments"; Section 2, "The Indo-European Lan
guages"; Section 3, 'The Proto-Indo-European Language" (with accen
tuation, phonology and morphology); and Section 4, "Culture and Geo
graphical Origin of the Indo-Europeans." Pages I through 66 were 
printed in Fraktur. The second edition,J was not altered. For the third 
revised edition, 4 in the second main section, a subsection n on rules of 
pronunciation was added and the fourth chapter evolved into one of the 
main sections. Further, a section on abbreviations was added to the end. 

Soon after the Second World War, Hans Krahe was engaged as a new 
author at the publishing house. He had been a professor at the University 
of Wiirzburg at the time of the publication of his first edition; at the time 
of the publication of the second edition, he was a professor in Heidelberg. 
Since the publication of his third edition, he has been at the University of 
Tiibingen. The first Krahe edition' includes: Part I, "The Indo-European 
Language Group"; Part 2, "Phonetics"; and Part 3, "Morphology." The 
second edition' was unchanged. The third edition was revised in two vol
umes. The first of these, Introduction and Phonology,' includes: Part I ,  
"General Infonnation" and Part 2, "Phonology." The second volume' 

treats Morphology. The fourth edition was a revision of these volumes: 

' F' 2 Ifst located in Leipzig, then in Berlin. 

3
1897 (SO 59) 136 pages. 

4 1899 (SO 59) 136 pages. 

, 
1903 (SO 59) 1 5 1  pages . 

• 1945 (SO 59) 134 pages. 
7 1948 (SO 59) 134 pages . • 1958 (SO 59) 106 pages. 

1959 (SO 64) 100 pages. 
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Volume 1. Introduction and Phonology; Volume H. Morphology." The 
two volumes of the fifth edition (1966 and 1969) were unchanged. In its 
sixth edition the work remained unchanged, though issued in a single vol
ume11. 

Krahe's volume is now more than fifty years old. Although the sixth 
edition has the external appearance of a new volume of the Sammlung 
Goschen, the content remains a child of the third edition of the I 960s. 
Typical of the state of research at that time is Krahe's comment on 
laryngeals (vol. I p. 101): "A number of Indo-European scholars have re
cently represented the so-called laryngeal theory, according to which, in 
addition to the phonemes included here, the basic Indo-European language 
included certain laryngeals (glottals and schwas), which are not taken into 
account in this short work. The author is of the opinion that in a work 
that is primarily conceived for students and as an introduction to a field, 
only the most proven research should be presented. The laryngeal theory 
has been affirmed neither in its methodology nor in its technique." The 
last sentence is decidedly incorrect: The common expression 'laryngeal 
theory' is historically conditioned and can be misleading, but this should 
not lend credence to the idea that the laryngeals are only vague and theo
retical. Today laryngeals are part of the attested body of phonemes of the 
Indo-European language.12 One often finds in Krahe's book information 
and reconstructions, about which we either know more, or have acquired 
more adequate insights today. 

I n the middle of the 1980s, the publisher retained Heiner Eichner and 
Manfred Mayrhofer to write a new Indo-European Linguistics for the 
Goschen series. By 1985 Dr. Mayrhofer had written the section on pho
nology; Dr. Eichner was to provide the introduction and the section on 
morphology. A 1988 publication date was announced, but the volume was 
never published. A number of difficulties hindered publication, particularly 
on the side of Dr. Eichner. Dr. Eichner and his manuscript, which in the 
meantime had grown, were faced with space and time constraints, includ
ing that difficulty, known to every author, of putting one's own name on 
something less than completely perfect, which hindered him finally, from 
bringing the project to completion. 

, 1962 (SG 59) 1 1 0  pages. 
101963 (SG 64) 100 pages. 
"1985 (SG 2227). 12 see below L 3 14 fT. 
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In December 1993, the publisher offered to me the role of Or. Eichner. 
After exchanges with all concerned parties, a contract was signed with 
February 1996 as the agreed upon date of completion. The offer of a posi
tion to me at the Freie University in Berlin rendered the bold timeframe 
impossible. The change from Hamburg to Berlin brought everything with 
it except the necessary leisure to produce a manuscript. l am grateful to 
Brigitte SchOning, who, while showing kind understanding of my time 
constraints, was able to make sure the actual deadline of the publisher was 
met. Although I would like very much to have expanded and embellished 
my manuscript, I must now give it up to those who will publish it. 

By fall 1998 I had covered only half the intended material but was in
formed that I had considerably exceeded the page allowance for one 
Goschen volume. Thus, a currently expanding series, the "de Gruyter 
StudienbUcher," was attractive. They offer greater spatial freedom. Fur
ther, they do not demand a particular format of proof. Hence, the manu
script, prepared with the help of Microsoft Word 7.0 for Windows 95, can 
be used directly for publication. No more galleys. On the part of the pub
lisher, Ingeborg Klak took care that the typography does not come off too 
old-fashioned. 

While Dr. Mayrhofer and Or. Eichner, following the precedent set by 
Krahe, intended on onJy covering phonology and morphology, now syntax 
and vocabulary are receiving the recognition they deserve. 

The explanations in the section on morphology are based on the text 
written by M. Mayrhofer in 1985, as Dr. Mayrhofer had given me com
plete freedom to determine the arrangement and the organization of the 
definitive version. I take sole responsibility for the present version of the 
section on phonology. Happily, l was able to have Matthias Fritz write the 
section on syntax. Further, he contributed to the part of the introduction 
On the history of Indo-European linguistics as well as the overview of 
Indo-European languages and their sources. 

M. Fritz, M. Mayrhofer, Elisabeth Rieken, Bernfried Schlerath and 
Antje Schwinger read individual excerpts with a critical eye and shared 
t�eir criticisms with me. Verorrika Rittner and Thorsteinn Hjaltason re
VIewed individual texts electronically. Mr. Hjaltason and Ms. Schwinger 
h�lped me with certain data processing problems, Mr. Hjaltason especially 
With the creation of particular symbols, and Ms. Schwinger with the lay
out. A sincere thanks to you all! 
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As is appropriate for a volume in the Sammlung Goschen and a "de 
Gruyter Studienbuch," the book should offer an introduction to Indo
European linguistics. The textbook should provide an informative and 
comprehensive treatment of the issues and areas of focus from a contem
porary perspective. I allow myself a special style in presenting both infor
mation on the field in general and on the course of study in the introduc
tion. In the main text, on the other hand, I present inconclusive material in 
a usable way, to encourage possibilities of more in-depth study. The 
treatment proceeds according to good science and good conscience. 
Completeness is nowhere attempted. To keep this in the reader's mind, 
the chapter titles begin often with "on." Most of the examples in the sec
tions morphology, syntax and vocabulary come from Latin, Ancient Greek 
and Indian (Indo-Aryan). In the section on phonology, the examples are 
intentionally more numerous and are taken from the entire realm of Indo
European languages, which include Hittite, Germanic and Slavic, in addi
tion to the above-mentioned three. The index appended at the end should 
give support to the reader and facilitate his or her access to information. 
The state of research reflected in the text is that of September 1999. Last 
additions will be inserted after this deadline just before the definitive layout 
is made in December. 

The current textbook is not without competition. Still good is Rix's 
Historische Grammatik des Griechischen (1976). Starting from Greek, 
Rix presents pertinent information on all aspects of Proto-Indo-European 
phonology and morphology. But the treatment is done without any refer
ence to discussion in the field. Recent works worthy of mention are Sze
merenyi, Einfuhrung, fourth edition (1990), Beekes, Introduction, (1995), 
Schmitt-Brandt, Indogermanislik, (1998) and in a certain sense also 
Meiser, Historische Laut- und Formenlehre der lateinischen Sprache, 
(1998) (compare pp. 27-46, the chapter "Grundziige der urindogermanis
chen Grammatik"). All four titles have strengths and weaknesses, and so 
shall it be with mine. The comprehensive bibliographical information in 
Szemerenyi is a treasure trove, but the skepticism regarding laryngeals is 
bothersome. Beekes' book is illustrative and very readable, but in phonol
ogy and morphology he leans too much on views shared only by himself 
and F. Kortlandt. Schmitt-Brandt's work is in a praiseworthy fashion 
aimed at beginners and concentrates especially in morphology on a broad 
argumentation that encourages creativity. However, his book cannot be 
recommended because he leads the reader into unsignaled idiosyncrasies 
that stray from the communis opinio. Meiser, like Rix, treats only phonol-
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ogy and morphology. He grounds himself competently, but of necessity 
briefly (too briefly), on the realities of the Proto-Indo-European language. 

I should not speak of typographical errors. He who sits in a glass house is 
well advised to throw no stones. 

I am thankful for any feedback and request that it be sent to the Semi
nar fur Vergleichende und Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaji at the 
Freie University in Berlin (FU), Fabeckstralle 7, D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem. 
Te!': 030-838-55028; Fax: 030-838-54207; e-mail: drmeier@ zedat.fu
berlin.de; intemet site: http//www.fu-berlin.de/indogermanistik. 

I dare try to create a rubric on our web site: "De Gruyter Studienbuch 
Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft: Addenda and Corrigenda." I've 
resolved, starting with the appearance of the book, on the first weekday of 
each month, to note addenda and corrigenda as I learn about them. 

Berlin-Dahlem, September 15, 1999 

Michael Meier-Briigger 

Preface to the Eighth German Edition (2002) 

The occasion to publish the present eighth edition presented itself un
expectedly soon after the publication of the seventh edition. 

I know that I am joined by M. Fritz and M. Mayrhofer in my gratitude 
for �he responses of goodwill and for the positive reception of the previous 
editIon, which appeared in March 2000. We are pleased that the text has 
found its place as an introduction to the current status of Indo-European 
linguistic research. It is encouraging that this text and E. Tichy's depiction 
offirndamentals of Indo-European linguistics (Bremen 2001) complement 
each other wonderfully without any prior arrangement having taken place. 
E. Tlchy sketches a concise treatment of the main characteristics, while the 
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present text fills them out with details. T can easily imagine that the inter
ested reader would first consult Tichy's treatment, and then, given the 
page references from that text, would reach for the present text. 

Happily, the requested feedback was furnished with intensity. On the 
other hand, my planned internet rubric, "Addenda and Corrigenda" did not 
come to be. Among the reasons for this are juridical problems that prevent 
one from presenting special characters that were created at the Seminar on 
the Internet. Other reasons include the ever-growing burden of tasks in 
teaching and administration: Constant reductions and transformations due 
the scarcity of public funds claim most of our energies. 

I am happy about the positive feedback and thankful for having been 
sent entire lists of comments, inquiries, and tips about typographical errors 
and unclear points. The lists complemented each other wonderfully: Each 
person sees something different; no one sees everything. Imperfections, 
and the corresponding need for correction, were found mostly where gen
erally accepted opinion does not apply: Hence, in the assessment of the 
role of the laryngeal h3 in the Hittite language (see below L 334), or in the 
evaluation of the stative diathesis and its connection to perfect and me
dium diatheses (see below F 211), or in the case of genders, where one 
must likely draw the conclusion that the formation of three-way mascu
line/feminine/neuter took place only after the splitting off of Anatolian, 
thus in a phase that followed the phase of the original Indo-European lan
guage (see below F303), or in the earlier common assessment of the lE 
*gWO!!_ 'steer' as an hysterodynamically declined noun. In contrast to this 
representation, *gWO!!_ must be categorized as primarily acrostatic with a 
strong stem *gWO!!_ and a weak stem *gwi!!!_. The adjustment to am
phidynamically declined root nouns such as lE *dje!!- 'sky, god of the sky, 
day' with the strong stem *dje!!- and the weak stem *di!!-' is secondary. 
The strong nominative singular *gWO!!-S remains, but the weak genitive 
singular *gWe!!_s is replaced by the new weak genitive singular *gWo!!-es 
(see below F 318 § 6). The eighth edition introduces modified content in 
such cases. The numbering of paragraphs from the seventh edition was 
conserved whenever possible. What I could not yet accomplish in the 
eighth edition includes the addition of a complete index of vocabulary, and 
the expansion of the rather brief treatment of vocabulary. 

Altogether, as many as possible of the typographical errors and over
sights were corrected. I mperfections were either eliminated, or at least 
clearly marked as such. As a result of such work, an eighth edition ap
peared which I can stand by with a good conscience. The responsibility 
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for all remaining mistakes lies with me. M. Fritz kindly agreed to correct 

the work, and thus took responsibility for the section on syntax. 

My particular thanks for criticism goes to: Augustinus Bal (Amster
dam), Irene Balles (Jena), Wolfgang Beck (Wiirzburg), Joachim Becker 
(Giittingen), Martin Braun (Vienna), Emilio Crespo (Madrid), Roberto 
Gusmani (Udine), Heinrich Hettrich (Wiirzburg), Katharina Kupfer 
(Freiburg), Christoph Landolt (Ziirich), Gyula Mayer (Budapest), H. Craig 
Melchert (Chapell Hill), Peter-Arnold Murnm (Munich), Sergio Neri (Sal
zburg), Oswald Panagl (Salzburg), Bernfried Schlerath (Berlin), Diether 
Schiirr (Griindau) and Stefan Schurnacher (Halle and Freiburg). Klaus
Jiirgen Grundner help with the corrections on this edition as well as with 
the seventh. Ms. Susanne Rade supported me kindly on the part of the 
publisher and guided me, such that the eighth edition could appear in the 
winter semester of 2002. 

The addresses are the same as on page XIII. 

Berlin-Dahlern, September 15, 2001 

Michael Meier-Briigger 

Preface to the English Translation of the Eighth 
German Edition 

In recent years, the English language has attained a position similar to 
that enjoyed by Latin in the Middle Ages. While Indo-European linguistics 
has traditionally had a strong basis in the German-speaking world, the field 
is happily becoming ever more internationally and intercontinentally ori
ented. It is thus not surprising that I have received several inquiries re
garding the possibility of an English translation of the original German
language edition. 
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But where could one find a suitable translator? Good fortune played a 
role: Charles Gertmenian attended my introductory course in the winter 
semester of 2000-2001. In the course of conversation, the idea arose of 
translating the textbook, then in its seventh edition, into English, thus 
making it accessible to a larger public. The 1000 copies of the seventh 
edition were sold quickly and the eighth edition sold equally well. Such 
success encouraged the publisher to give his support: H. Hartmann gave 
the green light following a publishing industry gathering in late autumn 
200 I. Mr. Gertmenian wrestled with the work for two years. The work 
was time-consuming and thorny; the difficulties of rendering scientifically 
formulated subtleties while retaining both precision and readability are 
well-known. Mr. Gertmenian solved the problem wonderfully. Reading 
his propositions I took the opportunity to reformulate some facts being 
presented in the German version in a too dense manner. It only remains 
for my co-authors M. Fritz and M. Mayrhofer, as well as myself, to ex
press gratitude for the successful translation. A particular thanks for ad
denda and corrigenda concerning the eighth edition goes once more to 
Augustinus Bal (Amsterdam). 

Indo-European linguistics is a science that is wonderfully alive. The 
eighth edition reflects the status of research as of summer 2001. In the 
two years that have since gone by, important new books and essays have 
appeared, of which I wish to mention: The Luwians, ed. by H. Craig 
Melchert, Leiden 2003; H. Rix, Sabellische Texte, Heidelberg 2002; J. H. 
Jasanoff, Hitlite and the Indo-European Verb, Oxford 2003; Indoger
manische Syntax, - Fragen und Perspektiven -, ed. by H. Hettrich, Wies
baden 2002. 

For practical reasons, we have agreed to abide by the text of the eighth 
edition. By the same measure, I shall make good on the promise made in 
the seventh edition by offering addenda and corrigenda concerning the 
various sections and paragraphs on our web site (http://www.fu
berlin.de/indogermanistik) on a regular basis. The first instaUment will be 
posted February I, 2004. Existing reviews of the seventh and eighth edi
tions shall then receive their due, including that of Ch. de Lamberterie in 
BSL 97/2 2002, p. 103-114. Feedback is welcome. The adresses are still 
the same as on page XIII. 

Berlin-Dahlem, September 15, 2003 

Michael Meier-Briigger 

Terminology, Symbols, Abbreviations 

1. Tenninology 
The terminology used in this textbook is without extravagances. It is 

that customary of textbooks in Indo-European linguistics. In individual 
cases more will be added on the subject, for example in the case of terms 
ablaut and declension patterns of the nouns (see below F 315 §3-4). 

The Index at the back of the book provides an additional orientation, 
referring to relevant paragraphs and helpful literature. If a question should 
remain unanswered, for example in the domain of general linguistics, 
which is not further handled here, competent, informative reference works 
offering advice are available: -. Bussmann Lexikon d. Sprachw. 2d ed. 
1990; Lewandowski Linguist. Worterbuch 1-3 1994; Metzler Lexikon 
Sprache 2000. In special terminological particularities in Indo-European 
phonetics, consult the glossary of Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 182-185. 
For terminological partiCUlarities in the system of Forms of the Proto
Indo-European verb, consult the foreword of LIV 1998 = Lexilwn der 
indogermanischen Verben 1998 p. Iff. For questions about the formation 
of nouns, vocabulary and its problems, see the introduction to terminology 
in K1uge 1 Seebold 1995 p. XIVff. Further, the index of the ZeilschriflJiir 
Vergleichende SprachJorschung, see below in the bibliography under the 
entry HS = Historische SprachJorschung. Last tip: -. Duden Grammalik 
1995 p. 828 ff. (Index of technical terms). 

The terminology originates essentially from the Greeks. Theoretical
linguistic examination dates back to at least the 51h century B.C. The 
Grammar of Dionysius Thrax offers a good insight into the status of 
grammatical research in the hellenistic period: -. Dionysios Thrax Gram
matik. In the course of the 2" century B.C. Roman intellectuals took up 
the Greek terminology and more or less latinised it: -. Wackemagel Vor
lesungen I 1926 p. 13ff. 

The motives for naming terms are often for us Modems at first glance 
no longer clear, for example the Greek term m<ii<nc;, which as Latin casus 
and German Fall remains in use even today. The starting point for this 
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terminus technicus is probably the idea that each noun in its nominative 
form is like a pin in a vertical, straight position (hence casus rectus). The 
uses as accusative, genitive, etc. differ from the 'straight' position, and are 
thus not straight (= casus obliquus) and can be described in the compari
son as variously slanted positions (m6i<n<;) of the pin: � Wackernagel 
Vorlesungen I 1926 p. IS.  In another tradition, the image of a die 
("knuckle") serves as a basis instead of a pin: � F. Murru in MSS 39 1980 
p. 73ff As a further example, compare the various terms Greek 
O"M�EPOV, Latin neutrum, German: siichliches Geschlecht. Behind these 
terms, one does not primarily find the idea of 'neither, nor', (neither mas
culine, nor feminine gender), but rather the idea of a third independent 
natural gender, in addition to masculine and feminine; a "male-female" 
gender: � K. Strunk "Neutrum: zum antiken Benennungsmotiv eines 
grammatischen Terminus" in FS Untermann Innsbruck 1993 p. 455ff. 

One must always keep in mind the history of individual specialized 
terms in linguistics. All newer assessments are based as a rule on the so
called traditional grammar, which received its first systems through analy
sis of the classical Latin. But the application of traditional grammar in 
languages other than Latin is not without problems: � Bussmann Lexikon 
d. Sprachw. 2nd ed. 1990 p. 798f. Further, one must not overlook that in 
modern linguistics one and the same term may be used variously according 
to different theories: � Lewandowski Linguist. Worterbuch 3 1994 under 
the heading 'Terminus'. 

2. Symbols, Writing Conventions, Quotations 

a. Symbols 

As a rule, the symbols used here speak for themselves. The meanings 
of the cover-symbols are not, however evident: 

H = any particular laryngeal (h" h, and Iz, stand for real laryngeals), 
see below, L 314 

K = any particular consonant (d, dh, t etc. stand, in contrast, for real 
consonants. ) 

R = any particular sonant (I, r etc. stand, in contrast, for real sonants) 
V = any particular vowel (e, 0 etc. stand, in contrast, for real vowels) 
a = long or short vowel a, etc. 
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# = Beginning or end of a word 
## = Beginning or end of a sentence 

*mon-yo-, *kwi- etc. = - marks morphological segmenting 
*mon.yo-, *ra.l- etc. = .  marks syllabic segmenting 

e or z= zero-step, - suffix, -ending 
o = weak vowel, see below L 203 
W = root 
S = suffIX 
E = ending 
Wee) = -e- full grade of the root 
W(if') = -e- lengthened grade of the root 
W(o) = -0- full grade of the root 
W(if) = -6- lengthened grade of the root 
Wee) = zero grade of the root 
WC) = reduced grade of the root with weak vowel, see L 203 

accordingly: 
See) = -e-full grade of the suffix, etc. 
E(e) = -e-full grade of the ending, etc. 

XIX 

* = A 'purely reconstructed form, without an attestation (if known, tbe 
probable tune of the reconstruction will be given with terms such as Proto
Germanic, Proto-Indo-European, and pre-Proto-Indo-European) 

< = derived phonetically from 
> = developed phonetically into 
= = corresponds to, see below E 507 § 5 
� = is replaced by 
+ for example Horn. + = Homer and later 

. -: The arrow refers to helpful literature (the key to reference citations 
IS gIven below in section VI). 

lalForward slashes refer to the corresponding phonological value 
[y I Brackets refer to the corresponding phonetical value. 
<z> Pointed brackets indicate graphemes 
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b. Writing conventions 

I )  For notation ofIndo-European, see below L 100f. 

2) In the cases of individual Indo-European languages, the accepted modes 
of writing are respected. I would like to call attention to a couple of de
tails: 

Latin <c> is always to be taken as /Id, and <qu> in contrast, as /kw/, 
without regard for whether it represents /Iq" or comes from /kw/, see be
low E 506 § 3. Please note as well that a word, such as <maius> should 
be read as /majjus/ and a <conicio> as /kon-jikijo/: ---7 Leurnann LLFL 
1977 p. 127f. 

In the examples from Mycenaean Greek, the instance of a word is given 
as a rule fIrst, just as it is represented in Mycenaean Greek Linear-B. The 
prohable phonological interpretation is then given equally in Latin script, 
but not in Greek script. (GraphemicaHy indicated phonetic transitional 
sounds are taken into account as well, and often a modem morphological 
segmenting follows.) Compare i-je-ro-wo-ko i.e. hijero-I}orgos 'priest'. 
For the sake of simplicity, the symbols < > and / / are not written here. -
Where an aspiration is probable, it is marked with an h, such as in the pre
cedmg example. - In the interpretation of the z-series, either a id, a gj , a 
11 or a d1 will be inserted according to etymological origin, for example: 
lo-pe-za I.e. lorped1a 'table' < *(kW)tr-ped-ja '(thing) having four-legs'. 

:- The sources of quoted forms are not cited, but they can easily be found 
m Aura Jorro DMic. I 1985 II 1993. - Examples from Greek dialects are 
represented without accents. 

The model for Ancient Indian (Vedic) is Mayrhofer EW Aia. As is 
common practice in lE linguistics, Vedic and Old Indian nominal forms are 
cited as a rule as sterns without an ending (thus, for example, the Vedic 
tivi- 'sheep'). Older manuals often cite the nominative singular in the 
sandhi form with -& (so-called Visarga), cf. a reference such as Latin ovis 
'sheep' = Vedic tivi&. For more information see below L 309 § 3. - The 
cited form for Vedic and Old Indian is the third person singular (see 
bhtirati 'carries'), also on the subject the full grade verhal root (e.g. Vedic 
bhar- 'carry'). Accents are used in fInite verb forms only when they are 
textually attestable. 

In the case of Avestan, I follow the example of ---7 Hoffinann / Forss
man Avestische Laut- und Flexionslehre 1996. 

In Anatolian (Hittite) b should be written in transliteration from cunei
form as well as in the transcription, but s should be written in the translit
eration, and not in the case of the transcription, compare, for example, 
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pa-ab-uu-e-na-a.s i.e. pabbl}enas. The z that was introduced in the translit

eration is given as r. Further, apparently stressed syllable marks such as 

lak in ttik-na-a-as do not refer to the place of the accent. In accordance 
with the conventions of Ancient Oriental Studies, the mark a is merely 
suggests that in addition to the usual form tak (= lak number one) a second 
form of symbol (= tak number two) is in use. 

On Gothic: ---7 Binnig GOlisch 1999. 

c. Citing Conventions 

Note that methods of citing are not handled in the same way in all an
cient Indo-European languages, compare for example the verbal forms of 
Latin and Greek, in which the fust person singular is cited, whereas in Ve
dic the third person singular is the traditionally cited form. 

In Mayrhofer KEW A, the verb forms are listed according to the third 
person singular form, whereas in Mayrhofer EW Aia they are indexed by 
their full-grade verbal roots, compare KEWA p. 1Il 562f. the entry svarati 
'gives off a sound, sounds, sings', with EW Aia II p. 792f., the corre
sponding entry under SVAR 'giving off a sound, sounding, singing'. The 
citing convention of nouns as well varies from the KEWA to the EW Aia 
compare in the KEWA svarga&, while the EW Aia lists svarga-. 

' 

3. Abbreviations 

Certain of the most common abbreviations have been omitted from the 
�ollowing list. As a rule, the abbreviations that are used are long estab
lished or clear in their context. 

N.B.: Abbreviations of periodicals are found in the bibliography. 

§ paragraph Arm. Armenian 
abl. ablative AV Atharva Veda 
ace. accusative Avest. Avestan 
act. active voice col. column 
adj. adjective coil. collective 
ad I. ad locum dat. dative 
adv. adverb encl. enclitic 
aor. aorist etc. et cetera 
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ex. gr. exempli gratia 
f. (genus) feminine 
FS Festschrift 
fut. future 
gen. genitive 
Gr. Greek 
GS Gedenkschrift 
H laryngeal, see L 3 1 4  
Hell. Hellenistic 
Hitt. Hittite 
Horn. Homeric 
ibid. ibidem 
I.e. id est 
ind. indicative 
inf. infinitive 
mJ. injunctive 
instr. instrumental 
intr. intransitive 
K consonant 
KN Knossos 
KS Kleine Schriften 
Lat. Latin 
LAv. Later (Younger) Avestan 
Lith. Lithuanian 
loc. locative 
m. (genus) masculine 
MHG Middle High German 
mid. middle voice 
Myc. Mycenean 
n. (genus) neutral 
N.B. nota bene 
NHG New High German 
nom. nominative 
OAv. Old Avestan 
OCS Old Church Slavic 
OE Old English 
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OHG Old High German 
OHitt. Old Hittite 
OL Old Latin 
ON Old Norse 
OPers. Old Persian 
opt. optative 
OSax. Old Saxon 
p. page 
pass. passive 
perf. perfect 
pers. person 
pI. plural 
plpf. pluperfect 
poss. possessive 
pres. present 
pron. pronoun 
PY Pylos 
R sonant 
refl. reflexive 
RV Rgveda 
SB Satapatha Brahrnana 
sc. scilicet 
sg. singular 
str. strong 
subj. subjunctive 
subst. substantive 
s. v. sub voce 
TB Taittiriya Brahrnana 
TS Taittiriya Samhita 
TH Thebes 
them. thematic 
Toch. Tocharian 
tr. transitive 
V vowel 
vs. versus 
w. weak 

I. Introduction 

A. The Field and its Study 

E 100. The field of Indo-European linguistics is established at German
speaking universities under various names, for example Indogermanistik 
(Friedrich-Schiller-Universitat, Jena), Indogermanische Sprachwissen
schaft (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat, Munich), Indogermanische and 
Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (A1bert-Ludwigs-Universitat, Freiburg irn 
Breisgau), Allgemeine and Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft (Georg
August-Universitat, Gottingen), Historisch- Vergleichende Sprachwissen
schaft (Universitat zu Koln), Historisch-vergleichende Sprachwissen
schaftllndogermanistik (Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin), Vergleichende 
Sprachwissenschaft (Julius-Maximilians-Universitat Wiirzburg), Ver
gleichende Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft (Universitat Ziirich), and 
Vergleichende and Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft (Freie Univer
Sltlit, Berlin). 

Among the programs offered in the English-speaking world are: His
torical linguistics and Indo-European (Harvard University), Comparative 
PhIlology (Oxford University). The French-speaking realm includes: Lin
guistique comparative (Lausanne), Grammaire comparee (paris &ole 
p . " ' 

. 
ratlque des Hautes ",tudes IV< Section), Etude comparative des langues 

mdo-europeennes and Methode comparative en linguistique historique 
(thus Antoine Meillet in his publications, see the bibliography). 

The �eb site, � http://www.fu-berlin.de/indogermanistik. prepared by 
our mslItute at the Freie Universitat in Berlin, offers a continually updated 
Ust of mternet links to departments and institutes in Europe and North 
Arnenca. The site features information on all areas of the field. 
. One must be aware that the structure of curricula, establishment and 
mterrelationship of Indo-European linguistics with other fields in th; Ro;:nee language-�peaking countries Italy, France: and Spain differ greatly 

m correspondmg aspects m Germany, AustrIa, and German-speaking 
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Switzerland. Within the German-speaking realm there are also fine differ
ences that can have to do with local tradition or teachers. In its informa
tion on curricula in Indo-European linguistics, the following account con
centrates on the situation in Germany. Additionally, the local circum
stances in Berlin may occasionally shine through. 

The field of Indo-European linguistics is represented at every major 
university. The "Indogermanische Gesellschaft" represents the interests 
ofthe field as a professional association, see below E 20 I § 2. It organizes 
a conference every four years, see the bibliography under the heading 
'Fachtagung.' In addition, there are individual colloquia, see the bibliog
raphy under the heading 'Kolloquium.' 

E 101. There is a whole series of positions taken regarding the nature 
and aim of Indo-European linguistics: -7 ArbeitsausschuB der Indoger
manischen Gesellschaft in Kratylos 13 1968 p. 222f (= Linguistische Be
richte 9 1970 p. 78-80); Szemenlnyi EinJuhrung 1 990 p. 32-36; R. Liihr 
Indogermanistik am Wendepunkt? "Thesen zur zukunftsorientierten A us
richtung einer Disziplin" in the GiefJener Universitiitsbliitter 25 1992 p. 
77-90; G. Neurnann "Zur Inferdisziplinaritiit der Geisteswissenschaften. 
Ein Beispiel: Die Vergleichende Spraclrwissenschaft" in the GiefJener 
Universitiitsbliitter 29 1996 p. 61-67; G. E. Dunkel "Zurcher Indoger
manistik :t:wischen Vergangenheit and Zukunff' in the InJormafionsblatt 
der Universitiit Zurich 6 1990 p. 10-12. 

In this context it is further worth taking a look at the definitions of the 
field that appear in increasing numbers on the web sites of departments and 
institutes for Indo-European linguistics. Examples from Cologne, Munich 
and Wiirzburg are printed here as examples. As of March 1 999 they were 
obtainable under their corresponding addresses and are still worth reading 
today. As is characteristic and typical of today's fast-moving world, the 
texts from 1999 are, as a rule, no longer the same as texts of 200 1 .  I en
courage the interested reader to visit these web sites and consult the most 
current information. 

E 102. The Instituf Jur Spraclrwissenschaft at the Universitiit zu Kiilln 
(-7 Link on our web site [see above E 100] see the heading for Indo
European linguistics in Europe) offered the following definition in March 
1999: 

"The focus of historical-comparitive linguistics are languages, which 
through systematic similarities in declension, word formation, syntax, 
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and vocabulary are recognizable as 'related.' The comparison of these 
languages yields information about the history, pre-history, and origins 
and development of individual traits of each of them that could other

wise never be obtained. Historical-comparitive linguistics concerns it

self empirically and theoretically both with processes of linguistic his
tory, such as the splitting of originally unified languages into different 
descendent languages, and with language-inherent and extra-lingual cir
cumstances for linguistic development. In addition, it investigates what 
historical linguistic description is capable of saying about cultural 
transformation. - Historical-comparative linguistics has developed 
most fully in the area of the so-called Indo-European languages, which 
include great European and Asian languages of cultural importance (In
dian, Iranian, Greek, Slavic, Latin, Germanic and Celtic languages), and 
since its founding at the beginning of the 1 9th century it devotes the 
greater part of its interest to these languages." 

E 1 03. The web site of the InstitutJur Al lgemeine and Indogermanische 
Sprachwissenschaft of the Ludwig-Maximilians Universitiit in Munich (-7 
Link on our web site [see above E 1 00] under the heading Indo-European 
linguistics in Europe) offered in March 1999 the following description of 
the field: 

"Indo-European linguistics is an empirical-historical, theoretically 
oriented discipline. The goal of its research is manifold: On the one 
hand, through comparisons of individual Indo-European languages 
(Particularly their earliest available stages, such as Old High German, 
Vedic, Hittite), it aims to gain knowledge about language and culture of 
the common predecessor of these languages, namely of Proto-Indo
European. Meanwhile, the grammatical system of this mother language 
and its various changes after the moment of splitting off of the 
individual languages is in the foreground. On the other hand, Indo
European linguistics contributes to the better understanding of historical 
phenomena in the language and culture of all Indo-European peoples 
through knowledge of established rules that is acquired in the above
mentioned processes. As a connector of philologies, Indo-European 
hnguistics includes the cultural realms from northern Europe, the 
Medtterranean of classical antiquity and the ancient and modem Orient, 
reaching all the way to India and central Asia. The most important 
language groups, or rather individual languages are Old Indian, and 
Greek, as well as Old Iranian, Latin, Germanic, Celtic, Slavic, Baltic, 
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Hittite, Armenian, Tocharian, and Albanian. - In the context of its 
outlined research objective, the field is additionally concerned with 
general linguistic problems, such as those of linguistic change and the 
relationship between historical and typological linguistic comparison. 
- By its nature, Indo-European linguistics is interdisciplinary, with 
natural connections with neighboring linguistic, philological, and 
cultural-historical fields (for example, pre- and early history)." 

E 104. On the web site of the Lehrstuhl fur Vergleichende Sprachwis
senschaft of lulius-Maximilians Universitat in Wiirzburg (� Link on our 
web site [see above E 1 00] under the heading Indo-European linguistics in 
Europe) the field was defined as of March 1999 as the following: 

"Comparative Indo-European linguistics is an empirical-historical 
theoretically based discipline. It has several research goals: It compares 
the individual Indo-European languages (particularly their earliest 
known stages of development, for example, Latin, Ancient Greek, Old 
Indian, Gothic, Hittite, among others, but also the more recent stages) 
and gains, through processes of reconstruction, knowledge about 
grammar and vocabulary of earlier, non-written stages of language, and 
of the common predecessor of all these languages, Proto-Indo
European. Through the background of comparison furnished hy the 
large number of languages and their diachronic perspectives, compara. 
tive linguistics contributes to a deeper understanding of grammar and 
vocabulary of the individual Indo-European languages. - Thorough 
research on these languages leads both to knowledge about the cultural 
background of a given language community (including history, social 
structure, religion, philosophy, poetry, etc.), to the theoretical study of 
general linguistic objects (e.g. the structural organization of language 
systems, phenomena of language development, relationship between 
genetic and typological language comparison.) - Comparative linguis. 
tics is an interdisciplinarily oriented field and is seen as a connecting 
member between the cultural regions of northern Europe over the 
Mediterranean and the ancient Orient through India and central Asia." 

E 105. There is nothing more exciting and creative than historical
comparative linguistics. I am not alone in making this assertion. 

But first a warning: The way to academic employment in the realm of 
linguistics is rocky and full of thorns. Whoever sets out to do this can win , 
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but can also lose. Those who would like a large amount of money in their 
account ought to choose another route. 

The fundamental prerequisite of promising studies in the field is a lively 
personal interest in languages and speech. A preference for a historical 
perspective must also be present. In addition to the general maturity ex
pected at the university level, knowledge of Latin and Greek (preferably 
learned in school) are also important. Where today's school curricula have 
not provided this option, the necessary knowledge of Latin (to the extent 
of the so-called kleines Latinum) and Greek can be acquired in the first 
years of university education. Knowledge of English, German, and French 
is imperative for the reading of literature in the field. Spanish, Italian, and 
Russian are also helpful. 

Latin, Greek, and Vedic are the pillars of Indo-European linguistics, if 
only because discussion in the field since its beginnings has referred to 
problems in terms of these languages. Only appropriate language ability 
allows independent assessment. 

Along with the study of the three languages mentioned above, it is rec
commended that one acquire good knowledge of Anatolian Hittite, as well 
as an Old Germanic language (such as Gothic, Old High German, or Old 
Saxon) and Old Church Slavic or Lithuanian. 

Nothing can replace the reading of primary texts. It is also a personal 
gain to read, not just partially and according to immediate need, but really 
from A to Z, works and essays in Indo-European linguistics that have be
come classics. I enjoy thinking back to when I read Wackernagel (Kleine 
Schriften I / II 1 969 III 1979, and Vorlesungen I 1 926 II 1928) and 
Schulze (Kleine Schriften and Nachtri'ige 2"d ed. 1 966) during my own 
years at university. The texts read like detective novels. 

It is worthwhile setting high personal standards and looking around to 
see how other linguists have become what they are: � A utobiographische 
Berichte 1991 and Portraits I I  I I  1966. 

Like every other field, Indo-European linguistics has its unwritten rules 
of the guild. Thus, it is the duty of each and every researcher to keep new 
developements "in dialogue" with past research and to pay homage to 
prior accomplishments through frequent citation. The constantly growing 
quantity of data that one must master for this purpose is problematic. But 
the dealings with, and the reverence for what has preceded ought not to 
block new insights into the future. 

E 106. At the time of my own studies ( 1 967- 1973), the study of Indo
European linguistics was stiJI very simply structured. One was educated 
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by attending lectures, lower-level seminars, and upper-level seminars; one 
engaged in individual reading, wrote papers, and after five or six years, 
chose a dissertation topic and completed his studies directly after the dis

sertation with doctoral exams. 
Studies of Indo-European linguistics have become ever more regle

mented due to dramatic changes in European universities (in view here are 
particularly the German ones). Today, following as a rule four semesters 
each of Grundstudium and Hauptstudium, and a semester of exams, one 
attains the Magister (M.A.) degree. But only the completion of a disser
tation allows one to think of a career in Indo-European linguistics. Who
ever chooses Indo-European linguistics as an occupation learns for a life
time. 

And new changes continue to threaten courses of study: The latest 
form of this threat is the introduction of a Bachelor's degree (B.A.) after 
only six semesters. Indo-European linguistics cannot be conveyed with 
sufficient thoroughness in three years. While the Bachelor candidate can 
obtain a good Indo-European linguistic education, he still needs at least an 
M.A. and a dissertation as qualifications in the field. 

B. Indo-European Linguistics in the Age of the PC and 

the Intemet 

E 200. Indo-European linguistics, like any other science, can no longer 
make do without computers and the interne!. While PCs are indeed vari
ously used, (the palette of uses ranges from those of a simple typewriter, 
to professional use in the word-processing of texts in a variety of lan
guages), the potential uses of the internet lead to an ever-greater density of 
information: -7 Studia lranica, Mesopotamica et A natolica (i.e. SIMA) 2 
I 1996, published by J. Gippert and P. Vavrousek. Prague 1997. Here, 
one finds the files of the fourth Internationale A rbeitstagung fur Com
putereinsatz in der Historischen Sprachwissenschajt 1995 in Vienna, ed
ited by H. Eichner and H. C. Luschiitzky. 

Today, good, practically oriented introductions for PCs and the internet 
are available. Examples include those of the Wissentschajtliche Buchge
sellschajt: -7 H. Schroder, I. Steinhaus Mit dem PC durchs Studium. 
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Darmstadt 2000; D. Kaufrnann, P. Tiedemann Internet fur A lthistoriker 
and A ltphilologen. Darmstadt 1999. 

E 201. I would like to call attention to three institutions specializing in 
Indo-European linguistics and the information that they offer. Therr web 
sites include further information and a large variety of links. It should be 
clear to each user that the information on web sites changes constantly 
(The information included here is current as of March 1999.) and th�t 
many departments and institutes (and I include our department at the Frele 
University among these) are in the course of creating better, more infor
mative web page. 

1) T1TUS (Thesaurus Indogermanischer Text- und Sprachmaterialien) 
Begun by 1. Gippert, the goal of this institution, based for the moment m 
Frankfurt, is to process all linguistic materials that are relevant m questIons of 
Indo-European linguistics into digital form that may easily be anaIyzed: -7 
http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de. A constantly growing quantity of data is available 
under the headings "Actualia," "Didactica," 'Textus" and 'TITUS." J. Gip
pert offers an overview in the above-mentioned (E 200) SIMA-volmne p. 49-
76. He also offers further descriptions of his project as of March 1999 under 
the heading 'TITUS" as Beschreibung A (called 'TITUS, Das Projekt eines 
indogermanistischen Thesaurus in LD V-Forum" [i.e. Forum der Gesellschajt 

for Linguistische Datenverarbeitung] Band 12  I 1 1995 p. 35-74) and 
Beschreibung B (which refers to "TITUS: Von der Keilschrift zur Textdaten
banK' in Frankforter Forschung 4 1995 p. 46-56). A more detailed text may 
be found under the title Beschreibung C : C.-M. Bunz "Der Thesaurus indo
germanischer Text- and Sprachmaterialen (T1TUS) ein Pionierprojekt der 
EDV in der Historisch-Vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft." - 1. GIppert 
describes his comprehensive vision of the future in the Frankfurt research as 
the following: 

"Beyond the archiving of field-specific data, the project, which since the 
third conference on 'The use of computers in historical-comparative lin
guistics' in Dresden (October 1994) has been led under the succinct name 
"TITUS" (Thesaurus Indogermanischer Text- und Sprachmaterialien), 
should be extended increasingly to other areas of linguistic research. A 
comprehensive bibliographical information system should play a central 
role, featuring new material in all areas that touch upon the field WIth 

.
a 

claim to the greatest possible timeliness. The internet will perform a deCI
sive function here as well: The aspired-to timeliness may only be obtamed 
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if the infonnation is not printed, but rather only processed online; and the 
compilation of individual pieces of infonnation, which an individual institute 
could scarcely accomplish, should be distributed as quickly as possible to 
many partners whose common contact is the interne!. There already exist 
firm agreements among colleagues at the universities of Prague, Vienna, 
Copenhagen, Leyden, Maynooth, among others. (A 'test-run' of the bibli
ography is was being conducted from Frankfurt at tbe time of publication.) 
Under the same prerequisites (participation of as many partners as possible 
in order to assemble complementary infonnation), a couple of other areas 
of application of the TITUS project are emerging that should allow it to 
mature into a comprehensive field-specific infunnation sYstem Thus, cur
rent regular notifications about events in the field (congresses, and confer
ences, as well as university programs), open positions and offers, projects, 
research plans, etc. can all be viewed. The assembly of all such infonnation 
requires, thanks to the internet, only a very small amount of space and time 
on site. In order !o call attention to a conference that will take place at an 
Amencan uruversIty, the address of the invitation text must merely be en
tered on the given internet page -provided, naturally, that event organizers 
place their text on the interne!." 

2) The Indogermanische Gesellschaji, which is momentarily located in 
Halle (see link 

.
o� our web site [see above E 100] under the heading, lndo

European lingUIstICS ill Europe): Up to date news from the Indogermanische 
Gesellschaft (about, among other things, the nature and goal of Indo
European linguistics and work with media) is offered, as well as addresses and 
general infonnation. The Hallisches Institut fur Indogermanisti/c, Allgemeine 
and Angewandte Sprachwissenschaji is currently responsible for maintenance 
oflhe page. 

3) The Institute for Linguistics at the University of Cologne. The rubrics 
"Sprachen and Schrijien der Welt," "Indogermanisch allgemein," "Antike 
allgemein" among others, and the links to individual Indo-European languages 
are avaiJable through the thankfully provided thematically organized links. 
There is a link to the University of Cologne on our web site (see above E 100 
under the heading Indo-European linguistics in Europe). 
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C. A Word on the History of Indo-European Linguistics 

E 300. It is not at all uninteresting to look up the entries under the head
ing 'Indo-European linguistics' in a general encyclopedia. 

I )  The groJ3e Knaur (Munich 1 ZUrich 1967) offers an astonishingly com
petent treatment, which is given below without changes (the citations in 
this paragraph [-4] refer to the encyclopedia; information about particular 
researchers is provided in the index of this volume): 

"Indo-European linguistics, a science that explores the lndo
European languages. FoUowing the recognition, already in the 1 8th 
century, by W. Jones ( 1786) of the relatedness of Sanskrit to European 
languages, R. Rask ( 1 8 14), F. Bopp ( 1 8 1 6), and 1. Grirnm ( 1 8 19) 
founded Indo-European linguistics. Rask and particularly Grirnm 
(Deutsche Grammatik, 1 8 1 9  fI.) researched the historical stages of the 
Germanic languages (see Consonant shift) in an exemplary manner. 
Whereas Bopp (Vergleichende Grammatik I 833ff.) analyzed and com
pared forms, A.F. Pott provided underpinning -4etyrnology (Etymolo
gische Forschungen, 1 833-36) through exact comparisons of phonetic 
equivalences. Working with fixed rules of phonetic development, the 
first to try to attain an original [ndo-European language was A. 
ScWeicher (Compendium der vergleichenden Grammatik der indoger
manischen Sprachen, 1 861 /62); he was also the first to bring Slavic and 
particularly Lithuanian into consideration. Researchers next tried to 
define methods and phonetic rules more clearly: 1 863 H. G. Grass
mann's Law (dissimilation of aspirates), 1 877 K. Vemer's Law 
(-4Grammatical change), 1 876-78 Ausnahmslosigkeit der Lautgesetze 
(A. Leskien, H. Osthoff and F. K. Brugmann; -4Neogrammarians). 
Amelung, Brugmann, H. Collitz, F. de Saussure, J. Schrnidt resolved 
the problem of the Indo-European 'a' (European a, e, 0); G. I. Ascoli 
discovered the two Indo-European guttural series; Brugmann (,Nasalis 
sonans in der indogermanischen Grundsprache,' 1 876), the syllabic m 
and n; de Saussure (' Memoire sur le systeme primitif des voyelles dans 
les langues indoeuropeennes,' 1 878179) formed the vowel theory of 
Proto-Indo-European through systematic representation of ablaut de
grees of short and long vowels, discovery of and of two-syllable 
-4Roots. H. Paul (' Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte,' 1 880) contrib
uted the theory of Analogy, the effect of which Brugmann and Osthoff 
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treated in their 'Morphologische Untersuchungen' ( 1 878 if.). H. 
Hilbschmann recognized the -7Armenian language as a separate lan
guage group. B. G. G. Delbrilck contributed his Syntax ( 1893-1900) to 
Brugmann's 'GrundrifJ der vergleichenden Grammatik der indoger
manischen Sprachen' ( 1886 ff.). 

Significant investigations into the philology of individual languages 
were provided by: Ch. Bartholomae (lndo-Iranian), J. Wackernagel, W. 
Schulze, and later P. Kretschmer (Greek), Fr. K1uge, H. Paul, E. Siev
ers, and still later W. Streitberg (Germanic), R. Thumeysen (Celtic). H. 
Hirt contributed in the areas of -7accent ( 1895) and -7ablaut (1900) as 
well as to those of the original homeland and language of Indo
Europeans ('Die lndogermanen,' 1905-07; 'lndogermanische Gram
matile, ' 1921 -37). Tocharian and Hittite were discovered at the begin
ning of the 20'h century and worked on by W. Schulze, E. Sieg, W. 
Siegling, W. Krause (Tocharian), and F. Hrozny, F. Sommer, J. 
Friedrich (Hittite), H. Pedersen (both). Along with Hittite, Luwian and 
Palaic were also revealed; Phrygian, Lycian, and Lydian were also re
searched. Krahe analyzed the remains of the -7Illyrian language. Indo
European linguistics became increasingly focused on questions of detail 
and individual philologies. Since de Saussure's demand for a synchro
nized, systematic linguistics ('eours de la linguistique generale,' 
1916), Indo-European linguistics, which is historically ('diachronically') 
oriented, has been replaced by various movements in modern -7linguis
tics, particularly abroad (Geneva, Prague, Copenhagen, USA)." 

2) Meyer's Enzyklopadisches Lexikon (MannheimlWienlZilrich. 9" ed. 
1 974) offers a comparahly competent overview under the heading. Dis
sappointing, on the other hand - yet for this day and age, perhaps typical -
is a newly conceived reference such as Haremberg, Kompaktlexikon in 3 
Banden. Dortmund 1996. The field of Indo-European linguistics is no 
longer mentioned; one is rather summarily referred to the "Indo-European 
language group" and the "Indo-Europeans." 

3) An exhaustive treatment of the history of Indo-European linguistics 
from its beginning is lacking to this day. 

Helpful �terature: - a) On the subject of the history ofIndo-European 
linguistics, with a particular focus on its beginnings and on the subject of 
the history of linguistics in general: -7 Benfey Geschichte der 
Sprachwissenschaft 1 869; Delbrilck Einleitung 1904; Windisch Sanskrit
philologie I 1917  IT 1920; Portraits I I II 1966; Neumann, 
Indogermanistik 1967; Koerner, Practicing Linguistic Historiography 
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1989; Einhauser Junggrammatiker 1989; Szemen!nyi Ein/uhrung 1 990
. 
p. 

I If. ' Bartschat Methoden der Sprachwissenschaft 1 996; Morpurgo Davles 
O/l�cento 1996. - b) with focus on the 20'h century (until 1 960): -7 Sze
merenyi Richtungen der modernen Sprachwissenschaft 11 1982. 

4) A couple of important steps of development from § I are clarified in 
the following. 

E 301. Similarities and relationships in vocabulary between European 
languages such as Latin and Greek and Sanskrit have been increasingly 
studied since the eighteenth century. -7 Thumb I HauschIld Handbuch des 
Sanskrit I I I 1958 p. I 68ff. (The work concerns Sanskrit studies in 
Europe). On Sir W. Jones: -7 p. 173f.; Portraits 1 1 966 p. 1-57; Lexicon 
Grammaticorum 1 996 p. 489f. ;  Mayrhofer Sanskrit and die Sprachen Al-
teuropas 1983. 

. In his German-language work, J. K1aproth (Asia polyglo/la ParIS 1 823 
p. 42ff.) refers commonly to the language group that joins Europe and 
India as "indo(-)germanisch." But this term is clearly not K1aproth's in
vention. He uses the word as an established term, that at the time com
peted with the term 'Indo-European' and was employed by Bopp. Before 
K1aproth, the Danish geographer K. Malte-Brun had eVIdently used tbe 
term "Iangues indo-germaniques": -7 Thumb I Hauschild Handbuch des
Sanskrit I I I 1 958 p. 42f.; F. R. Shapiro "On the Origin of the term 'lndo
Germanic"' in HL 8 1981 p. 165-170; K. Koerner "Observations of the 
Sources, Transmission, and Meaning of 'Indo-European ' and Related 
Terms in the Development of Linguistics" in IF 86 1 982 p. I-29; by the 
same author, Practicing Linguistic Historiography 1 989 p. 149-177; Sze
men,nyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 12f. note I ;  G. Bolognesi "Sul termine 'indo
germanisch "' in FS Belardi I 1994 p. 327-338; F. Bader in langues indo-
europeennes 1 994 p. 23. . 

While the term 'Indo-European' established itself in English and m the 
Romance languages, the term 'indo-germanisch' has become accepted in 
the German-speaking world: -7 Committee of the lndogermanische Ge
sellschaft in Kratylos 27 1982 [1983] p. 221 f.  (position with regard to the 
juxtaposition of 'lndo-Germanic' and 'Indo-European': "Eine Abkehr von 
dem eingebiirgerten wissenschaftlichen Terminus 'indogermanisch ' ist 
also nicht geboten"). A consciously anti-West German development, t�e 
term 'indoeuropiiisch' was the term of choice in tbe German DemocratIc 
Republic: -7 E. Seidel in Wissenschaftliche ZeitschriJt der Humboldt
Universitiit zu Berlin, Gesellschafts- and Sprachwissenschaftliche Reihe 
XVrn 1969 p.297 ("In dealing indirectly with West German servants of 
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imperialism, I see no reason to avoid using the term 'indogermanische 
Sprachwissenschaft . . .  Nonetheless, I shall respect the wishes of the editor 
and use ' indoeuropdisch. "') 

E 302. The actual history of Indo-European linguistics begins with Franz 
Bopp ( 1 79 1 - 1 867). In 1 8 1 6  he proved the relationship of the Indo
European languages. The foreword of his fundamental work, "Uber das 
Conjugationssystem der Sanskritsprache in Vergleichung mit jenem der 
griechischen, lateinischen, persischen and germanischen Sprache" is 
dated 1 6  May, the date on which Bopp celebrated the birth of Indo
European linguistics. Whereas earlier suppositions were only supported by 
comparisons of words, Bopp proved the existence of relationships through 
grammatical comparison. Bopp's study of Vedic was prompted by 
Friedrich Schlegel's "Ueber die Sprache and Weisheit der Indier" (Hei
delberg, 1 808). For more information on Bopp: -? B. Schlerath Berlinis
che Lebensbilder - Geisteswissenschaftler 1989 p. 55-72; Szemerenyi 
Einfuhrung 1990 p. 6f. 

Along with Bopp, Jacob Grimm ( 1 785-1 863) is of great significance in 
the history of Indo-European linguistics. With his Deutsche Grammatik 
(I 8 1 9ff.), he introduced the historical dimension in linguistic research: lin
guistic comparison and history constitute the foundaton of Indo-European 
lingUIStiCS: -? Szemerenyi Richtungen I 1971 p. 1 3ff. 

E 303. The institutionalization of the field began with the appointment of 
Bopp in 1 82 1 ,  on the recommendation of Wilhelm von Humboldt to the 
then new Berlin University. Bopp received the newly created chair for 
"Orientalische Literatur und Allgemeine Sprachkunde." 

In its first decades, the field remained closely associated with Sanskrit 
studies, given that familiarity with Sanskrit rendered the discovery of the 
Indo-European language group possible. Because of this tight connection 
to Sanskrit studies, Indo-European linguistics in its beginnings was closest 
to oriental studies, such that professors at the time usually carried the 
words 'Sanskrit' and 'oriental' in their titles. Yet the descriptions 'Indian 
studies' and 'oriental studies' have just as little to do with their present 
mearungs as Bopp's chair of 'allgemeine Sprachkunde' had to do with 
today's understanding of general linguistics. August Wilhelm Schlegel 
received the first chair in Indian Studies in 1 8 1 8  in Bonn. 

Chairs in Indo-European linguistics without particular ties to Sanskrit 
were created starting only in the 1870's. Thus, for example, Karl Brug
mann' s  chair in Leipzig was created by simply renaming the chair for Clas-
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sical Philology occupied by his teacher, Georg Curtius, who had been a 
student of Bopp in Berlin. 

E 304. Bopp's circle of students was very large. For example, Friedrich 
Riickert, who held a chair for oriental studies in Erlangen and taught in 
Berlin, is significant beyond the confines of Indo-European linguistics. 
The circle included Wilhelm von Humboldt, August Wilhelm Schlegel and 
many representatives ofIndo-European linguistics and Indian studies, such 
as August Friedrich Pott, Theodor Aufrecht, Olto von Bohtlingk, Adalbert 
Kuhn, Adolf Friedrich Stenzler, and Albrecht Weber, who became Bopp's 
successor. 

In 1 872, Hermann Ebel received the first chair for comparative linguis
tics in Berlin. In 1 8 76, Johannes Schmidt, a student of August Schleicher, 
became his successor. Herrnann Ebel founded the "Berliner Schule" of 
philological Indo-European linguistics, which is to be distinguished from 
the "Leipziger Schule" of systematic "neograrnmarians." 

E 305. The introduction of various new methods is associated with the 
names Pot!, Schleicher, and Schmidl: Thus, with A. F. Pot! from Halle is 
associated a more rigorous observation of consonant shift in the study of 
etymology (-? Etymologische Forschungen auJ dem Gebiete der Indo
germanischen Sprachen mit besonderem Bezug auJ die Lautumwandlung 
im Sanskrit, Griechischen, Lateinischen, Litauischen and Gothischen. 
Lemgo 1 833-1 836); with A. Schleicher from Jena, reconstruction and 
theories of linguistic lineage; (-? Compendium der vergleichenden Gram
matik der indogermanischen Sprachen. Weimar 1 86 1 ); with J. Schmidt 
from Berlin, the wave theory (-? Verwandtschaftsverhaltnisse 1 872). The 
name Adalbert Kuhn calls to mind both Indo-European mythology as well 
as the founding of a review in the field of lndo-European linguistics, a re
view which, with only minimal changes in the title, has appeared from 
1 852 to the present day, and is still referred to as "Kuhns Zeitschrijf': HS 
(previously ZVS or KZ). See the bibliography. 

E 306. Representatives of different philological disciplines belonged to 
the group of so-called neogrammarians, which included for example, the 
slavist August Leskien and the germanist Hermann Paul. Literature: -? 
Einhauser Junggrammatiker 1 989. 

The principle that phonetic rules are without exceptions (which includes 
the consonant shift as a phonetic rule) can be traced to the neograrnmari
ans. Numerous durable phonetic rules were discovered by researchers 
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from this circle: Jacob Grirrun's Law (Germanische Lautverschiebung, 
see below L 336 § 4); Karl Verner's Law (see below L 421); Karl Brug
mann's Law (see below L 4 1 2; On his discovery of the nasalis sonans, see 
below. L 305); Hermann Osthoff's Law (a long diphthong before a conso
nant becomes a short diphthong); Hermann Grassrnann's Law concerning 
dissimilation of aspirates (see below L 348); Christian Bartholomae's Law 
concerning aspirates (see below L 347 § 2). 

E 307. A decisive place in the history of Indo-European linguistics be
longs to Ferdinand de Saussure ( 1857- 1 9 1 3). Not only did he enrich lndo
European phonetics with his discovery of laryngeals, he also founded 
modem synchronic linguistics. (Common headings include: synchronic vs. 
diachronic, langue vs. parole, signifiant vs. signifie.) --+ Szemerenyi Rich
tungen 1 1 97 1  p. 1 9-52; for further infonnation, see the bibliography under 
Saussure Cours ( 19 16) and Saussure Memoire (1 879); further, see below, 
L 3 1 5. 

As a rule, synchronic linguistics and general linguistics are considered 
10 be one and the same. Since de Saussure, the field has gained impetus 
and diversified widely: --+ Szemen,nyi Richtungen der modernen Sprach
wissenschaft II 1982. 

At some universities, general linguistics has outstripped Indo-European 
linguistics. This is equally true in the cases of the large philologies, such as 
Germanic studies, Latin language studies, and English studies, where his
torically interested linguists are in the minority and are threatening to be
come lone voices in the desert. With its higher numbers of students, gen
eral linguistics has a trump card that cannot easily be overcome. But even 
general linguistics needs the historical dimension. A juxtapositioning of 
general and historical-comparative linguistics is the only appropriate ap
proach. When the general linguist, who for the most part has only English 
as a foreign language and finds all of his examples in that language, the 
one-sidedness becomes egregious. 

E 308. The contribution of new ideas and addition of new linguistic ma
terial has changed the state of research in Indo-European linguistics re
peatedly: --+ Szemerenyi Richtungen der modernen Sprachwissenschaft I I  
1 982 p .  107ff. Following is a list o f  the individual Indo-European lan
guages in the order of their incorporation into the group of Indo-European 
languages: Albanian (--+ Bopp Albanesisch 1 855); Annenian (H. 
Hilbschmann 1 875, see below E 424); Tocharian (E. Sieg, W. Siegling, W. 
Schulze 1 908, see below E 408); Hittite (F. Hrozny 1 9 1 5, see below E 
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410); Mycenaean I Linear B (M. Ventris and J. Chadwick 1953, see below 
E 41 8); Celtiberian (first Botorrita inscription found 1970, see below E 

43 1 § Ic); Carian (See below E 415 :  --+ Historia de la investigacion in 
Adiego Studia Carica 1 993 p. 1 0 1  ff.). 

E 309. How Indo-European linguistics will evolve in the next millenium 
remains to be seen. 

Indo-European linguistics has never been so well-documented as it to
day. Precision of description and argumentation have never been so good. 
One must continue on this path and examine our linguistic past with ever 
greater precision and adequacy. Openness to new approaches is of great 
importance. 

It is a social responsibility to call attention to the historical dimension in 
all discussions of language and languages, and not to allow it to be 
forgotten. And this is all the more true today, as knowledge of the ancient 
Indo-European cultural languages Latin and Greek is threatened by 
suppression and marginalization. 

Indo-European linguistics devotes itself to the linguistic past and, in so 
doing, makes the future intelligible. The motto, ' Without a past, no 
future' comes to mind. But Indo-European linguistics and historical 
linguistics must never be misused for political goals. (See index, under the 
headings 'Celts' and 'National Socialism.') 

E 310. Indispensible to any perspective of the future is financial support 
of chairs for Indo-European linguistics at universities. In the present age 
of empty coffers in the public sector, so-called minor fields like Indo
European linguistics are often confronted with the crucial question of so
cial relevance and called into question. Responsible faculties and univer
sity administrations are sometimes even willing to refuse the appointment 
of an Indo-European specialist in favor of material needs in other fields 
with greater numbers of students, and keep the field of Indo-European 
linguistics more or less alive through temporary teaching contracts. Thus 
has been the case recently in Basel, Fribourg (Switzerland), Giessen, Hei
delberg, and Tilbingen. 

R. Wachter of the University of Base I offered a IIaming appeal in March 
1999 in favor of our fine, but small, field on the internet (link to Basel from 
Our web site [see above E 100] under the heading Indo-European linguis
tics in Europe) entitled: "Orchidee lndogermanistik: ztihe Wurzel, 
zugkrtiftige Stammbildung, zerbrechliche Endungen." In the following 
excerpt, "Wozu lndogermanislik heute?" the reader will easily recognize 
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the statements that regard issues specific to the situation at the University 
of Base I and Switzerland in general.): 

"Here I should, in conclusion, accommodate today's utilitarianism by 
naming several additional factors that in my opinion clariJY a well
grounded historical-comparative, and particularly an Indo-European 
curriculum as something useful, even outside of the more narrow area 
of classical philology and lndology, factors that can relativize the or
chid-status of Indo-European linguistics: - Firstly, Indo-European lin
guistics can like no other science mediate between most languages of 
Europe, and particularly between the four languages of our country: It 
guides the regard to the COmmon linguistic fund and the differences that 
have grown over time. It helps us to be familiarized ourselves, likewise 
archeologically, with the confusion of different historical layers, to keep 
them distinct from one another, and to be mindful of the historical con
text of inherited linguistic material, influences of languages of classical 
antiquity and the renaissance, exchanged linguistic material from the 
Roman-Germanic symbiosis of the early middle ages, scientific terms of 
the high middle ages that originated in Arabic, borrowings from the 
courtly culture of France, Anglo-Saxon technological-commercial vo
cabulary of the last hundred years, and much else. The historical
comparative perspective could, and furthermore should be made once 
again increasingly fruitful in language studies in the sense of applied lin
guistics. This is particularly useful for the Romance languages, of 
which three are official languages in Switzerland, and a fourth is among 
the most widespread languages of the world, further in the area of 
European common cultural vocabulary, which in many cases is common 
to all four official languages of Switzerland, as well as to English and 
the other European languages, and finally more or less in the structure 
of sentences and the typological changes of the last 2000 years, which 
likewise in nearly all of Europe reveal more commonalities than differ
ences. And not least, the historical-analytical perspective, as I see it, 
encourages individual linguistic competence, trains sensitivity to style 
and broadens available linguistic resources. - Secondly, historical
comparative linguistics can help general linguistics to regain dimensions 
that the latter has for some time neglected, namely the historical and 
comparative dimensions. Lately, a convergence has been discemible, 
and here in Basel the signs of fruitful collaboration seem to me particu
larly promising. - Thirdly, lndo-European linguistics contributes 
greatly to the color of a university, for it brings its own bases of re
search and is at the same time a helpful field for many others, is cen-
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trally important for classical philology �ong 
.
other fi�lds, and me�

ingfully complementary to most other philologles, and 
.
It br�adens sIg

nificantly the selection of available fields through the mcluslon of lan

guages that would otherwise never be taught or researche�. Through 

't multilingual integrating effect, Indo-European lingUIStICS creates, I s 
d" al 

. 
I I along with history and comparative literature, 

.
an ad Itlon , partlCU ar y 

linguistically-oriented network of the most dIverse fields. As an
. 
ety

mological science par excellence, It IS particularly capab!e of findmg a 

broader audience. - Last but not least, lndo-European ImgUlStIcs does 

not cost very much: This is true in absolute terms, because It requlfes, 

aside from a minimum to assure continuity, very little personnel; books, 

reviews and other resources as well are required, commensurately WIth 

the breadth of the field, in modest quantity. But also considered rela

tively the cost-benefit relationship is not at all bad, because here not 

only :.re the numbers of students relevant, but also just as �uch the 

qualitative aspect of the contribution of lndo-Europe� lingUiStICS to 

the functioning of many other fields and of the broadenmg ofthe chOIce 

of fields . . .  - It is a particularly desirable and effectIve reinforcement 

of the successful functioning of this small field that is full of tradItIon 

that the many other fields actually take advantage of its capacity to 

help. To achieve this, the field, or rather its representative, must con

tribute his part in his teaching, in his relations to students and represen

tatives of the other fields, among others, as well as - today more than 

ever - toward the general public." 

D. Overview of the Indo-European Languages and their 
Sources 

1 .  General Information 

E 400. Attestation and extent of documentation of the Indo-European 
languages varies from language to language. This is dependent on when 
the individual groups of lE language speakers found th�ir way from the 
spoken word, originally prevalent in all of them, to the wntten one. 

. 
As a rule, this development took place at the time of contact WIth an 

established culture that employed writing. Compare for example the 
-
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Anatolian Hittites, who may be integrated in the Mesopotamian cuneifonn 
tradition (cf. E 410 below), or the Mycenaean Greeks, who borrowed Lin
ear B from the Cretan family of scripts (cf. E 418  below), or the Celts, 
who, depending on the region, wrote their inscriptions with the Greek, 
Latin, Etruscan, and even Iberian alphabets (cf. E 43 1 ,  § 1  below), or the 
Tochari, who, through their participation in the life marked by the Bud
dhism of the Tarirn Basin of the sixth century AD, created language 
monuments of their own (see below E 408). 

The earliest attestations of some language branches are translations of 
Christian content. These include Gothic, Old Church Slavic, and Arme
nian. A table of entry dates of individual languages into the world of 
written language is offered in Benveniste Institutions IT 1 969 in the open
ing text to the "note bibliographique." 

In the best ofall cases, the age of the language is consistent with that of 
those who created its records, as is the case with contemporary inscrip
tions. In other cases, the documents originate at a much later date, such as 
is the case as a rule with manuscripts. Thus, there is a period of oral tradi
tion, or also of written tradition between the attested linguistic phase and 
the point at which the physical document can be dated. 

Some languages have only come to be known in the last century, 
whether it be because they had remained undiscovered, or because the 
written documents could only then be deciphered. 

The capacity to decode the languages concerned here varies both ac
cording to whether or not the given language has a modem descendent, 
and according to the length of its philological tradition. 

E 401. General overviews of the individual representatives of the Indo
European language f.amilies are available in: � Cowgill Einleitung 1986 p. 
1 7ff.; Lockwood Uberblick 1979; Lingue indoeuropee 1994 = Indo
European languages 1998; langues indo-europeennes 1 994; Beekes In
troduction 1995 p. 1 7ff.; Convegno Udine (Restsprachen) 1981 [1983]. 

2. The Individual Indo-European Language Families and their 
Sources 

E 402. A short initial enumeration follows here in the order of the earliest 
attestation of the individual language. In each case, I shall mention the 
earliest evidence, and in the case of datable records the actual evidence 
shall also be mentioned. Further, an indication is given of an indirectly 

r 
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transmitted text if  it is significant for the particular language because of 

age or sIZe. 
The current order is as follows: - Anatolian (Old Hittite, original 

documents from the 1 6th century BC, copies of texts from the 17th century 

BC); - Greek (Mycenaean original documents of the 1 7th and 14th/13th 

centuries BC); - Indian ( 13th century BC: the handing-down of the 

Rigveda must have taken place purely orally until far into the last millen

ium, but the creation of individual verses and of some philosophical con

tent dates probably from the 13th century BC; further, material transmitted 

through secondary sources, including some names of deities and terms 

dates back to the Hurrian Mitanni empire of the 16th to 14th centuries BC.); 

- Iranian (the core of the Old Avestan text corpus dates back to Zara

thustra, founder of zarathustranism, and thereby to the 10th century BC, 

but after a long period of oral transfer, the conserved texts were only pre
served in written fonn starting in the 13th century AD, in the Middle Per
sian period); - Italic (perhaps the so-called fibula praenestina [if it is 
even authentic, and not a forgery: � Wachter Altlaleinische Inschriften 
1987 pp. 55-65] with its inscription can be dated to the first half of the 7th 
century BC; whereas other Latin monuments, such as the so-called Duenos 
inscription, only date from the 6th century); - Celtic (continental celtic 
inscriptions date from the 2nd century BC); - Germanic (Wulfila's Bible 
translation in Gothic is dated c. 3 SO AD; Gennanic names on coins and in 
indirect records are attested from the I " century BC); - Armenian (5th 
century AD); - Tocharian (6th century AD); - Slavic (9th century AD); 
- Baltic (14th century AD); - Albanian ( 15th century AD). 

E 403. The following somewhat more thorough enumeration proceeds 
generally from geographical east to west, and follows, within each region, 
the order of first attested occurrence. References to helpful literature are 
kept quite brief. 

1 )  Indian subcontinent and Chinese Turkestan: Indo-Inmian with Indian 
and Inmian (which adjoins from the west) ; Tocharian. 

2) Asia Minor, Greece, and the Balkan peninsula: - From the 2"" century 
BC Anatolian in the east, Greek in the west. - From the I" millenium BC 
Phrygian in Asia Minor. - Armenian in the east and Albanian in the Balkans 
beginning after Christ. 
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3) Italian peninsula: Italic. 

4) Europe north of the Alps: Celtic, Germanic, Balto-Slavic. 

E 404. Indian, or Indo-Aryan: 
Indian and Iranian are closely linked both linguistically and culturally in 

their early stages. Even the name for the people, arja-, shared by both 
language branches, is an expression of intertwined Indo-Iranian cultures, 
c( W 304. For a good overview of Indo-Iranian: ..... M. Mayrhofer in 
langues indo-europeennes 1 994 p. 101-120; Arbeitstagung Erlangen 1997 
[2000]. 

I) Indian or - with reference to the non-Indo-European languages of India 
- Indo-Aryan is first attested (16th/14th centuries BC) indirectly in other tradi
tions, and in fact in the form of borrowed words and proper nouns in the Hur
rian of kingdom of Mitanni ("Mitanni-Indian"): ..... Mayrhofur lndo-Arier 
1966; Kammenhuber Arier 1968; M. Mayrhofer Welches Material aus dem 
lndo-Arischen von Mitanni verbleibt for eine selektive Darstellung? in Kleine 
Schriften n 1996 (an essay from 1982) p. 304-322; O. Carruba Zur Ober
lieferung einiger Namen and Appellativa der Arier von Mitanni: "A Luwian 
look? " in Arbeitstagung Erlangen 1997 [2000] p. 51-67. On the subject of 
Hunian itself: ..... Neu Hurrilisch 1988; Wegner Hurritisch 2000. 

2) The oldest layer of the Indian language, which has continually developed 
through the present day, is tangible in the Vedic of the Rigveda, which may be 
dated to the middle of the 13th century BC and represents the Indian language 
of the Punjab region in the north-west oflndia. The dating concerns however 
only the language, and not the documents, since written transmission of Vedic 
texts began only two thousand years later. Because the oldest Vedic texts are 
cerernonial literature in verse, a genre in which exact phonetic observation and 
preservation are of the highest priority, the greatest reliability on the part of the 
oral tradition is assumed. WIthin Vedic Indian, different phases of language 
may be differentiated, which are connected with the various texts: Rigveda, 
Sarnaveda, Yajurveda, Atharvaveda, Brahmanas, Upanishads, Aranyakas. 
Even within the Rigveda, the collected hymns are not all of the same age; the 
oldest being those of the books two through seven, the so-called 'fumily 
books'. Different dialects ofVedic may also be distinguished. 

Literature: - a) general: ..... Thumb 1 Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit 
1958 / 1959; Wackernagel l Debrunner Altindische Grammalik 1957 / 1954 1 
1930. - b) Vedic: ..... MacDonell Vedic Grammar 1910; Aufrecht Hymnen 
des Rigveda I 1 11 1877; Geldner R V  Obersetzung 1951 - 1957; Grassrnann 
Worterbuch 1873; Mayrhofer EWAia; Hoffinann Injunktiv 1967; Narten Sig-
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malische Aoriste 1964; Goto, I.  Priisensklasse 1987 and by the same autbor, 
Materialien Nr. 1-29 1990-1997; Zehnder A VP 2 1999; M. Witze� "Tracing 
the Vedic Dialects" in Dialectes indo-aryennes 1986 [1989] p. 97-265; by the 
same author, Die sprachliche Situation Nordindiens in vedischer Zeit in Ar
beitstagung Erlangen 1997 [2000] p. 543-579. 

3) The earliest directly handed-down Indian pieces of linguistic evidence are 
inscriptions from the Buddhist Emperor Moka of 250 BC. The development 
of Priikrit begins in around 500 BC. Part of Priikrit is Pali, the canonical lan
guage of southern Buddhism: ..... Geiger Piili 1916; Mayrhofer Piili 1951 ;  von 
Hinilber Alteres Mittelindisch 1986. 

4) Classical Sanskrit, which as a literary and intellectual language is used to 
the present day, appeared only after Middle Indian in the second half of the 
first millenium BC under the influence of the grammarian PiiI)ini (c. 400 BC) 
and others: ..... Mayrhofer Sanskrit-Grammatik 1978. 

5) Among the New Indian languages, Hindi and Urdii are particularly 
worth mentioning. For information on the present linguistic situation: ..... P. 
Gaeflke and H. Bechert in Indologie 1979 p. 32ff. 

E 405. Already in its oldest attestations, Old Iranian may be divided into 
an eastern and a western branch. East Iranian is represented by Avestan; 
West Iranian by Old Persian. Avestan and Old Persian developed separate 
scripts: Avestan is written from right to left in an alphabet that is based 
upon the cursive Pahlavi alphabet of the 4th century AD and which, thanks 
to its weallh of characters, can take into account fine phonetic differences. 
Old Persian, however, is written in a simple cuneiform that developed 
separately around 520 BC. 

The fragmentary attestation of Old Iranian leads great importance to the 
successive Middle and New Iranian languages. See an example of Khota
nese in L 2 1 1  § 5 .  

Literature: ..... Compendium Linguarum lranicarum 1989 with articles 
on all aspects of Iranian (from Old Iranian and Middle Iranian to New ira
nian); R. Schmitt Die iranischen Sprachen, Eine Einfiihrung in 5 Teilen in 
Spektrum Iran 8,4 1995 p. 6-27; 9,2 1 996 p. 6-32; 9,3-4 1 996 p. 6-32; 
10,1 1997 p. 10-38; 1 1 , 1  1998 p. 14-42 = Schmitt lranische Sprachen 
2000; M. Mayrhofer 'L 'lndo-iranien' in /angues indo-europeennes 1994 
p. 101-120; Bartholomae Altiranisches Worterbuch 1904 ( 1979); Hoff
mann Altiranisch in A zifsdtze I 1 975 p. 58-76 (Article from 1958; other
wise compare the essays I-Ill, which contain Hoffinann's central studies on 
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Old Iranian); R. S. P. Beekes "Historical Phonology of Iranian" in JIES 
25 1997 p. 1 -26. 

E 406. The oldest occurrences of Avestan are the so-called Gathas of 
Zarathustra ("Gatha-Avestan"), which are hymns to the deity Ahura 
Mazda. These excerpts, together with the Yasna HaptaQhiiiti, a ceremo
nial text in prose date from the 1 0" century BC. - Later Avestan is a later 
dialect of Old Avestan and dates from around the 6'" and 5'" centuries BC. 
The oldest known manuscript text dates from 1288 AD. 

Literature: � Beekes Gatha-Avestan 1988; 1. Kellens in Compendium 
Linguarum Iranicarum 1989 p. 32-55; Kellens / Pirart Textes vieil
avestiques I-m 1988-1991 ;  Hoffinann / Forssman Avestische Laut- and 
Flexionslehre 1996 (p. 247ff A compilation of writings on Avestan by B. 
Forssman). 

E 407. Old Persian is first attested at the time of the Old Persian cunei
form script, thus c. 520 BC; but the inscriptions from the 3'd century BC 
already contain linguistic mistakes that indicate that Old Persian was al
ready no longer a contemporary language. In some cases, Old Persian also 
contains "medisms." The entire fund of Old Persian texts is comprised of a 
small corpus of inscriptions: � Brandenstein / Mayrhofer Altpersisch 
1964; Mayrhofer Supplement 1978; R. Schrnitt in Compendium Lin
guarum Iranicum 1989 p. 56-85; Schrnitt Bisitun Inscriptions 1991;  by the 
same author Altpersische Inschriften 1999; M. Mayrhofer mer die Ver
schriftung des Altpersischen in Kleine Schriften I I  1 996 p. 387-399 (essay 
from 1989). 

For information on the Parthian Empire under the Arsacids (247 BC -
224 AD): � Partherreich [ 1996] 1 998 (which contains, among others, R. 
Schrnitt Parthische Sprach- and Namenuberlieferung aus arsakidischer 
Zeit p. 1 63-204. The oldest Pahlavi-inscription comes from the founder of 
the Sassanid dynasty, Ardashir I (Papakan = Ardashir) (224-241 n. Chr.): 
� Overviews in Compendium Linguarum Iranicarum 1 989 p. 95ff 

E 408. Two languages may be distinguished in the case of Tocharian: 
East Tocharian, or Tocharian A, and West Tocharian, or Tocharian B. 
Both were used in eastern Turkestan starting in the 2"d century BC. The 
earliest attestations date from the 6'" century AD; the latest from the 8'" 

century AD. - Tocharian A was a purely written language. Tocharian B, 
on the other hand, was a lingua franca in Turfan, Qarasahr, Sorcuq, and 
Kuca. Contents of literary texts include poetry, religious, and scientific 
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material. Extant religious, Buddhist texts, of which several are for the 

most part translations from Sanskrit, including some that are bilingual, and 

others that are copies of a known original. In addition, in Tocharian B, 

there are reports from monasteries, caravan passes, a letter, and text from 
mural paintings. A modified Northern Indian Brahrni alphabet was used. 
_ Around 1 900, expeditions explored the Chinese province Xinjiang. In 
1904, A Le Coq and A. Grilnwedel discovered a distinctly Tocharian lan
guage in manuscripts from eastern Turkestan. The language was further 
researched by E. Sieg and W. Siegling: � W. Siegling Tocharisch, die 
Sprache der Indoskythen in Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie 1908 
p. 915-932 (Sergej Th. Oldenburg first postulated the lndo-European 
character of Tocharian in 1 892: � E. N. Tyomkin in TIES 7 1997 p. 

205ff.). 
Literature: � An excellent introduction may be found in Pinault Tok

harien 1989; Fachtagung Tocharisch Berlin 1990 [1994] (which contains, 
among others, p. 3 10ff. G. Klingenschrnitt Das Tocharische in indoger
manistischer Sicht, see also, by the same author, Tocharisch and Urindo
germanisch in Fachtagung Regensburg 1973 [ 1975] p. 148-163); TIES 
(see the information in the bibliography); Adarns Tocharian 1988; Adarns 
Dictionary (Tocharian B) 1 999; Ringe Sound Changes in Tocharian I 
1996; Hackstein Sigmatische Prdsensstammbildungen 1995; Carling Lo
kale Kasus im Tocharischen 2000. 

E 409. With its Old Hittite cuneiform texts from the 16'" century BC, the 
Anatolian group of languages offers the oldest attested occurrence of an 
Indo-European language. Eight Anatolian languages are attested: Hittite, 

Luwian, Palaic, Lycian, Lydian, Carian, Pisidian, and Sidetic. - The 
Anatolian languages use three different systems of writing: A type of 
babylonian-Assyrian cuneiform (Hittite, Palaic, Luwian), hieroglyphics 
(Luwian), alphabet (Lycian, Lydian, Carian, Pisidian, Sidetic). 

Literature: � Melchert "Anatolian" in langues indo-europeennes 1 994 
p. 121ff; N. Oettinger "Die Gliederung des anatolischen Sprachgebietes" 
in ZVS 92 1978 [1979] p. 74-92; by the same author, in DNP under the 
heading Kleinasien column 555-559. 

E 410. An archive of clay tablets was discovered in 1906 in 
HattusaIBogaik6y, 150 kilometers east of Ankara. The linguistic material 
found in the Arzawa letters from the Amarna correspondence, found in 
1887/88 in Middle Egypt moved Knudtzon to express the supposition in 
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1 902 that the language is Indo-European. The deciphering of the script 
was performed by Bednch Hrozny in 1 9 1 5 .  

Hittite, the administrative language o f  the Hittite empire, offers the 
most textual material of the Anatolian languages. Hittite texts can thus be 
ordered chronologically into various phases: Three phases may be distin
guished: Old Hittite ( 1 5 70-1 450), Middle Hittite ( 1 450- 1 3 80) and Late 
Hittite ( 1 380- 1220). Meanwhile, the absolute chronology varies in re
search. I n  the two and a half century older Assyrian tradition, two Hittite 
borrowed words are attested (ispatalu ' lodging,' isbiuli 'wage contract'). 
The latest Hittite attestations come from the 1 3'h century BC. Hittite texts 
are written in cuneiform and, with the exception of one bronze tablet, are 
found on fired clay tablets. Most have been found in central Anatolia. 

Literature: - a) General: ---+ Bittel Haltusha 1 970 by the same author 
Hethiter 1 976; Bryce Kingdom 1 998; Neve fiattusa 1 996; C. Melchert 
"Anatolian " in langues indo-europeennes 1 994 p. 1 2 1 - 1 36; Benveniste 
Hittite et indo-europeen 1 962; Bibliographie der Hethitologie 1 996 
( 1 998): I p. 275ff. (writing); 2 p. I I  ff. (languages and philology); A. 
Karnmenhuber Kleine Schriften 1 993; F. Starke in DNP (see the headings 
l;Iattusha and Hethitisch). - b) Writings / Texts: ---+ Riister / Neu Hethi
tisches Zeichenlexikon 1 989; Neu Althethitische Ritualtexte 1980 and Neu 
Althethitisches Glossar 1983. - c) Language, lexicon: ---+ Friedrich Ele
mentarbuch I 1 960; Oettinger Verbum 1979; Rieken Nominale 
Stammbildung 1 999; Grammatica ittita 1992; Friedrich / Karnmenhuber 
HW; TischIer HEG; CHD. 

E 4 1 1 .  PaIaic is only very fragmentarily handed down; it disappeared in 
the 1 3th century BC. It was the spoken idiom of Pala, an area northwest 
of the Hittite center: ---+ Carruba Palaisch 1 970, by the same author Bei
frage zum Palaischen. Istanbul 1972. 

E 412. Luwian, a language from southern and southwestern Anatolia, is 
attested in two dialects: one was handed down in cuneiform ( l 4thl1 3'h 
centuries BC), the other in hieroglyphics ( 1 5'h _8'h centuries BC). Many 
Luwian texts in cuneiform differ from one another very little such that the 
vocabulary that has been handed down is very limited. Other Luwian 
words are found as borrowed or adapted words in Hittite texts. For the 
most part, the hieroglyphic Luwian texts originate after the fall of the Hit
tite empire. Most of these are stone inscriptions found in the region com
prised by southern Anatolia and northern Syria. Descendents of the Lu
wian language group, which include Lycian (see below E 4 1 3 )  and Carian 
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(see below E 4 1 5) persisted in southwestern Anatolia into the first millen
ium BC. 

Literature: - a) general: F. Starke in DNP under the heading Luwisch. 
_ b) Cuneiform Luwian: ---+ Laroche Louvite 1 959; Melchert Cuneiform 
Luvian 1 993; Starke Keilschrift-Iuwische Texte 1985, by the same author 
Keilschrift-Iuwische Nomen 1990. - c) Hieroglyphic Luwian: Laroche 
Hieroglyphes hiltites I 1 960; Marazzi Gerogliftco 1 990; Hawkins Corpus 
I 2000 and 2 1 999; M. Marazzi, 11 geroglifico anatolico: stato delle ricer
che in Graz 2000 p. 3 1 7-326. - d) Luwian in the first millenium BC ---+ 
Neurnann Weiterleben 1 96 1 ;  Houwink ten Cate Luwian Population 
Groups 1 965. 

E 413. Lycian is the language of the Lycian landscape. Aside from the 
more broadly attested 'normal Lycian' (or Lycian A), a second dialect 
(Lycian B, or 'Milyan') is attested in a few occurrences. Stone inscrip
tions, which represent the majority of Lycian attestations, come from the 
5'h and 4'h centuries BC and include, aside from grave inscriptions, among 
others the famous "Stele ofXanthos" and the trilingual stele of the Letoon 
in Xanthos, which contains Lycian, Greek, and Aramaic and was discov
ered in 1973. The Lycian alphabet belongs to the group of so-called 
Anatolian alphabets. 

Literature: ---+ Neurnann Kleine Schriften 1 994 p. 1 09-223 (with se
lected writings on); Hajna1 Lyk. Vokolismus 1 995 (p. 3ff. Introduction with 
an inventory of Lycian inscriptions and an overview of the history of re
search). 

E 414. Lydian, the language of the kingdom of Lydia in West Anatolia, is 
attested at the earliest by texts on coins from the 8th century. Stone in
scriptions, among which are to be a found a couple of Lydian-Ararnaic 
bilingual tablets, are dated from the 5th and 4th centuries BC. The Lydian 
alphabet belongs to the same alphabet group as that of Lycian, but is inde
pendent. 

Literature: ---+ Gusmani Lydisches Worterbuch 1 964 and Lydisches 
Worterbuch Erganzungsband 1 986; H.  Eichner Die Akzentuation des Ly
dischen in Sprache 32 1 986 p. 7-2 1 ;  F. Starke in DNP under the heading 
Lydisch. 

E 415. Carian is linguistically adjacent to Lycian. Its language monu
ments come from both Egypt (6'h century BC) and the original area of 
Carian in southwestern Anatolia (5_4,h century BC). Graffiti like that 
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found in lasos dates from as early as the 7" century BC; the Carian-Greek 
bilingual stele from Athens dates from the end of the 6" century BC. The 
alphabet is of the Anatolian type, but an independent creation. The appro
priate attribution of phonetic values, which was only recently achieved, 
was confirmed through the discovery of a Carian-Greek bilingual stele in 
Kaunos. 

Literature: ---7 Adiego Studia Carica 1993; Cario 1 993 [ 1994]; Collo
quium Caricum 1 998 (on the bilingual stele from Kaunos); 1 .  Hajnal in 
Kadmos 36 1997 p. 14 1 - 166 and 37 1998 p. 80-108. 

E 416. In the southern Anatolian area of Pi sidi a and around the city Side, 
successor languages ofLuwian are attested to have been spoken. We have 
a whole series ofnarnes as well as a few inscriptions from Side. 

Literature: ---7 Neumann Kleine Schriften 1994 p. 227ff. (Essays on 
Sidetic may be found under the numbers 33, 39, 43, 48, 49.) 

E 417. Greek is a language that can be documented over a period of 
4000 years. - The oldest documents are clay tablets in Linear-B, see 
below, E 418 .  Greek inscriptions in alphabet script date from as early as 
the 8" century BC. With the exception of Cypriot, which employed a syl
labic script similar to that of Mycenaean which dates back to the second 
millenium BC, Greek texts are written with an alphabet. The Greek alpha
bet was probably adapted from a northwest Semitic alphabet around 800 
BC. - In the following, the most important texts are given first. Para
graphs have been added for Mycenaean Greek (see below, E 4 1 8), Homer 
(see below, E 419) and the dialects (see below, E 420). 

Literature: - a) General: ---7 Schwy2er Griechische Grammatik I 1939; 
Schwyzer / Debrunner Griechische Grammatik II  1950; E. Risch in LAW 
1965 under the heading Griechisch; Meier-BrUgger Griechische Sprach
wissenschaJt I / 11 1 992; K. Strunk Vom Mykenischen bis zum klassischen 
Griechisch in Griechische Philologie 1997 p. 135ff.; B. Forssman in DNP 
under the heading Altgriechisch; Meillet Apert;u 1975; Hiersche 
Grundzuge 1970; Risch Kieine Schriften 1 98 1  (compare Indices); Ruijgh 
Scripta Minora I 1991 IT 1 996 (compare Indices). - b) Phonetics and 
morphology: ---7 Lejeune Phomitique 1 972; Alien Vox Graeca 1 987; 
Zinsmeister Griechische Grammatik I 1954; Rix Historische Grammatik 
des Griechischen 1976; Bomemann / Risch Grieschische Grammatik 
1 978. - c) Syntax: ---7 Delaunois Syntaxe 1988; Kolloquium Kuhner Am
sterdam 1986 [ 1988]. - d) Vocabulary: ---7 Frisk GEW; Chantraine 
DELG; DGE (compare Anejo 1II); CEG. 
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E 418. The earliest written evidence of Greek that has survived, is com
prised of inscriptions in a syllabic script ("Linear B"). The oldest known 
document comes from the area around Olympia, contains the proper noun 
Kharokws (compare the Homeric XapoljI), and dates from 1650 BC: ---7 P. 
Arapogianni, J. Rambach, L. Godard in Floreant Sludia Mycenaea I 1 995 
[1 999] p. 39-43. Part of the clay tablets from Knossos originate in the 14" 
century BC, the rest are dated around 1 200 BC. Aside from Knossos on 
Crete, mainland sites include palaces in Pylos, Mycenae, Tiryns, and (in 
Boetia) Thebes. The language of the inscriptions is referred to as Myce
naean Greek or simply as Mycenaean. This early phase of Greek came to 
be a focus of research only in 1 952, after Michael Ventris, along with J. 
Chadwick, deciphered Linear-B script. It is notable that Greek linguistics 
has only been able to integrate Mycenaean material in its discussion since 
the 60s. A textbook such as Schwyzer's Griechische Grammalik I 1939 
can certainly maintain particular assertions that were at the time thinkable, 
but which today may no longer be maintained, for example the fonnerly 
common analysis of EVEKa 'because' < "en-!!eka 'with regard to the will,' 
which because of Mycenaean e-ne-ka, i.e. eneka must be rejected (In the 
case of "en!!eka, "e-we-ka would be expected!). The questionable EvEKa 
must now be seen as the fossilized root word "",lIeK-", in the accusative 
singular case, which means 'for the attainment of (with a genitive comple
ment)': ---7 Meier-BrUgger Griechische SprachwissenschaJt I 1 992 p. 88f. 

Literature: ---7 SMID; Chadwick Documents 1 973; Hiller / Panagl 
Friihgr. Texte aus myk. Zeil 1 976; Aura Jorro Diccionario micenico. I 
1985 IJ 1993; Meier-BrUgger Griechische SprachwissenschaJt I 1992 p. 
43ff.; Hooker Linear B 1 980; Lejeune Memoires I-IV 1958-1997. - The 
last colloquia: ---7 Colloquium Mycenaeum 1 975 [1979]; Res Mycellaeae 
1981 [ 1 983]; Tractala Mycenaea 1985 [ 1987]; Mykenaika 1990 [ 1992]; 
Floreant Studio Mycenaea 1995 [ 1999]. - Concerning new finds in The
bes: ---7 V. Aravantinos in Floreant Studia Mycenaea I p. 45ff. Further, 
compare the CRAI-Iectures by L. Godart and A. Sacconi: Les dieux Ihe
bains dans les archives myceniennes in volume 1996 p. 99-1 13;  Les ar
chives de Thebes et le monde mycenien in volume 1997 p. 889-906; La 
geographie des elals myceniens in volume XX 1999 p. 527-546 

E 419. The first Ancient Greek literary texts are the two epics by Homer; 
the Iliad and the Odyssey, the writing of which is probably correctly dated 
to the 8th century BC. The oldest evidence of the written transmittal of 
these texts are papyri from the third century BC. Although there had 
probably been a couple of editions before this date, well into the Hellenis-
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tic period, the normal Greek probably only knew his Homer text from the 
oral tradition. 

Literature: -4 Latacz Homer 1 989; by the same author: Troia and 
Homer 2001 ;  by the same author in DNP see under the headings: Der 
epische Zykius, Epos, Homer, Homerische Frage; Ruiperez Ilias and Od
yssee 1 999; Iliad I-VI 1985-1993; Homers Ilias Prolegomena 2000; 
Homers Ilias Gesamtkommentar 2000ff.; Odyssey I-Ill 1988- 1 992; LfgrE; 
Chantraine Grammaire homerique I 1958 II 1953; Risch Wortbi/dung 
1973; Colloquium Rauricum 2 199 1 ;  Homeric Questions 1995. 

E 420. Ancient Greek dialects: Ionic-Attic, Doric-Northwest Greek, 
Aeolic (Boeotian, Thessa1ian, Lesbian), Arcadian-Cypriot-Pamphylian; 
there is still a debate going on about a possible separation in Ionic, Doric, 
and Achaean, the latter of which is divided further into North Achaean 
(Aeolic) and South Achaean (Arcadian-Cypriot-Pamphylian). Early attes
tations of dialectal splitting in inscriptions and genre-specific literary use of 
different dialects (e.g. scientific prose in Ionic, lyrical writings in Aeolic, 
Doric chorus text in Attic tragedy) are particularities of Greek dialectol
ogy. In the course of time, the various dialects were replaced by the so
called Koine. 

Literature: a) Overviews: -4 Bechtel Griechische Dialekte 192 1 - 1 924; 
Buck Greek Dialects 1 955; ScInnitt Griechische Dialekte 1 977; Meier
Briigger Griechische Sprachwissenschajt [ 1992 p. 76ff.; Garcia-Ram6n in 
DNP see under the headings A:olisch, Arkodisch, Allisch, Dorisch. lonisch; 
Kata dialekton 1 996 ( 1 999]. - b) individual monographs: -4 Masson ICS 
1 961 + Add. 1983 (on Cyprus, also Greek Language in Cyprus 1988); 
Brixhe Pamphylie 1 976; Threatte Allic I 1980 Il 1 996; Bliirnel Aiolische 
Dialekte 1 982; Dubois Arcadien 1986; Bile Cretois 1988; Hodot Eolien 
1990; Vottero Beotien I 1998; Dobias-Lalou Cyrime 2000. - c) For in
formation on Koine: -4 Koine I-Ill 1 993-1998. 

E 421. The Macedonian of the ancient kingdom of northern Greece is 
probably nothing other than a northern Greek dialect of Doric: -4 C. 
Brixhe 1 A. Panayotou Le macedonien in langues indo-europeennes 1994 
p. 205-220; SEG 43 1993 Nr. 434; C. Brixhe in Kata dialekton 1 996 
[ 1999] p. 41ff. 

I n  contrast, in the present Macedonia, o f  which the capital is Skopje, a 
southern Slavic language, similar to Bulgarian, is spoken. See below, E 
433. 
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E 422. Illyrian and Thracian are languages of the southern Balkans. 
Whether or not they are Indo-European, is still discussed. They have not 
preserved any written language, but are probably reflected in the corpus of 
proper nouns in the region, the interpretation of which is difficult: -4 
Krahe Illyrier I 1955; H. Kronasser, Illyrier and JIlyricum in Sprache I I  
1965 p. 155-183 (criticism apropos of Krahe); Katicic Languages of the 
Balkans 1976; C. Brixhe 1 A. Panayotou Le thrace in langues indo
europeennes 1994 p. 1 79-203. 

According to inscriptions found in southern Italy, Messapian - an lE 
language of the Italic branch ? - was spoken in the area of Brindisi and 
Lecce. Whether Messapian is linguistically linked to the Balkans has been 
open to discussion since Krahe: -4 C. de Simone and J. Unterrnann in 
Krahe l/lyrier 1 1  1964; O. Parlangeli and C. Santoro in LDIA 1 978 p. 
913ff.; C. de Simone lscrizione messapiche della grolla della Poesia in 
ASNP Serie III Vol. XVIII 1 2 1 988 p. 325-415.  

E 423. Phrygian is a language that was spoken in what is now central 
Turkey. The capital ofthe Phrygians, Gordion, lay 120 miles southwest of 
Ankara. Phrygian is attested in about 200 inscriptions in the Greek alpha
bet in two different phases: Old Phrygian (8th _4th centuries BC) and Late 
Phrygian (2" /3" centuries AD). 

Literature: -4 C. Brixhe Le phrygien in langues indo-europeennes 1994 
p. 165-178; Brixhe 1 Lejeune Pateo-phrygien 1984; Neurnann Phrygisch 
und Griechisch 1988; Frigi e Frigio 1995 ( 1997]. 

E 424. Evidence of Armenian begins with the 5th century AD, likely 
soon after the creation of the Armenian script in 407 by the missionary 
Mesrop (t 441) in order to translate the Bible into Armenian in 410. Prior 
to this time, only a few Armenian names are given in Aramaic, Greek, and 
Syrian texts. The Old Armenian language until 460 AD is also called Clas
sical Armenian; in the 7th and 8th centuries follows the post-classical period 
of Old Armenian, followed in turn by Early Middle Armenian, which lasted 
from the 8th to the 1 1  th centuries. Middle Armenian (Cilician-Armenian, 
among others) follows in the 1 2th century. The earliest preserved inscrip
tions date from the end of the 5th century AD. The oldest preserved manu
script dates from 887, while a greater quantity of manuscripts was pre
served starting at the end of the 12th century. Most of the oldest Armenian 
literature consists of translations of Syrian and Greek; most Old Armenian 
texts consist of Christian literature or historiography. - After Armenian 
had been thought to be a part of the lndo-Iranian language branch, Hein-
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rich Hilbscbmann showed in 1 875 that Armenian represents its own Indo
European language branch: -7 Ueber die slel/ung des armenischen im 
kreise der indogermanischen Sprachen in KZ 23, I 1 875 p. 5-49 = Kleine 
Schriften 1 976 p. 1 -45. - A peculiarity of Armenian is that in the case of 
plosives, a consonant shift just like that in Germanic took place. The lexi
con contains many words borrowed from Persian, Syrian, and Greek. 

Literature: -7 Lamberterie Armenien classique 1992 (A very good in
troduction); R. Schmitt Forschungsberichl: Die Erforschung des Klas
sisch-Armenischen seil Meillet ( 1 936) in Kratylos 1 7  1972 [1974] p. 1 -68; 
Meillet Armenien classique 1936; Jensen Altarmenische Grammatik 1959; 
Godel Classical Armenian 1 975; Schmitt Klassisches Armenisch 198 1 ;  
Ritter Armeno antiguo 1996; Klingenschmitt Altarmenisches Verbum 
1982; So Ita Stellung des Armenischen 1 960; Clackson Armenisch and 
Greek 1994; Olsen Noun 1 999. 

E 425. The earliest evidence of Albanian is from the 15th century AD, 
which includes the baptismal formula of the Archbishop ofDurazzo, Paolo 
Angelo, from the year 1 462. The oldest preserved Albanian book is Gjon 
Buzuku's Missals, which was created in 1555. Albanian seems, however, 
to have been written in the 14th century. Albanian is divided into two dia
lects: Geg in the North and Tosk in the South. 

Literature: -7 Bopp Albanesisch 1 855; B. Derniraj Albanische Ety
mologien 1 997; S. Derniraj Albanisch 1993; G. Klingenschmitt Albanisch 
and Urindogermanisch in MSS 40 198 1  p. 93- 1 3 1 ;  by the same author 
Das Albanische als Glied der indogermanischen Sprachjamilie (handout) 
in Kolloquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1993 [ 1994] p. 221 -233; J. Matz
inger in Sprache 40 1998 p. 1 02-132 (Review of V. Orel A Concise His
torical Grammar of the Albanian Language. Leiden I Boston I Koln 
2000). 

E 426. The ancient Italian ethnic groups offer a great diversity in a small 
area: -7 ltalia alumna 1990 (which contains: La civilla dei Veneti, Reti, 
Liguri. Celti, Piceni, Umbri. Latini, Campani e Japigi); llalia parens 
1991  (which contains: La civilta degli Enotri, Choni, Ausoni, Sanniti, 
Lucani, Breltii, Sicani, Siculi, Elimi). Overview of the languages ofItaly: 
-7 G. Meiser in DNP under the headings: Jtalien, Sprachen, column 1 1 67-
1 1 70. 

I) Latino-Faliscan and Sabellic together form the Italic branch of the Indo
European languages. Venetian probably split offbefore the differentiation of 
Latino-Faliscan and Sabellic. - The concrete hypothesis ofH. Rix (in lncontri 
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Linguistici 1 7  1 994 p. 24() is as follows: The Italic people was first a part of 
the northwest Indo-Europeans (see below, E 435, §4) but then settled as the 
independent original Italic language group in the area of Pannonia (from the 
upper Sava basin to the mid-Drava river area). From there they migrated into 
Italy in several distinct thrusts. The order of migrations: "Proto-Venetians" 
(on Venetian, see below, E 430), "Proto-Sabellians" (on Sabellic, see below E 
429), "Proto-Latins" (on Latino-FaIiscan, see below, E 427, E 428). Sabel
lians and Latino-Faliscans met again after a period of separation, in the middle 
Italic Koine of the 7�_5th centuries BC, see below §3A. - On the problem of 
Proto-ltalic: -7 H. Rix Latein and Sabellisch, Stammbaum undloder Sprach
band? in Jncontri Linguistici 1 7  1994 p. 13-29; J. Untermann 'Urverwand
Ischafi ' and historische Nachbarschafi im Worlschalz der italischen Sprachen 
in lncontri Linguistici 16 1993 p. 93-\01;  P. de Bernardo Stempe� Kerni
talisch, Latein, Venetisch: ein Etappenmodell in Graz 2000 p. 47-70. 

2) Alongside the Indo-European languages of the Italic family, other Indo
European languages were spoken in ancient Italy: Greek in the south (Greek 
colonies in Sicily and in all of southern Italy), and in the north, Celtic Lepontic 
(see below, E 431 § Ic). For information on Messapian, see above, E 422. 

3) The non-Indo-European languages of ancient Italy are Etruscan (A) and 
Punic (8). 

A) Etruscan: The Etruscans, probably having come by sea from the 
east, settled in Etruria. The Latino-Faliscans and Sabellians must have 
already been established in the region. The Etruscans marked the ancient 
Italian linguistic landscape. But their influence on Latin was over
estimated early on. From around 650-450 BC there existed a cultural 
Koine between Etruscans, Latino-Faliscan, and Sabellians that exercised 
influence on the alphabet, numeral systems, the system of familiy names, 
and religious customs and names of the peoples of the region across ethnic 
boundaries. Literature: - a) General on Etruscans: -7 H. Rix Schrift and 
Sprache in Etrusker 1 985 p. 2 1 0-238; Rix Etruskische Texle I / II 199 1 .  
- b) On the interrelation o f  Rome and Etruria: -7 Etrusci e Roma 1 979 
[1981] .  - c) On the interrelation of Etruscan - Rhaetic - Lemnian (Pro to
Tyrrhenian): -7 H. Rix Eine morpho-syntaktische Clbereinslimmung zwis
chen Etruskisch and Lemnisch: die Datierungsformel in GS Brandenstein 
1968 p. 2 13-222; by the same author, Riitisch and Etruskisch 1998. 

B) Punic: Punic is a form of Phoenician. It is the language of Cartbage, 
the great opponent of Rome up until its destruction in 146 BC. The Punic
Etruscan bilingual tablet from Pyrgi I Cerveteri (north of Rome) dates from 
the 5th century BC: -7 W. Fischer and H. Rix in GGA 220 1968 p. 64-94. 
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- The comedy Poenulus is by Plautus. - Further literature on Punic: � M. G. Guzzo Amadasi in LDIA 1978 p. 101 3ff. 

E 427. Latin is by far the best attested of the Indo-European languages of ancient Italy. 

I )  The Latin language was originally the dialect of the city of Rome and was closely connected to tbe landscape ofLatium: � Kolb Rom 1995. 
2) The earliest occurrences are inscriptions found in the city of Rome from the 6th century BC. From the 5th to the I "  centuries BC, the language is known as Old Latin. The majority of preserved texts come from the period from the ," century BC to the I "  century AD. Classical Latin, strictly speaking, includes only the prose writings of Cicero and Caesar, which date from the I" 

century BC. 

3) For information on Old Latin inscriptions: � Emout Recueil 1 947; Diehl Alllaleinische lnschriften 1 965; Warmington Remains oJ Old Lalin IV 1940; Degrassi inscripliones I-IT 1965-1972; by the same author Imagines 1 965; Romische inschriften, by L. Schurnacher. Stuttgart 1988 (� Reclam, Universal-Bibliothek Nr. 8512) and Die romische Lileralur in Texl and Darslellung. volwne I :  Republikanische Zeil r (Poesie) by H. and A. Petersmann. Stuttgart 1991 (� Reclam, Universal-Bibliothek Nr. 8066); Meyer Laleinische Epigraphik 1973; Bliimel Unlersuchungen 1972; Radke Archaisches Lalein 1 98 1 ;  Wachter Alllaleinische Inschriften 1 987; Vine Archaic Lalin 1993. 
4) The first Latin literary texts are only attested from the 3rd century BC: � H. Rix "Schrift and Schriftgebrauch im vorlilerarischen Millelilalien" in Hoffinann Gedenlif€ier 1 996 (1997] p. 27-42. 
5) Literature on Latin: - a) History of the Latin language: � Meillet Esquisse 1928; Devoto Lingua di Roma 1 940; M. Leurnann Geschichle der laleinischen Sprache in Leurnann / Hofrnann / Szantyr Allgemeiner Teil 1 965 p. 10·ff.; Solta Slellung der laleinischen Sprache 1 974; Giacomelli Lingua lalina 1993; 1. Kramer Geschichle der lateinischen Sprache in Lateinische Philalogie 1 996 p. 1 15-162; M. Meier-Briigger in RGA 1 8 2001 under the heading 'Latein'. - b) General Latin: � Leurnann / Hofrnann / Szantyr Allgemeiner Teil 1965; H. Rix in DNP 6 1999 column 1 1 60-1 163 under the heading 'Latein'; Kolloquium Latein and indogermanisch Salzburg 1986 [1992]; Sommer Handbuch 1948; SOmmer / Pfister Lautlehre 1977; Leumann LLFL 1977; Meiser Laut- and Formenlehre 1998; Schrijver Laryngeals in Latin 1991; Benedetti Composti radicali 1988. Further, compare the series lKLL (I CLL / ClLL), see the bibliography, under lKLL. 
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6) Of particular importance is also Vulgar Latin,
. 
the spoken language o�� 

f which in the various Roman provinces the indiVIdual Romance languag o 
omanian, Romansch, Sardic, French, Dalmatian, Italian, Prove

.
nyaj, Sparush, g:ta1an, and Portugese) developed. In a unique way, the relatlonshi� o��� 

ther language to its oflSpring may be observed and documented. n :: Latin: � ViiiWinen Latin vulgaire 1 98 1 .  

E 428. The oldest occurrences o f  Faliscan, the language of Falerii and the 
surrounding area, are inscriptions from the 6th cent� BC; the latest Falis-

. . 
t'o are from the 2,d century BC. ASIde from the sparse m-ean msenp I ns 

. 
L' t Veller script ions there are no attestations of Faliscan. Iter� ure: -: . 

Handbuch der italischen Dialekte I 1953 p. 277ff.; Glacomelli Lmgua 
Falisca 1 963; G. Giacomelli in LDIA 1978 p. 505ff. 

E 429. Among the languages of the Sahellian branch of languages are so
called South Pieene, Oscan, Umbrian, and a couple of other, only s�ghtly 
varl'ed languages such as Volscian. Of partlcuiar mterest IS South PlC 

h
en 

p
e, , 

h 6th t BC Sout 1-the oldest attestations of which date from t e cen ury . 
d 

. 
cene is particularly interesting. Three different alphabets were employe m 
Oscan inscriptions: the Greek alphabet, the Latin �Iphabet, and the Oscru: 
alphabet. The oldest inscriptions date from the 3 

. 
century BC. The so 

caUed Iguvine Tables are the main source for Umbnan and come from the 
3'" _2,d centuries BC. 

. .  . 
Literature: � Meiser Umbrisch 1986; G. Meiser, Pailgmsch, Latem 

und Sudpikenisch in Glotta 65 1 987 p. 104- I 25; H. Rix Umbro e P�to: 
Osco-Umbro in Convegno Udine (mmor language�) 

.
1 991  [ 1993], arl . . . . . 

1 985' G M '  r and H Rix m Tavole dl Agnone nett! !scnzlOm sudplcene , .  else 
' . h kd . . ' HS 107 1994 [ 1996] p. I 87ff. and p. 243ff.; H. Rix, Sudpikemsc u/u III 

1994 p. 105-122; Schirmer Wortschatz 1998; Untermarm Worterbuch 
Oskisch-Umbrisch 2000. 

E 430. Venetian represents a separate Italic langu
.
age of what is now t?� 

Veneto region (inscriptions from the 6th_2,d centurIes BC): � PeUegnru 
Prosdocimi Lingua Venelica 1 / II 1 967; Lejeune Venele 1 974; A. L. Pros
docimi 11 venetico in LDIA 1978 p. 257/f by the same author m Convegno 
Udine (minor languages) 1 981 [ 1 983] p. 153ff. 

E 431. Celtic can roughly be divided into Continental Celtic (from the 
E minent) and Insular Celtic (from the Bnllsh Isl�s [and from 
th':r�:�:O��h migrations, Brittany connects linguistically WIth Breton D. 
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While Continental Celtic offers the oldest occurrences of Celtic, Insular 
Celtic offers by fur the greater quantity of documents. 

General literature: � Kolloquium Keltisch Bonn 1 976 [ 1977); Birkhan 
Kelten 1997; Deutschsprachige Keltologen 1992 [ 1993) (which includes 
K. H. Schmidt Stand and AuJgaben der deutschsprachigen Keltologie p. 
1 -35); K. H. Schmidt Celtic Movements in the First Millennium B.C. in 
JIES 20 1992 p. 145-178; K. McCone Relative Chronologie: Keltisch in 
Fachtagung Leiden 1987 [ 1992) p. 1 1 -39; Keltologen-Symposium 1I 1 997 
[ 1999); DNP see under the headings Kelten, Keltische Sprachen; RGA see 
under the headings Kelten, Keltische Ortsnamen, Hercynia Silva, Helve
tier. 

I) Apart from occurrences of Celtic (in toponymy, for example) in docu
ments in other languages, the oldest occurrences of Celtic come from the 3'" 

century BC, which includes Continental Celtic inscriptions above all from 
Gaul, but also from Spain (Botorrita) and Italy (southern extremity of the 
Alps). The latest date from as late as the 3'" century AD. Literature: - a) 
General � J. F. Eska I D. E. Evans Continental Celtic in Celtic Languages 
1993 p. 26-63 (which includes a good bibliography, p. 52-64); K. H. Schmidt 
Grundlagen einer Jestlandkeltischen Grammatik in Convegno Udine (Rest
sprachen) 1981 [1983) p. 65ff; W. Meid Forschungsbericht Altkeltische 
Sprachen in Kratylos: I in 43 1998 p. 1-31, 1I in 44 1999 p. 1-19; III in 45 
2000 p. 1 -28. - b) Gaulish: � RGA 10 1998 see under Gallien (various 
authors); Lambert Langue gauloise 1977; RIG I-Ill 1985-1988; Meid Gaulish 
Inscriptions 1992; Graftere altkeltische Sprachdenkmaler 1993 [1996) p. I I  ff 
(Contributions by D. E. Evans, K. H. Schmidt, J. T. Koch, W. Meid, P.-Y. 
Lambert, K. McCone). - c) Lepontic: Lejeune Lepontica 1971; J. Uhlich, 
Zur sprachlichen Einordnung des Lepontischen in Keltologen-Symposium IT 
1997 [1 999) p. 277-304. - d) Celtiberian: � Untermann Monumenta IV 
1997 p. 349ff; Meid Botorrita 1993; Graftere altkeltische Sprachdenkmaler 
1993 [1996) p. 1 24ff (Contributions by J. de Hoz, W. Meid, R KOd
deritzsch); ViIlar Celtiberian Grammar 1995; by the same author, The Celti
berian language in ZCP 49-50 1997 p. 898-947; W. Meid in Kratylos 45 
2000 p. 1-28; F. ViIlar and C. Jordan in Kratylos 46 2001 p. 166- 18 1  (review 
ofUntermann Monumenta IV). 

2) Insular Celtic may in turn be divided into Goidelic and Brythonic. The 
earliest occurrences of Insular Celtic are the Ogam Inscriptions, which date 
from the 4ili to the 7ili century AD. The following period, from the 7ili to the 
IOili centuries, is accepted as the period of Old Irish; glosses in large quantities 
are found in a manuscript of Paul's Epistles, dated from the middle of the 8th 
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century, and named "Wiirzburger Glosses" after their present location. The 
linguistic phase ofIrish that precedes that of the Wiirzburger Glosses is called 
Archaic Irish, and is attested in a few further glosses and Middle and New Irish 
manuscripts of archaic legal texts. Brythonic, which is only very sparsely at
tested in the earliest period, is divided into three dialects: Old Welsh is attested 
starting in the late 8th century AD (Middle Welsh starts in the middle of the 
1 2ili century AD); evidence of Old Cornish in Cornwall exists starting in the 
late 9th century AD and ending in the first quarter of the 12ili century AD; 
sirni!arly, Old Breton is attested starting at the end of the 9ili century and end
ing in the first quarter of the twelfth century. Alongside Goidelic and 
Brythonic, there remains Pictish, which is only attested in names. 

Literature: � Celtic Languages 1 992; Ziegler Ogam-Inschriften 1994; 
McCone I Simms Progress in Medieval Irish Studies 1996; McCone Old 
Irish Nasal Presents 199 1 ;  ZCP 49-50 1997; Schulze-Thulin o-stzifige 
Kausativa / Iterativa and Nasalprasentien im Kymrischen 200 I .  

E 432. Germanic is represented by three language branches: East, North, 
and West Germanic. The prelintinary phase of the latter two is called 
Northwest Germanic. The earliest traces of Germanic, which date from 
the I "  century BC, are proper nouns found on coins and, latinized, in Cae
sar's writings. From the 3" century on, there are North Germanic runic 
writings. The first more comprehensive textual evidence of a Germanic 
language is the 4'h century AD Bible translation of Bishop Wulfila (t 383) 
into Gothic, an East Germanic language. A peculiarity of Germanic, com
pared with other Indo-European language branches with the exception of 
Armenian, is that in the case of plosives a consonant shift took place, see 
below L 336 § 4. Apart from runic writings, the Latin alphabet is used in 
the Germanic languages. 

Literature: - a) General (Proto-Germanic; general Germanic): � 
Germanenprobleme in heutiger Sicht 1986 (which includes, among others, 
the contribution of E. Seebold Die Konstituierung des Germanischen in 
sprachlicher Sicht p. I 68ff.); RGA I I  1998 under the headings Germanen, 
Germania, Germanische Altertumskunde. (which includes Sprache und 
Schrift p. 275ff. by E .  Seebold); Der Kleine Pauly 4 1998 under the 
heading Germanische Sprachen (by S. Ziegler); Kluge Urgermanisch 
1913 ;  Kluge Stammbildungslehre 1926; !Crahe I Meid Germanische 
Sprachwissenschaji 1965-1969; Streitberg Urgermanische Grammatik 
1 896; Bammesberger Germanische Verbalsystem 1 986; Bammesberger 
Urgermanische Nomen 1 990. - b) Runes: � R. Nedoma Neueres zu 
alteren Runeninschriften in Sprache 37 1 995 [ 1997) p. 105-1 15;  H. Rix 
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Thesen zum Ursprung der Runenschrift in Etrusker niirdlich von Etrurien, 
Akten des Symposions von Wien - SchlofJ Neuwoldegg 1989, edited by L. 
Aigner-Foresti. Vienna 1 992 (� SbOA W vo!. 589) p. 4 1 1  If.; by the same 
author, Germanische Runen und venetische Phonetik in Feslschrift O. 
Werner, Vergleichende germanische Philologie und Skandinavistik, edited 
by Th. Birkmann et al. Tiibingen 1 997 p. 23 1 -248; E.  Seebold Fupark, 
Beith-Luis-Nion, He-Lamedh, Abgad und Alphabel, Ober die Syslemalik 
der Zeichenaufztihlung bei Buchstaben-Schriften in FS Untermann 1993 
p. 4 1 1 -444; Old English Runes 199 1 ;  Frisian Runes 1996 (which includes, 
among others, A. Barnmesberger Frisian and Anglo-Saxon Runes: From 
Ihe Linguislic Angle p. 14-23; bibliography p. 22f.); Barnmesberger Pfor
zen und Bergakker 1999; A. Griffiths in IF 104 1999 p. 1 64-210. 

I )  The main representative of the East Germanic branch is Gothic. 
Extant attestations include, on the one hand the above-mentioned Bible 
translation, on the other, a few trade documents from the 6'h century AD. 
Apparently, an emmissary of the Holy Roman Empire, Ogier Ghislain de 
Busbecq, was able, during a stay in Constantinople between 1 554 and 
1 562, to assemble a list of 86 Gothic words (referred to as 'Crimean 
Gothic'). Unfortunately, only small fragments ofBurgundian and Vandalic 
have survived. 

Literature on Gothic: -7 RGA 12 1998 see under the headings, GOlen, Go
tische Schrift, and gOlische Sprache (various authors); Krause Handbuch des 
Gotischen 1968; Braune / Ebbinghaus Gotische Grammalik 198 I ;  Feist Go
thisches Wiirterbuch 1939; Binnig Gotisch 1998. On the phonetic system, see 
below, K. Dietz in L 222 § 5.  

2) In the North Germanic, or Scandinavian branch (Old Norse), which is 
first attested in runic writings of the 3'" century AD (which one may call 'Early 
Norse'; the name Proto-Norse being misleading in the case of an attested lan
guage), are to be included Old Icelandic, Old Norwegian, Old Swedish, and 
Old Danish, which could all be distinguished from one another at the time of 
the first preserved manuscripts in the 12" century. Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian are classified as Old West Norse; Old Swedish and Old Danish, as 
Old East Norse. The most attested in terms of literature is Old West Norse 
(since the 9" century AD), particularly Old Icelandic; that is why Old lce1andic 
forms are traditionally cited. 

Literature: -7 Noreen Altisltindisch and Altnorwegisch 1923; Noreen 
Altschwedisch 1904; Vries Altnordisches etymologisches Worterbuch 1962; 
Liihr EgiU 2000. - Modern Scandinavian languages: -7 BraunmiiUer Skandi
navische Sprachen 1992 (with a review by J. A. Haroarson). 
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3) West Germanic, of which only a few runic writings remain, is composed 
of Old English, Old Frisian, Old Saxon (i.e. Old Low German) and Old Low 
Frankish (i.e. Old Netherlandish) on the one hand, and Old High German, with 
a second consonant shift, on the other. Old English, Old Frisian, and Old 
Saxon are placed under the rubrics, North Sea Germanic or Ingvaeonic. Old 
English is attested from the early 8" century AD, Old High German from the 
late 8'h century, Old Saxon from the 9" century AD, Old Low Frankish from 
the 10'h century AD, and Old Frisian from the 13" century AD. 

Literature: - a) Old English (Old Saxon): -7 Brunner Allenglische 
Grammalik 1 965; Krogh Stellung des AllStichsischen 1996. - b) Old 
High German and German: -7 Sonderegger Althochdeutsch 1987; Liihr 
Hildebrandlied I / II 1 982; Seebold Etymologie 198 I p. 731f. (Die deut
sche Sprache); Riecke jan-Verben 1996; Sprachgeschichle I 1998 and 2 
1985; dtv-Allas Deulsche Sprache 1998; Schwerdt 2. L V 2000. 

E 433. The Slavic group of languages may be divided into three sub
groups: South Slavic (Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbian, Croat, Slovenian), 
East Slavic (Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian [Ruthenian], and West Slavic 
(Polish, Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorbian, Czech, Slovakian, [ {Dravano
}Polabian {Liineburg Wendland},  Pomeranian {Pomeranian Baltic Coast}, 
Slovincian {which, as the last representative of Po me rani an, died out in the 
20th century}, Kashubian {still spoken today as a dialect}]). The oldest 
extant Old Church Slavic document is not written in a linguistically unified 
form, but is rather marked by the individual languages Bulgarian, Serbian, 
and Russian. Additionally, it does not contain a perfectly representative 
excerpt in any one of the concerned Slavic languages. 

South Slavic: The oldest attested Slavic language (second half of the 
9" century AD) is the Old Church Slavic that was employed by the Slavic 
mission in Mahren to translate Christian texts from Greek, and which is 
founded on a Salonikian dialekt. Due to predominantly Bulgarian qualities 
of the Salonikian dialect, Old Church Slavic is also called Old Bulgarian. 
In order to establish a system of writing, the Slavic apostle Cyril (originally 
named Constantine) created, on the basis of the Greek lower-case alpha
bet, the separate Glagolitic alphabet, which was replaced around 900 AD 
by the CyriUic alphabet which is based on the capital letters of the Greek 
alphabet. The earliest inscriptions date from the 1 0'h and 1 1  'h centuries AD 
- Middle Bulgarian begins in the 1 2'h century. - Serbo-Croatian has 
been transmitted since the 1 2'h century in Church Slavic texts with Serbo
Croatian characteristics. Two different alphabets are used, namely Cyrillic 
in Serbian texts of the orthodox church, and Glagolitic in the Croatian 
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texts of the Roman church. - Slovenian has been continually attested 
since the 1 5th century; the oldest Slovenian linguistic evidence is found in 
the Friesinger records of about 1 000 AD. 

East Slavic: Transmittal of Russian begins in the middle of the I 1  th 
century AD through documents in Church Slavic which bear characteris
tics of East Slavic. Russian uses its own system of writing, the Cyrillic 
alphabet. - Belorusian and Ukrainian have both been attested since the 
1 2th century on Old Russian language monuments, which bear dialectal 
qualities. 

West Slavic: Polish has been attested since the Ith century. Polabian 
was spoken in the area of the lower reaches of the Elbe; it died out in 
Hannover in the 1 8th century. 

Literature: - a) General: � Brauer Slavische Sprachwissenschaft 
1961 - 1969; Panzer Slavische Sprachen 1991 ;  Pohl Le balte et le slave in 
langues indo-europeennes 1994 p. 233-250; Rheder Slav. Sprachwissen
schaft 1 998. - b) Old Church Slavic: � Leskien Handbuch der Altbul
garische Sprache 1962; Aitzetmiiller Altbulgarische Grammatik 1978; 
Koch Old Church Slavic Verbum I / II 1990 (I p. 1 7f. A good sketch of 
the history of Old Church Slavic). 

E 434. The Baltic group is composed of three languages: Lithuanian, 
Latvian (East Baltic) and Old Prussian (West Baltic). Other Baltic lan
guages may only be researched through borrowed words in Lithuanian and 
Latvian: among others, Jatvingian and Curonian. 

The oldest Baltic linguistic record is the Elbinger lexicon of the begin
ning of the 1 4th century AD. It contains 802 Old Prussian equivalents of 
Old Middle German words. The oldest Baltic text is Old Prussian as well; 
it comes from the middle of the 1 4th century AD and includes only eleven 
words. Old Prussian textual material is otherwise also very limited. The 
language died out in the 1 7'h century AD. 

The first Old Lithuanian and Old Latvian texts come from the 16'h cen
tury and appear already in book form. The oldest Lithuanian book is a 
catechism from 1547 translated into Lithuanian. The earliest Latvian text 
is a translation of the Lord's Prayer from the first half of the 1 6th century 
AD. 

In the case of Lithuanian, one can distinguish two dialects, Lower 
Lithuanian (Zemaitisch) in the Northwest of the Lithuanian language-area, 
and High Lithuanian (Aukstaitisch); both dialects may in turn be divided 
into subdialects. 
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Literature: - a) General Baltic: � Stang Vergleichende Grammatik 
1966; Baltische Sprachen 1994; Baltistik 1 998. - b) Lithuanian: � Senn 
Handbuch der lithauischen Sprache 1966; Fraenkel Lithautisches ety
mologisches Worterbuch 1962-1965; Bammesberger Abstraktbildungen 
1 973; Petit Lituanien 1 999. 

E 435. Within the group of Indo-European languages, some individual 
languages are more closely associated with one another owing to mor
phological or lexical similarities. The cause for this, as a rule, is a pre
historic geographic proximity (perhaps even constituting single linguistic 
community) or a common preliminiary linguistic phase, a middle mother
language phase, which would however then be posterior to the period of 
the mother language. 

In the case of Anatolian, the question is asked inversely. Did it separate 
first as a language branch from Proto-Indo-European, and to what extent 
was it thus spared developments common to the remaining Proto-Indo
European language group? See below §5.  

On the general problematics: � Porzig Gliederung 1 954; Ancient lE 
Dialects 1963 [ 1966] (which includes, among others, H. M. Hoenigswald, 
"Criteria for the Subgrouping of Languages" p. I ff); E. Seebold in RGA 
I I  1998 p. 289ff; G. Klingenschrnitt Die Verwandtschaftsverhaltnisse der 
indogermanischen Sprachen in Kolloquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1993 
[1994] p. 235ff. (On Anatolian, among others.); W. Hock, Balto-Slavisch, 
lndo-Iranisch, ltalo-Keltisch: Kriterien Jur die Annahme von Sprachge
meinschaften in der lndogermania in Aspekte baltistischer Forschung 
2000 p. 1 1 9-145. 

1) For more information on similarities between Greek, Armenian, and 
Phrygian (which all likely come from the same geographical area): � Neu
mann Phrygisch und Griechisch 1988; Clackson Armenian and Greek 1994. 

2) Notions of Halo-Celtic, which was emphasized in earlier research must 
be modified. In all probability, there was no Italo-Celtic preliminary phase. 
Rather, Celtic contacts with eastern Indo-Europe are ancient. Compare the 
case, among others, of relative pronouns, which in Celtic, contrarily to the 
Italic *kwo_ / *kwi-, is represented by *Hjo- (cf. F 404), a characteristic that it 
shares with Greek, Phrygian, Indo-Iranian and Slavic. Celtic contacts with 
Italic are of a later date: � C. Watkins "/talo-Celtic Revisited" in Ancient 
Indo-European Dialects 1963 [1966] p. 29-50 (also published as Selected 
Writings I 1994 p. 105-126); K. H. Schmidt "Late in und Keltisch " in Kollo-
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quium Lateinisch und Indogermanisch. Salzburg 1986 [ 1992] p. 29-51 ;  by the 
same author, Celtic 1 996. 

3) On Balto-Slavic: � Forschungsbericht in Baltische Sprachen 1994 p. 
36ff.; Andersen Prehistoric Dialects 1 996. 

4) On Northwest Indo-European: � N. Oettinger Grundsiitzliche Ober
legungen zum Nordwest-Indogermanischen in Incontri Linguistici 20 1997 p. 
93-1 1 1  (On the common preliminary phase of Cehic, Italic, Germanic, and 
Balto-Slavic); by the same author "Zum nordwestindogermanischen Lexilwn" 
in FS Meid *70 1999 p. 261-267; M. E. Huld in Indo-Europeanization of 
Northern Europe 1 996 p. 1 09-125. 

5) On the place of Anatolian and Hjttite within Indo-European (Heading, 
among others, ' lndo-llittite'): � N. Oettinger 'Indo-Hitlite '-Hypothesen und 
Wortbi/dung. Innsbruck 1986 (= ms, Lectures and shorter writings 37); A. 
Lehrrnan Indo-Hillite Revisited in IF 101  1996 p. 73-88; G. Klingenschrnitt at 
the beginning ofthc paragraph before § I .  Further, see below, F 207 § 3 and F 
304 § I. The position taken by H. Craig Melchert is central for us: "The Dia
lectal Position of Anatolian within lE in lE SUbgrouping" 1998 p. 24ff. 
Melchert pleads for the following model (in his treatment it carries the name 
I.D.: "I now conclude that there is a growing consensus among many in fuvor 
of mode I I. D."): 

Anatolian 
Tocharian (?) 

E 436. Ancient linguistic connections among Uralic languages (especially 
Finno-Hungarian) and Indo-European language groups (Germanic, Iranian, 
Baltic, Russian) have been confirmed. Foreign and borrowed words of 
Indo-European origin in Uralic offer an interesting secondary record. 
However, all recommendations must be critically examined: � Joki 
Uralier und Indogermanen 1973; Katz Lehnwbrter 1985; Rt!dei Indoger
manische-Uralische Sprachlwntakte 1 986; Koivulehtu Uralische Evidenz 

flir die Laryngaltheorie 1 991 . (As R. P. Ritter [in PFU 1 1 994 / 1 995 p. 3-
8 and in GS Katz 2001 p. 223-227] impressively demonstrates, the greatest 
care is required in the examination of apparent examples of words with 
laryngeal content.) 

E 437. The hypothesis that the Indo-European language family bears 
evidence of a relationship to the Ural-Altaic, Afro-Asian, and Karvelian 
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languages is found under the variously delined generic term 'Nostratic.' 
This theory can neither be confirmed nor demed. 

Literature: � J. Reinhart Holzwege der nostratischen Sprachwissen
schaft in Akten 13. (jsterreich. Linguistentagung 1988 p. 275-285; B. 
Vine HIndo-European and Nostratic " in IF 96 1991 p. 9-35; D. A. Ringe 
'' 'Nostratic ' and the Factor of Change " in Diachronica 1 2  1 995 p. 55-74; 
K. H. Schrnidt in Kratylos 40 1 995 p. 8 1  ff. and J.-P. Levet in BSL 93 / 2 
1998 p. 1 1 1 -1 1 6  (review of A. R. Bomhard and 1. C. Kerns The Nostratic 
Macrofamily Berlin / New York 1 994); G. Doerfer "The Recent Develop
ment of Nostratism" in IF 100 1 995 p. 252-267; A. Manaster Ramer 
"Nostratic from a Typological Point of View" in TIES 25 1 997 p. 79ff. ;  A. 
R. Bomhard in Diachronica 1 4  1997 p. 1 3 1-136 (Review of S. Levin, 
"Semitic and Indo-European: The principal etymologies." Amsterdam / 
Philadelphia 1 995); J. Gippert "Die Glollaltheorie und die Frage urindo
germanisch-kaukasischer Sprachkontakte" in Kol/oquium Pedersen Co
penhagen 1 993 ( 1994] p. 107- 1 23. 

Th. Vennemann develops a new dynamic. He includes Basque and 
Hamito-Semitic in his theories on the linguistic pre-history of Europe and 
allows for an ancient coexistence of Vascoman, Atlantic, and Indo
European languages. His hypotheses are universally rich with fantasy. An 
official response on the part of Indo-European linguistics is still pending, 
but it will have much to correct. Among his many publications, I shall 
name here: � Linguistic Reconstruction in the Context of European Pre
history in TPS 92 1 994 p. 2 15-284; by the same author, "Basken, Semiten, 
lndogermanen: Urheimatfragen in linguistischer and anthropologischer 
Sicht" in Fachtagung Innsbruck 1 996 [ 1998] p. 1 1 9ff. 

E. The Reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European 

I .  Examples of Reconstruction 

E 500. In order to clarifY the various problems of reconstruction, I shall 
begin with three examples from the areas of phonology (E 501), verbal 
morphology (E 502-505), and lexicon (E 506). 
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E 501. The first example focuses on phonology and is often used in aca
demic instruction: -t M. Mayrhofer in AOA W 1 1 7 1 980 p. 364. 

I) The phonetic deviation from the Latin nominative singular nix (with <V, 
i.e. ks) 'snow,' genitive singular niv-is and verbal form ni-n-gu-i/ 'it snows' 
allows the introduction of a method of investigation that had already been ap
plied in Old Indian and Byzantine grammar: internal reconstruction (which 
means that assertions are based on the realities of a single language). Internal 
reconstruction assumes that the three forms, nik-s, niv-is and ni-n-gu-i/, must 
have come from a single root. In a first try, if one takes nik- as the original 
root furm, then it is not clear why morphologically appropriate Latin forms 
such as the genitive singular *nik-is *<nicis> and the verh *nin-k-i/ *<ni-n-c
it> do not correspond to it. Second try: If niv- is primary, then we expect the 
nominative 'nips < 'nivs and the verb 'ninvit. Third try: The calculation 
succeeds if the root *nigW_ <ni-gu->, which is present in the verbal form 
ni-n-gLl-iI is considered primary. One must then accept that in the case of the 
nominative singular *nigW-s, the _gW_ which precedes -s , in a phonetically 
plausible way, first lost its labial element w, and then its voiced quality (The 
assimilation from -g-s to -k-s is thus unsurprising). Likewise, the change from 
gen. sg. 'nigWis to nivis is credIble. Thus, applying internal reconstruction, an 
original form *nigW- of the root in question is deduced from Latin. 

2) Comparative, also called external reconstruction, which incorporates 
evidence from all related languages, confirms the result achieved internally by 
completing it. From the Greek accusative singular Vt.p-o, which occurs once 
in Hesiod and means 'fulling snow,' it follows that the labiovelar was aspi
rated; thus, instead of*nigW-, more precisely, *nigwh_ must be accepted. (On 
the phonetic shift of Greek ph < gwh, see below L 345; on Lat. ni-n-gu- < *ni
n_gwh_ see L 345). - From Lithuanian sniegas, Old Church Slavic, snego 
'snow,' German Schnee etc., it becomes discemible that Latin and Greek n
may be traced via 'zn- to *sn-. The Epic Greek ciya-wtcjx><; 'having much 
snow,' in which the double consonant -nn- may be traced to -sn-, conveys the 
same message indirectly. Comparative reconstruction thus complements the 
initial investigation of the PIE *snigwh_ (-e-full grade PIE *sllejgwh_). 

3) Finally, the Vedic snih- 'to be sticky' could require a semantic clarifica
tion, i.e. the acceptance of a further meaning, 'to be sticky,' alongside 'snow' 
and 'to snow' :  -t Hoffinann Aufta/ze IT 1 976 (in an essay of 1965) p. 453f. 
('''snow' is that which 'sticks' to plants, living things, etc., or rather 'lays' on 
the earth"); Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 772; LlV 1998 p. 521 £. 
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E 502. A second example of reconstruction comes from the realm of 
verbal morphology and concerns the paradigm of PIE 'hles- 'to exist, to 
be.' I shall begin in a first step with evidence from Vedic, and try, through 
internal comparison, to gain prelirninary historico-linguistic insights. 

I) A good overview of the relevant parts of the paradigm of the indicative 
present active of the Vedic present stem as- 'to be' may be gained through 
their arrangement in tabular form (for a collection ofall Vedic forms of as-: -t 
Gota Materialiell Nr. 3 1 990): 

Forms Analysis 

I sg. asmi as-m-i 
2 sg. as; a-s-i 
3 sg. asli as-t-i 

I pI. smas somas 
2 pI. s/ha s-/ha 
3 pI. stint; s-anl-i 

2) The verb forms, like all verbs and nouns, consist of the lexically mean
ingful stem (the lexeme) and the syntactically meaningful ending (the mor
pheme). The verb stem as- (about the a- of the second person singular, see 
below § 3) cannot be further broken down into component parts, but rather 
consists of the verbal root alone, which shows, from singular to plural, a 
change from as- to s- (the so-called ablaut): In the singular, the root is full 
grade and accented (= as-), in the plural, it is zero grade and not accented (= 
s-). The ablaut as- : s- may be understood as a direct consequence of the ac
cent: In the singular, the verbal root is stressed and thus exhibits full grade, in 
the plural, the verbal root is unstressed and thus exhibits zero grade. 

3) A word on the 2 sg. asi: it stands out relative to the other present furms. 
Without a doubt, one expects an *as-si as a point of departure and must then 
understand the simple -s- within the word as a simplification of the older -s.s- , 
which probably occurred very early, in the pre-Proto-lndo-European phase, 
see below, L 312. 

4) The presently descnbed construction of the paradigm as- is not singular, 
but rather a characteristic of the well-documented group of so-called athematic 
root presents (see below F 203 Type l a): These show the characteristic con
struction with a finishing verbal root, to which the ending is added athernati
cally (i.e. without the insertion of a so-called thematic vowel -<!/o-, as is clearly 
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recognizeab1e in the PIE *bher-e-ti 'he carries', cf. F 203 § I with LIV type 
In). 

5) A clear example, parallel to the Vedic as-, is the Vedic <ry- 'to go.' (For 
detailed information concerning morphology: � Gotii Malerialien Nr. 2 
1990.) The singular e fonns may be traced back to *aj-. They are marked 
with * because they are not attested, see below § 6. 

Forms 

I sg. em; 
2 sg. eo; 
3 sg. eti 

I pI. imas 
2 pI. ilM 
3 pI. yanti 

Reconstruction 

... . . . 
al-m-l 

* " . 
a1-s-1 

*aj-I-i 

i-mtis 
i-IM 
j-imt-i 

6) The singular contains full grade, accented e-. This monophthong e
(which is traditionally represented as the short vowel <e» has been proven to 
originate from a diphthong aj-: Since the Vedic period, it occurs frequently 
that while the diphthongs aj and ay before a vowel remain unchanged as <try> 
and <av>, when they are followed by a consonant, they become monoph
thongs e <e> and 0 <C>. Cf. for the first case the Vedic subjunctive forms 
exhibiting full grade the 2"" person singular ay-as and the 3 sg. ay-al, and for 
the second case, the 3 sg. e-li. See below L 220 § 3. In Vedic, an s which 
follows r, T, U, k or i becomes $ (a phenomenon called the ruld-rule), see below 
L 309 §3. The 2 sg. �i with a cerebral $ is only comprehensible ifwe accept 
that e$i must have been an *tijsi that was subject to the ruld-rule. 

7) In the plural, the verbal root e- < *�- contains zero grade i-. Before the 
ending of the 3'" person singular, which begins with a vowel the consonant i
< y-> appears in place of i. 

• 

8) Observations regarding the endings of the as- and �. paradigms: The I 
sg. -m-I, the 2 sg. -s-i, the 3 sg. -I-i and the 3 pi. -anl-i end with -I, as opposed 
to the I pI. -mtis and the 2"" person plural -IM, where there is no -i. One must 
add, however, that the I pI. -mas-i exists in Vedic as a later variant. These 
endings are indicative of the present tense and are referred to as 'primary end
ings.' See below § 1 1 . 
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9) The primary endings of the present tense (-mi, -si, -/i, -mtis, -IM, -ann) 
stand in contrast to the non-present tense 'secondary endings,' -Calm, -s, -I, 
-ma, -ta, -an. 

10) The Vedic verb bhara- 'to carry' provides a good example of this 
contrast in the paradigms of the indicative present active versus indicative 
imperfect active: 

ind. pres. act. ind. imp. act. 

I sg. bMr-a-m-i a-bhar-a-m 
2 sg. bMr-a-s-i a-bhar-a-s 
3 sg. bhar-a-I-i a-bhar-a-I 

I pI. bMr-ii-mas(-i} a-bhar-a-ma 
2 pI. bMr-a-lha a-bhar-a-Ia(na) 
3 pi. bMr-a-nt-i a-bhar-a-n 

Although not all of the twelve forms of bhar- are attested, they are 
safely deducible: � Macdonell Vedic Grammar 19 10  p. 319  ff.; concern
ing the verb: � Gota 1 .  Priisensklasse 1987 p. 225 ff.; on the thematic 
vowel -a- / -a- « PIE *-e- / *-0-), see below, F 1 01 § 4. 

11) The contrast between present and non-present is established through 
two different formal means: On tbe one hand through the augment, which is 
placed before the verb stem in the past tense (for more information, see below, 
F 2 13), on the other hand through the two series of endings: primary endings 
for the present, and the secondary endings fur the non-present. In the I", 2"", 
and 3'" singular and 3'" plural, the presence or absence of -i differentiates the 
two series, whereas in the I" and 2"" person singular, the endings -mas( -I) vs. 
-ma and -Iha vs. -Ia(na), which differ from one another only slightly, perfonn 
this task. In place of -nl-i : *-nt, in the 3'" person plural, the later -nli: -n is 
found (with simplification of -nl to -n in word-final position). 

12) The Vedic imperfect forms of as- (for information on tbe status of re
search on attestations: � Gota Malerialien Nr. 3 1990 under appropriate 
beading; the Vedic verb forms are only given accents wben they are attested in 
accented form; the verb in the main clause, as is generally known, nonna11y 
carries no accent; for further information, see below F 21 1): 
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attested expected 

1 sg. asam *a-as-lfl 
2 sg. as's *a-as-s 
3 sg. lis, &sit *a-as-t 

3 pI. asan *a-s-ant 

13) The investigation of the theoretically expected fonns in § 1 2  is based on 
the analysis from § I in combination with the structure of a-bhar-a-m in § \0. 
Unproblematically comprehensible, the initial sound in the I' person singular, 
in which the augment a-, with the full grade a in the root syUable a, through 
contraction directly produces as-. Additional information regarding the ending 
-am: On the basis of the thematic I'  sg. -a-m, in the case of the athematic 
ending following a consonant-final verb stem, one expects to find *-,!" or 
rather the * -a that phonetically results from it. The -am that is attested in its 
place, may thus be categorized as a form arrived at through analogical differ
entiation. 

14) The 2 sg. *a-as-s and the 3 sg. *a-as-I both lead to *as with a con
tracted a and final Os, because the final consonant gloupS *-ss and *-sl are both 
simplified according to phonetic laws and result in simple -so The rarely at
tested 3 sg. as is thus old. The extent to which it belonged to the contempo
rary language is questionable. The formal similarity between the 2"" person 
singular and the 3'" person singular cannot have been practicable in the long 
term, and must have led to a new differentiation. - The new fonns with the 
2"" person singular as-i-s and the 3 sg. as-i-I appear already in the Rgveda. 
They evidently have their model in verbs such as brav;- 'to speak, say, talk' « 
PIE *-e1jlf-: For further information on the so-called se!-roots, see below L 
315  § I). There, for example, the form of the subjunctive present active 3 sg. 
is brav-a-I « PIE * -�-e-t; the -e- is the subjunctive suffix, see below F 207 
§ I). In contrast, the form of the indicative present active 3 sg. is bravi-ti « 
PIE *-eyH-ti; the interconsonantal laryngeal is represented by i in Indo
Iranian, see below L 325 - L 327) and the form of the indicative imperfect 
active 3 sg. is a-bravi-t « PIE *-eyH-t). Parallel to brav-a-I and to a-braY-lot 
(which is result of new analysis, replacing a-bravi-t), an imperfect active 3 sg. 
as-i-t could be created on the base of the similar subjunctive present active 3 
sg. as-a-I. On the unexpected a- of the 3 pI. asan, see below E 504 § 10. 
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E 503. In a second (this time language-external) step, the corresponding 
fonns from the classical Latin paradigm are introduced for comparison in 
order to establish further clarity. 

I )  I have again chosen the tabular form for the relevant paradigm (For in
formation on the details: -+ Leumann LLFL 1997 § 400 A): 

Fonns Reconstruction 

I sg. sum < *es-mi 

inscr. esom 

2 sg. es < *esi < *es-si 

3 sg. esl < *es-ti 

I pI. sumus < *s-mos 
2 pI. estis < *s-Ie-s 
3 pI. sunt < *s-onti 

inscr. sont 

2) The reconstruction is based upon analysis of the Vedic paradigm. How
ever, Latin e-vocalism predates Indo-Iranian a-vocalism. See below L 206. In 
the case of the endings (-+ Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 512ff.), -mus results from 
*-mos, -ti-s from *-te-s, and -unl via -onl from -onti (perhaps preserved in the 
Iremonti, quoted by Festus: -+ Leumann op. cit.p. 92). Next to -enti, -anti is 
secondary, see below, § 1 1 . 

3) The classical Latin paradigm is most easily understood if one uses the 3 
sg. est and the 3 pI. sunt as a starting point. The verbal root reveals in both 
these fonns the Ablaut change expected from Vedic, from full grade, singular 
es- to zero gtade, plural so. 

4) In contrast to the Vedic endings (3 sg. -I-i and 3 pI. -anl-l) the Latin 
endings (3 sg. -t and 3 pI. -ont) are missing the short final, unstressed i-vowels. 
While Vedic conserves these, they are eliminated in Latin: -+ Leumann LLFL 
1977 p. 92 and see below, L 423 § I .  Note: The elimination of the -i is much 
older than what is called rhotacism, which, in the fourth century BC, would 
have to have changed a remaining *esi into 'eri, see below L 309 § I .  - That 
which applies to the 3'" person singular and plural, also applies to the 2 sg. es 
as it relates to the postulated Proto-Italic *esi. 
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5) In the singular paradigm, sum stands out in relation to the expected ab
laut. Starting from the Vedic, first Proto-ltalic 'esmi, or at least 'esum is to 
be expected. The newly discovered South Picene esom (� Marinetti lscrizi
one sudpicene 1985 p. 214) confirms this hypothesis. An inscribed Latin esom 
was also found recently: � M. Cristofuni in Quademi di Archeologia 
Etrusco-Ilalica 25 1996 p. 2 1 .  One may thus quite rightly accept that an ex
isting Proto-ltalic 'lis-mi became esom after it eliminated the finaI -i from 'es
m and a weak vowel was inserted, via the form 'es"m: � H. Rix in Kollo
quium Lalein und lndogermanisch Salzburg 1986 [ I992) p. 230. The later 
replacement of esom by sum came about through the analogy of the I"  pe=n 
plural sumus. There, the cause is the regular, zero grade, 's-mos (in which, 
the initial ' sm- > 'som- > sum-). 

6) In the plural paradigm, the initial full grade es- of the 2"" pe=n plural 
eslis stands out. It should be regarded as analogous to the 3 sg. esl. 

7) The new analogous relationships between the first J"'=n singular and 
plural (§ 5) and between the 3'" person singular and the 2 person plural (§ 6) 
show that the ablaut change between the singular es- and the plural SO, at the 
time of the replacement of the Latin esom by sum and of' sle- by eslis was no 
longer in use as a living tool for the formation of verbs. 

8) Obscure areas of older ablaut structures may also be observed in the 
classical Latin paradigm i- 'to go' (On the material: � Leumann LLFL 1977 § 
399): 

Forms Reconstruction 
I sg. eo < ·ej-a 
2 sg. is < 'ei-si 
3 sg. il < *ej-li 

I pI. imus < *i-mos 
2 pI. ,lis < *i-/e-s 
3 pI. eunl < *j-enti 

9) The forms on the right may be postulated starting from Vedic (see 
above, E 502 § 5). Taking into account the typical Latin monophthongization 
of ei > , (see below, L 220 § I )  as well as the changes that we have already 
observed in the area of endings in the case of sum (see above, § 4), the 2 sg. is 
<'eis <'eisi is easily comprehensible. The same is true for the 3 sg. il <*11 
<'eit < 'ejli, particularly if one bears in mind that long vowels preceding t in 
endings were shortened around 200 BC: � Leurnann LLFL 1977 § 123. 
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10) In the plural, information about the =0 grade root form i- is no longer 
attested. The long-vowel beginning of the I" and 2'" person plural is compre
hensible if we accept that there was strong analogous impact from the full 
grade singular. Singular ei- would probably already have entered in the �Iural 
as well hefore the 4'" century BC (with later development of the newly mtro
duced ei- > i-). The 3 pI. eunt may also have provided the point of departure 
for the full grade plural. See below, § 1 1 .  

1 1 )  The I sg. eo and the 3 pI. eunl are problematic in themselves. - Par
ticularly concerning the 3rd person plural: Did the replacement of the ex
pected 'i-linti by 'ei-onti occur via the model of the semi-thematic -je-/-i
present conjugation? Cp. the type facere with thematic I sg. faCio, with athe
matic 3 sg. facil and thematic 3 pI. faciunt (on the -je-/-i-present forms: � 
Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 195(; H. Rix in GS Schindler 1 999 p. 
524). Thus, from the 3 sg. 'ej-li directly to 'ej-onli? - I sg.: In eo < 'ej-o 
(on the disappearance of the inner i, see below, L 215) one notices that in 
place of the ending '-mi (see above, § 5) suggested by sum, the otherwise 
widely current (originally thematic) -0 is introduced. The reason for this along 
with the analogy to semi-thematic conjugation can be the fuct that regular 
'ejmi, via 'eim led to the morphologically unclear *lrn, or rather led, via an 
'eiom which contains a weak vowe� to the morphologically unclear 'eum. 
S� also G. E. Dunkel "On the 'Thematisation ' of Latin sum, volo, eo, and 
edo and the System of Endings in the lE Subjunctive Active " in FS Watkins 
1998 p. 83 If 

E 504. In a third step, the comparison with the classical Attic Greek 
paradigm is added. 

I )  As always, the tabular form is given first. On the status of attestations: 
� Kiibner / BIass Ausfuhrliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache I / 2 
1892 p. 220 If; Schwyzer Griechische Grammatik I 1939 p. 6761f Nr. 4; 
Chantraine Morphologie 1 %7 § 235 If, Chantraine DELG s. v. In the accen
tuation of the verbum substantivum, one may note that with the exception of 
the 2"" person singular, it is used enclitically. It forms an accentual unity with 
the preceding word and is accent1ess, see below, F 214 § 2. The marking of 
the last syllable with an acute is purely a grammatical convention: 
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fonus first prelirninary 
reconstruction 

I sg. etllL < *es-mi 
2 sg. T 

< *esi < • es-si et 
3 sg. E<rtl(V) < *es-Ii 

I pI. e�v < "(e)s-men 
2 pI. eO'tE < "(e)s-te 
3 pI. etol(v) < "(e)s-tinti 

2) The ablaut difference between singular es- and plural S-, which is ex
pected because ofVedic and Latin material, is not visible in Greek. The Greek 
fonus all lead surprisingly to es-: 1 sg. etllL i.e. lernil < "ez-mi < "es-mi, I pI. 
e�v < "es-me-, see below § 9. I thus employ only es- in the foilowing dis
cussion. The -sm- series of sounds that occurs in both fonus comes about in 
different ways. In the I" person plural, it stays because of analogy to the 3'" 
person singular and 2"" person plural, according to the phonological rules of 
which s precedes t. Contrarily, the I" person singular contains, according to 
phonological rules <ejm-> i.e. em- < "ezm-: -7 Chantraine Morphologie 1961 
p. 205, bottom of page; on <ej> i.e. � Lejeune Phom!tique 1972, p. 229. 

3) The 2 sg. £1 may be traced back via 'ehi to ·esi. The dialectal 
Epicllonic form el<; is based on this £1, with an -s, which characterizes the 2"" 

person. In contrast to £1, it is enclitic. The AeoliclEpic eam may best be seen 
as a new form, analogous to the 3 sg., es-ti. Por information on 'esi < 'es-si, 
see above, E 502 § 3. See now O. Hackstein Die Sprachjorm der hom. Epen 
Wiesbaden 2002 p. \03f. 

4) The 3 pI. elol(v) i.e. Irsil may be traced via '�nsi < ·e.ens;' < ehensi 
(thus Mycenaean in e-e-sf) back to ·es-ensl. (with Southern Greekllonic
Attic -si instead of Northern GreeklDoric -tl). The Doric form which corre
sponds to the Attic elol is eVtt: enti < "�nti < "e.enti < "ehenti < "es-enti: -7 
E. Risch in FS Neumann 1 982 p. 324 with note 10. - According to the pri
mary "es-enti, an originally secondary "e es-enl may be postulated as a 3'" 
person imperfect. The resulting form, according to phonological rules, is Tjev. 
Surprisingly, the form was already in use in Early Greek as a 3'" person singu
lar. The transformation from plural to singular must have taken place in the 

I Nota bene: The period marks the separation of syllables. 
2 The hyphen marks morphological segmenting. 
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context of collectiva, see below, F 304 § 2 .  The form i'iaov is in use as a new 
3'" person plural imperfect, see § 5. 

5) In the 3'" person plural, in addition to the Ionic/Attic elol and the Doric 
eVtt, there is also the HomericlIonic tom: This is traced via "eh-ansi back to 
"eh-anti < "es-anli < 'es-ati (-anti is found in place of -ati in order to clearly 
mark the 3rd person plural) < "es-Qti. This 'es-Qti is found with the secondary 
ending -QI as well in the 3 pI. imperfect i'iaov < "e-es-anl < "e-es-1Jt: -7 E. 
Risch in FS Neumann 1982 p. 331. - Incidentally: The endings "-enti and 
"-Qti of the 3'" person plural originate lastly from two different paradigms: 
"-enti from a proterdynarnic one of the type "ej-mi I "i-mes j-enti, or of the 
type "stisleilrmi / "stisthrenti, "-fJti from an aerodynamic one of the type 
*st�-mi I "ste!!-Qti, or of the type "dhedhoh,-mi l *dhedhh'-lJti. See below, P 
203 § I (LIV -types I a, 1 b and I g). 

6) The already observed presence of es- instead of zero grade s- in the plu
ral is found in the case of etllL elsewhere as weil. In the participle and the op
tative, one should expect the zero grade of the verbal root, cf. the Vedic parti
ciple sant-, Latin (ab)sent-, in the optative Vedic 2 sg . .l)'Gs, and in Old Latin 
sies. In fact, Greek contains in this case everywhere es- as weil (indeed al
ready in Mycenaean): On the participle, cf. the Mycenaean singular e-o i.e. 
ehiin, plural -e-o-te i.e. -ehontes etc., Ionic eolV, Doric ewv as well, or rather, 
then LWv (Attic cJ)v QV«><; is secondary: -7 M. Meier-Briigger in Kata dialek
Ion 1996 [ 1999] p. 5 18), all fonus < 'es-ont-; On the optative, compare the 2 
sg. etT]<; < "eiie-s < "es-je",-s and eLllEV < "ehimen < 'es-i-men < 'es-ihr 
men. 

7) Constructed in a parallel fashion to elllL, the verb elllt 'to go' (used of
ten to indicate the future), with its regular ablaut ej- : i-, makes clear that there 
is something peculiar in the the consistent es- in etlll: 

Ponus Reconstruction 

I sg. T 
= *ejmi etllt 

2 sg. T < "ejsi et 
3 sg. elm(v) < 'eiti 

I pi. tllev = *i-men 
2 pI. 'i1:e = *i-Ie 
3 pI. 'lam = III ij-1}li 

8) In the singular, the 2 sg. Et can be traced back to 'ejhi < "ej-si. The 3'" 
person singular contains Southern Greekllonicl Attic -si instead of Northern 
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Greek/Doric -ti. 1be ending of the 3'" person plural in -am may be compared 
with eam from § 5. 

9) The questionable Greek peculiarity of the constant es- for full grade and 
zero grade, may most easily be explained by accepting that the Proto-Indo
European verbal root *es- originally contained a word-initial laryngeal, and 
thus read *h /es-, but otherwise was conjugated in a normal proterodynarnic 
fushion. Full grade *h/es- and zero grade * h,s- both produce in fuct, accord
ing to phonological rules, es- in Greek, see below, L 322 § I and L 328 § I .  
Full (e-) grade Greek *h/es- lives on after the disappearance oflaryngeals be
fore a vowel as es-, whereas the word-initial consonance of the zero grade 
Greek *h/s- developed with the help of a weak vowel via *h/os_ > *h/es- > 
also to es-. - This is not the case in Vedic and Italic, in which the full grade 
es- stands in clearly visible contrast to the zero grade s-: While the full grade 
"h/es- does resuh, parallel to Greek, in Vedic as- (on the intermediary grade 
*es-, see below, L 206) and the Latin es-, the zero grade *h/s- leads, in con
trast, through simplification of the double consonance, from "h/s- to So. The 
singular of the Vedic participial negation &sat- (with a long initial vowel 
Rgveda IV 5, 14 and VII 1 04,8; also attested several times with a short initial 
vowel asal-) 'not being' proves indirectly that at the time of this construction 
the initial double-consonance must still have been present, for this alone ex
plains the stretched initial secondary form: PIE *IJ-h/s-nt- > Proto-Indo-. * . .L • 
Iranian a-Hsal- > Vedic asat-. The short vowel is to be understood in con-
trast as a later analogous form of the participial sal-, with the usual prefix of 
negation 0- < * Q-. 

10) The postulation of PIE * h/es- leads to an adequate understanding of 
t�e Vedic unperfect and, in SO doing, confirms its correctness as in the case of 
iisant- in § 9. It was namely always noticeable that the Vedic singular and 
plural augmented forms exhibited equally lengthened as-, although the lan
guage-internal comparison does not at first lead one to expect this, and, in the 
plural, should lead to a short initial vowel, see above, the table in E 502 § 12 
with the analysis of the I sg. &sam < *a-aS-Tf! and the 3 pI. &san < *a-s-ant, in 
which the reconstruction cannot explain the long initial vowel. - While in the 
case of a postulated Proto-Indo-European root form "es- / *s- one could ex
pect a first grade Proto-lndo-European singular *e-es- / plural *e-s- or rather 
Proto-lndo-Iranian singular iis- / plural *as- and an analogous transfer of 
length into the plural, the PIE *h/es- / *h/s- produces directly the attested, 
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unified paradigm: PIE *e-h/es- > Proto-Indo-Iranian *il-Has-' > *a.as- > iis
and the plural *e-h/s- > Proto-lndo-Iranian *a-Hs- > iis-. 

1 1) Contrary to today's research and its laryngeal *h,es-, earlier research, 
with its postulation of the simple non-larygeal *es- /*s-, had considerable ar
gumentative difficulties. As representative of the communis opinio of the 
time, one may cite Thumb / Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit I / 2 1959 § 488 
(as well as Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 522 § 400.A.lb). Thumb and Hauschild 
draw a direct parallel between the Vedic sanli and the Doric Greek Ev"ti. and 
trace it via "henti back to "senti. Through analogy to the singular, the ex
pected aspiration is eliminated. Correspondingly, 10niclAttic Greek 
elai would be traced back to *hensi or rather *sensi (with Southern Greek -si 
instead of -11). But in the case of the I" person plural "smen and the 2"" person 
plural "sle the initial e- would be analogously introduced. But the extension of 
the analogous e- to the stems of the optative and the participle cannot be ex
plained. Further, the Mycenaean -e-o-Ie, i.e. -ehontes, known since 1952, 
forces the pushing forward of the analogy in question into the 2nd millenium 
BC. 1be communis opinio leaves one utterly helpless before the Mycenaean 
e- of the 3 pI. e-e-si, i.e. ehensi, particulatly if one, in the cases ofIonicl Attic 
elai and Doric Ev"ti., believed he could succeed with the use of *senti. 

But despite all evidence: Even today there are researchers who happily 
continue to use *es- / *s- as a starting point and build hypotheses from 
there: -+ K. Shields "On the Origin oJ Dialeclal Ablaut Patterns oJ Ihe 
Presenl Aclive Indicative oJ PIE "es To Be "' in HS 1 10 1997 p. 1 76-1 80. 

E 505. As a result of the first three steps of E 502-504, both of the fol
lowing paradigms may with certainty be attributed to Proto-Indo
European: 

Proto-lndo-European 
*h1es- 'to exist' 

*hJes-mi 
*h/esi < " hIes-si 
*h/es-ti 

*h1s-me
*h/s-Ie
"h/s-enti 

Proto-lndo-European 
*hJej- 'to go' 

*h1ej-mi 
*h/ej-si 
*h/ej-ti 

*h/i-me
*h/i-Ie
*h/j-enti 

3 Nota bene: Because the laryngeal quality of Indo-Iranian laryngeals is no longer 
recognizeable, J note it nonnally with H. 
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I )  To the given meaning of the PIE ·hJes- 'to exist, to be there' may be 
added that this verb must have had this strong meaning in the Proto-Indo
European period. Nominal sentences of the type, 'the floor is dry' were thus 
not, as we would expect from the standpoint of German, formed with 'is,' 
which developed as a helping verb, but rather the simple series of PIE 
·dhei!'i5m with ·trsteh, was enough. See below, S 206 on the nominal sen
tence. Proto-Indo-European ·hJes- was often clarified with local particles of 
the type, 'ab-wesend,' cf. Latin ab-sent-, Mycenaean Greek a-pe-o-te i.e. ap
ehontes. 

2) One further remark on ·e1-: It may not be omitted here that the root 
originally contained a word initai laryngeaJ, and was thus ·hJej-: � LIV 1999 
p. 207. This renders plausible the surprising notion that, as in the case of as- in 
the imperfect singular as well as in the plural, despite the ablaut ·e1- : ·i-, both 
begin in Vedic with a long vowel (cf. I sg. 4Yam and 3 pI. 4Yan): I sg. ilyam < 
·a-Haj-am < *e-hJej-"., 3 pI. ilyan < ·a-Hj-ant < *e-hJi-ent. 

3) Information on the continuity of ·hJes- in other ancient Indo-European 
languages: - On Hittite: � Tischler HEG I p. 109f.; Friedrich I Kammenhu
ber HW II (E) p. 931f; further see below, L 414. - On Germanic � A. 
Bammesberger in Graz 2000 p. 1 1-19. - On Tocharian: � Pinault Tokharien 
1989 p. 1321f; C. Batke in TIES 8 1999 p. I If 

E 506. The third and last example of reconstruction is the PIE .(hJ)eliyo
masculine and feminine, 'horse, steed, mare.' 

I) I shall begin this time directly with correspondence sets (cf. E 507): PIE 
·(hJ)eliyD- = Vedic ti5vG- masculin, ti5vQ- ferninin = Old Avestan and Later 
Avestan aspti- feminine, Later Avestan aspa- masculine = Old Persian asa
masculine = Greek TrntO<; (already Mycenaean i-qo i.e. ikWkWos) mascu
line/feminine = Latin equus = Old English eoh = Old Norse jar = Lithuanian 
(only Bretke) eSva 'mare' (the usual word for 'horse' is ark/jis!) = Old Iranian 
ech = Tocharian B yakwe, Tocharian A yuk. The list is not exhaustive, but can 
easily be completed: � Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 139f.; Chantraine DELG I p. 
467f.; Vries AnordEW 1962 p. 293; Buck A Dictionary of Selected Syno
nyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages. 1949 p. 167f.; de Lam
berterie in BSL 73 I I 1978 p. 2621f (On the etymological affiliation of the 
Armenian es [genitive singular isoy 1 'Donkey'). 

2) Vedic aSva- may be traced back to *a/iya- without any problems (Con
cerning the phonetic shift of the satem languages from " to S, see below L 339 
§ 3.); in Iranian, sp, which comes from SI!, results from Iiy: � Hoffinann I 
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Forssman Avestische Laul- und Flexionslehre 1996 p. 86. If one were to 
undo the Indo-Iranian vowel shift of a, e, and 0 to a, one would find (from 
*a/iya-) in the result ·eliyo- or *(hJ)e/iya- a clear relation to the Latin equus. 
And this leads without problem to the forms of the Germanic languages and to 
those of Lithuanian, Old Iranian, and Tocharian. 

3) The labiovelar of the Latin equus requires a comment. - As is com
monly known, the labiovelar kW merged with, and belongs to the same pho
netic group as ky. Controversial however, is whether the result marked qu 
represents the single-value kW, or the double-value ky: � Sommer I Pfister 
Laut/ehre 1977 p. 143 (" . . .  for the initially guttural Latin + \I"); Meiser Laul
und Formenlehre 1998 p. 52 (single-value qu, because it does not represent a 
position). In the case of equus, this means that from the standpoint of Latin 
one cannot know whether -qu- developed from *_kW_ or from *-liy-. Indo
Iranian however, offers clear evidence in fuvor of * -liy-. - In the transition 
from Old to Classical Latin, one expects (according to phonetic rnles) to find, 
preceding endings with initial -0- or -u- the modified stem * ec- (having 
dropped its labial element); however, preceding endings that begin with -e-, 
-i-, or -a-, one expects to find the unmodified stem equ-. Although the ex
pected ecus is attested, equ- gained acceptance before 0 and u under the pres
sure of analogy from declined forms that retain equ-, see below L 106 and L 
217 § 2 (on novus). 

4) The most problematic case is the Greek'irntO<;, the i-vocalism of which is 
best understood as an inheritance from the Mycenaean period. At that time, e 
in a particular phonetic situation must have been pronounced in a more closed 
manner, cf. di-pa i.e. dipas neuter 'lidded container for drinking' vs. the later 
OC1tO<; (since Homer): � Risch Kleine Schrijien 1981 p. 455 and p. 536 with 
comment 16; O. Panagl in FS Zaic 1989 p. 129-135. That the -i-form ex
tended to the entire Greek region may be explained in that the word, very 
central during Mycenaean rnle of the entire region (2nd millenium BC), spread 
and suppressed the e-form that had certainly been present at one time. - On 
the -pp-: The original double-consonance -ky- was likely replaced by _kwkw_ in 
the pre-Mycenaean period, and again, in turn by -pp- after the disappearance 
of the labiovelars, see below L 343 § 4. Suggestions of an ancient _kwkw_ are 
already given by the Mycenaean furm as i-qo (a possible *i-ko-wo does not 
appear) and the noted double-consonance in alphabetic Greek. - The aspira
tion of the word at the beginning remains a riddle. C. J. Ruijgh suggests, per
haps correctly, a borrowing in the expression ap�a Kat T1t1tOU<; 'wagon and 
horse' :  � Coli. Myc. 1975 [1979] p. 207 and p. 220. 
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5) A word on the construction of the feminine 'mare.' Along with the 
choice of words of difierent origins to express masculinity and femininity (e.g. 
'mother,' 'mther'), another option is inflection, i.e. the changing or extention 
of the masculine ending by means of suffixes. For example: the Vedic asvii
feminine = Old Vedic and Late Vedic aspii- feminine. So-called communia 
present another possibility. 'Thus are called . . .  such substantives which de
note animated, sexually characterized beings, in the case of whi�h both the 
masculine and the feminine specimen can be denoted such that the substantive 
form does not change, but rather, according to the gender of the specimen, the 
corresponding pronoun (or adjective) is in masculine or feminine form." (For 
example, Ohi t� and Old Latin lupus flmina 'she-wolf): � Wackernagel 
Vorlesungen IT 1 926 p. 23f., further p. 10 and p. 3 1 5. As a rule, the commu
nia prove to be older than the corresponding feminine inflected forms. For 
that reason it is advisable to ascnbe the commune for 'mare' (*ekyo- m/f.) to 
Proto-Indo-European, but the formation of the feminine *t!kueh,- from the 
Vedic word asvii- to post-PIE languages. - See below L 421 -§ 2'on *snuso-
f. 'daughter-in-law.' 

6) The further analysis of *(hJ)elCljo- is uncertain. It is often grouped to
geth�r �� the word fumily of PIE *hleK- 'quick' (Compare Greek c.OKU;, 
Vedic asu-, Latm acu-, 6cior 'quick(er),' and *OK- from the PIE *hlohIK-?) 
and then analyzed as PIE *h/'ICIj-o- 'provided with *hlelClj- ('quickness')': � 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 140 and p. 1 79f.; Rix Termini der Unfreiheit 1 994 p. 
10 and

. 
by the same author, in Kratylos 41 1996 p. 156 (on Latin acu-); I. 

BaIles m HS 1 1 0 1997 p. 220 note 8. However, this cannot be rigorously 
proven. 

7! Concerning concrete fuets, e.g. whether the wild horse living in the for
ests IS meant, see below E 512 § 3 and 4b. 

2. Fundamentals of Reconstruction 

E 507. The individual Indo-European languages provide the point of 
departure for. Indo-European linguistics. All of these languages show 
eqUlvalences m great number in all possible sub-areas. The equivalences 
are often very extensive: As a rule, individual lexemes and morphemes not 
only exhibit s�ar or even identical forms, their content is just as similar 
or even Idenllcal, for example Vedic as-t-i, Greek ea-1-t and Latin es-t 
(above E 502ff.), in which not only the external form and construction are 
unmistakably similar, but also the meaning ('to be') and position of the 
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forms in the paradigm (present, strong, third person, singular) are the 
same. Vedic asti, Greek ecrti and Latin est offer only one example among 
countless others. With the help of phonetic rules, the equivalences may be 
proven even where the individual words are outwardly very different. For 
example, compare the Vedic sromata 'honor, good reputation' with Old 
High German hliumunt 'reputation, rumor,' where both evidently, ac
cording to rules of phonetics, come from the PIE */{;/e!!-mlp-: � May
rho fer EW Aia II p. 667 

I) The presence of numerous firmly established commonalities within the 
individual Indo-European languages can in no way be explained as if the 
commonalities were universal aspects of human language. Indeed, there are 
surely universal givens, of which the future-oriented linearity of speaking is an 
example: On the axis oftime, one may only speak in a forward/future oriented 
manner, and not in a backward/past oriented manner. The linguistic signs are, 
as a rule, not universal, but rather are arbitrary, created through convention 
within each linguistic community. In the case of 'to be,' the verbum existen
tiae is fully different in Semitic languages, for example, Hebrew hiijiih 'to hap
pen, to become, to be,' etc. 

2) Coiilcidence is equally unsuitable as an explanation. Of course there are 
astounding coiilcidences, such as the apparent similarity of classical Latin deus 
'God' to Greek Se&; 'God.' A short examination of the older and oldest oc
currences of both words (Old Latin deivos and Mycenaean thehOs) clearly 
shows that both nomina are different from their inception: deivos is derived 
from PIE *djey- '(God of the daytime) heavens' in the sense of 'heavenly 
(being),' thehOs « *dhhls-O-) is derived from PIE *dhehls- 'God, divine': � 
Meiser, Laut- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 1 07. Contrarily, the tonal similarity 
of the Vedic as-t-i, Greek ea-1-t and Latin es-t excludes the possibility of 
coiilcidence. Accordingly, the older the examples, the more their content and 
form are similar. 

3) Borrowing is also not valid as an explanation. Borrowing takes place of 
course, in the lexical area, for example Latin miichina and Doric Greek 
�axava or German Kaiser and Latin Caesar. In both cases the routes of the 
borrowings are known; in the former case, miichina was taken by the Romans 
from Dorie Greeks of Lower Italy. The original *miicana was integrated into 
the Latin lexicon and later, through the typical Latin vowel weakening, 
changed to *miicina, and finally established as miichina, with the h to indicate 
the aspiration of the original Greek. In the latter case, Kaiser was given by the 
Roman dictator Caligula (officially C. Caesar) around 37 to 41  AD to the 
Germanic peoples, from which came his bodyguards at that time. (� H. Rix 
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"Latein - wie wurde es ausgesprochen?" in Beitrage zur miindlichen Kultur 
der Romer, edited by G. Vogt-Spira. Tiibingen 1993. p. 14). 

4) Alone the hypothesis of the derivation from a common preliminary phase 
of the language groups in question is a suitable explanation of the numerous 
equivalences in the areas of phonetics, construction, and semantics. In other 
words: Vedic as-i-i, Greek eO"-'-1 and Latin es-t are related to one another 
and are based upon the reconstructible common preliminary PIE *h,esti (see 
above, E 505). This language was spoken by the Proto-Indo-European lin
guistic community. No system of writing was known to this community. 
From the Proto-Indo-European form * h,esti follow individual routes through 
a continuum of tradition and generations of speakers to Latin, to Greek, and to 
Vedic forms: 

Proto-Indo-European *h,esti 

Vedic asti Greek eO"n Latin est 

5) For the sake of simplicity in representation no tree tables are used, but 
rather a correspondence set is used in its place as an abbreviation: PIE * h ,esti 
= Vedic as-t-i = Greek eO"-'-1 = Latin es-t. One must not misunderstand and 
draw the conclusion that the Vedic asti comes from the Greek ecrn, or that 
the Latin est comes from Greek. 

E 508. Since the time of Bopp (see above, E 302), Indo-European lin
guistics has been a methodically established and functional science. Its 
primary method is the internal and external comparison within, and among 
the Indo-European languages, as well as the constant review of the rela
tion of the Indo-European languages to the original language and vice 
versa. 

I )  The specialized knowledge in all questions of Indo-European 1inguistics 
and in the reconstruction of assertions about the original language gained 
through comparison has in the meantime become very comprehensive and 
comes from the work of generations of Indo-European linguists. Owing to the 
dialogue in the international community of researchers, this specialized knowl
edge is subjected to an ongoing process of review. New finds and new ideas 
continually show that we are on the correct path with our specialized knowl
edge. Time and time again, new pieces, some larger, some smaller, can be 
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added to the puzzle of Indo-European 1inguistics. It attests to the accuracy of 
our progress when a form that had been unclear on the hasis of earlier research 
suddenly is understood without problem. 

A small example from my research: The Epic Homeric verb form 
ea<l>81j (in aO"1tt� ea<l>81j Iliad N 543 and ::: 419) has been unclear since 
antiquity and has given occasion to untenable speculations (-7 Chantraine 
DELG sub voce: "rien de clair"). In another context entirely, I asked my
self one day, what the Greek equivalent of German singen is. Known to 
me from textbooks was the associated nominative active-voice 
OJ.L<I>i] (Epic-Poetic Greek since Homer) '(divine) voice' « *songwhti). 
The underlying verb is believed to be lost. (-7 Frisk GEW s. v.: "das zu
grunde liegende primare Verb ist nur im Germanischen erhalten"). An 
idea struck me: as an aorist, ea<l>811 belongs to this lost verb « *e-s(lgwh_). 
The meaning (the word occurs in two battle scenes) fits remarkably well: 
"(upon him) sounded the shield." For the verbal form in question, this 
means that it was translated from the Homeric singers in the correct con
text, but was very early no longer understood. On the details of the expla
nation, see below, L 345 § l .  

2) Thanks to the numerous comparisons of equivalent forms we are the 
best and most accurately informed in the problems of phonetics. Thus, the 
form of the Indo-European root * snejgwh_ is for certain correctly determined, 
see above E 50 I .  However, while the determination of its meaning as 'to 
snow' is rather certain, the question of how this relates to the Vedic meaning 
'to be sticky' cannot be answered with certainty. The degree of certainty of 
assertions varies in semantics just as it does in morphology and still more in 
syntax, see below S 101.  Each case must be checked individually. For exam
ple, PIE *h,es- (see above E 505), of which the reconstructed 3 sg. *h,esti is 
quite probably the form of the original language, whereas in the I pI. *h,s-me
the exact form of the present ending cannot be ascertained. 

E 509. The reality of the linguistic continuity of traditions from the pos
tulated Proto-Indo-European original language to the known individual 
Indo-European languages of historical times cannot be doubted. To what 
extent linguistic relation implies familial clan and a common genetic origin 
of the dispersing groups of speakers remains to be discovered. Concern
ing necessary information as to the location, time and culture of this origi
nal language, as well as ideas on the 'how' of the genesis of the individual 
languages, see below E 5 1 1  ff. 
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I) However, our reconstruction has its very clear limits. We are decisively 
dependent on extant attestations of the individual languages. This varies 
widely, see above E 400. Just imagine the situation if we had only contempo
rary Greek and the first Middle GreekIByzantine attestations after the full of 
Constantinople in 1453. Greek, which is extremely well documented, would 
hold a position similar to that of Albanian within the Indo-European realm, and 
would not have the weight that it has long heen accorded, owing to is! unique 
documentation in the Mycenaean and Ancient Greek periods. 

2) Our reconstructions are not fixed for all time. Depending on argumen
tation, judgements may differ from researcher to researcher. Further, new 
information and finds can certainly require one to make corrections. However, 
corrections of both kinds do not mean that the postulated language has 
changed, rather only that we have adapted our assertions to the latest level of 
research. 

3) Our reconstructions lead us indeed directly from the lexical ofiSpring in 
question to the underlying uniform phase of language that last unified them. 
But the route from the last uniform language phase to the individual language 
was not as straight as is necessarily suggested by the existing forms, which 
have prevailed in the process of linguistic development. "(One can) say that 
comparative reconstruction determines the average quantity and not the com
mon quantity . . .  of the linguistic phenomena concerned, and thus only grasps a 
part of reality.": -4 H. Eichner in Akten 13. Qsterreich. Linguistentagung 
1988 p. 15 .  "We must not delude ourselves into believing that our retrogres
sive method of reconstruction matches, step by step, the real progression of 
linguistic history" : -4 E. Pulgram "Proto-Indo-European Reality and Recon
struction" in Language 35 1 959 p. 423. Time and time again, there must have 
heen forms, for example, that were once a part of the lexicon or grammar, but 
then became uncommon and disappeared. Only in the best case do we have 
knowledge of them, such as when, for example, they are handed down in lexi
calized form. We can reconstruct, for example, that there was a Proto-Indo
European nominal root *"]f!nt- '(side of) forehead.' While it is still alive in 
Hittite, other Indo-European languages such as Greek only show it in lexical
ized forms, e.g. Qv'ti. 'in fuce of7towards' (which is used not only as a preverb 
and preposition, but also as a prefix in compound forms and is formally a fos
silized locative singular form of the former nominal root: -4 Friedrich I Karn
menhuber HW III p.1 581I See also L 322 § 2. 

Further literature on reconstruction: -4 M. Mayrhofer Ober sprachliche 
Rekonstruktionsmethoden in AOA W 1 17 1980 [ 1981 ]  p. 357-366; D. M. 
Job Zur Bewertung von Rekonstrukten in GS Kronasser 1 982 p. 46-71 ;  
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Akten 13. Qsterreich. Linguistentagung 1988 (p. 7ff. Contributions t o  the 
podium discussion: "Sprachwandel und Rekonstruktion," among which 
that of H. Eichner (p. 1 0-40] is particularly fruitful); Language Typology 
1988 [ 1 991 ]  (among others, H.  M. Hoenigswald 'MorphemiC Change, 
Typology, and Uniformitarianism: A study in reconstruction ' p. 1 7-26; E. 
P. Hamp "On Reconstructing Morphology and Syntax " p. 1 05- 1 1 0). For 
more information see below, end of § 4. 

4) It is important to recognize that linguistic change is not a plann� pr�
,
c

ess, according to which a language is constructed m an orderly fushion. A 
language such as German, Swahili, or Italian is a spontaneous system It IS 
the non-intended result of human interaction": -4 R. Keller "Sprachwandel, 
ein Zerrspiegel des Kulturwandels?" in Kulturwandel im Spiegel .des 
Sprachwandels, Achtes Partnerschaftskolloquium 1991 in Diisseldorf, edited 
by K.-E. Lanne. Tiibingen I Basel l995 (= Culture and �0:-vledge 1 1 )  p. � 13 ;  
by the same author, "Zur Erklarungskraft der Naturilchke.'tstheone m 
Sprachwandel and Sprachgeschichte. CommemoratIVe publicatIon for H. 
Llidtke, edited by J. Schrnidt-Radefeldt and A. Harder, Tiibingen 1 993, p. 
109-1 16; see also by the same author, Sprachwandel l994 (subtitle: Von der 
unsichtbaren Hand in der Sprache). 

Further literature on linguistic change and reconstruction: -4 H. Eich
ner (For title, see above at end of § 3); Linguistic Change and Recon
struction Methodology 1 990 (which includes, among others, H. M. Hoe
nigswald "Is the 'comparative ' method general or family-specific? " p. 
375-383; Diachrony within Synchrony 1 990 [ 1992] (which mcludes, 
among others, A. Barnmesberger "Phonology, analogy, and how lan
guages change: Notes on the development of some grammatical catego
ries in English " p. 359-375; H. M. Hoenigswald "Semantic change and 
'regularity ': A legacy of the past" p. 85-105); "Explanation in 

,
;listorical 

Linguistics " 1 992 (which includes, among others, R. Anttila HistOrIcal 
explanation and historical linguistics" p. 1 7-39; B. D. Joseph "Diachronic 
explanation: PUlling speakers back into the picture " p. 1 23- 1 44); HIS
torical Linguistics 1993 (which includes J. Anderson "Parameters of 
syntactic change: a notional view" p. I ff.; B. Comrie "Typology and re
construction " p. 74ff.); R. Gusmani, "Ursprache, Rekonstrukt, hermeneu
tische Modelle" in FS Meid *60 1989 p. 69-77 (further literature may be 
found in note I .) 

E 510. The language that is analyzed with the help of reconstruction, the 
Indo-European mother language, called Proto-lndo-European, should not 
be considered a 'primitive' original language. Rather, it was a fully 'nor-
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mal' language, with its own long prior history, and was spoken, to our 
knowledge, by a linguistic community that had no system of writing. 

I )  1be resulting reconstructions of Pro to-Indo-European lay on a uniform 
line and may necessarily provide only a one-sided portrait, without spatial and 
historical perspectives (see above, E 509 § 3). "It is the nature of every recon
struction, that in it all diachronic, dialectal and other qualified differences be 
neglected": � B. Schlerath in ZVS 95 1981 p. 180. Of course, whereas 
Proto-Indo-European was concretely a living language with dialects and a 
complex structure , the only Proto-lndo-European that we can attain, i.e. the 
reconstructed language, can furnish us with no clues about this. It is thus 
methodologically erroneous to equate the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European 
to the concrete Proto-Indo-European, and to place it in a time/space model. I 
direct this negative conclusion toward the discussion surrounding the 
'time/space model' proposed by W. Meid and shall not conceal that the coun
ter-argument by B. Schlerath has convinced me: � W. Meid "Probleme der 
rtiumlichen und zeitlichen Gliederung des 1ndogermanischen" in Fachtagung 
Regensburg 1973 [1975] p. 204-219; B. Schlerath "1st ein Raum!Zeit-Modell 
for eine relwnstruierte Sprache moglich?" in ZVS 95 1981 p. 175-202; by the 
same author, "Sprachvergleich und Relwnstruktion: Methoden und 
Moglichkeiten" in 1ncontri Linguistici 8 1982-1983 p. 53-69; 1ncontri Lin
guistici 9 1984, which includes on p. 63ff. a debate on the subject, sketched by 
B. Schlerath in Volume 8 (written by E. Carnpanile, F. Crevatin, M. Doria, R. 
Gusmani, R. Lazzeroni, E. Neu, P. Ramat, K. H. Schmidt and K. Strunk.); 
Incontri Linguistici 1 0  1985 yields on pages p. 1 1 - 18  the conclusion of B. 
Schlerath, "Probleme der Relwnstruktion: SchlujJwort und AusbliclC'; J. 
Tischler, "Bemerlcungen mm 'Raum-Zeit-Modell·' in FS Meid *60 1 989 p. 
407-429; W. P. Lehmann "Earlier stages of Proto-Indo-European" in FS 
Meid *60 1989 p. 109- 1 3 1 ;  F. R. Adrados "The new Image of 1ndo
European" in IF 97 1992 p. 1 -28; E. Seebold in RGA 1 5  2000 under the 
heading, Indogermanische Sprache und Sprachfamilien. 

2) 1be concrete Proto-Indo-European must itself be the product of a long 
historical development. Several assertions about early phases of Proto-Indo
European may be gained from language-internal comparison (� H. Rix 
Modussystem 1986 p. 6f.): 

"Whereby comparative reconstruction is based upon a group of sirnilar 
forms in a number of languages, internal reconstruction takes its point of 
departure from irregularities or inhomogeneities of the system of a single 
language . ... The fundamental supposition of language-internal reconstruc
tion is that such an irregularity or inhomogeneity in the grammar of a Ian-
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guage is the result of a diachronic process, in which an older pattern, or 
homogeneity is eclipsed, but not fully supressed . . . .  1bere is no reason to 
renounce the use of language-internal reconstruction, which was developed 
particularly in corpus linguistics, on knowledge of Proto-lndo-European 
gained through comparative reconstruction. 1be use of the epithet, 'glot
togonic speculation,' a term occasionally used to defame language-internal 
reconstruction, is, even in the case of Proto-Indo-European, not merited, 
because the process neither can nor purports to investigate the creation of 
human language." 

Rix works back from Late Proto-Indo-European Phase B (reconstructible 
Proto-Indo-European) using deducible information about an Early Proto-Indo
European Phase A, and gathers in his work related evidence on the Proto
Indo-European verbal system 

The organizers of the Fachtagung Ziirich 1992 [ 1994] planned to re
search the route from Proto-Indo-European to Early Proto-Indo
European, but the subject was not treated sufficiently: � G. E. Dunkel, p. 
VIIIf.; by the same author, "Early, Middle, Late Indo-European: Doing it 
My Way " in lncontri Linguistici 20 1997 p. 29-44. 

3.  The Time, Place, and Culture of the Proto-Indo-Europeans 

E SIl.  No precise statement concerning the exact time period of the 
Proto-Indo-European linguistic community is possible. One may only 
state that the ancient Indo-European languages that we know, which date 
from the 2'd milIenium B.C., already exhibit characteristics of their respec
tive linguistic groups in their earliest occurrences, thus allowing one to 
presume the existence of a separate and long pre-history. For example, te-
0, i.e. theMs, 'God' was already common in Mycenaean Greek. Based 
upon finds in Indo-Iranian and Italic, one must conclude that *dejyo- was 
one of the Proto-Indo-European terms for 'divinity' (see below, W 202 
§2), which was replaced in Ancient Greek by ae6�. The period of 5,000 
BC to 3,000 BC is suggested as a possible timeframe of a Proto-Indo
European language. 

E S12. Efforts to determine the region and culture of the Proto-Indo
European community offer special difficulties. In the case of both ques
tions, assertions in pre- and early history play a decisive role. Further in
formation may come from the reconstructible lexicon, as well as from po-
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tential conclusions drawn from the later geographical region of the linguis
tic communities of the individual Indo-European languages: -? J. Unter
rnann, "Ursprache und hislorische Realittil" in Elhnogenese 1985 p. 1 33-
164 (which includes the chapters: "Die Iheoretischen Grundlagen der 
historisch-vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaji und das Stammbaummod
elf'; "Indogermanistik und Vorgeschichtsforschung"; "Innersprachliche 
Evidenz fur vorgeschichtliche Ereignisse" with the subtitles "Die Krilik 
am Stammbaummodell," "Wortinhalte als Gegenstand der Sprachver
gleichung" and "Ethnische Strukturen im Wortschatz der indogermanis
chen Grundsprache ?"); by the same author, in Kratylos 34 1989 p. 48ff. 
("Forderungen und Bedenken, die meines Erachtens bei der ErschliefJung 
der 'indogermanischen ' Kultur, Geisteswelt oder Gesellschaji zu beach
ten sintf' in the context of the review of Studien zum Indogermanischen 
Wortschatz, 1 987). Further basic information: -? A. Scherer 
"Hauptprobleme der indogermanischen Altertumskunde (seit 1940)" in 
Kratylos 1 1 956 p. 3-2 1 ;  by the same author, Indogermanische Altertum
skunde (seit 1956),  loc. cit. 1 0  1965 p. 1 -24; W. Dressier "Methodische 
Vorfragen bei der Bestimmung der 'Urheimat"' in Sprache I I  1 965 p. 25-
60; Zimmer Ursprache 1990. 

I) As a rule, the early historic and Prehistoric finds do not coihcide with the 
linguistic facts: -? B. HfuJsel in FS &hlerath 1 992 (1 994) p. 26f.: 

"Linguistic development may be described in steps that, although logi
cally comprehensible, are not precisely analyzable without a timescale. The 
archaeologist pursues certain areas of cultural development, the logic of 
which (if one exists) remains a mystery to him, or is only accessible in a few 
aspects of its complex causality." On the other hand, he is provided with 
concrete ideas with regard to time, as vague as these may be, and works 
with a concept of culture that tbe Indo-European linguist cannot attain. 
For the archaeologist, culture is understood in the sense of a sociological 
definition, as W. E. Miihlmann puts it (-? W6rterbuch der Soziologie, ed
ited by W. Bemsdorf. Stuttgart 1 969. p. 598f.): "the totality of typical ways 
of life in a population, including the mentality upon which they rest, and in 
particular, the value system, whereby the typical ways of life include . . .  
even the technical bases of existence, including a material substrate of 
clothing, shelter, tools, equipment, etc." The archaeologist has direct ac
cess to the latter areas, and indirect access to the former. The definition of 
our concept of culture in archaeology is fur too open and imprecise in its 
borders in order for us to equate archaeological culture with 'a people' or 
'a closed linguistic community,' in the sense of a politically unified group. 
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Their concurrence is at best imaginable, but a priori unlikely. - We ar
chaeologists know about the instability and ephemeral quality of early so
cieties, we know of the most diverse fuctors of social coherence, among 
which language is but one - an important one - yet one from the realm of 
communications. We archeologists pursue only sub-areas of cultural de
velopment within open, changing communities witbout clear borders. -
Cultural contexts, as they are understood for example in marriage commu
nities of particular upper classes, or with regard to burial customs, have 
very different borders from, for example, contemporaneous types of settle
ments and their relation to their landscapes. But which of these two as
pects of culture and which others are relevant to language? Limited to our 
current methods, we shall never be able to answer this question. - The 
archaeological concept of culture is composed of so many components, 
that by its very nature its contours must remain blurred. But languages are 
quite different. Of course there are connections; no one can imagine cul
tural connections witbout any possibility of verbal communication. But it is 
too much to ask that archaeologists equate their concept of culture, which 
is open and incorporates references on various levels, to the single dimen
sion of linguistic community. Archaeology and linguistics are so funda
mentally different that, while points of agreement may be expected, paral
lels and congruency may not. The advantage of linguistic research is its 
ability to precisely distinguish between individual languages and the regu
larity of developments. The strength of archaeology is its precision in de
veloping timelines. What one can do, the other cannot. They could com
plement each other beautifully, if only there were enough commonality." 

2) Nothing more precise may be said regarding the localization of the 
Proto-Indo-European linguistic community. Based upon the localization of 
later languages such as Greek, Anatolian, and lndo-lranian, a swathe of land in 
southern Russia north of the Black Sea is often proposed as the native area of 
the speakers of Proto-lndo-European: -? Urheimat 1 968 (Views of various 
authors from the years 1 892-1963). On the region south of the Caucasus: -? 
Garnkrelidze / lvanov lE and IEs I 1995 p. 85Of.; Th. V. Gamkrelidze, "Neu
eres zum Problem der indogermanischen Ursprache und der indogermanis
chen Urheimaf' in ZVS 100 1987 p. 366-377. 

3) The reconstructible lexicon permits several assertions about the culture 
of the speakers of Proto-lndo-European. For example, they kept and bred 
livestock (For example, the Proto-lndo-European words *gWO!!_ 'cow,' 
*h,o!!i- 'sheep,' *pehr 'to lead to pasture, to shepherd' and *poh2i-men-
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[Details on the research: -4 Hackstein, Sigmatische Prtisensstammbildungen 
1995 p. 176f.] 'shepherd,' *Ii(u)yon- 'dog,' among others). 

B.  Forssman offers an accurate summary: --7 Sprache - Funf Vortrage 
1991 p. 63f. (The bracketed text in the following quotation is my addition 
and refers to corresponding Proto-Indo-European forms.): 

"The keeping of cows yielded 'milk' [Compare Greek, 
y(a)A.a(K)(t)- and Latin lact-] and 'to milk' [Compare PIE *dhe1}gh-: --7 
LW 1 998 p. 129]; the keeping of sheep yielded 'wool' [Proto-Indo
European *",1}/h,-neh,-: --7 M. Peters in Sprache 33 1 987 p. 1 14f.] and 
'to process wool' [Compare PIE *pe/(- 'to pluck (wool or hair)' and 
*kes- 'to comb wool': --7 N. Oettinger in MSS 53 1 992 p. 149f.]. The 
horse [proto-Indo-European *(h,)ej(yo-, see above, E 506] pulled the 
chariot [proto-lndo-European *rot-II,-o-: --7 Mayrhofer EWAia I l  p. 
429f.] . . .  Like other societies that bred livestock, the speakers of Pro to
Indo-European lived with extended family [Compare PIE *dem- 'house 
clan/community' and *1}i/(- 'settling clan/community' :  --7 Mayrhofer 
EWAia I p. 697 and Il p. 561;  cp. also below L 2 1 7  § I ] .  At the head 
of the extended family was a master of the house [proto-Indo-European 
*dems poti-: --7 Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 699; cp. also below W 21 1] ;  the 
married sons [proto-Indo-European * suH-ju-, or *suH-nu-: --7 May
rhofer EW Aia II  p. 741 ]  also belonged to the extended family and were, 
with their respective families, subordinated to the master of the house. 
. . .  But a purely male-dominated hierarchy surely did not apply. Alone 
the fact that the wife of the master was called 'mistress' [Proto-Indo
European *potnih,-: -4 Mayrhofer EW Aia I I  p. 74f.; cp. also L 2 1 1  § 
4], confers respect to her position . . . .  In their polytheistic religion, they 
worshiped many gods, including forces of nature such as the 'father' 
god ofthe heavens [proto-Indo-European vocative, *d(iJjey ph,ter: --7 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 751 ;  cp. also F 3 1 8  § 6a] .. .  , the 'mother' earth 
[Proto-lndo-European *dheghom-, see below F 321 § 1 ] ,  and the dawn 
[Proto-Indo-European *h,eys-os-: --7 Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 236; cp. 
also L 3 1 0, F 321 § 2 and W 303] . . . .  Man considered himself . . .  a 
counterpart to the gods; he named things such as himself 'earthly' 
[compare the PIE *dhghom-ijo-: --7 Meid Gaulish inscriptions 1992 p. 
22] and "mortal" [proto-lndo-European *mr-to-: --7 Mayrhofer EWAia 
I I  p. 327]. But death [proto-Indo-European *mr-ti-, see below F 3 1 7  § 
7] could be . . .  overcome by indestructible fame. Our distant linguistic 
ancestors clearly believed such things. Thus, one can reconstruct the 
Proto-lndo-European expression */(Jeyos 6dhgwhitom 'indestructible 
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fame,' in which *Kleyos actually means the 'heard news' . . .  In a society 
completely without writing . . .  fame spreads principally through oral 
retelling on the part of a creative singer and through auditive reception 
on the part of other people, for example, at a festival of the Gods. Of 
what was the fame of men composed, of which the singers then . . .  
spoke and sang? Surely, to a large extent of men's [Compare PIE 
*uiH-ro-: --7 Mayrhofer EWAia II 569f.] deeds of battle. The commu
nity of speakers of Proto-lndo-European declared their support for 
heroism and thus fundamentally for the subjugation of the weak. Peo
ples ofIndo-European languages have conquered, in the course oftirne, 
large parts of the world .. .  " 

4) Following is a small selection of literature on individual themes 
among those mentioned. - a) On several areas: --7 Buck A Dictionary of 
Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages. 1949; 
Hehn Cultivated Plants and Domesticated Animals ( 1 885) 1 976; Studien 
zum indogermanischen Wortschatz 1987; Scardigli Weg zur Deutschen 
Sprache 1994 p. 43ff; Gamkrelidze / Ivanov lE and IEs I 1995 p. 377ff. 
(Part Two: Semantic Dictionary of the Proto-Indo-European Language 
and Reconstruction of the Indo-European Proto-Culture); Mallory / Ad
arns Encyclopedia 1997; A. Hausler in RGA 1 5  2000 under the heading 
Indogermanische Altertumskunde. - b) Focused on problems concerning 
the horse: --7 FS Sehlerath 1992 [ 1994]; P. Raulwing, "Pferd, Wagen und 
Indogermanen: Grundlagen, Probleme und Methoden der Streitwagenfor
schung" in Fachtagung Innsbruck 1996 [ 1 998] p. 523ff.; by the same 
author, Horses 2000; also by the same author, in DNP 9 2000 under the 
heading Pferd. - c) On the social structure: --7 Benveniste Institutions I + 
Il 1 969; B. Schlerath, "K6nnen wir die urindogermanische Sozialstruktur 
rekonstruieren?" Methodologische Erwiigungen in Studien zum indoger
manischen Wortschatz 1987 p. 249-264; S. Zirnmer, "Linguistische Re
konstruktion und Geschichte" in Bopp-Symposium 1992 [ 1994] p. 302-
3 1 3. - d) On religion: --7 G. E. Dunke1, "Vater Himmels Gat/in" in Spra
che 34 1988-1990 [ 1992] p. 1-26 and Sprache 35 1991- 1993 p. I ;  B. 
Schlerath, Religion der Indogermanen in Fachtagung Innsbruck 1996 
[1998] p. 87ff. - e) On poetic language: --7 Schmitt Dichtersprache 
1967; Indogermanische Dichtersprache 1 968; Watkins How to Kill a 
Dragon 1 995. 

E 513. That the various lodo-European languages have developed from a 
prior unified language is certain (see above, E 435). Questionable is, how-
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ever, the concrete 'how' of this process of differentiation. Various hy
potheses have been formulated on this subject. 

I )  The most suitable model for our tmderstanding of our reconstructions 
remains the tree diagram first proposed by A. Schleicher: -4 Schleicher Com
pendium 1866 p. 9. While all other models (including those of 1. Schmidt and 
O. Ho!ler) give a good account of observable linguistic development, they are 
lacking in that they are not usable and verifiable in the context of uniform re
constructions as we receive them in our work. See above E 507 § 4, further 
H. Rix cited in E 426 § I .  - J. Schmidt opposed the tree diagram with a wave 
image "which spreads itself in concentric rings and becomes weaker as the 
distance from the center increases": � Schmidt (1.) Verwandtschajtsverhiilt
nisse 1 872 p. 27f. - O. Holler "Slammbaumtheorie, Welientheorie. Entfal
tungstheorie" in PBB 77 1955 p. 30ffgoes beyond J. Schmidt. On the whole 
complex in the light of nwneric-taxonomic processes of classification: -4 H. 
Goebl '" Stammbaum ' und 'Welie " in Zeitschrijt fur Sprachwissenschajt 2 
1983 p. 3-44. 

2) As little certainty as may be gained concerning the localization of the na
tive land and determining of the time period of Proto-lndo-European (see 
above, E 5 1 1  and E 5 1 2  § 2), it may in fact be possible to reveal how the 
Proto-lndo-European community dispersed and developed. Several models 
are conceivable: Thus, for example the gain of new land through campaigns of 
conquest, or expansion of the region of the language in the wake of a perfectly 
peaceable spread of agriculture. Much speaks for the former, i.e. conquest, in 
my opinion. (See above, E 5 1 2  § 3, at the end, on heroism.) Tn the words of 
B. Schlerath (-4 B. Schlerath inZVS 95 1981 p. 199.): 

''The belligerent operations for the spread of the Indo-Europeans seem 
to me fur more important than the relocation of furming populations that 
occurred in that context, or rather in their wake. I thus achieve an immedi
ate connection with that which we must accept from the lndo-European 
conquest of Asia Minor, Iran, and Greece, and I may consider the Celtic 
and Germanic migrations as immediate continuations of this process under 
very similar conditions": 

The vital question of why the campaigns of conquest are not archaeologically 
docwnented remains unanswered. 

3) We have quite clearly voiced our support of the 'diverging tree 
model,' i.e. of a uniform Proto-Indo-European language, with later divi
sion in daughter languages. However, one may not ignore that our model 
is opposed by a 'converging association of languages model,' in which 
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languages that are in spatial and temporal contact [and are not necessarily 
related to each other] exchange linguistic elements and rules, thus devel
oping and acquiring from each other. Among the prominent advocates is 
N. S. Trubetzkoy (-4 A text from 1939 is printed in Urheimat 1968 p. 
2 14f.): 

"The supposition of an original Indo-European language is not to
tally impossible. However, it is not at all important; and one can very 
well do without it. The term, 'language family' does not presuppose 
the common descent of a quantity of languages from a single original 
language. We consider a 'language family' a group of languages, in 
which a considerable quantity of lexical and morphological elements 
exhibit regular equivalences. In order to clarifY the regularity of the 
phonetic equivalences it is not necessary for one to suppose common 
descent, since such regularity may also originate througb borrowings 
between neighboring unrelated languages (so-called Fremdlautgesetze). 
Neither is agreement in rudimentary lexical and morphological elements 
a proof of common descent, since all elements of human language may 
be borrowed . . . .  Thus there is in fact no compelling reason for the ac
ceptance of a uniform original Indo-European language, from which in
dividual Indo-European languages might have descended. It is just as 
conceivable that the ancestors of the Indo-European language branches 
were originally different from each other, but through constant contact, 
mutual influence, and borrowings, approached each other, without 
however ever becoming identical to one another." 

Compare further: A. Hiiusler "Archiiologie, das lndogermanenproblem 
und der Ursprung der Hellenen" in Ohlstadt 1 996 [ 1 998] p. 79- 123. 

However, the thesis of a 'converging association of languages' may 
immediately be dismissed, given that all Indo-European languages are 
based upon the same Proto-Indo-European lIexion morphology. As H. 
Rix makes clear, it is precisely this morphological congruence that speaks 
against the language association model, and for the diverging tree model 
(-4 1nL 1 7  1 994 1 994 1 8f.; G. Neurnann argues similarly in Ohlstadt 1 996 
[ 1 998] 262f.): 

"Linguistic elements and rules are not exchanged ad libitum, at least 
not in the langue. There is always a motive for borrowings from another 
language: in phonetics, the imitation of an idiom with higher prestige or 
exotic attraction; in vocabulary, the narning of a borrowed thing, or again 
the use of a more prestigeous language; in syntax, a rule that seems fitting 
or exemplary, etc.; this motive must be investigated . . . .  Understandably, 
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borrowings take place more easily in open sub-systems of language than in 
closed sub-systems, in which it is more difficult to insert new elements. 
Open sub-systems include phonems and vocabulary, and to a lesser extent 
syntax. Flexion morphology, on the other hand, is the closed sub-system 
par excellence. Thus, if one wishes to investigate 'Proto-Italic,' he or she 
must first investigate the f1exion morphology in languages of typologically 
Indo-European structure. Even the connection between the lndo
European languages was not discovered through phonetics, vocabulary, 
and syntax, but rather through the system of conjugation." 

Since H. Krahe there have been efforts to formulate assertions, through 
linguistic analysis of ancient European hydronomy, about the language 
(presumably Proto-Indo-European) of its creators: � W. P. Schmid "AI
leuropiiische Gewiissernamen" in Onomaslik 1995 p. 756-762; by the 
same author, Schriften 1994 passim. However, the material is very prob
lematic. The controversial thesis of a 'converging language association' 
plays a central role here. Criticism: � Th. Andersson Zur Geschichle der 
Theorie einer alleuropiiischen Hydronymie in Probleme der Namen
bildung 1986 [ 1988] p. 59-90. For more information, see W 305 § 3. 

11. Proto-Indo-European Phonology 

A. General Information 

L 100. In anticipation of the individual sections below, the following 
table of relevant Proto-Indo-European phonemes may be reconstructed: 

vowels (see below, L 200ff.): ·i ·e ·a ·0 ·u 
*i ·ii ·ii ·0 ·u 

semivowels (see below, L 2 1 2ff): *j ·11 

diphthongs (see below, L 2 19ff.): ·ej *oj ·oj 
*etJ *ay *oy 

liquids, nasals (see below, L 300ff): ·1 [·n ·r [ ·r] 
·m [.f/l] ·n [.(1] 

continuants (see below, L 308ff.): ·s 

laryngeals (see below, L 3 14ff.): .", .", ·h, 

dentals (see below, L 336): ·1 ·d ·dh 

labials (see below, L 337): .p ·b ·bh 

palatals (see below, L 339ff.): ·K .g .gh 
velars (see below, L 339ff): ·k .g .gh 
labiovelars (see below, L 343£): ·kW .gW .gwh 

L lOt. The system of denotation used in L 1 00, including the h as super-
script to indicate an aspirated occlusive that is a single phoneme, follows 
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the recommendations ofB. Forssman in Kratyios 33 1988 p. 61 (with note 

30) on the occasion of his review of Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986. This 

system is used consistently throughout the present work. 

L 102. The present description of the Proto-lndo-European inventory of 

phonemes is consciously phonological and not phonetic. Giving priority to 

phonemes elevates indeed the transparency of reconstructions, but onl; at 

the cost of their presumably concrete phonetic realization, e.g., PIE m

sd-o- 'nest,' and not [*nizdo-] (surely with a voiced z before the �Olced d); 

PIE *s/eh,- 'to walk, to position oneself,' and not [*slah,-] (With vowel 

quality assimilation in the following laryngeals); PIE *dhh,IO-, and not 

[*dhh/olo-] (with weak vowel, see below, L 103); Proto-lndo-European 

accusative plural *-ms, and not [*-ns] (with assimilation, see below, F 104; 

but in this case one is not consistent and *-ns can also easily be found); 

PIE *dems-poli-, and not [*dens-poli-] (see below W 21 1) .  

L 103. The Proto-lndo-European continuant 'thorn,' which features 

voiceless *p, and voiced *0 , was often reconstructed in older research, 

and is considered here, as in 1. Schindler, to be a secondary product that 

appeared in tautosyllabic position in initial consonant groupS such as *Ik 

and *dhg., see below, L 3 1 3 .  I thus write PIE *dhg.em- 'earth' and not 

*g.o em-, and further, PIE */liej- 'inhabit, settle' and not PI� *kjJel-· . 

Laryngeals are here considered as consonants. Accordmg to this ap

proach, their postulated Proto-Indo-European allophones *af, *a" *a, are 

the result of the development of an initially phonologically irrelevant weak 

vowel between a laryngeal and a consonant: Since the laryngeal is posi

tioned immediately before a weak vowel, the existence of which it brought 

about, it disappears in accordance with phonetic rules. For example, com

pare the PIE *dhhrIO- 'placed' with the spoken [*dhh/olo-] or rather 

[*dha/lo-] and the descendents from individual lndo-Europ�an
.

languages, 

such as Latin *datus (in conditus < * con-datus, and also m ItS sImplex, 

fac-tus), Greek ge16� and Vedic hi/o-. That which remains after the dis

appearance of the laryngeal is the weak vowel, which in ilieek gets the 

quality of the laryngeal by assimilation (thUS e, a, or 0), or receIVes another 

sole bias independent of its quality (Latin a, Vedic i, etc., see below L 

325). 
The series of occlusives are expressly not written in glottal form. See 

below, L 335 § 3 .  
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L 104. One must be aware that we are entirely dependent on written rec
ords for our knowledge of ancient Indo-European languages. The step 
from the grapheme (of the letter or character) to the phoneme, which is as ! rule what the grapheme denotes, must be respected. Statements such as 

1- > 
.
Greek 1;- are m error, because the suggested phonetic change is first 

descnbed on the level of the phoneme, and then is completed as I; on the 
level of the grapheme. ObJecltvely correct is in this case alone the state
ment, that PIE *j- > Greek dj-, or rather dz-. On problems of phonetics 
(which IS mterested m phonemes in relation to their articulation) and pho
nology (which depicts language on the level of its relevant sounds or pho
nem�s): -7 M. Leumann "Phonologie der toten Sprachen" in Kleine �chriften � 959 �. 398-40? On the history of the origins of the terms 
grapheme and phoneme (and also on the confusion of sounds and let

ters as well as the difference between written and spoken language): -7 
Kohrt Problemgeschichte 1985 p. 4/f 

L 105. I shall here discuss only briefly universal observations and causes 
?f dlachroruc phonological evolution (which concerns all areas of language 
m varymg degrees). 

Language is su�jec
.
t to constant change. As an example, compare the 

Old Latm de/vos dlvuuty' > Classical Latin deus, see below L 2 1 7  § 3 .  
Smce th� neogr�nanans (see above, E 306) it is established that 
phonological evol�lton takes place according to certain laws. Thanks to 
more precise empmcal mvestigation, among which research performed in 
the region of Frankfurt and Cologne (i.e. in the Rheinische Facher) is 
well-known, today one can better describe and understand the processes 
and spread of phoneltc developments: Initially, changed and unchanged 
forms coeXlSt; the variant applies at the beginning to few words; during the 
process of spre�d of the new feature, there is variance and irregularity; if 
there IS no SOCl� pressure that resists the spread, the new feature can 
spread to t�e entrre vocabulary in the entire community of speakers. For 
further deta�s: -7 Bynon Historical Linguistics 1977 p. 1 73ff. 

Furt�er Hterature: -7 Boretzky Hislorische Linguistik 1977 p. 79ff.; 
SzemerenYI Emfuhrung 1 990 p. 1 4ff. (Language in transformation)' Hock 
Languafe History 1 996 p. I 26ff. (,Some types of sound chan�e'), p. 
143/f ( :-vny sounds change?') and p. 54 1 f. ('Chapter notes and suggested 
readmgs ).  Further, see above, E 509 § 4. 

L 106. Development according to rules of phonetics may be disturbed 
through the use of analogies. Thus, the development proceeds, not ac-
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cording to the given phonetic pattern, but rather takes as its model another 
pattern, one which already existed within the specific language. That is 
why the key expression ' Lautgesetz und Analogie' was chosen at the time 
of the neogrammarians. - Compare as an example the Latin equos / 
equus 'horse' :  According to phonetic rules, one expects in the nominative 
singular ecus < "ecos < equos. However, the normal paradigm of Classi
cal Latin does not yield a nominative singular ecus, but rather equus: The 
analogical pressure of the equ-forrns such as genitive singular equi (pho
netic rules here yielding the form equ-) was clearly so strong that even the 
nominative singular equos (> Classical Latin equus) was preserved, even 
though !!, when it is before o/u and not at the beginning of a word, nor
mally disappeared in the 3" century B.C. See above, E 506 § 3. 

Literature on analogy: -7 Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1 990 p. 29f. 

L 107. The absolute dating of phonetic, and other linguistic changes is 
only possible in rare cases. Approxirnative assertions as to dates are the 
rule. Compare as an example the formulation of M. Leumann LLFL 1977 
p. 62 on the dating of the phonetic change in Latin from ei > i: 

"The i of Classical Latin appears sometimes as i and sometimes as ei 
in the Old Latin of inscriptions , and indeed until 1 50 B.C., the pho
neme, which is based upon one of the i-diphthongs, is written as i or 
perhaps ei, but the ancient monophthong i only as i; then, there appears 
variance in the orthography between ei and i, until finally only i re
mains. Thus, around 150 B.C., a phonetic fusion of the older ei and i 
took place, producing i." 
The information necessary to precisely determine a date is most often 

missing. Nonetheless, we are sometimes in a position to chronologically 
place a dubious change A in relation to a verified change B, and thus to 
classify A chronologically before B, or vice versa. 

For examples of relative chronology, see the notes on the palatal law in 
L 206 § 2 and the comments on Germanic accents in L 421 § 4. 

Literature: -7 R. Gusrnani, "Marginalien zum Problem der relativen 
Chronologie" in FS Szemerenyi *75 I 1992 p. 143- 1 52. 

L 108. In the following description, it is important to distinguish between 
context-independent and context-dependent development. The former 
represents the normal case, which is unaffected by its phonetic context. In 
the case of the latter, the phonemes or accents in its context lead to greater 
or lesser deviations from the norm. 
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An example from Latin: PIE *e is context-independent and remains in 
Latin est 'is.' PIE *e followed *!!, appearing as 0, as in the Latin novo
'new,' on the other hand, is context-dependent in contrast to the Greek 
context-independent ne!!o- (Mycenaean ne-wo in the sense of 'of the cur
rent year'). However, when followed by *ng, PIE *e becomes Latin i (ex
ample: Latin tingo 'to moisten') whereas the context-independent Greek 
T£yyro 'that' the *e remains unchanged. The case of Latin in 'in, into' in 
relation to the Greek EV 'that' is more complex: According to the Greek, 
the Proto-Indo-European form of the local particle was *en. Therefore, 
we must accept that an early phase of Latin featured variation of the parti
cle (according to the beginning of the following word) from the unchanged 
en to the changed (phonetically context-dependent) in and that in the fol
lowing period this double representation en/in was decided in favor of in. 
Incidentally, the same explanation applies in the case of the e in the nega
tion *en- < Proto-lndo-European*(I-: The original double representation 
*en-/in- is simplified to in-. In the case of Latin sedeo 'to sit,' compared 
with obsideo 'to besiege,' sed- is context-independent, whereas -sid-, in 
an initial secondary position is a weakened form of -sed-. (For information 
on vowel weakening in short middle syllables, see below, L 204.) For 
more information on the Latin examples above: -7 Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 
45ff.; Sommer / Ptister Lautlehre 1 977 p. 53ff 

L 109. In order to more fully document the descendents of Proto-Indo
European phonemes, comparisons not only of the habitual Latin, Greek, 
and Vedic are treated in the section on phonology, but also of Hittite, 
Lithuanian, Old Church Slavic, and the Old Germanic languages. 

B. Proto-Indo-European Vowels 

1 .  Vowels 

L 200. A methodical comparison of Indo-European languages yields a 
Proto-Indo-European system oftive short vowels and five long vowels: 

*i *u 
*e '0 

"a 

*I 
"e 

"ii 

*i'l 
"0 
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L 201. In this chapter, only those occurrences of the vowels, 'a, '0, 'ii 
and '0, are treated that are not the products of laryngeal influence. De
velopments such as 'a < 'h,a < PIE 'h",; '0 < 'h,o < PIE 'h,e; 'ii < 'ah, < 
PIE 'eh,; and '0 < 'oh, < PIE 'eh, are discussed in the context of laryngeaIs. 
- Likewise, 'e < PIE 'ehl is missing, see below, L 323 § l a  - Neither are 
the long vowels " and 'ii unproblematic, since some of the occurrences may 
equally be traced back to i+ H or u+ H. See below, L 2 1 1  § 7. 

Short commentaries on the equivalents in various Indo-European lan
guages follow in L 202-21 0. Examples follow in L 2 1 1 .  

L 202. According to the view represented here, weak vowels (sometimes 
called anaptyctic vowels) had at the beginning no phonologically relevant 
value in Proto-Indo-European. - In older Indo-European research, a 
weak vowel (usually indicated by a) appears there, where we would now, 
in light of progress in the understanding of individual Indo-European lan
guages, place a laryngeal. For example, in the case of Latin pater, Greek 
lto-n;p, Vedic pita, the older representation, 'pater has been replaced by 
'ph,ter. For details, see above, L 103. Because this a was considered 
having the status of a phoneme, it received the name 'schwa indogermani
cum' or 'schwa primum' :  � Brugmann GrundrifJ I 1 897 § 1 93; Thumb I 
HauschiId Handbuch des Sanskrit I I I 1 958 § 69; Schrnitt-Brandt Indo
germanistik 1998 p. 1 19f For more information on the history of re
search, see below, L 3 1 8. For more information on 'father,' see below, L 
324 § 3.  

L 203. Phonologically irrelevant Proto-Indo-European weak vowels 
(here indicated by 0) may further be observed in zero grade ablaut forms. 
In order to distinguish them from zero grade, one speaks of reduction 
grade. These vowels carry the name 'schwa secundum' for historical rea
sons: They were classed in second position next to the schwa indoger
manicum. - The ablaut of full grade PIE 'kWet- 'four' (compare Doric 
Greek -retopee;, Vedic catvaras, Old Church Slavic cetyre) includes both 
zero grade 'kWt_ (compare Later Avestan ii-xt-iiirim 'four times') and re
duction grade 'kWOt_. This weak vowel appears in Greek as -i-, in Latin as 
-a-, and in Slavic as '-b- .  Compare the Aeolic Homeric lti<rupee;, Latin 
qual/uor, Czech ctyfi < 'cbtyr- (On the IE treaments of the PIE labiovelar 
'kw_ cf. L 343). - A similar relationship exists between full grade PIE 
'pet- (compare Greek 1t£tavvUlu) and reduction grade PIE 'pOt- (com
pare Greek lti "tVT]�t 'to spread out,' and Latin pat-ere 'to stand open') and 
between full grade PIE 'meghr 'large' (Greek �eyoe;) and reduction 
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grade PIE 'm Oghr (Latin mag-nus). That which one would in this case 
expect, namely 'T[lghr, is avoided for paradigmatic reasons, but likely may 

be detected in the Latin ingens 'violent.' (If, in fact ing- < 'eng- < *(lg- < 
''llg-.). - Further, compare the Greek voiw 'inhabit,' if, in fact < 'nOs
ie-: � G.-L. Garcia-Rarnon in FS Narten 2000 p. 67 note 13. The verb 
-;"ould then be an -je-present of the PIE 'nes- 'to come away, to come 
home safely.' The reduction grade *nos-je- would be there in place of the 
now unclear 'as-ie- < 'ns-ie-. For more information: � Mayrhofer 
Lautlehre 1986 p. -I 75ff.; B. Vine, "Greek pi�o and 'Schwa secundum" in 
VeLA lE Studies I 1 999 p. 5-30. See also L 503 § 5. 

L 204. Where development remained undisturbed, the Proto-Indo
European long and short vowel systems are preserved without great 
changes in Latin: � Leurnann LLFL 1 977 p. 44. For information on 
problems with short vowels in word-internal syllables which were affected 
by syncope and vowel weakening around 450 B.C. compare on the subject 
of syncope the example of opifex 'handworker' versus offiCina [off-< 
opif-] 'workshop,' and on the vowel weakening, the example f-a-cere 'to 
do, to make' versus conf-i-cere [-i- being the result in an open syllable] 'to 
end' versus def-e-ctio [-e- being the result in a closed syllable] 'failure, 
renunciation'): � H. Rix "Die lateinische Synkape als historisches und 
phonologisches Problem" in Kratylos 1 1  1966 p. 1 56-165 (= Probleme 
der lateinischen Grammatik, edited by K. Strunk. Darmstadt 1 973. p. 90-
1 02). 

A conspicuous and typical quality of Latin is the frequent appearance of a 
in place of e or o. For example, quat/uor 'four' (with -a- in place of -e-, com
pare PIE *kWet-lJor-) and canis 'dog' (with -a- in place of -0-, compare PIE 
'Iiyon-). The reasons for this are in part phonological in nature, but are also 
linked to context: � Leurnann LLFL 1977 § 48; Schrijver Laryngeals 1991 p. 
420ff.; H. Rix in Kratylos 41 1996 p. 162. 

L 205. Even the most ancient Greek exhibited the unchanged Pro to
Indo-European vowels. Dialects, however deviate to some extent. 

The Ionic-Attic dialect exhibits further developments in two cases: - In 
place of PIE 'ii, e <1]> appears in Ionic since the 8th century B.c. In Attic, ii is 
found in the position following e, i, and r, otherwise e as in Ionic: � Meier
Briigger Griechische Sprachwissenschajt IT 1992 L 400 § 1 .  - Instead of 
PIE 'u / ii , Ionic-Attic ii I il appears since antiquity. This change is as a rule 
not detectible in the writen records because the graphem u remains still the 
same. Writers of Boetian texts from the 4th century B.C. on preserved how-
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ever the difference between the native u <OU> and the Ionic-Attic ii <u>. For 
example, cp. Boetian <�olixa> [tuid'a] in comparison with Attic <�1P 
[liiid'e]: � Lejeune Phonetique 1972 § 252. 

L 206. Vedic, on the other hand, exhibits a simplification (de
phonologization) that took place already in the Indo-Iranian period. PIE 
'e, '0, *a become a single Indo-Iranian *a, PIE *e, *0, *a a single Indo
Iranian *a. We are indebted to F. de Saussure for this insight: � Saussure 
Memoire 1879 (prior to which, one considered precisely this uniform vo
cality of Indo-Iranian as if it were originally Proto-Indo-European, thus 
assuming, for example, that the Greek and Latin e, 0, a were secondary 
developments). Concerning the special case of PIE *0 > Vedic a, see be
low, L 412. Thus, a loosely-woven three part system in Indo-Iranian cor
responds to the five-part system of Pro to-In do-European: 

'i *u *, 'u 
'a or *a 

I) Whereas the diphthongs *aj and 'ay are preserved as ay and QV when 
they precede vowels, they become either e (in linguistics, traditionally tran
scnbed as short e) or 0 (traditionally written as short 0), see below L 220 § 3. 
A system of five long-vowels is thus once more completed. In addition, in the 
Middle Indian period, e and 0 appear as shortened forms of e and 0 before 
multiple consonants and complet thus also the system of five short vowels: � 
Geiger Pali 1916 p. 43 § 6. 

2) It is affinned by the law of palatals that the vowel diversity of Proto
Indo-European *e!e, *0/6 and *ala continued until an early phase of Indo
Iranian. The word initial difference between Vedic kM 'what' and ca 'and' 
(cf. Latin quod 'what' and que 'and') requires that the delabialization ofIndo
Iranian labioveiars (here from 'kwOd to 'Md and from 'kwe to 'ke) and the 
paIatization before palatal vowels (*Md remains, but *ke becomes *ce) must 
have preceded the simplification of 0, e and a to a (which resulted in Md, and 
ca): 
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I PIE *kwOd *kwe 
-l- .) -l- .) 

II Indo- *Md *ke 
Iranian 
A 

-l- b) 

ill Indo- ·ce 
Iranian 
B 

-l- <) -l- <) 
IV Vedic Md ca 

Key: a) = delabialization; b) = palatalization; c) = simplification of vowel 
quality. 

3) In the years between 1875 and 1877, six researchers succeeded in dem
onstrating this independently of one another: � Wackernagel ! Debrunner 
Altindische Grammatik I 1957 § 124; Mayrhofer Sanskrit und die Sprachen 
Alteuropas 1983 p. 132ff. (p. 137ff. an excursus: "Das Palatalgesetz und 
seine Entdecker"; in addition, J. Gippert in MSS 54 1993 [1994] p. 69ff.); 
Collinge Laws 1985 p. 133 ff. 

L 207. The cuneiform script of Hittite is phonetically and phonologically 
far less transparent than the alphabets that were introduced in italy, 
Greece, and India: � H. Eichner "Phonetik und Lautgesetz des Hethi
tischen - ein Weg zu ihrer Entschliisselung" in Fachtagung Wien 1978 
[1980] p. 120-165; Melchert Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 
12ff. - Cuneiform accounts reveal that the Proto-Indo-European short 
vowels *i, *u and *e are preserved in Hittite. PIE *0 became a in Hittite, 
thus homophone with a < PIE *a and with the a in the sequences ya and 
ab < PIE *h,e and *eh,: � Melchert Anatolian Historical Phonology 
1994 p. 105. - One may presume an analogous process concerning long 
vowels. 

In addition, in the context of accents, the vowel quantities were altered 
in such a way that, while in open syllables the accented vowel is length
ened, in syllables in an unstressed position, the accented vowel is short
ened. The case of closed syllables is more complex: � Melchert ibid., p. 
107f. 

L 208. In the case of the Gennanic languages, the PIE short vowels *0 
and *a were simplified to *a in Proto-Germanic. PIE * i, *u and *e remain 
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undisturbed. Individual Old Germanic dialects undergo context-sensitive 
developments with results that sometimes vary: Thus, from i > e (which in 
the case of Gothic, when directly preceding h, Iv and r [called breaking], 
was preserved as the grapheme «11>; and which in North and West Ger
manic, among others, preceding a in the following syllable [so-called a
umlaut)) and in analogous conditions from u to 0 (Gothic «1u» , other
wise from e > i (as in Gothic with the exception of the 'break-position,' 
North and West Germanic preceding nK or i, j and to some extent also 
preceding u in the following syllable). - Among the long vowels, PIE *0 
and *a are simplified to Old Germanic *0 (which, in stem syllables, in turn 
became Old High German uo, or New High German u). In North Ger
manic, and in a large part of West Germanic, PIE *e became a relatively 
late: -7 Krahe I Meid Germanische Sprachwissenschajt I 1 969 pp. 42, 5 1 ,  
57ff. 

L 209. Lithuanian, to which other Baltic languages correspond in terms 
of short vowels, exhibits, like Hittite, Germanic, and Slavic, a simplifica
tion of PIE *a and *0 in a, whereas PIE *e, *i and *u are retained. _ 

The long-vowels PIE *z (Lithuanian <y» and PIE *u are retained in 
Lithuanian, as is PIE *e (Lithuanian <e» . The development of PIE *0 
(Lithuanian > uo) is different in comparison with that of PIE *a (Lithua
nian > 0, but which is retained as a in Old Prussian): -7 Stang Ver
gleichende Grammatik der ballischen Sprachen 1966 p. 22ff. 

L 210. In Old Church Slavic, PIE *i and *u are retained as b and b re
spectively; PIE *e remains e; and *0 and *a are simplified as o. -

'
The 

replacement of PIE * z is Old Church Slavic i; that of PIE *u is Old Church 
Slavic y; PIE *e became Old Church Slavic e, PIE *0 and PIE *a both 
produced Old Church Slavic a. The discussion of the extent to which 
older Proto-Slavic preliminary phases precede the established Old Church 
Slavic phonological data has not as yet been resolved. Much speaks in 
favor ofthe theory that before the consolidation of PIE *0 and *a to 0 and 
of PIE *0 and *a to a, there existed a Proto-Slavic intermediate phase 
with *a and *a: 

PIE *0 *a *0 *a 
\ I \ I 

Proto-Slavic *a *a 
.l. ,/. 

OCS 0 a 
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Early Slavic loan-words in Finnish potentially offer evidence of this Proto
Slavic intermediate phase. Compare, for example, Finnish akkuna with 
Old Church Slavic ohno 'window' < PIE 'containing 0' *",kw_: -7 
Aitzetmilller Altbulgarische Grammatik 1 991  p. 8ff., p. 1 9ff.; J. Udolph in 
IF 87 1 982 [ 1983] p. 366f.; M. Trumrner in Die slawischen Sprachen 7 
1984 p. 1 1 7ff.; by the same author, Aus der alteren slavischen und.bal
konischen Sprachgeschichte 1. Fragen des urslavischen Vokolismus. Graz 
1985 (non vidi: short reference in Indogermanische Chronik 32a 
Nr.1084). 

L 211 .  Following is a list of correspondence sets for the individual vowel 
phonemes. 

I)  Proto-Indo-European *i: - PIE *kwi-s 'who?,' PIE *kwi-d 'what?' = 

Latin quis, quid, Greek n.;, n, Hittite ku-is. ku-it i.e. lajis, lajit; further, cf. 
Vedic cit 'sogar, se1bst'; Gothic Ivi-Ieiks, Old English hwi-Ic, 'which'; Old 
Church Slavic Cb-to 'what?.' - PIE *ni-sd-o- masculine or neuter 'nest' (on 
the problem of phonetic realization, cf. L 102) = Latin nidus and Vedic nit/ti
(with -z- as compensatory lengthening from Early Latin *-iz- or Early Vedic 
*-ii-), Old English, Old High German nest (Proto-Germanic *nista- n.). -

PIE *dili- (the zero grade of PIE *dejli-) 'to indicate, announce' = Latin dic
are 'formally announce,' Cretan Greek 7tpO-oilc-vmt (2"" century B.c. in an 
epigram: -7 Bile C"itois 1988 note 297 b) 'helshelit shows,' Vedic dis-Oti 
'he/shelit shows, explains,' Gothic ga-taih-un 'they announced' (with break
ing, cf. L 208), Old High German bi-zih-t f. 'accusation.' - PIE *h,olji- ID f. 
'sheep' = Latin ovis, Greek Ote;, in dialect oFt.;, Vedic tivi-, Luwian iJa-a-u-i-is 
i.e. Mljzs < *!JGlji-, Lithuanian avis; further, cf. Old Church Slavic OVb-ca f. 
'sbeep'; Old High German awi-st ID 'sheep stall.' 

2) Proto-Indo-European *u: - PIE 'jugti- n. 'yoke' (For infonnation 
about the word beginning in Proto-Indo-European and Greek, cf. L 213 § I )  = 

Latin iugum, Greek l;uy6v, Vedic yugam, Hittite i-u-mn in the sense of jug an, 
Proto-Germanic 'juko- (compare Gothicjuk, Old High Germanjoh). - PIE 
'd"ugh,ter- f. 'daughter' = Greek OUYa1£p-a accusative singular, Vedic du
hitar-, Gothic dauhtar (for more infonnation on 0 «1U> cf. L 208), Lithuanian 
dukte, Old Church Slavic doSli. For more information on this word: -7 May
rhofer EWAia I p. 737f. - PIE *h,rudhrti- 'red, blood-colored' = Latin ruber 
< Proto-ltalic *rujJro-; Greek epuSp6c;; Vedic rudh-ira- (-7 Mayrhofer 
EWAia II p. 453f.); cf. further, Lithuanian rUdas 'redish, red-brown'; Old 
English rudian 'to be red.' 
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3) Proto-Indo-European *e: - PIE *mibhelehr f and *nebh-es- n. 'cloud' 
= Latin nebula f, Greek VEqlEAT] f, vE<Po<; n., Vedic nabhas- n., Hittite ne-pi-si 
i.e. nepis-i locative singu1ar 'in the sky' « * 'in the clouds'), Old Church 
Slavic nebo n. 'sky'; cf also Old High German nebul m. 'NebeV Lithuanian 
debes-es nominative plural 'clouds . .' For further information on this word 
fumily: � Mayrhofer EWAia II p. 13. - PIE *bher- 'to carry' = Latinfer-a, 
Greek qlEpw, Vedic bharati, Gothic bairan, Old High German beran (New 
High German ge-biiren in the sense of ' to deliver'). - PIE *gwhen_ 'to strike, 
to kill' = Greek llEv-ro future (on the word beginning, cf L 345 Abs. I ), Vedic 
han-ti, Hittite ku-en-zi i.e. kljen-t'i 'to beat to death, to kill,' Lithuanian gen-u 
'to hunt, to herd,' Old Church Slavic ;lim-Q 'I herd, I pursue.' 

4) Proto-1ndo-European *0: - PIE *pOti- m. 'sir, spouse,' PIE *pOtllilzr 
f 'madam, (female) spouse' = Greek nOms (with Southern Greek -si- < -ti-), 
1to"tvla; Vedic ptiti-, ptitnl-; Gothic briijJ-faps 'groom'; Lithuanian patis 
'spouse,' vies-patni 'wife'; Latin potis 'wealthy, powerful.' - PIE *ljosejonti 
'they cloth, cover someone' (the causative of PIE *!!es- 'to wear, to be 
clothed,' also cf the root of Latin ves-ti- 'gown') = Hittite 1jO-a.s-sa-an-zi ie. 
Ijassant'i (For details: � Melchert Hitlite Historical Phonology 1984 p. 3 1 f); 
cf also Gothic wasjan 'to clothe' and L 3 10. - PIE *ghosti- m. 'stranger' = 
Latin hostis m. [and f] 'stranger' (also 'enemy'), Gothic gasts m. 'foreigner,' 
Old High German gast m. 'stranger, guest,' Old Church Slavic gOStb m. 
'guest'. 

5) Proto-Indo-European *a: - This short vowel is shown to have pre
dominentiy been adjacent to PIE * h" cf L 322 § 2. Reconstruction leads 
however, to occurrences of PIE *a that may not be attnbuted to the influence 
of the second laryngeal. They are simply far less common than PIE *e and 
PIE *0 and appear to be limited to particular phonetic contexts: � Mayrhofer 
Lautlehre 1986 p. 169f; H. Eiehner in Laryngaltheorie 1988 p .  133. A criti
cal perspective: � A. Lubotsky "Against a Proto-Indo-European Phoneme 
*a" in New Sound of Indo-European 1989 p. 53-66. - The following ex
amples may perhaps have a claim to the age of Pro to-In do-European. (Con
cerning aj, cf further below, L 221 § 3; fur information on a!!, L 223 § 3): -
*Kas- 'gray,' and in addition *KaS-O-, *Kas-en- 'hare' « * 'gray [fur]'), cf 
Latin canus 'gray, gray from aging' < Early Latin *kas-no-, Latin cascus 'old,' 
Vedic sma. m. 'hare' < 'sasa- = Khotanese saha-, Old High German hasan 
'gray,' haso 'hare,' Old Prussian sasins. - *ghans- 'goose' = Latin iinser < 
*hans-, Mycenaean Greek TH ka-si i.e. khansi dativellocative plural Ionic
Attic xfiVEs nominative plural <* khans-es, Vedic Izarrzsa., Old High German 
gans, Lithuanian iqsis. - ICa1t1W < *kap-je- 'to snatch, to swallow.' -
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*ktipro-, used to designate various animals as 'snappers' (applied in Latin to 
the goat, in Greek, to the male pig): � Meier-Briigger in Minos 23 1988 
[ 1989] p. 206) = Latin caper 'billy goat' « *kapro- with Old Latin -ros > -er: 
� Leumann LLFL 1977 § 106), Old Norse hafr; Greek IC6!tpOS 'boar.' -
For information on PIE *ghladh- cf L 342 § 2. 

6) An example of PIE *1 is found in PIE *!!IS- 'poison.' It is the lengthened 
grade form of the nominative singu1ar of the root noun *!jis-, cf Later Avestan 
viS. V edic vi�a. n. 'poison' is constructed from the short vowel form *!jis
+-0- (� Mayrhofer EW Aia II p. 563f), Greek t&; m. and Latin virus n., on 
the other hand, are constructed from the long vowel form *!jis-+-o-. (The 
unique La!. neuter -o-stem is likely old and must have been established at a 
time when the speakers had a choice of classification of nouns among objec
tive or personal classes, cf F 303 § 2). - More often, however, (as in the case 
of PIE *u) *i originates from PIE *iH, cf PIE *gWihr!!o- 'alive' = Latin 
vivus, Vedic jiva-, Lithuanian gfvas, Old Church Slavic iivo (For information 
on the Proto-Indo-European root word *gWjehr 'to live': � LIV 1998 p. 
I 92f). 

7) Proto-Indo-European *nii(n) 'well, now' contains PIE *u, ct: Greek 
vUv, Vedic mi (along with PIE "nu = Greek vu, Vedic nu; from which PIE 
*neljo- is derived: � Darms Vrddhi 1978 p. 392ff.). - A further example is 
probably PIE *mm- 'mouse' = Latin mm, Greek �1i<; (possibly evidenced in 
the Mycenaean proper noun mu-ka-ra i.e. muktira(s) 'mouse-head': � Meier
Briigger in Glolla 67 1989 p. 45), Vedic m�-, Old High German miis, Old 
Church Slavic mySb. However, a u < *uH may not be ruled out. In a manner 
analogous to PIE "i, most of the occurrences of u, may be traced to PIE *uH. 
- In the case of PIE *uh" the sequence ub, is still attested in Hittite, ct: PIE 
*dhuhr 'to breath, to steam' and PIE *dhuh,mo- 'smoke' with Hittite tub-ba
an-da-at i.e. tubbandat 'they panted, were short of breath' and tub-bu-!!G-i
i.e. tubbu(ljO)i- 'smoke'; compared with u < *uh, in Latinfomus m. 'steam, 
smoke,' Vedic dhiima- m., Lithuanian diimai m. plural, Old Church Slavic 
dym� m. 'smoke,' Greek SW&; 'vital energy' (� Meier-Briigger in MH 46 
1989 p. 243ff.; S. Zeilfelder in Graz 2000 p. 497-508). 

8) PIE *e is to be distinguished from e, which derives from "eh" cf. L 
323 § I a. The long vowel is most often found in the lengthened grade of 
morphemes that include e, cf L 409ff. - Examples: - PIE *ph,tJ{r) (cf. 
F 3 1 0  § 3) nominative singular 'father' = Greek 1ta-njp, Vedic pi/a (along 
with full grade in accusative singular Greek 1tmEp-a = Vedic pittir-am). 
- PIE *(H)jJkwr- 'Leber' = G1eek �ltQp, Later Avestan yakara (along 
with full grade in genitive singular PIE * Hjekwn-es = Vedic yaknas, ef 
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Latin iecinoris and F 3 14 § 6; for information on the word beginning, c[ L 
213). - PIE "hzSter nominative singular 'Stem' = Greek oo"t1\p. - An 
ancient PIE "e is presumed to underly the connection of Latin rex, reg-is 
'king' to Vedic raj-. 

An excursus: It is appropriate here to refer to the typically Celtic pho
netic rule, e >  i. It reveals the Gallic names ending in -rix ( Vercingetorix 
etc.; cf. Old Irish rig 'of the king') as genuine and proves that common 
words in Germanic languages are borrowings from Celtic, including, New 
High German reich, Reich and (Fried-)rich, Gothic (with <el> in place of 
i) reiks m. 'ruler,' reiki n. 'Reich,' Old High German rihhi 'powerful,' 
rihhi n. 'Reich,': � W. Meid in Althochdeutsch I 1987 p. 1 0[ - For in
formation on Hittite-Luwian be and eb, derived from PIE "h,e and "eh" in 
which the e was conserved intact, c[ L 33 1 .  

9) PIE "0, like PIE "e  (c[ § 8), appears predominantly in lengthened 
grade constructions. In individual IE language constructions it is merged 
with "eh, (c[ L 323 § 3). - Examples: - PIE "!,,!dor n. 'body of water' 
= Hittite u-i-da-a-ar i.e. lIidar, Greek oorop (On its !lexion, c[ F 3 1 4  § 6). 
- The Proto-Indo-European root word "dom- / dem- 'house' had an ac
cusative singular of PlE "dom (c[ L 303 and F 320 § l a), cf. Armenian 
town 'house' and Greek o6i�-a n. 'house, apartment, temple': � May
rhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 1 72 and note 3 12. 

1 0) Primary PIE "a is rare, as is PIE "a. - The usual IE a developed 
from PIE *ah, (older PIE *eh,). - Although an original *eh, may not be 
ruled out, the Proto-Indo-European word for 'mother,' which was pre
served in some form in most IE languages, possibly contained the primary 
PIE *a: Latin mater-; Mycenaean Greek ma-te i.e. mater, Doric �a"tT]p, 
Ionic-Attic �""tT]P, Vedic matlir-; Old Norse mOder, Old English mOdor; 
Old Church Slavic mati (genitive singular mater-e); Lithuanian mote 'wife' 
(genitive singular, moter-s). Indeed, along with the problem of determin
ing the vowel quality of the first syllable (-a- = Proto-Indo-European "-a
or < *-ehr), the indications regarding !lexion and accentuation of the 
word 'mother' are equally ambiguous. Two possibilities are thinkable: -
a) PIE "meh,ter- (or "mater-) originally (as in Ancient Greek �""tT]p), sec
ondarily adapted to the paradigm of "ph,ter- (thus Vedic matlir-; also rep
resented in Proto-Gerrnanic *moiler-, as shown in Old Norse mOder and 
Old English modor, c[ L 421 § I). - b) PIE "meh,ter- (or "mater-) = 
Vedic and Germanic (the Greek stress on the beginning of the word in the 
nominative comes from the vocative; the suffixal stress in cases other than 
the nominative is older, for instance in the accusative singular �l1't£pa: � 
Mayrhofer EWAia I I  p. 345). 
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2. Semivowels 

L 212. For the two high vowels, PIE "i and "u, reconstruction yields the 
non-syllabic equivalents PIE * j and *11. At first glance, PIE * i and • j, and 
"u and *!I appear to be two pairs of allophones, each of a single phoneme 
(with complementary distribution of PIE *i before consonants and PIE *j 
before vowels, cf. Vedic i-mas 'we go,' compared with y-anti 'they go'), 
cf. L 2 1 8. Whether this impression is misleading and each of PIE • i and 
"j, and *u and *!I, do in fact possess the property of a phoneme is open to 
discussion: � This is affirmed by Mayrhofer in Lautlehre 1 986 p. 160(, 
while B. Forssman voices criticism in Kratylos 33 1 988 p. 63. 

However, independently of these phonological considerations, the as
sessment of PIE *j and *11 is important for the comparative method. PIE 
*1 and *11 are also included as secondary components of diphthongs, c[ L 
221 and L 223. 

L 213. [n the languages presently considered, PIE • j is, as a rule, pre
served in context-free development. Graphemically, it appears in Latin as 
<I>, in Vedic as <y>, and in Germanic, Lithuanian, and OCS as <]>. Pre
ceding a, Hittite cuneiform employs ja, otherwise, i. 

\ )  Since tbe 8'" century B.C., Greek exhibits as a rule h- <'> in place of j
(compare � and Vedic ya-); in a small group of words, however, dz- (older 
di) <1;> is found in place oftbe expected h-. Consider the following examples: 
nom sg. �eUyO<; 'team (of livestock), couple' in comparison with the Latin 
nom pI. iiigera 'a morning's worth of land,' i.e. 'that which may be plowed 
with the help of a pair of oxen in a certain period of time' or poetic Greek 
�eiOropo<; (Homeric and later) 'yielding grain' (with the prefix �el- < '  dJelle-) 
in comparison with Vedic yiiva- m 'grain.' - Mycenaean, attested c. 1400 
B.C. - 1200 B.c., features, in tbe predominating h-group, notations both with 
word-initial j-, and without: compare sentence-initial <jo-> and <n->. The 
small dz-group is also already established. Compare ze-u-ke-si i.e. dJ.'!lgesi 
dat. pI. 'oxteam.' - The causes for tbe appearance of these two different 
groups within Greek are not fully known. Quite a lot seems to indicate that 
tbe Greek h-group contains remnants that descend from PIE "Hj-, but it is 
also possible that tbey descend from PIE *hJ]- or *hzi-. In consequence, 
Greek di-, or ratber dz- <1:,-> would be a descendant of PIE "j- (and possibly 
ofPlE "h,j- as well). 

2) The Greek OOj.LiVl] [ 'battle, encounter' (husmin- < *huthsmin- < *judh-
smin-) may suggest the origin of Greek h- < PIE * Hj-, which I shall call here 
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thesis I .  According to lndo-Iranian evidence, the verbal root *jeljdh_, which 
Wlderlies the noun, likely featured a word-initial laryngeal and would thus be 
* Hjel}dh- 'to enter in motion.' Compare Vedic yUdh- f. 'fight' with the com
posite amitriiyUdh- 'fighting enemies' < *amitra-Hjudh-, characterized by a 
long linking vowel -<i- < -oH-: -+ LIV 1998 p. 201£ with note 1 ;  see also L 
323. - A further example is provided by PIE * Hjehr 'to throw' and Attic 
Greek 'tlll1t 'I throw': -+ LIV 1998 p. 201. - Further, compare il,(1.1',,; < 
*h,ju-, cf. L 344. 

3) The situation is contradictory, for one may equally argue the contrary 
(which I refer to as thesis 2) and in the case of PIE *jeljg-, appeal to Greek 
C1lYOV and CEUy� (see above, § 1), tracing the related Vedic imperfect form 
iiyunak 'he harnessed (an animal)' with its unexpectedly lengthened augment a 
back to the apparent form *a-Hjug-, and thus deduce that in fuet the Greek dz
(older dJ) < PIE *Hj-. 

4) Literature for thesis 1 :  -+ Peters Laryngale 1980 p. 321; 1. Schindler in 
Mayrhofer EW Aia IT p. 406; 1. L. Garcia-Ram6n in GS Schindler 1999 p. 
93f.. - Literature for thesis 2: -+ B. Forssrnan in FS Hoenigswald 1987 p. 
1 18. - A socio-linguistic explanation, without the help of laryngeals, of the 
small dz-group which comes from the agricultural realm: -+ C. Brixhe in BSL 
74 / 1 1979 p. 249ff.; by the same author, Phomilique el Phonologie 1996 p. 
1 8ff. 

5) As I have no intention of making a definitive decision on the subject in 
the present work, the question concerning PIE * Hj- / *j- shall no longer be 
pursued here, and, for the sake of simplicity, when presented with Greek h-, 
PIE * Hj- shall be assumed, and when presented with either Greek dz- or dj-, 
PIE * j- shall be assumed. 

L 214. Correspondence sets for word-initial *Hj- / *j- (cf. L 213):  -
PIE *jes- 'to boil' = Myc. ze-so-me-no i.e. djesomen6j fut. part. dat. sg., 
Gr. CECll 'to boil,' Ved. yasyali 'it boils, becomes hot,' OHGjesan 'to fer
ment.' - PIE *jUs- (or is, in place of *u, perhaps *uH better here?, cf. L 
2 1 1  § 7 the example of PIE *dhuhr) 'broth' = Lat. iiis n. 'broth,' Gr. 
CUl1ll (with -u-m- < *-'Is-m-) 'sourdough,' Ved. yU$- n. 'soup, broth,' Lith. 
j�se 'fish soup,' OCS jucha 'broth, soup' (with -ch- < -S-, cf. L 309 § 6). 
- PIE * Hje/ohrr- 'year, season' = Gr. ciipa 'season, time of day, hour,' 
Later Avestan yar n. 'year,' Got. jer, NHG Jahr, Russian-CS jara 
'spring.' - For information on PIE *jug6- and *HjelJdh-, cf. L 213 .  
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L 215. The most important phonetic rules of lE languages have to do 
with the disappearance of PIE *j between vowels (for example, in Latin, 
Greek, Hittite, and, under certain conditions, in Germanic) and its assimi
lations with consonants that it immediately follows. (For examples in 
Greek: -+ Lejeune Phom!tique 1972 §§ 68f., 93ff.) 

1)  Examples of PIE *j between vowels: - PIE *trej-es 'three' with j pre
served in Vedic trayas, OCS Irbje, and without j in Latin *tre.es (NB: The 
period indicates the separation of syllables.) > tres, Cretan Greek tpEE<;, les
bian tPllC;, Ionic-Attic Greek tpE"iC;, Old Norse jJr!r < Proto-Germanic *jJrijiz: 
-+ H. Eichner in Althochdeulsch I 1987 p. 190ff. - PIE *h,ejes- (or *ajes-?) 
n. 'metal' with the preserved j in Vedic tiyas- n. 'usable metal, copper, iron,' 
but no longer with j in Latin aer-is gen. sg. n. < 'ajes-es (the nom. sg. aes is 
an analogical formation, based upon the genitive, and not the expected ·a.us < 
*ajos: -+ Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 378) and in Latin aenus 'made of bronze' < 
*a.ez-no- < *ajes-no-. 

2) Examples of PIE * j assimilation with preceding consonants: - PIE 
*aljo- (or rather *hzeljo-?) 'other' = Ionic-Attic Greek iill.oc; with Ij > 11 (also 
compare Cypriot a-i-Io-, i.e. ajlo- < *aljo-). This is in contrast to Latin alius 
i.e. [alijo-] with secondary vocalically formed i + transitional sound j. The 
consonant grade is attested in Latin, e.g. veni6 < *gWenj6 < *gWem-j6 < 
*gw,!,_ (The assimilation of -mj- to -nj- is only Wlderstandable before j ; a -mij
would have been preserved.), cf. W 202 § I .  - PIE *medhjo- 'middle' = 

Proto-Greek *methjo- > Attic !!Ecroc;, Doric, Lesbian I1E(J(J�, Boetian, Cretan 
!!E=� with Ihj > s(s) / t(t), but Latin medius i.e. [medijo-] with secondary 
vocalically formed i + transitional sound j. (For information on word-internal 
La!. d < PIE *dh, see L 336 § 3 below.) - PIE *pedjo- 'belonging to the 
foot' = Ved. ptidya- (However, the frequently cited connection to the Greek 
1lEC6c; 'on foot' [with -dz- < -dj-] is problematic because of the final accent; 
perhaps the Greek word is not at aD directly related, but rather based upon the 
old verbal objective cornpoWld *ped-(hJ)j-6- 'going on foot': -+ Schwyzer 
Griechische Grammatik I 1939 p. 472). Or, as I. BaDes asserts in Sprache 39 
1997 p. 162, 1lEt;6c; < *pedi-6- 'being on foot' (as opposed to riding). 

L 216. lE IJ is adopted without change in the presently considered lan
guages. However, the graphemes vary: Lat. <wv>, Ved. <v>, Germ. <w> 
etc. In Hittite one finds notations analogous to j, with lJa (and u), u, and 
seldom ui,. 

Even
-
in the oldest Greek, IJ is preserved: It may be recognized in the 

graphism of Mycenaean syllables that contain w and is noted in several Post-
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Mycenaean dialects with the digamma <f>. However, !! disappeared in lonic
Attic dialects before the introduction of the alphabet and before the Homeric 
epics took their final fonn. Although the Attic-Ionic alphabet, like all Greek 
alphabets, includes the digamma in sixth position, it is only used to indicate the 
numerical value six. 

Many Homeric words and phrases presume the existence of !!, and must 
have belonged to the Epic language at a period when !! was still an integral 
part of the Epic phonetic system, cf. among many examples (another of which 
is found in L 217  § I) the regular hiatus before av� 'lord.' This is only un
derstandable if it is caused by the disappearance of a word-initial !!. In fiIct, the 
word is preserved in Mycenaean as wa-na-ka, i.e. !!anaks 'king' (For informa
tion on Post-Mycenaean semantic development: -7 LfgrE IT s. v. IlamA.e{x;; P. 
Carlier La royaute en Grece avant Alexandre. Strasbourg 1984). Concerning 
the digamma in Homer: -7 B. Forssman in Colloquium Rauricum IT 1 992 p. 
283f § 73. 

L 217. Correspondence sets for PIE !!: 

I) Word-initial: - PIE *!!ojlto- m. 'settlement, dwelling' = Lat. vicus 'vil
lage, settlement,' Myc. Gr. wo-(i-)ka-de i.e. !!ojkan-de, Arcadian-Thessalian 
FOtK�, Ionic-attic OtK� (Compare Homer, Rias A 606 and its formulaic 
ejlav ohov&:, with a metrically long (owing to its position) -ay before OtKov, 
which is understandable when we accept that while the singers of epics no 
longer knew the !! from their mother language, they learned from their schol
arly oral tradition to pronounce oh� with a word-initial vowel insertion [< 
!!-] in order to furnish the correct position, cf L 2 1 6. Compare also Gothic 
weihs n., OCS VMb f 'village.' - PIE *!!ejd- 'to see,' in addition *!!ojd-e 
(perfect tense: 'he has seen' » 'knows,' cf Latin Yid-ere, Lithuanian veizdeti, 
OCS vidhi 'to see' ; Greek (Flot&:, Ved. vtida, Got. wait 'he knows.' - PIE 
*!!et-es- n. 'year' = Gr. e�D<;, F£��, Myc. acc. sg. we-to i.e. !!etos; Ved. tri
val-s-a- 'lasting three years ' (derivation compound with the suffix -a-: prefix 
trio, the subsequent syUable vat-s- with zero grade -s- of the suffix and not 
-as-); further, compare Lat. vetus 'old' (On the origin [by deduction] of the 
adjective on the basis of the former neuter form vetus-liil- 'age': -7 M. Leu
mann in CFS 3 1  1977 p.127-130), Lithuanian veluSas, OCS vetbXO 'old.' The 
root noun *!!et-, which exists along with its neuter form *!!et-es-, is still at
tested in Hittite, compare u-il-ti i.e. !!iti 'year (dat.).' 

2) Between vowels: - PIE *ne!!o- 'new' = Greek dialect v£F� (Myc. ne
wo 'of the current year'), Ved. nliva- 'new,' Hitt. ne!!a- 'fresh' (cf. the instru
mental sg. ne-e-u-il ' [employing] fresh (things)'), OCS no",,; Latin novus al-
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ready with Proto-Italic *-O!!- < *-e!!-, cf. L 222 § 2. - In the case of this 
word the situation in Latin is all the more complex that the form novus Itself 
with its intervocalic -v- is a phonetic exception. Expected is rather the disap
pearance of non-word-initial !! followed by olu in the course of the 2" to 3" 
centuries B.c. However, the -v- was able to establish Itself m the entire para
digm through analogy to forms which preserve the -v- preceding elila (cf. 
genitive sg. novi): -7 Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 1 37f; further, cf E 506 § 3 on 
the subject of equus. 

3) Excursus on the Latin deus I clivus: 
nom s . 

a) Old deivos and *deivi 
Latin 

b) 3" cent. > *d�os and > *d?vi 
B.C. 

c)3"12"" *d�.os > de.us but clivi 
cent. B.c. 

Commentary: In individual cases, the phonetic situations descrihed in § 2 
have led to the disintegration of paradigms. Thus, deus 'god/divinity' vs. 
clivus 'as a divinity, worshiped.' (Several of the forms featured on the table 
are not attested; although they are marked with *, their assertion is non
controversial.) The 'a' level shows a uniform Old Latin paradigm of the 
root dej7Jo- 'divinity' < 'heavenly.' (For more information on this word, cf 
W 202 § 2.) On level 'b' is shown the monophthongization of ej > e, cf. L 
220 § 1 .  A divergent development is shown in level 'c': disappearance of !! 
when followed by olu (on *d�.os > de. us cp. Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 1 0Sf.), 
retention when followed by elila. From the last stage (c) of development be
gan the formation of two new paradigms: On the one hand, deus with the 
new genitive sg. dei 'god'; on the other hand, clivi with the new nom. sg. 
clivus 'as a divinity, worshiped. '  - Compare equally the ClassICal Latm 
words oleum 'olive ai!' vs. oliva 'olive, olive tree' :  The initial forms are 
*elaj!!om (from which, in a first step, the phenomenon of vowel weaken
ing of middle syllables yields *olei7Jom, and in a second -e!!Om > -e. om > 
-eum) and *elaj!!ii (from which comes first *olej!!ii, then *-�!!a > -ilia). 

4) Postconsonantal !! is also fur the most part preserved. However, several 
phonetic rules of Latin have obscured iroportant correspondence sets. Com-
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pare the following examples with • S!le- > suo- > so- (� Leurnann LLFL 1 977 
p. 47): - PIE 'S!lesor- f. 'sister' (compare Ved. sVllsar-, Got. swistar) = Lat. 
soror (concerning -r- < -S-, cf L 309 § I ). - PIE 'slfep-n- 'sleep' (� May
rhofer EWAia IT p. 791f, compare Ved. svopna-, Old Norse svefo) = Lat. 
somnus. - PIE 'S!leliru-hr (itself probably derived from 'S!lelb;r-hr [cf. L 
304 § 3] 'syeliur-o- m. 'stepfuther') f. 'mother-in-law' (compare Ved. ivas- < 
'svas-, OHG swigar, OCS svekry; for further information: � Mayrhofer 
EWAia IT p. 675f.) = Lat. socrus. - PIE 'syojdo- 'sweat' (compare Ved. 
svlida-, NHG SchweifJ) = Lat. sUdor (� H. Rix in FS Knobloch 1985 p. 
339ff.). 

L 218. Independently of syllabic structure, the semivowels PIE *j and *If 
change allophonically with their corresponding full vowels PIE *i and *u, 
cf. L 2 12. PIE ' 1 and 'y share this alIophony with PIE * r, '1, • n and * m, 
cf. L 304 and the following. The alIophones • i and 'u are connected to 
subsequent vowels by means of homorganic glides, resulting in • ij and 
·uy. 

I )  TIle variant forms -1-V-/-ij-V- exhibit derivative suffixes with elements 
containing -j- on a larger scale, for example -jo-adjectives (cp. W 202), 
-jos-comparatives (cp. F 325 § la), and -1e- present stems (cp. F 203 § I LIV 
type Iq and I r). - Consideration of Germanic material offers first clues as to 
the distribution of the variant forms: -j- follows a light sequence KV.K (NB: 
TIle period indicates a syllable change.) Cf. Proto-Gerrnanic 'xar-ja- = Got. 
harjis 'of the army,' Pro to-Germanic *Iag-je- = Got. us-lagji}J 'he/she/it lay.' 
On the other hand, -ij- follows a heavy sequence: KVKK or KV.K. Compare 
Proto-Gerrnanic 'xero-ija- = Got. hairdeis 'shepherd,' Proto-Germanic 
*sti5d-ije- = Got. ana-stodei}J 'he / she / it lifts.' - This phenomenon may be 
considered, with certain limitations (including the change only from j to i1, but 
not from ij to j; no ij, after KVKK), to be PIE and is associated with the name 
of E. Sievers (Sievers' law). - General literature on Proto-lndo-European 
and especially Vedic: � Seebold Halbvokale 1 972 (further, by the same 
author, in Kratylos 46 2001 p. 1 38- 15 1 ); J. Schindler in Sprache 23 1977 p. 
56ff.; Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1 986 p. 1 64ff.; Collinge Laws 1985 p. 1 59ff.; Ru
bio Orecil1a Suj'ifo de derivacion nominal 1995; cf. W 202 § I .  - On Latin: 
� Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 89f - On Greek: C. 1. Ruijgh in 
Fachtagung Leiden 1987 [1992] p. 75-99 (published again in Ruijgh Scripta 
Minora IT 1 996 p. 353-377). - On Celtic: � J. Uhlich "Die Reflexe der 
keltischen SufflXVarianten * -jo- vs. * -ijo- im Altirischen" in Deutschsprachige 
Keltologen 1 992 [1993] p. 353-370. - On Tocharian: � D. Ringe, 
"Laryngeals andSievers ' law in Tocharian " in MSS 52 1991 p. 1 37-168 . 
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2) TIlere are also one-syllable variant forms of this type. Co� PIE 
'1b;6 'dog' (= Ved. ivQ) with the sub-form PIE '1iuy6 (= Ved. Ma, Or. 
MV) which appears under certain conditions. Compare also PIE *djey- to 
'diiey- (cf F 3 1 8  § 6a). For more information on this subject, called the Lin
de� Law: � Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 166f. As J. Schindler so impres
sively shows (Sprache 23 1 977 p. 56ff.), the Lindeman law is merely the 
sandhi variant ofSievers' law, cf. L 405. 

3) For information on the assirni1ation of -�l- with a following nasal of the 
PIE type *djelfm > *dj�m, cf. L 303. 

3.  Diphthongs 

L 219. The three vowels PIE 'e, '0 and *a combine with the semivowels 
PIE 'j and 'y and form what are called 'falling' or 'true' diphthongs such 
as PIE 'aj and 'ay, compare as an example NHG Baum [bOom]. 'Climb
ing' or 'false' diphthongs, for example the French roi [ryo] 'king,' are not 
attested in Proto-Indo-European 

The expected, and, in correspondence sets widely attested diphthongs are: 

*ej *oj *ey *0'1} 

*aj ·ay 

In addition it may be asserted that under certain conditions long diph
thongs such as PIE 'oj or *elf may have existed, cf. L 224. 

L 220. Information regarding the fate of -j-diphthongs in Indo-European 
languages: 

I) The three short -j- diphthongs are preserved as <el>, <0/> and <0/> in 
pre-Classical Latin. - In the course of development of Classical Latin in the 
2"" century, ej became the monophthong I, after a transitory � phase. - Un
affected by the phonetic circumstances, oj became u; however, in certain posi
tions, the diphthong oj was preserved in the slight)y modified form oe <oe>. 
For example: poena 'punishment' vs. punlre 'to punish' and Poenus 'inhabi
tant ofCarthage' vs. Punicus 'Punic.' Important correspondence sets such as 
Lat. VICUS (= Myc. Or.! dialect yojko-) show the phonetic transformation l}Oj
> Zlej- > ui-, influenced by the phonetic environment, in this case, by If-· -
SU:;ce the 

-
2"" century B.C., aj is replaced by <ae>, which denotes a diphthong 
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just as oe above. An attestation of this is Caesar. As the New High German 
loanword Kaiser shows, the pronunciaton of the word at the time of the bor
rowing was [Ka.esar], cf. E 507 § 3. "The pronWlCiation of ae as a monoph
thong is a post -Classical development. 

For further information on all aspects of monophthongization in Latin: 
-7 Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 60ff.; Wachter, Altlateinische lnschriften 1 987 
p. 477ff.; H. Rix, "Late in - wie wurde es ausgesprochen?" in Beitrage zur 
miindlichen Kultur der Ramer, edited by G. Vogt-Spira. Tiibingen 1993 p. 
I 1  ff.; Meiser Laut- u. Formenlehre 1 998 p. 57ff. 

2) The PIE -j- short diphthongs are preserved unchanged in Greek as 
El, al, ot. 

3) In the case of lndo-Iranian, in which PIE *e, *0 and *a merged (cf. 
L 206), of the three PIE short -j- diphthongs, one would expect aj alone to 
have been preserved, and, that the PIE short -l!- diphthongs would have 
developed in an analogous way (cf. L 222 § 3). This aspect is preserved in 
the Old Iranian languages and must also be postulated for the Early Vedic 
period. In extant lndo-Aryan records, aj becomes the monophthong if 
when it precedes a consonant. In traditional Indological transcription 
practices, this is denoted as «t>, since there is no «t> in Old lndo-Aryan 
(-7 Wackemagel / Debrunner Altindische Grammatik I 1 957 p. 35ff.; 
Thumb / Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit III 1 958 p. 228f.), compare 
prevocalic ay-ani ' I  want to go,' but preconsonantal e-mi 'I go.' On the 
other hand, Ved. if «t> may be traced to Indo-Iranian az, compare Ved. 
nM-i$lha- 'the next' with Old AvestanlLater Avestan nazd-ista-; Ved. 
e-dhi 'be!' < *as-dhi [azdhi] with as-ti ' [you] are': -7 Wackemagel / De
brunner Ai. Grammatik l J I 1 957 p. 37ff. 

4) A tendency toward monophthongization is discernible in Hittite _ 

whereas initial PIE *oj and *aj became an open �, PIE *ej became a closed 
�. The latter could become i following a velar. Where open and closed 
versions are preserved, they both appear (at least in terms of graphical nota
tion) to be denoted as e: -7 H. Eichner in MSS 3 1  1972 p. 76ff.; Melchert 
Anatolian Historical Phonology 1 994 p. 1 48f.; S. E. Kimball in Sprache 
36 1 994 p. I ff. 

5) In Germanic, PIE *oj and *aj merged to form *aj (as in the case of 
PIE *0 and *a, which became *a, cf. L 206). PIE *ej appears in all an
cient Germanic languages as i (Got. «tl>, OE, OHG, etc. <1» . Attesta
tions in non-Germanic sources, in which Germanic *ej < PIE *ej should be 
preserved, are insufficient. 
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6) In the case of Lithuanian, ai represents PIE *oj and *aj; ei, on the 
other hand, represents PIE *ej. In addition, under certain conditions 
Lithuanian ie appears for all three short + diphthongs: -7 Stang Vgl. 
Gramm. 1 966 p. 52ff. - In OCS, PIE *oj and *aj merge to form e, and 
PIE *ej becomes i. 

L 221. Following are correspondence sets for the individual diphthongs: 

I )  Correspondence sets for PIE *ej: - PIE *dejl!O- 'heavenly, from the 
heavens' = OL deivos (> Classical Lat. deus / divus, cf. L 217  § 3), Ved. deva
m, Lith. dievas m 'god,' ON tiv-ar nom plural 'gods.' For more information 
on this subject, cf. W 202 § 2. - PIE *dejli- 'to point, indicate' (For examples 
of zero grade PIE *dili-, see ahove L 2 1 1  § I .) = Lat. dicere 'to announce, 
determine, speak' (ex-deic-endum is preserved in Old Latin), Gr. 8ei1cV1l!ll 'I 
show,' Ved. deM- m 'area' « *'direction'), Got. ga-teihan 'to report, pro
claim,' OHG zihan = NHG zeihen. - PIE *i!'ej-m- 'winter' = Gr. XEllla n. 
'winter (storm),' Ved. he-man loc. sg. 'in the winter,' Hitt. gimmant- (-7 
Melchert Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 102, p. 1 45), Lith. iie-ma 
f., OCS zi-ma f. 'winter.' 

2) Correspondence sets for PIE *oj: - PIE *(H)6j-no- 'one' = OL 
oino(m) m 'the one (acc.)' (Classical unus), Gr. 01VT] f. 'one (as on a die)' (-7 
Chantraine DELG S. v.), Got. ains 'one,' Old Prussian ains 'alone, only,' cf. F 
502 § I .  - PIE *lojkW-o- 'remaining, left over' (with -0- ablaut, changes to 
PIE *lejkW-, Gr. Ael= etc.) = Gr. A.ol1l6<; 'remaining,' Lith. at-Iaikas, OCS 
ot.-teko 'remnant,' compare Ved. rek-f.las- n. 'inheritance, property,' Proto
Germ. *lajxW-na- > OHG lifhan 'fief.' - Also compare PIE *!!6jlio- and 
"l!ojde in L 217  § 1 .  

3 )  Correspondence sets for "aj: - PIE *Iajl!o- 'left' = Gr. A.al� Lat. lae
\IUS, OCS lev. 'left.' - PIE "kajka- 'blind (in one eye)' = Lat. caecus 'blind,' 
Got. haihs 'one-eyed.' - For information on problems concerning Proto
ludo-European a, cf. L 2 1 1  § 5. 

L 222. The fate of short -l!- diphthongs in the lE languages: 

I )  "The Proto-Indo-European short -l!- diphthongs *el!, *oy and *ay, which 
are analog to the short -j- diphthongs are preserved in Greek as £u ou, and QU. 

2) While <au> is preserved in Latin until the classical period, PIE "el! and 
"Ol! are already unified as *Ol! in Proto-ltalian; it has been suggested that iso
lated attestations of OL correspond to e!! (compare Leucesie, attested in a 
Carmen Saliare): -7 Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 7 1 ;  Meiser Laut- u. Formenle-
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hre 1 998 p. 59 § 47,5. Old Latin ou became the monophthong it in the for
mation of Classic Latin. But, between word-initial I and a labial, a Latino
Faliscan o!! appears as oj (from which ej and ; develop according to phonetic 
rules. Cf. L 223 § I and the example of * h,le!!dhero-). 

3) In a manner parallel to the assimilation of all Proto-lndo-European short 
-j- diphthongs in Vedic to e (<e>, cC L 220 § 3), the preconsonantal short PIE 
-!!- diphthongs were assimilated in Vedic to 0 (<0» . Compare prevoca1ic 
-hav- inju-hav-ama 'we want to pour' vs. preconsonantal -ho- inju-ho-mi '1 
pour.' In addition, Vedic 0 results from 0+, az. Compare Vedic .0-4o$a 'six
teen, $o-(jhJ. 'six times' vs. $cI$ 'six'; further, dve$o-ytit- 'averting enmity 
(dve$as-).' 

4) Monophthongization, at least of PIE *e!! to u is discernible as well in 
Hittite. The case of o!! and a!! is similar: � Melchert Anatolian Historical 
Phonology 1 994 p. 56 § 8, p. 148f.; S. E. Kimba1l in Sprache 36 1994 p. I ff. 

5) In Proto-Germanic, *o!! and *a!! are fused to form *a!! (= Got. <OU>, 
OHG ou and (preceding denials and Germanic X] 0). PIE *e!! was retained in 
Proto-Germanic (= Got. iu, OHG eo / io / iu). For information on Got. <au> 
(as a diphthong): � K Dietz "Die gotischen Lehnwiirter mit au im Allpro
venzalischen und die Rekonstruktion des gotischen Lautsystems" in Sprach
wissenschaft 24 1 999 p. 1 29-156. 

6) PIE 'O!! and *a!! appear in Lithuanian as au, while for *e!! appear iu and 
au. - The case ofOCS is analogous: PIE *O!! and 'ay > OCS u, PIE *ey > 
ju. 

L 223. Following are correspondence sets for the individual diphthongs: 

I) Correspondence sets for PIE *e!!: - PIE *Ieyk- 'to light' = Lat. liic
root word (nom. sg. lUx) 'light,' Lucius (OL Loucios: the gentile name that 
derives from the proper noun 'Leykos), Or. A.eUK� 'light, white,' Ved. roca
'lighting' (concerning r, cf. L 301 § I), Got. liuha/J n. 'light.' - PIE 
'hleydh-e- Priis.-St. 'to climb, grow' (the Ved. upii-rnh- f. 'upward growth' 
refers, with -a- < *-a-Hrudh-, to the initial part of the root, which contains a 
laryngeal; for information on Gr., cf. § 2; for information on semantics: � 
LIV 1998 p. 221 note 2) = rodhati 'he/she/it grows'; the nomina1 PIE 
* h,ley{Jhero- 'offipring, freemen, men of the people, people' = Lat. llber; 
'children,' llber 'free' (llbero- < *Iejbero- < *lojjJero- <Proto-ltal. 'Ioypero- < 
PIE *h,iIiydhero-: For information on this special phonetic development: � 
Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 61), Or. EA.eueep� 'free' , OHG liuti 'people,' Old 
Russian Ijudinb 'free man.' - PIE *teytehr f. 'people' = Oscan touto and 
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Umbrian tota 'state' (� Meiser Umbrisch 1986 p. 66 and p. 1 23), Got. /Jiuda, 
OHG deot(aJ, diot(aJ 'people,' Lith. tauta 'people, nation, country.' 

2) Correspondence sets for PIE *0(1: - PIE *loyk-6- m 'clearing, clear 
space' (the nominal form of PIE *Ieyk- 'to light,' cf. § I )  = Lat. liicus (OL acc. 
sg. m loucom) 'grove, forest' « *'clearing'), Ved. lokti- m 'clear space, 
world' (no doubt < 'clear[ing], :  � Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 481), OHG loh m 
'a grown-over clearing'), Lith. laiikas m. 'field, farmland, land.' - Also in
cluded are causative stems of the type PIE *bhoydheje- 'to awaken' (related 
to PIE 'bheydh_ 'to awaken, to become attentive') = Ved. bodhtiyati , OCS 
buditi 'to wake' and PIE *loyMje- (related to PIE *Ieyk-, cC §I)  = OL lucere, 
Hitt. lu-uk-ki-iz-zi i.e. luk-it'i 'to ignite' (Further information on the appraisal 
of both of these forms: � LIV 1998 p. 3761'). - Further included are perfect 
forms (ace. sg.) with qualitative o-ablaut: Compare Or. £lAllwu6a (for infor
mation on PIE * h,leydh_ cf. § 1 ;  concerning its meaning, 'to go, come': � 
LIV 1998 p. 221 note 2; as well as Or. fut. EA.eOOOl1at with -e!!S- < '-e!!th-s-, 
aorist, zero grade TlAu60v). 

3) Correspondence set for PIE *a!!: - PIE 'tG!!7o- m. 'steer' = Or. 
taiipo<;, Lat. taurus, Lith. toUras ('steer, bu1fulo, aurocbs'), OCS turb 'au
rocbs.' - For information on problems concerning PIE a, cf. L 21 1 § 5. 

L 224. Isolated cases of long PIE diphthongs also appear: For example, 
PIE 'oj and *e!!. They are clearly identifiable in Indo-Iranian (Avest. ai, 
au = Ved. ai, au, contrarily to Ved. e, 0 from short diphthongs, cf. L 220 
§ 3), and in Greek, owing to the Ionic alphabet with the letters '1 and 00, 
compare dat. sg. -oj <-qV. In individual languages there appear contrac
tions adjacent to closing semivowels (compare PIE *-oj > Lat. -0), which 
may also produce the corresponding short diphthong (compare PIE *-e!!
> Or. -ell- in the paradigm of -ey- derivatives of the type gen. sg. 
!XxmMcn<; < -ell-os [in the Mycenaean period] vs. nom. sg. !XxmA.e"';). 

Examples: - Compare the Proto-Indo-European thematic dat. sg. -oj, 
which was formed through contraction by -0- [stem closing] + -ej [dat. 
sg. ending]= Gr. -q>, Lat. -0, OAv. -ai; cf. F 3 1 1  § I .  - An example of 
PIE *-e!!- presumably found in nom. sg. *dj�!!S m. 'heavens, god of the 
heavens, day,' compare Ved. dyaus and (when .shortened as above) Or. 
a"';. For more information on this word, cf. F 3 1 8  § 6a. For more in
formation on problems involving diphthongs: � Mayrhofer Lautlehre 
1986 p. 1 73ff. On the secondary Vl]Uc; cr. F 3 1 8  § 6c. 
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C. Proto-Indo-European Consonants 

I .  Liquids and Nasals 

L 300. While the PIE liquid consonants ·r and ·1, and the PIE nasals .m 
and ·n are related to the PIE semivowels .j and .!!, their syllabic allo
phones, PIE . [r], ·W, .['!'] and .[(1], are related to full vowels. In their 
normal, non-syllabic quality they remain unchanged in most Indo
European languages. 

L 301. Individual Languages: 
I )  In the case of lndo-lranian languages, one observes the phenomenon of 

dialects that assirnilate PIE ·r and ·1, forming r (e.g.Ved. rih-, Avest. riz- 'to 
lick' as opposed to OCS lizati; Ved. roca- as opposed to Gr. AeUK�, cf L 
223 § I )  as well the phenomenon of those that retain PIE ·1 (e.g. Late Ved. 
lih-, Mod. Pers. listan 'to lick'; Ved. lokti- [cf L 223 § 2]), and finally that of 
those dialects in which PIE ·r and PIE ·I are assimilated to become I (e.g. 
Ved. lup- 'to break apart' along with the original Ved. rup- 'to tear apart,' Lat. rumpere 'to break'; Mid. lndo-Aryan [ASoka] laja 'king' as opposed to 
Ved. raja, Lat. rex 'king'). See also L 306 § 3 below, with PIE ., represent
ing Ved. r 

2) The Mycenaean Linear B alphabet does not differentiate I and r, a fea
ture altnbutable to the fuet that the creators of Linear B spoke a oon-Indo
European language. Although the difference between I and r was phonologi
caIIy anchored in their language, the Mycenaean Greeks adopted this peculiar 
quality in their writing system: � Heubeck in Res Mycenaeae 1983 p. 163 f 

3) A finaJ position PIE ·-m becomes -n in Greek, Hittite, Germanic, and in 
Baltic as well. (In Lithuanian, postvocalic -n is only discemible in the purely 
graphical nasalization). - Final PIE ·-er and ·-or and PIE ·-en and *-on 
appear in several languages less the finaJ -r (or -n). Compare Gr. 1tOtTtP 'fa
ther' and 8uyOTl]P 'daughter' with Ved. pita 'father' and duhita (= Lith. dukte, 
OCS d7>.5ti < *dukt€). Compare Gr. MV with Ved. S(u)va 'dog' and Gr. 
iiKIlOlV 'anvil' with Lith. akmuo 'stone.' 

L 302. Correspondence sets: 
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I) PIE or: - PIE ·doru- n. 'wood' (For declension, cf F 3 1 7  § 8) = Gr. 
oopu, Ved. daru, Hitt. ta-ru-u-i, i.e. ta,!!i dat._ loc. sg.; compare Got. (rlU, 
OCS drevo 'tree.' - PIE *mijes 'three' (Lat. Ires etc., cf. L 2 1 5  § I). 

2) PIE *1: - PIE *melit- 'honey' = La;. mel, �. IffiAl�-O<; gen. sg., Hilt. 
mi-li-it i.e. milit, Got. milip. - PIE ·Ie!!k- to shine (Lat. lux etc., cf. above L 
223 § I ). 

3) PIE om: - PIE *meIH- 'to cnunble, grind' (� LIV 1998 p. 388f.; H. 
Rix in GS Schindler 1 999 p. 5 1 7) = Lat. molere, Hilt. malia-, Got. malan, 
OCS mleti 'to grind,' compare Ved. (SB) mnuintas 'grinding.' - PIE 
*melit-, cf §2. - PIE *meh,ter- (or *mater) 'mother' = Lat. mater etc., cf.

. 
L 

21 1 § 10. - In finaJ position: PIE ·tb-m acc. sg. 'this' = Lat. is-tum, Gr. �ov, 
Ve<!. tom, Got. pan-a; PIE ·kwi-m acc. sg. 'which' = Hitt. kyin; PIE -0- stem 
ace. sg. ·-o-m = Lat. -om I -um, Gr. -DV, Ved. -am, Hilt. -an, Old Prussian 
-an, Lith. -q etc. 

4) PIE on: - PIE *sen- 'old' = Lat. senex with gen. sg. senis, Gr. EVO<;, 
Ved. sana-, Got. sin-ista 'oldest (m.),' Lith. senas 'old.' - PIE *ne!!o- 'new' 
= Lat. novus etc., cf L 2 1 7  § 2. 

L 303. In several morphologically important cases, semivowels and Ja
ryngeals are assimilated to post-positioned -m(-), which is associated With 
the compensatory lengthening of a pre-positioned short vowel:. The phe
nomenon is known as Stang's Jaw, or Lex Stang: � SzemerenYI Scripta 
Minora II 1 987 (in an essay from 1 956) p. 801 ff; Chr. S. Stang in FS 
Kurylowicz 1 965 p. 292ff. = Stang Opuscula 1970 p. 40ff; Mayrhofer 
Laut/ehre 1 986 p. 1 63f. 

Prime examples: - Pre-PIE *d(l)je!!1n acc:.sg. 'heavens� god �f the 
heavens, day' > Pre-PIE *d(i)jemm > PIE *d(l)lem = Ved. dyam

� 
EpIC Gr. 

Zijv (with secondary interpretation as Zijv' in the sense of Z"va), Lat. 
diem (On the shortening of long vowels: � Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 225). 
For more information on this word, cf. F 3 1 8  § 6a. - Pre-PIE *gWo!!-m 
acc. sg. 'cow' > Pre-PIE .gWomm > PIE *gWom = Ved. gam, Ep. 

_
Gr: J3<iiv 

in the sense of 'a shield of bovine leather' (the usual acc. sg. fX>uv IS re
constructed in an analogous manner). - The acc. sg. fem. of -eh,-stems 
leads to Pre-PIE ·-ah,1n (cf. L 323 § 2) > Pre-PIE ·-amm > PIE ·-am 
(Gr. -C1v/-"v; Lat. -am [with shortening of the long vowel precedmg m,

. 
as 

in the case of diem D. - A further problem: - In the case of accusatIve 
plural forms of -eh,- stems, Pre-PIE *-ah,ns (based upon ·-eh,-m-s, but 
affected by eh, > ah, and the assimilation of -ms > -n�) leads to_ Pre-PIE 
*-ans, and from there, > PIE ·-as. Compare Ved. -as, Got. -os. (� J. 
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Schindler in OS Kronasser 1982 p. 194 note 42; initially as a sandhi vari
ant?) Analogously, the acc. pI. of Pre-PIE "gWoy-m-s leads via Pre-PIE 
*gWoyns > Pre-PIE "gWonns > Pre-PIE "gWans, and from there, just as the 
preceding > PIE "gWas, compare Ved. gas, Doric Gr. �. For more in
formation on PIE "gWoy_, cf. F 3 1 8  § 6b. - On the PIE acc. sg. "dam 
'house' < pre-PIE "dom-m, cf. F 320 § I a; on the PIE acc. sg. ·dhlig"am 
< pre-PIE ·dhlig"om-m c( F 321 § 1 .  

L 304. In many positions, but particularly between consonants (KRK) 
and in final position following a consonant (-KR#), the so-called sono
rants, PIE or, "I, "m or "n (which includes PIE *j and !!, cf L 2 1 2) be
come the syllabic allophones .[r), ·ll), .[",), and "[(I) (with the vowels "i 
and "u). Compare PIE "bher- 'to carry': The -to- verbal adjective requires 
the zero grade form of the root, which thus appears phonetically as PIE 
"bhr-to-. 

I )  The fundamental rule for the production of syllabic allophones functions 
iteratively (nonsyllabic-syllabic-nonsyllabic, etc.). Further, in the series KRRK, 
the second sonant is affected first. On the subject of the iterative quality, com
pare PIE "f(yn-es gen. sg. 'dog' => "ICun-lis (the ending -lis remains, the pre
ceding -n- is non-syllabic and includes syllabic u with itself) = Ved. slinas. 
Concerning the use of the second sonant before the first, compare PIE 
"f(yn-bh- with _bh_ case => *f(y(l_bh_ (and not *lCun-bh-) = Ved. swlbhis. 

2) Several exceptions to this fundamental rule are known, for example the 
word-initial PIE ·mn-eh,- 'to think of (as opposed to the expected "",n-eh,-), 
or the -n-present form PIE "jung- 'to harness' (as opposed to the expected 
form *iy(lg-), or the paradigm of PIE "trej-es 'three' the genitive plural 
"trijam with syllabic i + transitional sound j (c( L 2 1 8; according to the rule, 
one would expect ·1[j6m with syllabic r and non-syllabic ]). For further infor
mation: � J. Schindler in Sprache 23 1 977 p. 56t: Further, for information on 
PIE "mOg-, ct: L 203. 

3) The metathesis of PIE "yr hefore KI# > "ru presents an interesting spe
cial case. Compare the example of Gr. iopixo 'to seat, to install a place of 
worship < ·to create the seat of a divinity' < Proto-Gr. "sOdyr-je- (On the 
subject of the weak vowel 0, the so-called schwa secundum, ct: L 203; for 
information on s- > h- c( L 309 § 2.): The verb represents a fuctitive -ie
present form of "slid-yr n. 'seat'; compare the parallel Attic construct�n 
�A.i't'tOl 'to harvest honey, to cut honeycombs' < "mlit-je- from "melit
'honey' (ct: L 302 § 2 above). From whom it was that I first learned of the 
example iopixo, I can no longer say, although perhaps it came up in a course 
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given by J. Schindler at Harvard in the Fall Term of 1 980. The excellence of 
the questionable analysis oftopixo is shown by dubious efforts such as "obvi

OUS derivation from "iop\)(;" (� Peters Laryngale 1980 p. 98). A treatment 
that approaches a solution, however without bringing metathesis into account, 
is: � C. 1. Ruijgh in OS Kurylowicz I 1 995 p. 353 note 34 with the remark 
"derive de ·slid-ru-?" - Further examples: � Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1 986 p. 
161(; concerning PIE ·sylif(yr-h,- also cf. L 217 § 4 above; for information on 
PIE "kwtru-K- < ·kWtyr-K- 'four' also ct: F 501 below. For a derivation of 
'four' with metathesis, bringing Hittite kutruen- 'witness' into account: � 
Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1999 p. 289 note 1385. 

Perhaps the juxtapositioning of PIE "y!kWo_ (= Ved. vfka- etc., c( L 
307 § 2) and "lukWo- may he explained by the same process. Concerning 
*Iukwo-, compare Lat. lupus and Gr. A.'J1CO�. The Latin lupus is likely a 
loanword from Oscan. The development of -p- < _kw_ is not Latin. 
·Iukwo- is dissimilated to luko- in Greek. 

L 305. In constrast to the clarity of the state of affairs concerning liquids, 
only through the astute combination of comparative and language-internal 
methods could the syllabic nasals " [  "') and "[(I) be designated as allo
phones of PIE "m and on. Since the relationship Ved. man- 'to think': 
malli- 'thought' corresponded perfectly to that of Ved. bhar- : bh.rta-, it 
was possible, given the relation bhar- : bhr- = man- : x for x (= Ved. 
ma-), to postulate "mlJ-. The language comparison shows that the -a- of 
the Vedic ma-(ta-) and ma-ti- ( 'thinking' corresponds only in Greek to an 
-a- (cf. the compound, am6-l1a�0� 'it/himself striving, of itslhis own voli
tion,' attested since Homer), but in Latin corresponds rather to an -en- (cf. 
menti- 'thought power, thought technique, thought' with the nom. sg. 
mens, gen. sg. mentis: � Reichler-Beguelin Typ mens 1 986 p. 1 9ff.), in 
Germanic to -un- (Got. ga-munds 'remembrance'), in Lithuanian, -in
(mintis 'thoughts'), and in Old Church Slavic -{'- (pa-m{'tb 'memory'). 
These disparities led precisely to the common denominator "-(1-, which 
was originally taken from Old Indian material. 

The existing knowledge of nasalis sonans may be traced to Karl Brug
mann "Nasalis sonans in der indogermanischen Orundsprache" in Studien 
zur griechischen und lateinischen Grammatik (edited by G. Curtius and, 
starting with volume 9, together with K Brugman[n)) 9 1 876 p. 285ff. 
Brugmann had predecessors, including the fifteen year old pupil Ferdinand de 
Saussure ( 1 857-1913). According to his own account, he revealed Gr. -a- < 
*-�-: 
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Nous lumes ... un texte d'Herodote ... [qui) contenait la forme 
�E�axa�at. La forme 'tE�aXatat etait pour moi completement nouvelle 
. . .  A I'instant ou je vis la forme 'tE�axatat, mon attention, extremement 
distraite en general .. . fut subitement attiree d'une maniere extraordi
naire, car je venais de faire ce raisonnement, qui est encore present a 
mon esprit it I'heure qu'il est: AEy0!J.EOa : Atyonat, par consequent 
'tE�aY!J.EOa : 'tE�axN�at, et par consequent N = a 

-7 C. Watkins Remarques sur la methode de Ferdinand de Saussure com
paratiste in CFS 32 1978 [1979) p. 6 1  (= Watkins Selected Writings 1 1 994 p. 
266); Kohrt Problemgeschichte 1985 p. 1 12ff 

L 306. The remnants of the PIE allophones *lr), * [j), *["') and *[(1) vary 
in nearly all of the IE languages. Only in the case of Old Indo-Iranian is 
the relationship between bhar- and bhrta- still quite clear. That is why the 
Old Indian grammarians were able to develop an ingenious ablaut system, 
cf. L 4 1 3  § I below. For example, the Ved. If) is represented in Latin by 
-or- (cf. Jors, for-li- 'chance' < *bhr-li-), in Germanic, by -ur- (cf. NHG 
Ge-bur-I) etc. 

I )  Latin retains the PIE syllabic liquids *lr) and *W as or and 01, and the 
PIE syUabic nasals *["') and *[(1) as em and en (and secondarily as in, cf. L 
1 08). 

2) In Greek, PIE *lr) and *W became pa/ap and Wa'!..; in dialects, p% p, 
'NJ/o'!.. as well. For details: -7 Lejeune Phonetique 1972 § 201 ;  Risch Kl. Schr. 
1981 (in an essay from 1 966) p. 266ff PIE *["') and *[(1) yielded a; in dia
lects, also 0: -7 Risch Le. Preceding vowels, semivowels, and laryngeal/vowel 
combinations, af! and QV represent the normal case. On the subject of *IJH in 
Greek, cf. L 332 below. 

3) IE *[r) and *W are preserved as syUabic liquids in Old Indo-Aryan (not 
to mention lndo-lranian), and as r (which corresponds to Avestan ara) in Ve
dic. The only Vedic root containing -/- in its zero grade, kalp- / kip- 'to add, 
equip' has no sure explanation. (perhaps PIE *kwerp-, if it corresponds to 
Vedic krp- 'figure' and Latin corpus: -7 Mayrhofer EWAia 1 p. 324). The 
syllabic PIE nasals *["') and *[(1) appear as a, preceding vowels and semivow
els, as am or an. 

4) In Hittite, PIE *[r) and *W developed into ar and al. The PIE syUabic 
nasals are presumably represented by an: -7 Melchert Anatolian Historical 
Phonology 1 994 p. 125f., which contains further details. 
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5) The remaining three language fumilies that are treated here have in 
common, that in each of them corresponding non-syllabic r, I, mln formed 
from PIE *[r), *W, and *["') (or *[(1)). C[ in Germanic, the sequence ur, ul, 
um, and, un (with consequent developments in IE languages), in Lithuanian ir, 
it, im, and, in (for information on the intonation, cL L 332 § 4d), and in Proto
Slavic, *br, *b!, *b/1I and *brl (= OCS [nJn.), [Ibllo) and ('). 

L 307. Correspondence sets: 

I )  PIE *[r):- PIE *Jird- 'heart' (full grade *lieni- in OSax. herla, NHG 
Herz) = Lat. cor (stem: cord-), Epic Gr. KpaoiT], Attic KapBia, Hitt. kard-, 
Lith. sirdis, OCS sndb-ce. - PIE *Iq-n- 'horn' = Lat. cornu, Ved. srnga-, 
Proto-Germ. *xurna- = Runic horna, ON, OHG horn with 0 through 
-a-umlaut and Got. haurn through breaking, cf. L 208. - PIE *mr-to- 'dead' 
= Epic Gr. !lpo-t6<; 'immortal' (the pronunciation -po- < -r- betrays the Aeolic 
origin of this word; the Greek meaning 'mortal' must be secondary in com
parison to 'dead' and was probably attained through back derivation from the 
negated verbal adjective af!1\po'to<; 'immortal = not mortal' [< PIE *(i-mr-to-): 
-7 Seiler Sprache und Sprachen 1977 [in an essay from 1 952) p. 81 note 8), 
Ved. mrta- (Avest. marata-) 'dead' (equally here mentioned, OHG mord 
'murder' < *murjJa- was probably abstracted within the Germanic realm from 
*murjJra-, compare OHG murdr-eo 'murderer': -7 Bamrnesberger Urgerm. 
Nomen 1 990 p. 85f. and p. 1 82). Further, compare the corresponding nomi
native active *mr-ti- 'dead' = Lat. mors (stem: morti-), Lith. mirlis, OCS $0-
mrblb 'dead,' cf. F 3 1 7  § 7. - PIE *str-Io- 'struck down' = Gr. <Ytpm6<; 
(Lesbian and Boetian (Y[po��) 'army' (concerning the subject of semantics: 
-7 Strunk Nasalprtisentien und Aoriste 1 967 p. I I I  with note 109), Ved. 
a-st.rta- (Avest. a-starata-) 'insuperable.' 

2) PIE *W: - PIE *m/du- with f *m/d!l-ih,- 'soft' = Lat. mollis < 
*moldyi- (however, the tracing of -01- < *-/- is not necessarily the case; 
equally possible is the -e- grade form [with the secondary development of -eld
to -old-), as may be shown in the case of other Latin adjectives. Compare 
brevis 'short' < *mreg/'yi- 'short': -7 H. Fischer in MSS 52 1991 p. 7), Gr. 
�'!..aou.; 'slack,' Ved. mrdu- [ mrtivt- 'soft.' - PIE *y/kwo- m 'wolf = Ved. 
vfka-, Proto-Germ. *yuIXwa- (= Got. wulfs with the assimilation of *l! - XW to 
*l! -j), Lith. viikas, OCS vlblco (to *I"kwos > Gt. '!..UKO<; cf. L 304 § 3). - PIE 
*p/h,-i- 'wide' = Hitt. palbi-; with another suffix, PIE *p/h,-IlO- = Lat. planus, 
cf. L 332 § 4e. 

3) PIE *['!'): - PIE *d!i:tp-to- (On the initial dissimilation > *h,hp-to- cp. 
F 502 § 1 3  below.) 'hundred' = Lat. centum, Gr. EKmov (Arcadian EKmov), 
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Ved. satam (Avest. satam), Got. hund- 'hundred,' Lith. simta-s 'hundred'; 
PIE *de/iJrz-to- 'the tenth' = Gr. OClCmo<; (Arcadian/Lesbian OClCO'tD<;), Got. 
taihunda, Lith. desiliitas, OCS des(!/"b. 

4) PIE *[(1]: - On PIE *m(l-to-, *m(l-ti- (Yed. mata-, mati- etc.), ct: L 
305. - TIle PIE negation *(1- 'un-, non-, -less' = Lat. in- « *en-, cf. L 108) 
in in-somnis 'sleepless' etc., Gr. (OUlC) 0-8&[; '(not) without a God,' 
iiv-oopot; 'without water,' Ved. a-putra- 'without a son,' an-udra- 'without 
water,' NHG un-sch6n, etc. - PIE *bh(lg"u- 'abundant' = Gr. 1taXU<; 'well
nourished,' Ved. bahu- (- full grade in the superlative bQlflh-i$fha- 'most 
dense'), in addition, probably Hilt. pangu- 'entirety,' OHG bungo 'nodule.' 
Cf. L 348 § 2; on the verbal root *bheug'_ see LIV 1998 p. 6 1 .  - PIE *(IS
'us' (compare the Latin lengthened grade nos) = NHG uns, Hitt. an-za-a-oS 
i.e. anI-as 'us' (On I in place of s ct: L 309 § 4), further, compare the ex
panded *fJS-me in Ved. asman 'us'; in Gr. *fJS-me > *asme > *amme = Aeo
lic/Homeric &�� (with Lesbian retraction of the accent), in Doric, in place of 
*amme, with disposal of the double-consonant through compensatory length
ening o�, in Ionic-Attic again compensatory lengthening *ame with secon
dary aspiration and the additional nom pI. ending -<?s > 'wE1t; and the accusa
tive plural ending -(IS > 1i�� > 'wil<; 'us.' Cf also F 40 I § 2 below. 

2. Continuants s (and jJ?) 
L 308. Proto-Indo-European contained the voiceless dental-alveolar 
fricative * s, to which no voiced counterpart (the phoneme *z) corre
sponded. It is possible however that when 's was followed by a voiced 
plosive, it became the allophone * [z]. Although the accuracy of the allo
phone z is certain, for practical reasons the phonetically correct notation is 
generally avoided in favor of the phonemically correct notation. For ex
ample, PIE *h,o-sd-o- 'branch' is reconstructed in place of * [h,o-zd-o-], 
ct: L 1 02 and L 3 10. 

L 309. The situation in the !ndo-European languages: 

I )  In the very oldest Latin, Indo-European * s was preserved in all posi
tions. A decisive change, rhotacisrn, indicating the development of VrV from 
VsV, took place in the course of the documented history of Latin, probably 
around 350 B.C. Old Latin ESED, known from inscriptions, corresponds to 
Classical Latin erit. 1. Papirius Crassus (praetor 340 B.C.) writes his given 
name, formerly Papisius, for the first time without -S-. Rhotacism clarifies the 
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frequent variations of sir within paradigms and word fumilies. Example: 
Ct: es-se 'to be' with es-t and es-set as opposed to er-at and er-it; ct: ges-/us 
(past participle) as opposed to ger-o < *ges-o (present stem) 'to carry, lead'; 
cf. jIos nom. sg. 'flower, bloom' as opposed to gen. sg. jIor-is; CL hones-Ius 
'honored, honorable,' hanos 'honor' (an old nom. sg., used as an archaism and 
in poetry) as opposed to honor (a nom. sg. obtained from the gen. sg. honor
is): -7 Leumann LLFL 1977 § 180. See also E 503 § 4. 

2) In Greek. PIE *s is preserved when adjacent to plosives or in word-final 
position. Word-initially, it becomes h- (Le. spiritus asper < '-» . It is subject 
to what is called Grassmann's Law, CL L 348 § 2. In Aeolic and parts oflonic 
the word-initial aspirate disappears, a feature which is called psilosis. This 
development explains, for example, why one says India and not * Hindia: For 
the non-aspirated word we have the Ionic Greeks to thank. who learned of the 
region from the Persians initially as Hindu- [< Sindhu- 'Indus region']. -
Word-internal -s- between vowels becomes -0-, cf. 9£.6<; 'god' < *thh,s-o- (cf 
E 507 § 2). - For more information on this subject: -7 Lejeune Phonetique 
1972 § 82ff.; Brixhe Phonetique et phonologie 1 996 p. 43. - On dialectal -si
< -ti- cp. L 336 § 2. 

3) In Vedic, PIE *s is generally preserved. - In what is known as the ruki
rule, • s becomes $ when it follows r If], u, le, i, and also after e or 0 that de
veloped from original aj and ay (et: L 220 § 3), ct: E 502 § 6 with the example 
of e$i. For more information: -7 M Hale "Postlexical RUKI and the tisra
Rule" in F.S' Watkins 1998 p. 213ff. - In Old Indian texts, word-final -s (and -
r) appear only as such in certain phonetic positions; in the pausal form they 
appear as /.I, which is called visarga. In today's Indo-European linguistics, the 
pausal form is avoided in citing individual forms in fuvor of inserting the simple 
stem. For example, tivi- 'sheep' and not tivi/.l (cf. p. XX). When the entire 
form is needed, it is noted without sandhi with the underlying -s or -r. (For 
example, voc. sg. bhratar and not bhrtita/.l). 

4) In general, PIE *s is preserved in Hittite. In special cases, however, it is 
replaced by t. Compare PIE *(15- with Hitt. anl-, CL L 307 § 4: -7 Melchert 
Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 121 .  

5)  PIE • s is preserved in Germanic. However, along with the Germanic 
voiced fricatives, it is subject to Verner's Law, according to which it becomes 
z (= Got. z, ON, OHG r), cf L 421 § 2. 

6) In Baltic and Slavic, PIE * s is preserved in most positions. In the case of 
Slavic, a process similar to the Vedic (Indo-Iranian) ruki-rule of § 3 changed 
pre-vocalic PIE * s foilowing i, u, r, k (probably via *S) to Old Church Slavic x. 
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A similar s > S change in Lithuanian affects only a part of the cases that come 
into question: --7 Slang Vergleichende Grammatik 1 966 p. 94ff. 

L 310. Correspondence sets for PIE os: - PIE *segh- (zero grade 
*sgh-) 'to overpower' = Ved. sahate, OHG sigu m. 'victory,' Gr. zero 
grade thematic aor. E-ax-OV of the full grade thematic pres. EXW 'to hold, 
to posess' (EXW by aspirate dissimilation [cf. L 348 § 2] < *hekh- < *segh
[with the typically Greek transformation of mediae aspiratae into lenues 
aspiratae, cr. L 336 § 2]) and the Fut. E�w (here heks- without aspirate 
dissimulation < *hekhs-: The consonant group -ks- < -khs- was formed just 
early, and thus, during the period of activity of Grassrnann's Law, could 
no longer play a dissimulative role: --7 Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. I 1 992 
p. 59 § E 2 1 1 .4; also cf. Ved. bandh- vs. Fut. bhantsyati, cf. L 348 § 3). 
- PIE *h,e'1s- 'ear' = Lat. auris ( - aus-culto 'eavesdrop'), Got. auso, 
OHG ora n. 'ear' = Lith. ausis f., OCS laO n. 'ear.' - PIE *hles-ti 'he is' 
and PIE *hlesi 'you are' (For information on the simplification, during the 
PIE period, of original ° "Ies-si, cf L 3 1 2) = Lat. est, es, Gr. eern, et, 
Ved. asti, asi, Hilt. es-r'i, esi (for information on the lengthening of 
stressed vowels in Hilt., cf. L 207), Got. ist, is, Lith. esti, esi. - PIE 
o",o-sd-o- m. 'branch' (concerning phonetic pronunciation * [ozdo-], cf. L 
1 02; on word-initial sounds: --7 H. C. Melchert in HS I Q  I 1 988 p. 223 
note 1 6  with the comparison, already made by E. H. Sturtevant, with Hilt., 
�asdyer 'timber, brushwood') = Gr. o1;� (with <1;> = [zd]), Got. asts. -
PIE *genhl-os nom. sg. 'gender' with gen. sg. *genhres-os 'gender' = 
Lat. genus, generis (with -eri- < *-ese-), Ionic-Epic Gr. y£vo�, Y£VE� 
(with -e'1- < -e.o- < -eho- < *-eso-). - PIE ''1es- 'to wear, to be clothed' 
= Ved. vas-te, Hilt. u-e-eS-ta i.e. yes-to 'wears,' compare Gr. EVVllllt (pre
sent stem *yes-nu- along with Aor. Ea-am) ' I  dress (myself),' Lat. ves-ti-s 
'robe,' Got. wasjan 'to clothe' and cf. L 2 1 1 § 4. - PIE 'pis-to- 'he 
crushes' = Lat. pistus, Ved. pi$!a-, compare OCS pbXati 'to push.' - PIE 
'stehr (> *stahr, cf. L 323 § 2) 'to stand' = Lat. stare (which is not di
rectly traced to a root aorist as is the communis opinio, but is rather con
tracted from *steh,-je-: � Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 1 87), 
Dor. Gr. '(a�allt « *si-stahr), cf. Ved. stha-tra- n. 'location,' OHG stan 
'to stand,' Lith. stoti, OCS slaU 'to place oneself' - PIE *h,eys- (> 
*",OIjS-, cf the examples in L 323 § 2) 'to light up (sunrise),' compare 
Lat. aurora « *aysos-ii), Proto-Gr. *a'1sos > *ay'1os > Lesbian Aeolic 
oilw<;, Ion. ";0\<; and Att. E� (on the phonetic developments in Greek, with 
*ay.yos vs. *a'1'1.os > 'atlos: --7 Ruiperez Opuscula 1 989 p. 237 and p. 
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247), Ved. u$-cis- f., Lith. aus-ra f. 'sunrise.' - Also compare NHG uns, 
Hilt. ant -, cf. L 307 § 4. 

L 311.  In ancient Indo-European languages there are indisputable cases 
in which s- alternates with 9-, often within the same language. For exam
ple, Gr. a�yo� n. (in tragedies, Hellenic Greek, and in later prose) along
side �yo� (occurring as early as the Odyssey, but not in tragedies) 'roof; 
Ved. spas- « 'spel<- = Lat. specio, NHG spiihen) alongside pas- 'to see': 
� Mayrhofer EWAia II p. 1 07f.; NHG schlecken « mhd. sl-) alongside 
lecken. In this context, one speaks of the phenomenon of the moveable s. 
_ It remains open to question whether or not * slehr was formed with 
such a moveable s: � M. V. Southern in MSS 60 2000 p. 1 00ff. (He ar
gues that Lat. tabula should be included in this group). - For more in
formation on the interpretation of this phenomenon and on literature 
treating it: --7 Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 1 1 9f.; Szemerenyi Einfiihrung 
1990 p. 98f. and cr. L 405. 

L 312. In practice, the pre-PIE geminate simplification rule concerns 
primarily PIE os. Thus, the association of the PIE root '''Ies- 'to exist,' 
with the Proto-Indo-European 2"" person singular morpheme, yielded, via 
'hles-si, to PIE '''Iesi 'you are' (= Gr. et; in forms such as the Epic
Homeric eacr\, the more transparent form developed secondarily; For 
more information on the conjugation of this verb, cf. E 502-505). In the 
same fashion, the simplification of -S.s- in the dat.lloc. pI. of 'genes-su 
must have occurred at a pre-Proto-lndo-European period. The dative 
plural forms of the type YEVEal are thus old: � A. Morpurgo Davies in FS 
Palmer 1976 p. 1 88. 

L 313. In many treatments, a further PIE fricative is taught: " P' with an 
allophone ° [0] that is both voiced and aspirated. Called 'thorn,' this 
should clarify some uncontroversial correspondence sets in which some lE 
languages show a retained -t- sound and others show a retained -s- sound. 

I )  Examples: - 'bear' with Gr. iiplC-�-� in comparison with Ved. tk-$-a-, 
Lat. ur-s-us. (For more details on this word: � Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 247f.) 
- 'earth' with Gr. X-9-oiv in comparison to Ved. k-,<-am- (For more details 
on this word: � Mayrbofer EW Aia I p. 424f. For information on declension 
cf. F 321 § I ). - 'to reside' with Myc. Gr. ki-ti-je-si, i.e. ktijensi 'they reside' 
in comparison with Ved. k$iycinti, Lat. situs 'situated' (Further details: � 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 427; concerning the same root as si-tus, including Lat. 
pOno < 'po-si-no: � H. Rix in Kratylos 38 1993 p. 87). 
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2) First researcbed in the twentieth century, the IE languages Hittite (cf. E 
410) and Tocharian (cf. E 408) bave contributed significantly to examples of 
this type: The sequence ithJ_/hJ, attested in Greek, corresponds to an inverse 
sequence (/hJ-ithl) in Hittite and Tocharian. In Hittite, 'earth' appears in 
nom/acc. sg. as le-e-kOn i.e. tegan (further attestations in Tischler, HEG III p. 
292ff.), and in Tocharian A as lka",. The Hittite nom sg. iJar-ttig-ga-as i.e. 
!Jarlkas, appears to mean 'bear' (further attestations, including suggestions for 
further reading: � Puhvel HED III p. 20 I f.). 

3) Thus, in place of PIE *gha m- ('earth'), a reconstruction ofa paradigm 
with conventional consonants appears correct: Hitt. strong stem with nom sg. 
lekan < PIE *dhegr6m and weak stem with gen. sg. takn- < Proto-Anat. 
*dh°ghm_ < PIE *dhgrm_. While Anatolian, thanks to the schwa secundum 
was able to keep the sound group paradigm-internal, elsewhere PIE *dhgrm_ 
was simplified to *grm-. Compare: Gr. XOl1oi 'on the earth,' Lat. humi 'on 
the ground' (from which, secondarily, humus f. 'ground' developed: � 
Wackemagel Vorlesungen IT 1 928 p. 32), Lith. ieme, OCS zemlja 'earth.' 
Finally, in such a case as that of the loc. sg. PIE *dhgrem, the tautosyllabic 
*dhgr_ was transformed to *grdh_, upon the basis of which both Gr. f<hlh <X6> 
and Ved. � may be understood. For more information on the paradigm of 
'earth', cf. F 321 § I .  

4) The exemplary treatment of the subject is that of J. Schindler, "A Thorny 
Problem" in Sprache 23 1977 p. 25-35. Further: � Mayrhofer Kleine 
Schrifien IT 1996 p. 255-270 (in a report from 1982); Lipp Palalale 1994. 

3.  Laryngeals 

L 314. The use of the term 'laryngeal' for the pronunciation of three 
Proto-Indo-European consonants (fricatives) finds its cause in the history 
of the field, cf. L 3 1 5  § 1 .  The algebraic notation for laryngeals as PIE 

oh"� oh"� and *h, has become common. Where a phoneme is determined 
to he a laryngeal, the nature of which cannot be further described, the 
cover-symbol H is used. - The symbol H is further used in the notation 
of the various Indo-European languages, especially in Indo-Iranian, in 
which the types of laryngeais may no longer be distinguished, but in which, 
with the help of Greek, the PIE reconstruction may still be determined, cf. 
among others, the examples in L 323 § I b and in L 334 § 1 .  
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I) The primarily consonantal character of these PLE phonemes is uncontro

versial, cf. L 329. The supposition ofa pbonetica\ly unmarked aspirate [h] for 

pIE * hi, a marked aspirated ach phoneme Lr) for PIE * hl and a voiced velar 

(or Iabiovelar) fricative [n, [t"l for PIE *", is in all probability acc��e: � 

Mayrhofer Laullehre 1986 p. 121 Note 101,  p. 122 note 103f.; H. Rix m HS 

104 1991 p. 191 with note 27; by the same author, in IF 96 1991 p. 271f.; J. 

Gippert in Kolloquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1993 [1994] p. 464f.; further cf. 

L 329 § I .  

2) The following introduction to laryngeals is limited in scope. As a rule, 
special cases are not discussed. 

3) The bibliography is long. Because space limitations only allow the men
tion of a couple of helpful titles, it is worth the trouble in this case to consult 
the corresponding critical reviews: � Evidence for Laryngeals 1965 (with a 
bibliography and research report by E. Polome p. 9-78); Beekes Laryngeals 
1969; Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 36-39, p. 68-76 (a good synopsis of 
the material in Greek); Mayrbofer Laullehre 1986 p. 121-150; Laryngallheo
rie 1988 (which includes p. 130-135 a good overview of PIE laryngeals with 
nine points [Ennealogie] by H. Eichner); Laryngales 1990; Schrijver 
Laryngeals in Lalin 1 991;  Lindeman Introduclion 1997; Kolloquium Peder
sen Copenhagen 1 993 [1994) (which includes the round table discussion: "Zur 
Phonelik der Laryngale" with contributions by R S. P. Beekes, 1. Gippert, J. 
E. Rasmussen and M. Job). 

4) What every reader should know: The existence of three laryngeals in 
Proto-Indo-European is asserted today by a large majority of researchers. 
There is not, however, unanimity. The supposition of a larger number of 
laryngeals (reaching ten in a research paper mentioned in Szemerenyi Ein

fiihrung 1990 p. 132) recurs even in a contemporary standard work: Puhvel 
HED takes six as a basis. Lindeman Laryngeal Theory 1997 uses three un
voiced and three voiced laryngeals. - On the other hand, Szemerenyi Ein
fiihrung 1990 (Cf. among others p. 127ff.; p. 147): "nur ein Laryngal an
zunehmen") and Bamrnesberger (Laryngallheorie 1984) assert a PIE phoneme 

system with only one *h (along with *" further *ii, *1ji, *f, of). 

L 315. The inclusion of the three laryngeals in reconstructions of con
temporary Indo-European linguistics may be clarified by a brief look at the 
history of the field. 

I )  The beginnings of these reconstructions are to be found in the brilliant 
Memoire sur le sysleme primilij des voyelles dans les langues indo-
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europiennes by Ferdinand de Saussure, written as a student at age 21  (Leipzig 
1879, first appeared 1878; published again in Saussure Recueil 1922 p. I fl). 
Among his credits, he adopted the organization, by Indian grammarians, of 
Sanskrit roots into ani,- and se,- roots, for modern comparative linguistics. -
The sages of ancient India had observed that some roots, when followed by 
certain grammatical elements, did not exhibit the -i- (thus called an-i-" i.e. 
'without -i-') that other roots did exhibit (which were thus called se, < 'sa-i-, 
Le. 'with -i-'). Thus, Vedic man- 'to think' is an ani,- root: Compare Ved. 
man-Iar- m. 'thinker,' mim-Ira- m. 'speech, suggestion' without -i- when pre
ceding -Iar-, -Ira-. In contrast, Ved.jan- 'to create' and san- 'to gain,' (which 
are in modern lE linguistics more accurately noted as jan'- and san'-, respec
tively) are se,-roots. They exhibit -i- preceding the suffixes -Iar-, -Ira-. Com
pare: Ved. jani-Iar- m. 'creator,' jani-Ira- n. 'place of birth,' sani-Iar- m. 
'winner, one that benefits,' sani-Ira- n. 'gain, wage.' The Indians also distin
guish among tbeir zero grade roots those that exhibit -i- from those that ex
hibit -@- preceding certain suffixes. They represent the verbal root pii- (full 
grade pav'-) as heavy (= se!): Compare pavi-Iar- m. 'purifier,' pavi-Ira- n. 
'sieve.' The verb Srn- 'to hear' (full grade srov-), on the other hand, is consid
ered light (= ani!). Compare srotar- m. 'listener' and sro-Ira- n. 'hearing 
(sense),' both with preconsonantal Sro- < *sray-, c£ L 222 § 3. Further, com
pare the light Vedic verbal root bhr- (full grade bhar-) 'to carry, '  Ved. 
bhOr-iu-m 'to be carried,' and bhar-Iar- m. 'porter' with the heavy Ved. full 
grade la';- 'to overcome,' Ved. d�-!arl-tu- 'insuperable.' (Here, as elsewhere, 
the -i- is sometimes lengthened: � Wackernagel / Debrunner Ai. Or. / 1957 § 
1 8; Hirt Idg. Or. IT 1921 § 135.) 

2) It is possible that the connection of se,-roots such as Ved. pii- (palI-) 'to 
purilY' (c£ the participle pii-Ia- 'purified') with present stems of the Old Indian 
ninth class (cf. Ved. pu-ni'i-li 'be purifies,' pu-nl-Ia imperative plural 'purilY!') 
was already discernible in Vedic grammar. Saussure's great achievement was 
tbe abstraction of comparing nasaI present forms with the more transparent -n
infix verb type of the Old Indian seventh class. Comparing Ved. yu-iz-k-Ia 
'harness!' with the participle yuk-Ia- 'harnessed,'  the insertion of -n- before the 
final phoneme of the root yuk- was clearly visible. Saussure recognized this 
nasaI infix present pattern not only in verbs of the Old Indian fifth class (Ved. 
Sr-I;l-u-Ia 'hear!' [imperative, pl.] and srn-tO- 'heard'; on the ani,-root srn-, c£ 
§I), but also in the relation ofVed. pu-n-I-Ia 'purilY!' to pii-Ia- 'purified.' In 
fuct, he anived at the correspondence set: Ved. yok-Ira- n. 'harness' (with 
yak- < *yayk-, cf. L 222 § 3) : yu-iz-k-ta : yuk-Ia- = Sra-Ira- (above §I)  : 
Sr-I;l-u-Ia : srn-tO- = pavi-Ira- : pu-nl-Ia : p/'-Ia-. If this was true, then the se!
root must have contained a root-final feature, which we shall call X (not corre-

p 
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sponding to Saussure's term) for the time being. It appeared following conso
nants (-v-, -n-) as -i- (and is sometimes also lengthened, c£ § I :  d�-,6rI-IU-), 
following short vowels, as -u-; but in both cases as a lengthening. If one for
mulates accordingly the last series, the analogy to the first series is conspicu-
ous: 

pavi(lra-} 
< 'payX(lra-} 

pu-n-I(ta} 
< *pu-n-X(ta} 

pii(la-} 
< *puX(ta-} 

3) That Indian grammarians, in proposing the presence of an additional -i
in se,-roots, recognized an immanent linguistic trait, is evidenced by roots with 
liquid and nasaI sounds. If the ani,-root man- (cf. man-Iar-, above §I)  had 
*m!!- as its zero grade (cf. Ved. ma-Ia-), then the zero grade forms of the se!
rootjan'- (cf. Ved. jani-tOr-) may be traced back to an -IJ- + -X- (c£ Ved. 
jatO- 'create' with -a- < *-aX- < *-1JX-). Likewise, only ani,-roots such as 
har-Ibhr- 'to carry' have a zero grade form with -r- (cf. bhr-Ia- 'carried'). 
However, in the case of se,-root forms such as full grade ta';- 'to overcome' 
or full grade par1- 'to fiII,' -r- + -X-, and -/- + -X- must be added with the re
sult -Ir-, and -iir-, cf. Ved. tir-lhO- 'ford' and piir-I;la- 'filled'). 

L 316. To summarize, while this X is only preserved following conso
nants (and non-syllabic sonants) as Ved. -i- (corresponding to the i-' from 
Old Indian grammar), after vowels and syllabic nasals and liquids it has 
caused a lengthening, cf PIE • peyX- > Ved. pav'- compared with PIE 
*puX- > Ved. pii-; PIE *genX- > Ved. jani_ compared with PIE *g1JX
(corresponding to *g(i- in older transcriptions) > Ved. ja-; PIE *lerX- > 
Ved. la';- compared with PIE *trX- (corresponding to It- in older tran
scriptions) > Ved. Ilr-. However, where this element was preserved as the 
vowel Ved. -i-, it largely corresponded to -a- in non-Indo-Iranian lan
guages. Thus the verb type of the Old Indian ninth class, with zero grade 
-nl- in pu-ni-Ie 'is purified' and full grade -na- in pu-ni'i-ti 'he/she/it puri
fies' (cf. L 3 1 5  § 2), may be compared with the zero grade Gr. -vo- in 
oa�-vO-tat 'to control' and the full grade lon.-Alt. -VTj- « -na-) in 
oa�-VTj-m 'controlled.' - The equating of Ved. slhila- to Gr. (natOC; 
'arranged' further indicates that even the zero grade of long vowel roots 
such as Ved. slha- and Gr. (non-Ion.-At!.) sla- (in lon.-At!. '(-cr't1]-�l < 
• si-stii-) 'to stand' contain this X, which would tend to indicate that roots 
of the stha- type in fact ended in -a-X-, cf. L 417 § 2. Thus, *slhaX- (= 

Ved. slha-) : *slhX-la- (= Ved. slhita-) should be regarded as parallel to 
Ved. bhar- : bhr-ta-. In addition, the phonetic equivalence Ved. -i- = Gr. 
-0- is repeated in such clear correspondence sets as Ved. pilar- = Gr. 
7toT1'\p 'father': The element X is thus present even here. 
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L 317. Not only did Ferdinand de Saussure identuy the element here 
referred to as X, he also postulated two such values, to which a third 
would later be added by researchers. Thus, today's view of three different 
laryngeaJs underlying the Gr. the-, stii- and do-: Gr. thii- 'to place, lay, sit' 
(cf. n-I}11-!11) < PIE *dheh,-; non-Ion.-Att. stii- (cf. lon.-Att. t-0'tI]-!11 with 
e < ii) < PIE *stehr; do- 'to give' (cf. Ot-OCJ)-!11) < PIE *dehr. De Saus
sure had seen vocalic elements (coefficients sonantiques) in these values. 

L 318. Classical Indo-European linguistics of the period followed de 
Saussure in many ways, but not in all. For example, in place of the X, for 
which he had postulated two values, and for which his laryngealist succes
sors even proposed a third, a single schwa, a, the schwa indogermanicum 
was postulated. The field further adopted his assertion that the sel-roots 
could be traced to Proto-Indo-European. An example such as the Ved. 
jan'- was traced (with the denotation of the period) back to PIE *gena-. 
In the case of the corresponding zero grade in jii-tti- , jii- was traced to a 
heavy PIE *g;;-, which was thus denoted at the time. 

On the history of the reception of de Saussure's early work in classical 
Indo-European linguistics: � M. Mayrhofer, "A hundred years after the 
work of de Saussure," in SbHA W 1981 Bericht 8 p. 261f. (review: O. 
Szemerenyi in Kratylos 28 1983 [ 1984] p. 54-59 = Scripta Minora J 1987 
p. 557-562). 

L 319. In 19 12, Albert Cuny contributed significantly by refuting the 
insight, universally accepted around the turn of the century, that the zero 
grade of sef- roots containing -n- and -r-, were -ii- and -f-, respectively: � 
A. Cuny "lndo-europeen el semilique" in Revue de phonhique 2 1912 p. 
101  If. 

I )  His argumentation was the following: If the full grade of sel- roots in 
fuct were to end in PIE *-a, as the understanding at that time of full grade PIE 
'gena- > Ved. jan'- (cf. L 3 1 8) suggested, then one should expect the zero 
grade PIE *gna, with vocalic -a- following consonantal -n-. This would have 
been preserved as Ved. *jiii-. However, this form does not exist. Instead, we 
find Ved. jii(-tti-), which may be traced via the pre-historic transitory form 
*jaX-tti- to PIE *�-16-. 

2) Cuny's treatment contains a suggestion of the consonantal nature of X, 
which, in the case of de Saussure's 'coefficients,' had already been accepted 
by Herrnann Mtiller in 1879 / 1880. Mtiller thought of laryngea1s as they are 
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fumiliar in Semitic languages: � H. Moller Semitisch und lndogermanisch, 
Teil l (Konsonanten), Copenhagen 1906, p.VT: 

"When Ferdinand de Saussure made his brilliant discovery of; as he called 
them, the 'phonemes' A and 0 (Memoire . . .  ), I immediately voiced the 
supposition (1 879) that these fundamental elements, to which I added a 
third, were consonantal, and indeed glottaIs . . .  and claimed in 1880 that 
'they were probably gutturals as exist in Semitic languages'" 

L 320. Current insights concerning laryngeals take into account that the 
meaning and use of the term 'laryngeal' have developed throughout the 
history of Indo-European linguistics without a precise phonetic connota
tion. It is fundamental, firstly, that the existence of three consonantal val
ues is assumed, and secondly, that the majority of their effects, as they are 
taught in the present introduction, already appeared in Cuny's essay of 
1912. At that time, Hittite and its !J phoneme had not yet been discovered. 

The basis of what is called '1aryngeal theory,' i.e. the continuation of de 
Saussure's insights, was already complete in 1912 and relied upon the 
comparative analysis of root structure and ablauts, particularly in Ancient 
Greek and Vedic. For information on the early history of laryngeal theory 
with pertinent information on Cuny, Moller, and other researchers, see the 
exciting portrayal by O. Szemerenyi: La theorie des laryngales de Saus
sure Cl Kurylowicz et Cl Benveniste in BSL 68 / I 1973 p. I If.  (= by the 
same author, Scripta Minora 1 1987 p. 19 11f.). 

The assertion by Jerzy Kurylowicz in 1927 that the Hittite !J corre
sponds perfectly to Cuny's second laryngeal had as its chief consequence 
that the consonantal understanding of de Saussure's coefficients, initially 
considered heretical, finally gained acceptance. It is certainly of impor
tance that the earliest attested Indo-European branch confirms the conso
nantal character of laryngeaIs. Nonetheless, it is worth emphasizing that 
the conclusions reached by de Saussure and Cuny based upon the non
Anatolian languages, owing to their eminent logic, would have found ac
ceptance even if Anatolian texts had never come out of the earth: � May
rhofer Kleine Schriften II 1 996 (in an essay from 1987) p. 416. 

L 321 .  The following effects of PIE oh"� *h, and *h, are important for 
the central lE languages and their early phases. 

The usual PIE root structure, as it is found in Latin and Greek forms 
such as leg-o,fer-o, cap-io, cJep-o, A£t7t-OO, lCel-!1at, is composed of one 
or more non-syllabic word-initial phonemes, for example 1-, kl-, k-, fol
lowed by a middle -e- (or, seldom, -a-) and' finally one or more non-
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syllabic phonemes, for example -g, -j, _jkw. PIE roots, with an initial (cf. L 
322 on 'He-) or final (cf. L 323 on '-eH-) sound that must be traced to 
*"}, *'" or *"" easily fit into this root type thanks to their non-syllabic 
nature. For more information on PIE root structure: � Szemen!nyi Ein
fuhrung 1990 p. 102-104; LlV 1998 p. 5ff. (on verbal roots). 

L 322. Roots of the type 'He- with initial laryngeal: 

I )  An example for PIE 'h,e-: - PIE *",es- 'to exist' = La!. es-I etc. The 
initial position 'h,- is evidenced in forms containing the zero grade *h,s-, cf. E 
504 § 9. The * h, in the full grade PIE * h,es- seems to have disappeared in all 
known IE languages. 

2) Examples for PIE *",e-: - PIE *",e1l1- 'fuce.' Even into the Proto
Indo-European period, *'" contributed to the evolution of PIE *",e to ''']0; 
the lexeme thus became *h]Onl-. The former presence of PIE 'h,e is still re
flected in the lengthened grade, PIE * h,e, in which the e is preserved despite 
the preceding oh"� cf. L 33 1 .  The same conclusion may be drawn from the 
presence of forms containing the ablaut '-ohr (cf. ay�1(X; below): These forms 
are best understood if they are traced back to a time when '-ehr, with its e, 
provided the starting point for the ablauts -e- : -0- and -e- : -e-. The initial 
position H of'h]O is preserved in AnatoIian, cf. Hitt. bant-s 'fuce, front.' The 
other languages conserve *allt- directly, cf. PIE loc. sg. *h,ent-i = La!. ant-e 
(cf. L 423 § I )  'before,' Or. Ctvt-i (the original Or. *iivn is not attested; the 
actual accent is abstracted from the usual unstressed procliticaI avn before the 
corresponding genetive) 'in the fuce of,' Ved. anl-i 'before.' - PIE *h,eg- (> 
*h]Og-; along with the form PIE *h]Og- with --o-ablaut) 'to drive, lead' = La!. 
ag-ere, Or. ay-ElV (also compare the -0- full grade noun ay-liD<; 'a strip of 
mown grass'), Ved. ajali 'helshelit drives.' 

3) Example for PIE *h,e-: - PIE 'h,ekw- 'to see,' among others with the 
primary full grade -m!,-fonmation *h,€kw-m!, (of the same type as Or. 
crnEP-lIa, OCP-lIa) 'eye': *h,e becomes *h,o already in the PIE period, which, 
in all certain examples, in turn is assirnilated with PIE *0. Compare the initial 
positions of Or. OIl-lIa 'eye,' La!. oculus, Ved. a�i- 'eye' which all come 
from the root in question. - For infonmation on Anatolian, cf. L 334. 

L 323. Roots of the type '-eH- with a closing laryngeal followed by a 
consonant or a vowel: 

1 )  Examples for PIE '-ehr: In the case of '-ehr, h, does not effect a 
transformation of e; neither does it in the case of PIE * h,e- (cf. L 322 § I). 
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I a) When *-ehr precedes a consonant, ", effects compensatory length
ening, creating -e-. As a rule, the long vowel is assimilated in PIE '-e-. 
_ PIE *dheh,- 'to place, erect, make' = Gr. -ri-all-Ilt, La!. ft-d, Ved. 
a-dhiil, Lith. de-li 'to lay'. - PI E  *h,l}eil,- 'to blow' = Gr. tlllCH, Ved. v6-
li, OCS ve-jali. - PIE 'reh,- 'to grant, to give' = Ved. r6-si 'you give, 
you lend.' 

1b) But when '-ehr precedes a vowel or a syllabic sonoranl, an e that 
precedes 'hi retains its properties and is treated as PIE 'e; 'hi disappears 
later in a hiatus. Cf. PIE 'h,l}eh,-!,I-O- 'wind' > lndo-Iranian 
'HuaHata- > 'Uliata- > OAv. LAv. vata- m. 'wind' (OAv. Yasna 44,4 
w� possibly tr;ated as va'ata- having three syllables) = Ved. v6-ta-, La!. 
(with '-eh,nl- > -ent-) ventus (Thus, cf. Hitt. yUl}ant- 'wind' <'yu-ant- < 
PIE 'h,uh,-ent-). - PIE *rehri- 'property' > lndo-Iranian *raHi- > 
'ra.i- (cf. Ved. rayi-m acc. sg. with the transitional sound -y- and Ved. re
vant- 'rich' < *raj-y.ant- < *ra. i-yiml- < ·raHi-Jplnl-); in contrast, in the 
same paradigm (following consonantal j) PIE 'rehd-es gen. sg. 'of the 
property' > Indo-Iranian *raHj-as > Ved. rayas. - For further informa
tion on both of these examples: � Mayrhofer EWAia Il p. 438 (on rayi-) 
and p. 542 (concerning v6ta-); further, concerning v6ta-: � B. Vine "Rig
Vedic VAATA- and the AnalysiS of Metrical Distractions " in IIJ 33 1 990 
p. 267-275. 

2) Examples for PIE '-ehr preceding a consonant: - PIE 'h, effects a 
transformation in 'eh, (as well as in *h,e) from e to a. Evidence of the 
prior existence of 'eh, comes, as in the case of 'eh, (see above, § I ), from 
the lengthened grades with*eh, that are based upon it (see below, L 33 1 
§ I )  as well as from examples of 'oh, with ablaut (cf. Gr. <\lm-V1\ below). 
Thus, already in the pre-PIE period, *eh, became 'ah, (cf. L 303 on the 
acc. sg. Pre-PIE *-eh,m > '-ah,m > *-amm > PIE *-am, in which the 
transformation takes place before the Pre-PIE assimilation). The 'ah, 
grade is preserved in the Anatolian languages. In non-Anatolian lan
guages, 'ah, preceding a consonant was assimilated into PIE 'a. - Con
cerning PIE *stehr, becoming 'stahr 'to go somewhere, to put oneself 
somewhere,' cf. 10n.-Att. Gr. (with a > if) 'i-<J"tl]-!1t , Ved. a-stha-t, OHG 
stan 'to stand,' OCS sta-jQ 'I position myself. - Concerning PIE 'pehr 
becoming 'pahr 'to look after, to graze' (On the problems regarding this 
root: � LlV 1998 p. 4 1 5) cf. Hilt. pab-s- 'to protect' (On its graphism 
and form: � Oeltinger Verbum 1979 p. 2 1 0), La!. pa-sco. - Concerning 
PIE 'bhehr, becoming 'bhahr 'to speak, say' cf. Jon.-Atl. Or. (with a > 

if) $lllli, La!. fii-ri 'to speak,' Russ.-CS ba-jati 'to recount' (lE 'bhehr 
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has as an ablaut "bhoh,- with its preserved -0- preceding -hr, cf. Gr. 
<\lw-vi] 'voice'). 

3) Examples for PIE "-eh,- preceding a consonant: Already in the PIE 
period, "h, effected the transformation of *eh, to *oh,. Preceding a con
sonant, *-oh,- assimilates into *-0-. - Concerning PIE *deh,- 'to give' cf. 
Gr. Oi-OW-�l, Lat. dos do-I- 'gift, dowry,' Ved. a-da-t 'he/she/it gave,' 
Lith. duo-mi 'he/she/it give (subj.),' OCS da-mb 'I will give.' In the Latin 
present stem, 2 sg. das vs. I pI. damus « "dh,-mos) the full grade das 
replaces an older *dos « *deh,-s); the vocalic quality a instead of 0 is 
adopted by analogy to the plural: � Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 
p. 1 88. - Concerning PIE *peh,-, ef. Gr. 1I0i-�u 'beverage,' Lat. po-tus 
'drunk,' Ved. pa-hi 'drink!,' Hilt. pa-s- 'swallow.' 

L 324. The zero grade that corresponds to the full grade forms PIE * hie 
and *ehJ is PIE Oh,; the zero grade form corresponding to PIE *h,e and 
*eh, is PIE Oh,; the form PIE *h, corresponds to PIE *",e and *eh,. 

I )  Positioned between consonants, PIE "h" *h, and *h, are most often re
tained as vowels, but occasionally also as -0-. The vocalic variant may be ex
plained phonetically by the development of a weak vowel between the H and  
the consonant that follows it. The product, * Ff' leads to the disappearance of 
* H according to phonetic rules, leaving only the vocalic ., cf. L 103. For more 
information on its properties, see the following paragraphs. 

2) The ahove description of the vocalic development of laryngeals between 
consonants is not evident at first glance. This is the reason why the field of 
classical Indo-European linguistics erroneously fixed itself upon the special 
phoneme a, the schwa indogerrnanicum, also called the schwa primum. Cf. in 
L 319 A. Cuny's refutation ofthis approach. 

3) The case of 0, which occurs less often than *Ho, may in part be under
stood as a simplification of consonant groups. For hoth of these resultant 
forms, cf. the initial position of PIE *ph,l- 'futher': derivative forms such as 
Gr. lluTI\p and Ved. pi/a exhibit complete vocalization and may be traced back 
to PIE *ph,ol-. The case of Avestan is of greater complexity, cf. nom. sg. 
OAv. pIa, la, LAv. pta, pila and dat. sg. OAv.!,8roi, piOre, LAv. pifh.". The 
dative!, a-oi i.e.j8raj is traced back to *pt- < PIE *ph,I-. For information on 
vocalization, for example when *ph,"t- or *ph,l- is the case: � Kuiper Vedic 
Noun-Inflexion 1942 p. 20tE; E. Tichy in MSS 45 1985 p. 229tE (The author 
argues convincingly that vocalization occurred in the voc. sg. form *ph,oler 
[with stressed first syllable] already in the Proto-Indo-European era. The new 
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vowel subsequently spread in paradigms of individual IE languages.) May
rhofer EW Aia IT p. 128f. (with suggestions for further reading). The situation 
is different in the non-laryngeal approach toward *pater- by H. Schmeja in FS 
Meid *70 1999 p. 413-423. For further information on the paradigm of 'fu
ther,' cf. F 3 1 8  § 3. 

L 325. Interconsonantal PIE "h, yields, via * HO, e in Greek, i in Vedic, 
Indo-Iranian (on the occasional 0, cf. L 324 § 3), and in the other lan
guages, insofar as they are observable, a or its continuation. In Classical 
Latin, for example, an e or an i takes its place because of vowel weakening 
in short middle syllables (cf. L 204). Cf. F 101  § 2 for gene-Ira: and geni
lor < *gena- < *genhJ-' 

Examples: - For PIE *dhehr 'to place, lay' cf. PIE *dhh,-to- passive 
perfect participle 'placed,' reflected in Greek by eE�6� 'placed,' Ved. hita
« *dhi-Ia-), Lat. ab-di/us « *ab-dalo-) 'removed, hidden,' further, cf. 
PIE *e-dhh,-IO aor. 'he placed' with Gr. E-eE-�O = Ved. a-dhi-Ia (with 0 
PIE *-dhhJ-mes in Ved. da-dh-mas 'we place'). - PIE *genhJ-lor- 'crea
tor' = Gr. YEVE-�WP, Ved. jani-tGr-, Lat. geni-tor (with vowel weakening 
<*gena-Ior-). - PIE *h,f}hJ-mo- = Gr. aVE-�o� 'wind,' Osc. anamum 
'animarn' (Lat. animus with vowel weakening < *anamo-), Ved. ani-li 'he 
breathes.' - PIE *!femhr = Gr. e�E-w ' I  spit out,' Lat. vomil 'he vomits' 
« *!fema-li [however as a starting point, an o-grade *!fom- is also not out 
of the question]. Already in the Proto-Jtalic era, the initially expected 
*!femali likely became *!femeli through the addition of a thematic vowel: 
� H. Rix in OS Schindler 1999 p. 516f.), Ved. vami-li 'he spits out,' Lith. 
vem-li 'to have nausea' (with -em-K- < *-emH-K-). 

L 326. Interconsonantal PIE *h, yielded a in Greek, i (and occasionally 
0) in Vedic (Indo-Iranian), and otherwise *a as in the case of PIE *h,. 
Cf. ahove L 324 concerning PIE *ph,ler- = Gr. 1raTI\p (Lat. pater, Got. 
Jadar), Ved. pitar- (but *plr- in OAv. J 'liroi). - PIE *slh,-to- 'placed 
(participle)' (concerning PIE * slehr, becoming PIE * stahr 'to stand,' cf. 
L 323 § 2) = Gr. <Ytu�6� 'standing,' Lat. status 'placed (participle),' Ved. 
sthitG- 'standing,' cf. OHG stat f. 'place (locality).' - PIE *senh,- 'to 
gain' = Ved. se!- root (cf. L 3 1 5  § I )  with nom. ago sani-tar-, Hilt. sanb
'to search, to intend to do' (with retained b < PIE Oh,). 

L 327. Interconsonantal PIE *h, appears in Greek as O. In other lan
guages it is reflected just as PIE *h, and oh,: In Vedic, as a rule, as i (sel
dom 0), Lat. a, etc. - Cf. PIE *e-dh,-to 'he gave,'. *dh,-to- 'given' (con-
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cerning the root PIE 'deh,- 'to give' with the development, already in the 
PIE era > 'doh,-, cf. L 323 § 3) = Gr. E-lio-�o, Ved. a-di-Ia and Gr. 
lio�6�, Lat. dalus, but (with 0) Ved. (deva-}lIa- 'given (by the gods)' 
(concerning the early replacement by -dalla- and dala- of -lIa-: � May
rhofer EWAia I p. 715). - PIE 'ph,-Io- 'drunk' (PIE root 'peh,- becom
ing 'poh,-; sometimes 'peh,- appears, with the addition of -j-, which 
comes from the present stem, cf. Gr. E1ll0V < 'e pih,-onl with 'pih,- < 
'ph,-i- by metathesis in special contexts) = Gr. 1to�6v n. 'beverage.' -
PIE 'h,erh,- 'to plow' in Gr. apo-�pov n. 'plow' = Lith. ar-kJas 'plow' 
(with ar- < arH-). 

L 328. When PIE 'h/, oh"� or *h, appear word-initially followed by a 
consonant, they are most often represented in the ancient lE languages as 
o. - In Greek however, preconsonantaI PIE 'h/- appears as eo, PIE *h,. as 
a-, and PIE 'h,- as 0-. - In Hittite, a preconsonantaI 'hr is represented by 
a, whereas "h,. is sometimes preserved as b-. The situation is in fact more 
complex than the present description: � Melchert Analolian Hislorical 
Phonology 1 994 p. 66ff. - In Armenian and Old Phrygian, preconsonan
tal "H- is vocalized. - In Indo-Iranian, an original preconsonantaI "H- may 
be identified by its lengthening, which may be observed when the final po
sition of an initial element is occupied by a vowel, followed by an element 
with an original initial 'H-, cf. § I Ved. aSal- and § 2 Ved. visvanara
above. 

I )  Examples for PIE oh/Ko: - PIE *h/s-enli 'they are' (pres. act. 3'" per
son pI. with zero grade root becomes PIE "h/es- 'to exist,' ef. L 322 § 1 )  = 
Ved. s-anli, Got. s-ind, Myc. e-e-si i.e. eh-ensi = ion.-att elm, Hitt. as-ant'i. 
- PIE *h/s-onl-I-f)I- part. 'being' = Mye. Gr. ap-eh-onles, Ion. e-wv among 
others; Ved. sant-Isal-. Original word-initial "h/s- is yet visible in the negated 
participle Ved. asal- 'not being' with long-vocalic as- < "a-Hs- < PIE 
'n-h/s-. Otherwise, short vowel forms are usual in the formation ofnegations: 
a-K- < PIE 'f)-K-, cf. E 504 § 9. 

2) Examples for PIE "h,K-: - PIE "h,ner- 'man' = Gr. <lv11P nom. sg., 

Arm. ayr « "anir) , Phryg. wap; Ved. nOr- 'man,' Umbr. ner-um gen. pI. 
'the men's.' However, in Indo-Iranian original *h,nor- is still discernable, ef. 
Ved. viSvanam- 'all having manpower' and OAv. kamna.nar- 'having few 
men,' both with -anar- < "-a-Hnar-. - PIE *h,sler- 'star' = Gr. acm']p, Arm. 
asll, Hitt. basler-, Ved. Slar-, NHG Slern. - PIE 'h,!leh/- 'to blow' = Gr. 
<'irjm, Hitt. bUIJl1flI-, Lat. venlus, ef. L 323 § 1 b. 
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3) Example for PIE 'h,K-: - PIE 'h,nejd- 'to malign, reprimand' = Gr. 
OVEt� subs!. 'reprimand,' Arm. anicanem ' I  curse'; Ved. nidana- part. 'rep
rimanded,' Got. naileins f. 'blasphemy.' 

L 329. When ' H is in a post-plosive, prevoealic position, the consonantal 
nature of the laryngeal values is further shown, as they were described 
briefly above: 

I )  From PIE "(s}li-slh,.e-li (root 'slellr becoming 'slahr, cr. L 323 § 2) > 
Ved. li-$!h-a-li we learn that PIE '1 becomes in Vedie the tenuis aspirata Ih (as 
de Saussure already perceived: -7 Saussure Recueil 1 922 p. 603 in a note 
from 1 891). By analogy, this Vedic Ih has also found its way into other forms. 
In place of 'sla- < PIE "steh,. which one would normally expect, one finds the 
generalized slha-. - Further examples demonstrate that PIE 'h" because of 
its fricative nature, when followed by a vowel and preceded by a plosive, can 
transform the latter into an aspirate: - When word-finaJ prevocalic '-111,
precedes "-u- in the case of PIE "plelh,. 'to become wide,' the product, PIE 
"pllh,':'-, becomes in turn Ved. prthU- 'far, wide' (Note: In preconsonantaI 
position, this "-th,. appears in Greek as -�a-, cr. 7tA.a�a-I1WV 'flat stone'). - If 
an h" at the origin of which is an ablaut, appears in the paradigm of PIE "pent
ohrs nom. sg. 'path' directly following t (cf. gen. sg. "pf)t-h,.es), then one 
sbould expect the Indo-Iranian result nom. sg. *pantas (and gen. sg. *pathas): 
Avest. fX1J:ItJ, pa(Jj carries on this pattern consistently, whereas in Vedic, 
panth- is generalized from pathOs and is also found in nom. sg. panthas. - In 
the case of PIE ·ra/oh,. 'wheel' (= Lat. rota) there exists a derivation already 
in the PIE era: o,ol-h,.o- 'wheeled object > wagon' = Ved. ralha-. - Also 
compare the Vedic suffix -tha- < PIE *-th,.o-, cf. F 503. - Based upon such 
clear examples and others, the supposition is justified that the origin of the 
Indo-Iranian tenues aspiratae is to be found in this sequence of two phonemes. 
- For information on the material: � Hiersche Tenues Aspiratae 1 964. For 
information on its interpretation: -7 Mayrhofer Kleine Schrijien IT 1 996 (in an 
essay of 1 98 1 )  p. 298, note 17. - Several Indo-lranian mediae aspiratae may 
be explained as originating from media + "h, + vowel. Compare, for example, 
the paradigm of PIE *meg-ohr and *meg-h, 'large,' in which the direct con
tact of g and h, in forms such as gen. sg. ·",g-h,.es may explain the Vedic 
aspirate. Compare also mah-as (containing mah- and not 'ah-, cr. L 203 con
cerning Lat. mag-; based upon mah-, also in the case of -oh,. forms, mah- is 
formed through analogy, and not *maj-), but Gr. �y�. For further informa
tion on the subject: � Mayrhofer Loullehre 1 986 p. 1 35ff. 
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2) The present tense of the PIE root *pehr (with change > *pohr) 'to 
drink' (cf. L 323 § 3) should be postulated as *pi-phre-ti. Ved. pibati, Old 
Iranian ibid < 'pibeti 'drink!' (imperative, pI.) and Lat. bibil may be traced, in 
a first step, to 'pibeti. Both fonns, 'pibeti and 'piph,eti are accounted for 
when we asswne that PIE *h, (in this case prevocalic) lent the characteristic 
[+voiced] to the preceding unvoiced plosive and thus, that already in the PIE 
period, 'ph, became 'b. - In the case of PIE 'h]€p- 'water' (= Ved. cip
RV+ 'water' with apas apa cidbhis and others, cp. Gr. eUpt71O<; 'inlet,' proba
bly already represented in Mycenaean as e-wi-ri-po i.e. eyr/po- < 'eyropo- < 
'h/l!ru-h,p-o-: � B. Forssman "Mykenisch e-wi-ri-po und eVpl1uX;' in MSS 
49 1988 p. 5-12) there exists the alternative form 'h]€b-, cf. Hit!. ba-ap-pa, 
bo-po-a i.e. bob-a 'to the / at the river' (� Friedrich / Kammenhuher HW ill 
Lief. 13  1998 p. 197ff.) and Cymric afon 'river' (Lat. amnis 'river' is ambigu
ous: < 'ap-n- or < 'ab-n-). According to E. P. Harnp, PIE 'h�p-h,on
'(river) with flowing water,' built upon 'h]€p- with what is called the Hoff
mann suffix (� K. Hoffinann "Ein grundsprachliches PossessivsujJlX" in 
MSS 6 1955 p. 35-40 = Hoflinann Auftatze IJ 1976 p. 378-383), may be con
sidered the basis of the voiced variant 'h]€b-, via the intermediary step of*ab
on-/'ab-en-: � E. P. Hamp "Palaic ha-a-ap-na-as 'river '" in MSS 30 1972 
p. 35-37. If true, these assertions would permit the establishment of the suffix 
as '-h,on-, whereas Hoflinann himself could assert the presence of an unde
termined laryngeal. According to M. Mayrhofer however, Harnp's argument 
is not convincing, since there is proof of voiced ' h,eb- elsewhere than in the 
suffix: � Mayrhofer Laullehre 1986 p. 144. That is why, as a reason for the 
coexistence of *h]€p- and 'h]€b-, the paradigm itself comes into question: A 
dat. pI. * h]€b-bhi with an assimilated -b- preceding _bh_ may have been the 
reason for including ''',eb- even before a vowel (thus, in the gen. sg. the new 
*h,b-es is reconstructed in place of*h,p-es). If this is the case, the above suffix 
must not necessarily have been "-h,on-; rather, *-h/on- is just as likely. For 
more information on the Hoffinann suffix, cf. W 204 § 4. 

L 330. Special cases: - One special case, already described by de 
Saussure, is the disappearance of a laryngeal in the position KoRHK, cf. 
Gr. �6)y.tT] (Note: The prime example fern. �6)y.tT] is declined in Ionic/Attic 
Greek according to the schema nom. sg. �6A.lla, acc. sg. �6)y.tav, gen. sg. 
�6A.IlT]l; etc.; the nom. sg. �6A.1lT] is quite seldom.) 'daring' < 'Iolhrmeh,
and PIE "telh,- 'to pick up, to take upon oneself: � Saussure Recueil 
1922 (in a contribution of 1905) p. 582 note 2; A. J. Nussbaum "The 
'Saussure Effect' in Latin and Italic" in FS Beekes 1997 p. 18 1 -203; com
pare further R. Lipp in LIV 1998 p. 98 note I (in which he suggests that 
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PIE 'dom-s 'house' may be derived from 'domhrs); see also Melchert 
Analolian Historical Phonology 1 994 p. 49ff. - PIE 'h'lJhros- 'nose' 
presents another special case. According to M. Fritz, it is a fern. -s- stem 
of the type PIE 'h,ellS-oS 'red dawn' [cf. F 321 § 2] and is derived from 
PIE 'h,enh/- 'to breathe. '  The declension is holodynamic (cf. F 321)  with 
nom. sg. 'h,enh/os, but gen. sg. h,n-es < "h'lJh/-es, etc. :  � M. Fritz, 
"Das urindogermanische Wort fur 'Nase ' und das grundsprachliche 
Lautgesetz 'JYfV > 'RV" in HS 109 1 996 p. 1-20. According to Fritz (po 
1 7), " . . .  in a strong case, the root-final laryngeal falls into a prevocalic po
sition following an open syllable . . .  and disappears in accordance with rules 
of phonetics." - Cases such as the PIE thematic present stem 'gi-gJ;Ih/-e-ti 
(of the root *genhl-/*irJh/- 'to create') which produces Lat. part. gigni/ 
'produced' fall under the same rubric: � H. Rix in GS Kurylowicz 1 1995 
p. 407 ("disappearance of hi between resonant and vowel in the redupli
cated root"). - Further, compare compound words of the type Gr. 
veoyv6� (Homeric, hymns) 'newborn' with second member -gno- < "
irJh/-o-. Further reading: � Fritz, loc. cit. p. 7; 1. Balles in Sprache 39 
1997 [2000] p. 160 (-JYfV- > -IJRV- and -lfHV- > -/fNV-, suppression of 
the syllabic resonant preceding a homorganic glide in the long compound 
form.) 

L 331 .  A full grade -0- ablaut and lengthened grades with -e- are also 
expected in the case of roots, of which the basic vowel e precedes or fol
lows a laryngeal. Directly adjacent, PIE *11, and ", transformed the short 
vowel -e- at a very early period, ct L 323 § 2 and 3. 

1 )  That lengthened grades with -e- (which evolved further into -e-), unlike 
those with short vowels, withstood transformation under the influence of * h, 
and * h" shows that in these cases there must have been a period before the 
transformation in which the -e- vowel was still present. The first detailed 
treatment of this problem is by H. Eichner "Die Etymologie von heth. mehur" 
in MSS 31 1972 p. 53-107. (The following phenomenon, cited as Lex Eich
ner, is thus formulated on p. 78: "Preservation of the timbre of lengthened 
grade e in the vicinity of H,.") 

2) Two levels may be distinguished diachronically: 

Level I before transformation: 
a) * h,e- : ''',0- and 

"",e- : 'h,o-
b) 'h,e- : 'h,e- and 

''',e- : '  h,e-

*-ehr : '-oh,
*-eh,- : '-oh,
'-ehr : '-eh,
'-ehr : "-ehr 
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Level II after transformation: 
a) *h,a- : *h,o- and 

• hjo- : *h30-
b) *h,a- : *h,e- and 

* h,o- : *h,e-
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*-ah,- : *-oh,
*-oh,- : *-oh,
*-ahr : *-ehr 
*-oh,- : *-eh,-

3) Examples: - For Hitt. mefJ-ur 'appropriate, correct time' < PIE 
*meh'-!!T � Eicbner in § 1 .  - For PIE *h,eIC- (becoming *h,aK-) 'pointed' 
and *h,aIC- with ablaut, one may cite Gr. aK-poc; 'located on the point' and 
OK-ptC; 'point, sharp edge,' further Hitt. !J€-kur i.e. fJek-ur 'clifltop' (However, 
this interpretation by H. Eichner [in MSS 3 1  1973 p. 7 1 ]  is not uncontrover
sial: � Melchert Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 144; Rieken Nomi
nale Stammbildung 1 999 p. 287-289). - Along with PIE *seh2!!el-, becom
ing *sah,!!el- 'sun' (> Proto-Gr. *hii!!el-ijo- = Cre!. [Hesychius] c'tIl£A1Oc;, 
Epic-Ionic iJEhO<;, Att. 111..10<;) one may also be able to ascertain, via Luwian 
si(!J)ya/ 'lamp,' a Vrddhi derivation, *seh,!!ol-o- (including Luwian e >  i and 
disappearance of !J preceding !!): � Starke Keilsehr. -Iuw. Nomen 1990 p. 
342f - Along with PIE *gneh,- (becoming *gnohr) 'to discern' (compare 
with the zero grade *t1Jh,- Lat. [g]nii-seo, OCS zna-tz) there appears to exist 
in Hittite gne-s- 'he discerns' a lengthened grade *gneh,-: � 1. Jasanoff in 
Loryngaltheorie 1988 p. 227ff. - Formerly unclear ablaut relationships, such 
as that between Lat. aqua 'water' and ON lEgir 'sea' < PIE *ekw- now reveal 
themselves to be simple quantity ablauts with full grade *h,ekw- (becoming 
*h,akw-) and lengthened grade *h,ekw-. - Further examples and suggestions 
for further reading: � Mayrhofer Loutlehre 1 986 p. 1 32ff., p. 141f;  Melchert 
Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 68. 

L 332_ For se!-roots PIE *genhl- 'to create' = Ved.jad- and PIE *terh,
'to cross' = Ved. tal"'-, one would expect zero grade forms with *-f}hr , 
and *-rh,- (in older notation: *-ii-, *f-), cf L 3 1 5  § 3. For information on 
the significance of these zero grade forms with regard to the consonantal 
character of *-H-, cf L 3 1 9  § 1 .  They confirm the accuracy of the use of 
PIE *hl, oh"� and oh,: 

1) In Greek, while preconsonantal PIE *f}hl becomes VTJ, PIE *I)h, be
comes v/l , PIE *lJh, becomes vw. Correspondingly, preconsonantal PIE 
* rhn > Gr. PT] Ipa I pw etc. 

2) Additionally, there are a number of two syllable examples in Greek ofthe 
type ec'tva�oc; 'death' alongside the regular 9VTJ�6c; 'mortal.'  The explanation 
of this appearance of two syllables is disputed. One possible reason is the ac-
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cent: Thus, the development of PIE *-6h,- > *_onh,- > *-ana- etc. would be 
conceivable (with assimilation of the weak vowel from the series "n [itself 
having originated in f)] into the quality of the laryngeal that immediately fol

lows): � Rix Historisehe Grammatik des Grieehisehen 1 976 p. 73; Vine 
"Deverbative *-et6- " 1998 p. 12ff. (including the suggestion of another solu

tion); C. Rico in IF !O5 2000 p. 1 6 1 -200; H. Rix in Kratylos 41 1 996 p. 158 
(concerning Latin). 

3) Further languages that are not treated here, such as Armenian and To
charian, exhibit developments that vary according to the nature of the laryn
geal. Compare the material for lE *rhl vs. lE *rh, and *rh,. Further reading: 
� Mayrhofer Loutlehre 1 986 p. 128. 

4) Correspondence sets for preconsonantal PIE *,..H, PIE *1JllI, PIE *!H 
and PIE *rH: 

4a) PIE *f}hl = Gr. ne. In the other languages that are more thoroughly 
treated here, PIE * f}H has in each case only one result: Lat. nii < *1}H, 
Ved. ii < *aH < *f}H (concerning *,!,H: � M. Mayrhofer in Quademi 
dell '/stituto di Glottologia 6 1 994 [ 1 995] p. 1 97ff.), Germ. unK < *unHK 
(with interconsonantal laryngeal disappearance) < *f}HK. For information 
on Lithuanian and Slavic, cf. 4d). - Cf. PIE *t1Jhrto- part. 'created, 
born' = Gr. Kacri-yvr)�o� 'brother,' Lat. (g)niitus, Ved. jiita-, Got. 
(airpa-)kunds 'of earthly origin' (cf. L 334 § 4). - Also compare Ved. 
asat- < PIE *(Z-hls-1}t- above E 504 § 9. 

4b) PIE *lJh, = Gr. nil (ion.-Att. > ne), otherwise as in 4a (Ved. ii, Lat. 
nii, Germ. un etc.). - Cf PIE *dhIJl)h,-to- 'filled with smoke' = Ion. Gr. 
eVTJ�6C; (with e < il) 'mortal' (older * 'breathed out,' *'dead'; the meaning 
'mortal' is a secondary development from aOavmoc; 'immortal' [< 
*'having no death'] cf semantic parallels with �po�6C; above in L 307 § I ). 
However, this long-held etymology of eVT]�6C; is not phonetically unprob
lematic. One would expect to find echoes of *th!!anato- in this case; how
ever, traces of!! are not attested in the Homeric eavmoc;: � 1.-L. Perpil
Iou in RPh SO 1976 p. 50ff. 

4c) PIE *f}h, = Gr. no; otherwise as in 4a (Ved. ii, Lat. nii, Germ. un 
etc.). - Compare PIE zero grade *t1Jh,- (from PIE *gneh,- 'discern') = 
Lat. gnii-rus 'knowledgeable' (as well as narriire < *gniiriire according to 
the so-called lillera-rule for the type Juppiter < Jupiter. � H. Rix in FS 
Watkins 1998 p. 625f.), OHG kun-d 'well-known,' Lith. pa-iintinas 
'worth knowing'; as well as phonetically Gr. yvC!}-�6C; 'well-known' (� 
Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 1 44 with suggestions for further reading). -
Also compare the negation PIE *1}- + PIE * hJbhel- (cf. Gr. o$£AoC; n. 
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'use'): PIE *1J-h3Ph- > Gr. noph- yet in Myc. no-pe-re-ha i.e. nopheleha 
acc. pI. n. 'useless' (the same word appears later with a clearer negation as 
aVro$EA';<;). 

4d) PIE *1"" *r'" = Gr. le / re, Lat. la / ra, Ved. ir (in a labial context 
ur), Germ. ul / ur; in the Baltic and Slavic languages, 'if / ir / im / in dis
tinguish themselves from '!H / rH / ",H / IJH through intonation (for ex
ample, Lith. if) of if / ir / im / in from non-laryngeal */ / r / ", / IJ (Lith. il 
etc.): � Schrijver Laryngeals in Latin 1991 p. 5ff. - Zero grade PIE 
*p/flr (Concerning the full grade "ple",- 'to fill,' cf. Gr. ltil1-ltAll-l1t; the 
full grade 'pel",- is only reflected in Ved. pari-IJas- n. 'fullness' and Gr. 
ltOAt.; < *pol",u-: � LIV 1998 p. 434 note I .  For more information on 
Gr. ltOA.t.; � Nussbaum Two Studies 1 998 p. 149; for more information 
on the two full grades, cf. L 4 1 7  § 3) = Gr. ltAll-Ot.; f. 'fullness,' Ved. pur
IJa- 'full,' Proto-Germ. *fuIH-na- (with simplification of the consonant 
group > *fulna- = Got.fulls), Lith. pi/nas (in comparison with Lith. vilkas 
'wolf < *!!Ikwo_ = Ved. vfka-). 

4e) PIE "rh, / 'Ih, = Gr. ra / la, otherwise as *h, in 4d: - PIE "/irhr 
to- part. 'mixed' (lE root "/(erhr with Gr. aorist ICEpa-cr[cr]at) = Gr. 
a-lCp<lto<; 'unmixed,' Ved. a-sirta- part. 'mixed. '  - PIE "tl"r (lE root 
"tell'r 'to carry, bear' in Gr. tEA.a-l1oiv 'straps for carrying') = Dor. Gr. 
tAato<; (> Att. tAlltO<;) 'bearable,' Lat. latus < *tlatos 'carried'; PlE *Plhr 
no- 'flat, even' = Lat. planus (also PIE * pl"ri- = Hitt. pal&i- 'wide'), cf. 
L 307 § 2. 

4f) PIE "rh3 = Gr. ro; otherwise analogous to "h, in 4d: - PIE *str"'
to-/"str",-no- 'spread out' (concerning full grade PIE *sterh,-, cf. Ved. 
stari-man- 'spread') = Gr. crtpOYto<;, Lat. stratus, Ved. stil"1Ja-, cf. also 
Lith. slirla '(hay)stack.' 

L 333. The triple character of the PIE laryngeals is also shown in the 
various representations of preconsonantal PIE *#Hf!. in Greek and perhaps 
also in Latin. The classical treatment of this subject is: � H. Rix "Anlau
lender Laryngal vor Liquida oder Nasalis sonans im Griechischen" in 
MSS 27 1 970 p. 79-1 1 0. According to what is called the Lex Ri><, pre
consonantal PIE "#h,r- (= Ved. r-) becomes, in Greek for example EP-, 
PIE #h,(- (= Ved. r-) becomes ap-, PIE '#"3r- (= Ved. r- and Avest. 
ara-]) becomes 6p-. 

I )  Evidence: - PIE *hJrslie- 'to come, to reach' = Gr. epXEtat, Ved. part. 
(cch6ti 'reached,' Hitt. arski-t'i 'he arrives.' - PIE *h,,g-(r)o- (along with 
the -i- stem [originally substantive] *h2.,g-i-) 'shining, flashing, white' = Gr. 
apy6<; along with apyi-ltOU<;, Ved. l:ira- along with the proper noun f!.ji-Svan-
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(Translated into Greek, one may find the Homeric expression ""YE<; apyoi: � 
W. Schulze Kleine Schriften 1 966 p. 124); Hitt. aarki- 'white.' For more 
information on the juxtapositioning of the suffixes -ro- / -i- C£ W 206. - PIE 
*h"K- also in Gr. clplCtD<; = Ved. f�a- 'bear,' and Hitt. aartka-, cf. L 3 1 3  § 2. 

_ For more details (including examples for other representations including 
PIE *h,r-, "",/-, 'h3(- etc.): � H. Rix above. 

2) Whether the situation in Latin resembled that of Greek is still discussed. 
Any remnants of this, as in Greek., seem to be lost. Concerning PIE *#h,f)-, 
see the example amb(,)- 'around, about' < *h'lJbh-; for PIE *#h31JK- see the 
examples umbilicus 'navel' < *h3!Jbhel- and unguis 'nail' < *h3!Jgwh_: � Rix 
Termini der Unfreiheit l994 p. 14ff.; by the same author, in Kralylos 41 1 996 
p. 1 55 note 3 (also concerning ensis 'sword' < *'knife'; it belongs with Ved. 
asi- 'battle knife' and may be traced to *r;s-i- 'knife'; while Pa1aic &asira
'dagger' is different; for a more thorough treatment of these problems in terms 
of content: � B. Schlerath "Metallgegenstiinde in vedischer Zeif' in XpOvo.;; 
Beilriige zur priihistorischen Archiiologie zwischen Nord- und Sadosleuropa, 
Festschrift for B. Hiinsel, edited by C. Becker et al. Espelkamp 1 997, p. 
823tI). 

3) For information on the representation of laryngeals in Tocharian: O. 
Hackstein in Fachlagung Innsbruck 1 996 [ 1 998] p. 220tI 

L 334. As a rule, the laryngeals were disposed of only afler the Prolo
Indo-European era. 

I )  With its y, Anatolian retains direet traces of PIE 'h" cf. among others, 
annt- 'fuce' in L 322 § 2 above and aaster- 'star' in L 328 § 2 above. The 
extent to which "3 is also reflected by y is currently discussed: � Melchert 
Anatolian Historical Phonology 1994 p. 72-74. 

2) Indo-lranian also contains direct traces: - The initially conspicuous 
metrical measurement of devt in the Vedic phrase RV I 40,3 devyetu Le. devi 
etu as - u is best understandable if we suppose that devt 'goddess' still con
tained the laryngeal form "de!fiH (with *-iH < "-ih,) at the time offormulation 
of the verse in question. In the phase *-iH it was possible for the laryngeal 
simply to disappear before a vowel (in this case, e- <* aj-) as a sandhi phe
nomenon: *-iH#V- = *-i.HV- > "-i. V-. In the case of *-aH « '-eh,) stems, 
which are formed in a parallel manner, conlirrned clues as 10 a sandhi variant 
with -ii (from *-aH#V- = *-a.HV- > *-ii. V-) are missing. The source of the 
preceding material is F. B. J. Kuiper: � Sprache 7 1961 p. 14ff. (= Kuiper 
Selected Writings 1 997 p. 359tI). 
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3) The sandhi variant that is no longer attested in Vedic appears to be fur
nished by Greek and Old Church Slavic. The PIE *-ahr « *-ehr) stems also 
have, along with a unifonn nom sg. -ah, > -a (cf. Gr. �$11 'young woman' 
and OCS zena 'woman'), voc. sg. -a forms (cL Gr. �cpa and OCS feno). 
Clear traces are missing that would confirm a PIE ablaut withfull grade *-ehr 
and zero grade *-hr. (For potential clues in Mycenaean: --7 I. Hajnal in 
Floreanl Studia Mycenaea / 1995 [1999] p. 265-276). That is why it appears 
as if the differentiation between the nominative and vocative singular in this 
case could be traced to sandhi-influenced double forms that were common at a 
time when the stems were still composed of *-ah" and the contraction *-ahr 
> *-a- had not yet occurred. The fonn *-ah" at the time situated in the posi
tion -VH#K-, with the later development *-ah,.K- > -a.K-, became the nonnal 
nominative fonn; while -il (with actual *-a.h, V- > *-il. V-), which occurred in 
the position -VH#V-, was assigned to the vocative. 

4) Another example of the individuality of the various IE languages in their 
reception of the then extant laryngeal is furnished by a past participle participle 
such as PIE *fRlhl-IO- 'created, born' (cf. L 332 § 4a), in which various IE 
language forms of PIE *(1 first appear, and only afterward is PIE *hl elimi
nated: The laryngeal is retained in Vedic until the conclusion of the *n > *il 
vocalization process, after which it lengthens the short vowel which it pro
duces, forrningjala-. In the case of Greek, the same basic fonn develops via 
*gnOhl-Io- > *gnelo- (et: lCacri-YII'l�<><;), in Latin, via the same intennediate 
grade > (g)nalus. In a similar fashion as in Vedic, a *kunHda- with -un- < -n
is created in Proto-Germanic via *fRlhIIO-, with the simplification of the co�
sonant group *-nHd- to *-nd-. Cf. Got. airpa-kunds 'of earthly origin.' - On 
the possibly two-syllable Old Avestan va.ala- < *HIjliHata- cf. L 323 § Ib. 
On Vedic I sg. *ca-kar-Ha (the H still preserved in the period of the activity 
ofBrugrnann's law), cf. L 412. - On Ved. na� < *naHus, cf. F 3 18  § 6c. 

4. Occlusives 

L 335. The faithful phonetic handing down of the Vedic language reveals 
a group offour plosives, also called occlusives. For example, in the realm 
of dentals Vedic contains the phonemes I, Ih, d and dh. The transcription 
of simple symbols in Indian script into the digraphs Ih, dh, etc. is estab
lished in lndology. However, these are in fact single phoneme values that 
distinguish themselves from I, and d, for example, only by the characteris-
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tic [ + aspirated]. Thus, equivalents such as Ih, dh or I,' d' would be more 

appropriate. 

I )  This Vedic group of four provided the model for Proto-lndo-European 

reconstructions. The Proto-Indo-European preliminary phase of the Vedic 
phonemes was reconstructed (here, for the sake of simplicity, dentals are used) 
from unchanged *1, *Ih, od, *dh 

2) Several reconstruction approaches for the tenuis aspirata *Ih must be 
abandoned in light of current knowledge of laryngeals, according to which 
Vedic Ih might have originated from PIE *1 + *h" cC L 329 § I .  Thus, recon
structions which include the true PIE tenuis aspirata are seldom For example, 
compare PIE * skehllh- with Gr. am<TJ%� 'undamaged' and Got. skapis n. 
'damage' and PIE *Iionkho- and Gr. K(yyx<><; and Ved. sankhO- m 'mussel.' 
For the sake of clarity, in the following depiction, only tenuis, media, and me
dia aspirata shall be taken as points of departure. 

3) Because of the extreme deficit of correspondence sets with tenues aspi
talae, as well as other typological reasons (including the rarity of correspon
dence sets for PIE b: --7 W. Meid Das Problem von idg. fbl. Innsbruck 1 989), 
replacement systems for the PIE occlusive series have been suggested, for 
example (among others) the glottalization theory, represented by Tb. V. 
Gamkrelidze and V.V. Ivanov in Gamkrelidze / Ivanov lE and IEs 1995, 
which asserts the existence of glottalized (p', I', k'), voiced (bh/b, dh/d, gh/g) 
and voiceless (Ph/p, Ih/I, kh/k) in place of the traditional triads, media (b, d, g), 
media aspirata (bh, dh, gh) and tenuis (p, I, k). 

The reaction to this in the field is split: - A new statement from the 
pen ofTh. V. Gamkrelidze: --7 "A Relalive Chronology oflhe Shifts oflhe 
Three SLOp Series in Indo-European " in FS Hamp I 1997 p. 67-82; by the 
same author, "Neue Wege in der Indogermanistik in der zweiten Haljie 
des 20. Jahrhunderls" in Graz 2000 p. 1 53-1 58. - Reports and positions 
on glottal theory: --7 Mayrhofer Laullehre 1986 p. 92 ff.; W. Cowgill in 
Kratylos 29 1984 [ 1985] p. 4-6 (Concerning contributions by P. J. Hop
per, G. Dunkel and Th. V. Gamkrelidze, he reports: "it looks to me as if a 
pre-Proto-Indo-European system *I(h), *1,' *d(h) shifted . . .  to a highly 
unstable PLE system *1, od, *dh, which was replaced everywhere before 
our earliest written documents by a more stable configuration"); Szemenl
nyi Scripla Minora I 1987 (in an essay from 1985) p. 400-410 and Sze
men!nyi Einfiihrung 1 990 p. 1 59-162 (p. 1 60: "The new interpretation . . .  
has already found a considerable following . . .  , while the refusal appears 
rather sheepish for the time being"; p. 1 60f. "perhaps it will be useful to 
call attention to a few disturbing moments"); W. Meid "Germanische oder 
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indogermanische Lautverschiebung?" in Althochdeutsch I 1 987 p. 3- 1 1  
(p. 1 1 : 'The explanation of a loanword such as the Germanic *rik- within 
the context of a 'new' theory bumps against so many problems that the 
appropriateness of the theory must be seriously questioned"); New Sound 
of Indo-European 1989 (The complete spectrum of glottal theory is dis
cussed broadly by various researchers, p. 83ff.); J. Gippert "Die Glottal
theorie und die Frage urindogermanisch-kaukasischer Sprachkantakte" in 
Kol/oquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1 993 [ 1 994] p. 1 07- 1 23;  by the same 
author, in BNF 33 1 998 p. 4 1 -45 (p. 43 "serious reservations," p. 45 "such 
argumentative weaknesses"); M. Job, "Did Proto-Indo-European have 
Glottalized Stops?" in Diachronica 1 2  1 995 p. 237ff.; Lamberterie, Arme
nien c/assique 1 992 p. 251 -255 (p. 255: "Le traitement du groupe *dw
(> Arm. erk-) .. .  oblige en outre a partir d'une sonore od, non d'une 
sourde glottalisee *t "'); Ch. de Lamberterie "Latin pignus et la theorie 
gloltalique" in Aspecls of Latin 1 993 [1 996] p. 1 35- 1 5 1 ;  F. Kammerzell in 
IF 1 04 1 999 p. 234ff 

In the opinion of the authors of the present work, doubts as to the jus
tification of the glottal approach to Proto-Indo-European have not been 
dismissed. Thus, glotta1s shall not be taken into account in present recon
structions. 

4) Along with the dentals presented above, there are labials (cf L 337f.) 
and tectals (cf. L 339ff.). The latter are composed of palatals, velars and 
labiovelars. Following the example of H. Eichner in Kol/oquium Lat. u. 
Idg. Salzburg 1 992 p. 65, the inventory of PIE occlusives may thus be 
displayed: 

1 

5. Dentals 

p b � 
I I I 
1 
I K 
I 1 
k 

d dh 
I g I gh I 1 I 1 
g 

1 1 
gh 

L 336. In the Indo-European languages: 
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I) The PIE tenuis * t, media * d and media aspirata * dh reconstructions are, 
in their articulation type, preserved in Vedic. The point of articulation also 
remains the same in the case of dentals, in contrast to PIE * K > Ved. s and PIE 
*kw > Ved. k, cf L 339 § 2: - Compare PIE *trejes 'three' = Ved. trtiyas; 
PIE *deKm 'ten' = Ved. di!Sa-; PIE *dhuh2/nb- 'smoke' = Ved. dhwmi-, PIE 
*medhjo-

'
adj. 'middle' = Ved. mtidhya-, PIE *h/rudhr6- 'red' = Ved. rud

hira-. 

2) Only the articulation type of the PIE mediae aspiratae changes in Greek. 
Already in the pre-Mycenaean period, they lose their [+ voiced] characteristic. 
Thus, Gr. lh <8> takes the place of PIE *dh. Concerning the examples in § I ,  
compare tpE1<; and OCICQ, but 8W6<; and epu8p6<; (already in the Mycenaean 
period e-ru-ta-ra ie. eruthrai. Also compare PIE *med"i,o- with Gr. 
I!£cr(cr)oc;, cf L 2 1 5  § 2. - On the SO called asSJbilation with -I(h)i- > -si- see 
Lejeune Phonetique 1 972 p. 63-65; cf. § 5 below for a sirnilar development in 
Hittite. 

3) In the case of Latin, only the preservation oftenuis and media can gener
ally be ascertained (cf Ires, decem). The continuations ofmedia aspirata must 
be separately descnbed in each case . Thus, PIE *dh becomes/- (cf fomus) 
when it is word-initial, -d- (cf medius) when word-internal, and -b- under 
special conditions (e.g. following -u- and near -r-, as in the case of rub er < PIE 
*"/rudhr6-): � Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 163ff. 

4) In the case of Gennanic, in principle one rule may be advanced which is 
called the first consonant shift or Grimm's Law and concerns all articulation 
types: The tenuis becomes an unvoiced fricative, cf PIE *trejes 'three' vs. 
ON prir 'three'; the media becomes a tenuis, cf PIE *delitp 'ten' vs. Got. tai
hun 'ten'; the media aspirata becomes a voiced fricative, cf PIE *h/rudhr6-
'red' vs. ON rauor 'red'). - However, the unvoiced fricatives that are pro
duced by this process are only preserved (as is the case of word-internal PIE 
*s [ei L 308ff.] in a voiced context), wben they directly follow the PIE accent. 
They otherwise become voiced fricatives (Verner's Law), cf. L 421 § 1 ff. For 
information on later developments, particularly the second consonant shift: � 
Schwerdt 2. LV2000. 

5) The media and media aspirata having merged, the tenuis : media dichot-
0my was probably preserved in the Hittite language, however cuneifonn al
lows the difference to be discerned in only a few cases. Thus, in the present 
case, the same t/d- symbols for PIE *1 (ct: e-es-du along with Ved. as-tu 'he 
should be'), *d (cf e-it-mi 'I eat,' e-du-un 'I ate' alongside Lat. edere) and 
PIE *dh are presented (cf L 2 1 1  § 7 concerning rub-bu-!!a-i- and Ved. 
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dhuma-; further cf. L 3 1 3  § 3 concerning PIE *dhegn_ = Hitt. le-e-lain, loc. sg. 
da-ga-an 'earth'). - Yet there exists what is called the Sturtevant Rule in 
order to distinguish tenuis particularly between vowels through doubling of the 
media, cf. u-il-li = Lat. vel-us, cf. L 217 § I .  - Rules of lenition must also be 
taken into account: � H. Eichner in MSS 3 1  1973 p. 79-83 and p. 100 note 
56; Melchert Analolian Hislorical Phonology 1994 p. 6Of. (A tenuis follow
ing an accented long vowel changed to a lenis articulation already in the Proto
Anatolian era, cf. PIE *dheh{ti 'stellt' > Proto-Anatolian *dMi = Lycian ladi). 
- Finally, what is called assibilation of I > t (common notation: z ) preceding 
i cf. 3'" pers. sg. e-es-zi i.e. esti = Ved. asti 'he is'. In the case of *Ih, (= Ved. 
Ih), the assibilation is stopped preceding i. On a similar development in Gr. 
dialects see § 2 above. - Concerning Hitt. Isl < PIE */1, cf. L 347 § I .  

6) The tenuis is preserved i n  Baltic and Slavic (thus, PIE *1 as I); while me
dia and media aspirata merge into media (PIE *d and PIE *dh > d). Compare 
Lith. Irys, OCS tlbje 'three'; Lith. desimtis, OCS des�to 'ten'; Lith. dz�mai, 
OCS dym� 'smoke' (cf. L 21 1 § 7); Lith. rUdas 'reddish,' Russ. rudyj 'red
haired.' The existence of a Baltic or a Slavic version of the medialmedia aspi
rata dichotomy has not been confirmed: � Mayrhofer Laullehre 1986 p. % 
note 2 1 .  

6 .  Labials 

L 337. The labial tenuis and media, PIE *p and PIE ob, are retained in 
most of the lE languages. In Germanic, however, PIE *p led to I (and, in 
cases where lex Verner applies, to 0, er. L 421 )  and PIE *b led to p. In 
Celtic, PIE *p first becomes *f, then, when preceding s and I, it appears as 
x, and otherwise as h (preceding a disappearance), cf. Irish alhir 'father' < 
PIE *ph,ter-, cf. Old Irish ibim 'I drink' < PIE *pi-phJ-e-, cf. 
Ver-cingeto-rix, the Celtic leader known from Caesar, in whose name the 
first element l'er- may be traced to *u(p)er-, or cf. the place name Mailand 
= Lat. Medioliinum < *Medio-(p)liinum. 

I) Correspondence sets for PIE *p: - PIE *pod-/*ped- = Lat. pes, ped
'foot,' Gr. 1tOUc;, 000-, Ved. pad-, Luwian pa-da- pa-Ia- 'foot,' Lith. peda 
'foot bottom,' Slovenian pOd 'floor'; Got. IOlus, NHG FufJ. - PIE 
*Sl'ep-/*sup- = Lat. sopor « *sl'ep-) 'deep sleep,' Gr. mOl; m. « *sup-no-), 
Ved. svapna- m. 'sleep,' Hitt. fu-up-pa-ri-ja- i.e. suparija- 'to sleep,' Lith. 
siipnas 'dream,' OCS �pa1i 'to sleep'; ON sveln subs. 'sleep.' Concerning 
Lat. somnus, cf. L 217 § 4. - PIE *(s)up- with Gr. im€p 'over,' Ved. upciri 
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'over to,' OHG ubir 'over' (pro to-Germ. *uf ', concerning the accent, cf. L 
421 § I), celtic *l'er- (cf. § I above). 

2) Correspondence sets for PIE ob: - PIE *bel- with Lat. de-bi/-is (-bil- < 
*-bel-) 'powerless,' Gr. 1\cl--riOlV 'better' « *'stronger'), Ved. Mla- n. 
'power,' OCS boli)b ' larger.' - PIE *dhel}h- with Lith. dubUs 'deep, hollow,' 
OCS dbbrb 'gorge,' Toch. A Ipor 'high'; Got. diu ps, NHG lief For more 
information: � Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 99f.; Meid 1b1 1989. 

L 338. As expected, the labial media aspirata PIE * bh corresponds to 
Ved. bh, Gr. ph <$>, Pro to-Germ. *0, Hitt. b <p,b>, Lith. and OCS b. 
Word-initially, Latin featuresf; word-internally, -b-. 

Correspondence sets: - PIE *bher- = Lat. lera, Gr. CP£POl, Ved. bhariimi 
'1 carry,' Got. bairan 'to carry,' OCS bere 'I take, 1 collect.' - PIE 
*bh"eh,ler- becoming *bhrrih,ter- = Lat.friiler 'brother,' Gr. WaTllP 'member 
of a brotherhood,' Ved. bhn'itar- m., Got. brojJar, OCS brat(r)� 'brother,' cr. 
Lith. broleraulis 'to fraternize.' - PIE * nebh- = Lat. nebula f. 'haze, fog,' 
Gr. veCP£ATJ f. 'cloud,' vE$a<; n. 'cloud, cloud mass,' Ved. nabhas- n. 'cloud, 
fog,' l-iitt. ne-pi-sa-aS gen. 'of the sky,' OCS nebo, -ese 'sky.' 

7. Tectals 

L 339. Under the heading 'tectals' are included palatals, velars, and la
biovelars. 

I) All three types are retained in Luwian, cf. Luw. kar-s- < PIE *(s)ker- 'to 
cut' (� LIV 1998 p. 503), kui- < PIE *kwi_ 'who' and ziirl- < PIE *lq-d
'heart': � Melchert Analolian Hislorical Phonology 1994 p. 251 f.  Albanian 
and Armenian provide similar clues, cf. J. Tischler in § 4; further cf. L 343 § 3. 
However, a reduction to only two sorts is the rule. 

2) In the centum languages (Italic [including Latin], Greek, Hittite, Ger
manic, Celtic, Tocharian, and Phrygian) palatals and velars produce the same 
results. One may thus assume that the tenues PIE *K (palatal) and PIE *k 
(velar) lead to only one continuation in these languages. In Latin this is k 
(<c» , in Greek, k « 1<» ,  in Hittite, k (denoted as k or g), and in Proto
Germanic, X (where Verner's Law applies, however: g, cf. L 421). The 
heading for this group, the Latin <Cenlum>, i.e. kentum < PIE *dJaplo- 'hun
dred,' is purposely sometimes spelled 'kenlum' in order that the Classical Latin 
c not be falsely taken as a palatal. 
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3) The satem languages (Indo-Iranian, Baltic, Slavic, Armenian and Alba
nian) feature two separate developments of the PIE phonemes of( and ok. The 
palatal of( becomes an unvoiced sibilant (Ved. s, Lith. s, OCS s); while the 
velar k remains unchanged (Ved. le, Lith. k, OCS k). - In the satem lan
guages, the velars lead to the same resuhs as the Iabiovelars, as a rule. - Just 
as occurred most often in later Roman Latin, where a k preceding e or i was 
paIatized (indeed centum [i.e. kentum) > Logudorian [of Sardinia) kentu, but 
Italian cento, French cent, etc.), k-phonemes of satem languages are subjected 
to secondary paIatizations preceding front vowels. It should be noted that also 
in Indo-Iranian, *J caused the palatization of a preceding k phoneme. Only 
after this process did *e become a, cf. L 206 § 2. Parallel to the heading 
centum, the Later Avestan satam 'hundred,' usually written in the simplified 
satem form, provided the name for this group oflanguages. 

4) The categorization ofIE languages into centum and satem languages 
bore too much emphasis in earlier research. The affiliation ofIE languages 
as centum and satem languages cannot have played a decisive role in the 
evolution of IE languages. Consider, for example the centum language 
Greek and the satem language Armenian: Despite this difference, they 
both must be considered quite near to one another, cf. E 435 § I .  

An overview of research: � J. TiscWer "Hunder/ Jahre ken/um-safem 
Theorie" in IF 95 1 990 p. 63-98. Cf. particularly p. 94: 

"The centum-satem isogloss is not to be equated with a division of 
Indo-European, but rather represents simply one isogloss among many 
. . .  examples of 'centum-like aspects' in satem languages and of 'satem
like aspects' in centum languages that may be evaluated as relics of the 
original three-part plosive system, which otherwise was reduced every
where to a two-part system." 

Cf. further G. van Driem and S. R. Sharma, "In Search of Ken/um Indo
Europeans in the Himalayas" in IF 101  1996 p. 1 07-146; Lipp Pala/ale 
1 994. 

L 340. Correspondence sets: 

I) For PIE *It. - PIE *Kerd- / */ird- 'heart,' PIE */ir-n- 'hom,' PIE 
*(d)Krpto- 'hundred,' PIE *dehp/o- 'the tenth,' cf. L 307 § I and 3. - PIE 
*Jaey- 'to hear' with the participle PIE *Jau-to- 'famed' = Lat. in-cJu/us, Gr. 
KAm<x; 'fumed,' Proto-Genn. *X/una- (cf. the name of the Frankish king 
Chlodo-meris, among others) alongside Ved. Srn/a- 'heard, named, fumed,' 
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Lith. slovin/i 'to prize, to praise,' OCS sluti 'to name.' - PIE *li:yon- / *fun
'dog' = Or. MV, gen. sg. KW6c;, Got. hun-d-s 'dog' alongside Ved. $va, gen. 
sg. runas, Lith. suo, gen. sg. Suns (or, older Sunes) 'dog' (On this word, cf. L 
218  § 2 above). - Concerning PIE *Kei- 'to lay' (related to PIE */Mi-YO
'dear, familiar,' substantivized as 'home') cf. La!. clvis (Old Latin ceivis 'citi
zen': the -i- stem is conspicuous; perhaps it developed from a compound such 
as the Early Latin * kon-keiyi- 'which has the same homeland,' cf. the type adj. 
biennis 'two-years old' < *dyi-anni- with -anni- for -anno-: � Rix Termini 
der Urifreihei/ 1994 p. 78 with note 89), Gr. Ketl!Ol 'I  lay,' !litt. Id-it-/a(-n) 
'he lay,' Got. heiwa.frauja 'bead of the household' alongside Ved. stiye 'he 
lay,' seva- 'dear, familiar,' siva- 'goodly, friendly' (Cf. also name of a divinity 
Siva), er. Lith. seima 'fumily,' Russ. sembja 'family.' 

2) For Pill ok: - Concerning Pill *kreyhr / *kruhr 'raw, bloody, raw 
meat' cf. Lat. cmor m 'raw blood,' Or. KPocp&; 'terrible,' KPE� n. 'meat,' 
OHG hro 'raw,' Ved. kravi�- n. 'raw meat,' kriira- 'bloody, raw,' Lith. 
kraiijas m 'blood,' OCS mVb f. 'blood.' - PIE * leyk- 'to light' with Pill 
subst. *loyk-o- 'clearing' (cf. L 223 § 2), cf. Ved. lok-a-; with secondary pala
tization Ved. roc-ate 'helshelit lights' « *leyk-e-), rUci- f. 'light,' Russ. lucb 
m 'ray.' 

L 341. According to L 339 § 2, the palatal and velar media PIE *g and 
* g only have one retained form in the centum languages: Latin, Greek, 
and Hittite g, and Gennanic k. In the satem languages, PIE *g becomes 
Ved. j (= Avest. z), Lith. i, OCS z. PIE *g remains g but is subjected to 
secondary palatization. 

I )  Correspondence sets for PIE *g: - PIE *gnehr /*genhr 'to discern' 
with the participle PIE *i!zhrto- (cf. L 332 § 4c), cf. Lat. (g)no-sco, Or. '(t
YV�Ol, OHG kun-d 'known'; in tbe satem language Ved. (*rta-)jna
'knowing the �ta,' Lith. zen-kJas m 'symbol' (with -en-K- < *-enhrK-), OCS 
zna-/i 'to discern.' - PIE *gonu- I *gnu- 'knee,' cf. Lat. genu-, Or. yow, 
Hitt. ge-e-nu, Got. kniu 'knee' alongside Ved. jtinu n. 'knee,' Later Avestan 
ziinu(-driijah-) 'showing knee-length.' For more information on this word: � 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 584f. 

2) Correspondence sets for PIE *g: - PIE *h]e/jg- becoming *hz(11Jg- I 
* ",ug- 'to increase, to grow,' cf. Lat. augere (� LIV 1998 p. 245 with note 
3). The _go, retained in satem languages, (cf. among others Ved. ug-ra- 'pow
erful') is subjected to secondary pa\atization when it precedes an original front 
vowel. This is easily observable in the change of (velar) -g- and (palatalized) 
-j- as a reflection of the qualitative ablaut (cf. L 412) in the Old Avestan acc. 
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sg. aoga 'the power' « PIE * h2OlJgos) alongside instr. sg. aojOl)h-ii 'by means 
of power' « PIE *h2OlJges-). In Vedic, the palatized fonn ojas- n. 'power' 
(which corresponds to Old Avestan aojOl)h-) was formed in an analogous 
manner. Taking evidence from Iranian into account, the PIE velar *g with 
secondary palatization (= Ved. and Avest.j) may clearly be distinguished from 
the PIE palatal *g (= Ved.j, but Avest. z). - PIE *jug6- n. 'yoke' (cf. L 213  
§ I )  with the verbal * je!Jg- 'to yoke, to harness,' cf. Lat. iungere 'to connect,' 
Or. l;e\JyvUj.ll 'I yoke' along with Ved. y6ga- m 'the harnessing' (with the 
palatized -j-, however y6j-ana- n. 'tearn (of draft animals)' and Old Avestan 
yaoj-ii 'I want to yoke'), Lith. jungiu 'I harness to the yoke,' OCS igo n. 
'yoke.' 

L 342. Only one retained fonn is expected in the centum languages for 
palatal and velar media aspirata PIE oft and *gh In Greek, this is the 
tenuis aspirata kh <p; in Hittite, g (denoted as k or g); and in Germanic, 
*g. Latin retains both word-irlltial prevocalic, and intervocalic *gh as h, 
while postconsonantal *gh is retained as g: � Sommer I Pfister Loutlehre 
1977 p. 141  (below). - In the satem languages: Vedic retains PIE oft as 
h (Aves!. z), and PIE *gh as gh (secondarily palatalized h [Aves!. J1). In 
Baltic and Slavic the results of PIE *gh and PIE *gh are identical with 
those of PIE *g and PIE *g: Lith. i, OCS z, and Lith., OCS g. 

I )  Correspondence sets for PIE oft: - PIE *ftjem- / *ftim- (partially 
*ftejm-) 'winter,' cf. Lat. hiems f., Or. Xellloiv m. 'winter,' Hitt. gi-im-ma
an-I-, i.e. gemmanl- 'wintertime,' in satem languages Ved. hima- m 'cold' 
(Aves!. ziiam- 'winter'; cf. the Old Indian name of the mountain range 
Himiilaya-), Lith. Ziema, OCS zima f. 'winter.' - PIE * hzenft- becorning 
*h]llllft- 'to lace up, to narrow in' (older *hzemft-: � LIV 1998 p. 236 with 
note I), cr. Lat. angor (older *angas) m 'constriction,' anguslus 'narrow,' 
Gr. &:yxw 'to strangle,' NHG eng; in satem languages Ved. a",has- n. 'fear' 
(Avest. qzah- n. 'difficulty'), OCS QZMb 'narrow.' 

2) Correspondence sets for PIE * gh: - PIE * slejgh- 'to stride,' cf Gr. 
O'tetXW 'I stride,' Got. sleigan 'to climb'; in satem languages Ved. pra-sligh
nuyiit 'he climb (subjunctive),' Lith. slei"gti 'to hurry,' OCS po-stig-nQ ' I  at
tain, reach.' - PIE *ghosti- 'foreigner' = Lat. hostis m/f. 'stranger' (later 
'warring enemy'), Go!. gasts m 'foreigner,' OHG gast m 'stranger, guest'; 
OCS goslb m 'fiiendly guest.' - PIE *ghladh- 'smooth,' cf. La!. glaber 
'smooth, hairless,' NHG glal/; Lith. glodnUs, glodUs, glOdnas 'smoothly lying 
upon,' OCS gladbko 'smooth, even.' Concerning the problem of PIE a, cf L 
21 1 § 5. - PIE *(h,)mejgh- 'cloud, fog,' (which must be distinguished from 
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the verbal fonn *h,meif!'- 'to urinate' [with palatal .ft]: � Mayrhofer 
EWAia n p. 381;  LIV 1 998 p. 268), cf. Or. OlltXAT] f. 'fog,' Ved. meghti- m 
'cloud,' mih- f. 'fog, mist,' Lith. mig/Q, OCS mbgla f. 'fog.' 

L 343. In contrast to velars, labiovelars have the characteristic of lip
rounding. They are single-phoneme values. Appearing in many languages 
around the world, labiovelars are commonly denoted in Indo-European 
linguistics as IC' (more seldom as q', kW or qW), g, etc. The notation kW, 
gW, etc. is preferred in the present work, because of the potential for con
fusion with kI} in writing IC': � B. Forssman in Kratylos 33 1 988 p. 61  
note 30. 

As a rule, and in the interest of simplification, only examples of labiovelar 
tenues shall be mentioned in this section. The labiovelar media and media aspi
rata are treated particularly in L 344ff. 

I )  The descendents ofProto-lndo-European permit us to reconstruct labio
velars in the mother language with certainty. This is demonstrated in the gra
phem <qu> in the Latin word for the number 'four,' qual/uor. In Greek, the 
word-initial sounds vary among the dialects: Ionic, '!Ecrcrape�; Altic, '!ETtape�; 
but Lesbian (Balbilla, Hesychius), rr£o(o)upec;; Boetian, rr£Ttapec; 'four' 
among others. Thus, the conclusion was drawn quite early that the variation ,
: 1t- must be based upon an older 'kw_, (similar to the Latin) with secondary 
development, following a dark vowe� to a labial; following a bright vowe� to 
a den� cf. § 4. Mycenaean has since shown, through qe-Io-ro-, i.e. kWelro
'four,' not only that this was in fact true, but also that the elimination of kW 
occurred only after the Mycenaean period. - Another correspondence set 
with Latin qu- is the interrogative stem quo-d 'what?,' Or. 1l0--&v '(from) 
where?' In the case ofGennanic, the labiovelar tenuis shift completely to their 
corresponding unvoiced fiicatives, compare Got. Iva-s 'who?' with <hf>, i.e. 
hW. - Further, compare qui-s, Gr. 'tiC;, Hilt. klji- , Got. Ivi- (cf. L 2 1 1 § I 
above). Also cf. E 506 § 3 and 4, concerning PIE ·(h/)eliljo-. 

2) While the centum languages exhibit labiovelars (La!. <qu>, Myc. J(" <q
> Hilt. kI}, Go!. <Iv> etc.) or their retained forms (Or. p I I, Umbr. p [petur
'four'], etc.), it is characteristic of satem languages, along with the exceptional 
development of palatals to sibilants (cf. L 339 § 2), that they eliminate the la
bial characteristic of labiovelars. Thus, the labiovelars in satem languages 
merged, as a rule, with the ve1ars. Word-initial -k- (Lith. keturi 'four,' Ms 
'who?,' Ved. kOs, OCS kola 'who?'), or its palatalized equivalents (Ved. ca/
VatUS 'four' [<*kWet-, but *kWt- > *kt- in contrast in LAv. a-xl-uirim 'four 
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times', cp. L 203], OCS eetyre 'four'), correspond to word-initial PIE 'kW_ in 
*kwelyer- 'four,' and *kwo- 'who? ' 

3) In a few cases it appears that the merging of velars and Iabiovelars in 
satem languages did not take place. This is important insofar as the simultane
ous existence of the three tectal groups is thus proven, cf. L 339 § I concem
ing Luwian. 

Other examples are disputed, however. The various types of vocaliza
tion for PIE '-rH(V)- might thus indicate that, while the g- in gir-tis 'of 
the ode (gen.)' may be traced hack to the velar PIE 'grH-es (cf. Gr. yiipu.; 
'voice'), the g- in Ved. gur-u- 'heavy' is traced hack to the labiovelar PIE 
"gWrH-u- (cf. Gr. �ap�). However, the different types of vocalization 
cannot be interpreted as a proof of phonetic difference: The root gir- also 
probably featured a labiovelar and would thus be reconstructed as PIE 
'gWerH- (cf. Lat. gra-I- in nom. pI. grales, Osc. bra-I- in gen. sg. braleis): 
� Mayrhofer EW Aia 1 p. 469 (with the corrections contained in May
rhofer Laullehre 1 986 p. 1 04f.); H. Rix in FS Narlen 2000 p. 21 6ff. 

4) In most of the Greek dialects, PIE "kW preceding 0 and a, and also 
preceding consonants, is represented as a labial by p; preceding it and i, it 
is represented as a dental by I; and when located near il or y, it is repre
sented by the loss of the labial characteristic as the tectal k. Aeolic also 
features p preceding front vowels. 

Examples: - Cf. PIE "penk'e 'five' with Ion., Att., etc. nEV-t-E, but 
nEll-ll-tO<;, 1lI'.1l-1l-a<;, Aeol. nEll-ll-E. - PIE 'Iukwo- 'wolf (along with 
PIE 'y!kWo- with Ved. vfka-, cf. L 304 § 3) > Gr. AUKO<; (with k < kW). -
PIE "-kWolh/o- 'herdsman' (root PIE 'kwelh/- 'to make a turn, to turn 
around, to turn to': � LIV 1998 p. 345-347) in a[1l0Ao<; « 'aj.kwolo- < 
"aj.kwolo- [Concerning the typically Greek accent displacement, cf. L 420 
§ 3] < ·aj.kkwol6- < 'ajk-kwol6- < 'ajg-kwol6-: � K. Strunk in FS Sze
merenyi '75 II 1 992 p. 77-83) '(goat-)herdsman' (but following the prefix 
"gWoy_ 'cow' already Myc. qo-u-ko-ro i.e. gWoykalos 'cow herdsman' 
with dissimulation of -yk- < _ykW_). For a more detailed treatment: � 
Lejeune Phonelique 1972 § 26. 

L 344. In many ways analogous to the development of PIE • kW (cf. L 
343) is that of PIE 'gw: Myc. gW <q->, Gr. <13>, <0>, <y>; Hilt. gW (de
noted as ku), Proto-Gerrn. 'kW (Got. q). In Latin, PIE 'gW_ « gu-» is 
only retained following nasals; in other positions it has become y <V>. 
Satem languages feature delabialized g or its retained variant forms. 
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Examples: - PIE 'negW- I 'nogW- 'naked' with Hit!. ne-ku-ma-an-za, 
Got. naqajJs, Ved. nagnti-, Lith. nuogas, OCS nag?> 'naked.' - PIE '1Jgwen-
'bulge' with Lat. inguen n. 'bulge in the genital region, genitals,' Gr. ooilv f. 
m. 'gland.' - PIE "gWihrYD- 'living' = Lat. vivus, Got. qiwans acc. pI. 'the 
living,' Lith. gfNas 'living'; further Ved.fivti-; Old Persianfi:a- and OCS Zivo 
'living' (all three with palatalization of 'g- « 'gW_] before -,-); the case ofGr. 
�io<; m ' life' is more complicated, because preceding a bright vowe� one 
should expect to find "dios: � Lejeune Phonelique 1972 § 37; m the case of 
iJ.-ytil<; 'healthy, undamaged' dissimilation is exhibited: '_u_gWi_ > -u-gi- « 
PIE *h,ju-gWihres in the sense of 'having a powerful, long life'; ms,tead of the 
traditionally supposed 'h/su- 'good,' "h,ju- (For more mforrnatIon on the 
nominals 'h�ju- l "h",ju- I ""2jU- 'life power, life duration' cf. F 3 1 7  § 8] in 
the suffix is the better suggestion: � M. Weiss in MSS 55 1 994 p. I SOf. (The 
author discusses the entire subject and shows that de Saussure had already 
weighed this solution as one of three possibilities.]). 

L 345. Even the continuation of labiovelar media aspirata PIE *gwh may 
be derived in various ways. While Mycenaean kwh <q-> must be postu
lated one expects in later developments a tenuis aspirata, the distribution 
of wluch is determined through position: <J?> (before i!), <cp> (before 0, a 
and before a consonant), <p (near 11). In Hittite, one expects gW « ku» ; 
in Germanic, *gw. Latin offers postnasal -gW- <-gu-> , word-initial/-, and 
otherwise, !' <v>. Vedic exhibits delabialized gh (or its palatalization to h 
= Avest. j). Baltic and Slavic both have g, but lose their labialization and 
aspiration. 

I )  Correspondence sets for PIE "gwh: - PIE 'gwhen_ 'to strike' (---7 LIV 
1998 p. 194f.) with the ablaut grades *gwhon_ and "gwhn_ in Gr. ocivO) 'I 
strike,' fut. ocv-Oi, nom. act. <!><,>vo<; m. 'manslaughter,' aorist 1lI'.-q,v-Ei v, perf. 
pass. nE-q,a-'tClI; Hitt. ku-en-zi i.e. kyen-t'i 'helshelit kills'; Ved. htinti 
'helshelit strikes, kills' (= Avest.jaiT,lu) < 'itin-li < 'ien-ti < 'ghen-li < PIE 
'gwhen_li, however ghn-tinti 'they strike' directly <'ghn-enli < IE"g�hn-e�li; 
even more complexjahi 'strike! '  (= Avest. jaiOi) <*iadhi (with dISSimilatIon 
of i to j, directly before dh; word-initial "i- originates from the singular 
'ian-li, which originally contained -e-; one would normally expect, namely, in 
the imperative "gha-dhi < PIE 'gWhIJ-dhi); Lith. genu and OCS goniti ' I  hunt 
and drive' « 'to repeatedly strike'). - PIE 'h!IIJgwh-u- 1 *h/IIJgwh_ro- > Gr. 
EA.aX� 'Iow,' Ved. raghu- 'quick, swift,' laghU- 'light, low,' and Gr. 
EA.aCPPO<; 'quick, light' = OHG lungar 'fust.' - PIE 'gwher_ 'to bum' with �e 
adj. 'gwhel�mo- 'warm' and nom ago "gwhor-mo- m. 'heat,' cf Gr: OCPIl�'. 
Lat.formus 'warm'; Ved. gharmti- m 'heat' (- htiras n. 'flame'), Llth. garel! 
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'to burn,' OCS goreli 'to burn,' Russ. fur m 'heat, emhers.' - Further, cf 
verbal PIE *sengwh_e_ with the nom act. *songWh-ehr: The former is contin
ued in Got. siggwan 'to sing, to recite'; the latter in Gr. 011<1>1\ f. 'divine voice, 
oracl:' « *homp"li). The verbal zero grade form *-sTJgwh- is apparently evi
dent m the Homeric form aam� M<t>Ih1 in the sense of 'the shield sounded 
�upon him),' the lineage of which is to this day unclear: -7 M. Meier-Briigger 
m MSS 50 1 989 p. 9 1  ff and cf. E 508 § I .  - Concerning Latin nix niv-is 
'snow' and ninguit ' it snows' < PIE *snejgwh_ cf. E 501. 

2). The Germanic form *_gW_ is only preserved in Gothic in a post-nasal 
posItIon as gW, compare Got. siggwan in § I .  Concerning OHG sniwan 'to 
snow' < PIE * snejgwh_ cf. E 50 I § 2. Correspondence sets for the word
initial Germanic *g�- < PIE *gwh_ are only given when they show g-, 111-, or 
ev�n b- as contm�lIons. Thus, as an example, PIE *gwher_ 'to bum' [above § 
I ]  IS connected WIth the Germanic fumilies ofNHG gar, warm, and brennen. 
However, only one of these three groups can he the correct one: -7 E. See
bold "Die Vertrelung von anlaulend idg. g'h und ghl} im Germanischen" in 
Fachlagung Wien 1 978 [1980] p. 450-484. 

8. Assimilations and Dissimilations 

L 346. Direct contact between occlusives leads to assimilation. Thus a 
tenuis preceding a media results in a media; a media preceding a ten�is 
results m a tenuis. Assimilations are also otherwise produced c[ L 2 1 5  § 
2 and L 303. ' 

* 
Examples: - The zero grade of PIE *ped- 'foot,' namely *pd-, becomes -bd-, cf. LAv. acc. sg·fra-bd-am 'front foot,' cf. Or. €7n-flO-o f. in the sense 

of 'the day following (* at the foot of) the celebration.' However, the Greek 
term IS �nly superficially formed from -bd-; it is more precisely based upon the -la- ferrurune *epi-bd-jii. An exceptional phonetic development *-bdj- > -bd
would thus be suggested: -7 Schwyzer Gr. Gr. I 1 939 p. 475 and Frisk GEW �.v . . - .The zero �de �oot form PIE *nigW_ 'to wash' (Yed. nir-nih-iinti
wIU<;h IS cleaned, Gr . . vt�Ol 'I wash [myself]' < *nigW-jo, Old Irish nigim 'I 

wash ) IS combmed WIth the suffix *-16- to form the participle *nikw-16-
'washed': Ved. niktti- 'washed,' Or. ii-vt1tto<; 'unwashed,' Old Irish nechl 
'pure.' 

L 347. Special cases: 
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I) The first special case conceITIS dental sequences, which sometimes are 
formed due to assimilation rules: PIE *-1-1-, and PIE *-d-dhi -. This case is 
important with regard to several dental-initial elements (such as *-10-, *-li-, 
*-Ior-) and endings (such as the 3'" person singular primary ending "-li, the 
imperative endings *-dhi, *-IU). As early as the Proto-Indo-European period, 
the closure in the sequences "-1-1-, *_d_dhi_ was interrupted by the insertion of 
an "-s-. - Example: - PIE *sed- 'to sit' and PIE "h1ed- 'to eat,' with the 
addition of -1- morphemes, produced *s(e)l-s-l- and *hle)l-s-I-. In Hittite, 
*-Isl- is retained, cf. e-ez-du i.e. diu 'he should eat.' The phonetic sequence 
-Isl- was simplified to -sl- in Greek, Baltic, Slavic and Iranian, and to -ss- in 
Latin and Germanic, cf. Lith. sesli, OCS sesli 'to sit,' Avest. aifl-sasla 'to sit 
upon,' Lat. sessio f. 'sitting,' ON sess m 'seat, rowing bench,' Lith. esli 'to 
feed.' In Indo-Aryan, -s- is expelled from *-ISI-, as is the case of ancient os, cf. 
ud- + slhii- > *ulslhii-> ul-lhii- 'to stand up'). For that reason, it is true that 
PIE *ljojd-Ih,e 'you know' > *!!ojtsth,e = Gr. otm}o, OAv. voistii, in contrast 
to Ved. vet-Iha. - Also compare *-dsdh- (phonet. "[_dzdh_]), which devel
oped from "-d-dh- in the Indo-Iranian imperative *da-d-dhi 'give!' > *dadzdhi 
> LAv. dazdi. In accordance with the Ved. vel/ha, one would expect from 
*dadzdhi the Ved. *daddhi. Instead, one finds *dazdhi (resulting in dehi 
'give'; concerning -e- <*-az- cf. L 220 § 3), which is explained if we accept 
that when "dadzdhi existed, the *-d- following *da- and preceding *-dhi dis
appeared through dissimilation. On this and other questions: -7 Mayrhofer 
Lautlehre 1986 p. I I  Of. Cf. L 407 below. 

2) The immediate sequence media aspirata + tenuis in Vedic resulted in 
media + media aspirata. - Example: - Zero grade Ved. budh- 'to awaken' 
+ suffix -Iti- resulted in buddhti- 'awakened, enlightened' (cf. Buddha); full 
grade Ved. yodh- 'to fight' + Suffix -Iar- resulted in (a-)yoddhtir- '(bad) 
fighter'; also cf. Indo-Iranian *dhrugh- and *drugh- 'to betray, to damage' 
(Yed. druh- - dr6gha- 'deceitful') + -Iti- > drugdhti- 'deceitful, injurious.' 

This law, presented in 1 882 by Christian Bartholomae, is for sure Indo
Iranian since it is reflected in Old Avestan (cf. *OIjgh- 'to say' + 3" person 
sg. ending -la > *OIjgdha, OAv. aog.adii 'said'); however Bartholomae's 
Law, with the exception ofa few inheritances (cf. LAv. ubdaena- 'made of 
weaved material': "ubda- < "ubdha- < *ubh-lti- from PIE *ljebh- 'to 
weave') no longer applies in Later Avestan. This fact is due to the re
newed production of morphemes by analogy (cf. LAv. awe-la 'said' com
pared with the above mentioned OAv. aogadii; cf. LAv. -drwela-, OPers. 
durwcla- 'lied' compared with Ved. drugdhti-). - It is difficult to judge 
the extent to which Bartholomae's Law might have been valid as early as 
the Proto-Indo-European era. Although attestations outside of Indo-
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Iranian are rare, they can be seen as certain. Thus, the juxtaposition of 
suffixes such as ·-110- (in OHG s/a-dal 'barn' < Proto-Germ. ·sta-jJIa-) 
and ·-dhlo- (cf. La!. sta-bulum ' location, stable' with -bul- < -bl- < *-dhl
or Gr. X\n:A.oV 'container for pouring,' dissimilated from the older ·/d'u
thlo-, and Pre-Proto-Gr. *ghu-dhlo-) may be explained in that suffixes of 
the latter type were formed from 'Bartholomae contexts,' in which pho
netically *-dhlo- < ·-ddhlo- (concerning the consonant simplification of 
ddh l > dh.l, cf. L 407) < *-dh-tlo-. In other words, *-dhlo- can be ex
plained as a suffix that first appears as a -tlo- derivation of roots with final
position dh but then also found use elsewhere. cr also W 205 § 3 .  

Literature and discussion: --t Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1 986 p.  1 1 5ff.; H. 
Scharfe "Bartholomae 's Law Revisited or how the lJ.gveda is dialectally 
divided" in Studien zur lndologie und lranistik 20 1996 p. 3 5 1 -377. 

L 348. A rule of dissimilation that concerns Vedic and Greek is con
nected with the name of the mathematician, Veda-researcher, and linguist 
Herrnann Grassrnann. The rule applies independently to each of these two 
languages as a natural process of dissimilation that also is evidenced out
side .of the l �do�European language family. Efforts to assert a hereditary 
relatIOnship linking the effects of Grassrnann' s  Law in both Greek and Ve
dic have not been convincing: --t Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1 986 p. 1 1 3ff. 

I )  Concerning Vedic material: Grassmann's Law says that in the case of 
an indirect sequence of two aspirated plosives (or -h-), the fir;t of them loses 
its aspirated quality. According to tbe example ofVed. da-da-mi ' I  give' (root 
dii- 'to give') one should expect from Ved. dhii- 'to lay, to place,' a present 
stem ·dhti-dha-mi. The resuhing form, however, is Ved. dtidhami ' I  lay.' 
The 2 sg. mid. dhtitse shows that *dha-dh- was the initial form: In this case 
-dh- preceding -s- Iost its voiced and aspirated qua1ities (·-dhs- > ·-ds- > -IS-); 
the dh- in the initial position retained its aspirated quality since no more an 
aspirated phoneme followed. - cr also the root word formed from the root 
·dhrugh- 'to deceive, to injure,' with the nom. sg. dhrok 'damaging' (with 
fina1-position ·-ghs > -k[$]), hut the gen. sg. druh-as « ·drugh-as < ·dhrugh
as). - Further, ct: the regular Ved. budh- 'to awaken' « *bhudh-), but I sg. 
aor. a-bhut-s-i. 

2) A rule ofthe same type affects Greek. It applies to the tenues aspiratae 
(cf. L 336 § 2), which developed within Greek from media aspiratae -a fuct 
which excludes the possibility of a causal relationship with the analogous de
velopment in Vedic. Thus, according to the model of Si-O{J}-!11 'I give' in the 
case of PIE *dheh/- one should expect ·dhidheh/llli. The Greek -riEh1!11 re-

f 
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veaIs that the PIE .dhidheh/mi became in a first step, as yet unaffected, 
.thi/hemi and only afterward was subjected to aspirate dissimilation. A PIE 
*didhemi should have resulted in the Greek ·dithemi. - PIE ·bhlJff'U- 'ahun
dant' > Ved. *bhatu- and Gr. ·phakhu-, and afterward with dissimilation rule 
of individual IE languages Ved. ·baghu-, becoming bahU- and Gr. pakhU
(7tQxi><;). See also L 307 § 4. ---:- 'Hair' has the Greek stem *thri""-. In the 
nom. sl,l. *thri""-s, the -""- lost Its asprrate quality before -s so ear� .that

. 
the 

initial 1'- was not any more affected (= api!;,). In the gen. sg. *t ,,""-os > 
tri""6s (�plX�),the initial t- had to lose the aspiration qualitiy because of the 
following still aspirated -""-. - Grassmann's Law also affects mdirect se
quences of Gr. h- (generally < PIE * s-) and aspirates, ct: th� p!es;nt stem 
*ht!kho « PIE *sei!'-) > e""o <£XID> compared With the fut. hekso <£I:,ro>, cf. 
L 3 10. 

3) Only with the help of Grassmann's Law can we understand the ini
tial-position differences between La!. fingere 'to knead, to "fo�' vs. Got. 
daigs vs. NHG Teig vs. Gr. 'tElxo� n. 'wall' vs. Ved. dehl- f. dam, em
bankment.' The point of departure is PIE ·dheii!'- (with present stem 
*dhini!'-e- with nasal infix): La!. without Grassmann's Law *dhini!'-e- > 

firs . h Gr ·dh . h > *th ikh *pinxe- > finge-, Proto-Gr. t WIt out assmann eig - e_ -, 
and afterward with Grassrnann > tejkh- <�E1X->; Ved. With Grassmann 
*dhaji- > *dajjh- > deh-. 

Grassrnann's proof of 1 862 helped at the time to resolve an apparent 
discrepancy in the Germanic consonant shift: --t Szemert!nyi Einfiihrung 
1990 p. 20. The PIE *bhendh- 'to bind' serves as a good example: That 
Gothic bindan and not *pindan corresponds to the Vedic bandh- 'to hind' 
is explained by the fact that the basic PIE is the not yet dissimulated 
*bhendh- and not (as researchers earlier believed) the dissimulated 
*bendh-. Working from basis of PIE .bhendh-, Proto-Germanic *bend- is 
understandable. _ However, * bhandh- leads to the dissimulated form 
bandh- in the case of Vedic. In contrast, the initial position of the future 
form bhantsyati remained untouched, because the phonetic sequence 
.-dhsya- of the form *bhandh-sya- resulted immediately in non-aspirated 
-tsya-, through exclusion of the aspirated quality in the group *-dhsya- and 
through assimilation of * -dsya- > * -tsya-, cf. also dhatse and abhutsi in § 
1 .  - In Greek, the development of *bhendh- may be traced via *phenth- to 
penth-, cf. 1lEv1}-Ep6� 'father-in-law' (this term for a fami1ial relationship 
belongs, via the image of relational 'fustening,' to 'to bind,' cf. the similar 
Ved. btindhu- 'family member'). 
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D. Larger Phonetic Unities 

1 .  Word, Sentence, Text 

L 400. The word: Although the word is the most important element of a 
language (cf W 1 00), it exists in the larger context of sentences and text 
and receives from these only then its legitimation and definition. "The unit 
'word' must exist, in order that on this basis the signals of sentence hierar
chy or sentence perspective may be . . .  realized." : 4 Hj. Seiler in Seiler 
Sprache und Sprachen 1 977 (in a contribution of 1 962) p. 39; cf. by the 
same author, "On defining the word" loc. cit. (in a contribution of 1 964) 
p. 70-73. 

However, the definitions of what words really are, are even more mul
tilayered: 4 Bussrnann Lexikon d. Sprachw. 1 990 p. 849f under the 
heading 'Wort.' In this context, the following contributions are interest
ing: 4 A. Morpurgo Davies "Folk-linguistics and the Greek word" in FS 
Hoenigswald 1 987 p. 263-280 (for example, for information on word
separators in Mycenaean ["mainly determined by accentual criteria"], and 
on literary and grammatical opinions); LALIES 1 0  1 992 with different 
contributions regarding 'Le mol' (Cf, among others, I. Lallot "Le mol 
dans la Iradition pregrammaticale el grammaticale en Grece"; M.-I. 
Reichler-Beguelin "Perceplion du mol graphique dans quelques systemes 
syllabiques el alphabetiques"; G.-J. Pinault "Le mol el [ 'analyse mor
phologique selon la grammaire indienne"). 

L 401. The sentence: Following are a couple of cross-references re
garding the sentence level and the possibility of syntactical reconstruction, 
cf S 1 02; regarding sentence accent and sentence-initial position, cf. S 
209; further, cf. F 2 1 4. 

L 402. Text: For information on the text level and its syntax, cf. S 200. 
R. Barthes goes beyond the text level. He emphasizes correctly that in 
addition to sentence syntax, the discourse has its own syntax (4 Meier
Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. I 1 992 p. 97f.): 

"le discours lui-meme (comme ensemble de phrases) est organise . . .  
le discours a ses unites, ses regles, sa 'grarnmaire' . . .  Cette linguistique 
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du discours, elle a eu pendant tres longtemps un nom glorieux: la RM
torique" 

2. Accent; Word-initial, Word-fmal and Sandhi Phenomena 

L 403. Word accent is a central characteristic of the word. Assertions 
regarding Proto-Indo European word accent are possible, cf L 4 1 9. 

Further, individual Indo-European languages exhibit more or less high 
degrees of restriction and simplification in word endings: - Latin: Con
sonant groups are simplified for the most part, cf. nom. sg. n. cor 'heart' < 
·cord (which remains visible in forms such as gen. sg. cord-is, in which 
the word-internal consonant group rd remains possible): 4 Leurnann 
LLFL 1 977 p. 2 1 9ff. (with further information). - Greek: Classical 
Greek only tolerates -s, -n and -r among consonants in final position; -I for 
example, is not possible: 4 Meier-Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. IT 1 992 p. 1 02f. 
- It is difficult to ascertain the extent to which final-position simplifica
tions and changes took place already in Proto-Indo-European. 

Although there is a greater freedom regarding changes to the initial po
sition as compared with changes to the word ending, such restrictions 
must be taken into account in each language. 

L 404. The reciprocal influence of word-initial and word-final phonemes 
of adjacent words in oral language is common in every language. The 
extent to which this sandhi phenomenon (the term, meaning, "uniting, 
composition" owes its origin to the ancient Indians) is reflected in the 
written language, or whether the pausal form in absolute position has pri
ority in the clear denotation of the individual word, is a question in itself. 
The l E  languages and their systems of writing reveal various evaluations. 

Greek: 4 Meier-Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. Il 1 992 p. 1 03f. - On Vedic 
sandhi: J. Wackernagel in Wackernagel / Debrunner Ai. Gramm. I 1 903 
p. 306ff. - Avestan sandhi: 4 Hoffinann / Forssman Avesl. Laul- u. 
Flexionslehre 1 996 p. 1 1 0- 1 12. 

L 405. Sandhi phenomena are so common in all spoken languages that 
their existence in Proto-Indo-European must be asserted. 

Additionally, the supposition of PIE sandhi phenomena permits us to 
understand a couple of Pro to-In do-European phonetic phenomena. - The 
first example is Lindernann's Law, which is the sandhi equivalent to Siev-
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ers' Law. According to Sievers' rule, the variant PIE *diiJus of PIE 
*djJ1js is determined by the final position of the preceding �o;d: On the 
one hand, we have ## .. . V#dijJ1js ## and ## . .  . vR#dijJ1jS##, on the other 
## .. .K#*djJ!!S##, cf. L 218. - Another possible example is the mobile -s
of the type PIE *(s)teg- 'to cover, to spread over' (-7 LIV 1998 p. 535), 
cf. Lat. tego vs. Gr. cr-reyoo: -7 Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 120 ("in 
other cases, sandhi -S# #K- may have led to #sK-") and cf. L 3 1 1 .  

Occasionally the supposition of prehistoric sandhi can be helpful in the 
understanding of phenomena in individual IE languages. - Cf. the di
verging initial position ofthe Greek pronoun �-IV vs. V-IV (cf. F 406), on 
the subject of which J. Wackernagel in Wackernagel Kleine Schriften I 
1969 (in a contribution of 1892) p. 1 0) comments: "It seems to me . . .  
easiest to attribute �- and v- to sandhi." - In the case of the problematic 
Greek initial position p(t)- (cf. 1I0AtI; 1 1ITOAIC; 'city'; which, according to 
the evidence of the proper noun po-to-ri-jo i.e. Ptolijon including the ele
ment 'city,' dates from Mycenaean) O. Szemen,nyi also appeals to pre
historic sandhi phenomena, considering exemplary phrases such as *Jluthet 
p6lin 'he came into the city' [with the preserved -t in the Greek final posi
tion 1 and its regrouping to Jluthe *tpolin, and then, with consonant posi
tion reversal, pt6lin): -7 Szemen:nyi Scripta Minora III 1987 (in a contri
b�tion of 1 975 [1979]) p. 1491f. Whether his supposition is correct, is 
dIsputable. 

On futther sandhi phenomena, cf. L 334 § 2-3. 

3 .  Syllable 

L 406. Between the levels of entire words and individual phonemes, 
there are syllables. General information: -7 Bussrnann Lexikon d. 
Sprachw. 1990 p. 684f. 

In Ternes' Phonologie 1987 p. 1 70- 1 72, it is claimed: 

"A syllable is composed of an obligatory syllable core and a (fucul
tative) syllable margin . . . .  The syllable margin is composed, as a rule, 
of one or more consonants that precede and/or follow the syllable core. 
The syllable margin is facultative insofar as a word can also be com
posed of only a vocalic syllable core . . . .  The description of the syllabic 
structure of a language is hardly less important than the determining of 
its phoneme system." 

p 
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The limits and division of syllables is handled variously depending on 

perspectives and approaches, including those of orthography, pronuncia
tion, metrics, and theory. 

A syllable is considered open when the syllable limit is placed immedi
ately after the vocalic syllable core. A syllable is considered (naturally) 
metrically long or short according to the long or short quality of the core. 
Word internal syllables are 'closed' when the syllable limit immediately 
follows one or more consonants, which would then form the syllable mar
gin. The vocalic syllable core may then be long or short, but for the sake 
of metrics, every closed syllable is long (by position). 

The consonant group muta (i.e. occlusive) cum liquida plays a special 

role. It can be shown that in prehistoric times and in Proto-Indo
European in particular, the syllable division was made between mula and 
liquida, and that in Latin and Greek it could be before the muta and liqu
ida, and thus no longer represented a position that could affect the length 
of a vowel (i.e. correptio altica). Cf. the Latin nom. pI. integri 'undam
aged,' of which the syllabification is attested in poetry as in. te.gri as well 
as in. teg.ri. The word integri may be traced back to *in-tag-ro-. The 
vowel weakening of -tag- to -teg- shows that at the time it took place 
.tag. was a closed syllable: Had the syllable been open at the time, a .ta. 
would have led to .ti., yielding *intigri. However, no traces of this exist. 

Further sources: - Latin: -7 Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 2 1  f. - Greek: 
Changes in syllabification are possible, cf. again the muta cum liquida 
group, in which both lIOT.pOC; and 110. TpOC; are attested. Compare futther 
genitive singulars ending in -ojjo < *-osjo, in which likely both -oj.jo (= 
Myc. -o-jo and Aeol. -Oto) and -o.jjo I -o.jo are evidenced (the latter fol
lowing the disappearance of j in the [onicl Attic contraction to -ou, and the 
Doric contraction to -(0). However, the facts are not indisputable. lit
erature: -7 Meier-Brtigger Gr. Sprachw. IT 1992 p. 1 05f. and p. 79f. 

L 407. Clues as to the syllabic structure of Proto-Indo-European may be 
discovered indirectly. Thus, Gr. �TPOV (attested from Homer on) 'meas
ure' can be understood as a -tro- derivation from PIE *med- 'to measure' 
(-7 LIV 1 998 p. 380f.), if PIE *med-tro- or, assimilated, *met-tra- i.e. 
*melt.ra- (with simplification from *melt. to *met. ) was valid. B. Forss
man remains skeptical: -7 Kratylos 33 1988 p. 63). Similarly, (-7 Got6 l. 
PrasenskIasse [987 p. 2 1 8  note 454) the Vedic imperative bodhi (RV) is 
often traced to PIE *bhe!fd-dhi, i.e. *bhe!!.dhdhi, with .dhdh simplified to 
.dhi. But the facts in this case are deceptive. The questionable form bodhi 
may be better understood as originating from Vedic bhliva (> bho) +dhi: 
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� St. W. Jamison "Syntactic Constraints on Morphological Change: The 
Vedic Imperatives bodhi, dehi, and dheht' in Syntaxe des langues indo
iraniennes anciennes 1 993 [ 1 997] p. 63-80. 

If the explanation of the type *metl.ro- is correct, then the instances of 
syllabification of the type VKK. RV and VR. KKV may be traced to the 
Proto-Indo-European period: � Saussure Recueil 1 922 (in an essay from 
1 889) p. 420ff. (with further examples); Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 p. 
I I I  f 

Further information on PIE syllabification may be derived from the 
variant forms of the type -j-V- and -ij-V-. J. Schindler makes this clear (� 
Sprache 23 1977 p. 56-65 in his review of Seebold Halbvokale 1972; cf 
L 2 1 8). Namely, Sievers' Law was valid in the following context: R > � I 
# .... V.K_VK.# and # .. . vR.K_VK.#, compare with the conspicuously con
stant consonantal sonant, Ved. mat.sya- (RV +) 'fish' and iir.dhva- (RV 
+) 'upright' « *ljrH.d'ljo-). Further reading: � Szemerenyi Ein/iihrung 
1990 p. 1 1  Off. 

The detailed discussion by J. Schindler of problems surrounding the 
apparent PIE fricative *p (cf L 3 1 3) secondarily include further asser
tions concerning PIE syllabic structures: � "A Thorny Problem" in Spra
che 23 1977 p.33f. (with discussion of the example of PIE *hzer.tlW- vs. 
*h,rl. lW- 'bear' among others). 

4. Ablaut 

L 408. All ancient l E  languages exhlbit regularly a quantitative or quali
tative vowel change in certain groups of forms, such as in different cases 
of a substantive, or derivations from a common root. 

An example: The suffixal element --rep- in the Greek word for 'father' 
appears with -e- in the accusative singular 7ta--rep-a, but with -0- in the 
compound accusative singular a-7ta-�op-a 'someone who has no father.' 
The vowel is absent in the dative singular 7ta-�p-i. The dative plural 
7ta-�pa-m '(to) our forefathers' contains the continuation of -Ir- (cf. Ved. 
pi-If-$u ' [with] the ancestors'), the expected syllabic alIophone of *-tr
that one expects to find before the consonant-initial -m. The nominative 
singular 7ta-n\p reveals a quantitative 'increase' of -e- to the correspond
ing long vowel; the nominative singular a-7t6-�OlP reveals the same, but 
with the corresponding -0- form. 

This change clearly did not initiate in Greek, but rather reveals itself as 
a PIE inheritance through parallels in other lE languages. Compare 
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7ta-rep-a, 7tatpi, 7tan\p with Ved. acc. sg. pi-Iar-am 'father,' dat. sg. 
pi-tr-e, nom. sg. pi-la (with -la < '-Iar, cf. L 301 § 3). 

L 409. Two facts are essential concerning this change: The change is 
datable to the PIE period and is limited to a few formal possibilities which 
are used in morphology. The above case of 7tan\p I a7t6�Olp includes only 
the qualitative changes of e and 0, and the three quantities e I 0, e I 0 and 
zero (0). 

In a language that, in terms of vowel quality and vowel quantity, has 
changed as little as Greek, this consistent regularity may be demonstrated 
by citing just a few phonological-historical examples. This regular change 
of vowel quantity and quality, called ablaut, may be subdivided on two 
further levels: qualitatively as e/o- alternation; and qualitatively as full, or 
'normal' grade, lengthened grade, and zero or 0 grade. 

Compare the following schematic depiction: 

e 

o a7t6-�op-a 

e 

7ta-�p-i 
na-'t a-m 

L 410. The table in L 409 shows five grades, all of which are represented 
in a single word family in a very few cases, such as that of 7ta-rep- I 
67t6�op- : F(e) = full grade with -e-; F(o) = full grade with -0- nuancing; 
L(e) = lengthened grade with -e-; L(o) = lengthened grade with -0-; Z (0) 
= zero grade. - Examples: - I n  Greek, compare the evidence of four 
grades in n£�-o�al 'I fly' = F(e), 7to�-eO�al ' 1  fly, flap' = F(o), 7tOl�-"EI� 
'flapping' = L(o) and 7t�-Eaeat 'flying up' = Z(ol; the fifth formal possi
bility L(e) = *1t11�- was not used in any known form. 

The changes elo, elo and fJ may be demonstrated in many further roots 
with intemal -e-, also in those in which -j- or -n- follows -e-, or in which 
-r- precedes the -e-. - Examples: - Cf Gr. }£i7t-Ol 'I leave behind' = 

F(e), AOI7t-6� 'staying behind' = F(o), (e)-At7t-E 'he left' = Z(o). - Cf 
-rev-m 'I will harness' = F(e); �6v-o� m. 'tension, string, note' = F(o); �6-
m� f 'tension, stretching' with la- < *11}- = Z(o) (concerning I}, cf. L 305). 
_ Cf. �pe7t-Ol 'I turn' = F(e); "tp67t-o� m. 'turn' = F(o); "tPOl7t-60l 'I twist, 
turn, change' = L(o); EU-�pa1t-EAo� '(lightly) twisting, moveable' with 
-Iro- < *-Ir- = Z(o). 
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L 411 .  The changes between e / 0 / e / 0 / 0  are also visible in other lE 
languages. However, one must expect much greater phonetic changes 
than in Greek. 

Following are examples from Latin, in which phonetic changes among 
vowels and diphthongs have obscured the original ablaut relationships: -
Ideal cases with unchanged PIE values include, for example, Lat. leg-o 'I 
cover, hide' = F(e), leg-ula f. 'rooftile' = L(e) and log-a f. 'article of 
clothing, toga' = F(o). On the other hand, along withfoedus n. 'alliance' 
(cf. Old Latinfoideralei 'allied') = F(o) andjides f. 'faith' = Z(o), feid- = 

F(e) is only by chance attested in early Latin (cf. diWeidens from inscrip
tions): In 1 50 B.C., the normal development led from ej via e to , and 
thus to jido 'I trust. '  A simultaneous jido is no longer identifiable as F(e) . 
- Cf. as a further example Lat. fer-o 'I carry' = F(e), fors. for-ti- f. 
'chance, providence' = Z(o) with -or- < *-r- (a simultaneous ablaut 
change fer- / for- appears; however, -li- derivations traditionally have zero 
grade roots, CL Ved. bhr-li- f. 'maintenance' and NHG Ge-bur-I; thus, all 
seems to indicate the presence of a former *-r-). Also, in the case of the 
related root word for m. 'thief,' the L(o) is no longer recognizable, be
cause in the phonetically expected *for = Gr. q,o\p 'thief, one who carries 
away' 0 has been replaced by U. 

The case of Latin me-min-' ' I  bear something in mind' is also not im
mediately clear: Although mon-eo 'I warn' attests F(o) in the first sylla
ble, the middle-syllable F(o) of *me-mon- (cf. Gr. �Ilov-a 'I commemo
rate') is changed through vowel weakening to -min- (cf. L 204). _ 

Further, the ablaut change *-en- : *-(1- is no longer discernible because 
every *-(1- became -en-: Cf. the -ti- abstractum men-/i- (mens) f. 
'thought,' in which it is no longer clear whether the stem may be traced to 
an Z(o) of *m(l-ti- as expected, or whether the F(e) of *men-li provides 
the basis, cf. F 3 1 7  § 7. 

L 412. In Vedic and its Indo-Iranian preliminary phase, since the differ
ence between PIE *e, *0 and *a as well as that between PIE *e *0 and *ii 
was eliminated, only the quantitative ablaut is clearly disce�ble, cf. L 
206. 

Through linguistic comparison, however, one may detect in some de
velopments the pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian passage of the qualitative ablaut 
from PIE *J to PIE *0. An example of this may be found in the effects of 
the palatal law, cf. L 206 § 2. Thus, the ablaut PIE *-ge- : *-go- is re
flected in Old Avestan as -Ja- : -ga-, cf. L 341  § 2. Other example: The 
Vedic 3 sg. perfect form ca-kiir-a 'has done,' with its ca-, suggests *-e- in 
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the reduplication syllable, but with -kiir-, suggests *-0- in the root syllable, 
as do the Greek perfect fonns A.£-AOl1t-E and oe-OOplC-E. 

Further information on Vedic -kiir-: In this case, PIE *-0- clearly be
earne 1ndo-Iranian -ii-, and thus reveals its contrast to PIE *-e- > Indo
Iranian -a-. Called Brugmann' s  Law, this assertion explains the difference 
between the Vedic acc. sg. dii-Iar-am 'donor' and acc. sg. pi-Iar-am 'fa
ther' as a reflection of the PIE qualitative vowel difference *-Ior- : *-Ier-, 
compare Greek oo\-top-a with 1ta-'r£p-a. However, the details are more 
complex. As a rule, this affected open syllables. Proof of this is provided 
by the I "  person singular of the same perfect form, caktira, in which the 
original vowel in the middle syllable can only have been -0-. However, the 
-a ending of the I"  person singular, unlike the 3'd person singular (with 
PIE *-e), may be traced hack to *-Ha < PIE *-h2e. In the period of act iv
ity of Brugmann's Law, the I " person singular with its *-Ha formed a 
closed middle syllable, thus *-/car.Ha. While in the 3 sg. *-/ca.ra became 
-kii-ra, *-/car.Ha remained intact and did not even change when the laryn
geal H disappeared. 

Further literature: � Mayrhofer Laullehre 1986 p. 146 ff; Collinge 
Laws 1 985 p. 1 3ff.; Vol.kart Brugmanns Geselz 1 994; I. Hajnal "Das 
Brugmannsche Geselz in diachroner Sichl und seine Giilligkeit innerhalb 
der arischen a-Sliimme" in HS 1 07 1 994 p. 1 94-22 1 .  

L 413. The insightful Indian grammarians brought the quantitative ab
laut, the only one known to them, into a system, of which the zero grade 
(such as bhr- 'to carry,' for example in the participle bhr-Ia- 'carried') 
was the starting point. 

I )  To the zero grade basic fonns, -a- is added a first grade, called GUI,Ja 
(presumably in the sense of 'high grade'), cf. bhtir-aQO- n. 'burden.' The 
highest grade, called Vrddhi (in the sense of 'increase, growth'), adds -a- to 
the root, cf. bhiir-ia- 'to be carried, to be cared for.' A further prime exam
ple: - Concerningji- 'to be victorious over' (cf. Ved.ji-Ia- 'conquers') com
pare with the GUI)a *jaj- (= prevocalic Ved.jay-, but preconsonantalje-, cf L 
220 § 3; cf jay-U$- 'victorious,' je-Iar- m. 'victor') and Vrddhijiij- (= Ved. 
prevocalic j4)l-, preconsonantal jai-; cf. j4)l-u- 'victorious,' jai-tra- 'victory
bringing'). - Corresponding to sru- 'to hear' (Ved. STUla-) compare with 
GUI)a *sray- (= Ved. prevocalic Srov-, preconsonantal Sro-; cf srtiv-as- n. 
'fume,'  Sro-Iar- 'Horer') and 'Vrddhi' *Srii!!- (= Ved. prevocalic Sriiv-, pre
consonantal srau-; cf Sriiv-tiyati 'renders audible,' a-srau-�,� aor. 'you 
heard'). 
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2) But because of its adoption of the zero grade as the fundamental root 
form, this astute observation of the Indian ablaut grade system was not always 
successful. In instances such as man- 'to think' or pat- 'to fly,' because the 
zero grade fonns in cases like *lnl)- > ma- (cC L 306 § 3) or pt- (in the aorist 
form a-pa-pt-at) were not discermble to the Indian grammarians, tbey were 
forced to assert full grades as root fonns. The case svap- 'to sleep' (with 
svap-na- m 'sleep') is similar, in which a gradation based upon the zero grade 
sup- (sup-ta- 'slept,' Gr. ilrr-vo<; etc.) led the Indian grammarians astray. 
Indo-European linguistics corrected the Indian system by adopting as a start
ing point the foil grade (as in PIE *Jilelh PIE *S!!ep-), the weakening of 
which (= minus -eo) > PIE *Jilu- and > PIE *sup-, produces no problems. 

L 414. In Hittite, the set of mles regarding the quantitive ablaut is quite 
clear, for example the change between e vs. 0 in verbal paradigms, cf. 3 
sg. ku-en-zi i.e. lajen-t'i 'he kills' vs. 3 pI. ku-na-an-zi i.e. kun-ant'i 'they 
kill' (= Ved. han-ti vs. ghn-anti, cC L 345 § I ) .  - Laryngeal effects also 
play a role (cC L 3 1 4ff.): Cf. concerning PIE *"Ies-ti 'he is' (= Lat. est 
etc., Hitt. e-es-zi i.e. es-t'i < *es-t'i; the so-called plene-spelling is ex
plained as a lengthening due to the accent) the zero grade plural ""Is-enti 
= a-sa-an-zi i.e. as-ant'i 'they are' = Myc. e-e-si i.e. e"ensi, but Ved. 
santi, NHG sind, cf. E 504 § I I  and cf. L 4 1 9  § 3 below. - Concerning 
the important statements in Hittite (Anatolian) on the lengthened grades 
PIE *",e and *eh" cf. L 3 3 1 .  

L 415. In Germanic, the ablaut was retained and expanded as a central 
means of expression in the realm of morphology. An old Germanic lan
guage without ablaut (i.e. strong) verbs is unimaginable. In new Germanic 
languages such as English, there are form series (e.g. sing : sang : sung : 
song) in which the ablaut is the only remaining difference. Along with 
revelations in the Indian grade system (cf. L 4 1 3), it was through work in 
Germanic that helped early Indo-European linguistics in its understanding 
of the ablaut system 

The uniform PIE ablaut schema was transformed by the numerous pho
netic changes that took place concerning vowels, diphthongs, and also r. /. 
l'[l. and I). For instance, NHG binden : band : ge-bunden may be traced 
back to PIE * bhendh- : * bhondh_ : * bh1Jdh- and may be associated with the 
grades F(e), F(o) and Z(o), cf. L 4 1 0. 

Further examples: - Got. niman 'to take, to take up' < PIE *nem- = 

F(e), Got. nam 'took' < *nom- = F(o), Got. nemun 'they took' with <e> 
for e = L(e), Got. in-numan 'taken in' < *nl'[l- = ZM. - Got. wairjJan 'to 
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become' < PIE "yert- = F(e), warjJ 'became' < *'Jort- = F(o), waurjJun 
'they became' < *lJrl- = Z(o) (concerning Gothic -or- < Proto-Germ. 
*-ur-, cf. L 208). - Got. tiuhan 'to pull, to lead' < PIE *del}k- = F(e), 
ga-tauhans part. 'pulled' < *duk- = Z(o) (concerning Gothic -oh- < Germ. 

*-uh-, cf. L 208). 
The various Germanic continuations of the uniform PIE ablaut types 

such as *er *or *r or *el} *oy *u are the major reason for the differences 
between the first five series of strong verbs in the Old Germanic lan
guages. 

L 416. Many instances of inherited ablauts are also attested in the Baltic 
and Slavic languages: - Cf. Lith. tew, OCS teko ' I  run, flow' = F(e); 
Lith. takas m 'canal, pipe, barrel,' OCS toh 'run, flow, threshing floor' 
F(o); Lith. leU 'deep place in a river,' OCS lex" 'ran' < *Iek[-s-] = L(e); 
Russ.-CS lakati 'to drive an animal' = L(o) . - Cf. Lith. merifti 'to starve,' 
OCS mreli 'to die' < PIE *mer- = F(e); Lith. maras 'epidemic,' OCS 
moro 'plague' = F(o); Lith. mirtis, OCS s,,-mrolb f. 'death' < *mr- = Z(o). 
- Slavic even exhibits the ideal case: all five possible ablaut grades,cC L 
4 1 0: OCS greb-o 'I dig, scratch' = F(e), grob" m. 'grave' = F(o), gres" 
'dug' < *greb-s- = L(e), grabit; 'to steal' = L(o), Cz. po-hfbili 'buried' < 
Proto-SI. *garb- = Z(o); and Lith. greb-ti ' to grab violently' - grab-ti 'to 
grab.' Following established patterns, the ablaut remained productive: -t 
Stang Vgl. Gramm. 1 966 p. 121ff.; Arumaa Urslav. Grammatik I 1964 p. 
1 72ff. 

L 417. Further ablaut series, which are most often considered as an extra 
group in older treatments, may, in light of iaryngeal theory (cC L 3 1 4ff.), 
be included in the e 0 e o  0 schema. 

I )  Thus, the apparent 'a/o-ablaut' is explained by the observation that 
word-initial a-, in most IE languages, originates from PIE *h,e- becoming * 
h,a- (in Hittite retained as ba-), cC L 322 § 2. Ablaut relationships such as 
that ofGr. iJ:yro 'I drive, I pull' (La!. ago among others) with Gr. OyIlO<; m 'a 
row of mowed grass, a strip of land' (cC Oy�ov iJ:yelv in Theocrates) may be 
assigned to the normal type (as in Gr. n:e�- vs. 1lO't- = F(e) vs. F(o) through 
the reconstruction PIE *h,eg- (becoming *h,ag-) vs. *h,og-. - PIE *h,e/{
(becoming *",a/i-), *h,o/{- and *",e/{- and thus the vowel grades F(e), F(o) 
and Lie) are retained in the Gr. li1cPl<; f. 'mountain peak' along with OICP1<; m 
'point, corner' (Lat. ocris m 'rocky mountain') and Hitt. hekur 'clilltop' (cf 
L 331 § 3). - Also cC Gr. OyICW,Tj f. 'bent arm' along with &y!C0<; m 'hook' 
and Hilt. henk- 'to bend' (fJi-in-g-) < PIE *h,enk- vs. *h,onk- vs. *",enk-. -
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Further, Ved. yate 'drives' comes from PIE *h2f'g- (Gr. ayw etc.), ifin fuet it 
may be traced to the reduplicated present stem *h1i-h1g-e-: -7 K. Strunk in 
Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 5 1 .  

2) The understanding presented above (L 323) of roots such as Gr. 
(ti-)!h](-�t), ((-)O'ta(-�t) and (oi-)&o(-�t) as originating from PIE *dhehr, 
* stehr and *dehr leads one to abandon the hypothesis of a separate ablaut 
type with primary long vowel endings, the zero grade of which would be -a-, 
cf. '(-O'ta-�t : O'ta-�� (= Ved. sthi-ta-). In fuct, the ablaut e / 0 / e / 0 / 0  is 
present even bere. - Examples: - PIE *dhehr > Gr. -!h]- = F(e), PIE 
*dhoh,- > Gr. SorT] f. 'punishment, sentencing' = F(o) and PIE *dhh,_ > Gr. 
E-e.:-�O 'has sat,' Ved. a-dhi-ta = 2(0) (concerning the vowels, cf. L 325). -
PIE *bhehr 'to speak' (becorning PIE *bhahr) = Myc. Gr. 3 sg. pa-si i.e. 
phiisi 'he c1aims'= F(e); PIE *bhohr = Gr. $<Jl-vi] 'voice' = F(o); PIE *bhhr = 

Gr. a-<l)(H� 'unmentioned' (cf. Lat.faterlj = 2(0). - PIE *gnehr 'discern': 
PIE *kJh,- = Gr. (yt}yvro-crKW = 2(0); PIE *glleh,- = Hilt. ga-Ile-es- i.e. 
gniis- = L(e), cf L 331  § 3.  

3) An unusual form of ablaut concerns roots that feature a closing postcon
sonantal laryngeal such as PIE *pelh,- 'to fill' (cf. Ved. pari-1JI1s- n. 'full
ness'). They are those that the Indian grammarians had already designated as 
'se!

,
- roots (cf. L 3 1 5). This group includes not only the zero grade *p!h,

(cf. Ved. piir-lUi- = Lith. pi/-nas), designated as "minus -e-," but also the sec
ondfuU grade PIE *pleh,- (cf. Gr. m�-llA.I1-�t). - This swaying *-e- in PIE 
*p-e-Ih,- vs. *pl-e-h,- is called a fluctuating ablaut (Schwebeablaut). The 
most probable explanation of the phenomenon is the postulation of a Pre-PIE 
form with two vowels capable of exlnbiting full grade, thus *pelehr in this 
case. In the Pre-PIE period, during which*-e- was dropped in positions of 
secondary stress, there were three possibilities: a) Pre-PIE *pelehr > PIE 
*pelh,- (= full grade I); b) Pre-PIE *peleh,- > PIE *p"}h,- (= full grade IT); c) 
Pre-PIE *peleh,- (both syllables unstressed) > PIE *p!h,-. It is also conceiv
able that from *pelh,- a new full grade *plehr was formed via the zero grade 
*p!h,-. In any case there exists ajuxtaposition of two full grades, most clearly 
in the laryngeal-closing set-roots: full grade I with *pelh,- = Ved. pari- vs. 
full grade IT with *pleh,- = Gr. -7tA.I1-. The same zero grade *P!h,- = Ved. 
pilr- corresponds equally to both full grade forms. The full grade *gnehr = 
Lat. [g]nO-vi (full grade IT) also fulls into this category. One would have ex
pected the full grade I, *gellhr, which is in fuct exhibited in Lithuanian zen
/das m. 'mark, characteristic' (with -en-K- < *-enhrK-). The zero grade 
*kJh,- is reflected in OHG kund etc., cf. L 332 § 4c. Literature: -7 Anltila 
PIE Schwebeablaut 1969. 
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L 418. The ablaut was already an important morphological means in 
Proto-Indo-European. However, as controversial as this may be in indi
vidual cases, the origin of ablaut variants is most certainly found on the 
phonological level, cf. E 502 § 2. It is thus with good reason that the ab
Jaut assigned to an area between phonology and morphology: morphonol
ogy. 

The use of ablaut grades, which originated in phonology, in morpho
logical categories is, among other things, comparable to the New High 
German Rule, according to which the comparative morpheme -er causes 
vowel mutation, cf. NHG king-er with lang. The phenomenon, actually 
an assimilation, is no longer a general phonetic development (-a- preced
ing -er is retained in langer Weg), but rather a rule that is limited to the 
morphological comparative, which, however has a phonetic origin, cf. 
OHG lengiro 'longer' < *Iang-iro vs. lang. NHG Gtiste vs. Gast also has 
a phonological-historical cause, cf. OHG gesti vs. gast. The plural Gen
ertil-e vs. General, which certainly cannot be traced as far back as this 
period, is simply the application of a morphological rule. 

I) Among the phonological causes of the ablaut, the appearance of a zero 
grade through loss of *-e- in an unstressed syllable seems most likely: - Cf 
Gr. lla�p-i with lla'ttp-a. -Cf. Ved. ghn-anti 'they kill' and Hilt. kun-anti < 
PIE*gwhn-enti in comparison to Ved. han-ti 'he kills' and Hilt. k!!"n-ti < PIE 
*gWhen-ti. - Cf Ved. i-mas 'we go' < PIE *hd-mes compared with e-mi 'I 
go' < *PIE h,ej-mi. 

2) However, already in Proto-Indo-European the combination of zero 
grade and lack of stress is not always present. Reconstructions such as PIE 
*1J!kw-o- m. 'wolf (with *-/-i) are indisputable. Also, in Gr. nmpam = Ved. 

pitbu (cf. L 408) zero grade (*-r-) and accent placement are no longer two 
mutually exclusive characteristics of a case form. Secondary morphological 
processes could be the cause of such irregularities. Thus, *1J/kwo- is perhaps 
the nominal form of a former adjective *!!!kWo-. For further information on 
Ved. pitf$U and Gr. llatpam: -7 M Meier-Brugger in Fachtagung Leiden 
1987 [ 1992] p. 288. - On the other hand, there exist inherited PIE combina
tions of normal grade and lack of stress, cf. Ved. roka- m. 'light,' roca
'lighting' = Gr. A£UK� 'light, white' or cf PIE *dej1Jo-, cf W 202 § 2. See 
also the verbal morphology with a PIE form like loc. pL *bheromenojsu. 

3) Concerning the origins of the remaining ablaut grades there are only as
sumptions. The lengthened grade may, at least in some cases, have originated 
through compensatory lengthening. Thus, PIE *phlter- 'father' + nom. sg. -s 
> *phlters > *phlterr> *pil,ter (= Gr. lla�p) is thinkable, cf F 310  § 3. 
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4) The nuancing of *-e- to *-0- (cf. Gr. 1ta--ocp-, but -1t6-�op-, cf. L 408) 
may no longer be, as was for a long time suggested, traced back to an effect of 
accent that is separate from the origin of the zero grade. Nevertheless, it may 
have phonetic causes. Thus, the game of qualitative ablauts in thematic verbs 
(cf. Gr. q£p-o-!I£v, but q£p-E-1E) creates the impression that post-tonic -e
preceding r (and I m n) might have become -0-: Cf. in addition to Gr. 6na
�op-a also PIE *de-dor/{- 'have seen' = Ved. dadIu:i- (Gr. with secondary 
stress OCOopK-): It is explained by Pre-PIE I" person sg. *dederk-h,e with 
*-e- > *-0- preceding -h,e: --t W. Manczak in Lingua 9 p. 1960 277ff. For 
information on the history of research on this subject, cf. Szemen!nyi Ein
fuhrung 1990 p. 124-127. 

5. Accent 

L 419. Only the independent word accent is discussed here. For infor
mation on nominal accent classes, cf. F 3 1 4ff. For information on verbal 
accents cf. F 2 1 4. On sentence accent, CL S 209. 

I )  Among the lE languages, some of those whose surviving documents do 
reveal information ahout accent placement show free accent stress, i.e. accent 
stress that is independent of word structure. A Greek word such as <\>opo<; 
may carry the word accent on the first syllable (<j>6p�: 'tribute, gift') or on the 
second syllable (ct>o�: 'useful, profitable'). In Vedic, the gen. sg. brahmaf)GS 
occurs with stress on the first syllable (brahma(las: 'the prayer formula') as 
well as on the second syllable (brahma(lOs: in the sense of 'of one who prays, 
of the priest'). These examples show that the supra-segmental phenomenon 
of accents placed ahove phonemic segments is the only means of distinguish
ing such pairs of cognates. 

2) It is important for the historical comparative observation of word ac
cents that these free accents correspond in several languages, a fuet which can 
only be explained by the existence of a common prelirninary phase. However, 
the agreements with word structure independent accents have been obscured 
by language-internal rules. Research by Karl Verner on the effects of PIE 
accent placement on the Germanic fricative system has revealed Germanic as a 
further essential source of information on the original accents, cf. L 42 1 .  The 
free accent systems of Baltic and several Slavic languages may be traced to 
subsequent developments of the inherited status, cf. L 422. Among the lan
guages that have exchanged the PIE accent in favor of a secondary accent 
system, Latin is the most important, cf. L 423. 
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3) Concerning the efforts to ascertain PIE accents fro� the basis of pho
tic results in IE languages that have no certain graphic representatIon of :ccent positions, a few hints shall have to suffice. - For informati�n 

.
on H�t

rite, et: L 207. Further, cf. L 414 above, where in the example e-eS-Zl ;e. �
ti the singular plene-spelling may be understood as the resuh of h,es-, 
above which is placed the accent; cf. L 336 § 5 above, in which the lenition 
rule requires the presence of a preceding accented long vowel. Literature:

.
--t 

Melchert Anatolian Historical Phonology 1 994 p. 1 06f. - For informatIon 
on implications from Avestan and PaSt6: --t M. Mayrhofer in Compendium 
Ling. Iran. 1 989 p. 1 2f. 

L 420. Many Greek - Vedic word pairs show full agreement in accent 
placement. 

I )  Ct: the familial terms Gr. 1tO-ocp-a = Ved. pitar-am 'father,' cppcr1Ep-a = 

Ved. bhrtitar-am 'brother,' 9uya-ocp-a = Ved. duhitar-am 'daughter,' 
11'1-ocp-a = Ved. matar-am 'mother' (in each case acc. sg.);

, 
Gr. ve� 

_
no � 

Ved. nabhas- n. 'cloud'; Gr. 9'0116<; m 'surge, courage, anger = Ved. dhuma
m 'smoke'; Gr. (Dor.) q£poll'tl 'they carry' = Ved. bhtiranti, Gr. E<!lEPOV 
'they carried' = Ved. abharan. 

2) However, in Greek the inherited freedom of accent placement is lirni�ed 
by what is called the 'three-syllable rule.' As a result, accents that were ongl
nally placed on the fourth to last syllable or further forward in � word were 
moved to the third to last syllable: Additionally, it was determined that the 
accent could only stay on the third to last syllable when the last syllable was 
short. Unstressed words were also subjected to the rule when they comported 
three or more syllables. 

While Greek E<!lEPOV (u u u )  remains possible as an equivalent to the 
Vedic abharan, as a result of the three syllable rule the Greek eq£pollEv 
(= uuuu) and e$Ep£�v (= uuu-) do not any more correspond to the ac
centuation of the Vedic verbal forms a-bharama 'we carried' and abha
ratam 'they both carried.' For more information, cf. F 2 1 4  § 1 .  

3) A further change in Greek of the inherited accent positions is a 
product of the dactylos rule, also referred to, owing to B. l. Wheeler:s 
classical description in his book Nominalaccent of 1 885, as Wheeler s 
Law: It states that all final position stressed dactylic forms in Greek move 
the accent to the next to last syllable. This may be demonstrated just as 
well within Greek (in the group of traditionally final position stressed ver
bal government compound forms of the rype IIIUXO-1tOI11t6<; 'leading the 
souls of the dead' the examples that end with a dactylos receive the accent 
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on the next to last syllable, cf. ltatpoKt6v� 'killing the father') as in an 
external comparison (the form, *poikilo- 'colorful,' similar in morphology 
to Ved. pesa/Q- 'beautiful, decorated' becomes, according to the dactylos 
rule, ltotKiA.o�). Literature: � Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. n 1 992 p. 39. 

4) For further information on the accent in Greek and its peculiarities: 
� Risch Kl. Schr. 1 98 1  (in an essay from 1 975) p. 1 87ff.; M. Meier
Briigger in Fachlagung Leiden 1 987 [1 992) p. 283ff. 

L 421. According to Verner's Law, published in 1 876, the retention of 
an unvoiced word-internal fricative in Germanic proves that in an accen
tuation, similar to that of Vedic and Greek, and which was still present in 
the oldest Germanic, the stress was placed intmediately before the frica
tives: � K. Verner "Eine Ausnahme der erslen Lautverschiebung" in KZ 
23 1 876 p. 97-130. According to an account by O. Jespersen (� Por
Irails I 1 966 p. 539), Verner made his discovery shortly before taking a 
nap, as he briefly leafed through Comparalive Grammar by F. Bopp. His 
glance fell upon pilar- vs. bhralar-: "It struck me that it was strange that 
the one word had a I in the Germanic languages and the other a Ih . . .  and 
then I noticed the accent-marks on the Sanscrit words": Further reading: 
� A. Calabrese and M. Halle, "Grimm 's and Verner's Laws: A New Per
spective" in FS Walkins 1 998 p. 47-62; K.-H. Mottausch in IF 104 1 999 
p. 46ff. 

1 )  Pro to-Germanic f, p, z ;(" s < PIE p, I, k, kW, s were only retained when 
they intmediately followed a word-internal accent in a voiced context, cf. L 
336 § 4. In all other cases they became voiced fricatives (0, d, g, g', z). The 
retained Germanic -J;- in the Gothic brojJar 'brother' thus suggests Proto
Germanic *or6jJer-, the accent position of which agrees with that of Ved. 
bhralar-, Gr. <\lpau:p-. In contrast, Got.fador and ON mooer 'mother' origi
nate with the Proto-Germanic *fajJer-, *mi5jJer-, the accent position of which 
corresponds to that of pilar- = Gr. ltn-tEp- cf. Ved. miilar- = Gr. ll11tEP-. For 
further information on 'mother' cf. L 2 1 1  § 10. - A retained Germanic *-z
immediately following an accent is shown in the word for 'futher-in-law': 
According to the evidence ofVed. swifura-, its accent position resulted in PIE 
*SlJe/{uro-, from which came *SlJezura- = OHG swehur, NHG Schwtiher. In 
contrast, the word for 'mother-in-law,' PIE * s!!eKnihr (cf. L 304 § 3) exhib
its, according to the evidence of Ved. Svas�- a post-tectal accent position: 
Proto-Germ. *SlJe�- thus develops further to become *SlJegn'i- = OHG 
swigur, NI-IG Schwieger(muller). 
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2) That *-s- was retained in Germanic only intmediately following the ac
cented syllable, and elsewhere became *-z-, is not only shown by individual 
word pairs such as Ved. £!yas- 'precious metal' = Proto-Germ. *aies- > 
*ajez- (Got. aiz, OI-lG er 'ore') or Ved. sn�a- = Gr. vu&; 'daughter-in-law' 
(thematic *snuso- E, incidentally, is older than *snusa-, cf. E 506 § 5, which is 
clearly marked as feminine through inflection) = Proto-Germ. *snuza (OI-lG 
snora, snur, Early NHG Schnur 'daughter-in-law'). It is also demonstrated by 
a consequence of Vemer's Law, according to which a common accent (and 
ablaut) difference in Vedic grantmar between perfect singular and perfect plu
ral (and dual) is echoed in the change between*-s- « *-s-) and *-z- « *-s-). 
This effect of the PIE accent change in Germanic grantmaticaI morphology is 
known as the "Grammatical Change." Just as in the Veda the singular ju-jo$-a 
'he has enjoyed' relates to the pluraIju-j�-ur 'they have enjoyed,' the Proto
Germanic *k6!fS-e (= Ved. -j0$-0) with its retained -S-, relates to the OHG Ms 
'he chose,' but *kuz- (= Ved. -j�-ur) in OI-lG kur-un 'they chose.' Likewise 
in the case of original PIE tenues: OHG ward 'he became' < Proto-Germ. 
*w6rf;-e (= Ved. [va-)varl-a 'has turned'), but wurlun 'they became' < Proto
Germ. *wuriJ- (= Ved. 3 pI. [va-)vrt-ur). 

3) Although Germanic, as it has been handed down, has abandoned the 
PIE accent in fuvor of word-initial stress in independent words, the results 
arrived at by K. Vemer thus require accent positions for distinctively Ger
manic words that are equivalent to those of Greek and Vedic equivalents: 
Thus Proto-Germ. *orfijJer- = Ved. bhralar-, Proto-Germ. *fojJer- = Ved. 
pilar-, Proto-Germ. *mi5jJer- = Ved. miit6r-, Proto-Germ. *snusfi = Ved. 
snU$a-, Proto-Germ. *swe�- = Ved. Svas�-, Proto-Gerrn. *k<iljse- I *kus-' 
= Ved. -j0$0 -ju$1ir etc. Owing to these effects ofVemer's Law, Germanic is 
the third most important reference for PIE word accent following Vedic and 
Greek. Verner's discovery, which explained hundreds of exceptions to the 
Germanic consonant shifl through the supposition of the existence of Proto
Indo-European accent positions in post-consonant shifl Germanic, thus clear
ing the way for a more precise application of phonetic laws, was a watershed 
in the development of diachronic comparative linguistics. 

4) In conclusion, the following relative chronology may be established for 
Germanic: a) PIE accent positions are fixed; b) the Germanic consonant shifl 
takes place; c) Verner's Law operates; d) change of accent position and ap
pearance oftypicaI Germanic first-syllable stress. 

L 422. The Baltic and several Slavic languages have accents that are free 
and movable, i.e. that change position within paradigms. In his 
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Akzent.Ablaut 1968 p. Ill, Kurylowicz writes "It is this mobility and rela
tive freedom that inspire the comparative linguist to search for a historical 
context [which relates the Balto-Slavic and Vedic-Greek (Germanic) ac
cent positions)." However the inherited situation in Balto-Slavic was 
subjected to several changes, concerning the dimensions of which as yet 
no unanimity has been achieved. 

Thus, it remains disputed whether the accent position variations in Lith. 
dukte 'daughter,' gen. sg. (old) dukteres, and acc. sg. dilkteri are an echo 
of the PIE (Ved.) accent positions: compare -te with Ved. duhita 'daugh
ter,' compare -teres (for "duktr-es) with the weak case of the type Ved. 
dat. sg. duhitr-e and Gr. gen. pI. avya�p-6iv, compare dilkteri (with regu
lar accent "dukteri) with Ved. duhitar-am and Gr. avya-rep-a. Neverthe
less, in most cases one must expect further developments that in principle 
will be traceable to Proto-Indo-European forms. Accent positions that 
remain the same, such as Russ. nebo, Serbo-Croatian nebo 'sky' � PIE 
"mibhos (Gr. VE�, Ved. nabhas 'cloud,' cf. L 338), resemble curious 
comcidences. One is tempted to formulate rules, for instance that a sylla
ble containing a laryngeal, followed by a stressed syllable in Proto-Indo
European, pulled the accent upon itself in Baltic and Slavic: for example, 
PIE "dhuhrmo- (Ved. dhuma-, Gr. au�6�, cf. L 2 1 1  § 7) � Baltic and 
Slavic dtim-, Lith. dtimai, Russ. dym (gen. sg. dym-a), Serbo-Croatian dim 
'smoke'; PIE "gWriH-!!ehr (Ved. grlva- f. 'neck') � Latvian griva 'river 
mouth,' Russ. griva, Serbo-Croatian griva 'mane.' If such a result were 
combined with the continuation of the PIE accent position in syllables that 
contain laryngeals (cf. PIE "!!/H-nahr 'wool' [Ved. tir(Zo-) > Latvian 
vilna, Russ. volna, Serbo-Croatian vlina 'wool'), the value of assertions 
based on Baltic and Slavic regarding PIE accent positions would be rela
tivized. Although the movable and free accents in Baltic and Slavic have 
the PIE accent positions as a starting point, at the most they can serve to 
confirm in a case by case manner the assertions already made based on the 
evidence in Vedic, Greek, and Germanic. 

Further reading: -4 Kurylowicz Akzent.Ablaut 1 968 p. I I I  f., p. 123; 
Stang Vg!. Gramm. 1966 p. 1 34f.; Kortlandt Slavic Accentuation 1 975; 
Illic-Svityc Nominal Accentuation 1 979; Collinge Laws 1 985; 1 .  Hajnal in 
HS 109 1 996 p. 3 1 4-3 1 6  (a review of R. Derksen, Metatony in Baltic 
Amsterdam / Atlanta 1996). 

L 423. In the case of Latin, no obvious traces of PIE (i.e. Vedic and 
Greek) accent positions remain. At most is found indirect evidence, cf § I .  
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The original PIE accent positions were replaced in a first step by the initial 
accent (cf. § 3), from which Classical Latin then broke away (cf. § 2). 

I) The tate ofword-final -i may provide a clue as to the original PIE accent 
position: In non-stressed cases such as est < PIE "h ,esti the -i is dropped, 
whereas in cases such as the final stressed loc. sg. pede < PIE "ped-i, it may 
be preserved: -4 H. Rix in Kratylos 41 1996 p. 1 58 note 7 (based upon cases 
such as "ped-i , the locative -e is generalized, even when [as m the case of 
ante < "hzent-i, cf. L 322 § 2) in the paradigm it was not accented). 

2) Classical Latin is subjected to a rule that is dependent on the form of the 
word, according to which two-syllable words that are stressed carry the accent 
on the second to last syllable (paenultima), while words with more than two 
syllables carry the accent on the paenultima when it is long (either by position 
or by nature), otherwise the accent is on the third to last syllable, or ante
paenultima: regit, regunt; regebat, regUntur; regitur. 

3) However this system of accent placement must have been preceded by 
an older one, which was equally restricted, but which fixed the accent on the 
first syllable of the word. Word stress in the very oldest Latin was thus: 
"faCio, "con-facio, "con-factom. Since word internal short "-a- in an open 
syllable becomes -i-, and in a closed syllable becomes -e- (see L 204), the two 
latter forms resulted in Lat. conficio and con/ectum. As further examples, cf. 
ago : ex-igo « "ex-agO), sedeo : ob-sideo ("ob-sed-, cf. L \08), talentum « 
"talantom, a loanword from the Greek �aA.av�ov), and finally igitur 'thus, 
because' (separated from the question formula qUid igitur < quid agitur 'what 
is it about, what then?)' - Information about the prehistoric initial accent 
(which reached into the historical era) as well as its effects is important for 
linguistic comparison since the results that one would expect are often affected 
by the initial accent: PIE "genh,tor- (cf. F 101 § 2) becomes, in the earliest 
Latin, "genator, which then becomes genitor (cp. "tixago > exigO). That Lat. 
short "-a-, in a closed syllable becomes -e-, is illustrated by the feminine form 
genetr"ix < "genatrik- (� Ved. janitri- f. 'one that gives birth'). The Lat. 
"(ab-), "(con)-datos « PIE "dhh,tO-, cf. L 325), which corresponds to the 
Greek 6E�, accordingly appears as ab-ditus, con-ditus. - Aliterative for
mulae from religious and juridical texts that have been handed down are final 
allusions from the classical period to this older epoch of word-initial accents, 
cf. Cato's Pastores pecuaque salva servassis dUisque duonam salutem "(Fa
ther Mars, I bid you, that you) keep herdsmen and herds unharmed and give 
guard well" in De Agricultura 1 4 1 ,2). 
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4) The first step away from the Proto-lndo-European accent system toward 
the word-initial accent was necessarily influenced by the Middle-Italian coine, 
to which belonged, in addition to Latin, also Sabellic and Etruscan. Further 
reading: � H. Rix "Die laleinische Synkope als hislorisches und phonologis
ches Problem" in Kratylos 1 1  1966 p. 1 56-165; Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 235-
254; Meiser Laul- u. Formenlehre 1 998 p.53. 

Ill. Proto-Indo-European Morphology 

A. General Information 

F 100. In traditional granunar, morphology, in the broadest sense, is 
situated between phonology (see part IT, above) and syntax (see part IV, 
below). 

I )  A verb form such as Lat. ind. pres. 3 sg. act. gignil 'creates, brings 
about' is composed of a word stem (or, more precisely, of a verbal stem, or 
more precisely yet, of the indicative present stem), in this case, gignV- and the 
3'" person sg. active ending -I. A substantive form such as the Lat. nom sg. 
genelrix (" creator [f.]' » 'mother' is based upon the word stem (or, more 
precisely, the nominal stem) genelric- and the nom sg. ending -s (the character 
x indicates the double consonance c+s, the character c indicates a voiceless k). 
The initial, unchanged part of both forms, the word stem, carries the significa
tion, and includes the lexeme. The latter part, the ending, is part of a larger 
interchangeable set, or paradigm (cf. in the case of gign V- among others, the 
pres. ind. act. endings -0 -is -it -imus -ilis -unl, cf. in the case of genetrlc
among others, the sg. endings -s -is -, -em -e). The endings indicate the 
grammatical category of the word form in question, or morpheme. 

2) The summary in § I outlines the general tasks of morphology. The 
branches etymology, word formation, and semantics are concerned with word 
stems, which shall in the present work be treated under the heading 'Vocabu
lary' in part V. 

The presently discussed, more narrow sense of morphology (French 
morphologie; German, Formenlehre) is concerned with paradigms and 
their endings. Since the structure of a verb combines various tense stems 
{compare the above present stem gi-gn-V-, and perfect stem 'gena-/}- with 
the classical Latin I sg. genul etc.), they shall also be discussed here. 
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3) Concerning the definition of inflection and morphology: -4 Buss
mann Lexikon der Spraehwissensehaf! 1 990 p. 244f. and p. 504f.; Lewan
dowski Linguisl. Worlerbueh 2 1 994 p. 306 and p. 729f. 

F 101. As a rule, every verbal or nominal word stem may be subdivided. 

I )  A first example: The Greek verb form Ep1]Mamce (Hom, poetic) 'to 
hinder' contains, along with the ending -0 « '-1; which here indicates 3 sg. 
Aor.) the elements EPTl-ru+aa+mce-. The nominal stem EPTlTU- serves as the 
basis to which both of the suffixes -sa- (which indicates the aorist stem), and 
-ske- (which indicates an iterative quality) are added. The nominal stem may 
be further subdivided into the verbal root EP- « PIE 'yer- 'to hinder,' cf 
Ved. var-Iave 'to be hindered,' var-Ira- 'protective embankment') and the 
complex nominal suffix -1]TU- (which belongs to the group of Greek verbal 
abstracta with -Iu-; the secondary fonn, with the addition of -e-, and -ii-, is 
comparable to the familiar substantives of the type CryoPTlW- [Hom Od.] 
'speech'; my suggested analysis is supported by the Homeric substantive 
EOT]W- 'food,' which is constructed in a parallel manner, and is clearly based 
upon the verbal stem EO- 'to eat' < PIE 'h,ed-). 

2) A second example: The two Latin nominal stems gene-tr-i-e- f. 
'mother' (older (from before the short vowel weakening in middle syllables: -4 
Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 82f.; see L 204] 'gena-tr-i-c-) and genilor- m 'fu
ther' (older 'gena-Ior-) are both composed of the full grade verbal root 
'gena- « PIE 'genh,-) and the suffix -t(JI)r- (which is indicative of the no
mina agentis, cf. W 205 § 1 ) .  In the case of the masculine, the suffix form is 
the lengthened grade -Ior-, in that of the feminine, it is the zero grade -tr- with 
the addition of the complex suffiix -i-e- (i.e. -i-k-) in order to clearly mark the 
femuune (on -/- < '-ihr, cf. W 204 § I). 

3) Along with the countless word stems that may be divided into the root 
(the core that is left after removing all suffixes) and its suffixes, there are also 
those that are solely composed of the root, ct: from the verbal reahn, the root 
presents of the type Ved. as-mi « PIE 'h,es-mi, cf. E 502 § 4) and the root 
aorists of the type Gr. E�V « PIE '" bhuh,-m), or, from the realm of sub
stantives, the root nouns of the type Lat. v6c- 'voice' « PIE 'uokw- / *uokw
which corresponds to the verbal form PIE '!iekw- 'to say'). 

- - , 

4) Among word stems, one may distinguish athematic from thematic word 
stems. The criterion for this distinction is the presence or absence of the the
matic vowel -e- at the end of the stem, just before the ending. The ablaut of 
the thematic vowel is -0-. In the case of substantives, the -0- takes prece-
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dence; however, the -e- ablaut is found in the vocative singular (in masculine 
and neuter with -e) and in a part of the locative singular and instrumental sin
gular forms (along with -oj and -oh, there are indications of -ej- and -eh,
forms), cf. F 3 1 1  § I .  In the case of verbs, -e- and -0- alternate. The phonetic 
context appears to play a role here. Namely, the -0- vowel is only found be
fore endings that begin with -m-, -nl- , -hr, or -ih,-, cf. F 209 and ct: L 4 1 8  § 
4. For more information on the subject in general: -4 Rasmussen Morpho
phonemik 1989 p. 1 36ff. 

As a rule, in order to simplifY reconstructions, thematic nominal forms 
are given an -0- and thematic verbal forms are given -e-. A nominal stem 
such as PIE '!ierg-o- 'work' is thus determined to be every bit as thematic 
as the verbal stem PIE ·bh"r-e-. The nominal stem PIE '/i(u)!ion- 'dog,' 
for example or the verbal stem PIE 'h,es- 'to exist' are, in contrast, athe
matic. In the course of the development of the individual lE languages, 
the quantity of thematic substantives and verbs has increased, while the 
quantity of athematic nouns and verbs has decreased. The endings of the
matic verbal and nominal stems are somewhat different from those of the 
athematic forms, cf. F 209 for information on the verb, and F 3 1 1  for in
formation on the noun. 

F 102. Verbal inflection (conjugation) and nominal inflection (declen
sion) shaU be treated separately; the verb, below in F 200ff., the noun, be
low in F 300ff. A couple of characteristics, however, are common to both 
inflections. 

I )  Paradigms may be defined for conjugation and declension, for example 
the paradigm for the Latin present stems of the type gignV- (namely, in the 
indicative, present, active, 1 sg. -0, 2 sg. -is, 3 sg. -il, etc.) or the masculine 
singular paradigm for Greek -0- stems (nom sg. -0<;, ace. sg. -OV, loc. sg. -01, 
etc.). These paradigms, fumiliar to all from textbooks and grammars, are not 
simply the inventions of schoolmasters, they are based upon immanent linguis
tic criteria: -4 Hj. Seiler "Das Paradigma in aller und neuer Siehf' in Kraty
los I I  1 966 p. 1 90-205. 

2) One tends to regard paradigms as fixed values, complete in their forma
tion, an assertion which, however, does not correspond to the everyday reali
ties of language. Thus, not all positions must at all times be occupied by 
forms. There are substantives that may only be used in the singular (singularia 
lanlum) and also those that are only used in the plural (pluralia lanlum). 
Further, nominal paradigms reveal structural differences, cf. F 3 1 0. Various 
requirements must be met in the use of place names, proper nouns, and things: 
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For example, place names require a Iocative; proper noWlS, a vocative; things 
require an instnunental, etc.:  --+ Risch Kleine Schriften 1981 p. 736; concern
ing Anatolian, E. Neu in HS 102 1 989 p. 13f. ("Much evidence indicates that 
the construction and extension of case inflection for nouns of the personal and 
object type did not develop Wlifonnly and simultaneously"). 

For further information on changes in the nominal paradigms, cf. F 302. 

F 103. As a rule, a single root forms the basis of the entire diversity of 
forms of a word: Compare, for example, the Latin present stem laud-a-je
with the slightly varied perfect stem lauda-!!-; as well as the Latin dominus 
m. 'head of the household, owner' (from the nominal stem dom-ino-), 
domina f. 'mistress of the houshold, wife' (from the nominal stem 
dom-ina-), dominare 'to be the head of the houshold' (from the verbal 
stem 'domin-a-je-), dominatio f. 'rule' (from the norninal stem domina-li
on-), and others. 

In a few old examples, genetically different stems complete each other 
through suppletion. In contrast to the above-mentioned examples, com
pare the Latin present stem esse (sum) 'to be,' which has the perfect stem 
fUI (a perfect stem 'erul or the like is not attested); or compare Gr. aV1jp 
m. 'man,' to which the corresponding feminine is yuV1j f. 'woman' 
('avopia does not exist). For information on the subject of suppletion: --+ 
K. Strunk, "Oberlegungen zu Defektivitiit und Suppletion im Griechischen 
und lndogermanischen" in Glolta 55 1 977 p. 2-34. 

F 104. Nominal endings give information regarding the paradigmatic 
categories of casus, numerus, and genus. Their verbal counterparts give 
information regarding numerus, person, voice, aspect, mode, and tempus. 
The description in terms of content of these categories is part of syntax, cf. 
part IV, with C on the morphosyntax of the verb, and D on the morpho
syntax of the noun. However, mention of content shall be included in 
cases in which it is important for the understanding of the formal side. 

It is characteristic of the Indo-European languages that there is not a 
formans that is analytically proper to each grammatical category, but 
rather that the individual endings combine, synthetically and cumulatively, 
two, three, or more statements concerning content in the same bundel. 
For instance, compare, from the verbal realm, the Latin ending -tur (in, for 
example, laudatur 'he/one is praised'), in which the qualities 3'" person, 
singular, present, and passive are all expressed. Another example from the 
verbal realm is the PIE ending '-ent-i (in, for example PIE 'hls-enti 'they 
exist,' cf. E 505), which includes the information: 3" person, plural, ac-
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tive, and present. From the norninal realm, consider
. 

th� example of Lat. 
-us (in the example dominus) which expresses: nommalIve, smgular, and 
masculine. 

An indication that the analytical process too was known in Pre-Proto
Indo-European is found in the accusative plural *-ns: Assuming

.
the com

parison of the PIE acc. sg. *-m is not misleading, the accusalIve plural 
*-ns resulted from the combination oft-m (acc.) and -(e)s (pl.). 

B. Verbs 

I .  General Infonnation 

F 200. The verb is the center of the verbal phrase. It offers a much 
greater wealth offorms and contents than the substantive. For information 
on syntax, cf. S 300ff. . 

Occasionally the reproach is voiced that reconstruclIons of the PIE ver

bal system are disproportionately based upon knowledge of Greek and 

Indo-Iranian. Critics of the 'graeco-aryan' reconstruclIon model often 

point out the differentness of Anatolian, Tocharian, and Celtic. H?wever, 

alternative models could not be offered. In fact, where exact data IS avail

able, it is again and again shown to be the case, that this differentness may 

be seen as a secondary variation from the model as it is offered in Greek 

and Indo-Iranian. Thus, the privileged place of Greek and Indo-Iranian 

seems not to be attributable to any bias in the research, but rather to the 

history of Greek and Indo-Iranian: --+ H. Rix "Das kellische Verbalsystem 
auf dem Hintergrund des indo-iranisch-griechischen Rekonstruk
tionsmodells" in Kolloquium Keltisch Bonn 1976 (1 977) p. 1 32-158. 

F 201. Literature: - a) Concerning the verb in general: --+ Bussmann 
Lexikon d. Sprachw. 1 990 p. 828f. s. v. ' Verb'; Metzler Lexikon Sprache 
1993 p. 675 s. v. ' Verb'; Lewandowski Linguist. Worterbuch 3 1 994 p. 
122 1 f. s.v. ' Verb'; R. Stempel "Aspekt und Aktionsart, Tempus und Mo
dus: Zur Strukturierung von Verbalsystemen" in IF 1 04 1 999 p. 23ff. -
b) Concerning the verb in Proto-Indo-European: --+ LIV 1 998; Brugmann 
GrundrifJ 11-3 1 9 1 6; Krahe ldg. Sprachw. II 1 969 p. 50-89; Watkins V�r
baljlexion 1 969; Jasanoff Stative and Middle 1978; Szemen5nYI Em-
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Jiihrung 1 990 p. 244-370 (see Einleitendes iiber das idg. Verbalsystem; 
Personalendungen, Themavokal, Diathesen; Modusbildungen; Tempus
stamme; Synthese: Paradigmen mit Anmerkungen; Verbum infinitum; 
Vorgeschichte); J. H. Jasanoff "Aspects oJ the Internal History oJ the PIE 
Verbal System "  in Fachtagung ZUrich 1992 [ 1994] p. 149-168. - c) 
Concerning the Latin verb: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 505-624 (see Das 
Verbalsystem und seine Formen; Proesenssystem mit Praesensstammen 
und FlexionsJormen; PerJektsystem mit PerJektstammen und FlexionsJor
men); Meiser PerJekt 1 991 ;  Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 178-
228 (see the sections: Flexion des Verbums; Aufbau des Paradigmas; Die 
Bi/dung des Prasensstamms; Tempora und Modi des Prasensstamms; Der 
PerJektstamm; Die Endungen; Unregelmajiige Paradigmen; Infinite Ver
baiformen). - d) Concerning the Greek verb: � Meier-Briigger Gr. 
Sprachw. IT 1992 p. 46-63; Hauri Futur 1975; Tucker Early Greek Verbs 
1 990; Rijksbaron Verb in Class. Greek 1994. - e) Concerning Vedic and 
Indo-Iranian verbs: � Goto Materialien Nr. 1 -29 1 990-1997; Werba 
Verba IndoArica I 1997; Kellens Verbe avestique 1984 + 1994; Further: 
� Hotlinann AuJsatze I-ill 1975-1992 and Narten Kleine Schriften I 1 994 
with numerous and methodically exemplary treatments of Indo-Iranian and 
PIE verbal systems; Narten Sigmatische Aoriste 1964; Schaefer Intensi
vum 1 994; Kilrnrnel Stativ und Passivaorist 1 996. - f) Concerning H;lIite 
and Anatolian verbs: � Oettinger Verbum 1 979. - g) Concerning the 
Germanic verb: � Seebold Germ. starke Verben 1970; Barnmesberger 
Germ. Verbalsystem 1986; R. Liihr "Reste der athematischen Konjugation 
in den germanischen Sprachen" in Kolloquium Germanisch Freiburg 1 981  
[1 984] p.  25-90. - h) Concerning Balto-Slavic verbs: � Koch Aks!. Ver
bum I I IT 1990; Petit Lituanien 1 999 p. 75ff. - i) Concerning the Celtic 
verb: � H. Rix "Das keltische Verbalsystem auJ dem Hintergrund des 
indo-iranisch-griechischen Rekanstruktionsmodells" in Kolloquium 
Keltisch Bonn 1 976 [ 1 977] p. 1 32-1 58. - k) Concerning the Annenian 
verb: � Klingenschrnitt Altarm. Verbum 1 982; Lamberterie Armenien 
classique 1992 p. 269-276 (see morphologie verbale). - I) Concerning 
the Tocharian verb: � Pinault Tokharien 1989 p. 123- 1 62 (see morpholo
gie verbale); Hackstein Sigmat. Prasensstammbildungen 1995. 

2. Verbal Stem Formation 

F 202. Every PIE verbal form may be split into parts. The first central 
division separates the verbal ending from the verbal stem that follows it, cf 
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F 10 I. - Verbal stems are, according to their form, either athematic (e.g. 

PIE *h1es-) or thematic (e.g. PIE *bhere-), with final -e- (with ablaut -0-), 
cf F 101  § 4 and F 203 below, toward the end of the introductory text. 
The increase in the number of thematic verbs, and the corresponding de

crease in the number of athematic verbs may be observed in all IE  lan

guages: � LIV 1998 p. 12f. 
I )  Each verbal stem without an ending is initially considered a tempus

modus stem (called a secondary stem in H. Rix's terminology). After the 
elimination of the tempus-modus suffixes (which Rix correspondingly 
names secondary suffixes: suffix -(J- for indicative, and in present and 
aorist, also for imperative and injunctive; suffix -e- for the subjunctive; 
suffix -jeh1-I-ih1- for the optative) remains only the actual verbal stem 
(called the primary stem by Rix). Rix's terminology is explained, for ex
ample in Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 1 90ff. The common terminol
ogy is non-uniform. It allows itself to be led astray from the realities of the 
lE languages. Depending on the presence or absence of an aspect system 
or a tempus system (the latter being derived from the former), one speaks 
either of the aspect or the tempus stem. 

2) The actual verbal stem is either composed of the verbal root (as is 
the case of root present and root aorist forms), or is further divisible into 
the verbal root and one or more suffixes. 

The actual verbal stem is in use either as the present stem, the aorist 
stem, or the perfect stem. The terms present, aorist, and perfect all indi
cate aspect, which is a grammatical dimension. The aorist stem indicates 
the perfective aspect. The present stem indicates the imperfective aspect. 
The perfect stem indicates a sort of resultative aspect. For further infor
mation, cf. S 304 and S 306-308. The formation types of present, aorist, 
and perfect stems, which are demonstrable in Proto-Indo-European, are 
discussed in F 203, with reference to LIV 1 998 p. 1 4ff. 

Along with aspect, the lex;cal aspect (i.e. the manner of action, or Ak
lionsart) also plays a role. The manner of action (or Aklionsart) is a qual
ity of the verbal meaning which relates both to the process of taking place 
of the action that the verb describes, and to the verb's agens or paliens. 
For more information, cf S 305. The action types, which are demonstra
ble in Proto-Indo-European are discussed in F 204 below, with reference 
to LIV 1998 p. 22ff. 

3) The present, aorist, or perfect stem forms the basis of the tempus
modus stem, which serves in the expression of the categories of tempus 
and modus, and is created through the addition of tempus-modus suffixes: 
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indicative 
suffix 

subjunctive 
sufftx 

athematic 

-IJ-

-e-
in alternance with 
-0-

Qptative suffix -jeh,-
in ablaut with 
-ih,-
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thematic 

-e-+-IJ- = -e-
in alternance with 
-O-+-IJ- = -0-
-e-+-e- = -e-

in alternance with 
-0-+-0- = -0-
-o-+-ih,- = -oj-

The stem with the suffix -IJ- is autQmatically the indicative stem. In the 
present and aorist systems, the injunctive and the imperative are both 
formed from, and attributed to, the indicative stem. With his use of the 
indicative stem, the speaker indicates that he attributes validity to the con
tents of his statement, CL S 3 10. Stems that are marked with the addition 
of -e- (in alternance with -0-) indicate the subjunctive; while those featur
ing the suffix -jehr (ablaut -ih,-) indicate the optative, cf. F 207. For fur
ther information on modi and considerations of content, cf. S 3 1 3. 

4) To the modus-tempus stem are affixed endings. These endings 
serve, With the help Qf accent and ablaut differences in the verbal stem, to 
express the categories of person, numerus, and diathesis. 

HQwever, the endings contribute more than just this. On the one hand, 
thanks to. characteristic ending sets, they help to distinguish the pres
ent/aorist, imperative, and perfect systems from one another. - Further 
owing to the existence of two sets of endings (primary and secondary), th� 
two additIonal tempus types present and preterit/past (nQn-present) are 
formed. The prunary endings indicate the present tense, the here and now. 
In contrast, the secondary endings are unmarked in relation to tense. They 
mdlcate freedQm frQm temporality, and further, in the case of concious 
refusal of a present form, clearly the past. The choice Qf the two sets of 
endings is partially dependent on the desired aspect, and partially depend
ent on the desired mode. For reasons of aspect, only secondary endings 
may be com

.
bine� with aoris! stems. When combined with present stems, 

prunary endmgs mdlcate the present tense, and secondary endings the past 
tense (or unperfect). While the subjunctive accepts both primary and sec
ondary endings, the optative, owing to its content, may only accept secon
dary endings. 
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5) In order to clearly indicate the past tense, using secondary endings, 

the fucultative use of a temporal adverb PIE ·h,e 'at that time' could 
achieve this emphasis. FQr more information on the augment, CL F 2 I3 .  

In contrast, in order to mention an action without temporal precision (in
junctive), the secondary endings may be used, but nQt the temporal adverb, 
cf. F 2 1 3  and S 3 1 1 .  

6) Ancient IE languages employ various methods in order to indicate 

the future tense. For example, -se- formations in Greek, -s(i)je- forma
tions in Baltic and Indo-Iranian: -7 Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 307-
312. The subjunctive mode of the aorist stem was also a possibility, cf. S 
306. 

F 203. Through the presentation of a large amount of data, this section 
contains an overview of present, aorist, and perfect stem formatiQn. The 
reference on this subject is LIV 1 998 p. 14ff. with the numbers 1 (a-v) for 
present, 2(a-c) for aorist, and 3(a) for perfect. Also worthy of mentiQn is 
the list of recQnstructed sterns on pp. 649-661 .  Also helpful are two 
works by H. Rix: -7 "Einige laleinische Priisensslammbildungen zu 
Se,- Wurzeln" in GS Kurylowicz I 1995 p. 399-408; "Schwach charakter
isierle laleinische Priisenssliimme zu Se,-Wurzeln mil VolIslufe" in GS 
Schindler 1999 p. 5 15-535. Szemerenyi's Einfiihrung 1990 p. 244ff. 
contains an abundance of suggestions for further reading. 

As I depend upon LIV 1998 for my treatment, and thus follow the 
precedent set by Rix, it should be clear that I consider this approach ade
quate and capable of creating a consensus. Most other treatments and 
works on the PIE verb system lack a clear image. My fundamental agree
ment with the approach ofLIV 1998, however, does not imply that I rec
ognize every analysis featured in LIV. For example: PIE .gWjeh,- 'to 
live' with the Latin present VIVO = Ved. ;1vati is traced back to the PIE 
present stem .gWjeh3/·gWih,-u- (= LIV-Typ le) on page 192. In this case 
I rather follow Rix, in his Termini der Unfreiheil 1994 p. 79, in which PIE 
.gWih,-!!e-li 'he lives' is directly connected with the (verbal) adjective 
.gWih,-!!o- 'lively.' The verb in question is presumably nothing other than 
a very archaic denominative formation with a IJ suffix. The nominal -uo
stem is used directly as a basis of verbal inflexion, yielding the nomlnaJ 
inflections nom. sg . •  gWih3!!o-s, acc. sg . •  gWih3!!o-m etc., and the verbal 
inflections Pras. 3 sg . •  gWih3ye-li, 3 pI. .gWih3!!0-nti, etc. 

Meanwhile a second improved edition of LIV has appeared 200 I ,  
which, unfortunately could not be assimilated here. 
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In the case of the present stem formations (nr. I )  I shall not comment 
on all of the types a-v, from LIV, equally. I shall rather limit myself to the 
most common and most interesting, giving examJ'les (always the indicative 
3"' person singular, active, and sometimes the 3' person plural) and possi
bly suggestions for additional reading. In order to simplifY comparison 
with the Vedic and Old Indian verbal system, I shall also mention the cor
responding Old Indian indication of verb class. 

Among the formations mentioned in F 204 and F 205, the majority are 
deverbative (of verbal origin), some however are denominative (of nomina1 
origin), cf. comments on the types I r and 4a. - Included among the de
nominative formations are the archaic *-eh,- denominatives, cf the nomi
nal PIE *ne!!-o- 'new,' from which the verbal formation *ne!!-eh,-ti 'to 
renew' is derived, cf. Hilt. 3 pI. ne-wa-ab-ba-an-zi i.e. ne!!aM-anr'i. The 
basis for derivation is the collective formation * ne!!-e-h,-, which is simply 
conjugated from the aforementioned schema *gWih3!!o-s : *gWih3!!e-ti. 
Further reading: � Rix Modussystem 1 986 p. 13 ;  Steinbauer Denomina
tiva 1989 p. 85-90; H. C. Melchert "Denominative Verbs in Anatolian " in 
FS Puhvel 1997 p. 1 3 1-138.  

Concerning the differentiation of thematic and athematic verbs, cf F 
101  § 3 and 4. The athematic formation of active verbs shows ablaut be
tween singular and plural. More particularly, this is most often an e grade 
singular with an accent on the root syllable vs. a zero grade plural with an 
accent on the ending [cf E 505 with the example *hles-ti vs. *hls-enti], 
and relatively seldom a case of a singular lengthened grade vs. e grade 
plural. The athematic middle voice uses the ablaut of the corresponding 
plural. In contrast, thematic formations show no difference between sin
gular and plural. The alternation of -e- with -0- is of phonetic origin, cf. F 
101 § 4. 

Terminology: concerning the technical terms 'amphidynamic' and 'ac
rodynamic,' cf. F 3 1 5  § 4. Concerning the terms 'root present' and 'root 
aorist,' cf. cf F 202 § 2 and F 101 § 3. - The accents ofOreek and Vedic 
verb forms pose their own problems, cf. F 214. 

I )  The most important present stem formations (� LIV p. 14-20; N.B.: 
All references to LIV refer to LIV 1998, even when 1998 is not always 
named.). 

LIV type l a  - is the amphidynamic, athematic root present (which 
corresponds in Old Indian to the 2"" class). LIV offers 139 sample root 
reconstructions (of which, 102 cases are certain). - A prime example is 
PIE *gwhen_ 'to strike (down)' (� LIV p. 194-196) with the active 3 sg. 
*gwhen_ti vs. 3 pI. *gwhn-enti, cf. L 345 § I .  The middle voice forms that 
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correspond in terms of formation are treated separately as zero grade root 

statives (type I c). 
LIV type I b - is the acrodynamic, athematic root present, also called 

the Narten present. LIV offers 46 sample roots, of which 3 I are certain. 
_ Consider the prime example, PIE * stelj- 'to be/to make manifest, to 
prize' (� LIV p. 546; concerning its meaning in Greek and Indo-Iranian: 
� Puhvel HED 2 1984 p. 483 -485 s. v. istuwa-) with the active 3 sg. 
*srJ!!-ti vs. 3 pI. *stelj-TJti. - The middle voice forms that correspond in 
terms of formation are treated separately as e grade root statives (type Id). 
I shall include them here. A prime example is PIE middle voice 3 sg. 
*ste!!-o(-D (the -0 ending is archaic and is most often replaced by -to-, cf. 
*kj-, in which case the Vedic alludes to -0, but the Greek only alludes to 
-to, or to -taj, which came yet later) 'was/is manifest' = Or. ""<Emo / 
""<Emat 'was/is clearly present'= Ved. sttive « *ste!!-o-D 'is prized.' -
Cf PIE middle voice 3 sg. *!<ej-o-(j) ' lay/lies' (� LIV p. 284; Mayrhofer 
EWAia II p. 613f.) = Gr. KE1:-�ol (Mycenaean and Cypriot feature -toj, in 
place of the later -taj) = Ved. 6sayat (in place of *6-s/{Y-a < *e-kj-o) and 
stiy-e « *!<ej-oD. - Further reading: � J. Narten "Zum 'proterodynamis
chen ' Wurzelprtisens" in Kleine Schriften I 1995 (an essay from FS 
Kuiper 1969) p. 97-101 ;  M. J. Kilmmel "Wurzelprtisens neben Wur
zelaorist im Indogermanischen" in HS I 1 1  1998 p. 1 91-208. 

LIV type I g - is the athematic present with -e- reduplication, which 
corresponds to the Old Indian 3" class. LIV gives 49 roots, of which 25 
are certain. - Cf the prime example PIE *dheh,- 'to place, to lie, to sit, 
to produce, to make' (� LIV p. 1 1 7-1 19) with the 3 sg. active 
*dhe-dhohl-ti vs. 3 pI. *dhe-dhhl-TJti = Ved. dQdhiiti (� Mayrhofer 
EW Aia I p. 786 with further information). The Greek n6Tllll, which cor
responds to this, is secondarily adapted to fil the LIV type I h. However, 
the plural form ending n6eom may provide a last indication of the affilia
tion of ·rHlrjlll to the LIV type I g, cf E 504 § 5. 

L1V type I h - is the athematic present with -i- reduplication. LIV 
gives 47 instances, of which 35 are certain. - A prime example is PIE 
*steh,- 'to walk somewhere, to put oneself somewhere' (� LIV p. 536-
538) with the 3 sg. active *sti-steh,-ti vs. 3 pI. *sti-sth,-enti = Or. 3 sg. 
'(a�m vs. 3 pI. l�am. The Homeric 3 sg. �l6Tlm (with typical southern 
Greek -si < -ti) and the 3 pI. form n6dm corresponds to n6T]lll. Con
cerning the plural form n6eom, see above - Further reading on Greek: 
� Gianna1Us Reduplicated Presents 1997 p. 61 ff. 

L1V type I i - is the thematic present with -i- reduplication. This type, 
of which LIV offers 9 roots (7 are certain) is clearly a secondary develop-
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ment from the LIV type I h: - A prime example is PIE *genhr 'to pro
duce' (-7 LIV p. 144-146) with the 3 sg. active form *gi-fJ1Jh,-e-ti = Lat. 
gigno = Gr. yiYVOllat (for information on the phonetics of which, er. L 
330). - Further examples of Se\- roots in Latin are offered in: -7 H. Rix 
in GS Kurylowicz I 1995 p. 406f. - Examples of Se\- roots in Greek may 
be found in: -7 Giannakis Reduplicated Presents 1997 p. I 22ff. 

Ll V type I k - is the athematic nasa1 infix present, which includes the 
Old Indian classes 5, 6, 8, and 9. LIV gives 237 roots, of which 1 70 are 
certain: - A prime example is PIE *lejkW- 'to leave (behind)' (-7 LlV p. 
365f.) with the 3 sg. active form *1i-ne-kW-ti vs. 3 pI. *1i-n-kW-enti = Ved. 
3 sg. rit/ok-ti (-7 Mayrhofer EWAia rr p. 457f.) = Lat. 3 pI. linqu(-unt). 
- Cr. PIE *pe!!H- 'to clean, to reform' (-7 LlV p. 432) with the 3 sg. 
active form *pu-ne-H-ti = Ved. pu-n!i-ti (cf. L 3 1 5  § 2). - Cr. PIE 
*demhr 'to tame, to make compliant' (-7 LIV p. 99f.) with the 3 sg. ac
tive form *d".-nti-hrli (cf. L 3 1 6). - The type -ne!!-I-nu-, whicb has as a 
basis roots with final position -U-, is included in the LTV under I I  (with 5 1  
roots, 3 5  certain), cf. PIE */{je!!- 'to bear' with the 3 sg. active *K!-ne-!!-Ii 
= Ved. srn6ti (older * Sr-na-!!-ti [with Proto-Vedic s < K, r < ! and a < e]. 
cf L 3 1 5  § 2). - For examples of Se\- roots in Latin: -7 H. Rix in GS 
Kury/owicz I 1995 p. 401 -406. - Nasal infix present formations (or parts 
of It) has been treated several times, sometimes controversially: -7 Kuiper 
Nasalprtisentia 1937; Strunk Nasalprtisenlien und Aoriste 1 967; K. 
Strunk "A nhaltspunkte fur urspriingliche Wurzelabstufung bei den indo
germanischen Nasalprtisentien" in 1nl 5 1 979 [1 980] p. 85-1 02; by the 
same author, RefJexions sur l 'infJxe nasal in CoJloque E. Benveniste IT 
1983 p. 1 5 1 -160; McCone Old Irish Nasal Presents 199 1 ;  G. Meiser "Zur 
Funktion des Nasalprtisens im Urindogermanischen" in FS Rix 1 993 p. 
280-313 ;  (concerning Hittite:) S. Luraghi I verbi derivati in -nu e iJ loro 
valore causativo in Grammatica ittita 1992 p. 1 53- 1 80. 

LTV type In - is the e grade present with the thematic suffix -e-, and is 
represented in the LIV in 425 roots, of which 23 1 are certain. - A prime 
example IS PIE *bher- 'to carry, to bring' (-7 LlV p. 61f.) with the 3 sg. 
active form * bher-e-Ii = Lat. fert « *iereti with syncope: -7 Meiser Laut
und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 224 § 3) = Gr. <l>EPEl (concerning the ending -ej: 
-7 M. Kiimrnel in PFU 2-3 1 996-1 997 p. 121f.;  see also F 209) = Ved. 
bhtirali. - Further reading: -7 Goto I. Prtisensklasse 1987; J. H. Jasanoff 
"The Thematic Conjugation Revisited" in FS Watkins 1998 p. 301-3 1 6. 

LIV type 10 - is a present with a zero grade root and thematic suffix 
-e-, and corresponds to the Old Indian 6'h class. The LTV cites 47 roots of 
which 20 are certain. - A prime example PIE *gWerh,- 'to devour' '(� 
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L1V p .  1 89) with the 3 sg. active form *gWrh,-e-1i = Ved. girati (-7 May
rhofer EWAia I p. 469f.). 

LIV type I p - is a present form with a zero grade root and the 
stressed suffix -SKe-, and is cited in LIV with 70 roots (50 certain). - A 
prime example is PIE *gWem- 'to go (somewhere), to come' (-7 LIV p. 
187f.) with the 3 sg. active form *gw".-sKe-ti = Horn. Gr. (in its simplex 
[non-compound] form, found only in the imperative) �aoKE 'go!,' in the 
compound form 1tOPE�O<n<E 'has taken the adjacent place (in the chariot), 

= Ved. gocchali 'to move, to go, to come.' - Cf. PIE *preK- 'to ask' (-7 
LIV p. 442f.) with the 3 sg. form *prK-SKe-ti or rather (already simplified 
in Proto-Indo-European) *pr-sKe-ti = Lat. posci! = Ved. prcchtiti = Germ. 
*forsce- (which led to the noun *forsca-, of verbal origin, then, in a fur
ther step, led to a new verb of nominal origin, cf. OHG forscon). - Ex
amples of Se\- roots in Latin: -7 H. Rix in GS Kurylowicz I 1 995 p. 400f. 
- Further reading on -SKe- present forms: -7 DressIer Verb. Pluralitat 
1968; M. Keller Verbes latins a infectum -sc- 1992; Rix Modussystem 
1986 p. 19  (concerning the Epic-Ionic iteratives with -OKOV); Haverling 
Sco-Verbs 2000. 

LIV type I q  - are present forms with zero grade roots and the 
stressed thematic suffix -je-, which includes the Old Indian 4'h class. LTV 
cites 190 roots, of which 98 are certain. - A prime example is PIE 
*genh,- 'to produce' (-7 LTV p. 144-146) with the 3 sg. middle voice 
form *glJ",-je-toj = Ved. j!iyate 'is born.' - Also consider the commen
tary on the Latinfugio at the end of type I r. 

LTV type I r - is a present form with an e grade root and the thematic 
suffix -je-. LlV gives 49 roots, of which 2 1  are certain. - A prime exam
ple is PIE *(s)peK- 'to look (al)/to peer' (-7 LlV p. 524) with the 3 sg. 
active form *speK-je-ti = Lat. specit = Gr. Med. OKE1t'tE101 (phonetically, 
skepte- < *skepje- < *spek-je-) = Ved. pasyati. - H. Rix (-7 Modussys
tem 1986 p. 13 ;  by the same author, Termini der Unfreiheit 1994 p. 7 1 )  is 
in all probability correct, if he considers this type more precisely as a deri
vation of a nomen agentis, in the sense of 'those who perform the action 
described in the noun.' Accordingly, cf. *speK-je- ' I  am a peerer' and tbe 
nominal root * SpeK- 'peerer.' Thus, the type I q becomes understandable: 
cf. *bhug-je- 'I conduct the escape' along with the nominal root *bhug
'escape' (cf. PIE *bheug- 'to flee, to come free' -7 LTV p. 68) = Lat. fu
gio. - Concerning the problems in Latin with the semi-thematic inflection 
(here common) of the type capio vs. capit cf E 503 § 1 1 . 
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2) Aorist stem formation (---7 LIV p. 20f.). 

LIV type 2a - is an athematic root aoris! which sometimes became 
thematic in IE languages. LIV gives 392 roots, of which 265 are certain. 
- A prime example is PIE 'gWem- 'to come' (---7 LIV p. I 87f.) with the 3 
sg. active form '(e") gWem-1 vs. 3 pI. '(e") gWm-ent = Ved. ti-gan (with -an 
< *-an-I < '-am-I) vs. ti-gm-an (For more information on Vedic and Indo
Iranian: ---7 Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 465f.). - Further reading: ---7 
Hardarson Wurzelaorisl 1993. 

LIV type 2b - is an athematic aorist with the suffix -S-, which, for this 
reason is also called the sigmatic aorist. LIV gives 174 roots, of which 79 
are certain. - A prime example is PIE 'prel<- 'to ask' (---7 LIV p. 442f.) 
with the 3 sg. active form *e priil<-s-I vs. 3 pI. 'e prel<-s-IJI = Ved. tipriif; 
for the present stem cp. § I LIV type I p. - For information on the fute 
of the -s- aorist in the IE languages: ---7 Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 
1998 p. 207f. (concerning Latin); Risch Kleine Schriften 1981 p. 1 25-132 
and p. 762 (concerning the secondary expansion in Greek to the -sa
aorist); Narten Sigmalische A orisle 1 964 (concerning Vedic). 

LIV type 2c - is a reduplicated thematic aorist, which, in a Post
Proto-Indo-European phase, was partially athematically inflected. LIV 
gives 1 4  roots, of which 5 are certain. - A prime example is PIE "uekW-
'�o say' (---7 LIV p. 6 1 4f.) with the 3 sg. active form "e lje-IjkW-e-l :" Gr. 
El1tE (phonetically, e-IjejkW- < e-Ijeljkw- by dissimilation: ---7 Meier
Briigger in ZVS 100 1987 p. 3 1 4  note 5) = Ved. tivocal (in which 0 < au' 
thus, ·ti-Ija-IjC-al is older). - Further reading: J. A. Hardarson "Bemer: 
kungen zum reduplizierlen Prtilerilum 11 im Tocharischen und zum Kau
salivaorisl im Allindischen" in FS Beekes 1997 p. 95-102. 

3) Perfect stem formation (---7 LIV p. 21 f.). 

LIV type 3a -. is a reduplicated perfect, of which 259 examples ( 1 43 
ce.rtam) ar.e given m LIV. - A prime example is PIE 'gWem- 'to come' 
w!th the smgular active *gWe-gWom_ vs. the plural "gWe_gWm_ = Ved. ja
gam-� (concerning ii < 0, cf. L 412) vs. ja-gm-ur. - Further reading: ---7 
GlOvme Perfello I-ill 1 990-1996. - Concerning perfect stem formation in 
Latin: ---7 Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 202-2 15.  - Concerning 
perfect stem formation in Greek: ---7 Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1 992 
p . . 57f. - Concerning perfect stem formation in Vedic: ---7 Krisch Perfekta 
mll langem Reduplikalionsvokal 1996; M. J. Kiimmel Das Perfekt im In
doiranischen Wiesbaden 2000. 
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F 204. Along with the stem formations of present, aorist, and perfect 
forms, Proto-Indo-European stem formations of the manner of action (or 
Aktionsarl) have also been determined. The present overview of the 
marmers of action (or Aktionsarl) (causative/iterative, desiderative, inten
sive, fientive, and essive) finds its orientation in LIV 1998 p. 22ff. with the 
LIV numbers 4-8. The terms fientive and essive are not well established 
since the discussion and assessment of fienliva and essiva have not been 
completed. 

There is information in LIV on each type. I shall limit myself here to 
citing a few excerpts, giving a few examples and a few suggestions for 
further reading. I shall also adhere to the numbering 4-8 from LIV. 

1) The stem formation of the causative/iterative action type conveys the 
meaning "A cause of bringing about a state of affuirs, or the repeated bringing 
about of a state of aJfuirs" (LIV p. 22f.). 

LIV type 4a - is a causative/iterative stem with an -0- grade root and 
the thematic suffix -eje-. LIV presents 424 roots (232 certain). - The 
double meaning of this formation type is best explained when we postulate 
a nominal origin: Cf. PIE 'men- 'to hold a thought' (---7 LIV p. 391 -393) 
with the abstract noun *mono- 'the holding of a thought.' From the basis 
of 'mono-, and with the addition of the denominative -ie- the form 
"mone-je-li 'bringing about the holding of thoughts' is f��ed, in the 
sense of 'to make to think about' = Lat. monei5 = Ved. miinayali 'honors, 
esteems.' - For further reading: ---7 Jamison -aya- 1983 (in which the 
author comes to the conclusion that there are two types of forms in Indo
Iranian: A causative form with transitive meaning in the -0- grade root 
-eje-, and a zero grade form with intransitive meaning). 

LIV type 4b - is causative/iterative with a stressed, lengthened grade i5 
in in its root and the thematic suffix -je-. LIV gives 25 forms, 12 of which 
are certain. - A prime example is PIE *syep- 'to sleep' (---7 LIV p. 556f.) 
with the 3 sg. active form *slj6p-je-li 'to lull to sleep' = Lat. si5pii5. -
Further reading: ---7 G. Klingenschmitt, "Zum Ablaul des indogermanis
chen Kausalivs" in ZVS 92 1978 p. 1 - 1 3 .  

2) The stem formation o f  the desiderative action type conveys "the 
subject's desire to bring about a state of affairs" (---7 LIV p. 23f.). - In 
liquid and nasal roots, the desiderative suffix carries an initial suffix. A 
point of departure is provided by roots containing laryngeals such as PIE 
*kwelh,- 'to make a turn, to turn around,' *Ierhr 'to come through, to 
cross over,' "/{emhr 'to become tired, to try hard' or 'senhr 'to reach, to 
catch.' Following the re-analysis of KVRH-s- and KVNH-s- as KVR-Hs-
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and KVN-Hs-, it appears that complex suffix -Hs- must have also found its 
way into the non-laryngeal stems with final -1-, -r-, -m-, and -n-. 

LIV type Sa - is a desiderative form with the suffix -(1I)s-, of which 
LIV cites 72 examples (28 certain): - A prime example is PIE *!!ejd- 'to 
see, catch sight of (� LIV p. 606-608) with *!!ejd-s- 'to wish to see' = 

Lat. vlsere 'to visite. '  
LIV type 5b - is a reduplicated desiderative with the thematic suffix 

-(H)se-. LIV cites 36 roots, of which 9 are certain: - A prime example is 
PIE *!!en- 'to overpower, to win' (� LIV p. 622) with *!!i-!!,}-Hse- = 

Ved. v;viisali 'would like to win.' 

3) The stem formation of the action type 'intensive' carries the conno
tation of "repeated bringing about of a state of affairs" (� LIV p. 24f.). 

LIV type 6a - is a reduplicated athematic inlensivum, of which LIV 
cites 14 roots (5 certain). - A prime example is PIE *kwer- 'to cut (off), 
to carve' (� LlV p. 350f.) with *kwerkwr_ = Ved. participle lairi-kr-al
'doing again and again.' - Further reading: � Schaefer Inlensivum 1994; 
M. Fritz, "Keine Spuren von Laryngalen im Vedischen: Die Laryngalkiir
zung beim Inlensivum" in FS Narlen 2000 p. 55-61 .  

4) The stem formation o f  the action type 'fientive indicates "the entry of 
the subject into a new state of being" (� LIV p. 25). 

LIV type 7a - is a fientive stem with a suffix -eh,-I-hr, of which LIV 
cites 58 roots (19 certain): - A prime example is PIE *men- 'to hold a 
thought' (� LIV p. ) with *mn-eh,- = Gr. E!lOVllV 'became furious.' -
Further reading: � LIV 1998 p. 25; J. A. Hardarson in Fachlagung Inns
bruck 1 996 [1998] p. 323ff. 

5) The stem formation of the action type 'essive' conveys "a subject's 
state of being . . .  without stressing the entry of the subject into the state of 
being" (� LIV p. 25). 

LIV type 8a - is an essive with the thematic suffix -hde-. LlV offers 
94 roots, of which 44 are certain. As a derivative of -je-: the compound 
suffix -hde- is based upon the fientives with -eh,-I-h,-. - A prime exam
ple is PIE *Ien- 'to tighten, to twist' (� LIV p. 569) with *tQ-hde- = Lat. 
lenere 'halten.' - For further reading, see § 4 type 7a. 

F 205. The majority of the stem forms mentioned in F 203 and F 204 are, 
according to their aspect, present stems. However, if the speaker wants to 
switch from the present to the aorist, or the perfect, or from the aorist to 
the present, or to the perfect, or from the perfect to the aorist or the pres-
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ent, he must add to the given present, aorist, or perfect stem, a new 'as

pect' stem. 
Either the speaker uses what is called a regular stem form series of the 

type as in the Greek 7tatOeUro 7tatOeOCt v (present stem) 'to raise' vs. 
£7toioeooo 7tatoeiicrat (aorist stem) vs. 7tE7toioeulCo 7tE7tatOeUICEvat 
(perfect stem) or, as in rarer cases, he uses a suppletive stem form series of 
the type as in the Greek £PX0!lat £Pxea6at (present stem) 'about to go, 
to just now be going' vs. �A80v EA8e1v (aorist stem) 'to come to some
one, to come to the goal' vs. EA1\AU80 EAllAu8evat (perfect stem) 'to 
have come,' in which case two or three different stems with similar mean
ing are combined. (The meanings cited here are Homeric: � LfgrE II col. 
535f. and col. 726f.). The verbal stem form series are not predictable with 
the same certainty, with which the verbal and nominal ending paradigms 
could be predicted. That, for example, Or. epX0!lat is paired in aspect 
with �A90v, the speaker must simply know, or deduce from the context. 

It is possible to describe rather well the stem form series of the individ
ual IE languages. In fact, one may suspect that Proto-Indo-European al
ready featured both types of stem form series. For example, on the one 
hand, PIE *gWem- 'to come' (� LIV p. 1 87f.) with the present stems 
*gw,!,-slie- and *gw,!,_je_ vs. the aorist stem gWem_ vs. the perfect stem 
*gWe_gW6m_, and on the other hand PIE *h,es- 'to be, to exist' with the 
present stem *h,es- vs. the aorist stem *bhuH- (Gr. £<\luv). However, the 
extent to which the concrete examples originate from the Proto-Indo
European period must be determined on a case-by-case basis: � Bloch 
Supplelive Verba 1 940; K. Strunk "Oberlegungen zu Defektiviltil und 
Supplelion im Griechischen und Indogermanischen" in G/otta 55 1 977 p. 
2-34; by the same author, 'Vorhersagbarer' Sprachwandel 1 991 p. 34ff ..  

F 206. It is conspicuous that among the stem formations in F 203 the 
aorist and perfect stems only feature 4 types, while the present stems fea
ture up to 2 1  (� LIV p. 14-20). lf one adds to that the stem forms of the 
action types (which are all present!), it is in all probability not false to sup
pose that the PIE verbal system developed from a highly developed system 
of action types. Aorist and perfect stem forms were also originally action 
types. Only secondarily did they become aspect stems, a development 
which made possible an aspect system in which an aorist or perfect stem 
may be juxtapositioned with a particular present stem to which it refers. 
H. Rix presents the following development model (in Modussyslem 1 986 
p. I I  ff), in which he also includes the subjunctive and optative: 
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1 )  In the Pre-PIE period (phase A) there existed only stem fonns for the 
manner of action (or Aktionsart), including subjWlCtive and optative stems, the 
meanings of which were the same as later: SubjWlCtive indicating a volunta
tive/prospective quality; optative indicating a cupitive/potential quality. 

2) Moving from the Pre-PIE phase A to the PIE phase B, two decisive in
novations developed: a) The introduction and application of the present 
stemlaorist stem aspectual dichotomy (s. § 3); and b) the polar reorientation of 
subjWlCtives and optatives to create fonns that could then modally determine 
all present and aorist stems (cf F 207). 

3) The initial impetus to furm this aspectual dichotomy originated with the 
root present fonns which, being action-type neutral, according to their mean
ing could be durative or pWlCtuaI, for example the durative PIE * h/es- 'to 
exist' vs. the pWlCtual PIE *gWem_ 'to go (somewhere), to come.' The dura
tive quality permitted both primary and secondary endings, while the pWlCtual 
quality only allowed the secondary endings. The decisive break in the devel
opment of the aspect system was the spread of the possibility of forming a 
pWlCtual s-stem from every poSSIble present stem. - Further reading on the 
origin of the aspectual dichotomy: ---7 K. Strunk "Relative Chronology and 
Indo-European Verb-System: The Case of Present- and Aorist-Stems" in JIES 
22 1994 p. 417-434. Note the synopsis on p. 417: 

"Some evidence will be discussed in favour of the preliminary conclu
sion that 'Aktionsarten' expressed by different types of present-sterns [oc
curring both in Hittite and other lE languages) already existed in early PIE, 
whereas the category of aspects expressed by contrastive present- and 
aorist-sterns [lacking in Hittite) did not develop before a later period of the 
PIE verb-system." 

4) The aspect system of most early IE languages was largely replaced by a 
tense system which is hased upon time relationships: ---7 R. Stempe� "Zur Vor
geschichte und EntwickJung des lateinischen Tempus- und Modussystems" in 
HS I 1 1  1998 p. 270-285; E. Tichy "Vom indogermanischen TempuslAspekt
System zum vedischen Zeitstufensystem" in Kolloquium Delbriick Madrid 
1994 [1997) p. 589-609; H. C. Melcbert "Traces of a PIE Aspectual Contrast 
in Anatolian? "  in 1nL 20 1 997 p. 83-92. 

F 207. Concerning the reorientation of the subjunctive and optative ac
tion type sterns to tempus/modus sterns (cf F 206): 

I )  The subjuctive suffix is PIE *-e-. In the case of athematic verbal 
stems, the rule is -K+o- (indicative stem), -K+e- (subjunctive stem); corre-
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spondingly, that of thematic verbs is -e+o- (indicative stem), -e+e- (sub
junctive stem) cf F 202 § 3. 

The formal identity of the athematic subjunctive stem (e.g. PIE 
"h/es-e-) to the thematic indicative stem (e.g. the type PIE *bher-e- from 
F 203 § 1 n) is no coincidence. This identity may be understood if we sup
pose that the subjunctive with -e- was first an action type. The volunta
tive/prospective meaning was neutralized when the primary endings, which 
emphasized the present tense, and thus the immediacy of the action type, 
were used and could give the impetus for the formation of indicative -e
sterns. At the same time, the -e- stem voluntative/prospectives proved 
very lasting and established themselves, together with the optatives, as a 
mode which could be attached to every stem, lastly even the indicative -e
stems. 

For details on the present description: ---7 Rix Modussystem 1986 p. 14f. 
with note 20. - Further reading on related problems: ---7 E. Risch "Zum 
Problem der thematischen Konjugation" in Risch Kleine Schriften 1 98 1  
(in a contribution from 1 965) p .  702-709; B. Barschel "Zu oepKO}Lat und 
einigen anderen thematischen Wurzelprasentien des Griechischen" in 
Beitrage zur historischen und vergleichenden Sprachwissenschajt Jena 
1990 p. 4-8 (which discusses the Greek form as a subjunctive aorist); K. 
Strunk "Zur diachronischen Morphosynlax des Konjunktivs" in Kol/o
quium Kahner Amsterdam 1986 [ 1988) p. 291 -3 12. 

2) One may presume an origin for the optative that is similar to that of 
the subjunctive. - In terms of form, the suffix in athematic formations is 
PIE *-jell/" in the full grade, and *-ih/- in the zero grade. - A PIE 
o-o-ih/- or o_O_PI/_ must be the starting point for thematic stems. Ac
cording to K. Hoffrnann (---7 Aufsatze II 1976 p. 6 15  note 12) a 3 sg. 
*-o-ih/"t leads, in the case of laryngeal disappearance, via *-o-,t > *-oil 
and *-ojt, a I sg. *-o-ih/-'!' via o-oio > *-oija > *-ojja. In contrast, H. Rix 
(---7 Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 233) uses *-o-jh/- as a basis. J share 
Hoffrnann's position in accepting O_o_ill/- and postulate that, as in the case 
of Gr. 8eil'£v < *the-,-men < °dhell/-ih/-me- (---7 Risch Kleine Schriften 
198 1  [in an essay of 1 975) p. 193) there was originally a morpheme divi
sion between -0- and -ih/-. - Further reading: ---7 1. H. Jasanoff"The Ab
laut of the Root Aorist Optative in Proto-Indo-European" in MSS 52 1991 
p. 10 1 - 122; H. Eichner in Bopp-Symposium 1 992 [ 1994) p. 80ff. (where 
he considers, in light of F. Bopp, whether the optative should be under
stood as a periphrastic formation, cf. Lat. edim < Pre-PIE *h/ed+jeh/-m ' I  
ask for food' in the sense of ' J  would like to eat'). 
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3)  Anatolian and Hittite feature neither optative nor subjunctive modes. 
It appears that Anatolian left the community of rE languages before the 
reorientation of the action types voluntative/prospective and cupi
tive/potential to the modes subjunctive and optative, respectively. While 
no traces of the action type cupitive/potential may be found, perhaps there 
do exist traces of the voluntative/prospective action type (� Rix 
Modussyslem 1986 p. 20f.). 

Further reading on the subject: � K. Strunk "Probleme der Sprachre
konslruktion und das Fehlen zweier Modi im Helhilischen" in 1nl 9 1984 
[ 1985] p. 1 35-153; J. A. Hardarson "Der Verlusl der Moduskalegorie 
Oplaliv" in HS 107 1 994 p. 3 1  f. (It is argued that the loss of the optative 
did not take place at the stage of action type, but rather after it had already 
become a mode.) 

3. The Verb Ending 

F 208. The following descriptions are intentionally kept quite short. The 
established facts concerning Proto-Indo-European are named whereas for 
details concerning the individual lE languages the menti;n of further 
sources shall have to suffice. 

Sources concerning endings in general: � E. Neu "Zum Verhdllnis der 
grammalischen Kalegorien Person und Modus im Indogermanischen" in 
FS Poloml! 1988 p. 461-473; Szemerenyi Einfiihrung 1 990 p. 247ff. 

Concerning the differentiation of the primary and secondary endings, cf 
E 502 § I 1  and F 202 § 4. - 'Dual' fonns are not discussed here cf F 
304 § I. 

' 

F 209. The active endings of the presentlaorist system: 

secondary endings primary endings 
a) at hem. b) them. a) athem. b) them. 

I sg. -m -o-m -m-; -0 or -o-Jzz 
2 sg. -s -e-s -s-; -e-s-i 
3 sg. -I -e-I -I-i -e-I-i 
I pi. -me -o-me -mes / -mos -o-me-
2 pI. -le -e-Ie -le -e-le 
3 pI. -fJl / -enl -o-nl -fJl-i / -enl-i -o-nt-i 

Comment: - The endings shown above are divided into athematic and 
thematic endings. The endings a) and b) are the same, with the exception 
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of the I sg. thematic primary ending. Otherwise, the only difference is the 
presence or absence of the thematic vowel. - The thematic vowel: - In 
the case of indicative stems and the subjunctive stems (formed from athe
matic stems) that are formally and genetically (cf F 207 § I )  identical to 
them, the thematic vowel -e- is exchanged with -0- (preceding -m-, -nl-, 
and possibly -hz; -0- is also used before -ih,- in the optative), see F 10 1  § 
4. - Endings: - In the case of the I sg., the secondary ending is "-o-m 
(as determined by the athematic -m), however, the primary ending is sur
prisingly not "-o-m-i, but rather *-0 (or possibly "-o-hz: � Rix Hisl. 
Oramm. d. Or. 1976 p. 250; K. Strunk in Kolloquium Kiihner Amsterdam 
1986 [ 1 988] p. 304f.). - In the 1 and 2 pI., the lE language attestations 
are not clear enough to clarilY the differentiation of the primary and sec
ondary endings in tenns of form (I pI. probably -mes, secondary -me, or 
-men?). 

Further reading: - a) General LE: � Rix His/. Oramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 
239ff. (endings) and p. 206 (thematic vowel); Szemerenyi Einfiihrung 
1 990 p. 247-252 (endings) and p. 266-268 (thematic vowel); Meiser Laul
und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 40f.; M. Kiimmel in PFU 2-3 1996-1997 p. 
120-122. - b) Particularly Latin: � Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 5 1 2ff.; 
Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 2 1 6f - c) Particularly Greek: 
Meier-Briigger Or. Sprachw. II 1 992 p. 53f; E. Risch "Ein Problem des 
griechischen Verbalparadigmas: Die verschiedenen Formen der 3. Per
son Pluraf' in FS Neumann 1 982 p. 321-334; F. Kortlandt "The Greek 
Ihird person plural endings " in MSS 49 1 988 p. 63-69. Concerning the 
thematic present endings 2 sg. -£t�, 3 sg. -Et: � H.  M. Hoenigswald in FS 
Hamp I 1 997 p. 93ff.; see also M. Kiimmel in F 203 § 1 (LJV type I n). -
d) Particularly Vedic and lndo-Aryan: Hoffinann / Forssman Avesl. Laul
und Flexionslehre 1996 p. 1 79f. (offering a good tabular overview of the 
active endings) and p. 1 90ff. (active paradigm). - e) Particularly Celtic: 
F. Kortlandt "Absolule and Conjuncl Again " in MSS 1 994 p. 6 1 -68. 

F 210. The middle voice endings of the presentlaorist system: 

I sg. 
2 sg. 
3 sg. 
I pI. 

second 
a) b) a) 

-Jzze 
-so and -lhze-
-10 and -0 
-medhhz 

-maj and -Jzze-j 
-so-1 
-10-1 -o-j 
-mesdhhz 
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2 pI. 
3 pi. 
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I
-(S)dhye 
-nto-j 

Comment: - The PIE middle voice endings (or secondarily passive) 
are those m column a). They are formed presumably in the Pre-PlE era 
from the basis of the active voice endings, cf, in the case of the secondary 
endmgs 2 sg. -s-o, 3 sg. -1-0 and 3 pi. -nl-o. In several ancient lE lan
guages 

.
(e.g. Italic, Celtic, Hittite, Tocharian, and Phrygian), the mid

dle/paSSIve endmgs are marked with a special -rei). - The endings in col
umn b) (as well as the -r- forms) show forms that are identical to perfect 
forms, cf. F 211. They are usually said to be the output of the 'stative 
voice'. On the whole problem see now 1. H. Jasanoff Hiltite and Ihe lE 
verb Oxford 2003. 

Further reading: - a) General: Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 246-
249; Jasanoff Slallve and Middle 1978; H. Rix "The Proto-Indo-European 
Middle: Content, Forms and Origin" in MSS 49 1988 p. 101-119 (pro
poses that one see, m the -0 ending, an anaphoric pronoun); Szemerenyi 
Emfuhrung 1990 p. 257-259; J. H. Jasanoff in Fachlagung Zurich 1992 
[1994) p. 152ff. - b) Particularly Latin and Italic: Leumarm LLFL 1977 
p.515ff. (concerning the -r- forms); H. Rix "Zur Enlslehung des laleinis
chen PerJektparadigma�" in Kol/oquium Lal. u. Idg. Salzburg 1986 
[1992] t 221-240; MelSer Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 218f.; G. 
Melser Die sabelbschen Medialendungen der 3. Person" in Fachlagung 
Leiden 1987 [1992) p. 291-305; J. H. Jasanoff "An Ilalic-Celtic Isogloss: 
The .3 pi. MedlOpassive

. in *-nlro " in FS Hamp I 1997 p. 146-161. _ c) 
PartIcularly Greek: Meler-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1992 p. 54. In the 
c� of the verb lCEll1Ut 'to lie,' the replacement of the older middle voice 
endmgs -mai -Ioi (as is still the case in Cypriot: � Egetmeyer W6rlerbuch 
1992 p. 66) �y the newer (Homeric) -mai -Iai directly attested. - d) Par
ttcularly Vedlc and Indo-Iranian: Hoffinann / Forssman Avesl. Laul- und 
FlexlOnslehre 1996 p. 180f. (with a tabular overview of the middle voice 
endmgs) and p. 194ff. (middle voice paradigm). - e) Hittite: Neu Me
dlOpaSS/v 1968 and Neu 

.Interprel .. Mediopassiv 1968; Yoshida Endings in 
-n 1990, G.-J. Pmault (m his reVIew of Yoshida) in BSL 86 / 2 1991 
134-/41. 

p. 

F 211.  Perfect endings: 

I sg. -ille 
2 sg. -lh1e 
3 sg. -e 
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1 pI. -me 
2 pI. 
3 pI. -r 
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Comment: - The perfect endings represent a system of their own. The 

differentiations between athematic and thematic forms, primary ending and 

secondary endings, and active and middle voices are missing. However, 

the middle voice of the presentlaorist system shows individual sub-forms 

that are identical to perfect forms, cf. F 210 column b. - The Hittite -bi
conjugation poses problems of its own, but is part of the whole business. 

An adequat insight is now given by J. H. Jasanoff Hit/ile and Ihe lE verb 
Oxford 2003. 

Bearing in mind that a communis opinio is not on the horizon, follow

ing are some further sources of information on the perfect and the stative: 

- a) General LE: Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 255-257 (concerning 

the perfect); Szemerenyi EinJuhrung 1990 p. 259f. (concerning the per

fect); LlV 1998 p. 22 (concerning the stative). - b) Particularly on the 
Latin perfect: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 606ff.; Meiser Laul- und For
menlehre 1998 p. 217f. - c) Particularly on the Greek perfect: � Meier
Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. II 1992 p. 54f.. - d) Particularly on Vedic and 
Indo-Iranian: � Hoffinann / Forssman Avesl. Laul- und Flexionslehre 
1996 p. 179f. and p. 236ff.; T. Got6 "Oberlegungen zum urindogermanis
chen 'Stativ"' in Kol/oquium DelbriJck Madrid 1994 [1997) p. 165-192. 

F 212. The imperative: The basis upon which the PIE imperative is 
formed is the bare verbal stern, used in the 2 sg. For example, PIE the
matic *bher-e 'carry,' but athematic PIE *h/s-dhi 'sei,' with a particle that 
characterizes the imperative. The thematic form 3 sg. *bher-e-Iod 'he 
should carry' is also Proto-Indo-European. The expansion of further 
forms was Post-Proto-Indo-European. For information on syntax, cf. S 
312. 

Further reading: � B. Forssman "Der Imperaliv im urindogermanis
chen Verbalsyslem" in Fachlagung Berlin 1983 [1985] p. 181-197; E. 
Neu "Betrachlungen zum indogermanischen Imperaliv" in FS Schmeja 
1998 p. 119-127. Concerning details: � K. Strunk in FS Dihle 1993 p. 
486-472 (Gr. 9£�, i!.� and 06�); B. Forssman p. 185 note 12 (A reference 
to Th. Benfey, who was the first to suggest that the Vedic imperative type 
ne$i 'lead' could be traced back to the 2 sg. subjunctive aorist ne$asi). 
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4. The Augment 

F 213. The augment *(hl)" is common to Greek, Phrygian, Armenian, 
and Indo-Aryan as an indication of the past tense, e.g. PIE *(hl)" bherel = 
Gr. e-.pepe = Ved. a-bharal. The PIE augment *(hl)" was quite probably 
an adverb with the meaning 'at that time' and could be employed faculta
tively where indicative fonus of present and aorist stems were combined 
with secondary endings to produce a clear past tense, cf. F 202 § 5. The 
establishment of the augment as a norm in the indicative aorist, indicative 
imperfect, and indicative pluperfect took place in a post-Proto-Indo
European phase. Other IE languages such as Latin or Germanic devel
oped their own suffixal means of indicating past tense fonus, e.g. Lat. 
pres. 3 sg. eS-1 'is,' but imperfect 3 sg. er-a-I « *es-ii-I) 'was': � Meiser 
Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 197. 

K. Brugmann gave the impulse to call the Vedic indicative fonus that 
do not feature an augment 'injunctive.' Vedic features the injunctive as a 
mode of its own, with a 'memorative' semantic connotation. 

Suggestions for further reading: � K. Strunk "Der Ursprung des ver
balen Augmenles - Ein Problem Franz Bopps aus heuliger Sichf' in 
Bopp-Symposium 1992 [1994] p. 270-284. - Particularly concerning 
Vedic and its memorative: � Hoffinann lnjunktiv 1967. - Concerning 
Greek, in which the augment was facultative in poetic language and Myce
naean, but in the Classical language was, as a rule, non-facultative: � I. 
Hajnal in MSS 51 1990 p. 50-55; Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1992 p. 
50-52; E. J. Bakker "Pointing to the Past: Verbal Augment and Temporal 
Deixis in Homer" in Euphrosyne, FS Dimilris N Maronitis, Stuttgart 
1999, p. 50-65. On the New Greek situation see at the end of the para
graph. - In Armenian, the augment is only found as a functionless ele
ment in single-syllable verb fonus that permits phonetic reinforcement, e.g. 
aor. ind. act. 1 sg. beri '1 carried,' but 3 sg. e-ber: � J. Wackemagel in 
Wackernagel Kleine Schriften I 1969 (in a contribution from 1906) p. 
148-155 (Wackemagel refers to the phenomenon of the Homeric eoxov 
'(they) had,' in which *oxov is missing). - Further, compare the charac
teristics of New Greek verbs of the type of3 sg. Eoeo" 'he has bound' vs. 
1 pI. MOOIl£ 'we have bound,' in which the augment is preserved when it 
was stressed. 
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5. The Verbal Accent 

F 214. The finite verb of an PIE main clause was normally placed fol
lowing the subject and the object, at the end of the sentence, where the 

sentence accent usually decreases. However, when the verb was stressed 
at the beginning of the sentence, or in a subordinate clause, it carried its 

normal accent. 

1) Researchers agree that Vedic generally reflects the fundamental charac
teristics of Pro to-Indo-European, and thus, that the finite verb in a main clause 
was unstressed: � Wackemagell Debrunner Ai. Grammalik I 1957 p. 290; 

Klein Verbal A ccenluation 1992 p. 90; Hettrich Hypotaxe 1988 p. 779. 

2) It may also be sbown that this assertion about Proto-lndo-European also 
at one time held for Greek. The characteristics of Greek may best be under
stood if we start from the premise of an unstressed finite verb as an established 
norm. Finite verbal forms also featured normal word accents that were used in 
case the word was in a position of emphasis. - The introduction of the typi
cally Greek restriction of all accents to the last three syllables brought a signifi
cant change, forcing all unstressed finite verb forms, which formed accent 
unity with the preceding word and had generally three or more syllables, to be 
accented according to the schema ["- x u], and [x,,- -], cf L 420 § 2. The new 
accent was often used as a word accent, and the old (which often differed), 
often dropped. This explains, among other things, why a verb form such as 
Ilalvoll£v 'we go' carries its accent on the first syllable, although its origin of 
PIE *gwTfI-j6-mes would suggest rather *llatvOIl£V. Only the two-syllable 
root presents ellll and $rIlll escaped the effects of the radical new accentua
tion. Not least owing to their shortness, they remained enclitical. For further 
details: � Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1992 p. 48-50. 

3) It remains disputed whether the second position of the finite verb, com
mon to the modem Germanic languages such as German, originated from the 
inherited phenomenon of enclitics, or whether it appeared secondarily: � J. 
Wackernagel in Wackernagel Kleine Schriflen 1 1969 (in an essay of 1892) p. 
427 ("the german rule of word order was already valid in the mother lan
guage"); Th. Eyth6rsson "Zur HislOrisch-vergleichenden Synlax des Verbums 
im Germanischen" in Fachlagung Innsbnlck 1996 [1998) p. 407 note 16: 
('The hypothesis [is] ... not supported by findings''). 
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6. Infinitive Verb Forms 

F 215. Alongside the finite, or conjugated verb forms, which, thanks to 
their endings are marked (grammarians of antiquity speak of 'limited' 
forms), and specifY qualities among the verbal categories of aspect-action 
type, tempus-modus, person-number, and voice, there are also infinite verb 
forms that are not conjugated and, in comparison with the finite forms, are 
not as strongly marked (grammarians of antiquity speak of 'unlimited' 
forms). In the case of infinite verb forms, for example, no information is 
given with regard to person. Among the infinite verb forms are the infini
tives and the participles. 

F 216. Infinitives are verbal nominal forms, which are based on generalized 
case forms of verbal abstract nouns. It is doubtful that Proto-Indo
European featured a specific infinitive suffix. The development of means 
of differentiation of voice, aspect, and tempus in the infinitive formations is 
post-Proto-Indo-European. For information on syntax, cf. S 202. 

Further sources of information on the infinitive: - a) Proto-Indo
European: � H. Rix "Die umbrischen Infinitive au! -fi und die Urindo
germanische Infinitivendung -dhjiir in FS Palmer 1976 p. 319-331; Dis
terheft Infinitive 1977; Gippert Infinitive 1978; H. Rix in FS Szemminyi 
*65 II 1979 p. 736ff. (containing a list of PIE verbal abstract nouns); J.-L. 
Garcia-Ramon "Infinitive im Indogermanischen? Zur Typologie der In
finitivbildungen und zu ihrer Entwicklung in den iilteren indogermanis
chen Sprachen" in 1nL 20 1997 p. 45-69; . - b) Particularly concerning 
Latin: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 580-582; Risch Gerund. 1984 p. 26f. 
(for a general characterization of the Latin infinitive); Meiser LauI- und 
Formenlehre 1998 p. 225; for information on Umbrian, cf. Rix. - c) Par
ticularly concerning Greek: � Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. Il 1992 p. 
60f.; K. Stiiber in MSS 60 2000 p. 138f. (containing information on -Etv < 
* -esen i.e. * -es-en as an -en- locative form of the type of -es- neuter 
forms). - d) Particularly concerning Avestan: � J. Kellens "Retour a 
I 'infinitif avestique" in MSS 55 1994 p. 45-59. 

F 217. Because of their quality of being between a nominal form and a 
verbal form, participles were said by grammarians of antiquity to be 'par
ticipating.' In German grammar, one sometimes uses the term Mittelwort 
to indicate a participle. For information on syntax, see S 202 below. 

In a bold move, H. Rix includes participles in the tempus-modus dimen
sion, including them in the same category as the subjunctive and optative. 
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He defines their contents as "temporal or causal subordination," pointing 

out that the subject is indicated, not through the categorie 'person,' but 

rather with the help of congruence of nominal categories (cases): � H. 
r&. in Kolloquium Keltisch Bono 1976 [1977] p. 139. 

Further general sources concerning the participle: � Risch Gerund. 
1984 p. 6ff. (including a general characterization of the Latin participle, 
including participial formations). 

I )  The PIE suffix indicating that a participle is present tense and active 

voice is *-nt-, with the feminine *-nt-ihr. - The inflection of athematic 
participles appears to have been holodynamic of the type PIE *Y€Kont
(strong) vs. *ulb,ll- ' (weak). For more information on inflection, see F 321 

§ 2. For example, the present participle of PIE *h1es- 'to exist' was origi
nally *hl€s-ont- / *hl5-1Jt- (the zero grade stem being most often general
ized; apparent traces of full grade -ent- forms do not exist: � A. Mor
purgo Davies in FS Lejeune 1978 p. 159: "As far as we know, there is no 
reason to attribute *"Is-ent- to Proto-Greek") = La!. (ab)sent- (with -en
< *-1'-; the Latin participle is indifferent to gender) = Myc. Gr. nom. pI. m. 
(a-p)e-o-te i.e. ap-ehont-es and nom. pI. f. (a-p)e-a-sa i.e. ap-ehassaj 
(with -assa- < *-!,I-j"r) = Ved. sanl- rn.n. and sa-t-!- f. (with -a- < *-(1-). 
- The thematic form is *-o-nt-. It remains to be seen whether the the
matic forms as well were originally declined as *-ont- / *-!,t- (as in Vedic) 
and were only secondarily reinterpreted as *-o-nt-. - Further sources:� 
Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 233f.; Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 
345-347. 

2) The PIE suffix indicating that a participle is perfective in aspect and 
active in voice is *-yos- with the feminine *-us-ihr. Here, as well, the 
inflection seems to have been of the holodynamic type, cp. F 321 § 2. -
Examples include Myc. Gr. nom. pI. n. a-ra-ru-wo-a Le. arar-yo"-a 
'added' with -yoh- < *-yos- and nom. pI. f. a-ra-ru-ja i.e. arar-uila with 
-uila < *-us-j"r and Ved. ca-kr-vas- / ca-kr-us- of kar- 'to do, to make, 
to bring about,' etc. Further sources: � Szemen!nyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 
347f.; Meier-Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. II 1992 p. 62f. (Including, on the sub
ject of Mycenaean and Homeric Greek, the Post-Mycenaean replacement 
of -IJoh- with -IJOI-). - Only formal traces are attested in Latin and Italic, 
e.g. La!. memor- 'remembering, bearing in mind' < *me-mn-us- from the 
perfect stem me-min-i < *me-mon- 'to remember, to commemorate'): � 
Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 610; H. Rix in Kolloquium Lat. u. Idg. Salzburg 
1986 [1992] p. 229 (H. Rix traces the Latin perfect stems of the type 
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laudiiv- back to periphrastic expressions of the active perfect participle 
and substantivized verb esse). 

3) The PIE suffix of the middle voice participle is *-m.Xno- (athematic) 
and *-o-m.Xno- (thematic), where X = V or H, or even RV. The exact 
form is uncertain. G. Klingenschmitt makes a case for PIE *-l1Ih,no
(Fachtagung Regensburg 1973 [1975] p. 159-163 f.). The field is not 
united regarding this assertion: � H. C. Melchert supports -l1In-o- (in 
Swache 29 1983 p. 24f.); Mayrhofer finds the suggestion significant, but 
pomts out that even proponents of the triple-laryngeal theory share doubts 
about it (in Lautlehre 1986 p. 130f.); Szemerenyi remains with -l1In-o
(Einfiihrung 1990 p. 349f.); further, see B. Forssman in Kratylos 45 2000 
p. 69f., where be comments on the treatment of suffixes from Lindeman 
Laryngeal Theory 1997. As M. Fritz indicated to me, the two competing 
zero grade suffix variants *-l1Ih,no- and *-mno- may be combined via the 
full grade *-mh,eno-, provided the laryngeal in the suffix disappears wben 
the suffix IS added to a root or stem with a non-syllabic final position pre
ceding the full vowel e. The non-laryngeal full grade form *-meno- would 
then have the newly constructed zero grade form *-l1Ino-. - Examples 
mclude, Myc. Gr. nom. sg. f. ki-ti-me-na i.e. kti-men-ii 'cultivated, built
upon (and thus inhabited)' and Ved. /q1Jv-iin-ti- to kar- 'to do, to make to 
bring about' with the present stem !crnctlj- / !crnu- (one must admit the �Ie
g�ce of Klingenschmitt's explanation -iin- < *-aHn- < *-1[Ih,n-; the alter
native .Wlth -mn- has its difficulties, cf. Szemerenyi: "the origin of this 
formation IS not certain"). - The differentiation of the perfect *-mh,n-o
vs. the present * '-o-mh/llo- in the various IE languages may t>e' traced 
back to the athematic/thematic dichotomy: � Rix Hist. Graml1l. d. Gr. 
1976 p. 236. 

4) The verbal adjectives *-to- and *-no- function as past participles in 
individual IE languages, cf. W 203. 

7. Periphrastic Constructions 

F 218. Relative to the ancient IE languages, periphrastic constructions of 
the type Lat. quid futurum est 'what should that become' or quod habeo 
tol/ere 'what I intend to take' are considered new. However such forms 
are attested in the Hittite of the 2"d millenium RC., e.g. the iJark- con
struCtions for the perfect and pluperfect. If in fact the Latin perfect of the 
type portiivi may be traced to the periphrase *portii'1osis esom (i.e. an 
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active perfect participle with -'1OS- + verbum substantivum [cp. F 217 § 
2]), then also it must date from prehistoric period. Thus, it may not be 
ruled out that Proto-Indo-European already featured several periphrastic 
constructions. 

I also consider cases such as the following to be similar to paraphrases: 
Lat. vendere < venum *dide- 'to put up for sale,' in the sense of 'to sell' 
vs. venire < venum ire 'to go for sale' in tbe sense of 'to be sold' (dide
must here be traced to PIE *dheh,- and not to *deh,-!: � Meiser Laut- u. 
Formenlehre 1998 p. 192). Or, similarly, interficere 'to separate (from 
life), to make disappear' in the sense of ' to kill' vs. interire 'to go and dis
appear' in the sense of 'to decline' (For details relative to inter: � H. 
Hettrich in MSS 54 1993 p. 169-172; -facere makes clear that this is a 
case of PIE *dheh,-). This combination of substantivized verb or preverb 
and *dheh,- (in tbe active sense), or *h,ei- 'to go' (in tbe passive sense) 
certainly dates from a pre-individual language period. For a further exam
ple, cf. F 207 § 2 with H. Eichner's reflections on the optative. 

Further sources: � Rosen Periphrase 1992; Boley Hittite hark
construction 1984; Cotticelli-Kurras Hill. 'seill' 1991; by the same authors 
"The Hittite periphrastic constructions" in Grammatica illita 1992 p. 33-
59; S. Luraghi "1 verbi ausiliari in ittita" in FS Ramat 1998 p. 299-322. 

C. Nouns and Adjectives 

1. General Information 

F 300. Nouns as nominal members expand, complete, and clarify the 
content of the central verb form of the sentence. In contrast to verbs, 
nouns have a relatively limited number of forms. Through the basic 
meaning of the word, which is contained in its nominal stem, the endings 
communicate information about the number and genre of the content, as 
well as information about the role of the noun, which is assigned to it by 
the speaker in the syntactical context, cf. S 400ff. 

F 301. Substantives and adjectives are closely related. This closeness is 
demonstrated by the fact that an adjective can take the place of a substan
tive, e.g. Classical Gr. �O KQKO" 'the bad' and Lat. IUna 'moon' « Proto-
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Ital. *lolJk-snii 'the shining'). Substantives and adjectives are exchange
able in norninal sentences. 

Adjectives often qualifY substantives and, in order to externally mark 
association, often use congruence in genre, number, and case. The dimen
sion of genre is particularly variable. Unlike the noun, the adjective has no 
fixed association with a particular genre, cf. S 400. Reading: -7 J. Unter
mann "L 'aggellivo, Forma e Junzione" in Quademi Patavini di Linguis
tica 7 1988 p. 3-21. 

Formal peculiarities of the adjective are discussed in F 323ff. 

F 302. The peculiarities of nominal paradigms in lE languages may in 
general be traced to Proto-Indo-European. However, every family of 
Indo-European languages and its individual languages has undergone in 
the course of time a greater or lesser quantity of changes that are charac
teristic of itself. In the area of gender, a history may be written of coexis
tence and replacements among the maseulina, ferninina, and neutra, cf. F 
303. In the area of number, the rise and fall of the dual must be noted, cf. 
F 304. In that of case, individual forms are changed over time or even 
fully disposed of, cf. F 305. 

Reading: � E. Risch "Betrachtungen zur indogermanischen Nomi
naljlexion" in Kleine Schrifien 1981 p. 730-738; by the same author, "Die 
mykenische Nominaljlexion als Problem der indogermanischen und grie
chischen Sprachwissenschajt" in Sprache 32 1986 p. 63-77. 

F 303. Gender developments: 

I) Ancient lE languages generally feature three genders: masculine, femi
nine, and neuter, cf. S 416. On the subject of the term 'neuter,' cf. p. XVII. 
Although the three-part system is well attested, one should not be misled into 
regarding it as a fixed triad. For example, in the Romance languages and in 
Lithuanian, the neuter gender was abandoned, being replaced by a new mascu
line/fuminine dichotomy. Today's English makes do without any genders. -
For information on gender in the transformation from Latin to the Romance 
languages: -7 Scoon Neutrum und Kollektivum 1971. - For information on 
English: � Leisi Slreijlichter 1995 p. 107-111 (How English rejected sexism). 

2) Anatolian features a two-part system, separating 'animate' (common 
gender) from 'inanimate' (neuter gender). Whether a feminine gender never 
really developed, or developed and vanished without leaving clear traces, is 
currently discussed by researchers. If the former theory is correct (which evi
dence seems to suggest), it would indicate that the speakers of Proto-
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Analolian left the PIE language community before the three-part mascu
!inelfumininelneuter system had been established. A consequence of this 
would be that a two-part system had existed in Proto-lndo-European much 
like that preserved in Anatolian. This two-part system was composed, on the 

one hand, of a class A, in which a nominative and accusative were differenti
ated', on the other hand, a class B, in which this differentiation was ruled out', 
cf. S 416. - See also L 211 § 6 (on Lat. virus n.) and F 403 (on PIE *kwi_ 
with no distinction between masculine and feminine) 

3) The impulse which led to the change from a two class system to a three
gender system occurred with the inclusion of natural gender in class A. The 
first step consisted, in all likelihood, of the naming of individual natural femi
nina (in fumilies and among the animals) clearly as such. The first such devel
opments may well have taken place in Proto-Indo-European. However, only 
after the migratory departure of the Proto-Anatolians from the community of 
PIE language speakers did the change pick up momentum. By the end of this 
development, all nouns of the class A had been firmly assigned a masculine or 
feminine gender that was often unrelated to natural sexus. 

4) How did the speakers of the ancient IE languages proceed concretely in 
the formal marking of the feminine gender? - A first possibility (called het
eronymy; concerning this and the following information: -7 Wackemagel 
Vorlesungen IT 1928 p. 9-11) is shown by examples such as PIE * ph,ter- 'fa
ther' vs. PIE *meh,ter- (or *mtiter-, cf. L 211 § 10) 'mother,' in which the 
gender differentiation is performed by inserting two different lexemes. - Con
cerning the second possibility, that of the communia of the type Lat. lupus 
jemina, see E 506 § 5. - The third and most often used possibility is the al
teration or extension of the word ending. The suffixes used for this were 
*-hr, as well as the complex suffixes *-e-hr and *-i-hr, the latter of which 
was as a rule expanded to -i-k- in Latin, e.g. Lat. *gena-tor- 'creator, i.e. fu
ther' vs. *gena-tr-i-k- 'female creator, i.e. mother,' cf. F 101 § 2. This *-hr 
may not be separated from the -hr forms of class B (indicative of collectiva), 
cf F 313. In Proto-lndo-European, the -hr suffix supposedly had the function 
of forming abstract/collective derived forms: From there, one lineage leads to 
the PIE collective nouns of B, which function in the case of neuter furms as 

� This topic is discussed by researchers under various headings which indicate that 
the objects in question are conceivable to the speaker as operators in a verbal discourse: 
commune, genus animo/urn, genus distinctum. personal class. 

.5 Further headings for this group of objects which are conceivable to the speaker as 
not operating in a verbal discourse: neuter, genus inanimo/urn, object class. 
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plurals of the type Lat. iuga vs. sg. iugum 'yoke'; the other lineage leads to the 
PIE feminine fonns of A (which include, along with the true inflected feminine 
fonns, abstract nouns of the type Lat. fuga 'escape,' iiislitia 'justice,' etc.). 
Pronominal fonns such as masc./fum sg. PIE 'se-hr 'this' (class A) vs. n. PIE 
'Ie-flr 'this' (class B) must have played a central role in these development 
processes. 

5) Roughly stated, the masculine and feminine nouns of ancient IE lan
guages are thus the continuation of lE class A, while the neuter forms are the 
continuation of class B. While neuter forms reveal more or less the contents 
of the ancient PIE class B, the question of sexus, including the formation of 
feminine forms on the basis of the suffix -hr (which comes from class B) ob
scures the content of the ancient class A considerably. 

6) Bearing in mind that a communis opinio will not be reached in the im
mediate future, the following are sources of further information on various 
related subjects: - a) General information: -7 K. Strunk "Grammalisches 
und naliirliches Geschlechl in sprachwissenschafilicher Sichl" in Frau und 
Mann, GeschlechlerdijJerenzierung in Nalur und Menschenwell, edited by V. 
Schubert, St. 0ttiIien 1994, p. 141-164; Leisi Slreijlichler 1995 p. 112-116 
("The descriplion and naming of women as a linguistic problem "). - b) 
Proto-lndo-European: -7 E. Tichy KoUektiva, "Genusfemininum und relative 
Chronologie" in HS 106 1993 p. 1-19; M. Fritz "Die urindogermanischen s
Sltimme und die Genese des drillen Genus" in Fachlagung Innsbruck 1996 
[1998] p. 255-264. - c) Anatolian: -7 E. Neu "Zum Aller der personijizier
enden -anl-Bi/dung des Hethilischen, Ein Beilrag zur Geschichle der indo
germanischen Genuskalegorie" in HS 102 1989 p. 1-15; J. A. Hardarson 
"Der Ver/us{ des Genusfemininum" in HS 107 1994 p. 32-35. 

F 304. Number developments: 

I) While singular and plural are relatively fixed values, the dual has proven 
to be unstable. Generally speaking, the rise and decline of the dual may be 
directly investigated in individual IE languages, for example in Greek, in which 
the dual is a fixed component of the language, while it is missing altogether in 
Ionic and Lesbian. Attic inscriptions attest its presence in Attic through the 4th 

century B.c.: -7 Meier-Brtigger Gr. Spraclrw. I 1992 p. 144f. 
The dual shall not be further discussed in the present work. As yet, the 

field lacks a monography on the subject. Matthias Fritz is in the process of 
filling this gap with his "Unlersuchungen zum indogermanischen Dual, 
Vom Werden und Schwinden einer grammalischen Kalegorie," on the 
subject of which he added: 
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"The externally reconstructible Proto-Indo-European numerus cate
gory 'dual,' which includes all grarnatically inflectable forms and is thus 
firmly anchored in the linguistic system, developed in the course of 
proto-Indo-European history first to a systematic numerus category. 
The origins of the dual are contained in two word types: On the one 
hand, the personal pronoun is a starting point of the numerus dual; on 
the other, among nouns, terms for paired body parts are of great im
portance. While pronouns in the first and second person feature the 
dual as grammatical category as far back as they can be traced, the dual 
category initially does not exist among substantives. In the case of the 
terms for paired body parts the duality is lexically founded. To these 
terms for body parts was added a particular suffix, that probably did not 
initially have the meaning 'pair,' which of course was already provided 
in the terms for paired body parts. Instead, this meaning would perform 
a deictic function, emphasizing the inalienability of the body parts. 
While inalienability is a property of all body parts, since most body 
parts are present in pairs, a reinterpretation of the suffix from an indica
tion of inalienability to one of a paired quality could take place. The 
symbol PIE '-i is a stem suffix for terms for body parts. Since the dual 
meaning is also contained in the dual forms of personal pronouns, 
which are indicated by PIE '-hl, this clear indicator is transferred to 
body parts, where, combined with the existing suffix, it continues to 
serve as a stem suffix. This is primarily caused by the fact that further 
cases are formed, based on the nominative/accusative type, and that 
several of the concerned body part terms retain the stem element as 
such yet in the individual lE language. The formation of verbal dual 
forms based upon the first person personal pronoun takes place where 
the formation was no longer completed in the Proto-Indo-European pe
riod, which then does not take place in the language branches. Thus, 
the secondary endings may be reconstructed. In the case of syntag
mata, using the substantive as a basis, a dual form and the number word 
for 'two' transferred the dual inflection over to the numera, thus echo
ing the relation of syntagmata to pronouns and adjectives." 

Suggestions for further reading (a small selection): - Proto-Indo
European: -7 M. Fritz "Der urindogermanische Dual - eine Kiasse fur 
sich?" in Graz 2000 p. 133-137; M. Malzahn "Die nominalen Flexion
sendungen des idg. Duals" in HS 112 2000 p. 204-226; by the same 
author "Die Genese des idg. Numerus Duaf' in Graz 2000 p. 291-315. -
Greek -7 Meier-Briigger Gr. Spr. IT 1992 p. 68f - Germanic: -7 K. 
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Strunk "War auch das andere Horn gemeint? Horn B von Gallehus und 
Fragen des Duals" in PBB 114 1992 p. 179-211. - Tocharian: -+ J. Hil
marsson "The Dual Forms of Nouns and Pronouns in Tocharian'" Reyk
javik 1989 (= TIES, Suppl. Series I); O. Hackstein "On the Prehistory of 
Dual Inflection in the Tocharian Verb" in Sprache 35 1993 p. 47-70; M. 
Malzahn in TIES 9 2000 p. 45-52. 

2) A word on the singular and plural: Singular and plural are gram
matical categories that are common to the verb and the noun. They permit 
one to indicate by means of congruence the association of the noun with 
the subject of the action, indicated by the verb form employed. The rela
tionship of singular to plural is a question of syntax. Differentiations in 
terms of content may effect formal changes: In the case of plurality the 
attention may be focused on the distributive-additive aspect (ct: Horn. Gr. 
1..aoi 'people, men, warriors': -+ M. Schrnidt in LfgrE IT Sp. 1634, 60ff.; 
ct: Horn. Gr. �llpoi 'the individual thigh parts'), but one may also empha
size the comprehensive-collective aspect of plura1ity, seeing in the collecti
vum a singular unity, e.g. (corresponding to the examples above) Horn. Gr. 
woe; 'people as a collective unity' and �iipa 'all thigh pieces as a unified 
mass.' The distributive-additive forms belong to class A; the comprehen
sive-collective forms belong to class B, ct: F 303 § 2. For further infor
mation, cf. F 3 l 3. See also E 504 § 4. 

Suggestions for further reading: -+ Schmidt (J.) Neutra 1889; H. Eich
ner "Das Problem des Ansatzes eines urindogermanischen Numerus 
'Kollektiv ' ('Komprehensiv')" in Fachtagung Berlin 1983 [1985] p. 134-
l 69; J. A. Harilarson "Zum urindogermanischen Kollekliv" in MSS 48 
1987 p. 71-113; E. Neu "Zum Kolleklivum im Hethitischen" in Gram
matica IlIita 1992 p. 197ff.; Prins Hittite neuter 1997; H. Craig Melchert 
"Tocharian Plurals in -nt- and Related Phenomena" in TIES 9 2000 p. 
53-75. 

F 305. Developments in case: 

I) External changes may be caused by phonemic changes, e.g. the attested 
change from Old Latin to Classical Latin in the nominative plural ending from 
-oj> -ej > -�>-i. 

2) Changes may also take place through mutual influence of forms within a 
single paradigm, or between two paradigms. For example, the typical Greek 
replacement of the loc. pI. PIE *-su by -si, which took place in a pre
Mycenaean period. The immediate cause of this paradigm-internal straighten-
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ing is the loc. sg. eoding with -i in combination with the instr. pI. eoding -JJ"i, 
which also contains -i-. 

3) Formal changes may also be understood against tbe backdrop of con

tent-shifts. Thus, it is possible that paradigmatic categories that were once 

clearly distinct became unified to form one single category. As a rule, this 
'casual syncretism' leads to an excess of inflected forms, because at the time of 

each differentiation a separate form was in use. In a first phase, the forms in 

question become alIornorphs. In a second phase, one of the alIornorphs gener

ally asserts itself as a norm, while the other(s) become disused. It ages and is 

generally forgotten by the speakers. - Concerning casual syncretism, cf. S 

404 and F 324 (with a Latin exemple). - Further: -+ H. Rix "Morph%gis

che Konsequenzen des Synkretismus" in Proceedings of the Fourteenth Inter
national Congress of Linguists n, edited by W. Bahner, J. Schildt and D. 

Viehweger, Berlin 1990, p. 1437-1441; by the same author, Hist. Gramm. d 
Gr. 1976 § 121 £: Essential information is also offered in: Wackemagel Vorle
sungen 1 1926 p. 302f. Concerning the term 'syncretism,' which comes from 

the Greek for 'mix': -+ Kl. Pauly 5 Sp. 1648ff. 

2. Nominal Stem Formation 

F 306. The formation of nominal stems, and further the history of the 
suffixes and suffix groups involved, is part of morphology, cf. W 200ff. 

The stem ending is of primordial importance for the understanding of 
noun inflection in ancient IE languages. It is thus important whether a 
noun stem ends in a vowel or a consonant. In the case of the acc. sg., de
pending on the ending one finds the variants *-m or *-Tf/. Compare for 
example the Greek acc. sg. -a that one finds following consonantal stem 
ending (the type Kl]pUlc-a with -a < *-Tf/), but -n that is found following a 
vocalic stem ending (the type 1to1..t-V with -n < *-m). A further ancient 
PIE distinction is made between athematic and thematic stems, cf. F 101 § 
4. 

In contrast, for an understanding of PIE inflection quite another thing is 
of importance, namely, the assignment of a nominal stem to an accent, or 
ablaut class. 

F 307. In the organization and presentation of nominal stems, current 
manuals on ancient IE languages used the stem class principle. Stems are 
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classed according to stem ending and additionally differentiated according 
to individual differences in the ending or the gender. 

I) Classical Latin declension is traditionally presented in grammars in terms 
of five declension types: I"  declension with the type capra f. 'goat' (-ii
stems), 2"" declension with the type lupus m. 'wolf and iugum n. 'yoke' 
(-o-stems), 3"' declension with the type 3A rex m 'king' and nomen n. 'name' 
(consonant stems) and type 3B ignis m. 'fire' and mare n. 'sea' (-i- stems), 4" 
declension with the type manus f. 'hand, flock' and genu n. 'knee' (-u- stems), 
5th declension with the type dies m. '(light of) day' (-e-stems). - The 5" 
declension was modeled according to dies diem. In the case of type 3B of the 
)'" declension, various inherited consonant stems were inserted, e.g. Lat. 
cani-s m. f. 'dog' < PIE *f{yon-, cf. Lat. iuveni-s m./f. 'young; young man, 
young woman' < PIE *hziey-h,on- (� Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 413£; H. Rix 
in Etrnsci e Roma 198 1  p. 108; for information on suffixes, cf. W 204 § 4), cf. 
La!. niivi-s f. 'ship' < PIE *neh,u- (cf. F 3 1 8  § 6c). - For more information: 
� Leumann LLFL 1977 § 347; E. Risch "Dos System der lateinischen Dekli
nationen" (published in 1977) in Kleine Schriften 1981 p. 599ff.; Meiser Laut
und Formenlehre 1998 p. 1 29ff. 

2) Classical Greek is presented with the following declensions: The first 
declension with the type lA, 'tt1!1\ 'ttl!fi� f. 'honOT' and type I B  tpa!le�a 
tpan:£�"� f. 'table,' 2"" declension with the type 'i� m. 'horse' and �uy6v n. 
'yoke,' and the 3'" declension which includes various subgroups. Among 
them, there are those with, following the stem ending, an occlusive such as 
aly- f. 'goat,' those with -r- such as 1tat1\p 1tatp- m. 'futher,' those with a 
nasal of the type 1tOtl!1\v m. 'herdsman,' those with -i- and -u- such as 1t6At� f. 
'city' and 1l/iu.; . adj. 'sweet,' those with -ey- such as flaO'tA.£U; flaO'tA£OJc; 
(-eOJc; lon.-At! with metathesis of the older -fi� [as in Homer], Myc. and 
Cypr. -ey-os) m. 'king,' those with -s- such as y£v� n. 'gender,' etc. - For 
more information: � Rix Hist. Gramm. d Gr. 1976 p. 127ff.; Meier-Brugger 
Gr. Sprachw. IT 1 992  p. 72ff. 

3) For the Old Indian corpus, Thumb I Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit 
I/2 1959 p. 3Off. presents declensions for the -a- and -ii- stems, -i-, -u- and 
diphthong stems, -r- and -n- stems, and further plosive stems, sibilants, and, as 
a separate group, the heteroclites. 

4) Concerning Anatolian: � Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1999. - Con
cerning Germanic, including its stems with -a-, -0-, -i-. -U-. -n-, root nouns and 
further consonant stems: � Bammesberger Urgerm. Nomen 1990 p. 13ff. -
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For information on Old Church Slavic stem classes: � Aitzetmiiller Abulg. 
Gramm. 1991 p. 68ff. 

F 308. Efforts to describe Proto-Indo-European declension are usually 
based upon the principles of stem class, which are commonly applied in the 
individual lE languages: � Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1 990 p. 1 73ff. (which 
classifies plosive stems, nasal and liquid stems, s-stems, i-, u- and diph
thong stems, and thematic stems). 

However, a view that is becorning more and more prevalent proposes 
accent and ablaut as the two most relevant criteria determining declension 
class in Proto-Indo-European: � H. Eichner in Sprache 20 1974 p. 27f. 
with notes 1 -2. 

In the present treatment, the sets of endings that are common to all sub
stantives shall first be listed (cf. F 309ff.), followed by information on PIE 
accent and ablaut classes (cf. F 3 1 4ff.). 

3. Nominal Endings 

F 309. Substantives are generally composed of a nominal stem and an 
ending, cf. F 1 0 I .  

The differentiation of thematic and athematic stems is a problem in it
self, cf. F 101  § 4. It may be demonstrated that nominal endings were 
initially uniform, including for the thematic -0- stems, e.g. PIE athem. dat. 
sg. * ph,tr-ej 'father' vs. PIE them. da!. sg. *!Iergoj 'work.' The latter 
may best be understood as the product of contraction of Pre-PIE 
*yergo-ej. In contrast to the vocalic -i- and -u- stems, in which the allo
phones -i- and -u- may alternate from being syllabic to non-syllabic (cf. L 
212), thematic stems followed by vowel-initial endings were contracted. 
Further, some of the -0- stems formed quali.fYing adjectives and thus came 
into relation with pronouns. Under the influence of these -0- stems, the -
0- stem paradigm developed into an independent inflection, cf. F 3 1 1 . 

Each substantive of an ancient lE language must belong to a gender 
category, whether it be masculine, feminine, or neuter. In terms of their 
development, masculine and feminine may be grouped together, cf. F 303 
§ 2. Neuter forms must be distinguished from the others, cf. F 3 1 3 .  

For information on nominal morphosyntax and casual categories, cf. S 
401 ff. 
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F 310. Proto-Indo-European athematic nominal endings (excluding neu-
ter endings) may thus be presented in tabular form: 

s . !. duo 
voc. -9 as nom. 
nom. -s / -9 -es -h, 
ace. -m / -m -ns / -(IS < -m+s 
gen. l -es /-os / -s -om 
ab!. J l -m-
dat. -ej J 
instr. -eh, / -hi J _bh_ 
loco -9 / -i -su 

I) The set of endings above is the norm for substantives with root-final 
consontants. The substantives may be of masculine or feminine gender. A 
special formal mark for this distinction is not necessary, e.g. PIE m. "ph,ter
'mther' vs. PIE f. "meh,ter- 'mother,' cf. F 303 § 4. The best means of distin
guishing the gender of a noun is offered by adjectives and pronouns with three 
endings that reveal congruence with the concerned noun, cf. F 301 . 

2) The ending -9, which appears equally in the vocative, nominative, and 
locative, reveals that this ending alone cannot have served to differentiate the 
cases in question. Differences in accent and ablaut must have provided deci
sive criteria. 

3) While vowel and plosive stems are characterized by the ending -s in the 
nominative singular, the ending -n, combined with a long vowe� is the norm 
with nasa� liquid, or -s- stems, e.g. PIE "ph,tlr 'mther' or PIE "K(u)1j6n 
'dog.' This conspicuous distnbution may best be understood if we suppose 
that the -s- ending was initially used in the nominative singular of all sterns, and 
that this ending was dropped under certain circumstances. Compare, in the 
case of the -r- stems, the presumably Pre-PIE starting point "-Vrs, which was 
simplified to PIE "-Vr via the transitory phase "-Vrr: � Szemerenyi Ein

fiihrung 1 990 p. 121 f.; E. P. Harnp in Baltistica 3 1  / 2  1 996 (1998) p. 139f. 

4) The various genitive singular and instrumental singular endings may be 
explained by the effects of accent and ablaut, e.g. in the stressed full grade gen. 
sg. -es in PIE "ph,tr-es 'mtber' in contrast to the unstressed zero grade -s in 
gen. sg. PIE "m(lt-ej-s 'thought.' 

5) In superficially comparing dative singuJars featuring PIE -ej with locative 
singulars featuring PIE -i one is tempted, as in the case of § 4, to think of an 
old ablaut difference. However, full grade dative -ej and zero grade locative -i 
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were, aocording to all evidence established differentiated values already in 
Proto-lndo-European. For this reason, full grade -ej could certainly be placed 
before a stressed full grade suffix, e.g. PIE dat. sg. *m(ll-ej-ej 'thought.' -

Concerning the Mycenaean coexistence of -ej and -i: � Hajnal Sprach
sehiehten 1997 p. 2 1ff. (p. 6Off. includes information on the Vedic type 
divedive 'day for day'). - The locative had a special status with regard to the 
accent and ablaut types, cf. F 3 1 8  § 6a and F 321 § I .  

6) The accusative singular with PIE "-m / -lfI and the accusative plural with 
PIE *-ns / -(IS are examples of ending variants that are determined by nominal 
stems with a consonant or a vowel in final position: *-V-m and -V-ns vs. -K-lfI 
and -K-(lS, cf F 306. 

Concerning the origin of the accusative plural, cf. F 104 (end). Con
cerning various accusative plural forms in lE languages (cf. among others, 
the -u- stem PIE "-u-ns and its three descendents in early IE languages 
"-uns; *-uns; "-us): � H. Rix in FS Riseh 1986 p. 586-590. 

7) While the singular forms of the cases genitive and ablative are for
mally not differentiated, both showing the endings (-es/-os/-s), they are in 
mct differentiated in the plural. The genitive features the separate ending 
"-om, while the ablative is linked to the dative: 

La!. Gr. 

ab!. -bus 
dat. -bus 
instr. _phi 

Indo-lr. 

*-bhjas 
*-bhjas 

Proto- Balto-Slav. 
Germ. 
*-m- *-mos 
*-m- *-mos 
*-m- *-mi(s) 

8) According to evidence in the individual lE languages, the instru
mental plural is linked with the dative and ablative plurals. Evidence 
seems to indicate that while the dative and ablative plural were marked 
with "-mos, the instrumental plural was marked with *-bhi: � J. Katz Per
sonal Pronouns 1998 p. 248f. Thus, _bh_ would have established itself in 
Italic and !ndo-Iranian as the sole initial consonant, replacing -m-. Con
versely, -m- would have established itself in Balto-Slavic and Germanic. 
lndo-Iranian *-bhjas can thus be regarded as a cross between the instru
mental "-bhi and the dative/ablative "-mos. See also J. Matzinger "Die 
"m-Kasus" des Balto-Slawisehen und Cermanischen" in CS Hartmut 
Katz 2001 p. 183-208. - Concerning the problem of whether and to what 
extent the Greek _phi « *bhi) bears singular traits (c[ Horn. dat. 
tq.l '(with) force' [already in Myc. as wi-pi- in the prefixes of two proper 
nouns]): � Meier-Briigger Cr. Spraehw. n 1 992 F 302 § 2. 
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F 311.  The thematic, or -0- stem substantives form a group that is sepa
rate from all other substantives (cf. F 309) and features several formal pe_ 
culiarities. Its range of forms reveals close connections to the pronouns. 

1)  The following Proto-Indo-European schema was established based upon 
endings in the various ancient IE languages: 

s !. 
voc. '-e as nom. 
nom. *-o-s *-os < *-o-es / *-oj 
ace. *-o-m *-o-ns < *-o-m-s 
gen. '-o-sjo / adj. *-om < *-a-om 
ab!. *-ot < *-a-et *-ojs < *-o-ojs 
dat. *-oj < *-o-ej as instr. 
instr. '-o-h, / '-e-h, '-o-mos / '-o-bh(j)os 
loc. *-0-; / *-e-i *-oj-su < *-ojs-su? 
2) I t is clear that thematic substantives generally use the athematic 

endings, which is contracted with the thematic vowel -0-. The contrac
tions presumably took place at a Pre-PIE stage, c( F 309. 

3) Influences of pronouns that may be dated to the Proto-Tndo
European period are revealed in the genitive singular, in which one finds 
pronominal -o-sjo in place of the expected '-o-s or '-o-es (N.B.: the geni
tive is sometimes replaced by a possessive adjective); the ablative singular, 
in which the genitive and ablative are differentiated through the addition of 
the pronominal ablative -et; the nominative plural, where -os is often re
placed by -oj; the ablative plural, where pronominal -ojs is inserted; and 
the locative plural, where one finds pronominal -oj[ s]- in place of simple 
-0-. For more information, c( F 405. 

4) The genitive singular: - Concerning '-osjo: Literature regarding 
the genitive singular is difficult to assess. Newer sources are: � H. Rix in 
MSS 49 1 988 p. 1 07 (H. Rix makes the case that '-o-s is the expected 
genitive singular and that '-os-jo, and '-os-o was formed in the Pre-PIE 
period on the basis of nominal syntagmata such as 'pods h,e/tyos-jo and 
h,e/tyos-o 'the foot, that of the horse' :  -(H)jo or -0 should then be consid
ered a relative pronoun, or an anaphoric demonstrative pronoun, which 
could be added to the substantive in question in the Pre-PIE period; con
cerning nominal relative clauses, c( Chr. Koch in S 205 at the end of § 2); 
L. A. Prosdocimi in Studi Etruschi 57 1991 p. 1 52ff. (which concerns the 
Lepontic xosiosio); A. Nikolaev "PIE Ergativity and the Genitive in ._ 
O.!JIO" in UCLA lE Conference 1999 [2000] p. 293-309. - In place of 
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'-osio, sometimes the ending '-I is found in ancient IE languages. The 
end�g '-I is the only genitive singular ending in Celtic. Although a couple 
of -osjo- forms are attested in Latino-Faliscan (e.g. the incription from 
Satricum, 500 B.C.: Popliosio Valesiosio suodales 'the comrades of Pub
lius Valerius'), starting in the 51h century B.C. the -1- genitives are the 
norm. In Osco-Umbrian one finds -eis in place of -1-. Concerning '-1 in 
Proto-Indo-European: � G. Klingenschrnitt in Kolloquium Lat. u. ldg. 
Salzburg 1 986 [ 1992] p. 98-104. The author proposes an 'appertinentive' 
featuring PIE '-iH-, the chief purpose of which would have been to indi
cate familial possession. This would explain the perceptible competition in 
ancient IE languages between *-1 and the genitive ·-os(j)o. - An adjec
tive may be used in place of a genitive to indicate possession. A significant 
treatment: � 1. Wackemagel "Genetiv und Adjektiv" in Kleine Schriften 
IT 1969 (an essay of 1908) p. 1 346-1373. Suggestions for further reading: 
� F. Bader "Les genitifs-adjectifs determimis et le probleme de l 'article: 
comparaison typologique entre l 'etrusque et les langues indo
europeennes" in FS Rix 1993 p. 1 2-45; 1 .  Hajnal "Der adjektivische Ge
netivausdruck der luwischen Sprachen" in Graz 2000 p. 1 59-1 84. 

5) For more information on -0- stem paradigms in ancient IE languages 
(including plural forms): � Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 1 35ff. (2'd 
declension); G. Klingenschrnitt in Kolloquium Lat. u. ldg. Salzburg 1986 
[1992] p. 93ff.; Sihler New Comparative Grammar 1995 p. 256ff. - Con
cerning the Vedic -ena: � Hauri -ena 1963. 

F 312. The PIE feminine '-e-hrstems (becoming ·-ah,. and then -a
stems) are, from their origins with final h" athematic consonant stems. 
The complex suffix '-e-h,. must be seen as an '-h,. derivation from the
matic stems, cf. W 204 § 1 .  For more information on the understanding of 
·-h,. and '-e-hr, c( F 303 § 4. The ·-e-h,. suffix originally belonged to 
the PIE class B described in F 303 § 2. This explains why the ending Os, 
which marks a subject, is strangely missing in the feminine nominative sin
gular, c( F 3 13.  

Under pressure from the '-0- stem adjectives, which included feminine 
• -e-h,. in order to mark gender congruence, the athematic paradigm of 
·-e-h,. was adapted to the thematic paradigm of the masculine '-o-stems, 
Particularly since ·-eh,. was inflected usually without an ablaut (cp. F 322) 
and the ·-eh,., followed by vowel-initial endings, contracted after disap
pearance of ·-h,., making the new forms externally similar to the '-0-
stems, which were themselves already contracted. Compare the Latin -a
stems of the I "  declension, which, in traditional grammars, are grouped 
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with the -0- stems of the 2"" declension, and at the same time separated 
from the nouns of the 3'd declension. Further, compare (in the nominative 
plural) PIE '-e-hres (> '-as), retained in Vedic (as senas) and Gothic (as 
gibOs) vs. renewed fern. -aj in Latin (e.g. terrae) and in Greek (e.g. 't1.!J,ai) 
following the example of thematic pronominal '-oj. 

Further references: For information on the vocative singular, c( L 334 
§ 3; concerning the accusative singUlar and plural, cr. L 303. 

Suggestions for further reading: For information concerning problems 
associated with -ehr stems: -? Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. I 29ff; G. 
K1ingenschrnitt in Kolloquium Lat. u. Idg. Salzburg 1 986 [ 1 992] p. 89ff. ; 
Sihler New Comparative Grammar 1 995 p. 266ff; I .  Hajnal "Die lykis
chen a-Sttimme: Zum Werdegang einer Nominalklasse" in Kolloquium 
Pedersen Copenhagen 1 993 [1994] p. 1 35- 1 7 1 ;  by the same author, see L 
334 § 3 above. 

F 313. Neuter forms generally feature the same endings as masculine 
forms, but reveal different in the nominative and accusative cases: The 
formal identity of nominative and accusative may be explained by the fact 
that a main characteristic of PIE neuter forms (and of their underlying PIE 
class B) was to identifY things that were not conceivable as agents in a 
verbal phrase, cf. F 303 § 2. Thus, the formation of a nominative case (in 
the sg. with the ending *-s to mark the subject) did not initially come into 
question. 

Nominative/accusative neuter singular: While athematic substantives 
have no endings (zero) in the nominative and accusative, thematic sub
stantives feature the single '-m ending, e.g. PIE athem. nom./acc. 
'spennTJ-8 'the planted' vs. PIE them. nom./acc. *!!ergo-m 'the work.' 

Nominative/accusative neuter plural: In terms of content, the idea of a 
collective mass is certainly dominant. Therefore, the collective suffix (= 
athematic *-hr and thematic *-e-hr) is used, no ending (zero) added. If, 
however, the distributive/additive aspect were to be stressed, a plural of 
class A could have been used. Cr. F 304 § 2. 

The understanding of the neuter plural as collective explains the ancient 
lE characteristic, observable in isolated cases, of combination of the neuter 
plural and the singular o f  a verb: -? 1. A. Harllarson in MSS 48 1 987 p. 
8 1 ff. with mention of the practice in Attic Greek (A good example is the 
sentence: 7lovta pet 'everything flows': -? Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. I 
1 992 p. 1 57), in Vedic (the RV only contains three attestations, which are 
not necessarily based on old formations), Old Avestan, in which it is regu
lar, and in Hittite, in which it is exclusively used. - Further sources: -? H. 
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Craig Melchert in TlES 9 2000 p. 53-75 (p. 6 1ff. "Collective vs. Count 
Plural in PIE and in Anatolian"). 

4. Inflection Paradigms and their Ablaut Classes 

F 314. As a quick glance in the research history shows, it was only 
gradually that the insight became established that the fundamental organi
zation of PIE nominal inflection is defined by the accent classes, or more 
precisely stated, by the ablaut classes that guide them. - The following 
depiction is oriented according to research history, culminating in the cur
rent understanding of the subject in F 3 1 9. Research in this area is very 
much in progress. 

1 )  As is generally known, the athematic nominal paradigm shows a change 
between the strong and the weak stem The weak stem may be distinguished 
from the strong by a different accent behavior, e.g. in the case of the paradigm 
of'futher' PIE strong 'phr/{!r- (the suffix is full grade) vs. PIE weak 'phrtr- ' 
(the suffix is zero grade). Accordingly, in Greek there is nom sg. strong 
M-niP, gen. sg. weak 7lO-tp-6<;; in Vedic nom sg. strong pi-tli « 'pi-tlir), 
dat. sg. weak pi-tr-e. As shown in the example (and as is continually con
firrn:d in practice), the change from weak to strong moves the accent toward 
the end of the word by one syllable. - Compare further, from the paradigm of 
Vedic 'son,' the nom. sg. strong siin-u-s (with zero grade sufli<; the accent 
was originally on the root, but is transferred to the suffix, cr. § 4), gen. sg. 
weak siin-6-s i.e. 'siin-a!!-s (with full grade suffix). - The distinction be
tween strong and weak was already made in Old Indian grammar: -? Rix Hist. 
Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 12 1 .  The terms 'strong' and 'weak' must not be con
fused with the differentiation between casus rectus (nominative) and casus 
obliquus (all cases other than nominative), cr. p. XVII. 

2) The Proto-Indo-European cases which certainly featured a strong stem 
are: in the singular, the vocative, the nominative, the accusative, and some
times also the locative; in the dual, the vocative, the nominative and the accu
sative; in the plural, tbe nominative, and sometimes also the accusative. All 
remaining declensions are formed with the weak stem 

3) A milestone in research on nominal stems is the work by Pedersen, Cin
quieme dec/inaison 1926. He discovered two diffurent types of nominal ab
Iaut. - As the author finds, the key examples, Ved. dat. sg. weak pi-Ir-e i.e. 
*Pi-Ir-aj, and Ved. gen. sg. weak siin6s i.e. ·siin-a!!-s differ in their abIauts. 
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In tbe case of the fonner, the suffix in the weak stem is zero grade and the 
ending full grade; in that of the fonner, the suffix of the weak stem is full 
grade, and the ending is zero grade. Pedersen uses the terms (p. 24 note I ): 
'' 'F/exion forle ' el 'jIexion faible ' de F de Saussure" (--? Saussure Memoire 
1879 = Recueif 1922 p. 1 87, I 94ff., 205ff.). 

"Mais ces lermes prelenl a la confusion avec les expressions 'slark ' el 
'schwach ' de la grammaire des langues germaniques, el en soi ifs 
n 'exprimenl pas la vraie nalure du contrasle entre les deux types. En 
adoplanl le mol OVYallll; au sens de 'degre vocalique fori ' on pourrail 
peul-elre forger les lermes 'jIexion hyslerodyname ' [of the type 1lO-nlP, or 
pilcl] et 'jIexion prOlerodyname ' [ofthe type sUnu-s] ." 

In other words, Pedersen distinguishes on the one hand what he caJls the hys
terodynamic inflection type with its strong stem (according to the schema: 
zero grade unstressed root, full grade stressed suffix, and zero grade un
stressed ending) and weak stem (according to the schema: zero grade un
stressed root, zero grade unstressed suffix, and full grade stressed ending), and 
on the other hand, what he calls the proterodynamic inflection type with a 
strong stem (according to the scbema: full grade stressed root, zero grade 
unstressed suffix and zero grade unstressed ending) and weak stem (according 
to the scbema: zero grade unstressed root, full grade stressed suffix, and zero 
grade unstressed ending). 

4) Pedersen makes clear that the original combinations of stressed full 
grade and unstressed zero grade' are only rarely preserved in the lE languages. 
Thus, a large number of analogies and innovations have taken place in extant 
lE paradigms. In the case of nom sg. sUnUs, for example, neither the zero 
grade stem, nor the stressed zero grade suffix correspond with the postulated 
proterodynamic ending form *se1}il-nu-s. In that of the Vedic gen. sg. pi-tur 
(with -Iur <* -If-s) the zero grade and stressed suffix contradict each other 
with regard to the postulated hysterodynamic ending form *phrtr-es. The 
ending -tur is clearly old and originates from a pattern such as Ved. bhrtitr-, in 
which the root syllable always carries the accent. Although the zero grade 
suffix in Ved. dat.labl. pi. pi-tf-bhyas corresponds to expectations, the accent 
does not: In place of the accent on the zero grade suffix, one should expect a 
stressed *-bhyas. Just the opposite is true in Ved. dat. abl. pI. sUnu-bhyas: 

6 Compare the zero grade unstressed root, the full grade stressed suffix, and the zero 

grade unstressed ending in the example SUMS i.e. ·sii-nay-s (cp. L 222 § 3) and the 
zero grade unstressed root, the zero grade unstressed suffix. and the full grade stressed 
ending in the example 1ta-'t'p-� 
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The accented suffix is expected, but not its zero grade. Pedersen !bid p. 25: 
"Bref, on ne saurail mainlenir I 'hypolMse indiquee ci-dessus sur le caraclere 
primitij du contrasle enlre les types 7raTTjp el sUnus qu ' a condition de sup
poser une longue serie d 'actions analogiques el d'innovalions." 

5) While Kurylowicz Etudes I 1935 p. 13 1  ff. (Remarques sur la jlexion 
nominale) adopts the established terminology ofSaussure, Kuiper Ved Noun
Injlexion 1942 directly builds upon Pedersen's work. In his ground-breaking 
work on -i- and -u- stems (p. I ff.) and on Vedic words of the type gO-$tis 
'cattle-producing' (p. 71ff.), Kuiper uses the categories proterodynamic and 
hysterodynamic as a point of departure. Cf. p. 4: "The terms are a little pom
pous to my taste, but it will be best to retain them" 

6) Kuiper's research fell on particularly fertile ground in K. Hoflinann's de
partment in ErJangen. As H. Rix reports (MSS 1 8  1 %5 p. 86 note 18), a col
loquium was held in 1964 on the subject of -r/n- heteroclitica. His pioneering 
contribution "Latin iecur iocineris," printed by Rix (I.c. p. 79-92), handles for
mal paradigm problems. The furm iecur iecoris n. 'liver,' common in Cicero, 
is structuralJy earlier than iecur iocineris, which has become established since 
Livy. Regarding the disputed source of the o-grade ioc-, Rix comes to the 
conclusion that it was inherited. The related nouns Gr. 1Ptap iina� n. 'liver' 
« PIE *jekW-) and Ved. yti/q1 yaknas « PIE *jekW_) are unfortunately of little 
help since a single ablaut grade (whether -e- or -e-) became generalized in 
them both. The word for 'water,' namely PIE n. *!!edor, constructed in a 
parallel manner, clearly has retained an older schema with a paradigrnaticaliy 
based o-grade. Rix thus reconstructed, according to the state of research at 
that time, the following 'water' paradigm and traced ioc- through analogy 
back to the locative *jokW -: 

strong st. nom. acc. *ued-or 
weak stem * ud-n-
loc. sg * !fod-en 

,.., *ikW - n- '  

7) It became clear only later that the paradigm for thc Proto-Indo
European word 'water' is even more complex and must be divided into a 
singular, or acrodynamic paradigm (cf. F 320) and a collective, or holody
namic paradigm (cf. F 321) :  --? 1. Schindler "L'apophonie des themes 
indo-europeens en -rln" in BSL 70 I I 1975 p. 1-10;  by the same author, 
in Kolloquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1993 [1994] p. 398f. :  
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strong stem nom. acc. 
weak stem 
loc. sg. 
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singular collective 

*ued-n- *ud-n- ' 
*ud-en(i) 

8) Further, in contrast to the singular form *!!odr-, PIE * jJkwr- perhaps 
had the weak stem * jokWr- (--7 Nussbaum Two Studies 1998 p. 150 note 
179), from which the Latin ioc- might have received its -0-. But this is not 
the last word on this subject: --7 Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 
142. 

F 315. Various authors have dealt with accent and ablaut paradigms in 
recent years. 

I) The first to be named is 1. Schindler. Concerning his life's work: --7 R. 
Schmitt in A1mbA W [Almanach der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissen
schaften] 145 1994 / 1 995 p. 584ff.). Following are his major essays: --7 "Das 
indogermanische Wortfor 'Erde' und die dentalen Spiranten" in Sprache 13 
1 967 p.  191-205; "Zu hethitisch nekuz" in ZVS 81  1 967 p.  290-303; "L'apo

phonie des noms racines indo-europliens" in BSL 67/1 1972 p. 31-38; "Zum 
Ablaut der neutralen s-Stiimme des lndogermanischen" in Fachtagung Re
gensburg 1973 [1975] p. 259-267 (p. 262f. on the four PIE ablaut classes); 
"L 'apophonie des themes indo-europliens en -rln" in BSL 70/1 1 975 p. 1- 10; 
''Alte und neue Fragen zum indogermanischen Nomen" in Kolloquium Peder
sen Copenhagen 1993 [1994] p. 397-400. 

2) From the abundance of other sources, I shall name: - a) H. Eichner 
"Die Elym% gie von Hilt. mehur" in MSS 3 1  1973 p. 91 (in note 33 regard
ing terminology, cf. § 3 and 4); by the same author, "Zu Elymologie und 
Flexion von vedisch str, und pumiin" in Sprache 20 1974 p. 26-42. - b) Rix 
Hist. Gramm. d Gr. 1976 p. 121ff. - c) Beekes IE Nominal Injlection 1985. 
(Among other things, Beekes postulates boldly the existence of a hysterody
narnic type with nom sg. KeK-K, ace. sg. KK-eK-", and gen. sg. KK-os, as 
well as various sub-paradigms. Neuter forms, on the other hand, use a pro
terodynarnic paradigm); Lubotsky Nominal Accentuation 1988. - d) On 
various related subjects: W. Hock "Der urindogermanische Flexionsakzent 
und die morphologische Akzentologiekanzeption" in MSS 53 1992 p. 177-
205; N. Oettinger "Der Akzent des indogermanischen Kollektivums im Lichte 
des Hethitischen" in MSS 53 1 992 p. 207-214; by the same author, "Der Ab
laul von 'Ahorn' im lndogermanischen" in HS 107 1994 p. 77-86. - e) X. 
Tremblay "Un nouveau type apophonique des noms alhlimatiques sujfaaux 
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de /'indo-europeen" in BSL 91 / 1  1996 p. 97-145. The author tries to estab

lish the additional 'anakinetic' inflection type according to the mode� nom sg. 
Kek-6s and *Kek-Ior- and gen. sg. K<!k-s-s and Kek-tr-. However, this theory 
is clearly contradicted by the fuet that in all provable paradigms, in changing 
from a strong case to a weak case, the accent always moves toward the end of 
the word and never the opposite. In the case of *Kek-tor-, the author forces 
(p. 104), despite evidence to the contrary, the accentuation into conformity 
with his theory, noting simply "/'absence d'attestation de / 'oxytonie de *-tor
n 'esl pas signijlcative." 

3) Unfortunately, research has not yet produced a uniform terminology. 
It is important to note that accent and ablaut patterns are distinguished 
from one another, the latter heing the immediate consequence of the for
mer. 

In his Hisl. Gramm. d Gr. 1976 p. I 22f., Rix expressly draws the con
nection from 'dynamic' to 'accent' ("von OUVOIlU; 'Akzentm), placing hirn
self in opposition to Pedersen's definition, which, as described in F 3 1 4  § 3 
above, associates OUVOllt<; in the sense of 'degre vocalique fort' rather 
with the ablaut. H. Eichner also insists (MSS 3 1  1972 p. 91 note 33) on 
the importance of the accent patterns, suggesting that an accent that re
mains on a single word element as 'static. '  If the accent does not stay in 
the same place in the word, Eichner considers it 'kinetic. '  

Researchers such as  1 .  Schindler (--7 in Fachtagung Regensburg 1973 
[1975] p. 262f.), N. Oettinger (--7 in HS 1 07 1 994 p. 83) and W. Hock (--7 
in MSS 53 1 992 p. 1 77ff.) follow the example of Eichner. Rieken follows 
Rix in his Nom. Slammbildung 1999 p. 6. 

4) Concerning ablaut paradigms, I shall follow the example of Pedersen 
and Kuiper in using the term 'dynamic.' However, in focusing on the ac
cent, I shall employ Eichner's 'kinetic' and 'static. '  

The following compilation (taken from Harilarson Wurzelaorisl 1993 p. 
26, and also used in: --7 W. Hock in MSS 53 1 992 p. 1 77f.) refers to ac
cent, but may he converted to apply to ablauts by simply replacing 'static' 
and 'kinetic' with 'dynamic.' 

Static accent 
1 .  acrostatic (constant root stress) 
2. mesostatic (constant suffix stress) 
3 .  teleutostatic (constant ending stress) 

Mo bile accent 
1 .  proterokinetic (transfer of accent from the root to the suffix) 
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2. hysterokinetic (transfer of accent from the suffix to the ending) 
3. amphikinetic (transfer of accent from the root to the ending) 
4. holokinetic (transfer of accent between root, suffix, and ending) 

F 316. In PIE nominal inflection, the ablaut classes proterodynamic and 
hysterodynamic were on the one hand well established, cf. F 3 1 4  § 3ff. As 
shall be shown in F 3 1 9, the additional categories acrodynamic and am
philholodynamic must also be included. 

In tbe following depiction, I shall use the abbreviations W (= root), S (= 
suffix) and E (= ending), and z (zero grade; borrowing from J. Schindler, I 
shall use z [= zero] and not 8: -7 Sprache 1 5 1 969 p. 144; by the same 
author, Fachlagung Regensburg 1973 [1975] p. 262ff.), e (stressed, e
grade), 0 (stressed, o-grade) and 0 (unstressed, o-grade). 'Strong' stands 
for 'strong stem'; 'weak' stands for 'weak stem.' 

The appropriate accent pattern is primary. The ablaut pattern associ
ated with it is originally only the product of the accent circumstances, ac
cording to the principle, 'stressed syllable = e-grade,' 'unstressed syllable 
= zero grade or o-grade.' 

In the evolution of Proto-Indo-European into the individual lE lan
guages, the ablaut was more often retained than the accent. Among the 
ablauts, the circumstances in the suffix and at the ending remained the 
most stable. Ablauts in the root were most often dropped in favor of for
mal uniformity. 

F 317. The proterokinetic/proterodynamic nominal class: 

I)  A schematic depiction ofthe Proto-lndo-European proterokinetic accent 
pattern (the underlined elements carry an accent): 

�::g I� li I; 
2) A schematic depiction of the Proto-Indo-European proterodynamic air 

laut pattern: 

strong I! weak I� 
3) Consider the model example Ved. 'son' (cf. F 3 1 4  § 3 ;  for further 

details: -7 Mayrhofer EWAia I I  p. 74 1 ): 
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nom. sg. Ved. su-nu-s strong instead of 
PIE * seuH-nu-s 

weak gen. sg. Ved. su-no-s < * su-miy-s < PIE * suH-ney-s 

4) Commentary on § 3 :  While the suffixal ablaut change is attested in 
V d· such evidence is missing for the ablaut change m the root syllable e lC, 

· · thi d As an _ Thus the reconstruction must remain uncertam m s regar . su-. , 
d * 'H t he alternative to full grade * seyH-, stressed, zero .gra e su

. 
- . canno 

ruled out. - The paradigm of Ved. sunu- consIStently exhibits a stab�e 
suffixal accent. However, this state may not be very old. The accent IS 
expected on the full grade suffix of the weak stern, but not on the. zero 
rade suffix of the strong stem. In other words: The ablaut behaVlor of �he suffix may only be explained if an older proterokinetic accent preceded 

the newer static accent. 
5) The various PIE -i- and -u- stems are distinctively proterodynamic: 

*KeK-i-s *KeK-u-s 
* KzK-ej-s *KzK-ey-s 

6) As a rule, IE languages have retained the -i- and -u:suffixal ablaut 
marker. However, in root ablaut formation and accentualton, stmplifica
tion is the rule: Starting from the weak stems, zero grade roots were gen
era1ized and accents became static on the root or the suffix. 

7) As examples of § 5, I shall �e a few abstract �Ii-/-Iej- nouns: -
Latin: mors morlis f. 'dying, death < PIE weak *mr-leJ- (which IS an. ab
stract -li- noun from PIE *mer- 'to disappear, to die') with the generalized 
zero grade mor- < *mr-. For information on other Latin descendents �f 
abstract -ti- nouns: -7 Leurnarm LLF 1 977 p. 344f.; Retchler-Beguelin 
Type mens 1986 p. 23. - Greek: Hom. 1toen<; f. 'drinkin�' < PI� weak 
"phrlej- (which is an abstract -li- noun from PIE "pehr to drink ) With 
generalization both of the weak stem's zero grade root, and �f the strong 
stem's accent which is on the root. In the case of ablaut ID the suffix, 
most Greek dialects exhibit generalized zero grade -si- (i.e. nom. sg. -si-s, 
gen. sg. -si-os etc.; the assibilated Southern Greek -si-form may be traced 
hack to -li-, cp. L 336 § 2; however, thanks to the dominance of the Early 
Ionic scientific language within the whole of Greece,. the abstrac� nouns 
became established with the form -si-). As an arcbatsrn, the AttIC para
digm offers gen. sg. -a£Cll<; < "Iej-os (-Iej- probably originates in the loc. 
sg. -leD and dat. sg. -a£1 < "-Iei-i. For more informalton on abstr�ct -!'- / 
-si-nouns: -7 Risch Worlbildung 1974 § 1 6. Note also that AWc 1tOA1<; 
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'city' shows the same pattern as the -si-abstracts. - Vedic: mati- f. 
'thinking, thought, sense' < PIE weak *mr;-tej- with generalization of the 
weak stem's zero grade in the root, and of the weak stem's accent on the 
suffix. A genitive singular form such as PU$les 'flourishing, growth' < 
*-taj-s < PIE *-Iej-s is to be expected. In contrast, forms such as acc. pI. 
matis and instr. pI. mafibhis (the suffixes of which are indeed zero grade, 
but are also stressed) constitute exceptions to the rule. - I n  examining 
the -li- stems of lE languages it is conspicuous that the full grade that is 
expected in a strong stem's root is hardly attested, cf. Ion. all1tOltt� 'Iow 
tide' (if < *-pehrli-). Thus, B. Vine, in a lecture given in Copenhagen in 
2000, considered the idea of explaining the strange behavior of abstract -
li- nouns by the well-known fact that they were often compound forma
tions. One would then have to draw the conclusion that in the formation 
ofsimplicia, the ablaut conditions of word composition were respected. 

8) The two nouns PIE *doru- n. 'wood' and PIE *",oju- n. 'life power, 
lifespan' are considered proterodynamic because of their weak forms of 
the type gen. sg. *drl!lj-s and *h,jelj-s: � Kuiper Vedic Noun-Inflexion 
1 942 p. 30ff. For tbat reason they are also discussed here. As we now 
know, they were initially acrodynamically inflected (cf. F 320): strong 
stem *dor-u- and *h,oj-u- vs. weak stem *der-u- and *"'''j-u-. Only later 
on, the weak forms were restructured. In place of *der-u- and 'h,,,j-u-, 
the new forms 'dr-elj- and *h,j-elj- entered into use. - Details con
cerning *d6ru-: Cf. Ved. nom. acc. sg. n. daru (= jAvest. dii"ru) 'wood' < 
PIE strong *doru- with gen. sg. dro, (= LAv. draoS) < restructured PIE 
weak 'drelj-. For more information, also on Gr. n. 06pu 'tree trunk, 
wo

.
od' and the form

.
f. opu- 'tree, oak' (gen. sg. opu-6� and nom. sg. 

op�): � K. Strunk ID GS Kurylowicz I 1 995 p. 357f.; Janda Slock und 
Slein 1 997 p. 143ff. - Details concerning PIE *",oiu- ' life power 
lifespan' :  On the strong stem 'h,oiu- cf. Ved. ayu- and OAv., LAv. iiiiU: 
further, cf. W. CowgiIJ (� Language 36 1 960 p. 347ff.), who derives the 
Greek negation ou (already Myc. as o-u- i.e. ohu- < *oju < *h,oju) from 
the pre-Proto-Greek negative formulation one .. .  'h,Diu-, in the sense of 
'not a duration of time' thus asserting the existence of the strong stem in 
Greek too. Concerning the weak stem * h,j-elj- or * h,j-Ij- cf., on the one 
hand, full grade OAv. gen. sg. yaos n. 'life,' and on the other hand, zero 
grade Gr. alf-et and al-E�. Suggestions for further reading: � Kuiper 
Ved. Noun-Inflexion 1 942 § 6; Peters Laryngale 1 980 p. 76f. 

9) In contrast to § 8, the neuter -men- and -rln- stems were without any 
doubt proterodynamic. The PIE schema is: 
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'KeK-mn *KeK-r 
'KzK-men-s *KzK-en-s 
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10) The paradigms of the lE language neuter -men- stems only show 

isolated traces of the postulated initial state of affairs. Avestan is in this 

case the most conservative. It  is important to note that there were also 

-men- stems that signified animate objects and were thus not neuter. 

These belong to the holodynamic class, cf. F 321 § 2. - Latin: Cf. strong 

nom. acc. sg. se-men 'seed,' and its weak gen. sg. se-min-is: While the 

root se- < 'seh/" retained the full grade, the suffix most probably shows 

ablaut with zero grade nom.acc. -men < * -mr; and full grade weak -min- < 

PIE *-men- (the gen. sg. ending -is < -es is secondary). - Greek: In the 

nominative and accusative singular, the suffix shows the expected form 

-ma (in a labial context in Mycenaean, sometimes also -mo). In contrast, 

in the weak forms such as the genitive singular, the suffix form is, in place 

of '-men-, already in the Mycenaean period (with dental extension) -ma-l
< *-mr;-I-, cf. instr. sg. e-ka-ma-Ie i.e. "e�-mal-e PY 'holder.' An -je

present form such as 6vollaiv{J) (Homeric and later) 'to name' is a very old 

structure, originating at a time when the dental extension was not yet es

tablished. Further information on this complex of problems in Greek: � 

Risch Wor/hi/dung 1974 § 2 1 ;  N. Oettinger "Die Denlalenveiterung von 
n-Sllimmen und Heleroklilika im Griechischen, Analolischen und AWn
dischen" in FS Neumann 1 982 p. 233ff. (To which H. Rix responds criti

cally in Kratylos 30 1 985 p. 70f.). - Vedic: Cf. strong nom.acc. sg. nama 
'name,' weak gen. sg. namnas. The zero grade suffix form -mn- (and not 

*-man-) was altered in lE languages according to the model of the -mn

forms of the non-neuter -men- stems, cf. F 321 § 2. - Avestan: Cf. LAv. 

strong nom. ace. sg. nqma 'name' < PIE *-mr;; OAv. weak gen. sg. cas
mallg 'field of vision,' LAv. weak gen. sg. dii-mqn 'place, creation,' both 
of which have the extended genitive singular ending < PIE '-men-s (De
tails and further forms: � Hoffinann I Forssman Avesl. LauI- und Flexion
slehre 1996 p. 1 43). - For more information on Proto-Indo-European 
'name': � I .  Hajnal in IF 92 1987 p. 83 note 5 1  (which concerns Greek 

material. He supports the assertion of *",n"hrmr;); Mayrhofer EWAia IT 
p. 35-37; Puhvel RED 5 2001 p. 5 1 -56. 

1 1 ) Concerning the neuter -rln- stems cf. the prime example 'fire' with 
the PIE singular paradigm strong nom.acc. * peh,-IJr, weak gen. sg. 

'ph,(u)-Ijen-s (direct evidence for which is provided by Hitt. nom.acc. sg. 
pa-aiJ-iJur, gen. sg. pa-aiJ-iJu-e-na-aS). On details of the PIE paradigm: 
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� J. Schindler in BSL 7011 1975 p. 1 0. Concerning Hittite: � CHD P-I 
1994 p. 12-16; Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1 999 p. 331-333. 

F 318. The hysterokineticlhysterodynamic nominal class: 
I }  A schematic depiction of the Proto-lndo-European hysterokinetic accent 

pattern (the underlined elements carry an accent): 

strong 
weak lE I� I� 

2} A schematic depiction of the corresponding Proto-lndo-European hys
terodynamic ablaut pattern: 

strong 
weak I� 

3} Cf the prime example, Ved. 'father' (cf F 314 § Iff.; on phonetics, cf. L 
324 § 3): 

strong Ved. nom. sg. pi-ta: < PIE *phrter <*-ter-s 
Ved. acc. s .  i-tOr-am < PIE * hrter-m 

weak Ved. dat. sg. pi-tr-e < PIE * phrtr-ej 

4} Further classic examples are the Vedic compounds of the type strong 
nom sg. -stMs < PIE *-stehrs, weak gen. sg. -sthlis < PIE *-sth,-es (with 
secondary generalization of -sth- in Vedic, also in the strong stem). However, 
according to Scarlata ( Wurzelkomposita im f./g-Veda 1999 p. 659) the evi
dence concerning the weak stem is uncertain. - More complex are the Vedic 
compounds built from the root san'- 'to obtain, to gain' < PIE *senh,- 'to 
obtain, to catch': strong nom sg. -sanis < PIE *-senhrs. On the other hand, 
forms such as strong nom sg. -sas and weak gen. sg. -slis must be considered 
secondary: � Kuiper Ved Noun-Inflexion 1942 p. 83ff.; Scarlata Wurzelkom
posita im f./g-Veda 1999 p. 586. 

5} The non-neuter nouns with -r- and -n- suffixes also suggest a hysterody
namic pattern. et: the prime example of PIE 'star': strong nom. sg. *h,s-ter 
vs. weak gen. sg. *il,s-tr-es ; Hom Gr. nom sg. a<rn\p, dat. pI. am:pam 
< *il,s-if-si ; Ved. s-If-bilis and PIE 'young steer' : strong nom sg. *il,ukws
en vs. weak gen. sg. *h,ukws-n-es ; Ved. uifJan- (� Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 
21O). 
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6) The Proto-lndo-European nouns *djelj- 'sky, god of the sky, day,' 
*gWOU- 'cow' and *neil,u- 'barge, bark' form a group of their own. I consider 
tbem-in this context because in prior research, owing to their weak stems with 
stressed endings (e.g. gen. sg. *dilj-es), they were included in the hysterody
namic class: � Kuiper Ved Noun-Inflexion 1 942 p. 39. - According to the 
evidence of IE languages, * djey- was always inflected with the strong stem 
*dieu- vs. weak stem *dilj-. The important question today is whether this is 
� a hysterodynamic -u- stem of the type *dj-elj- vs. *di-Ij- ', or perhaps 
rather an amphidynamic root noun of the type -e- vs. -Z-, cf. F 320 § 3. The 
evidence suggests the latter: � Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1999 p. 39. -
Both nouns PIE *gWo,,_ 'cow' and PIE *neh,u- 'barge, bark' have come to 
resemble the paradigm of *djelj- in the IE languages. But they differ from 
*djey- in their origin. PIE *gWolj_ is presumably an acrodynamic root word of 
the type -0- vs. -e- with strong stem *gWolj_ vs. weak stem *gWelj_ (cf. § 6b); 
PIE *m'h,u- is presumably an acrodynamic noun with a weak stem *neh,u
(cf. the supposition in § 6c). 

6a) The Proto-lndo-European paradigm for *djelj- 'sky, sky god, day' 
is presumably: 

strong voc. sg. 
strong nom. sg. 
stroll& acc. sg, 
weak gen./abL sg. 
weak gen./abL sg. 
weak instr.sg. 
loc.sg. 

*d(i)jelj (+ *ph,ter) 

*d(i)jelj-S or *d(l)jelj-S 
*@e-m < *@eu-m 

*dilj-es 
*dilj-ej 
*diu-eh, 

Commentary on details: - Concerning PIE inflection: � J. Schindler 
"Bemerkungen zur Herkunji der idg. Diphthongstdmme und zu den Ei
gentumlichkeiten ihrer Kasusformen" in Sprache 19  1973 p. 148-1 57; by 
the same author, s. v. Zeus in RE SuppL I S  1978 Sp. 999-1 00 I ;  Szemen:
nyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 19 1 - 193. - Concerning the syllabification of 
*d(i)j-, cf. L 2 1 8  § 2. - Concerning the relationship between PIE * djelj
and *dej-hr: � Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 701 s. v. DA Y 2 ('to shine, to 
beam') and p. 752 s. v. dyav- 'sky, divinity of the sky, father sky, day' ; F. 
Bader "Formes de la racine *dei- 'briller avec rotation "' in FS Szemere
nyi *75 III 1993 p. 3-59. - Concerning nominative singular forms: � See 
Wachter below, under Latin and Italic. - Concerning the accusative sin
gular form, cf L 303. - Concerning Latin and Italic: � Leumann LLFL 
1977 § 3 1 8. Wachter AltLat. Inschrifien 1 987 p. 1 50ff. asserts instead of 
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nom. sg. *djeys a well established Proto-Italic nom. sg. dies, attested par
ticularly in Diespiter: This may best be understood when we presume that 
the form was very early restructured, in analogy to acc. sg. *djem. Con
cerning the pre-Lucian form dipoteres: � H. Rix in FS Hamp 11 1997 p. 
146-149 « *Di, pater < *Die pater). - Concerning the Greek and My
cenaean paradigms (note: Mycenaean Oat. sg. Diyej is parallel to HeroD: 
� Aura Jorro DMie. I 1 985 p. 1 80 s. v. di-we; E. Risch "Die mykenisehen 
Personennamen au! _e" in Traetata Myeenaea 1987 p. 281- 298 (on the 
type ku-ne / ku-ne-u, among others); HI. Hagen "Die Diskussion um die 
Schreibweise von Zijv () im homerisehen Epos" in Glolla 72 1995 p. 98-
104; J. Martfnez Garcfa "Quod lieet 10ui, non lieet boui, Zum grieehis
ehen Namen ZeV;' in HS 1 10 1997 p. 2 1 1 -2 14  (He asserts that the ac
centuation of !Xlii<; is regular; that of ZeUc; is secondary); Concerning 
oI6(T&no�: � LfgrE s. v. - On the Vedic paradigm: � Mayrhofer 
EW Aia I s. v. dyav- (the singular accented form divam RV VIIl 34, 1 - 1 5  in 
Aufrecht Hymnen des R V  1 877 erroneous for divam: � Wackernagel / 
Debrunner Ai. Gramm. IT / 2 1 954 p. 142; Oldenberg Noten 1909-1912 ad 
loc.) - Concerning what is called an Amreqita-compound, diwidive: � 
W. Dressier in GS Brandenstein 1 968 p. 39ff. (with Greek and Armenian 
parallels); further, c( Hajnal in F 3 \0  § 5. - Concerning Anatolian (in
cluding whether -ey- is preserved or reproduced): � Neu A Hill. Glossar 
1 983 p. 1 68 with note 496; Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1 999 p. 35-39. 

6b) Concerning *gWoy_ 'cow': - PIE: *gWoy_ was initially an acrody
namic root with a strong stem *gWoy_ vs. weak stem *gWey_: � May
rhofer EW Aia p. 478-480 (with the discussion in fine print). Only in the 
post-Proto-Indo-European period did *gWoy_ approach *djey- in terms of 
fonn, a fact which gave weight to the idea that *gWOl'- should be catego
rized as a second Proto-Indo-European diphthong stem along with *djey-. 
The reconstruction *gWeh3u-, which competes with *gWoy_, was not least 
inspired by *neh,u- (� Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 147; further, c( 
Leukart Frnhgr. Nomina 1 994 p. 49 note 7), bUI the old and well
documented acc. sg. *gWom betrays the true origin of *gWoy_: � J. 
Schindler in Spraehe 19  1 973 p. 1 55. - Latin: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 
357. - Greek: The classical paradigm is !Xlii<; !Xliiv / fXJ6� etc. On the 
accent in !Xlii<; vs. ZeUc;, c( J. Martfnez Garcfa in § 6a. [n Homer, c( also 
�c1iv ( I  x) ' leather shield' and £u!lwv (from Homeric hymns) 'having a 
wealth of cows': � Meier-Briigger Gr. Spraehw. 11 1 992 p. 75. Con
cerning Mycenaean: � Aura Jorro DMie. IT 1993 p. 207. - Vedic: � 
Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 478-480 s. v. gav-. 
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6c) In the case of PIE *neh,u- 'barge, bark' a paradigm is often as

rted with strong nom. sg. *neh,u-s, strong acc. sg. *neh,u-m (secondar

� also *neh,y-,!,) vs. weak gen. sg. *!,h,y-es or rather *noh,y-es. One 

Jould also consider the possibility of an initially acrodynamic paradigm 

with strong *noh,u- vs. weak *neh,u-: � B. Vine in Kratylos 45 2000 p. 

67. The weak stem *neh,u- (the genitive singular of which must originally 

have been *neh,u-s) would then have been secondarily inflected with a 

stressed ending, producing the new gen. sg. *neh,y-es. - The Proto

lndo-European -u- stem behaves, in the individual languages after the 

dropping of the laryngeal before u (but not before y), to some degree like 

a diphthong. That is why the -u- stem *mih,u- formally joined to some 

extent with the two nominal forms *djey- and *gW oy-. Taking this secon

dary optic as a starting point, older research often argues contrary to the 

reality. - Greek: The classica[ paradigm is: nom. sg. vaii<; acc. sg. vaiiv 

dat. pI. vaooi (all these forms < *lIeh,u-) vs. gen. sg. Dor. vcr6� / Ton. 

VTI� (Epic-Ionic also features the secondary nom. sg. vl]ii<;) / Att. (with 

quantitative metathesis) v£W<; (all forms < *neh,y-). However, the secon

dary Ionic nominative form VTlii<; may not, as was earlier believed,
. 
be 

traced back to *ntius. - Vedic: nom. sg. naU$ is not derived from *niius, 
but rather from < 

-
*mius <*naHus < *neh,us; the meter of RV V 59.2 

suggests a two-syllable quality (� Oldenberg Noten); the oblique cases, 

including the accusative singular, are constructed from the stem niiv-. For 

further information on this problem in Vedic: � Mayrhofer EWAia II p. 

59 s. v. nau-. 

F 319. In addition to the two PIE nominal classes of the proterodynamic 
or hysterodynamic pattern, at least two others may be discerned using evi
dence in lE  languages, namely an aerodynamic and a holodynamic pattern, 
c( F 320-322. The first depiction and classical account of these four 
classes is: � J. Schind[er in Fachtagung Regensburg 1 973 [1975] p. 
262(; Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 1 23. For current discussion: � 
Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1999 p. 5-7. The following depiction is based 
Upon A. J. Nussbaum's Berlin Blockseminar of March, 200 I .  

As has been shown above, the individual facts can only be adequately 
assessed from an overal nominal concept, c( F 3 1 7  § 8 (with *doru- and 
*h,01u-) and F 3 1 8  § 6 (with *gWoy_ and *neh,u-), in which the facts lead 
to contradictory assessments. It is important to recognize that individual 
paradigms were restructured in the course oftime. 
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I shall first give an overview of all four Proto-Indo-European classes, 
using, for the sake of simplification only the 'dynamic' ablaut patterns. 
The exceptional status of the locative has to be noted. 

I) The acrodynamic nominal class (cf. F 320): 
w S E 

strong 0 " 
or e z z 

weak e z z 
loco z e 

Il) The proterodynamic nominal class (cf. F 3 17): 
w S E 

strong e z z 
weak z e z 
loco 

" z e 

Ill) The hysterodynamic nominal class (cf. F 3 1 8): 
W S E 

strong z e z 
weak z z e 
loco z e 

IV) The amphi- or holodynamic nominal class (cf. F 321) : 
W S E 

strong e 0 z 
weak z z e 
loco z e 

F 320. The acrostatic, or acrodynamic nominal class I. 
This class reveals the following accent schema: 

strong I� I! weak 

The ablaut in the root syllable produces the differentiation between 
strong and weak sterns. - The normal schema is strong -0- vs. weak -e-. 
J. Schindler showed (� BSL 6711 1972 p. 32-36) that a part of the root 
nouns belongs to this class, namely the type with the strong stem *dom-
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vs. weak stem *dem-, cf. § I below. Depending upon their content, these 
root nouns may be considered, according to Schindler p. 36, partially as 

"subs/an/ifs jeminins a valeur resultative ou passive," and partially as 

"noms d 'agent (substantifs et adjectifs), souvent avec une nuance itera
tive." The amphidynamic root nouns may be distinguished from these ac

rostatic root nouns, cf. § 3 below. It is worth noting that individual ac
rostatic root nouns secondarily became amphidynamic, cf. PIE * lajon- vs. 
weak *liun-' instead of exspected *lajen- 'dog' (details on the subject in 
Schindler, ibid. p. 33-36). - In addition to the class with root vowel -0-
vs. -e-, a separate sub-class may be distinguished with the schema root 
vowel strong -e- vs. weak -e- (or -0-), cf. § 2 below. 

I a) A prime example for the type -0- vs. -e- in the root syllable: - PIE 
*dom- 'house' (details: � Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 697 S.V. dam- and 699 
S. v. dampati-; R. Lipp in LIV 1998 p. 98 note I suggests tracing *dom
back to *domh,-, because of the verbal form *demh,- 'to unite, to build', 
cf. L 330; however the addition of", is not mandatory; on the acc. sg. see 
also L 303 ): 

PIE ancient IE languages 
strong nom. sg. *dom-s 

acc. sg. *dam Arm. tun; Gr. OW 
< *dom-m 

weak gen. sg. *dem-s used in Gr. oecr( no'l11C;) and in 
Ved. dampati-

=; *dm-es Arm. tan 
loco sg. *dem-i Ved. dame (with athematic -e?) 

I b) A further example for the type with -0- vs. -e- in the root syllable: 
- PIE *n6kW-t- 'night' (for details: � Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1 999 
p. 1 28f.; the noun represents the verbal abstract noun corresponding to 
PIE *nekw- 'to dawn': � Mayrhofer EWAia Il p. 2f.): 

PIE IE 
strong nom. sg. *nokW-t- s La!. nox 

acc. sg. *n6kW-t-m 
weak I gen. sg. *nekW-t-s Hitt. nekur' 
loco loco sg. *m!kW-t 

2) PIE strong *jekW-r vs. weak *jokw-f}- 'liver' suggest a separate sub
class, cf. F 3 14  § 6 and 8. 
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3) In addition to the aerodynamic root nouns of the type strong -6- vs. 
weak -e- in the root syllable (cf. § I ), a second group of root nouns of the 
type strong -e- vs. weak -z- may be demonstrated: � J. Schindler in BSL 
6711 1 972 p. 36-38. This type falls under the category of 'amphidynamic' 
nouns, cf. F 321 § 3. A prime example is *djey- 'sky, sky god, day' with 
the strong stem *djey- vs. weak stem *diy- ', cf. F 3 1 8  § 6. In terms of 
content, according to Schindler (p. 38) one finds "noms d 'actions" and 
"noms d'agent tires de verbes d'etat." 

F 321. The amphidynamic and the holodynamic nominal class IV. 

The amphidynamic paradigm is characterized by its direct accent trans
fer from the root to the ending: The full grade root with zero grade end
ing is correspondingly exchanged with the zero grade root and its full 
grade ending. This exchange is typical for a part of the root nouns. How
ever, when, along with the root, a suffix is also added, and thus a locative 
singular with a stressed full grade suffix, then the whole is to be considered 
a holodynamic ablaut pattern: � J. Schindler in Fachtagung Regensburg 
1973 [ 1 975] p. 262f. 

A schematic depiction of the amphi- and holokinetic accent pattern (the 
former with W+E; the latter with W+S+E): 

W S E 
strong W S E 
weak W S E 
loc. sg. W S E 

I )  The Proto-Indo-European word for 'earth' furnishes the classic example 
of a holodynamic ablaut paradigm (� Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 424f. with fur
ther information on details; a central work concerning all issues associated 
with this word is given by 1. Schindler in Sprache 23 1 977 p. 3 1 ;  on the ace. 
sg. see L 303): 

PIE lE 
strong nom. sg. *dh 'go -e om Hitt. te-e-luin; Gr. X9-u\v 

acc. sg. *dheghom Ved. 4tim 
< *dheK'om-m 

weak gen. sg. *dhgom-es 
� *dhog"m_es Hitt. tak-na-a-as 
::; * gh",_es cf Gr. xal1-ai 
� *f!tm-es Ved.jmas 
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1 Ved. 4ami; Gr. initial X9-

2) Further examples of the holodynamic class are furnished by non

neuter (animate) simplicia of the type PIE fern. *h,eys-os- 'dawn redness' 

with PIE strong nom. sg. * h,eys-os (cf. Horn. Gr. 1\<il<; f., ef L 3 1 0) and 

weak gen. sg. *h,us-s-es (ef. Ved. u�tis) 'dawn redness,' and further simi

lar -rln- and -men- stems, e.g. Ved. asman- m. 'stone, stone for slinging' < 

PIE *h,eK-mon- the archaic weak gen. ab!. sg. as-n-as 'stone' < 

IE*h,K-mn-es (secondarily with simplification of the medial triple conso

nance and with stable accent on the first syllable; details: � Mayrhofer 

EW Aia I p. 137f,). Concerning the neuter -rln- and -men- stems, cf. F 3 1 7  

§ 10. - I n  addition to the neuter collective paradigm (cf. *yedor 'water' 

in F 314 § 7), the active present/aorist -nt- participles also belong to the 

holodynamic nominal class, cf. *1jeK-ont- vs. *UK-1)t- ' in F 2 1 7  § I .  - Cf. 

also -yos- in F 2 1 7  § 2 and -jos- in F 325 § la. 

3) In contrast, the amphidynamie root nouns (i.e. root nouns consisting 
of a root and an ending, but not suffix) have a stressed full grade root and 
a zero grade unstressed ending when the stem is strong, and an unstressed 
zero grade root and stressed full grade ending when the stem is weak, cf. 
*djey- vs. *diy- ' in F 320 § 3. 

F 322, A mesodynamic ablaut paradigm should have the following 

schema: 

I� 11 I! strong 
weak 

It is possible that the PIE fern. of the type *-e-h,- = Gr. "11-1\ 'honor' = 
Ved. (AV) i�-ti- 'rule' may be traced to this schema: � Rix Hist. Cramm. 
d. Cr. 1976 p. 1 23. However, the possibility may not be excluded that 
these feminine forms featured in fact suffixal ablauts too, cf. I. Hajnal in L 
334 § 3 .  

The four nominal classes compiled in F 3 1 9  have yet to be thoroughly 
researched. - An interesting question concerns the importance of the 
change from one class to another, cf. 'water' in F 3 1 4  § 7 above. The 
change clearly serves what is called 'internal derivation.' In contrast to 
what is called 'external suffixal derivation,' this takes place without af
fecting the word other than changing the accent position, e.g. Gr. adj. 
yl..aulC6� 'light blue, sparkling' vs. the proper noun n.a;:;lCo�. - Since 
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Schindler's research (� Wurzelnomen 1972 and cf. F 3 1 5  § I above), the 
root nouns featuring both PIE accent types (acrostatic and amphikinetic) 
represent a particularly interesting group, cf F 320. Lastly: � K.-H. 
Mottausch in HS 1 13 2000 p. 29-52. - The classes are further important 
for the understanding of the suffix system named after W. Caland, cf. W 
206. 

5 .  Fonnal Characteristics of the Adjective 

F 323. The dimension of gender is not connected with the lexeme in the 
case of adjectives. On the contrary, adjectives are capable of forming 
masculine, feminine, and neuter fonns in order to show congruence, cf. F 
301.  

As a rule, adjectives may accept all three sets of endings. However, in 
lE languages, there are also adjectives with only two endings, cf § 3 be
low. 

1 )  The majority of adjectives have the -o-stem, among which I include 
verbal adjectives and compound adjectives, e.g. PIE *dej!!-o- 'belonging 
to the sky(god), heavenly,' cf. PIE *Klu-to- 'hear, heard named, famous,' 
cf. Ved. an-udr-o- 'waterless.' The corresponding feminine forms feature 
PIE *-ehr (>-ii- in the lE languages), cf. F 3 1 2. 

2) But there are also adjectives (again, including verbal adjectives and 
compound adjectives) with -i- and -u- stems, and also with consonant 
stems, e.g. PIE *s!!eh2du- 'sweet' (= La!. sviivis < *s!!iid,l-i-; Gr. 1\ou<;; 
Ved. sviidu-) and PIE *bher-o-nt- 'carrying.' - In this group, the suffix 
*-ihr (in weak cases, *-jehr) is applied to the feminine fonns. The com
plex suffix '-ihr is taken from -hr fonns of -i- stems, cf. W 204 § 1 .  The 
exact Proto-Indo-European form of these feminina is not clear. Cf. the 
contradiction: Gr. 1\oeta < '-e!!-ih2 vs. Ved. sviidvt < *-!!-iIl2• The iso
lated Greek fem. 1tlEIpa = Ved. ptvari- < * piH-!!er-illr form, which be
longs to Gr. 1tlWV = Ved. ptvan- 'fat' is evidence for the advanced age of 
the Gr. -Ela- form and thus for an ancient feminine form with a strong 
stem *-e,l-iIl2 vs. weak stem *-u-jellr. The Vedic strong -vt < *-!!-ih2 
would then have developed secondarily from the weak stem. 

3) Individual ancient lE -o-stem adjectives and compounds conspicu
ously avoid the feminine marker *-e-hr, e.g. the Greek adjectives with 
two endings. For an introductory overview of the examples (I shall name 
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here only 1t(l�PlOC; 'fatherly,' which usually has three endings, but some

times also has only two, e.g. with a feminine in Euripides Helena 222 

Xe6va 1t(11plOv): � Kiihner / Blass Ausfiihrliche Gramm. d. Gr. Sprache I 

/ I 1 890 p. 535ff. Also helpful is Wackemagel Kl. Schr. I 1969 (in a work 
from 19  I 9) p. 488 and Kastner Adjektive 1 967 (in which the auther depicts 
the general issues of the subject). 

F 324. Adjectives form the basis for modal adverbs: In ancient lE lan
guages, modal adverbs are generally instrumental singular fonns, but also 
sometimes adverbial fossiIized nominative or accusative fonns. 

Latin: - Cf. the type ben-e 'good' < *d!!en-ed. However, the further 
pre-history of '-ed is not clear, because in Pro to-Italic the ablative and 
intrurnental cases merged syncretically, with the better characterized abla
tive form becoming dominant. From the point of view of content, how
ever, an understanding of the adverbial form ' -ed as an old instrumental 
*-e « *-eh,) seems likely, which secondarily received the additional -d 
from the ablative in the course of the Proto-Italic syncretism mentioned 
above. In contrast, the type aliter < *aliteros 'otherwise' is a fossiIized 
nominative singular form. For more information: � Leurnann LLFL 1977 
p. 499ff.; Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 1 55. 

Greek: - Cf. the type olKaiwc; 'according to use and custom, appro
priate,' which is usually understood as an s-extension of the instrumental 
case with -6: � Risch Wortbi/dung 1974 p. 362; further: � Rix Hist. 
Oramm. d. Or. 1976 p. 1 70. 

Vedic (concerning the type badhrom jtvantas 'happily living,' among 
others, as an adverb that is actually a fixed accusative singular neuter 
form): � Delbriick Ai. Syntax 1 888 p. 1 85f.; further: � Thumb / 
Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit I / 2 1 959 p. 1 73ff. 

F 325. The adjective in its natural, or 'positive' state may be made com
parative and superlative by the addition of suffixes. 

The Proto-Indo-European suffixes '-jos- (sometimes with the ablaut 
'-is-) and *-tero- mark the comparative, or a difference of grade between 
two compared values: � Metzler Lexikon Sprache 1 993 p. 3 1 8f. s. vv. 
Komparation and Komparativ. PIE *-jos- is the basis for what is called 
the primary comparative fonns (cf. § l a- I d); PIE *-tero- is the basis for 
the secondary comparative forms. 

The superlative marks the highest grade among two compared values: 
� Metzler Lexikon Sprache 1 993 p. 620. Proto-Indo-European features 
no proper suffix for the superlative. Ancient PIE forms such as -to-, -11120-
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and -mh20- recall the ordinal nwnbers (cf. F 503) as they developed from 
them.

' 
The ordinal numbers were often used to mark the concluding, and 

most important elements of a series, thus receiving superlative traits: , 
Benveniste Noms d'agent 1948 p. 144ff.; Risch Kleine Schriften 1981 p. 
684ff. - Each of the individual IE languages reveals its own typical char
acteristics. Suggestions for further reading: , Seiler Sleigerungsformen 
1950; Szemerenyi Einfiihrung 1 990 p. 203-214. 

l a) In the primary comparative form, the comparative suffix PIE '-ios
(with ablaut '-is-; the ablaut pattern is holodynarnic, cp. F 321 § 2) re
places the positive suffix directly following the (generally) full grade root 
of the adjective stem, e.g. La!. positive magnus (i.e. mag-no-) 'great' with 
comparative maior « 'mag-ios-; while the a in the root is short, the sylla
ble is counted as long because of its double consonant; clever school 
books thus often cite maior 'greater,' although it is not completely cor
rect) and mag-is 'more';  Gr. positive KaK-o- 'bad' with the comparative 
KaK-irov 'worse'; Ved. positive nav-a- 'new, fresh, young' with the com
parative nav-yas- / nav-/yas- 'new, newer, newest (in case forms such as 
the accusative singular neuter, instrwnental, and dative) anew.' - The 
form PIE '-ios- varies alIophonically with PIE '-iios (which replaces it in 
nominative singular masculine and feminine forms with the structure 
KV.K- and KVR.K-; whereas, according to rules of phonetics, '-ios- is 
expected in forms with three or more syllables), cf. L 2 1 8  § I on Siever's 
Law. - Evidence seems to suggest that the suffix -ios- belongs to the 
group of forms derived from -es-stems, which feature masculine/feminine 
and neuter forms, e.g. Lal. m dolor (stem 'dolhl-os-: from the PIE verbal 
root 'delhl- 'to hew, to split') 'pain' vs. n. genus (stem 'genhl-es-) 'gen
der.' The form in question, -ios- should then be considered a complex 
suffix, which was initially in pre-PIE time formed as -es-derivative from 
-ie- verbal stems, but then, when newly re-anaJyzed, could be linked di
r�ctly to the verbal root: root-je- + -es-> root- + -ies-. If Gr. KaUo<; n. 
'beauty' may be traced back to 'kal-ies-, then it is possible that KaUirov 
'more beautiful' is a remnant form of m'!f. 'kal-ios-. (However, one must 
then accept that the expected 'normal' comparative form 'kallos- also 
brought about the initial kall- in the case of the variant form 'kal-iios-.) 
Indeed, from the starting point of nominal sentences of the type " X  
meg-ios-,' 'X is greatness,' comparative forms such as 'X is greater than,' 
or 'X is as great as' may have developed: , N. Berg "Einige Betrachtun
gen iiber den indogermanischen Komparationskasus" in NTS 1 8  1 958 p. 
202-230; P. K. Andersen in Kolloquium Syntax Pavia 1979 [ 1980] p. 
225ff. - In the superlative, the zero grade '-is- is connected with slightly 
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varying complex suffixes such as '-is-too, '-is-lh20- oder '-is-".h20-, 
which originate from the ordmaI nwnbers, cf. § 2c. 

1 b) A prime example in Latin is furnished by the positive magnus 

'great,' the comparative maior and t?e superlallve max",:,us. � A few 

marks: The lengthened grade -jos- IS generaJized ill Latm, WIth the exre . 
C. · h · · f ception of the nominative/accusatIve neuter ,orm WIt -1�S < -lOS, c . 

aius. The paradigm changes its appearance through rhotaclsm (cf. L 309 � I): From forms such as nom. sg. m. 'maiDs �d gen. sg. m. 'maiosis 
first developped 'maiDs and maioris (the latter WIth -r- < -so). Through 
analogy to the gen. -or-is, to the nominative form was added -or (and sub
sequently shortened around 200 B.C. to -or: , Leumarm LLFL 1977 p. 
1 1 1). - The superlative form then becomes '-is-".(h2)0- (cf. among oth
ers maximus < 'mag-isemo-) in Italic (and Celtic): , Leumann LLFL 
1977 p. 497f.; Meiser Lout- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 1 52f 

lc) Prime examples in Greek: - positive Kpan'l<; (thus, in Homer, 
among others; but in prose, most often KpaU'.p6<; instead) 'strong' with 
the comparatives Ion. Kpecrcrrov, Att. Kpei't'trov and superlative Kpa'ttCl'to<;. 
- A few remarks: Mycenaean comparatives are purely based on the 
s-stem. In intervocalic position, the s becomes aspirated as -ho, e.g. nom. 
pI. m'!f. me-zo-e i.e. meg-joh-es 'greater.' Alphabetic Greek, on the other 
hand, reveals an -n- paradigm that is mixed with -s- forms, e.g. Atl. nom. 
sg. m.!f. KaK-trov, gen. sg. m/f. KaK-tov-o<;, dat. sg. m'!f. KaK-tov-l, but 
acc. sg. m.!f. KaK-tro (-s-stem: < '-tioh-a; nom.!acc. pI. m'!f. 
KaK-tou<; (again -s- stem: < '-Ijoh-es), gen. pI. m'!f. KaK1:6vrov, dat. pI. 
m/f. KaK-toCll (which may be interpreted both as an old -s- stem form of 
the type dal. pI. YEvem [-es- stem with -esi < -es-si] and also as an -n
stem of the type oai!lom [-mon- stem with -mosi; contains analogously 
formed -osi in place of '-asi < ·-(l-si]). For more information concerning 
the Attic Greek paradigm: , Threatte Attic II 1 996 p. 3 1 1  f. - Research
ers are split on the origin of the Greek -n- forms: They are either a post
Mycenaean Greek-internal innovation, or the result of a long-standing co
existence of -ios- and -is-on- stems. For information on the former theory 
(to which I s�bscribe): , Risch Wortbi/dung 1974 p. 89 which refers to 
the research of O. Szemerenyi; for information on the latter theory: , Rix 
Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 1 67: M. Peters in Festschrift Risch 1986 p. 
3 1 2  note 36. - The active coexistence of -ios- and -iios (Sievers' Rule, 
cf. L 2 1 8  § 1 )  was disposed of in Greek, however the suffix pair -ios- and 
-iios- may be traced back to them, cf. indeed Myc. nom. pI. ka-zo-e i.e. 
!d,k-joh-es 'worse, ' but Atl. KaK-tov-e<;, cf indeed yl.oocrrov 
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(Xenophanes) with -sson < -k-jon 'sweeter,' but yl..uK-iOlV (in Homer's 
Odyssey). Material for further discussion: -t J.-L. Perpillou in BSL 69 / I 
1974 p. 99ff - A further problem, specific to Attic Greek, is the length
ening of the syllable preceding -jos-, e.g. Att. -ijon- vs. Ion. -ijon-, cf. Atl. 
].I£i�OlV vs. Ion. ��OlV 'better', cf Atl. KpeiUOlv vs. Ion. KP£ClClOlV 
'stronger' (where Ion. -ss- and Atl. -/t- < -Ij-: -t Risch Kleine Schriften 
1981 p. 506). According to information provided by forms like 
(lClClOV 'nearer' and �iiUov 'more, rather' with Attic --a- and not ---e-, the 
development cannot be ancient (an old Ionic-Attic --a- would have been 
affected by the ii >  if vowel shift, cf L 205). Risch (Worlbi/dung 1 974 p. 
89) sees a replacement for the initially common full grade of the root in 
this lengthening. Other full grade forms are KP£ClClOlV « * krel-jOn: but 
superlative Kpa1-lCl-10-� < *lq-t-iS-IO-) and 6A£i�OlV (concerning Attic 
inscriptions: -t Threatte Attic IT 1 996 p. 309) 'smaller in number' « 
*-lejg-jon: but positive 6Uy-o-). - In the superlative, the Greek is -is-Io-. 
The form is attested as early as the Mycenaean period, cf nom. pI. n. 
me-Id-ta i.e. meg-isla. 

Id) A prime example in Vedic: - positive taw is- 'strong, powerful' 
with comparative Iliv-iyas-, and tav-yas- 'stronger, more powerful.' For 
the superlative, cf yilv-io$!ha- 'recently, recently born' fromyuv-an- « PIE 
*h,je!!-h,on-. For details: -t Mayrhofer EWAia II p. 413 ;  concerning the 
suffix, cf W 204 § 4) 'young.' - Comparative: While the coexistence of 
-iyas- and -yas- is of post-PIE origin, it can (as can Greek) in its essentials 
be traced back to PIE alIophonic arrangement mentioned at the beginning 
( l a). The cause of the lengthening of i is not clear,. although one reason 
could be an origin in sel-roots, cf. just above Iliviyas- < *tti!fiHjas- with 
laryngeal metathesis < *ta!!Hijas- < PIE *te!!h,-ijos-. - The superlative in 
Vedic is -i$-!ha- < *-is-th,o-. 

2a) The secondary comparative form uses the PIE suffix *-(t)ero-. -
Good examples include Gr. OiKOLO<; 'just' with OlKOlO-1EPO� and 
OlKatO-1mo� and Ved. lawis- 'strong, powerful' with tavas-tara- and 
tavas-Iama-. For information on Latin, cf § I b above. 

2b) The PIE suffix *-(I)ero- is the -0- adjective form of adverbs ending 
in PIE *-(1)r and *-(I)er: -t Risch Wortbildung 1 974 p. 9 I f.; G. Pinault in 
Dialectes indo-aryennes 1 986 [1989] p. 42f (concerning the type Ved. 
sanu-tar 'gone'). Examples from IE languages include Lal. sub « *supV) 
'under,' sup-er 'over' and sup-er-o- 'found above' (cf. superi 'the higher 
gods, the gods in heaven'); Gr. 1tpO 'at the front, forward' 
and 1tPO-1EPO-<; 'toward the front, earlier'; Ved. upa 'to, up, upon, etc.,' 
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upar-i 'over, above, upward' and upar-a- 'beneath, nearer, further back, 

later.' Adverbs and adjectives that were derived from them were capable 

of marking relative contrasts (e.g. in the case of opposites or selection 

from a pair), cf Gr. 1t01EPO� 'which (of two),' cf. Myc. Gr., a-Ie-ro i.e. 

hateron 'the other of two in a unity' « PIE * sl[l-Ier-o- from PIE * sem
'one'; Cf. Gr. ihEPO� 'other' with an assimilated word-initial vowel; the 

vocalism that is still visible in Mycenaean is retained, for example, in Att. 
ii-repo<;, i.e. 6 ii-repo�: -t Threatte Allic II 1 996 p. 345f.). One can only 

then presume that individual local and temporal formations gave the im
pulse for the development of *-Iero- as a common suffix for comparative 

forms in both Greek and Vedic: -t Risch Worlbildung 1 974 p. 94f. 

2c) In the case of the superlative of the secondary comparative form, 
one finds again formations from among the ordinal numbers, see the be
ginning of F 325. - Latin: - In Latin and Celtic, one finds *-I[I(h,)o-. 
Details: -t Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 1 52f - Greek: - Cf 
already in Mycenaean nom. pI. me-sa-Io i.e. mes-atoj 'of intermediate 
measure' from the positive *mes(s)o- < *medhjo-. The model here is 
dekalo- 'tenth' < *dehrzlo-. However, the Greek -Ialo- is common. -
Vedic: - Cf. Ved. madhy-amti- 'intermediate, most intermediate.' The 
model is saplamti- 'seventh.' However, the Vedic -Iama- is common. 

3) While in the cases mentioned in § 1 and § 2 the same adjective stem 
is generally used, there was also the possibility, also in Proto-Indo
European, of using stems for positive forms that were different from those 
for comparative and superlative forms. Sometimes, positive, comparative, 
and superlative forms each used a different form with a similar meaning by 
suppletion, e.g. Lal. bonus (OL d!!enos) vs. melior (from which was lexi
calized mulier 'woman' < *m!-jes- 'better' [original term for mistress: -t 
Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 64]; In Greek, mel- corresponds to 
the word group �al..a 'very,' �iiUov 'more, rather,' �al..lCl10 'most') vs. 
oplimus (root op- 'power, strength'), cf. on the one hand ayaao� vs. 
IIEl..TIOlV / i3£I..1lCl10�, on the other uyaao� vs. U].I£iVOlV vs. aplCl10<;. Sug
gestions for further reading: -t Seiler Sleigerungsformen 1950 p. 27ff.; W. 
Hock "Zur Supplelion beim A djektiv im Allgriechischen und Germanis
chen" in FS Seebold 1 999 p. 207-223. 

4) Further sources: - General: -t P. K. Andersen Word Order Typol
ogy 1983. - Germanic: -t Bammesberger Urgerm. Nomen 1990 p. 230ff 
- Hittite: -t P. Cotticelli-Kurras in Graz 2000 p. 33-45. - Celtic: -t W. 
Cowgill in lE and lEs 1970 p. 1 14ff 
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D. Pronouns 

1. General Information 

F 400. Pronouns are among the most important deictic and anaphoric 
elements of the sentence. Only pronouns share the important grammatical 
category 'person' with the verb, ct: S 301 .  Contrarily to the 3" person 
"celui qui est absent, la non-person ne, " the I" person marks "le 'ie' qui 
enonce" and the 2nd person, "le 'tu I auquel 'je ' s 'adresse." The corre
sponding plural forms are more complex. Whereas the 3'" person permits 
a true plural, the I "  person plural "nous" is either to be interpreted as "moi 
+ vous" or as "moi + eux"; "le 'nous ' annexe au 'ie ' une globalite indis
tincte d'autres personnes." And for the 2"" person plural: '' 'vous, ' qu 'i/ 
s 'agisse du 'vous ' collecti/ ou du 'vous ' de politesse, on reconnaft une 
generalisation du 'tu "': � E. Benveniste "Structure des relations de per
sonne dans le verbe" in Benveniste Problemes I 1 966 (essay from 1 946) p. 
225ff. 

I )  It has been shown that Proto-Indo-European had, on the one hand, what 
are called single-gender personal pronouns, including the possessive pronouns 
derived from them, and, on the other hand, what are called the double-gender 
interrogative and indefinite pronouns as well as, in ancient IE languages, the 
triple-gender demonstrative and relative pronouns. The conservation of the 
original forms in the IE languages varies. The most changes affected demon
strative pronouns, which could lose their referential effect, and then must be 
newly determined. 

2) In comparison with the normal order and enclisis in a nominal or verbal 
syntagma, the position of emphasis at the beginning of a sentence increases the 
pronominal information. The difference between enclisis and emphasis (or
thotony) was not manifested exclusively by the presence (or absence) of the 
accent, but rather also morphologically, i.e. through the shortened form in the 
case of enclitica as opposed to the longer stressed form. 

3) Pronouns played an important role in the development of nominal inflec
tion. Their influence on the o-stems is unmistakable, cC F 3 1 1 .  

4) Suggestions for fiuther reading: - a) general: Benveniste (see above); 
Wackernagel Vor/esungen IT 1 928 p. 75ff; Metzler Lexikon Sprache 1993 Sp. 
487 s. v. 'Pronomen.' - b) Proto-lndo-European: � Krahe Idg. Sprachw. IT 
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1969 p. 38-46; Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1990 p. 21 5-2�4; R. S. P. �kes 
"The origin 0/ the Indo-European pronominal mj/ectlOn m FS Po�ome 1,?88 

73-87; F. Bader "Les pronoms dans les langues indo-europeennes m 
temoireS de la Societe de Linguistique de Paris N.S. I 1 990 p. 23-35.- c) 
Latin: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 460-484; Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 
1998 p.156-169. - d) Greek: � Rix Hist. Gramm. d G�. 1 976 p. 1 74-189: 
Meier-Briigger Gr. Spraclnv. IT 1992 p. 85-93. - e) VedIC: � J. Wackerna
gel in Wackernagel / Debrunner Ai. Grammatik ill 1930 p. 431-59� . . - f) 
Anatolian: E. Neu "Zu einigen Pronommalformen des Hethlflschen m FS 
Puhvel I 1 997 p. 139-169. - g) Celtic: � Schrijver Celtic Pronouns and 
Particles 1997. - For more information, see the sections on the individual 
groups below, particularly in F 401 § 4. 

2. Personal and Possessive Pronouns 

F 401. Personal pronouns are part of the hereditary lexicon of the lE 
languages. For information on gyntax, cf. S 400. 

I )  However incomplete, the following table shows the most important 
characteristics of PIE personal pronouns, which do not distinguish be
tween genders. - Thus, in the case of '1'  (speaker) and 'you' (inter
locutor) there is no distinction between masculine and feminine gender. -
The nominative is distinguished from other cases in having its own stern, 
cC PIE nom. sg. ·eg-oh, vs. ace. sg. PIE ·m-�. - Since every finite verb 
form automatically indicates the 'person' of the verb, the nominal pronoun 
forms are already adequately marked. - In comparison with the ortho
tonic forms, which are often strengthened by particles, the enclitic forms 
feature the minimal word stem and may be used in multiple cases, cf. or
thotonic PIE nom. sg. ·eg- with suffix -oh, or -hrom vs. enclitic ·m-oj for 
gen. and dat. sg. - For the 3" person, several demonstrative pronouns 
are possible. These are presented in F 405f. Only the 3 sg. reflexive pro
noun is treated in § 3 below. Even externally, one may discern that PIE 
acc. sg. ·se belongs to I sg. ·me and 2 sg. ·te. 

I se. 2 se. I nl. 2 pI. 
nom. sg. ·eg-oh, ·/"h, ·yejs ·juHs 
only stressed ·eiIh,-om 
acc. sg. encl. ·me ·te / ·'ye *nos *yos 
ace. sg. *me *te *1Js-me • us-me 
stressed 
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gen. dat. sg. *moj *toj 
encl. 
gen. sg. *mene ·(eye 
stressed 
dat. sg. *me-g'rej *te-bhei *7}s-me-i ·us-me-i 
stressed *me-fthi-om *te-bhi:o 

2) Details concerning Proto-Indo-European: - J. T. Katz (� "Ar
chaische keltische Personalpronomina aus indogermanischer Sicht" in 
Fachtagung Innsbruck 1 996 [1 998] p. 265-291 ;) asserts, based on oblique 
cases in Celtic material, the existence of an ending *-me for the 1 "  person 
and an ending *-!!e for the 2'd person: In place of the commonly recon
structed 1 pI. *1Js-me and 2 pI. *us-me, the author thus suggests a new 1 
pI. *1Js-me vs. 2 pI. *us-Ife and consequently holds the balance in favor of 
*-me in the 2" person plural for secondary; thus, from this perspective the 
2"" person singular form *t!!e is old (the !! from *t!!e is generally seen as 
coming from the nominative 'tu-H-), and further *me < om-me. - Latin: 
� Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 461 ff ;  Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 
1 56ff. (concerning dissimilation in Pre-PIE dat. sg. 'me-bhej to PIE 
*me-gi'ej etc.). - Details on Greek: � Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 
1 76ff. The forms of the I "  and 2" person plural are in Proto-Greek newly 
constructed on the basis of the acc. * Qs-me and *us-me. For the 1 pI. cf. 
Aeol. nom. and acc. iillIlE; in At!. cf. nom. "l!Ei� <*hiime+es and acc. 
"Ilii� < "IlEa� < *hiime+as (-as < *-1Js) (on *hiime and *amme <*1JS-me 
cf. L 307 § 4). For the 2 pI. cf. Aeol. nom. and acc. UIlI!E and Att. nom. 
ullEi� and acc. Ullii�. Greek must also have featured the enclitic * nos- at 
some point, evidence of which is the lexicalized adverb v6cr-</l1 'separate 
from' < *'apart from us': � M. Meier-Briigger in MSS 48 1 987 p. 1 79ff. 
- Details on Vedic: � J. Wackernagel in WackernageV Debrunner Ai. 
Gramm. 1I1 1 930 p. 44811. 

3)  The dative singular form of the reflexive pronoun is PIE *soj, in ac
cusative singular PIE *se (encl.) 'himself,' cf. Latin se (originating from 
the stressed form), Got. si-k. Particular lE languages have * S!!oj and * s!!e, 
cf. Gr. E, Lesb. FE. According to J. T. Katz precisely this * s-Ije is re
garded as ancien and *se as secondary. In contrast, G. E. Dunkel connects 
* soj I * se, which he considers more ancient, with the demonstrative pro
noun *so: � Fachtagung Leiden 1987 [1 992] p. 1 7 1 11. - PIE encl. *s
bhi > Gr. CHill; creation of a new paradigm with aepe and aepei� < *a</lE+E� 
etc.; already Myc. lac. pI. me-ta-qe pe-i i.e. meta-kWe sphehi 'in their 
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midst'. For more information on the Greek sph_: � Katz Personal Pro
nouns 1 998 p. 226ff. 

4) Further sources, particularly on personal pronouns (of course, see 

also the suggestions for further reading in F 400 § 4): � G. Schmidt Per
sonalpronomina 1978; Seebold Personalpronomina 1 984; S. Howe "The 
Personal Pronouns in the Germanic Languages, a study of personal pro
noun morphology and change in the Germanic languages from the first 
records to the present day." Berlin I New York 1996 (= Studia Linguistica 
Germanica 43); J. Matzinger "Zum Lokativ sg. des Personalpronomens 
der ersten Person im Altarmenischen" in MSS 57 1 997 p. 65-80; by the 
same author, "Zu armenisch mek' '>vir"' in HS 1 10 1997 p. 83-92; Katz 
Personal Pronouns 1998. 

F 402. Already in the Proto-Indo-European period, possessive pronouns 
could be formed as -o-stem adjectives from personal pronouns. Contrary 
to the banal '-o-suffix, the also used -tero-suffix originates from the com
parative form, cf. F 325 § 2. 

The following may be reconstructed: - For the 1 sg. PIE *m-o- 'my' 
(cf. Greek £-1l6�, in which e- comes from £-yo\), but perhaps additionally 
'mej-o- (derived from the locative, cf. La!. meus). - For the 2 sg. PIE 
*tlj-O- 'your' (cf. Gr. Ion. Alt. a6�) and 'te!!-o- (cf. Lat. tuus). - For the 
1 pI. PIE *nos-tero- 'our' (cf. Lat. noster) and *(ls-m6- (cf. Gr. C!1l6� 
[Horn. : � LfgrE I Sp. 640f.] and "IlEtEPO� [< *(lsme-tero-J). - For the 2 
pi. PIE *ljos-tero- 'your' (cf. Lat. vester with ve- from vo-) and *us-mo
(cf. Gr. il1l6� [Horn.] and U!!EtEPO� [< *usme-tero-J). - For the 3 sg. 
reflexive PIE *S!!O- 'his' (cf. Gr. o�) and *selj-o- (cf. La!. suus). 

Further details: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 465f.; Meiser Laut- und 
Formenlehre 1 998 p. 1 59; Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 1 8 1 ;  J. Wack
ernagel in Wackernagel I Debrunner Ai. Gramm. HI 1 930 p. 492-494; 
Petit Slje- 1999. 

3. Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns 

F 403. The substantive interrogative pronoun in Proto-Indo-European 
was *kwi_ (also with ablaut, *kWej_). The o-stem *kwo- (or, with ablaut, 
*kwe_) was used to fill adjectival functions. While the difference between 
'who' and 'what' was central for the PIE substantive pronoun, within the 
meaning of 'who' there was no distinction between masculine and femi-
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nine. This absence is ancient and particularly plausible in Proto-Indo
European, in which presumably the feminine was only firmly established 
after the splitting off of Anatolian, cf. F 303 § 2. 

While the sentence-initial orthotone forms mark questions such as 
'who?,' 'what?,' 'from whom?,' 'whose?,' etc., the enclitic forms could be 
'moderated' to form indefinite pronouns meaning, for example, 'whoever' 
or 'anyone,' etc. 

The situation in lE languages varies. The range of application of * kWi_ 
vs. *kwo- is difficult to determine, particularly since *kWi- and *kwo- were 
also used in restrictive relative clauses just as the appositive * Hjo-. For 
information on the apparent connection of *kwo_ with the copula *kwe, cf. 
G. Dunkel in FS Narten 2000 p. 9-29. For further information, cf. F 404. 

The following table serves to clarify a few points concerning the inflec
tion of the substantive interrogative pronoun. The reconstructed forms are 
taken from Rix Hist. Cramm. d. Cr. 1 976 p. 1 87. The present work is 
inappropriate for a discussion of the extent to which Rix's postulated dif
ferentiation of m.lf. *kwo- (cf. Lat. cuius < *kwo;lo-) from n. *kwe_ (cf. 
Avest. cahiiii mit ca- < *ce- < *ke- <'kwe-; concerning phonetic, cf. L 
206 § 2) in the genitive and dative is conclusive. The genitive and dative 
forms are unthinkable without the influence of demonstrative pronoun 
inflection, cf. F 405. 

nom. 
acc. 
gen. 
dat. 
instr. 

sg. m.lf. sg. n. 

*kW6-s(j)o *kwe-s(Do 
*kwo-sm-oi *kwe-sm-oi 

4. Relatives, Demonstratives, and Pronominals 

I pI. m.lf. I PI. n. 

F 404. The PIE relative pronoun 'kwo- (also 'kwi_) originates with inter
rogative pronouns, cf. F 403. It initially reveals restrictive meaning, i.e. 
meaning that reduces the reference span of the referent. The appositive 
(parenthetic) 'Hjo- on the other hand, has an entirely other origin. For 
more information on issues of content and syntax: � Hettrich Hypotaxe 
1 988 p. 776ff.; 1 .  Hajnal "Definite nominale Determination im Indoger
manischen" in IF 102 1997 p. 38-73. Concerning word-initial * Hj-, c( L 
2 1 3  § 5. Concerning its sytactical properties, cf. S 205. 
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Suggestions for further reading on the lE languages and their individual 

characteristics: - a) PIE: � Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1 990 p. 220-224; 

ferner cf F 3 1 1  § 4. - b) Latin (traces of PIE *Hjo- are no longer at

tested in Proto-Italic; Latin interrogative/indefinite quis quae quid <*kwi
vs. relative qui quae quod <'kwo-): � Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 
1998 p. 164-167 (on p. 164, the terms 'appositive' and 'restrictive' are 
presumably falsely exchanged). - c) Greek (interrogative and indefinite 
-ri, -ri < 'kwi- [via acc. sg. -riv, i.e. 'tiv' = -riv-a formation of a secondary 
-n- stem] vs. relative 0, ii 0 < 'Hjo-): � Rix Hist. Cramm. d. Cr. 1 976 p. 
1 86f.; Meier-Briigger Cr. Sprachw. n 1 992 p. 87 (concerning 'Hjo-) and 
p. 89f. (on the origin of nv-); E. Risch in MSS 46 1985 p. 1 73- 191  (on 
the Greek paradigm of * Hjo-). - d) Vedic (interrogative/indefinite ka
and ki- vs. relative ya-): � Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 284f concerning ka-, p. 
347f concerning ki-, p. 359 concerning ku- and Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 
390 concerning ya-. - e) 'Hjo- and *kwi_ in further lE languages such as 
Balto-Slavic, Hiltite, Luwian, Lycian, and Carian: � I .  Hajnal I.c. at the 
beginning of the section; cf. also Chr. Koch in S 205 § 2. 

F 405. Among demonstrative pronouns there are both those with a deic
tic function and those with an anaphoric function. Despite formal changes 
in individual lE languages, the situation in Proto-Indo-European is recog
nizable: � G. Klingenschmitt "Erbe und Neuerung beim germanischen 
Demonstrativpronomen" in Althochdeutsch I 1987 p. 1 69- 1 89. Demon
strative pronouns formed the basis upon which articles were formed, cf. 
Classical Greek 6 iiv8pOl1to" NHG der Mensch. 

Literature on this complex of issues is quite involved: � Szemerenyi 
Einfuhrung 1990 p. 2 1 6-218 ;  EWAhd Il Sp. 589-599 s.v. 'der' (featuring 
an amazing wealth of material on the lE field). Concerning the article in 
Greek: � Meillet Aper,u 1 975 p. 1 87ff.; concerning the article in Arme
nian: � Ch. de Lamberterie in Kolloquium DelbrUck Madrid 1 994 [ 1997] 
p. 3 1 1 ff.  

One well-founded Proto-Indo-European demonstrative pronoun is *to-, 
which features all three genders. The stem (with e-vocalism) for all femi
nine forms and for the neuter plural is PIE * tt!-h,. A notable development 
in the nominative is the appearance of *s- in place of *t- in nom. sg. m. 'so 
and nom. sg. ( *se-h,. The nominative marker, compared with the mark
ers for other cases, is reminiscent of the situation of personal pronouns, cf. 
F 40 I § I .  Regarding issues of gender, cf. F 303 § 2 (near the end of the 
fourth section). 
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The following table illustrates the most important masculine and neuter 
forms: 

sg. m. sg. n. 1 01. m. 01. n. 
nom. *s6 I "to-d *16-j *te-h, 
acc. *to-m I "to-d *to-ns *te-h, 
gen. *to-s(j)o *tojs-om 
dat. *to-smoj 
loco *t6jsu < *'6js-su? 
instr. "to-hi *Iois 

The inflection of pronouns reveals characteristics that distinguish it 
from nominal inflection: cf. -d (and not -m) in nom. acc. sg. n., cf. -j in 
nom. pI. m. (and not -es), cf. -s(j)o in gen. sg., cf. -sm- in dat. sg. and cf. 
stem toj(s)- in gen. and loco pI. The -0- stem nominal forms show this in
fluence, cf. F 3 1 1  § 3. Concerning the much discussed problem of gen. sg. 
-s(j)o, cf. F 3 1 1  § 4. 

Further sources: - Concerning the dubious invariable * so (called the 
"sa-fige" in Vedic, Greek, and Anatolian): � G. E. Dunkel in Kolloquium 
Wackernagel Basel 1 988 [1 990) p. 1 00lf; S. W. Jarnison Vedic 'sa-jige ': 
"An inherited sentence connective? "  in HS 105 1992 p. 213-239: J. S. 
K1ein 'sa-jige ' and Indo-European Deixis " in HS 1 09 1996 p. 21 -39; G. 
E. Dunkel in IF 1 02 1 997 p. 1 76f.; C. Watkins in FS Narten 2000 p. 263-
281 .  - Concerning the coexistence of "so / "to-: � K. Strunk in Glotta 
55 1977 p. 7-9. 

F 406. A further demonstrative pronoun with a Proto-Indo-European 
basis is PIE *i- (or, with ablaut, *ej-): cf. in Latin, anaphoric is, ea, id, and 
i-dem, ea-dem, id-em (� Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 1 59-
1 61);  cf. in Greek the formal remnants ll-lV (already min as early as Myce
naean) and V-l v (� Wackernagel Kleine Schriften I 1 969 p. 10); cf. Ved. 
m. ay-am, f. iy-am, n. i-d-am (� Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 103). Concern
ing the entire body of issues: � Szemen:nyi Einfuhrung 1 990 p. 2 1 8-220. 

The form *(I'I}e (unstressed "-o) is also datable to the Proto-Indo
European period. It found use as an augment (cf. F 21 3); and further pre
sumably played a decisive role in the formation of middle voice endings 
(cf. F 2 1 0), as in the genitive *-os-o (cf. F 3 1 1  § 4). 

The individual lE languages developed (mostly on the basis of Proto
Indo-European material) an entire series of new pronouns, cf. Lat. hic 
haec hoc, iste ista istud, and ipse ipsa ipsum, cf. Gr. OOE, OU10<;, 
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£KelVoc; and Qin:o<;; etc.: � Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 1 62f.; 
pjx Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1976 p. 1 84f. 

F 407. Nominal forms such as PIE *(h,}al-jo- and *(h,}an-jo- 'other' are 

properly categorized as vaguely belonging to the field of pronouns. Due 

to this understandable proximity, they equally receive pronominal inflec
tion: � 1. Wackernagel in Wackernagel / Debrunner Ai. Grammatik III 
1930 p. 579lf (concerning Ved. anya-, viSva- etc.). 

5. Correlative Pronouns 

F 408. In Proto-Indo-European sentence formation, the insertion of the 
relative pronoun PIE *kwo-, and *(H)jo- through the demonstrative *to
must have been quite common. Echos of this PIE phenomenon (correla
tion) are the lE pairs such as Lat. cum (older quo-m) 'when' vs. tum (older 
*to-m) 'then, at that time' and qu-iilis 'how constituted' vs. t-iilis 'so con
stituted,' Gr. 000<; 'how much, how large' vs. 1000<; 'so much, so large' 
« PIE *kwo-tjo- and *Hjo-tjo- vs. *to-tjo-) etc.: � Leumann LLFL 1977 
p. 483f.; Meiser Laut- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 167. 

D. Numerals 

1 .  General Information 

F 500. The following treatment can only aim to offer a small part of the 
complex and involved issues of Proto-Indo-European and Indo-European 
numerals. 

. I }  An excellent treatement of the comprehensive subject from the point of 
VIew of Old Indian is offered by J. Wackernagel in Wackernagel / Debrunner 
Ai. Grammatik III 1930 p. 329ff. Proto-lndo-European featured cardinal 
numbers, ordinal numbers that were derived from them, as well as a few at
tested numerical adverbs. 

2} For information on the writing of numbers: � Metzler Lexikon Sprache 
1993 p. 706 S.V. 'ZifJer.' - Concerning the numerals of the Middle Italian 
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coine of the Oscians, Latins, and Etruscians: --7 H. Rix "Buchs/abe, Zahlwort 
und Ziffer im AI/en Milleli/alien" in FS Pisani IT 1 969 p. 845-856; by the 
same author, "Die Al/ersangabe in der oskischen Inschrifi Ve. 70 und Oscan
Umbrian akno- 'Jahr"' in MSS 37 1978 p. 149-163. As Rix is able to show, 
the presumption of older research that Middle Italian nwneraJs were in fact re
interpreted writing symbols must be corrected. 

3) Further sources: - a) General: --7 Melzler Lexikon Sprache 1993 p. 
430 s. v. 'Numerale.' - b) Proto-Indo-European: --7 Krahe Idg. Sprachw. IT 
1 969 p. 46-49; Szerrerenyi Numerals 1960; Eichner Numeralia 1 982 (on 2-5); 
Szemerenyi Einfuhrung 1 990 p. 234-243; Numerals 1 992 (an anthology with 
a complex history; the foreword gives details; the individual books refer to the 
volwne that was left for a considerable time unpublished, cf Lewandowski 
Linguist. W6rlerbuch 2 1 994 p. 754 s. v. 'Numerale' with the entry by Ross A. 
c., ed., "Indo-European numerals." 1981 and Metzler Lexikon 1.c. in section A 
J. Grozdanovic [sic] (Gvozdanovic) (ed.), "Indo-European NwneraJs." Berlin, 
1 988; contains descriptions of the situation in various rE languages: cf. R 
Coleman 'Italic,' F. M. J. Waanders 'Greek,' R Emmerick 'Old Indian,' H.  
Eichner 'Anatolian,' A. S. C. Ross and J.  Bems 'Germanic' and B.  Comrie 
'Balto-Slavonic'); B1aZek Numerals 1 999. - c) Particularly concerning Latin: 
--7 Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 484-495; Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 
170-177. - d) Particularly concerning Greek: --7 Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 
1976 p. 1 7 1 - 1 73; Meier-Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. IT 1992 p. 93-98; F.  Kortlandt 
"Greek nwneraJs and PIE glotta1ic consonants" in MSS 42 1983 p. 97-104. -
e) Particularly on Vedic: --7 J. Wackemagel in Wackemagel / Debrunner Ai. 
Grammalik 111 1930 p. 329-430; Thumb / Hauschild Handbuch des Sanskrit I 
/ 2 1 959 p.1 54-166. - f) Particularly on Anatolian: --7 H. Eichner in Numer
als 1 992 p. 29-96; O. Carruba "Betrachlungen zu den ana/olischen und indo
germanischen Zahlwdrlern" in Fachlagung Innsbruck 1 996 [ 1998] p. 505-
5 1 9. - g) Particularly on Germanic languages: --7 Krahe / Meid Germ. 
Sprachw. IT 1 969 p. 87-94. - h) Balto-Slavic: --7 B. Comrie in Numerals 
1 992 p. 7 1 7-833. - i) Armenian, Tocharian: --7 F. Kortlandt "Proto
Armenian numerals" in Kolloquium Pedersen Copenhagen 1993 [1 994] p. 
253-257; W. Winter "Tocharian" in Numerals 1 992 p. 97- 1 6 1 .  

2.  Cardinal Nwnbers 

F SOL The cardinal numbers are part of the inherited lexicon quite like 
the terms for farni1ial relationships of the type PIE 'ph,ter- 'futher.' -
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bly the cardinal numbers were not declined initially in pre-PIE Presuroa , . ' . . th . _ The genitive was used to comrnurucate quantItIes, as IS e case �dividual lE languages from the number 'five' on (e.g. Old Church 
. ) _ In order to mark congruence, in Proto-Indo-European the S�W . 

d' fi mina! endings are included for the lower numbers. The para Igms or no 
bers 'one' to 'four' presumably featured a single set of endings for the num . . . d line and feminine forms WIth addItIonal forms for neuter, an some-mascu

also for feminine forms. - Numerals were often inserted as prefixes tunes 
oli ' . d" W f possessive compound forms, cf. the type Gr. tPl-lt - tnpo m �08. In this case they are generally zero grade, cf. PIE *s1[I- 'one' = La!. 

.sern- > sim- in sim-plex 'simple,' Gr. a- in ii-1t� 'one tune'; V.ed. sa- m 
sa-/cft 'one time' or cf. PIE *kWtljr- 'four' in Homenc Greek 
tp';tj><lA.e1O 'with four helmet decorations: (in this c�e WIth t�e vanant 
fonn *kW/ru- preceding K, cf. L 304 § 3; m addItIon sunplificatIon of the 
initial consonant group *kwlru- > tru-, cf also tpa-1t£�a p. XX above) 

F 502. Following are general indications on cardinal numbers. Although 
strictly speaking the following treatInent belongs in the section on the PIE 
lexicon, traditionally it is included here in 'morphology.' 

I) 'one': - PIE *sem- (= Myc. instr. sg. e-me i.e. hem-�; Class. Gr; gen. 
sg. 1:v-� etc.) and PIE *(H)oj- (in OL oi-no- = Class. La!. unus; Ved. eko- < 
aj-ko- [already in 'Mitanni-Indian,' cf E 404 § I ]  < *oj-ko-). - For further 
information on *sem-: --7 G. Darms in MSS 34 1 976 p. 13(; on contmuatlons 
in Greek: Meier-Brilgger Gr. Sprachw. I 1 992 p. 60. - For more information 
on *(H)oj-: --7 Mayrhofur EW Aia I p. 262f. s. v. eka- 'one'; EW Ahd IT Sp. 
989ff. s. v. 'ein.' - On * s1[l- as prefix of compounds cf. F 501 .  

2) 'two': - PIE *d(u)l}o- = La!. duo; Gf. o1iro and �oo, cf also Myc. instr. 
pI. du-wo-u-pi i.e. dUljolj-phi; Ved. d(u)va and d(u)vau; etc.:. --7 Mayrhofer 
EWAia I p. 761-763. The inflection of 'two' is connected to ISSues concern
ing the dual, cf F 304 § I .  - On Mycenaean dUljolj-P"i (which has a para1l�1 
in Ep.-Hom adv. a�<I><>1}-oi� 'with both [hands]'): --7 M. Meier-Brilgger m 
Giotta 71 1993 [ 1 994] p. 1 37-142. - On the Armenian erku with the conso
nant shift erk- < *du- (Meillet's  Law): --7 Ch. de Lambertene m H,S/DIre, 
Epis/emologie, Lang�ge 1 0 / IT 1988 (= Antoine Meille/ el la linguistique de 
Son temps, edited by S. Auroux) p. 222ff 

3) 'three': On continuations of PIE *trej-es, cf. L 2 1 5  § I .  - On *tri- as 
prefix of compounds cf F 501 . 
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4) 'four': - PIE * kWetljor- = Lat. qualluor; Gr. Att. tEnop� (<: 
*kwefljr-es) and others; Ved. nom pI. caJv&r-as, acc. pI. catur-as- and others' 
etc.: � Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 526f (p. 527 below, also on f. *kWetesr-es � 
Indo-lranian). - On Latin quattuor: � Meiser Lout- und Formenlehre 1 998 
p. 1 7 1 ;  further, cf L 203f. - On 'four' as prefix ofcompowxis cf. F 501 .  

5) 'five': - PIE *penkwe = Lat. quinque; Gr. 7t£VtE; Ved. paiica; etc.: -) 
Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 65f; V. BlaZek in IF 1 05 2000 p. 1 0 1 - 1 19. - On 
Latin quinque: � H. Eichner in Kolloquium Lot. u. Idg. Salzburg 1 986 
[1 992] p. 70-72. 

6) 'six': - PIE *s{U)ljeKs = Lat. sex; Myc. Gr. we-pe-za i.e. hljes-pedia 
'composed of six feet' (in which h!!es-p- is simplified from *h!!eks-p-); Ved. 
$<»--; etc.: � Mayrhofer EW Aia IT 680f; R. Viredaz '' 'Six ' en indo-europeen" 
ill IF 1 02 1 997 p. 1 12-150. - On Indo-Iranian: � A. Luhotsky in Graz 2000 
p. 255-26 1 .- Particularly on the Armenian vec' <: *suljeKs: � G. Klingen
schmitt and 1. Schindler ill Fachtagung Wien 1 978 ( 1 980] p. 4 1 9  note 25a. 

7) 'seven': - PIE *septrft = Lat. septem; Gr. E1t�6; Ved. sapta; etc. :  -) 
Mayrhofer EWAia IT p. 700. - On  Hittite: � E. Neu in FS Meid *70 1999 p. 
249-254. 

8) 'eight': - PIE '0K!- = Lat. octo; Gr. OK�ciJ; Ved. a$!& and a$tau; etc.: 
� Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 142; EWAhd I Sp. 1 2 1 ff  s.v. 'ahto.' Wh�ther the 
ending may be associated with the dual (compare 'eight' with 'two') is 
doubtful. 

9) 'nine': - PIE *h,ne!/I} = Lat. novem (the initial -n- in the ending attests 
the ordinal nonus); Gr. EVV£O; Ved. nOva; etc.:� Mayrhofer EW Aia IT p. 
24f; M: Peters "ldg. '9' im Armenischen und Griechischen" in Zeitschrifi jur 
Phonetlk, Sprachwissenschaji und Kommunikationsjorschung 44 1991 p. 
301-3 1 0; V. BlaZek in HS 1 12 2000 p. 1 88-203. 

10) 'ten': - PIE *de/ap = Lat. decem; Gr. OCKO; Ved. dasa; etc.: -) May
rhofer EW Aia I p. 708f 

1 1 ) 'el
.
even' to 'nineteen': - All evidence indicates a Proto-Indo-European 

habIt of s?"ply placmg the 'ten' before the 'one' without any copulative parti
cle. For informatIon on the various IE strategies of word order in numerals: 
� Wackernagel Kleine Schrifien 1 1 969 (in an essay of 1935) p. 236-256. 
On the Latin type undeviginti: � M. Lejeune "Procedures soustraclives dans 
les numerations brusque et latine" in BSL 76 / 1  1 98 1  p. 241-248 (concern
illg the adaptatIon of the Etruscan method to Latin). - On Indo-lranian: � R. 
Schmitt "Die Ziihlreihe zwischen "10" und "20, " zum Beispiel im lranis-
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" in HS 107 1 994 p. 1 2-29. - For information on the formation of 
ch

l
en 

, and 'twelve' in Germanic: � EW Ahd IT Sp. I oo8ff s. v. 'einlif.' 'e even 

12) 'Twenty' to 'ninety': - PIE compound fonns with the suffix *-d/ap+ 

1*-dKom-t- (or *-h,/apl- / *-hJKoml- which developed from it) 'group of ten, 

decade,' cf. for 'twenty' PIE *(d)lji-h,/ap-li-h2, for 'thirty' PIE *tri-h,/ap-I-h2' 

etc - Latin: � Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. I nf. - Greek: 

�KO�O < *penle-h,Koml-: � F. Kortlandt in MSS 42 1983 p. 98. -

:nmanic: � R. Liihr "Die Dekaden '70-120' im Germanischen" in MSS 36 

1 977 p. 59-7 1 ;  G. Schuppener "Einschnille bei den indogermanisc�en 

Zehnerzahlen" in Fachlagung Innsbruck 1 996 [ 1 998] p. 293-321 (concernmg, 

among other issues, the fact that in various Germanic dialects, there is a break 

in the word formation after 60). 

13) 'hundred': - PIE *d/ap-IO- understood as ordinal 'the tenth of ten 

decads' (= Lat. cenlum, gr. i:Ko�ov, Ved. salam): � Risch Kleine Schrifien 

/981 (in an essay of 1 962) p. 677-689. - Particularly concerning the Greek 

E-KO-roV: The word-initial e is at first a laryngeal-like echo of the original ini

tial d and may be traced via *h,Ii1pIO- to PIE *d-hpto-. Only secondarily was 
e- interpreted as belonging to * sem- and accordingly aspirated: � F. Kortlandt 

in MSS 42 1983 p. 98; H. Rix voices agreement in GS van Windekens 1991 p. 

225 note I .  
14) '200'-'900': - PIE compound forms with the main root *-dJiJpI6- in 

the sense of ' I 00.' - For infurmation on the Latin -cenli (also -genti): � 

Meiser Lout- und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 1 73f. - For information on the Greek 

type OtOKOcnOt vs. OtOKOnOt: � E. Risch in Kleine Schrifien / 98 1  (in an 

essay from 1966) p. 265ff 

15) ' 1 000': - For information on formations with PIE *t!'es-lo- 'a hand
full (of grain)' (cC Lat. mille and milia < *smihrt!'sl-ihr, Gr. ;(thOl, Ved. 
sa-htisra-): � H. Rix in GS van Windekens 1 99 1  p. 225ff; ibid, Termini der 
Unfreiheil 1 994 p. 61  note 16. - For information on the Germanic * p Usonl
and corresponding Balto-Slavic fonns: � R. Liihr. "Zur Semanlifizierung van 
Zahlwortem: Das Worl 'tausend' - eine germanisch-baltoslavische 1so
glosse?" in Linguislica xxxm (= FS Cop) 1 993 p. 1 1 7-\ 36. 

16) 'countless': - For infurmation on the Greek �Upiot 'countless, im

measurable,' also 'ten thousand': � M. Weiss in HS 109 1 996 p. 1 99-204 

(The author compares the Hittite miiri- 'grape' and reconstructs the PIE root 

*melj!!- 'abundant, reproductively powerful'). 
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3. Ordinal Nwnbers 

F 503. In Proto-Indo-European, and naturally also later, ordinal numbers 
bad tbe function of signaling the end of a series, e.g. 'We traveled for nine 
days. But on the tenth . . .  : � 1. Wackemagel in Wackemagel / Debrunner 
Ai. Gramm. 1I1 1 930 p. 400ff. ;  Risch Kleine Schriften 1981 (in an essay of 
1962) p. 684ff. (including many examples from ancient lE languages). As 
is otherwise common in ancient IE languages, ordinal numbers are -o-stem 
adjectivs derived from the cardinal numbers. In the case of 'first' and 
'second,' non-cardinal derived formations were possible too, cf La!. 
primus 'foremost' in the sense of 'first' and secundus 'following (adj.)' in 
the sense of 'second.' The ordinal numbers are the starting point for su
perlative formations, cf F 325. 

The common PIE ordinal suffixes are -10- and -111]0-. One also finds the 
more ancient -0-, sometimes alternating with the complex form -h,o-, cf. 
PIE *sept'l'-(h,)o-'seventh.' The old -o-stem formation *dtiK'l'-lh,-o- 'be
longing to the decad', derived from the PIE abstract noun *dtili1[l-lehr is a 
potential starting point for the ordinal suffix variant PIE *-h,o- and also 
for the PIE variant *-Ih,o- of *-10-': Concerning the understanding of the 
abstract noun *-I(e)h,-: � Kurylowicz Eludes I 1935 p. 49; the Vedic 
suffIX -Iha- can indeed best be traced hack to PIE *-Ih,-o-, cf. L 329 § I 
with further examples for Ved. -Ih - < PIE *-Ih,-. - Concerning details 
in Latin: � Leumann LLFL 1 977 p. 491 ff. and Meiser Laul- und For
menlehre 1998 p. 1 74f. ; - Greek: � Rix Hisl. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 p. 
1 70f.; - Vedic: � J. Wackemagel l.c. - On the subject as a whole: -4 
G. Schrnidt "Indogermanische Ordinalzahlen" in IF 97 1992 p. 197-235. 

4. Nwnerical Adverbs 

F 504. In the case of the numerical adverbs of the type of multiplicatives 
'once,' 'twice,' the word formations of the lowest numbers have their ori
gins in Proto-Indo-European, cf. PIE *dtli-s 'twice' (= La!. bis with the 
consonant shift dl}- > b-) and PIE *Iri-s 'thrice' (= Gr. tpi�). To express 
'once' there existed a compound form with the prefix *s'l'-, cf. in F SOl 
the three PIE representatives with varying suffixes. For further informa-

7The "2 in *delbflth:ro- is primarily part of the abstract noun formatiom, but is then 
added by the speakers to the suffix through a restructuration from *deKTflthro- to 

*deKrp-th,o- and to *de/i1[lt-h,o-. 
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. . --t Leurnann LLFL 1977 p. 494f.; Wackernagel I Debrunner Ai. 
000. 
Gramm. ill 1930 p. 422ff. 



IV. Proto-Indo-European Syntax 

- by Matthias Fritz -

A. General Information 

S 100. Berthold Delbrtick's Vergleichende Syntax der indogermanischen 
Sprachen was the first comprehensive and fundamental treatment of the 
field and has not been replaced in the hundred years since its appearance: 
� Delbriick Vgl. Syntax I-TTI 1 893- 1 900. The importance of this work 
was underscored by a conference dedicated to its author on the hundredth 
anniversary of its publication: � Kolloquium Delbruck Madrid 1 994 
[1997). For information on the role of this work in the history of the field 
cf. K. Strunk p. 571 If 

' 

I )  Whereas since the time of A. Schleicher efforts have been made to re
construct the phonology and morphology of Proto-Indo-European (see E 
305), B. Delbriick does not reconstruct the syntax of Proto-Indo-European, 
but rather compares and analyzes phenomena of the individual lE languages. 
Only the future may tell whether or not this 'pre-Schleicherian' approach to 
research on syntax, particularly on that concerning larger parts of sentences, is 
InSurmountable. Only those sentence parts may be reconstructed which reveal 
comparable information in both content and expression. However it is often 
difficult to decide whether these comparable phenomena are prese�t in Proto
Indo-European, or Proto-Indo-European merely provided the conditions for 
related developments in various individual languages. 

2) Alongside B. Delbriick's work, the comprehensive treatments of syntax 
by Karl Brugrnann (� Brugrnann Einfacher Satz 1 925, by the same author, 
Kurze Vgl. Gramm. 1902-1904; Grundrifi 11-3 1916 on particles in the simple 
sentence) � Hermann Hirt (� Hirt Idg. Gramm. VI 1934 and VII 1937) are 
worth narrung. Although a contemporary equivalent of these works does not 
exist, one is planned within the scope of the Indogermanischen Grammatik by 
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J Kurylowicz and M. Mayrhofer and is presently being prepared by a numer

'us staff led by Jose Luis Garcia Ram6n, Heinrich Hettrich, and Oswald �anagl (� For more information, see the web sites of the universities of Wiir
zburg and Salzburg. See links on our web site [see E 1 00), under the heading 
'lrxlo-European linguistics in Europe'). The Indogermanische Gesellschaft 
held a conference on this subject Wiirzburg from 29 September to 3 October 
1999: � Indogermanische Syntax, - Fragen und Perspektiven -, H. Hettrich 
ed., WteSbaden 2002. 

3) Winfred P. Lehmann (� Lehmann PIE Syntax 1 974) and Paul Friedrich 
(� P. Friedrich Syntax 1 975) offer manageable treatments which, however, 
are more concerned with the more narrow syntactical question of word order 
in view of typology and which, owing to their limited scale, cannot offer a 
comprehensive treatment. For an in-depth discussion of the subordinated im
portance of word order in Proto-Indo-European with its wealth of inflected 
forms, see C. Watkins "Towards Proto-lndo-European Syntax: problems and 
pseudo-problems" in Watkins Selected Writings I 1994 (in a contribution from 
1976) p. 242-263. 

4) A reconstruction of Pro to-Indo-European syntax is dependent on an ide
alized notion ofa standard Proto-Indo-European. Questions of style, to which 
particularly O. Panagl has dedicated himself, demand particular sensitivity. 
The language of poetry is of particular importance due to its traditional for
mulas: � R. Scbrnitt Dichtersprache 1 967; Watkins How to kill a dragon 
1995. Owing to the very nature of the coexistence of oral innovations and 
written tradition, coUoquial language is only with difficuhy accessible. Poten
tial sources include above all texts in which dialogues occur, of either dra
matic, philosophical, or lyrical nature: � Hofrnann Lat. Umgangssprache 
1978. 

5) Basic literature on Proto-Indo-European and Indo-European syntax in
cludes: � Brugrnann Grundrifi IJ-2 1 9 1 1  and 11-3 1916; by the same author, 
Einfacher Satz 1 925; Biibler Sprachtheorie 1 934; Chantraine Gramm. hom. 11 
1953; Delbriick Vgl. Syntax I-ill 1893-1900; by the same author, Gr. Syntax 
1879; by the same author, Ai. Syntax 1 888; Havers Erkltirende Syntax 1 93 1 ;  
Hirt Idg. Gramm. VI - VII 1 934-1937; Hofrnann / Szantyr Syntax 1 965; 
Kieckers Gr. Gr. ill-IV 1 926; Krabe Vergl. Syntax 1972; Kiibner / Gertb 11 
1898-1904; Kiibner / Stegrnann IT 1955; Kurylowicz Inflectional Categories 
1964; Matthews Syntax 198 1 ;  Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. I 1 992; Miklosich 
Vergl. Syntax 1868-1 874; Monro Homer. Dialect 1 891 ;  Pinkster Lateinische 
Syntax 1988; Scherer Lat. Syntax 1975; Sch,wyzer / Debrunner Gr. Gr. 11 
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1950; Sommer Verg/. Syntax 193 1 ;  Speyer Syntax 18%; Wackemagel Var/e_ sungen I-ll 1926-1928. 

S 101. Given t?eir dependence on questions of that which signifies and that which tS SIgnified, efforts at reconstructing Proto-Indo-European syntax are necessarily more reliant on hypotheses and probabilities than are the reaintS of morphology and phonology. Internal syntactical reconstruc_ tIon ?oes even one step further, since the observation of divergences asc.ertamed through external reconstruction is based upon preconceived notions of a syntact.ical system and also because the target idea that results from the comparIson of historical syntactical systems ('cleartSing' them) can only be made plausible in terms of typology. 
The pr?blematic nature of syntax reconstruction is comparable to that of semantics �far as syntactic meanings, like semantic meanings, belong to the lingUIstic realm of content: Thus, morphemes, like lexemes, consist of slgnijica�s and signijicatum and are used by the speaker to indicate his conceptual Idea (conceptual level: designatum) of the language-external worl�. As in the case of lexemes, morphemes may be assigned basic meanmgs that are not dependent on context: Thus, the functions of a morpheme may vary according to the lexemes that appear in a sentence. The ?ngUlst'c code employed by the speaker directly refers to his concept�al ,?ea which, ill turn, tS dependent on his interpretation of the actual s,�uatlon such that various speakers may discuss the same real situation WIth varying linguistic codes. 

The following schematic diagram describes the relationship of linguistic code to conceptuality and reality in different terms: 

signifiant significans semantic level signifie silffiificatum conceptual level designatum 
language-external reality 

S 102. Syntax is the scientific description of sentences. From the outset questions must be addressed as to the nature of a sentence and the criteri� that a �ntence must fulfill in order to be considered as such. In the case 
�f prehisto�c linguistic research it becomes important to address the additional question of how sentences may be reconstructed. Even from the standpoint of contemporary languages, the question of what constttutes a sentence is not simple to artSwer. It may in any case only be clearly and definillvely answered, if sentences in themselves reveal 
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quisites to such an artSwer; i.e., when sentences contain certain 
the pre

t
ret

S• tics which make them sentences, and without which they would 
charac er . .  h be sentences. If sentences do not contain these charactenstlcs, t e 
not . of the fundamental criteria of the sentence becomes a matter of question 
definition. . . f b' Taking, for example, the sentence criterion of the pamng 0 a su �ect 

·th a predicate, then, along with such sentences as 'The cat caught a 

;' d '  we may also accept as sentences phrases that are quite different, for 
e:�ple the use of the German noun, 'Hi/fet' . The latter t� may of 

se be explained in such a way that the predlcahon of a subject takes c��e in such cases as well, as it does in another formulation that could be 
�h:sen in the same situation: 'Hi/f mirt' Thus, the differences are limited 
to the signijiant. . 

One might suggest that in order for a sentence to be taken as such, It 
must be complete and meaningful. Of course, incomplete sentences are 
not necessarily meaningless, and complete sentences are not necessarily 
meaningful. Examples give the impression that complete sentences are 
more or less meaningful, or rather, in themselves meaningful. However, 
sentence examples are not linguistic reality. In the natural linguistic reality, 
each expression exists within a larger context and serves the goal of com
munication. Errors of execution, i.e. miscommunication, are natural in this 
as in any other human activity. However, miscommunication may occur in 
complete sentences as well as in incomplete ones. On the otm:r hand, the 
incomplete sentence may fulfill its purpose in a larger context Just as well 
as the complete sentence, and is, of course, omnipresent in daily speech. 
The decisive factor is understandability in context. Thus, understandability 
and completeness of an individual sentence apart from its context carmot 
be considered fundamental and essential qualities of a sentence. 

With regard to syntactical reconstruction, the assertion that real sen
tences, i.e. sentences in their full context, carmot be reconstructed, is self
evident. This is not a failing of syntactical reconstruction, for, as we have 
just seen individual sentences without a context, like individual words and 
sounds, �e not linguistic reality. That which carmot be reconstructed is 
the linguistic reality; that which can be reconstructed is the system of a 
language. Individual examples can only serve to illustrate the recon
structed system. Whether or not the system of an entire language can be 
reconstructed is quite another question, the artSwer to which is more de
pendent on the state of research than on research methods. Also depend
ent on the state of research is the ability to formulate reconstructed sen
tences, for the formulation of a sentence, which has no claim to linguistic 
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reality, is hindered not by the fact that sentences cannot be reconstructed 
but rather by the fact that one may not be able to verifY that the recon: 
structed elements all belong to the same historical phase of language. If 
the historical contemporaneousness of all of the elements in a formulation 
were assured, nothing would be left to hinder its assertion. While this in 
no way guarantees that the formulated sentence existed in its given fonn, 
this limitation affects all reconstructions. 

Suggestions for further reading: � C. Watkins "Preliminaries to the re
construction of Indo-European sentence structure" in Proceedings of the 
9'h International Congress of Linguists Cambridge Massachusetts, edited 
by H. G. Lunt. The Hague 1 964 p. 1 035- 1 042; by the same author, " To
wards Proto-Indo-European Syntax: Problems and Pseudo-Problems" in 
Watkins Selected Writings I 1 994 (in a contribution from 1 976) p. 242-
263; W. Dressier "Ober die Rekonstruktion der indogermanischen Syn
tax" in ZVS 85 1 971  p. 5-22; W. Winter "Reconstructional Comparative 
Linguistics and the Reconstruction of the Syntax of Undocumented Stages 
in the Development of Languages and Language Families" in Historical 
Syntax 1 984 p. 613-625; S. Jamison "Determining the Synchronic Syntax 
of a Dead Language " in Historical Linguistics 1 989 p. 21 1 -220. 

B. Sentence Syntax 

1 .  General Information 

S 200. Whether compound or simple, the individual sentence is not the 
largest unit of syntax. Also included in syntax are the syntactical and se
mantic relations that go beyond the limits of the single sentence. Hence, 
one speaks of 'text syntax' in current research. In the appearance of hy
potaxis from parataxis in main clauses and subordinate clauses, the direct 
connection between text syntax and sentence syntax becomes clear, owing 
to the supra-sentential effect of pronouns. This is illustrated in Latin by 
the use of sentence-initial relative pronouns. 

S 201. Phrases may be divided into hypotactic and paratactic phrases 
according to whether or not they are included within other phrases. Ac
cording to whether they are independent in terms of content, they can be 
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divided into main and subordinate clauses. According to the intention of 

the speaker they may be divided into statements, questions, and imperative 

sentences. According to whether or not they contain a finite verb, they 
may be divided into verbal and nominal sentences. 

S 202. There are infinitive and participial constructions that may be 

traced to the use of verbal nouns in certain Proto-Indo-European cases. 
Among the verbal nouns in Proto-Indo-European are included those verbal 

substantives and verbal adjectives that are included in verbal paradigms of 

lE languages as infinitives and participles. While it is as yet unclear 

whether one may postulate the use of particular infinitive or participial 

constructions in Proto-Indo-European, the existence of participles may 
safely be asserted. Additionally, infinitive constructions with final dative, 
accusative of direction, and the locative of destination are presumed to 
have existed. While infinitives are defined by syntax, the very presence of 
participles reveals that there were participial constructions in Proto-Indo
European. According to J. L. Garcia Ramon, "[the assertion] of a true 
Proto-Indo-European infinitive ending in ·-sen(i) is justified,'" which 
could be traced to a locative form, which, according to K. Stiiber, appears 
in the case of s-stem abstract nouns with the locative forms ending in ·en" 
Even in what are known as absolute constructions, there was the possibil
ity in Proto-Indo-European of employing various cases to insert a phrase 
in a sentence. According to Keydana the locative was used in such cases. 
For more information of morphology, cf. F 2 1 610 

Suggestions for further reading: � Gippert Infinitive 1978; by the same 
author, "Zum 'prtidikotiven ' Injinitiv" in ZVS 97 1 984 p. 205-220; by the 
same author, "Ein keltischer Beitrag zur indogermanischen Morphosyn
tax: Das altirische Verbalnomen" in Kolloquium Delbriick Madrid 1 994 
[ 1997] p. 143-164; H. Hettrich "Zur historischen Syntax der nomina ac
tionis im f!.gveda: Der 'doppelte Dativ "' in MSS 43 1 984 p. 55-1 06; by 
the same author, "Nochmals zu Gerundium und Gerundivum" in FS Rix 
1993 p. 1 90-208; Risch Gerund. 1 984; J. L. Garcia Ramon "Zur Konkur
renz von Dativ und Akkusativ von Nomina actionis und Abstrakta im In
dogermanischen" in GS Kurylowicz 1 995 [ 1996] p. 10 1 - 1 13 ;  by the same 

8 Infinitive im Indogermanischen? Zur Typologie der lnfinilivbildungen und zu ihrer 
Entwicklung in den tilteren indogermanischen Sprachen in 1nl 20 1997 p. 45-69 

9 K. StUber Zur Herkunft der altindischen Infinitive auf -slmi in MSS 60 2000 p. 
135-167 

10 Absolute Konstruktionen 1 997 p. 33 
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author, "Infinitive im Indogermanischen? Zur Typologie der Infini
tlvbtldungen und zu ihrer Entwicklung in den alteren indogermanischen 
Sprachen" in InL 20 1 997 p. 45-69; Keydana Absol. Konstr. 1997; K. 
Stiiber "Zur Herkunft der altindischen Infinitive auf -sant' in MSS 60 
2000 p. 135-167. 

2. Parataxis and Hypotaxis 

S 203. Parataxis is the coordination of sentence clauses, which may 
themselves be statements, questions, or imperative sentences. Statements 
and questions may contain the same elements, differing only slightly in 
word order and intonation, such that the one can easily be transformed 
into the other. Imperative sentences, on the other hand, like the imperative 
mode, constitute a special case. 

I)  In statements, the speaker takes a position regarding the validity he attaches to the content of his expression; for example, whether the validity is presupposed (injunctive) or claimed (indicative), or whether he regards the statement as a possibility (optative), or as taking place in the future (subjunctive). Only with the perfective aspect could the indicative mood be used to describe future events, since the perfective aspect does not permit statements about the immediate present. However, in Proto-Indo-European the perfectIve. aspect of the indicative aorist, paired with the augment and secondary endmg, IS only used to describe past events. When paired with the primary endmg ,:"thout the augment, the perfective aspect only appears in the subjunctive aoftSt, revealing the probable origin of the association of the future tense and the subjunctive mood. 

2) Unlike statements, questions express the incomplete or uncertain idea of 
the speaker .. Accordingly, one may distinguish completive questions from yes
or.-no questIons. In completive questions, interrogative pronourtS and prono
minal adverbs take the places of nominal (including pronominal) and adverbial 
syntagmata, respectively. In yes-<>r-no questions, no replacement of word type 
takes place; rather the entire verbal action of the sentence is put in question. 
This may be accomplished through variation of the word order and intonation 
of the statement form. However, the thematization ofa finite verb may not be 
confirmed on the basis of evidence from individual languages. 

For information on the Proto-Indo-European questions *kwis hlesi? 
' Who are you?' and *kwosjo hlesi? 'Whose (son) are you?': � R. Schmitt 
Dichtersprache 1 967 p. 1 36£ 
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S 204. Along with parataxis (coordination), there is also evidence of 

hypotaxis (subordination) in Proto-Indo-European. HypotaxIS 
.
may be 

understood as the insertion of one phrase into another. The essentIal char-
teristic of hypotaxis is the possibility of including one phrase with a finite 

:�rb form in another such phrase, i.e. the integration of one verbal clause 
into another. . . . . . . 

The insertion of one clause mto another IS accomparued by var13tlons m 
the form of the subordinate clause from the form that it had as a main 
clause. Subordinate clauses are thus differentiated from ll\3in clauses in 
that their signijicans is of a form that is not found in coordinated clauses, 
whereby the formal difference may in fact be limited to suprasegmental 
phonology. In terms of content, given that a subordinate clause only rep
resents a completion of, or additional information about, a main clause, a 
paratactic relationship may exist between independent sentences that is 
similar to the hypotaxis between main and subordinate clauses. However, 
one can speak of hypotaxis only when this relationship is expressed 
through the formal integration of the subordinate clause in the main clause 
as in the case of adverbs, attributes, and appositions. The formal charac
teristics of subordinate clauses vary among the individual lE languages. In 
Proto-Indo-European, the accentuation of the finite verb is accepted as a 
formal characteristic of the subordinate clause as opposed to the main 
clause, in which the finite verb is not accentuated, except when it estab
lishes the theme at the beginning of the sentence. A summary of the criteria 
that distinguish main clauses from subordinate clauses may be found in E. 
Hermann "Gab es im Indogermanischen Nebensalze?" in KZ 33 1 895 p. 
481-535. 

In Syntax III 1 900, Delbriick asserts, "that . . .  originally all sentences 
were coordinated alongside one another." (p. 4 1 1 )  He continues: "The 
historical view, as it is generally accepted today, must have as its point of 
departure the hypothesis that there was a time at which there were only 
main clauses." (p. 412) Further, speaking of his time, Delbruck states: 
"Tbe assertion that hypotaxis developed from parataxis has become the 
common heritage of the field." (p. 413) In order to systematize subordi
nate clauses, Delbriick proposes, ( 1 900, 413f.) their division into a priori 
and a posteriori subordinate clauses according to "thought relationship." 

S 205. In Proto-Indo-European, the existence of subordinate clauses 
with relative pronouns may be asserted, which, in addition to filling the 
role of a relative clause, may also serve as adverbial phrases. The com
parison ofIE languages does not support the existence of special conjunc-
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lions for the introduction of adverbial phrases. Adverbial phrases tbat are 
introduced by co�unctions bave their origin in relative clauses. This is 
evid7nced by the fact that conjunctions may be traced to certain cases of 
relatIve pronouns, e.g. Lat. cum < quom = acc. sg. ill of the relative pro
noun 'kwo_. Following the origin of adverbial phrases, whereby conjunc_ 
lions found their origins in relative pronouns, other parts of speech were 
also transformed into conjunctions. Thus, subordinated clauses that are 
introduced ?y relative pronouns can perform the function of subject, ob
Ject, adverbIal phrase, appositional phrase, and attribute. 

I )  Proto-Indo-European features two types of relative clauses: attributive 
and appositive. These are distinguished from one another by sentence-initial 
pronouns: The attnbutive relative clause is introduced by the pronoun *k"'i- / 
'k'" 0-; \be appositive, by the pronoun ' Hjo-. There is one semantic difference 
between the two types of relative clause: While the attributive relative clause 
describes an additional quality, \be appositive relative clause states a known 
quality of tbat to which the relative pronoun refers, i.e. the referent. The at
tributive �elative clause may thus appear without a referent, while \be apposi
t,ve relallve clause may only be used in connection with a referent. In the 
post-Proto-Indo-European period, this fonnal characteristic of the two types 
of relallve clause was abandoned, such tbat the individual lE languages each 
use just one of\bese relative pronouns. 

2) According to Ch. Lehmann, Proto-Indo-European features only post
nominal and sentence-initial relative clauses, and none that are prenominaJ and 
sentence-final." 'PostnominaJ' and 'prenominaJ' indicate the placement of the 
relative clause relative to \be referent; 'sentence-initial' and 'sentence-finaJ' 
indicate the placement of the relative clause in relation to the main clause. In 
Lehrnann's .view, \be. 'Hjo- relative clause occurs only in a postnominaJ posi
lion and ongmates eIther from an attribute that was added to 'Hio- or from 
an independent sentence introduced by 'Hio-. In fuet, • Hjo- � an ana
phoric fun�tion. The sentence-initial k"'i-/k'" 0- phrase, according to Lehmann, 
serves to indIcate a \berne, to which \be following main clause refers: ''The 
nucleus of a restric:tive relative clause [sic] is necessarily semantically indefi
rute; thus, \be relallve pronoun that detennines it must be indefinite. The use 
of a relative pronoun tbat is closely related both to the interrogative pronoun 
and t? the indefinite pronoun is thus explained . . .  " (p. 163). According to 
Hettrich (Hypotaxe, 1 988 p. 776-778), follOwing a linguistic phase which fea-

I J Ch. Lehmann "Der indogermanische ·kwi-Ikwo-Relativ.vatz im typ% gischen 

Vergleich", Kol/oquium Syntax Pavia 1 979 [1 980J p. 155-169 
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relative participles, relative clauses develop fro� paratactically coordi

tU: clauses with anaphoric. pronouns, � process which leads m turn to the 

na . n of appositive-explicallve relallve sentences (from sentences WIth 

furrn;:::c 'Hjo-) and attributive-restrictive relative clauses (from sentences 

:aJ anaphoric 'kwi_/'k'" 0-). For .information �n morp�logy, c.f F 404. . 
F ore information regardmg the termmology apposlllve vs. attnbu-

M m . . . .  . 
. , .  � Seiler Relativsatz 1 960; concerrung apposItIve vs. restnctlve: � 

t� · d· Ch 
LehmanO Relativsatz 1984 and Hettrich Hypotaxe 1 988. Accor mg to .. 

K It, there was no relative attribute in Proto-Indo-European, but rather It 
oc · f · 1 1 · 

developed in individual lE languages upon the baSIS 0 nomma re alive 
12  clauses. 

3. Verbal and Nominal Phrases 

S 206. In a verbal phrase, the finite verb determines the actants, which 

are governed by rules of dependence. In the nominal phrase, there IS no 

finite verb to determine the actants. Nominal phrases are not simply verbal 

phrases without a finite verb (with what is called elipsis of the copula), but 

rather constitute an independent type of clause. Thus, the predIcate noun 

in nominal phrases is always stressed, unlike the verbal predicate in verbal 

phrases. In fact the term 'elipsis' is not exact, since the copula is not es

sential. Contrarily, the use of the copula should rather be seen as an ad

aptation to the common pattern of verbal phrases, which always feature a 
finite verb form. This use of the copula is in fact a sort of explicative si

gnification, in which the content of the copula is expressed through the 

connection of the various sentence elements and is given particular empha
sis alone through an independent linguistic symbol of comparable meaning. 

S 207. For more information on parataxis: -7 Kieckers Steflung des 
Verbs 1 9 1 1 ;  Ammann Untersuchungen I 1922; by the same author, "Un
tersuchungen zur homerischen Wortfolge und Satzstruktur. 2. Teil: Die 
Steflung des Verbums, im Einzelnen untersucht" in IF 42 1 924 p. 149- 1 7 1  
and 300-322; W. Dressier "Eine textsyntaktische Regel der idg. Wortstel
lung" in ZVS 83 1 969 p. 1-25; R. Harweg "Zum Verhiiltnis von Satz, 
Hauptsatz und Nebensatz" in ZDL 38 1 97 1  p. 1 6-46; C. Watkins "Some 
Indo-European verb-phrases and their transformations " in Selected 

12 "Zur Vorgeschichle des relaliven Atlribu/ivkonnexes im Baltischen und Slavis
chen" in Kolloquium ldg., Slow. u. Bolt. Jen. 1989 [ 1992J p. 45-88 
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Writings I 1 994 (in a contribution from 1 975) p. 1 89-209' K H Parataxe und H t ' K ' . eger 
. �fo axe m wartalnik Neojilologiczny 24 1 977 p. 279_ �86, A.. Scherer Rekonstruktion grundsprachlicher Satzbauplane" in PS zemerenYl 1 979 p. 755-762; Andersen Word Order Typology 1 983' F Bader "Structure de I 'enonce indo-eur0'Peen" in Historl'cal L ' . ' . . 

1 987 13  34' L . . . mgU/stlcs 
" p. . - , uraghi Old Hlltlte Sentence Structure 1 990' A Hint ParataxIs and Hypotaxis in the Avesta" in Syntaxe des la� �s i 

ze 
lramennes anciennes 1 993 [ 1 997] p. 5 1 -62. 

gu ndo-

! 20�. For mor:; information on hypotaxis: --+ Seiler Relativsatz 1 960' 
t
i;

che
:;:,emann . Tempora/e und konditionale Nebensatze des Hethi� 

2 
m MllIellungen des InslItuts fur Orientjorschung 1 1  1 965 P 23 1 74 and 377-41 5; R. Schmitt-Brandt "Vergleich der indogerman;sche� �ebensatzko�struktionen" in Fachtagung Bern 1 969 [ 1973] p. 1 25- 1 4 1 '  

" . Bossong Typologle der Hypotaxe" in FoL 13  1 979 p .  33-54; H .  Jfu Abf::sa�:
7
Ko;;Plemente Im Urindogermanischen" in FS Szemerenyi 1 979 p. ' . � 
S
' . Hettr�ch "Zur Entwicklung der Fina/satze altindoger_ �amsc er 'Prachen:' m ZVS 100 1 987 p. 2 1 9-237; by the same author Latelmsche KondlllOnalsatze in sprachverg/eichender Sichf' in Kollo' 'f:,um Lat. u. Jdg. Salzburg 1 986 [ 1 992] p. 263-284; by the same author

I t::taxe 1 988; Lehmarm Re/ativsatz 1 984; Krisch Konditiona/satz; 
S 209. With regard t . . 0 sentence accent, one may note that the word that begms

f
the se?te?ce IS stressed. Sentence-initial position implies the func-tion 0 establishing the topic: In nominative I . . 

tence�initial position is considered the normal�=k��\ SUbJec� m sen
rogattve sentences the nominal I 

. ype. n mter
asked establi h ' . e ement, about which the question is . h' 

s es the theme. It IS thus the interrogative pronoun that be-gms t e sentence. 

is a
�

e
�n�tic ::;�ded as a se�o?d word in the sentence; a further enclitic 

Law: --+ J ;'acke 
word. ,.rhis IS known as the (Delbriick-)Wackernagel 

/ " . . rnagel Ober em Gesetz der indogermanischen Wort-��:�n! 
I
�

I 
�ac�r;gel Kleine Schriften I 1 969 (in a contribution from . ' , 0  ge Laws 1 985 p. 2 1 7-21 9; T. Krisch "B Delbrucks �:::::� ;;; 
[
�;;�t�/��t���

. 
heuliger Sichf' in Kolloquiu;" Delbruck 

S 210. Syntactical relations 
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In relations of dependence there is a dominant component and a de
dent component. The dominant component creates a syntactical pe

n 
ning for the dependent component, which the latter fills. Phrasal ele

O�ts that fill the openings left by finite verbs are actants; phrasal elements 
::t do not fill openings left by the finite verb are circumstants. 

Suggestions for further reading: --+ Tesniere Syntaxe structurale 1 959; 
Jlapp Grundfragen 1 976; Pinkster Lat. Syntax 1 990; Haudry Cas en 
vedique 1 977. 

I) Agreement and government have in conunon that they appear in de
pendency relations. This does not mean that components that participate in 
agreement and govermnent are thus equivalent to each other; rather, the one is 
independent and the other dependent. In addition, the components are not 
equivalent to each other within the rea1ms of agreement and government: --+ 
Matthews Syntax 1 981  p. 249: "( ...  ) that government and agreement are di
rectional relations." However, agreement and government are not equal in 
their accordance with the dependency relation: --+ Matthews Syntax 1981 p. 
249: ''But the direction does not always match that of dependency." 

2) By 'agreement' is only meant the accordance of a declined form of one 
grammatical category with another: --+ Matthews Syntax 1 981  p. 246: 
"Agreement (or concord) is usually described as a relation between words that 
share a morphosyntactic feature." However, the agreement may also take 
place between a lexical and a granunatical category, which is then evidenced in 
a syntactical incongruence, such as when a singular quantity is given as a sub
ject of a verb that is in a plural form. For example: eaesar Bellum Gallicum 2, 
6, 3 cum tanta multitudo lapides ac tela conicerent "when such a large group 
(of people) hurled stones and projectiles" Syntactical disagreement is thus 
possible when, in place of syntactical agreement, agreement between a gram
matical and a lexical category takes place. A similar relationship also exists 
between personal pronouns and the verbal category of person. 

3) Agreement is not dependent upon the fuet that an identical (morphologi
cally) linguistic symbol is used to express the category of agreement. As 
Scherer puts it in his Lat. Syntax 1 975 p. 97, " . . .  it is characteristic ofancient rE 
languages that morphological elements, which are equivalent to each other, are 
not generally phonetically equivalent...... In a main clause, the category of 
agreement may also remain fully unexpressed. 

4) Various gradations among the various categories of agreement may be 
observed: --+ Ch. Lehmann Kongruenz in Syntax 1 993 I p. 725a: ''the essen
tial is that it is more probable that a category in a language functions in agree-
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ment, the more the category is grammaticized C · · · )  Gender and nominal class 
only appear in the context of agreement. But precisely they are the more 
grammaticized variants of other processes of nominal classification, such as the 
possessive or number classification, which themselves are not bound by 
agreement." In the case of internal agreement Ci.e. within the nominal syn_ 
tagrna), both parts of the agreement have the same referent. In the case of 
external agreement, the predicate is in agreement: � Matthews Syntax 1981 
p. 250: "It appears that agreement follows the direction of dependency when 
the dependant is a modifier or a determiner C ... ) but is the opposite when it is a 
complement, or at least the complement ofa predicator." 

5) Ch. Lehmann, to the origin 0 f affixes of agreement, asserts C"Kongru
enz" in Syntax 1 993 1 p. 729a): "Affixes of agreement uhirnately originate 
from pronouns C ... ) In internal agreement, demonstratives, and in external 
agreement, pronouns are the basis C ... ) In a diachronic perspective, reference is 
thus the primary function of agreement." 

6) Government is a syntactical relation in which the subordinated compon
tent of a dependence relation fiIJs a semantic blank created by the dominant 
component: � Matthews Syntax 1981 p. 250: ''Government, which is tradi
tionally recognized only in complement constructions, follows the direction of 
dependency throughout." On the other hand, when the dominant component 
fiIJs the semantic role of the subordinate component, there exists what is called 
a relation of modification. Government and modification may thus be defined 
with precision in relation to one anotber: If; in a sentence, an element r, is 
semantically relational and syntactically dominant, and, another element r, is 
semantically absolute and syntactically dependent, while filling the syntactical 
blank left by r" then government occurs, with r, governing r,. If, in a sen
tence, an element m, is semantically relational and syntactically dependent, and 
another element m, is semantically absolute and syntactically dominant, and 
each of these fiIJs a blank left by the other, then modification occurs, with m, 
modifYing m,. 

25 1 

verbal Morphosyntax 

C. Verbal Morphosyntax 

\ .  General lnforrnation 

In addition to its lexical meaning, the finite verb co�ists of 

S 
300. 

tical categories, which are in turn composed of the followmg five 
gr� . number mode tense-aspect, and diathesIS. For m-
dimenSIOns. person, , , 

formation on morphology, cf. F 200ff. 
. 

Th tegories in themselves are three categories of number Csm�ular, 

� an:; ;ural) the five modes (indicative, injunctive, imperative, conJunc-

d and optativ�), the three tense-aspects (present, aoris!, perfect), and the 
live, . ' ) 
three diatheses C active, rruddle, passive . . 

Suggestions for further reading: � K. Hoffmann "Das Kategonen?,s

tem des indogermanischen Verbums" in Hoffmann Aujsatze IT 1 976 Cm a 

contribution from 1 970) p. 523-540. 

2) Transitivity is not marked morphologically, but rather is expressed 

through the presence of an accusative morpheme m the com�le�ent. In 

his "Zur Funktion des Nasalprasens Im Urmdogermams�hen Cm FS R,x 

1993 p. 280-31 3), G. Meiser tries to sho�. that the nasal infix of nasal pre

sents was the original expression oftranslltvlty. 

2. Person and Nwnber 

S 301 . Within the dimension of person, PIE features three cat�gories 

which are normally numbered following the example of grammarIans of 
antiquity, a practice which should not be understood as a stateme.nt �bout 
the meanings of these categories. In the singular, the first person mdlcates 
the speaker; the second, the person to whom he speaks; and the third, that 
about which one speaks. Thus, the first person refers m ev,:ry case to a 
human being, or rather to an object that is thought of as �ted: The 
second person essentially refers to a being that is thought of as hstenmg, or 
an accordingly conceived object. The t�� per�n, on the other hand, has 
no natural tendency to indicate either hvmg bemgs, or objects, and can 
indicate the one just as well as the other. For more informallon,. cf. .F 400. 

The plural of the first or second person does not necessartly mdlcate 
that there is more than one speaker, or people, to whom one speaks, but 

may simply indicate that the speaker and listener represent groups. The 
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distinction between the inclusive first person plural (,we,' i.e. including the speaker, his group, and the listener) and exclusive first person plural (,we ' 
I.e. the speaker and his group, without the inclusion of the listener) cann�t be reconstructed in Proto-Indo-European. That which is true of the plural, also applies to the dual: separate subcategories for the inclusive dual ('we 
two,' i.e. the speaker including the listener) and the exclusive dual ('we 
two,' I.e. the speaker and his group without the listener) have not yet been 
observed. 

S 302. In the verbal as in the nominal number categories, Proto-Indo_ 
European features a singular, a plural, and a dual. 

. 
In the case �f t?e verb, number refers to the number of living beings or 

t�gs that are mdlcated by the subject noun. The number plural does not 
tndlc�te tha� the verbal activity takes place repeatedly or over a longer 
duratIon; this IS expressed by the activity type of the verb: -7 Dressier Verb. Pluratittit 1 968. 

Number is the dimension in which, in general, agreement exists between 
verbal and nominal inflection, namely the agreement between the finite 
verbal form of the predicate and nominal form of the nominative sub
ject.The

. 
verbal aspect of 'person' must, with regard to agreement, be con

sld�red ID another Iigh�: Aside from its reflection in the verb form, 'per
son IS not a grammattcal category, but rather a lexical one one that is 
firmly linked to the personal pronoun. 

' 

3 .  Tense-Aspect and Mood 

S 303. The dimensions 'tense-aspect' and 'mood' are linked in their 
func�ions 

.
and appear together. While tense and aspect are represented 

WIthin a smgle morpheme and are thus connected with each other in terms of content, the catego� of 'mood' is sometimes expressed using a proper 
mOdal

. 
morpheme, as ID the cases of the subjunctive and optative, and is 

sometunes expressed through the use of different endings (indicative, in
Juncttve, unperattve). 

Suggestions for further reading: -7 Mutzbauer Gr. Tempuslehre 1 893-1 909; Mutzbauer KOlifunktiv und Optativ 1 908; P. Kiparsky "Tense and 
Mood ID Indo-European Syntax" in FL 4, 30-57; Rix Modussystem 1 986; K. Strunk "A propos de quelques categories marquees et non-marquees dans la grammOlre du grec et de l 'indo-europeen" in Colloque P. Chantraine 1 989 (1 992) p. 29-42. 
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304. Using aspect, the speaker places the verbal action in a chrono

S . at relationship whereby he specifies whether the the verbal action is 
logIC : . . . 

pleted (perfecttve aspect), or m course (unperfecttve aspect). When 

�:grammar of a language includes this distinction, the language in ques
. n 'IS considered an aspectual language. Aspect IS a grammattcal dunenttO 

sion. 
H. Rix theorizes that an earlier phase of Proto-Indo-European featured 

larger number of categories within the aspect dimension, and otherwise 

�o longer distinguished between grammatical aspect and lexical aspect, 

rather uniting the two under the rubric 'aspect-action type': -7 H. Rix in 

L1V 1998 p. 10:  "Aorist, present, perfect, as well as, departing more or 

less from the communis opinio, in causative-iterative, desiderative, inten
sive, fientive and essive." For further information, cf. F 206. For further 
information: -7 Rix Modussystem 1 986. 

S 305. Unlike grammatical aspect, lexical aspect (Le. manner of action, 
or Aktionsart) is a property of the verbal meaning, and thus belongs to the 
lexical realm Lexical aspects are not uniform in terms of content: They 
sometimes refer to the process of verbal activity, sometimes to the subject. 
Lexical aspects that refer to the process of verbal activity may be divided 
into telic and atelic lexical aspects, the former being those that only last a 
moment, the latter, those of more significant duration. Telic lexical aspect 
may be the result of the verbal activity as a whole (momentative), of its 
beginning (initial-terminative), or of its end (final-terminative). Atelic lexi
cal aspect is a feature of verbal activities that last longer (durative), or are 
repeated (iterative). Lexical aspects that refer to the subject may concern 
a desire of tbat subject (desiderative), or the bringing about of a state of 
affairs (factitive), or the cause of an event (causative). In terms of con
tents, lexical aspects are sometimes similar to grammatical categories, e.g. 
the desiderative lexical aspect and the optative mood, which overlap in the 
first person singular when the speaker and subject are one and the same. 
The factitive and the causative lexical aspects correspond to the active 
voice. Because lexical aspect and aspect are sometimes similar, the lexical 
aspect system can be carried over into the grammatical aspect system and 
vice versa, as may be observed in the evolution of Proto-Indo-European 
into the individual lE languages. Evidence of the change from lexical as
pect to a grammatical aspect system may be even be observed in suppletive 
verbal paradigms with stem forms of different verbal roots, e.g. 'carry,' 
'bring' :  Lat. pres.Jero vs. perf. tuli; Gr. pres. $€pw vs. aor. ijveyKOV. 
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S 306. Proto-Indo-European features three tense-aspect stems for ex
pressing tense and aspect: aorist stem, present stem, and imperfect stem. 
The imperfect stem is formed from the present stem. The indicative forms 
of the tense stem only indicate the present (indicative present, perfect) and 
past (indicative aorist, imperfect); future actions are expressed through the 
subjunctive mood. 

In the post-Proto-Indo-European period, there are, aside from the lan
guages that continue the use of the subjunctive, various other means of 
expressing future actions, for example the Latin -b- future (� Leumann 
LLFL 1977 p. 577-580; Meiser Laul- und Formenlehre 1998 p. 199£), c£ 
Hitt. uyami ("to come") / paimi ("to go") + present (� E. Neu "Fulllr im 
Helhitischen?" in FS Strunk 1993 p. 195-202), ct: Ved. -Iar- (nomen 
agentis) + copula (� E. Tichy "Wozu brauchl das Allindische ein 
periphrastisches FUlur?" in ZDMG 1 42 1992 p. 334-342). 

S 307. In its task as an indicator of tense, the present stem reveals a 
similarity to both the perfect stem and the aorist stem. The perfect, like 
the present indicative, refers to the present tense, indicating a state of af
fairs to which the verbal action led, e.g. 'the goat has eaten,' i.e. 'the goat 
is sated.'  On the other hand, the imperfect, which derives from the present 
stem, has in common with the aorist a reference to the past tense: The 
imperfect and the indicative aorist differ only in their stem forms and are 
otherwise formally identical. The indicative aorist cannot be used to indi
cate the present tense, since the indicative aorist paradigms do not feature 
primary endings that indicate the 'here and now' of the communication 
process. This is due to the perfective aspect, which in the indicative ex
cludes the possibility of referring to the present and has more of a future 
meaning. The Proto-Indo-European aorist and perfect categories fused 
into the perfect in Latin. 

S 308. Examples: - a) present: Plautus Trinummus 400, aperiunlur 
aedes ''the house is opened"; A 1 00 vocrtov oi�..,at �EAt"'OEa "You seek 
honey-sweet homecoming"; RV 1 0, 107, 7 da/qit;lisva", da/qit;ii gli", 
dadiili ''the Dak�it).a gives a steed, the Dak�it).a gives a cow." - b) imper
fect: Plautus Casina 1 78,  nam ego ibam ad le ''for I came to you"; M 1 52 
�aAa yap KpatEp<ii<; E�axov�o, "for they fought very hard." - c) aorist: 
t; 459 �ov p' E�aAE ltp"hoC;, "It was him that he hit first"; RV 10, 85, 4 1  
rayE", ca plltrlims ciidiid, "He gave riches and sons. - d) perfect: Plautus 
Caplivi, 575 servos es, liber juis/i "A slave you are; free you have been"; 
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72 I<al<a re xpot E'i�a�a d�al "I have bad clothing on my skin"; RV 4, 

� 6, 6 apO rireca "he released the water." 

309. Aside from the category of tense, the aorist stem indicates the 

S rfective aspect, the present stem the imperfective aspect, and the perfect 

pe a sort of resultative aspect. While the present and the aonst form a 

����otomy, the perfect is isolated outside of this dichotomy. The i�lated 

sit ion of the perfect is also shown by the fact that the perfect, unlike the 

:rist and the present, has no moods other than the indicative, while it �s 

precisely in the moods other than the indicative that the aspectual OPPOSI

tion of aorist and present is relevant. [t thus remams questIonable whether 

or not one may speak of aspect in the case of the perfect. In any case, the 

perfect is situated outside of the aspectual opposition of the present and 

the aorist. 
H. Rix thus describes the qualities of the perfect: "Primary affixes as re-

duplication, mark, among other things, modes of action in Proto-I.-E., and 

differences of the endings distinguish, among other things, vOIces. The 

Proto-I.-E. perfect, therefore, is to be defined as a certain mode of action 

that appears in a certain voice only."" For information on morphology, cf. 

F 21 1 .  

S 310. The indicative is used for statements to which the speaker lends 

validity: By using the indicative, the speaker gives his statement the char

acter of a true statement. Whether or not the contents of the statement in 

fact correspond to reality, is of course uncertain. Examples: t; 443 

Eltl XOOVl �iVEl "she runs on the earth"; RV I ,  105, I candramii apsv 
cmtar Ii supar(lo dhiivate divE ''the beautifully winged moon runs in the 

waters across the sky." 

S 311. According to K. Hoffinann (K. Hoffinann lnjunktiv 1 967), the 

injunctive serves to mention an action, without specuying chronology. In 

P. A. Mumm's " Verbale Definitheit und der vedische lnjunktiv" (FS 
Strunk 1993 p. 169-193), he asserts that the injunctive in Vedic expresses 

verbal definiteness (p. 190), or the presumed validity of an action (p. 177). 

The injunctive in Vedic receives a special function in prohibitive phrases in 

which it is then used in combination with the negation mli in order to ex

press that something is forbidden. The injunctive of the perfective aorist 

stem is used to express 'preventive' interdictions; the injunctive of the im-

13 MSS 49 1988 p. 103 
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perfect pr�se?t stem is used to express 'inhibitive' interdictions. Preven_ 
tlve mterdlctlons avoid an event from the outset; inhibitive interdictio ?alt an. eve�t that is in co�se. The common term for these phrases � 
. prohibltlve ; a useful termmological differentiation of the two types of 
mterdlctlon 15 that between prohibitive and inhibitive interdictions. 

EXamPles: a) prohibitive: �V 3, 53, 2 ma parii gii/.l "don't go away" -
b) inhibItIve: AV 10, 1 , 26 ma ti�!ha/.l "don't stay (standing)." 

Suggestlons for further reading: � Hoffinann !,yunktiv 1 967; H. Am
mann "Die ditesten Formen des Prohibilivsatzes im Griechischen und 
Lateinischen" in IF 45 1927 p. 328-344. 

S 312.
. 

The �perative, particularly the true, 2"" person �perative, holds 
a. special pl�ce m the verbal paradigm, similar to that in the nominal para
dIgm occupIed by the vocative, which is equally directed to a listener and 
WIth which th� imperative shares the formal characteristic of having � sin
gular form which 15 composed of the stem without an ending with no sign 
of its connection to the sentence. ' 

Examples: - Plautus, Mostellaria, 387 habe bonum animum "have 
good c?�age"; B

,
331  aU' aye !It!lvete !l(XV'tEC; "come now, stay"; RV I ,  

16, 6 tam mdr� sahase piba "Drink this, oh Indra, for strength." 
For further informatIOn: � B. Forssman "Der !mperaliv im urindoger

man�schen �erbaisystem" in Fachtagung Berlin 1 983 [ 1985] p. 1 8 1 -1 97. 
For mformatIon on morphology, ct: F 212. 

In addition to the true. �perative, which expresses a request or an order 
that de�ds the lnunedlate execution of the verbal activity, another form 
of expressIon for mstructions and requests with a temporal function devel
oped from the association of this �perative form with the ablative of the 
demonstratIve pronoun PIE 'tad. While these instructions and requests 
have the �medlate validIty of the true �perative, they do not bring about 
the munedlate executIon of the verbal activity. 

Interdictions, or negative orders or requests, are, unlike positive orders 
?Dd �equests, not expressed with the �perative, but rather with the in
JunctIve m connection with the negation PIE 'mehl• The use of the infini
tIve to name the prohibited verbal activity in IE languages is comparable. 

S 313. According to Delbriick's investigations of fundamental notions 
(AI. Syntax 1 888 p. 302), the SUbjunctive mood expresses a will, while the 
optatIve mood expresses a wish. It is �portant to note that the will or the 
WIsh (as the case may be) that is meant is that of the speaker, and not that 
ofthe subject, or, more precisely stated, that of the actor that is designated 
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h orninative form. The wish of the subject was originally expressed 

by t 
e 

b
n 

its own derivational verbal form, namely, the desiderative. For 
tbroug . . . 

da (Character of the Moods 1956), the characteTlStlc propertIes are 

?OOuaIization' for the subjunctive (p. 69ff.), and 'eventuality' for the opta

VIS (p 52). According to A. Scherer ("Die ursprungliche Funktion des 
t� . b' . 

Konjunktivs" in Fachtagung Be�n 1 969 [ 197�] p. 99-106�, the su �unctIve 

draWS the conclusion from a gIven �Ituatlo� (p. 10 1 ): 'The subjunctIve 

would then indicate a state of affiurs, which accordmg to the reievant 

jacts, may be accepted � factual (i .. e. concluded from the CITcumstances to 

be necessarily true), while the mdlcatlve reports what the speaker kMWS 

( believes to know), or asserts as a fact. The optatIve characterIZes 
m T 

. , I P  
merely that the state of affairs was thought." (p. 101) .  he ongma roto-

lodo-European categories 'optative' and 'subjunctive' fused in Latin. 

Suggestions for further reading: � Delbriick Conjuncliv und Optativ 

1871 ' Hahn Subjunctive and Optative 1953; Gonda Indo-European 

Moods 1956; K. Strunk "Zur diachronischen Morphosyntax des Konjunk

tivs" in Kolloquium Kuhner Amsterdam 1986 [1988] p. 291-312. For in

formation on morphology, cf. F 206f. 

1) 'The subjunctive, which originally indicates the future, has two functions: 

J 0 its prospective function, it serves to express things that happen in the future, 

while in its voluntative function, it indicates the will of the speaker. 'The sub

junctive is used to express his will when he considers that it is within his power 

to bring about the verbal action. A declaration of will in a strict sense is only 

possible when the speaker has direct influence on events, such that that which 

is desired may also be executed. This means that a true expression of will may 

only be in the first person singular, while all other cases are equally requests .. If 

the first person subjunctive is taken as a request made of oneself, a connectIon 

to the second and third person subjunctive is possible in which the speaker has 

no direct influence on the reali7ation of the verbal action, so that the statement 

may only be understood as a request. A further connection may be made with 

the I" person plural, in which the speaker communicates his own will, and at 

the same time directs a request to others. 

2) Examples: _ a) I sg.: Plautus Bacchides 1049 quod perdundumst prop

erem perdere ''what may be lost, J wiIVwant to hurry up and lose"; u 296 

ID' iJ:ye Ot KOt EyriJ &00 �eivtOv "thus I wi\Vwant to give a gift of welcome 

also to him"; RV 10, 39, 5 purii� vii". virya pra bravii jane "your earlier 

heroic deeds I wi\Vwant to announce to all people"; RV 6, 59, 1 pra nu vocii 

sutesu vam ''On the occasion of the pressing, I thus wi\Vwant to announce the 

her�ic deeds of both of you." - b) 1 pI.: Q 601 vuv liE !lVllcrW!1ESO OOpltOU 
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"now we wiWwant to think about the meal"; RV 5, 5 1 ,  12 svastaye vQyUm 
upa braviimahai "We wiWwant to call to Viiyu for the sake of welfare." - c) 
2"" person: Plautus, Mostellaria, 388 taeeas "you should remain silent"; RV 4 
3 1 ,  3 abh! �u 1;U1/.1 sakhiniim avita jaritftuim satam bhaviisi iitibhi/.l "you, oh 
helper of the singer's fiiends, wiWshould protect us well with a hundred 
helps." - d) 3"' person: Plautus, Captivi 1 15 sed uti adserventur magna dili
gentia "but they should he guarded with great care"; H 197 
ou rap n� fl£ f31u re EKcl>V aeKovra oll1�at." For none wiWshould force me 
to leave against my own will"; H 87 Kal 1tO� "tt<; el1t\l<n Kat OlJl1.rOVOlv 
6vepcimOlv "and one day, even one of the descendants will say"; RV 8, 1 , 22 
sa sunvate ca stuvate ca riisate "who wiWshould give both to him who 
presses, and to him who prizes"; RV 10, 8 1 , 7 sa no viSviini htlvaniinijosad 
"That man wiWshould be fiiendly and take receipt of all our sacrifices." 

3) The optative, which originally indicates possibility, has two functions, 
either expressing the wish of the speaker (desiderative function), or expressing 
possibility (potential function). When the optative is used to express a wish, 
the speaker indicates that he is not directly able to bring about the verbal ac
tion. The optative proves to be more uniform than the subjunctive, given that 
in its cupitive function, the optative, independently of the category of person, 
always indicates a simple wish ofthe speaker, regardless ofhis influence on the 
realization of the verbal action. 

Examples of the potential function: - Plautus, Amphitruo, 1 060 nee 
me miserior femina est neque ulla videatur magis "a more miserable 
woman than myself does not exist, and will most probably never he seen."; 
Terence, Eunuehus, 5 1 1  roget quis "one might ask"; S 1 22f 
ou "tt� Kelvov avijp aA.aA.ill.leVO� eA.6cl>v' anellrov 7l£ioete ruvaiKa � K 
at <t>iA.ov uiov "a man, who comes traveling with news of that, could not 
convince his son and the woman"; RV 5, 50, I visvo devasya netur marto 
vurita sakhyam "each mortal will likely desire the friendship of the leading 
god." 

Examples of the desiderative function: - a) I "  person: L 1 2 1  
vuv Be KA.EO� e06A.6v apoi�l1v "and now I would like to wrest noble 
fame"; RV 6, 1 3, 6 visviibhir girbhir abhi piirtim aSyiim "by all songs, 1 
would like to obtain fulfiIlment"; RV 1 , 4, 6  syami!d indrasya sarmm)i "we 
would like to be under Indras's protection". - b) 3'd person: Terence, 
Eunuehus, 302 ut ilium di deaeque senium perdant "that elder is the one 
that the gods and goddesses would like to ruin"; A 1 8  
u�iv �v 6eot ooiev "to you indeed, the gods like to give"; P 416f 
aU' a;nou raia �eA.alVa· 7taot Xavot "the black earth should open to all 
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. I here"; RV 5, 21 , 4 devalJ1 vo devayajyayiignim ilita martya/.l "the 
preCise Y • hr h h' " aI Should praise your god Agm t oug wors Ip. mort 

4) In terms of content, the s�larity hetween the prospective functi�n 

h bjunctive and the potential function of the optatIve IS eVIdent In of t e su . , • " d  e will h olnparison ofZ 459 Kat 7tO� "tt<; et1t\lOtv one ay, som one 
t e C  

ill ' ll lik l' say" and Z 479 Kai 7tO� "tt� el7tOt "one day, someone w In a e 1-
hood say." 

5) J. E. Rasmussen considers the possibility of a further mo�d in Proto
Indo-European, a proper prospecttve mood, for which there IS little eVI
dence: -t "Der Prospektiv - eine verkannte indogermanisehe Verba/kale
gorie" in Faehlagung Berlin 1983 [l985] p. 384-399. 

4. Diathesis 

S 314. Within the dimension of diathesis, three categories may initially be 
reconstructed: active, middle, and stative. 

I )  Active and middle voices may be distinguished formally by their endings, 
cr. F 209£ However, in tenns of content, the attribution of agentivity to the 
active voice and patientivity to the middle voice is not tenable: Lexemes with 
active contents are not always used in the active voice, just the same as lexe
mes with patientive content are not always used in the middle voice. Owing to 
the incompatibility of lexical meanings with one or the other voice, some verbs 
only occur in either the active or the middle voice. 

2) Originally, the middle voice had a reflexive meaning, thus incorporating 
the function of the passive voice. Tbe middle voice appears when the verbal 
action affects the subject directly or indirectly, or, when the verbal action does 
not have an affect beyond the subject. When the subject is plural or dual, the 
middle voice also expresses reciprocity. 

3) In addition to the active and middle voices, a third diathesis category 
may be distinguished, the stative, indicating a state of being. For information 
on morphology, cf. F 2 1 1 .  The stative voice expresses the subject's state of 
being. In Proto-Indo-European, the stative merges on the one hand with the 
middle voice, which, in addition to its original reflexive meaning, takes on the 
additional 'state of being' meaning of the stative, and on the other hand, fonns 
the basis for the perfect, which formally differs from the stative by its redupli
cation. H. Rix describes the earlier distribution of functions that became the 
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middle voice in the following way: "It is quite obvious how to distribute the 
two functions of the more recent middle voice among these two older voices: 
the content of the middle was the reflexive along with the passive, and the 
content of the stative was the deponent. ,,14 Rix emphasizes that the middle 
voice is more related to the stative voice than to tbe perfect mood: ''It is this 
voice 'stative' and not the mode of action 'perfect,' that is the partner of the 
voice middle." (p. 104). 

Examples: - RV 4, 2 1 ,  4 rayo brhato ya tse ''who has great wealth at 
his disposal"; RV 7, 10 1 , 2 yo visvasya jagato deva tse ''the god, which 
has the entire world at his disposal." 

Suggestions for further reading: � Neu Mediopassiv 1968; C. Watkins 
in Selected Writings I 1 994 (in a contribution from 1971  [ 1 973)) p. 146-
1 88; N. Oettinger "Der indogermanische Stativ" in MSS 34 1976 p. 1 09-
149; by the same author, "Zur Funktion des indogermanischen Stativs" in 
FS Rix 347-361 ;  Jasanoff Stative and Middle 1976; K. Strunk "Zum idg. 
Medium und konkurrierenden Kategorien" in FS Seiler 1980 p. 321-337; 
H. Rix "The Proto-Indo-European Middle: Content, Forms and Origin" in 
MSS 49 1988 p. 10  1 - 1 1 9; Kiimmel Stativ und Passivaorist 1996' T. Goto 
"Uberlegungen zum urindogermanischen 'Stativ "' in Kolloquium Del
bruck Madrid 1 994 [ 1 997] p. 165-192; R. Stempel "Staliv, Perfekt und 
Medium: Eine vergleichende Analyse fur das Indogermanische und Semi
lische" in GS Kurylowicz 1 995 p.  5 1 7-528. 

4) The function of the category 'passive,' which appears in many lE 
languages, but did not exist as a grammatical category in Proto-Indo
European, was performed by the middle voice. The various lE languages 
that feature a passive voice each formed it independently from each other. 
Suggestions for further reading: � E. Schwyzer "Zum personlichen Agens 
beim Passiv, besonders im Griechischen" in Schwyzer Kleine Schriften 
1983 (in a contribution from 1 943) p. 3-79; H. Jankuhn Passive Bedeu
lung 1 969; Hettrich Agens 1 990. 

5) According to I. Mel'cuk, there is a difference between 'diathesis' and 
'voice.''' According to his view, one speaks of 'diathesis' in cases in 
which forms of the same verb that are commonly said to differ in voice 
cannot be used to describe the same real situation. Such is the case of 

14 "The Proto-Indo-European Middle: Content, Forms and Origin" in MSS 49 1988 

p. 105. 

J 5  I .  Mel'tuk "The inflectional category o/ voice: towards a more rigorous defini

tion" in Causatives and Transitivity 1 993 p. 1 -46 
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'ddle voice forms and their corresponding active forms. On the other 
:'d, the possibility of referring to the same r�al situation exists in the case 

of the passive forms that correspond to actIve forms. In this case, one 
speaks of 'voice.' 

D. Nominal Morphosyntax 

I .  Nominal Properties 

S 400. The verb, with its system of categories, presents a contrast with 
all other inflectable parts of speech, which share a common system of 
categories. For this reason, one speaks of nominal categories when 
speaking not only of the noun, which includes substantives and adjectives, 
but also when speaking of pronouns. The commonalities that combine 
these word types are the case and number categories. 

In the case of adjectives and gendered pronouns, the dimension of gen
der is not directly linked to the lexeme, cf F 323. 

The personal pronoun plays a special role among the pronouns and 
nouns, not just because it does not distinguish between gender, but also 
because personal pronouns, unlike other pronouns, do not in fact take the 
place of nouns, which is why it would be better to use the term 'person
als. ' Unlike the case of verbs, the dimension 'person' in personal pro
nouns is lexical. For information on morphology, cf. F 401 .  

a) Case (S 401 - S 414) 

S 401. To each case may be attributed a certain meaning. To be certain, 
the meaning may vary from the central meaning in certain cases. Meanings 
of cases vary as do lexical meanings, according to context. However, two 
opposing meanings may not be unified in a single linguistic symbol. The 
meaning of a case is generally independent of context, while the various 
functions are determined by the context. H. Hettrich proposes a process 
for the description of meaning and function of lE casual categories: � 
"z Ur funklionalen Varialionsbreite altindogermanischer Kasus: Der Ab-
lativ im f!.gveda" in FS S/runk 1993 p. 53-55. In the wider context of a 
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sentence, there are certain roles that may be assigned to the various n0rni nal forms that appe� !'t the sentence. These roles, however, are inde: pendent of the lingUlSlIc s?Wbol and concern the actual situation, which may be descnbed qUite vanously by the speaker. The same actual situat" 
�ay thus be described in an active construction, or in a passive const��� tlon: The cat ate the mouse. - The mouse was eaten by the cat. Tn the 0 case� the nominat:ve fo� 'cat' corresponds to the agens, in the other, t� nommalIve form mouse c�rresponds to the patiens. Agens and patiens :rre two opposmg roles, which may neither be assigned as different meanmgs ?f a smgle linguistic symbol, nor classified as functions of a single meanmg. As roles, agens and patiens are separated from the linguistic symbol of the nominative and may not be indicated by the nominative. Rather, the nominative indicates that which is in the foreground, thus, the theme; whether the agens or the patiens provides the theme is unimportant. 

For further information: � E. Tichy "Transponierte Rollen und Ergtinzungen beim vedischen Kausativ" in FS Rix 1 993 p. 436-459. 
S 402. The claim is often made that case meaning is least distinct in the case . of complements, and most distinct in the case of extensions. Accordmg to w.. U. Dressl�r: . '  . .  case forms are obligatory completions of verbs . . .  subjects and objects are automatic results of the use of verbs which, in their dependence schemes, present corresponding fiIIabl� spaces"," and further: " . . .  there remains the function of case in the facultative extension of the sentence. Here, the case has syntactical value of its own 17". H dry "A . , �

. 
au : s a general rule, one may assert that government tends to depnve the case of Its own semantic contents; a governed use is defin�?

8.
by a �ction. 

,
:ositive semantic contents may only appear in free uses. , � Pinkster: ... the semanlIc relations within a sentence are revealed by the cases only to a very limited extent because: _ within the nuclear predication the predicate determines the �ssibility of lexemes to occur as arguments with the predicate; the number and nature of the semantic .functions .are .fixed for each verb; - outside the nuclear predication the lexIcal mearung Itself determmes to a high degree whether a lexeme may be used with a given semantic function."" However, the claim may 

I. " . 17 .,uber d�e Rekonstrulttion der indogermanischen Syntax " in ZVS 85 1971 p. J Of. 

18 
.. Ober die Rekonstrulction der indogermanischen Syntax " in ZVS 85 1971 p. 12. 
Cas en w§dique 1977 p. 14 

" Lat. Syntax 1990 p. 47( 
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de with such comprehensive validity: � H. Hettrich "Rektion
not be ': utonomer Kasusgebrauch" in Kolloquium WacJrernagel Basel 
iJl�r "� 9:0] p. 82-99; by the same author, "Semantische und syntaktische 
1988 

ht ngen zum doppelten Akkusativ" in Fachtagung Zurich 1 992 Be/�l u 
1 1 1 - 134. Because the nominative does not occur as an exten

[ 1
9 

't 
P'meaning as a complement cannot be compared with that of an " on I S . d' . I ' .  The locative on the other hand, may always m Icate a spatia extensIon. . . 

'1 t' nship regardless of whether it is a complement or a gIven. � a ID , . 
S gestions for further reading: � Fraenkel Syntax der Llth. Kasus ug 

M . I,n . " . 
1 928; E. Risch "Betrachtungen zur indogermanischen 

,
�mmav,ex/O� m 

R '  h Kleine Schriften 1981  p .  730- 738; S. Luraghi Der semanllsche 
11:'; funktionelle Bau des althethitischen Kasussystems" in ZVS 99 1986 
p. 23-42. 

S 403. Although they have meanings that sometimes vary greatly, differ
ent cases fit into a single paradigm: Thus, in terms of content, the nomi
native case, when used to indicate a grammatical subject, is completely 
different from the locative case when it is used to indicate the spatIal as
pects of the verbal action. 

I) The order in which cases are listed originates in Sanskrit grammar, in 
which the cases in the paradigm that were formally identical were grouped 
together in each of the three numbers. However, this formal criterion is not a 
purely external characteristic. This formal identity is also generally defensible 
in relation to meaning, just as the partial formal fusion of various case forms 
may be seen as a preliminary phase of case syncretism 

2) Proto-lndo-European cases may be classified into groups according to 
aspects of content: There are cases with rather abstract meaning, that cross
reference within the language system, and others that have rather concrete 
meaning, referring primarily to language-external reality. This differentiation is 
not new, but must not be seen as an absolute classification, since individual 
cases are situated between the two poles, able to be used concretely or syntac
tically. 

Cases assume particular meanings in the establishment of spatial rela
tions of the verbal action: The spatial cases are the locative (where?), the 
accusative (where . . .  to?), and the ablative (where . . .  from?). The noun that 
indicates the place to which the verbal action refers is declined in one of 
these cases, allowing that which is signified by the subject (in the case of 
intransitive verbs), or that which is signified by the object (in the case �f 
transitive verbs), to be spatially situated. That which is spatially situated IS 
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referre
l
d to as the locatum; that which refers to the place of reference, is the re atum. 

Suggestions for further reading: � Fraenkel Syntax der Lith. Postposi_ tionen und Priipositionen 1 929; Starke Kasus und Adv. im A Hitt. 1977. 
Luraghi Casi e preposizioni 1 996. 

' 

S 404. A common phenomenon of the linguistic development from 
Proto-Indo-European to the lE languages is case syncretism, which means 
that cases which were originally separate from each other and distinguish_ 
able by their endings, were subsumed into a single ending. The spectrum 
of meaning 0: the r�sulting case bec?mes correspondingly broad, rendering 
the task of dlscerrung a basIC mearung of the case more difficult. For in
formation on morphology, cf. F 305 § 3.  

An intermediate stage in the fusion of one or more cases may be ob
served in which, according to number, or the context of gender or stem 
formation, the number of endings is smaller than the number of cases and 
thus, within one and the same paradigm, not all cases are formally durerent 
from �ach ?ther in all numbers. The differentiation of cases is no longer 
paradigmatic, but rather syntactic. Thus, already in Proto-Indo-European, 
all eight of the cases may be differentiated only in the singular of non
neuter thematic nominal stems. The plural and dual of the same paradigm 
no longer perrmt the reconstruction of eight different case endings. 

In Latin, the ablative represents the merger of three cases: instrumental, 
ablative, and locative. In Greek, the PIE instrumental and locative cases 
merged to form the dative, and the ablative was subsumed in the genitive. 

SuggestIons for further reading: � Delbriick Synkretismlls 1 907' H. 
Hettrich "Zum Kasussynkretismus im Mykenischen" in MSS 46 1 985 p. 
1 1 1 - 122; M. Meier-Briigger "Zum VerhOllnis von Form und Funktion grammatischer Kategorien" in Fachtagung Berlin 1983 [ 1985] p. 271-
274. 

S 405. Nominative 

. 
The nominative occupies a special position within the nominal para

digms of lE languages. This position is revealed by, among other things, 
the fact that in Old Indian -apart from neuter forms- all three numbers are 
formed on the basis of the strong stem and that tbe columnal nominal ac
cent in Greek follows tbe accent position in the nominative case. Within 
the realm of syntax as well, tbe nominative traditionally plays a special role 
as the casus rectus, which contrasts with all the other casus obliqui of the 
paradigm. 
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minative indicates the theme of the sentence which, in a non-
The no . . 'aI . . 

Oth t 
d tence is placed in sentence-lfUtI poSItion. er sen ence 

-� - , " ' 1 . .  
hi h u_ 

e also thematized in taking the sentence-lfUtla poSition, w c , 
lernents ar . 

� h non-marked sentence, is reserved for the subject. 

U1 
t
.,';;'e Proto-Indo-European nominative 

.
does not indicate the subject of 

t· 'm the logical sense but rather m the sense that appears to the 
an ac Ion ' . '  d b r to be bearer and middle-point of the actIon that IS expresse y 
observe 

hi d b " (� Delbriick Gr. Syntax 1879 p. 78). However, t S oes not 
the ver . . '  fi . 

h 'ddl I to the interrogative pronoun, which places ItS re erent m t e nn e-
app � even when it does not take the subject position and is not the bearer 

��� verbal action. The concept of the subject is itself difficult to grasp; 

�or H.-J. Sasse it is, " . . .  a syntactical relation with semantic and pragmatIc 

functions . . .  [the] sentence element that is indicated as the subject has a 

doubled function as it is both pragmatic (as an indicator of the tOpIC of the 

sentence) and semantic (as an identifier of the agent). This double-
. . .  . . . ,,20 

function finds expressIon m ItS syntactIcal characterIstIcs. 

For further information: � G. Serbat "Der Nominativ und seine Funk
lion als Subjektkosus im Lichte moderner Sprachtheorien" in G/otta 59 

1981 p. 1 19-136. 

S 406. Vocative 
The vocative is the nominal form that is used for addressing a listener. 

There is only a distinct vocative in the singular, and even then, not all 

nominal paradigms feature a separate vocative form. Where there IS no 

vocative, its function is taken by the nominative. The same occurs when 

two actions of addressing are linked: While the first is in the vocative, the 

second is in the nominative. - Examples: r 276f. Zeii ltatep . . .  'HEAlO, 
6' "Oh father Zeus and Helios"; RV 3, 25, 4 agna indras ca "Oh Agni and 

lndra" 
Suggestions for further reading: � Svennung Anredeformen 1958; 

Zwolanek Anrufungsformen 1970. 

I) The vocative element in the sentence receives no accent. -Example: 
Rv I ,  184, 2 asme u $U Vr$af}ii miidayethiim "Enjoy yourselves nicely, you 
two heroes, in our company." 

2) In Old Indian, when the vocative forms a sentence of its own, and is thus 
in sentence-initial position, it receives stress, regardless of its normal nominal 
accent, on its first syllable, i.e. on the first syllable of the sentence. In this case, 

20 Subjektprominenz in FS Slimm 1982 p. 270 
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�ntence stress is meant and not word stress. - Example: AV 19, 70, I deva 
jivata "Gods! Live!" 

S 407. Accusative 
The accusative has two apparently very different functions: On the one 

hand, it indicates the direct object in the case of transitive verbs (i.e. accu
sative object), on the other hand, it expresses that the verbal action bears 
an orientation in terms of space (i.e. directional accusative). The accusa
tive is further used to express spatial or chronological expanse (i.e. accu
sative of expanse). In addition, it expresses the relation of the verbal ac
tion to a referent in a non-spatial sense (relational accusative). Finally, the 
accusative is also used when the contents of a verb are additionally ex
pressed through a noun which appears in the accusative (i.e. accusative of 
contents): The technical term for this use of a substantive and a verb with 
the same lexical contents is figura etym% gica. The original meaning of 
the accusative is probably that of direction, in the sense of spatial relation. 
The additional meanings that developed upon this basis include extent, 
relation, object and contents. 

I )  According to Hiibschmann (Casus/ehre 1 875), the accusative indicates 
the "completion or narrower definition of the verbal concept" (p. 133), distin
guishing an obligatory accusative, i.e. the object accusative, from a fucultative 
accusative. Delbriick (Gr. Syntax 1 879) thus describes the use of the accusa
tive: "Originally, it served neither to indicate the object, nor the destination, 
nor the relation, etc., but rather simply to complement the verb. The choice of 
senses in which this complement was to be understood was left to the lis
tener." (p. 29). He further asserts that there were "different types of uses . . .  
already in the Proto-Indo-European period" (p. 29). 

2) As an indicator of place, the accusative is similar to the locative, which is 
also used to indicate the arrival at a destination toward which a movement was 
oriented. In contrast, ahhough the accusative does not exclude the arrival at a 
destination, it is semantically indifferent to the question of arrival at a destina
tion: � J. L. Garcia Ram6n "Zum Akkusativ der Richtung im Vedischen und 
im lndogermanischen" in FS Strunk 1995 p. 33-52. 

It remains disputed whether the local or grammatical meaning of the 
accusative is original. According to G. De Boel ("The Homeric accusa
tive of limit of motion revisited" in Kolloquium Kuhner Amsterdam 1986 
(1 988] p. 53-65), the directional accusative is not inherited, but rather 
newly created: 
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"With causative motion verbs, first of all, the accumulation of ac�u
. eS is clearly caused by the addition of a secondary goal accusallve 

satlV 
b' ect accusative that was already present in the construction. 

to "." ar�/the accusative with intransitive motion verbs carmot be shown 
Simil

tl t 0 'ginal use It is restricted to a lexical subclass, m which such 
to re ec n ' . I h -

of the accusative seems bkely to develop spontaneous y, as ap 

�:d again in Modem Greek." (p. 64f.). 

�_�.. ,-c.ormation· � De Boel Goal accusative 1 988. 
For lID ".er UIl' • 

3) Equally unclear is the relationship in Proto-lndo-�uropean of a spe

cialized directional case, the 'directive,'. which was contmu�d m Anatoli: 
he directional accusative. Accordmg to G. Dunkel ( The lE DI.rec 

:0 t
" in Fachtagung Zurich 1992 ( 1994] p. 1 7-36), the directive only mdl

:::es the direction: "It expressed only the. aim or direction of a mov�� 
t "  (p. 34). In comparison, the accusallve and the locallve have addl 

�:�i meaningS: the accusative indicates "attainment of the goal and en� 
. 't" (p 34)' and the locative "attamment of the goal . . .  and . . .  stat 

termg 1 . • ' 
of rest" (p. 34). . "s h ' 

S . c. further readm' g' � W P SchmJd prac Wlssen-
uggestlOns lor . :, . '  . .." . 

schaftliche Bemerkungen zum hethitischen DlrekfIV m FS Ollen 1973 

p. 291-30 I ;  Neu Lokativ 1980. 

4) Only miscellaneous remnants of the accusative of direction without 
. . d "(to) home " rus 

the usc of a preposition are extant m Latm, e.g. omum , 

''to the countryside." . "  ' " 
Examples: _ a) Accusative of direcllon: A 322 EpXEaeO� ��lmllV go 

both of you to your tent"; K 195 OOOl KEKA1\a10 .Ilou�llV who were 

summoned for consultation"; TS 6, 2, 1 1 , 4 yadii mukha", gachaty" 
athodaram gachati "if it goes to the mouth, then it goes to the stomach.� 
_ b) acc�sative of extent: Plautus, Trucu/entus 278 nocte"! i� str?m

,
�ntls 

pemoctare "to pass one night in tbe straw"; 'l' 529 ooupo� EPOYllV at a 

spear throw's distance"; A. 190 XE1�a "in the winter"; TB 1 , 3, 6, 3  sap

tcldaSa pravyiidhtin aji", dhavanti "they run a race for
, 
a distance of seve

.
n

teen times the range of one shot"; TB I ,  1 , 3, 9  so asvattM sa",vatsaram 

ati$that "be remained in the tree for one year." - c) accusal1ve of relatlon. 

Pla�tus, Menaechmi 5 1 1  f. indutum ... pal/am "clothed in a dres.s"; E 35,� 
�Aat VE10 oe Xpoa KaMv "and she was redd.ened o� her beautiful skm , 

SB 1 4, 7, 2, 27 naina", krtakrte tapata/.! "neither things done, . ?or tbin�� 
undone hurt this one." - d) object accusative: SB 14, 7, I ,  24 Jlghran v be 

tcid ghratavya", na jighra/i ''truly smelling, he smells not what IS to 
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smelled." - e) accusative of content: Plautus, Caplivi 358 quod bo . 

bene fil beneficium "which charitable act is well directed to the goo�:: 
0 414 iiUoI 0' a�cp' ii),,),,1Jm �aXT]v E�a-xov'o vEecrmv "here and tber� 
they fought the fight for the ships"; RV 8, 7, 4 ytid yamalJl yanli vayubhih 
"when they go the way with the winds." 

. 

. 
5) Suggestions for further reading: � La Roche A ccusaliv 186 1 ;  Gae

dICke AccusallV lm Veda 1 880; Miiller Nominaliv und Akkusaliv 1908; 
Jacqumod Double accusalif en grec 1989; H. Hettrich "Semanlische und 
synlakllsche Belrachlungen zum doppellen Akkusaliv" in Fachlagun 
Ziirich 1992 [ 1 994] p. 1 1 1 - 1 34; 

g 

S 408. Instrumental 
The instrumental case indicates that which accompanies the verbal ac

tivity. This meaning forms the basis from which other meanings have de
veloped: In the case of inanimate objects, the instrumental indicates the 
m� by which the verbal action is executed; in the case of a person, it 
mdlcates that the person executes, or helps to execute the action' in the 
case of places, it indicates where movement takes place. The instr�ental 
:urther indicates constitution, accompanying circumstances, a reason, and 
m comparISons, the distinguishing characteristic. The function of the in
strumental that relates to people, or 'sociative' function may be recon
structed m L�te Proto-Indo-European. However, this function presumably 
finds Its

"
ongms m a use that is purely related to inanimate objects: � K. 

Strunk Synlaktlsche Bemerkungen zum helhitischen und indogermanis
ch�n Inslrumenlal In ISloriceskaja lingvislika i tipologija" edited by G. A. 
Klirnov et al. Moscow 1993 p. 81-91.  In the indication of temporal cir
curnst�ces, t�e instrumental bears a resemblance to the temporal locative. 
In Latm, the �trumental, like the locative, has merged into the ablative. 
In Greek, the mstrumental has merged with the dative, c( S 404. 

Examples: - a) Instrumental of accompaniment: Plautus, Amphitruo 
2 1 9  poslquam Ulrimque exitum eSI maxuma copia "after they marched up 
� 

,
great �umbers

. 
on both sides"; )" 160( Ev9ao' lKavel� vT]i �e Kat 

eW�Olm
, 
'you !'rnve he

,
re WIth the ship and the companions"; RV I ,  I ,  5 

devo de�ebhlr 
L
a ga"'.al 

L
'the god should come here with the gods" RV 5, 

5 1 ,  I V1SValr u"'"eb�lr a gahi "come here with all helpers"; RV I ,  92, 7 
dlVli stav�

,
duhlla gotamebhiiJ "the daughter of the heavens is prized by the 

Gotamas. - b) Instrumental of me8flS: Plautus, Truculenlus 526f. neque 
el/Om queo / pedibus mea sponle ambulare "and I carmot even walk 
arotmd mdependently on my own feet"; Lucretius 4 387 vehimur navi 
"we sail with the ship"; A 527 Kecpa),,1j Ka�avew(j) ':1 will nod with my 
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head"; M 207 nE��O 1tVOl1j� aVE�oLO "he flew with a breath of the wind"; 

RV I, 128, 3 sala". ca�anO a�abhi/.! "the god that sees with a htmdred 

eyes"; RV 3, 32, 14 naveva yanlam "as to those who go with the ship." 

cl Instrumental of route: Plautus, Curculio, 35 nemo ire quemquam pub

lica prohibet via "no one hinders another from walking on a public street"; 

Plautus, Poenulus, 1 105 lerra marique "on earth and sea"; RV I ,  25, 7 
anlliri�ena palalam "which fly in the air"; RV 3, 58, 5 eha yalam palhib
hir devayanai/.! "comes this way on divine paths"; RV 5, 64, 3 mitrasya 
yayam palM "I would walk on Mitra's path." - d) Instrumental of con
stitution: Cato, De agricullura 88, I amphoram deJracto colla "an am
phora with a broken neck"; PY Ta 641 . 1  li-ri-po e-me po-de i.e. Iripos 
heme pode "a tripod with one leg"; RV 4, 7, 3 dyam iva slibhi/.! "like the 
heavens with the stars." - e) Instrumental of accompanying circum
stances: A 555 �e�l T]6n 9w<\i "with a worried temperament"; cr 1 99 
cp96ry'l' E1tepx6�evat "coming forward with noise"; RV 4, 1 3, I ul SI�ryO 
jy6li$a deva eti "up comes the divine sun with light"; RV 9, 97, 36 indram 
a visa brhata ravena "go to Indra with great noise." - f) Instrumental of 
reason: Plautus, A mphitruo I I 1  8 nam mihi horror membra misero per
cipil dictis luis "for fright seizes from poor me my limbs because of your 
words"; <I> 390 Yll90mJV'J "out of  joy"; SB I ,  2, 3, I sa bhi$a ni lilye "he 
hid himself out of fear." - g) Instrumental of comparison: Plautus, 
Cistellaria 205 qui omnes homines supero antideo cruciabililalibus animi 
"I, who supercede all men, surpass in tortures of the heart"; r 194 
eiJpUtepo� 0' <ii�Olcrl v "wider, however, than the shoulders." 

Suggestions for further reading: � W. Schulze Kleine Schriften (in a 
contribution from 1 896) p. 652. 

S 409. Dative 
When used to indicate people, the dative indicates an actor or actors 

who receive (action; [indirect) object dative) or possess (state; possessive 

dative). Further, while the dative is used to indicate one who is positively 

Or negatively affected (dalivus commodilincommodi), only the quality of 

being affected is expressed by the dative; the positive or negative connota

tions themselves remain outside of the domain of the dative. When applied 

to abstract nouns, the dative indicates that the noun is the goal of an action 

(dativus finalis). This function is important for the formation of infinitive 

constructions. 
Examples: - a) relational dative: Plautus, Stichus 260 nullan tibi lin

gua eSI? "have you no tongue?"; Plautus, Moslellaria 293 libi me exorno 
UI placeam "I adorn myself for you, in order to please"; Plautus, Rudens 
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229 quoniam vox mihi prope hic sonal? "what voice thus sounds for me 
so near?"; Plautus, Rudens 274 nunc libi ampleclimur genua "now W 
shall seize your knees"; Plautus, Truculenlus 378 mihi quidem alque ocu

� 
lis meis "indeed for me and my eyes"; H 423 Ot o· T]"vt£ov aMT]' Aol� 
" d h 

�,v 
an t ey met o�e another"; H 101  tq;o£ 0' Eyrbv a{ltC'>� 8!llpi]�0Ilal "and 

for this one I will arm myself'; A 4 airtoix; liE EMl>pW tEUx£ KUV£cr",v 
"and he gave them to the dogs as prey"; E 249f. IlT]OE 1l0l OUt�' 
8uv£ "do not rage so to me"; B 142 tol", liE 8uIlOV EVt crtiJ8£crcrtv OPlV£ :'and he stirred the soul in their chests"; '¥ 595 Oatll0crtv dVal aAl'rp� 
'to be a smoer to the gods"; RV 4, 12, 3 dOdhiili rtilna". vidhale . . . mtirlyiiya "he distributed wealth to the devoted mortal'" RV I 1 5  12 

devlin devayalli yaja "sacrifice to the gods for the worshlpper ;f g;ds'" 
RV 2, 2, 8 tililhis carur iiytive "a dear guest for the sohn of Ayu." _ b) dallvus fin�lIs: Plautus, Poenulus 626 ul quaeslui habeanl male loqui 
mellonbus 'that they have It as a gam, that they speak badly of their bet
ters"; H 285 XaPIlU llpOKaAtcrcrato "he called out to battle"; RV I ,  30 6 urdhvtis li$!hii na ultiye "be there upright to support us." 

, 

For further irtformation: � Havers Kasussyntax 191 1 ;  Oertel Dativi finales 1941.  

S 410. Ablative 
The ablative expresses the place of origin of the verbal action. Ac

cordingly, the ablative is principally featured when a locatum moves, or is 
mov,:d, away.from a relalum. To this central meaning may be traced the 
ablalIve functIons �elating to origin, which refers to a spatial idea, relating 
to separalIon,. whl�h is accompanied by a movement away, relating to 
comparisons, ID which the ablative is used to indicate the object in relation 
to. which a compared object differs. r n Greek, the ablative was subsumed 
WIthin the genitive, cr. S 404. 

Examples: - a) Ablative of place of origin: Cato, De agricultura 5 pnmus cubllu surgal "he gets up out of bed first"; Plautus, Trinummus �O� cunclo7 exturba aedibus "drive all from the house"; 0 655 v£ciiv IlEV £�!llpT]�a� 'the� �;treated from the ships"; E 456 OUK av OT] tovo' avopa Ilax:'l�
, 
£p�aLO 

, 
c?uld you not push this man from the fight?; RV 7, 1 8, 

10  lyur gavo na yavasad tigopii/:z ''they went like cows from the field 
WIthout a herdsman"; RV 7, 5, 6 /Vti". dtisyiimr 6kasa agna iija/:z "you, oh 
Agm, drIve the Dasyus from their homeland." - b) Ablalivus originis: 
Plaut��, CapllvI 277 

,
quo < de ge<nere nalust "from which family he origi

nates , RV I ,  123, 9 sukra kr$l)ad ajani$!a ''the shining one was born from 
the darkness"; RV 1 0, 72, 3 tisala/:z sOd ajiiyata "from the non-being came 
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being forth." - c) A blativus separativus: � 192 om' ouv Ecr6iito� 
tbe 

'oe:al "and you will not lack in clothing"; L 1 26 IlT]OE 11' epuK£ 
&;UTl "do not hold me back from battle." - d) Ablativus comparationis: 
/la I XTltus� Poenulus 812  levior pluma est gratia ''thanks is lighter than a p aU , T " 

''w han h . ba I "  <' 109 Cl ther'" !'l 400 £LO xepTla llaXU orse t e ill It e ;  Lo 
ea1-il YA�KiOlV /lEAltO� "much sweeter than honey"; RV I ,  1 14, 6 sviid6/:z 

;:'adiYo "sweeter than sweets"; RV 10, 1 76, 4 stihasas cid sdhiyiin 
"stronger even than the strong." 

S 411, Genitive 
In its partitive root meaning the genitive expresses that a part is meant 

of the noun in the genitive case. Originally, the genitive relates only to the 

contents of the lexeme, a noun featuring the genitive ending. Various 

functions have developed from this root meaning, including indications of 

composition, possession, and relation. According to G. Serbat ("Zum Ur
sprung des indogermanischen Genitivs und seiner lateinischen Ver
wendung" in Kolloquium Lat. u. Idg. Salzburg 1 986 [ 1992] p. 285-29 1 ), 
"( ... ) the sense is asserted of a certain, limited quantity, which is of a 
smaller scale than the term indicated by the stem . . . .  In other words, the 
ending only affects the word stem. At the same time, the ending plays no 
syntactical role." (p. 288) "As a result, this partitive form may not be clas
sified among the syntactically significant characteristics, but rather among 
the forms that have no syntactical value, the quantitative forms . . .  singular, 
dual, and plural." (p. 289) The genitive may often replace other cases 
without expressing their meaning; it lends an additional partitive meaning 
to the meaning that the expected case would have brought. According to 
Scherer (Lat. Syntax p. 50), three realms of use may be distinguished for 
the genitive, namely: the indication of possession, quality, and relation. 
The genitive is also used in comparisons to indicate that with which 
something is compared. For irtformation on competing roles of genitives 
and adjectives, cf. F 3 1 1  § 4. 

Examples: - a) partitive: Plautus, Casina 538 modius . . .  salis "a scoop 
of salt"; 1 102 Arotol0 �ayoiv "eating of lotus"; El 470 T]O� "in the morn
ing." - b) Genitivus qualitatis: Cato, De agricultura 1 2 1  lauri folia 
"leaves of the laurel"; � 7 Koim] o· EAtcpavtO� Em;£V "a handle of ivory 
was on it." - c) Genitivus possessivus: Plautus, Mostellaria 980 patris 
amicus ''the father's friend"; Sophocles, Aias mastigophoros 1 72 
!'ll� • AptElll� "Artemis (daughter of) Zeus" <I> I 09 llatp� 0' e:'ill' 
aya8010 "and I am (the son) of a noble father." - d) Genetivus rela
tionis: Terence, Phormio 954 monstri . . .  simile "similar to a miracle"; 
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'I' 485 fl �pl1t?�?<; 1tEpl15�ll£aOv ";� A.EJl'1�o<; "both of us are betting a tripod and a basm ; A 5 1 2  '11j1a�0 youvrov "she touched the knee." 

Suggestions for further reading: -7 Yoshida (D.) Old Hillite Genitiv 1 987; J. Kellens "Les Jonctions du genitif en vieil-ovestique" in Syntax
e 

des langues indo-iraniennes anciennes 1993 [ 1 997] p. 81 -90. 
e 

S 412. Locative 
By expres�in� that the verbal action takes place in spatial relation to the object that IS mdlcated by the referent, the locative serves primarily to situate the verbal action spatially, and secondarily to situate the verbal action temporally. The extent to which the idea of space is expressed is also dependent upon the lexical meaning of the noun. If the noun indicates 

something that has spatial extent -which may include concrete as well as abstract nouns-, the spatial idea may thus be quite evident. However when the no�n indicates, e.g. a unit of time, the use of the locative onl; reveals the ongmal spatial metaphor that underlies the concept of a temporal relation, a� the same time without requiring that the metaphor predominates. In addition, the spatial Idea may be carried over to the most various Circumstances. Thus, the realm of use of the locative includes local tempor
.
al, and modal expressions. The local meaning of the locative is not lim!ted to a certain part of the object, but rather may just as well pertain to Its mtenor, 

.
extenor, or envrronment. This is sometimes dependent on the object that IS designated and its form. Depending in turn on the nature of the verbal action, the

. 
locati�e may have the function of indicating the goal of a movement that IS commg to completion. In Latin the locative was subsumed within the ablative. There exist only misc;llaneous inherited locatlve forms, such as domi "at home" and ruri "in the countryside." In Greek, the locatlve was subsumed in the dative, cf S 404. 

Examples: - a) Locative of place: Plautus, Amphitruo 568 homo idem duobus locis ut simul sit "that tbe same man should be in two places at the � . tune"; 6 1 66 alllEpl valrov "living in the heavens'" 15 844 e<rn re n<; vflcrD<; �crcrn <iAl '�here is an island in the middle of ;he sea'" NT 17? opeD<; KOP'*ii "on the peak of the mountain"; r I  0 
em opeD<; ICOP'*iim NO�D<; lCa-ocxeuev ol!lXA'1v "as when the south wind pours fog down from the mountain top"; RV 7, 68, 7 madhye .. .  samudre "in �he rruddle of the sea"; RV 9, 18, 4 a yo viSviini varyii vasiini hastayor dadhe 'who holds ail treasures that one could desire to have in his two hands'" RV I 32, 2 ahann ahim plirvate siSriyiiruim "he smote the dragon that had o�cupied the mountam"; RV 5, 36, 2 parvatasya PUlh!! "on the back of the mountain"; RV 3, 23, 4 sarasvatyii", revGd agne didihi "shine beautlfuily on the Sarasvati, 
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". RV 7 1 8  1 8  tdsmin nijahi vajram "Strike him with the cudgel!" 

oh Agm �ativu.: te;"poralis: Plautus, Amphitruo 568 tempore uno "at one 

. �!. B 468 <iip'n "in the spring"; r 1 89 ill!an �<9 "on this day" ; RV 3, 4, � 
I""" � .  trl'r ahann ay- o;ante ''whom the gods summon three trrnes a day . 

• IT' uevasas , • , should 
.I" ) locativus conditionis: RV 3, 56, 8 vidathe santu deval; 'the gods 

c 
t at the sacrifice"; RV 6, 52, 1 7  viSve devii hovi$i miidayadhvam "ail 

be presen . 
f liba 

. 
" f gods amuse yourselves at the pounng 0 tlOns. 

o �:ggestions for further reading: -7 M. Holzman "Der sogenannte}�
. des Zieles im Rigveda und in den homenschen GedlChten m 

c;.�;�chrift Jur V6lkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschajt 1 0  1878 p. 1 82-

230; Neu Lokativ 1 980. 

S 413. Local cases and local particles; case, adverb, and adposition. 
. 

The Proto-Indo-European cases with local meaning are the locatlve, 

ccusative and the ablative. These cases designate a general spatial rela

:ionship �tween two objects, which include places (which are concrete 

objects) and actions (in which c�ncrete persons or obJ,:,cts partiCipate). 

The locative simply organizes spatlaily. With th,:, accusative. 
and the abla

tive, the concept of direction enters into play, With each mdlcatmg an op

posing direction: The accusative indicates that the verbal action IS Ori
ented toward the object referent; the ablative indicates that the �erbal

. 
ac

tion is oriented away from the object referent. These local d�e
.
nslOns 

then serve -in a process of transfer that is itself the result of cogrutlve re

flection- equally to describe temporal relations and other circumstances. 

Because in the case of local cases the spatial relation of intransitive verbs 

exists between the locatum (indicated by the nominative subject) and the 

relalum while in the case of transitive verbs it exists between the locaturn 
(indicat�d by the accusative object) and the relatum, one may also ob

serve, in comparing such a means of designating spatial relations With the 

designation of subject and object in ergative languages, an ergatlve trrut: 

-7 Ch. Lehrnann "Latin Preverbs and Cases" in Latin Linguistics and Lm
guistic Theory in ICLL 1 1981 [ 1983] P 1 45- 1 6 1 .  

S 414. Adpositions, like adverbs, modifY their referents semanticaily; 

indeed, while the adposition features the characteristic of government: the 

adverb does not: While the adposition is distinguished by the additional 

characteristic of government, this syntactical connection to t�e referent IS 
missing in the case of the adverb, which is why the semantic connection 

through modification comes to the fore. 
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adposition adverb 
government + -
modification + + 

The adverbs in lE languages that correspond to adpositions are posi
tioned following their referents: � Benfey Vedica et Linguistica, Stras
bourg / London 1 880 p. 1 0 1 - 1 14. 

Suggestions for further reading: � Starke Kasus und Adv. im A Hill. 
1977; O. Dunkel "Preverb repetition" in MSS 38 1979 p. 41-82; by the 
same author, "Die Grammatik der Partikeln" in Fachtagung Leiden 1987 
[ 1992] p. 1 53-1 77; Horrocks, Space and Time 198 1 ;  Ch. Lehmann "Latin 
Preverbs and Cases" in Latin Linguistics and Linguistic Theory. Pro
ceedings of the 1" International Colloquium on Latin linguistics 1981 in 
Amsterdam, edited by H. Pinkster. Amsterdam / Philadelphia 1 983 p. 145-
1 6 1 ;  Krisch Konstruktionsmuster 1 984; J. Boley "Hillile and Indo
European Place Word Syntax " in Sprache 3 1  1 985 p. 229-241 .; by the 
same author, Sentence Particles 1989; H. Hettrich "Syntax und Wortarten 
der Lokalparlikeln des lJgveda. J: Mh!"' in MSS 52 1 991 p. 27-76; O.-J. 
Pinault "Le probleme du pr<!verbe en indo-europeen in Les preverbes dans 
les langues d'Europe, Introduction ti l 'etude de la preverbalion," edited 
by A. Rousseau. Villeneuve d' Ascq (Nord) 1 995 p. 35-59. 

b) Number 

S 415. The dimension 'number' in Proto-Indo-European includes three 
categories: singular, dual, and plural. Number is a verbal as well as a 
nominal dimension: Thus, the finite verb of the predicate corresponds in 
number with the nominative form of the subject. 

In the case of the noun, the singular indicates that a single unit of that 
which is indicated by the nominal lexeme is concerned, whereby the nomi
nal lexeme may either indicate a single unit from a group (singulative), or a 
collectivity (collective). The dual number indicates duality, and the plural, 
plurality. The Late Proto-[ndo-European nominal category 'dual' may be 
traced to an Early Proto-Indo-European lexical category which could be 
found in terms for body parts that exist in pairs. R. Liihr tries to explain 
the connection of dual forms with singular or plural forms (incongruence) 
by citing the difference among individual word categories in referentiality, 
which is greatest in the case of substantives and smallest in the case of 
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b 21  For information on the possibility of a further category of num-
ver s. 

f infl  
. 

b t th hi h however would not be a category 0 ectton, u ra er a 
her, w c , ' .  . 

f derivation: � H. Elchner "Das Problem des A nsatzes emes 
category 0 , . , ('K h ' '}" . . dogermanischen Numerus Kollektlv ompre enslv / m 

�m
htagung Berlin 1 983 [ 1985] p. 134-1 69; J. A. Har<Iarson "Zum urin

d 
ac 

ermanischen Kollektivum" in MSS 48 1 987 p. 71 - 1 1 5; R. Liihr "Zum 
::�rauch des Duals in der 1ndogermania" in Oraz 2000 p. 263-274. For 

further information on the dual number, cf. S 301 and F 304 § I .  

c) Oender 

S 416. Proto-Indo-European includes three categories wi�hin the dimen

sion 'gender' :  masculine, feminine, and neuter. However, s�ce the gender 

of the substantive need not correspond to the sex of that whIch tt mdlcates, 

this terminology, taken from grammarians of antiquity, 
. 

does not �de

quately describe the contents of the categories. Masculine
. 

substanttves 

need not refer to masculine subjects, just as feminine substanttves need not 

refer to feminine subjects. 

I) While internal reconstruction enables one to trace the three gender sys

tern (masculine/feminine/neuter) back to a two gender system (com

mon/neuter), the attribution in terms of meaning is not clear at this early st�e. 

Various underlying principles of distribution are conceivable: arurnate vs. m

animate, agent vs. non-agent, with subject marking vs. WIthout subject mark

ing. The breadth of the spectrum from lexical to grammatical contents be

comes clear. For more information, cf F 303. 
Suggestions for further reading: � E. Tichy Kollektiva, "Genus femi

ninum und relative Chronologie im Indogermanischen" in HS 106 1993 
p. 1 - 19, M. Fritz "Die urindogermanischen s-Stiimme und die Genese des 
drillen Genus" in Fachtagung Innsbruck 1996 [ 1998] p. 255-264. 
The classification of an earlier PIE language phase that is internally recon
structed as an ergative language or an active language is linked wit? the 
question of gender in connection with, as the case may be, the eXls�mg 
(masculine/feminine), or missing (neuter) characteristics of the nommatlve: 

21 R. Lilhr "Zum Gebrauch des Duals in der lndogermania" in Graz 2000 p. 263-
274. 
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---t K. H. Schmidt "Probleme der Ergativkonstruktion" in MSS 36 1977 p. 
97-1 1 6; F. Villar "Ergativity and animate/inanimate gender in lndo
European" ZVS 97 1984 p. 1 67-196. 

V. The Proto-Indo-European Lexicon 

A. General Information 

W 100. The most important element of a language is the word, in which 
are represented phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic, lexical, 
and stylistic aspects. 

All words in a language compose the lexicon of that language. Each 
participant in a community of speakers acquires a more or less large part 
of the lexicon, and is capable of using these words in a manner consistent 
with the common practice of his time. A mistaken use of a word stem is 
more consequential than a mistaken inflexion. The former immediately 
renders comprehension impossible. 

As a rule, most words are acquired by the child from his immediate 
family, whose members, in turn, have acquired words from their parents. 
Because ofthis tradition, most words may be traced hack for generations. 

According to conventional thinking, the lexicon is presumably organ
ized in the brain according to themes, model phrases, and chains of asso
ciation. While organization of entries according to letters of the alphabet 
does not correspond to linguistic reality, this concept is practical and ef
fective. 

A lexicon is not a static quantity. It is, like human life itself, subjected 
to ongoing fluctuations. Tt is dependent upon consensus in the community 
?f speakers. The lexicon is always open to the expression of new mean
mgs. 

On the one hand, new words may be formed analogically, based upon 
existing models and elements, cp. for example the Gr. model �a()'tAeu<; 
'king' with �aO'tAeuro 'I am king' and the analogical new formation 
apx£uro 'I am apx6<;' (a form *apx£u<; is unknown). Further, the mean
ing of an existing word may be expanded (figuratively) or even replaced by 
a new meaning, cf. La!. ariiis 'ram,' with the figurative sense '(battering) 
rarn' (the item of battle equipment is comparable in its effect to the animal) 
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and Lat. testa 'earthenware, pot, jug, shard,' becoming 'head' in the Ro
mance languages. In place of the elegant caput, testa was later used to 
indicate the skull, eventually developing into the standard term for head. 
The Latin examples are taken from H. Rix: -) Gentilnamensystem 1972 p. 
714. 

On the other hand, foreign words can at any time be incorporated into 
the lexicon. As soon as the orthography, pronunciation and inflection are 
adapted to the receiving language, one considers the word a loan-word: -) 
Bussmann Lexikon der Sprachw. 1990 p. 253. In Latin, for example, the 
loan word 'ampora 'two-handled clay container with a narrow neck with 
a po�ted bottom' < Gc.. acc. sg. aJ.l�pEa (the Lat. -a is �resumably best 
explamed If we assume mstead of -ea a spoken form amp orea with con
sonantal e; the accusative form serves here for the speakers as a basis be
cause it was in daily use for inventories and recipes, etc.). The phoneme 
ph, uncommon in Latin, was replaced by p and the word integrated into the 
typical Latin -a- declension). Proof of the complete integration of the loan 
word in the language is the purely Latin-internal diminutive ampulla 
'ointment flask, bottle.' Finally, the basis word 'ampora was recognized 
again as a foreign term in the Classical Latin form amphora, with ph re
placing p, this time following the Greek. On an other example see above E 
507 § 3 (machina). 

Each word was re-created at a certain time with a certain meaning. 
Once created, each word has its own history: It may find daily use; it may 
be limited to a certain style or level of language; it may one day fall into 
disuse and disappear from the lexicon, etc. Etymology and word history 
may not be separated from each other: -) Seebold Etymologie 198 1  p. 58. 
The explicit goal of etymology is to determine the 'true' first meaning 
(motivation) of a word, and to thus gain information about the 'true' na
ture of that which it indicates. But this is naIvely optimistic. Language is 
always arbitrary and, as such, information about 'true' nature cannot thus 
be attained, but rather, in the best case, one may find information about the 
motivations of the speakers in naming the object, etc., as they did and not 
otherwise: -) Rix Termini der Unfreiheit 1994 p. 9f with suggestions for 
further reading in note 2 1 .  

In most cases, one carmot trace a word all the way back to its creation, 
cf. e.g. PIE 'K(u)ljan 'dog,' which, owing to correspondence sets in the lE 
languages (cf. E 507 § 5), may with certainty be traced to Proto-Indo
European. What we can no longer determine, is how the 'dog' received 
its name in pre-Proto-Indo-European. E. P. Hamp proposes a relationship 
to PIE *pelfu- 'livestock,' deriving 'liIjon- from a basic form *pelilj-on-
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. ible for herds' (evidence to the contrary: -) Mayrhofer Laut/ehre 
respons 

< ,  h ' hi h . 
1986 p 1 1 8). On the other hand, the word lor toot , w c , agam ow-
. t IE' correspondence sets, may be traced to PIE *h,d-ont-. However, 
tOg O ' hi d th verbal root PIE '",ed- 'to bite, to eat' allows us m t s case to un er-e 

d pIE 'h,d-ont- as a participial derivation, in the sense of 'biter.' stan " f  I Even though the age and/or motIvatIon 0 a term are no onger. ascer-
tainable, the possibility remains, within the limits of documentatIon, of 
tracing back the Iifespan of a concerned word m IE languages. 

" 
Suggestions for further reading: - a) General: -) Worterbucher 1-3 

1989-1 99 1 .  - b) Specific to Proto-Indo-European: -) Pokorny IEW 
1959; C. Watkins, et aL, Indo-European roots m The American Heritage 

Dictionary of the English Language, edited by W. Morris. Boston, et aL 
1969 [1980] p. 1 505-1550; R. S .  P. Beekes "Een nieuw lndo-Europees 

etymologisch woordenboeK' in MKNA (= Mededelingen van de Kon

inkIijke Nederlandse Akndemie van Wetenschappen, afdelmg Letter

!cunde) 61 / 9 1 998 (see also the presentation of the project TITUS / 
Frankfurt in Actualia / Projekte / Leiden: There is a link to the Frankfurt 
page on our web site [cr. E 1 00] s.v. 'Indo-European. linguistics in 
Europe'). - c) Individual perspectives on the reconstructIon of the PIE 
lexicon: -) Stud. z. idg. Wortschatz 1987; R. Wachter "Wortschatzrekon

struktion auf der Basis van Ersatzbildungen" in Fachtagung Innsbruck 

1996 [ 1998] p. 1 99-207. - d) Latin: -) Leurnann / Hofrnann / Szantyr 
AUg. Teil 1965 p. 74'ff.; Szemerenyi Lat. Wortschatz 1 989. - e) Greek: 
-) Meier-BrOgger Gr. Sprachw. II 1 992 p. 7ff. 

W 101. While synchronic semantic research varies among the individual 
IE languages according to the availability of documentation, the recon
struction of Pro to-In do-European word semantics is particularly limited. 

Assertions may however be made concerning groups of words, for ex
ample, names of familial relations, body parts, natural elements (fire, wa
ter, light, etc.), home, and family, etc., cf. E 512 § 4, which includes sug
gestions for further reading. 

W 102, Etymology and word history have always been the focus of great 
interest. All single-language etymological dictionaries offer information on 
Proto-lndo-European, including statements to the effect that a term is 'in
herited' or ex. gr. 'pre-Greek' which are termed 'etymology,' although 
strictly speaking only statements concerning the concret crealton of a word 
have etymological value. 
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Suggestions for further reading: � A. Bammesberger "Geschichte der 
etymologischen Forschung seit dem Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts" in 
Sprachgeschichte I 1 998 p. 755-786. - Concerning the individual IE 
languages, see (among many others): � Etymologisches Worterbuch 1983 
(including contributions on various IE languages); Walde / Hofinann LEW 
1965; Emout / Meillet DELL 1 959; Frisk GEW 1 960-1972; Chantraine 
DELG 1968-1980; Mayrhofer EW Aia; Tischler HEG; CHD; Kluge / See
bold 1 995; Seebold Etymologie 1 98 1 ;  Vries AnordEW 1 962; EWAhd; 
Vasmer REW 1 953-1958; Fraenkel Lit. etym. Worterbuch 1 962-1965. 

Demiraj A1ban. Etymologien 1 997; etc. - The 'checklist' by K. Hoffinaru: 
and E: Tichy regarding the assertion, or appraisal of etymological inter
pretations: � Hoffinann A ujsdtze III 1992 (first published, 1980) p. 761 ff. 

W 103. Wbether or not the Proto-Indo-European lexicon contained foreign or lo� words is unknown, but, as in the case of any living language, qUlt� pOSSIble. If yes, it remains to be known from what language the borroWIngs mIght have taken place: The Finno-Hungarians (cf E 436) and Hanuto-Senutes (cf E 437) have been suggested as possibilities. 

B. Word Formation 

I .  General Infonnation 

W 200. As a rule, the creation of new words only takes place according to �odeJs. Normally, the speaker takes existing material from his own lexI�on as a model from which to abstract the basis for rules of word formation, cf. the example from Greek, apxeoo in W 100. 
. 

An unlimited number of relationships can be created and re-established m word formatIon by analogy, which is not confined to the real historical developme�ts .
. 

Lat� substance adjectives of the type -no- present an example of this, mcludmg lIignus 'made of oak' and aenus 'made of bronze' « *aies-no-, cf L 2 1 5  § 1 ) :  A substance adjective that would correspond to terra 'earth,' should thus be *terrii-no- 'made of earth.' The attested form terr-enus 'made of earth' shows that the historically inaccurate reanalysIS of aenus as a-enus was so common as to make possible the transnusslon of the new suffix -enus. - Through such transformations, new 
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uffixes and entire conglomerates of suffixes are created, cf. ex. gr. La!. 
s _ .um. Starting from a regular series of examples, e.g. audire 'to listen' _Ion . . , 

d
. . 

dilor 'listener' > auditorium 'room for listeners a !fect connectIOn > au 
" li 

. ,
( ll d was later drawn from audire to audilorium 'a place Lor sterung 
_
c� e a 

suffix shift). Later, based upon this example, the word dormlfonum, 
'room for sleeping,' was formed from dormire 'to sleep,' regardless of the 
fact that the requisite step dormitor was in this case uncommon: � Leu
mann / Hofinann / Szantyr AUg. Teil 1965 p. 72*. - Suffix conglomerates 
such as *-ih, and *-ehr have been shown to date from the Proto-Indo
European period, cf W 204 § 1 .  For an other example see above F 507 
with note 7. 

W 201. Word formation of the ancient lE languages has been quite thor
oughly researched. Following are fundamental recommendations for all 
areas of word formation: - a) Latin: � M. Leumann "Gruppierung und 
Funktionen der Wortbildungssuffixe des Lateins" in Leumann Kleine 
Schriften 1959 (in an essay dated 1 944) p. 84-107; Leumann LLFL 1 977 
p. 273ff. (nominal stem formation), p. 383ff. (norninal composition). - b) 
Greek: � Debrurmer Gr. Wortbi/dung 1917; Chantraine Forma/ion des 
noms 1 933; Schwyzer Gr. Gr. I 1939 p. 41 5-544 (including introductory 
material and information on root nouns, composite nouns, and nominal 
suffixes); Risch Wor/bildung 1974. - c) Vedic: � J. Wackemagel Ein
lei/ung zur Wortlehre, Nominalkomposilion, A. Debrunner "Die Nominal
suffixe" in Wackernagel / Debrunner Ai. Gramm. II / 1 1 957 and II / 2  
1954. - d) Hittite: � Rieken Nom. S/ammbildung 1 999. Further biblio
graphical suggestions may be found at appropriate places in the text. 

In the following section, individual suffixes and compounds shall be 
presented that can be traced to Proto-Indo-European. With this purpose 
in mind, I shall permit myself to follow the overview offered in Meier
Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1 992 p. 20ff. and shall limit myself to referring to 
the Proto-Indo-European core of suffixes and types of composite nouns. 

2. Word Fonnation Using Suffixes; Suffix Systems 

W 202. Adjectives that are derived from substantives: 

I) Concerning possessive adjectives, in the sense of 'belonging to,' or 
'in relation to': - The suffix that is most widespread among the IE lan
guages is *-io-. 
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I a) However, this reconstruction, common in older treatments, is not sutliciently precise. The following three endings are theoretically conceivable: I) *-jo-; IT) *-i(j)-o-, Ill) -iH-o-. To all appearances, the forms vary in their individual uses: � Peters Laryngale 1 980 p. 1 3 1  in note 79; Mayrhofer Laut/ehre 1 986 p. 161  with note 267; A. Hardarson in F.S' Rix 1 993 p. 164 with note 25. These three authors consider at least four different suffixes, namely, the verbal 
*-jo-, a nominal *-jo- with a vague meaning (according to its origins, presumably an -i-stem with a thematic vowel); a nominal *-ih,-o- with a special indication of possession (by its origin, possibly an -o-derivation from an abstract noun featuring *-ih,-: � G. Klingenschrnitt in Fachlagung Regensburg 1973 [1 975] p. 154 in note 10; or, what 1 consider more likely, an -o-derivation from -ih,- constructions of the type ofVed. vrkt: � Rubio Orecilla Sufljo de derivacion nominal 1995 p. 3 1 6f.); a nominal locative *-i(O-o
(by its origin an -o-derivation from the nominal locative singular forms in -i, cf. the type Ved. damiya- 'domestic'). - The precise determination of the details is made more difficult by Proto-lndo-European variant forms resulting from the prior syllabic structure in the case of the forms of type 1 (for information on the change from *-jo- to *-ijo-, cf. L 218  § I on Sievers' Law), by PIE vanishing of H, which, when occuring in type Ill, leads to merger with type IT, and finally by generalization in the IE languages of *-ijo- in type I, such that, after the varushing of the laryngeal under *-ijo-, both true *-ijo- forms and those that were ori�y *-jo- and *-ihzO- forms can he united. - The complexity 
�f the sItuation IS revealed by the example PIE * ph,-Ir-ijo- 'helonging to the 
ph2t�r-, located at the *ph2Ier-, corning from the *ph2Ier-' = Lat. palrius = Gr. 1tmpto� = Ved. pilriya-, etc. If one assumes the presence of an original suffix -jo- (evidence in Italic suggests this basic form for the group of patronyrns: � Rix Genlilnamensyslem 1972 p 718f. with note 60), one should then e�t to find *ph21{-jo-; the -Ir- (and not -tr-) double consonance is only conceIvable, if It was re-formed according to the model of the type gen. sg. 

*pIl2Ir-es already in the Proto-Indo-European era; the variant *-iio- (in place of *-jo-) would then simply he the phonetic consequence of -the doubleconsonant -Ir-. The form *-ijo-, suggested in IE 1anguages, may just as well he traced back to *-ill,-o-; further, it should not be excluded that both locative *-i(O-o-, as well as *-jo- and *-ih,-o- derivatives of *ph21r- first coexisted, and then merged. - See also the issue of Lat. dius = Myc. Gr. di-wi·/o I di-u-jo i.e. di!!ijon (secondarily also inner-Myc. di!!jon) 'belonging to (in the realm of) 
*djey- " 'shrine to Zeus' and di-wi-ja I di-u-ja i.e. di!!ijii (secondarily innerMyc. di!!jii) female divinity 'belonging to *djey-,' 'daughter of *djey-' = Ved. 
div(i)ya- (RV+) 'heavenly, divine. '  The substantive Horn. &a = Ved. devI is separate from the adjective. Suggestions for further reading: � Risch Kleine 
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Schriflen 1981 p. 580f.;.Mayrhorer EWAia I p. 727 (which justly emphas�s 
that the Vedic form devi cannot share a heritage WIth Gr. &a); Hardarson ID 
FS J/jx 1993 p. 1 64-166. Particularly concerning Mycenaean: � Aura JOTTO 

DMic I 1985 p. 1 78fI; A. Leukart in Mykenaika 1 992 p. 394 note 44. For 
information on the special group ofpatronyrns, cf. W 302 § 3. 

I b) l. Balles proposes a new view of the entire issue: � Sprache 39 1 997 
[2000] p. 141-1 67. The contribu�ion is based upon � thesis paper fro� Vi
enna. which the author submrtted ID 1996 under the directIon of J. Schindler. 
Following are the results in tabular form: 

I II 
-io- -i(j)o-

A) -o-ab!. of AoOOCIOV < *16!!ki-o-
-i- stem wp6� (Myc. lu-rjo) 

< *tuHrj-6-
cf. Aves!. tuiri- n. 
'whey' 

B) -o-ab!. of a) relational * medhj-o- > IlEcr( cr)� medius 
loc. -i adjective *a/i-o- > iill.o� alius 

b) composl- E<!>-aA.-tOs 
tional suffix 
c) denomi- 9aA.6crcr-l� 
native ad- *sokWh,-jo- > *sokjo- > soc-ius 
ective lerl-ius 

d) verbal ii1tElPO� < *1J-per-jo- iiy-tO�, infer-ius, 
adjective exim-ius 

Ved. ajur-ya- 12x (-ia- Ved. mGd-ia-
I x) 12xJ:!ta- 1& 

Commentary: - The author postulates (ibid., p . 1 6 1 f.) that the com
mon starting point for the entire group are the -0- derivatives from -i loca
tives (B), which must he distinguished from the less numerous -0- deriva
tives of -i- stems (A), cf. AooocrOV (Theophrastus) 'white core of pine' < 
'Ioykj-o- 'featuring whiteness [*Io!!ki-J' (see also, ibid. , p. 1 62 note 44). 
- The example ,up6� is my contribution. - Starting from B, construc
tions including the rare relational adjectives (Ba) as well as the productive 
POssessive adjectives have developed, as weU as various sub-groups (Bb
Bd). While in the group Ba, the derivative of -i-o- as -j-o- would he ex
pected phonetically Gust as in Bc and Gr. ii1tElPO� in Bd) as a rule (see 
Bb-Bd), the syllabic form -;-0- would he conserved for morphological rea-
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sons, as well as for reasons of clarity (the hiatus filled by the glide j to the 
-ijo-form). The group Bd however represents a special case in which, in 
the case of Vedic verbal adjectives, the form -ijo- in longer word Con
structions, is shortened to -jo-. 

2) A further possibility for marking possession through construction is 
attested by PIE 'd-e-jy-a- 'belonging to the heavens' = OL (Duenos in
scription) deivo- and Class.Lat. deus I divus (cf. L 2 1 7  § 3) = Ved. dew i
« 'dajya-) 'divine; god' = OAv. daeuua- 'demon' = Lith. dievas, etc.: � 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. 742f. The PIE *d-e-jy-a- is considered a Vrddhi
derivative from PIE 'djey- I *diy- 'god of the day and/or sky' and has 
been described as an -0- derivative with additional insertion of -eo: � 
Darrns Vrddhi 1 978 p. 376/f - In just the same way, • n-e-y-o- 'now; 
new, young' may be interpreted as a derivative of the temporal adverb PIE 
'nu 'now.' - Further sources of information on this phenomenon which 
is common and has been systematized in lndo-Iranian include: � Wacker
nagel I Debrunner Ai. Grammalik IT I 2 1 954 § 34/f W. Schulze wrote 
the classic work on this form of derivative: � Schulze Kleine Schriften 
1 966 p. 60ff. (in an essay from 1 907). Schulze considers the example PIE 
"syefura- (in which • syeli- < "s!!-e-eli-) meaning 'who belongs to the fa
ther-in-Iaw,' i.e. 'son of the father-in-law' with the Proto-Germanic de
scendant 'S!!egura- (cf. NHG Schwager) as a derivative from PIE 
• s!!efuro- 'father-in-law' (for information on PIE • suefur-h,- 'mother-in
law,' cf. L 2 1 7  § 4) with the Proto-Germanic desc;nd;t "s!,exuro- (cf. 
NHG Schwaher). For information on phonetics, cf. L 42 1 § I ,  and fur
ther, cf. Kluge I Seebold 1 995 p. 657 s. v. 'Schwager' and 'Schwaher.' _ 
Cf. also L 33 1 §3 (which concerns Luw. si!Jyal). 

3) Adjectives indicating material composition: - PIE "-ej-o-, cf. Lat. 
aur-eus 'golden,' Class. Gr. apyup-oUc; 'made of silver' (the contracted 
form may be traced to -eo- < -ejo- [Myc.]; the Homeric accentuation of 
the t� nom. sg. apyupEoC; vs. dat. sg. apyupeq> was secondarily formed 
accordmg to the schema iivElpCll1toC; vs. avElpomq>; the older pattern 
"apyupeo<; vs. apyupeq> is indirectly attested by the Classici Attic Greek 
contracted forms), Ved. hirany-aya-. - Suggestions for further reading: 
� l. Hajnal "Die jriihgriechische Flexion der SIoffadjeklive und deren 
ere�ble Grundlagen" in Fachlagung Zurich 1 992 [1 994] p. 77-109 (Fol
low,?g the lead of A. Heubeck, the author postulates, using Mycenaean 
relatIons to the suffix forms -e-(j)o and -(i-}jo, the existence of a PIE 
feminine form *-ih,- in addition to the masculine and neuter '-ej-o-). _ 
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Concerning Latin: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 286f. (-eus) and p. 321 

(-inus). 

4) Adjectives indicating fullness, in the sense of 'rich in . . .  ': - For in
formation on PIE '-yenl-, cf. W 305. 

5) Smaller groups: - Temporal adjectives: � O. Szemerenyi "Latin 
hibemus and Greek XEl!1EPl voc;, the formation of time-adjectives in the 
Classical languages" in Szemerenyi Scripta Minora III 1987 (in an essay of 
1959) p. 1 1 41-1 1 59. 

W 203. Adjectives that are derived from verbs: 

PIE '-Ia-, '-na- and *-10- are components of verbal adjectives which 
have been partially integrated into the various lE verbal systems as passive 
(or intransitive) perfect participles. The roles of these suffixes vary from 
one IE language to another, e.g. '-10-, which, in Slavic forms the perfect 
active participle, but which in Greek is very seldom: � Risch Wortbildung 
1994 p. 1 07. In the case of the passive perfect participle, the languages 
alternate with *-to- and "-no-. Examples of the former are Latin, Greek, 
and Vedic; an example of the latter is Slavic: � Leumann LLFL 1977 p. 
6 1 1 .  For further sources concerning '-to- and '-no-: � Szemen!nyi Ein
/iihrung 1990 § 3 5 1 f. Despite the limited use of'-no-, there are also con
structions that are common to lE languages that are attributable to Proto
Indo-European, cf. PIE *pJhrna- = Lat. ptenus (in place of "pianos) = 
Ved. purnti- 'full, filled' = Got. fulls and NHG voll « Proto-Germ. 
'fulna- < "fuIHno-) = Lith. pi/nas: � Mayrhofer EWAia II p. 1 56; cf. 
also L 332 § 4d. 

W 204. Substantives that are derived from substantives or adjectives: 

I )  Terms that indicate feminine beings and that are derived from masculine 
fonns: - The suffixes "-i-h,- and "-e-h1 are examples of -hr constructions on 
-i- and -0- stems (cf. F 323 § 2 and F 3 1 2) and may with certainty be traced to 
Proto-Indo-Europeart 

One example (among many) of '-e-h,- is the Proto-Indo-European con
struction "ne!,-eh,- '(the) new one (feminine, sc. woman)' = Lat. nova = 
Gr. vea = Ved. nava- etc. Some constructions that appear to be of Pro to
Indo-European origin, are in fact of later origin, cf. E 506 § 5. 

The situation of "-i-h,- is more complex. Vedic features two different 
tYPes of inflection: Type I = devt-, Type 1 1  = vrkt-. - The inflectional 
model Type I (according to MacDonell Vedic Grammar 1 9 1 0  p. 274) 
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features: nom. sg. devt, acc. sg. devtm; nom. pI. devts, acc. pI. devtn, instr. 
pI. devtbhis, etc. vs. gen. sg. devyas, dat. sg. devyai, and instr. sg. devya: 
� Mayrhofer EWAia I p. 744 s. v. devt. - An example of the inflection 
model Type IT (according to MacDonell Vedic Grammar 1910 p. 270ff, 
marked by B) is rathi- (here masculine) 'wagon driver, charioteer': nom. 
sg. rathis (with -si); dat. pI. rathtbhis, acc. pI. ralhin etc. vs. acc. sg. ra
thiyam (written rathyam), gen. sg. rathiyas (-yas), dat. sg. rathiye (-ye), 
instr. sg. rathi; nom. acc. pI. ralhiyas (-yas). - Concerning the inflection 
of Type I, which is found almost purely apart from the -a- stems, and Type 
n, which indicates feminine gender in -a- stems and is common as a femi
nine form of possessive composites: � Wackemagel / Debrunner Ai. 
Gramm. III 1930 p. 163ff. and II / 2 1954 p. 368ff.; Mayrhofer EWAia II 
p. 570f s. v. vfka-; by the same author, "Zu iranischen Reflexen des 
vrkt-Typus" in Mayrhofer Kleine Schriften n 1 996 (in an essay of 1980) p. 
353ff. - Type I is widely represented in the Indo-European branch of 
languages. Among the many examples, compare the feminine active pres
ent participles with -nt-, including PIE *h,s-lJt-ih,- 'existing' = Proto-Gr. 
*-ehat-ja > Myc. Gr. -ehassa = Ved. sat-t- (for information on the verb 
PIE *h,es-, cf. E 502ff.; for more information on attestations of feminine 
participles in Greek: � Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. II 1 992 p. 63). -
Type I I  is primarily present in Vedic; non-Indian examples are seldom: 
compare, on the one hand, Ved. puru$t- (RV+) 'woman,' from puru$a
(RV+) 'person' and Ved. naptt- 'granddaughter,' from napiit- 'grandson'; 
and on the other hand, compare Ved. ahi- 'mother cow' with correspond
ing forms in Old Avestan and Later Avestan azi- and Ved. vrkt- with the 
corresponding Old West Norse form ylgr 'she-wolf.' - The origins of 
Type I are unproblernatic: nom. sg. dev-t- / gen. sg. dev-ya-s < PIE 
*dejlj-ih,- / *dilj-jid,,-s (the accent of the nominative singular form is sec
ondary, in place of *devi-). While the nominative singular accent in the 
Homeric Greek example Oio is retained, its stem form originates from 
weak case forms. Suggestions for further reading: � H. Eichner in Spra
che 20 1 974 p. 28. - Additional information on *-ih,- and *-itih,-: 
While zero grade *-ih,- yielded *-i- phonetically in IE languages (e.g. the 
Vedic and Latin suffix -tr-i-k-, cf. F 1 0 1  § 2), a newly formed *-jh,- (with 
consonantal D often resulted from -jeh,-, as is the case in the Greek normal 
form -ja. Remnant -i- forms are however attested, cf nom. sg. *yA.o\X-1-
'tongue' (cf Homeric YACOJ(tC;, 'yoke strap end'; a secondary -in- stem was 
formed by sandhi via the acc. sg. -in V-, in the sense of -in' V-; the ac
cented suffix is secondary as well) vs. Ion. gen. sg. YAoaaiic; (with the ex
pected zero grade stem and -ss- [Att. -11-] < *_kh_j_; on the other hand, 
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Class. Att. gen. sg. YMYr't11<; with full grade root and accent placement 

according to the nominative singular form; while the normal nom. sg. form 
r)..6i��O reveals the expected full grade and accent, the consonant-initial 

suffix form originates from the weak stem). - The Old West Norse ex
ample ylgr presumably offers clues about the origins of Type II: � May
rhofer Kleine Schriften IT 1 996 p. 354 with note 12. While the informa
tion in Vedic suggests the Proto-Indo-European form *Ij!kwts, from which 
one would expect the form *ylfir to derive phonetically, the transformation 
of the labiovelar kW to the guttural g, which in fact takes place, is only at
tested when followed by consonantal j. This phonetic constellation is only 
possible when we assume, firstly, that the Type II group was originally 
based upon a hystero-dynamic type with a nom. sg. *Ij!kw-jt§h,-s and a gen. 
sg. *Ij/k-ih,-es, and secondly, that the form and suffix ofthe weak stem, as 
well as the accent placement of the strong stem were generalized as a rule, 
as in Vedic: � Kuiper Ved. Noun-Inflexion 1942 p. 12f.; Mayrhofer ibid. 
in note 12; R. S. P. Beekes "Le type gotique bandt' in Laryngales 1990 p. 
49-58. - For information on other assumptions about the suffix -ih,-: � 
Mayrhofer ibid. p. 356; G. K1ingenschmitt in Fachtagung Regensburg 
1973 [ 1975] p. 1 54 note 10 (-i-h,- lastly as a collective construction [from 
which a feminine construction developed] with -h,- for adjectives featuring 
-i-, which indicate possession; and lastly also the possessive adjectives 
featuring *-ih,-o-, cf. W 202 § I ); Leurnann LLFL 1 977 p. 283 (for infor
mation on remnants of Type 1I in Latin); R. Liihr in FS Schmid 1 999 p. 
299-3 12  (for information on descendents of both types in Baltic). 

2) Diminutives and hypocorisms: - PIE *-ko- and *-10- (in the case of -0-
sterns, -e-Io-). Diminutives: � Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. IT W 408 § 2. 
Hypocorisms: � Meier-Briigger Cr. Sprachw. IT W 408 § 3; further, Risch, 
Wortbi/dung 1974 p. 107 note 93. 

3) Abstract nouns of the type *neljo-teh,t- 'novelty' = Lat. noviliil- = Gr. 
\'£0't1lt-: � Meier-Briigger Cr. Sprachw. IT W 410 § 3 and Rix ibid. in W 205 
§ 2 p. 737. 

4) Place names: - This is the appropriate rubric for the suffix PIE *-HOII-, 
discovered by K. Hoffinann: � Hoffinann AuJSiilze II 1976 (in contribution 
from 1955) p. 378ff. The suffix has possessive meaning and can (like PIE 
*-Ijent-, cf. W 305) indicate place names. However, the use is broader. E. P. 
Hamp proposes that *-Hon- may be determined to be *-hjOn-, et: the critical 
COmments in L 329 § 2: � N. Oettinger in Arbeilstagung Erlangen 1997 
[2000] p. 393-400 (on the Old Indian name ofa divinity, Pii$an-); G.-J. Pinault 
in BSL 95 / I 2000 p. 61-1 1 8  (conceming the Vedic damunas-). 
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W 205. Substantives that are derived from verbs: 

I )  Indicator of the agent (nomina agentis): - For infonnation on PIE 
*dh,-Ier- 'occasional giver' vs. *deh,-Ior- 'habitual giver': � Tichy "Die No
mina Agenlis au! -Iar- im Vedischen," 1995. Cf. F 101  § 2 for an example 
from Latin. 

2) Verbal abstract nouns (nomina aClionis): - H. Rix offers a list of Pro to
Indo-European constructions in PS Szemertinyi *65 IT 1979 p. 737f.: Among 
the types featured on the list are those with suffixes such as *-li- (cf. F 3 1 7  § 
7), *-Iu-; those with an -0- stem such as PIE *r6ydh-o- 'to whine'; feminine 
forms such as *bhug-ehr 'escape'; root nouns of the type *ne"- 'destruction' 
and -I- constructions of the type *slu-I- 'high praise'; and also -es- neuter 
forms of the type *tep-es- 'heat, warmth.' 

3) Indicators of tools, means, and places: - For infonnation on PIE 
*-Ir-o-, *-11-0-, *-dhr-o- and *-dhl-o- (which find their point of departure in the 
-0- derivations from nomina agentis with -Ier- I -Ior-, which, due to variations 
in root forms, are often misleadingly transformed to *-Il-o- or *-dhr-o- or 
*_dhl_o_): � Risch Worlbi/dung 1 974 p. 41 ;  Olsen Instrumenl Noun SuffIX 
1988; M. V. Southern in MSS 60 2000 p. 89-133 (which concerns Lat. labula 
and the suffix -dhlo-). Further, cf. L 347 § 2. 

W 206. Suffix systems, suffix associations: - Parts of the group de
scribed by W. Caland are demonstrably of Pro to-In do-European origin. 

I )  In his treatment of the Later Avestan word xruu-i-drau- 'who carries a 
terrible, bloody, wooden weapon,' W. CaIand called attention to the fact that 
Avestan adjectives with -ra- and -ma- as the initial element in the case of com
pound adjectives replace the -ra- descriptively with -i-. See, for example the 
adjective xro-ra- (corresponding to the compound example) 'bloody, temble' 
or cf Later Avestan d�raz-ra- 'tough, strong, capable' vs. Later Avestan 
d�raz-i-ratJa- 'who has a strong wagon': � KZ 3 1  1 892 p. 267 and 32 1893 
p. 592 ("It now [seems] probable to me that this characteristic lasts into the 
Indo-Eranic period"). In  his piece "APrIKEPA rNOE und Genossen" pub
lished in Wackernagel Kleine Schrifien 1 1 969 (but which dates from 1 897) p. 
770, J. Wackernagel showed that the phenomena is of PIE origin: "The Caland 
Rule is thus corrunon Indo-European." Wackernagel refers to Greek examples 
such as apyo<; 'white, bright, shiny, fust' (arg6- developed either from 
*arg-r6- and further by dissimulation from *-rgr- > -rg- or directly from PIE 
*h�rg-6-, cf. L 333 § I) vs. apY-l-KEpauvo<; 'who has bright shining flash.' 
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2) The synchr�nic description of the p��omenon is certain. Historically, 

ever it is qUIte unprobable that the mrtIal word elements of compound 
ho�s re'present adjectives, but rather abstract -i- nouns. Our modern English 

':nslation promotes the illusion that there is also an adjective in the word

:rouru element. It is indeed conspicuous that, in contrast with *-ro- construc

tions, '-u- adjectives also appear in compound :orms
h
, c�·

ha
Hom. �. 

ci,,({r1!OO-£� (from horses) 'with fust feet' and Ved. asu-ral 0- vmg a t 

wagon.' 

3) Following the precedent of Caland and WackernageL an entire series of 

suffixes that originate with, and are more or less connected to, the core of 

'_ro-I'-mo-I'+, which in some measure developed in a post-Proto-Indo

European period, are known under the name 'Caland,' a�ong with �djective 

constructions with • -ro-I* -mo- and the • -i- prefixes, l/lCluding the stallve -eh r 
verbs, the -es- neuters, including the '-jos- comparatives and the '-is-to- su

perlatives: � Risch Worlbi/dung 1 974 p. 65ff. and p. 21 8f.; Meier-Briigger 

Gr. Sprachw. IT 1 992 p. 3 1  C; Jasanoff Slalive and Middle 1978 p. 125 Wlth 

note 13  (including references to work by C. Watkins, J. Scbindler and the 

Harvard dissertation of A Nussbaum); J. Scbindler in Fachlagung Wien 1978 

[1980] p. 390 and p. 392 with note 23; T. Meissner in Fachtagung Innsbruck 

1996 [ 1998] p. 237-254 (concerning Greek). 

4) As yet, there does not exist a monograph on these phenomena. A. J. 
Nussbaum is presently the leading expert on the subject. As he made clear in 
his block seminar in Berlin (March, 200 I), when considering linguistic devel
opment from the Proto-Indo-European period on, one must depart from the 
idea of a living process of development, of internal and external derivations of 
substantives, from which possessive adjectives are derived, and from which in 
turn substantives are created. By external derivation, derivation by means of 
suffixes is meant. In the case of internal derivation, the word stem is not al
tered. A change in accent placement is characteristic, cf. the adjective, Or. 
Y'-aUKO<; 'blue' vs. the name n.aUKO<; or the change of inflection type (cf. the 
aerostatic abstract noun PIE 'p6lh/u- 'fullness' with the strong stem 'p6lh/u
and weak stem *pI!lIl/u- vs. the proterokinetic possessive adjectives 'pI!lh/u
'possessing 'p6lh/u-' with the strong stem 'pI!lh/u- and weak stem 'p!/i/e!!-: 
� Nussbaum Two Sludies 1 998 p. 147ff.). 

5) An example in tabular form: 
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A. root noun B. adiective C. abstract noun O. adiective 

lE str. *kroljh,-, a. *krnh,-ro- str. *krOljh,i-, *krulzzi-no-
-

wk. *krnh,- ' b *krouh,-o- wk. *krliuh,i-

later A vestan xru- a. Avest. A vestan prefix Lith. kruvinas 
xriira- xruui-
b. German roh 

Comment: Situated at the beginning of the chain of derivations is the 
root noun, *krOyh,- (A) = LAv. xrn- 'bloody, raw meat,' from which the 
possessive adjectives *krnh,-ro- (Ba) = OAv. and LAv. xrnra- 'bloody, 
terrible' and *kroyh,o- (Bb) = NHG roh were derived externally. Starting 
from the adj. * kroljh,o- (Bb) the external derivation leads, via replacement 
of -0- by -i-, to *kroyh,i- (C). It is incorporated as a prefix in the zero 
grade of compound forms, e.g. *krnh,i- = LAv. xruui-drau- 'who carries a 
bloody weapon.' The -i- abstract noun may be found indirectly in the pos
sessive Ved. -0- derivation kravya- 'bloody' « *kroyh,j-o- 'possessing 
*kroljh,i-'). The derivation then continues to the possessive *krnh,i-no
(0) = Lith. kruvinas 'bloody,' etc. For more detailed infonnation: -7 A. 1. 
Nussbaurn in GS Schindler 1 999 p. 402. 

6) A central insight for further understanding of compound formations 
is that there are no adjectives, only abstract nouns. The compound form 
xruui-drau- may first be understood in the sense of 'whose (wooden) 
weapon is characterized by blood.' However, the -i- abstract noun was 
quickly out of use, whereby the prefix was accorded adjectival value, and 
xruui-drau- was then interpreted as 'who has a bloody (wooden) weapon.' 
From the appearance of the commonly used adj. xrnra-, the impression 
arose that the adjective was also present in the prefix, with replacement of 
-ra- by -i-. 

7) It may also be explained why, in contrast to the -ro- adjectives (e.g. 
xriira-), the -u- adjectives (e.g. Gr. 1tOI..�) appear as prefixes of com
pound forms. Even here appearances are misleading. The point of de
parture in this case is the internal derivation from the aerostatic abstract 
noun *p6lh/u- 'fullness' and proterokinetic possessive adjective str. 
"pelh/u-, wk. "p!h/elj- 'having fullness, much,' cf § 4. The abstract noun 
is present in the prefixes of compound forms, but since both the abstract 
noun and the adjective, owing to their internal deduction remain -u-stems, 
the impression thus arose much later, at a time when the abstract noun had 
disappeared, that the still-productive -u- adjective was reflected in the pre
fix. The -u- adjectives have generally established themselves with zero 
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stem roots, cf. here Ved. puru-. The -0- of Gr. 1tOI..� was long misunder

stood, but is now recognized as coming from an abstract noun. 

3 .  Word Formation by Composition 

W 207. The possibility of forming compound words dates from Proto

Indo-European and consists of the joining of two nominal stems, a first 

element, and a second element. -The first element is norrnally composed 

of a simple stem while the second element may be inflected: The stem IS 

either used directly, or in combination with a suffix such as "-0-, *-i-, 

*-ijo-, etc. The new noun receives its own accent aod a new meaning. � 
Two types of PIE models are the possessive compounds (called bahuvnhl 

in Old Indian terminology, meaning 'having much rice') and the verbal 

government compounds. Proto-Indo-European itself features several es

tablished types of both models. 

1 )  In the case of the possessive compound, nominal phrases such as Gr. 

t� = !!EA.a� 'the horse [is] black' becomes the noun �I..OV-t1t1tO-. In 

tltis case, the compound form serves to characterize a person, namely one, 

'who owns a black horse/rides on a black horse.' As a rule, prefixes find 

their origin in abstract nouns, cf. W 206 § 6. See further W 208 below. 

2) In the case of the verbal government compound, a verbal sentence of 
the type Gr. ICOUpOV �PEq,et '(the wet nurse) feeds a male child' is nomi
nalized to form ICoupo-�p6$O-. In order to make the compound form pos
sible the finite verb is transformed into an abstract noun, here in the form 
of .;p6$O" The newly formed word indicates a person 'who goes about 
the feeding of children.' See further W 209 below. 

3) The genesis of compound forms that is described here, with the ex
ample of Greek, most likely took place in the pre-Proto-Indo-European 
period: -7 J. Wackernagel in Wackernagel / Oebrunner Ai. Gramm. I I  / 1 
1957 (first edition, 1 905) p. 289 (dealing with possessive compound 
forms) and p. 186 (on verbal government compounds); Risch Kleine 
Schriften 1981 (in a contribution from 1945) p. 124, note 2 1 .  

4) Terminology concerning compound forms is not completely uniform. 
On the one hand, there is a relatively comprehensive Old Indian terminol
ogy which is fully adapted to the classical circumstances peculiar to Old 
Indian and built up purely in terms of content: -7 J. Wackernagel in Wack
ernagel / Oebrunner Ai. Gramm. II / 1 1957 p. 1 40-142. On the other 
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hand, a separate tenninology has evolved within lE linguistics, including 
terms already used by E. Riseh in his early work such as: possessive com
pound, verbal government compound, determinative compound (cf. W 
2 1 1 ), and prepositional government compound (cf. W 210): � Riseh 
Kleine Schriften 1 981 (in a contribution from 1 944) p. 5 and p. 36 and (in 
a contribution of 1 945) p. 1 12f.; Riseh Wortbi/dung 1974 p. 1 82. 

5) To date, there exists no comprehensive treatment of Proto-Indo
European compound forms. Sadly, his passing prevented 1. Schindler 
from completing the planned volume on Indo-European grammar. How
ever, the plan of his Madrid lecture is accessible: � "Zur intemen Syntax 
der indogermanischen Nominalkomposita" in Kolloquium Delbruck Ma
drid 1 994 [1 997] p. 537-540. 

6) More recent suggestions for further reading: � Mikkola Komposi
tum I 1 971 ; Th. Linder Lateinische Komposita Innsbruck 1 996; V. Sadov
ski in Arbeitstagung Erlangen 1 997 [2000] p. 455-473 (concerning what 
are caUed entheos compounds and prepositional government compounds 
in the Rigveda); G. E. Dunkel "On the origins oJ nominal composition in 
lE" in CS Schindler 1 999 p. 47-68. 

W 208. FoUowing is further infonnation on lE possessive compound 
forms (see W 207 § I ) :  - The contents of ancient lE possessive com
pound forms often relate to appearance, property, fame, beauty, and 
power. The first element may be an adjective, substantive, number, or 
even a preposition, e.g. La!. con-cord- 'having a heart that is together' 
meaning 'unanimous,' Gr. �pl-1t08- 'having three feet' in the sense of 'a 
container with three feet' or Ved. su-sravas- 'having powerful, positive 
fame' in the sense of 'glorious,' etc. 

Suggestions for further reading: � Riseh Wortbildung 1 974 p. I 82ff.; 
J. Schindler "Zu den homerischen PoOooaKTVA-oq-Komposita' in FS Risch 
1986 p.393-401 ;  J. UhIich 'Der Kompositionslyp 'Armstrong' in den in
dogermanischen Sprachen' in HS 1 10 1 997 p. 21 -46. 

W 209. The foUowing section contains further infonnation on verbal gov
ernment compound forms (see W 207 § 2): � At least two different types 
of constructions are traceable to Proto-Indo-European: 

I)  Verbal government compound fonns with verbal first element, e.g., Gr. 
exe-1tCJlAo-C; 'he who keeps young horses' and Vedic /rasa-dasyu- 'he who 
causes his enemies to tremble.' Suggestions for further reading: � Risch 
Wortbi/dung 1974 p. 190ff. 
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2) Verbal government compound fonns with a verbal second element: -

What are caUed root compound forms represent an archaic group, e.g., La!. 

,in-ceps < "primo-cap- 'he who takes the first part' and con-iug- 'bound 

fogether,' Gr. xep-vt!l- (which was represented �y in Mycenaean 
,
as 

ke-ni-qa i.e. id'err-nigW-) '(water) that washes hands and VedlC havzr-ad
'eating the food of sacrifice.' The second element is not, as is generaUy sup
posed, a nominal root, but rather a verbal root: � Scarlata Wurzelko"!posita 

im !J.g-Veda 1999 p. 765f. Suggestions for further reading: � In additIon to 

Scarlata, see particularly Benedetti Composti radicali 1988. - The more 

common type in ancient rE languages is that exemplified by Gr. lCoupmp04><><; 

(cf. W 207) and Ved. PWJ!im-bhara- 'rendering plenty, nourishing.' 

W 210. Further possibilities of Proto-Indo-European compound con
struction include what are caUed prepositional government compounds and 
derivation compounds, e.g. La!. suburbiinus 'near the city (se. Rome),' in 
which case the expression sub urbe is nominalized with the help of the 
suffix -anus: � Leurnann LLFL 1 977 p. 264f. - In the case of Greek, 
compare the Homeric form elv-aA-l� 'found in the sea' (applying to sea 
creatures) with the prepositional expression ev aAi 'inside of the sea': � 
Risch Wortbildung 1 974 p. 1 87f. Suggestions for further reading: � E. 
Risch "Criechische Komposita vom Typus P£(JQ- vUKnoq 
und opQ- raurploq" in Risch Kleine Schriften 1981 (dating from 1 945) p. 
1 12-124. - Concerning the Vedic tri-vats-a-, cf. L 217  § I .  - Also in
cluded in this group are what are caUed (numeral) complexive compound 
fonns, e.g. Ved. tri-div-a- 'the complex of three heavens': � Somrner 
Nominalkomposita 1 948 p. 46; Hoffinann AuJsatze II 1 976 (in an essay of 
1952/1956) p. 356f. 

W 2 1 t. So-caUed determinative compound fonns represent the majority 
of compound forms in NHG. Among the many examples are Cieftkanne, 
Teekanne and Kaffeekanne. In the case of this group, the second element 
(usuaUy a general expression) is presented (determined) by the first ele
ment: In contrast to the simplex Kanne, compound fonns such as 
Gieftkanne represent subgroups of a genre. Such determinative compound 
forms are conspicuously absent in ancient lE languages. In aU probability, 
they were not yet common in Proto-Indo-European. - One must distin
guish between true determinative compound forms and fusions such as 
"dems pot- 'lord of the estate, of the family clan.' As a comparison of the 
Greek and Vedic forms reveals, (cf Gr. OE01l6TI]<; and Ved. polir don 
along with dampati-), although the expression "dems pot- (pot- 'lord of' 
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with genitive) dates to the Proto-Indo-European period, the fusion is post
Proto-Indo-European. For information on the archaic gen. sg. PIE "dem
s, cf. F 320 § l a. 

Suggestions for further reading: � E. Risch "Grieehisehe De/ermina
/iviromposi/a" in Riseh Kleine Schrifien 1 98 1  (in the post-doctoral work 
published in IF 59 Hefi I 1 944 and IF 59 Hefi 3 1 949) p. I If. Owing to 
the index in the Kleinen Schrifien, a large part of the examples were ex
plained for the first time. 

W 212. For information on what are called Amret;iila, e.g. Ved. diwidive 
'day for day,' se F 3 1 8  § 6a (at the end of the section). 

C. The Lexicon of Names 

1 .  General Information 

W 300. In addition to the value of the word as an appellative, it also has 
its place as a name. "Each word of a language is a 'name' with regard to 
the act of designation": � B. SchJerath "Name and Word in Indo
European" in FS Hamp IT 1 997 p. 164-169. 

The abstract noun " hJmih,-ml}- may be traced with certainty to Proto
Indo-European and means 'name, appellation, qualification' (� La!. 
nomen, Gr. Qvol1a, Ved. naman-, Hitt. liiman-, Got. namo, oes imf etc.: 
� Mayrhofer EWAia 11 p. 35-37 and cf. F 3 1 7  § 1 0). 

According to the evidence in individual IE languages, *"Jmih,-men- + 
*dhehJ- 'to give a name to someone' was a feature of Proto-Indo
European. The naming of a newborn child, generally performed by the 
father, presumably took place on or after the ninth day after the baby's 
birth: � R. Schrnitt in Namenjorsehung I 1 995 p. 616. 

W 301. Proper nouns have a special role in the lexicon of a language. In 
contrast to appellatives, they indicate an individual and not a class, or 
genre. 

The marking of the individual is not only important in designating indi
vidual people, but also in designating groups of people, geographical fea
tures, etc. 
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Due to space limitations, the following treatment is quite brief. For 
more information on the subject: � NamenJorsehung 1 -2 1 995-1 996. 

2. Names of Persons and Deities 

W 302. The common manner of naming a person in our western world 
consists of a first name and a surname. The first name (German: Vorname; 
French: prenom) serves to identifY a person. The surname, or family name 
(German: Naehname, French: nom de Jamille) generally reveals the ge
netic membership of a person in a family. 

First names are determined by the parents (or rather, the father) and 
generally remain valid until the death of the named individual. The par
ents' choice of first names is dependent on a number of factors, which m
elude (among many others): family tradition (that the son inherits the name 
of the grandfather), vision of the future, the parents' plans for the life of 
their child, e.g. that he should be successful, etc. While Iirst names are 
freely chosen, family names are predetermined and may not be varied. 

The current European naming practices including a Iirst name and a 
family name took shape in a long evolutionary process starting in the 1 2'h 

century A.D. The family name was originally an addition to the Iirst name, 
and only later became inherited. One suggestion for further reading, 
among many others: � Bach Deu/sehe Personennamen 1 943. 

1) All evidence suggests that, in the ancient IE period, only the individual 
name was common, e.g. the Homeric Greek practice with examples such as 
"AXlAAe{x;, " EK'tWp, nmpoKA� (with -es < "-eyes; however, in place of the 
full name, the sbortened form na"tpO� is common, which is formed from 
the vocative form na�poKI..e, which itself is abbreviated from the full vocative 
form "n6�poKA.u:<;, cf. the less common full form nmpOKl..elC; with -ejs < 
*-ees in addition to tbe more common n6�pOKI..e), etc., cf. the practice in 
OHG with Hildebrand and Heribrand in the Hildebrandlied (concerning the 
Origins of these names: � Liihr HildebrandliedI 1 982 p. 356ff.), etc. 

2) Ancient IE individual names are generally either composed of two stems 
(cf. Gr. na�po-KAr\C;) or one stem (ct: Gr. "E�wp). Full names that are poly
syllabic are often used in abbreviated forms. Individual names may furtber be 
modified through the use of suffixes to form hypocorisms. For details: � R. 
Schrnitt "Entwieklung der Namen in dl/eren indogermanisehen Spraehen" in 
Namenforsehung 1 1 995 p. 61 6-636; ibid., "Morphologie der Namen: VolI-
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namen und Kurznamen bzw. Kosenamen im Indogermanischen" ibid. p. 
419ff. 

3) Further, the syntactical indication of the father's name also dates from 
Proto-lndo-European, whether by adding the name of the futher in the geni
tive, in the sense of 'son of X,' or by adding a possessive adjective that is de
rived from the name of the futher. An example of the former is Hadubrand 
Heribrandes suno; an example of the latter is Myc. Gr. a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo 
e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo i.e. Alekiruljon Eteljokleyehijos 'Alektruyon, son of 
Eteyokleyes' and Russ. Nikolaj Sergejevic. - Patronymics ending in -ios 
(later -ius) led to what is called the nomine gentile in Rome, compare Gaius 
lulius Caesar with Gaius = praenomen < individual name, IlIlills = nomen 
gentile < patronymic and Caesar = cognomen. The first step towards the 
system that is widespread in all of Middle Italy is the transferral to each person 
of the patronymic from the futher. For more comprehensive information: � 
Rix Gentilnamensystem 1 972 passim (For information on suffix functions in 
Proto-Indo-European, p. 71 .). - For information on Greek patronymics: � 
Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. Il p. 21 (in section 3 below). 

4) When considering the giving of names to individuals, one departs gener
ally from the basis of the free male. Individual names of women have their 
own special issues and are directly related to the role of women in Indo
European society, as is shown in forms of address. Whereas the man is ad
dressed using the individual name, a simple 'oh woman' suffices in the case of 
the woman. "The woman is treated more as a typus, the man as an individ
ual": � J. Wackemagel "Uber einige antike Anredeformen" in Wackernagel 
KIeine Schrifien Il 1 969 (in an essay of 1912) p. 970ff. and particularly p. 993 
(Wackemagel makes clear that the same forms of address were adopted for 
interactions with the gods. To say that the [ndo-Europeans were not very 
different from the Romans and Greeks would not likely be too far from the 
mark). - In Rome, women generally carried only the nomen gentile, cf. 
Cornelia, IlIlia etc.: � Rix Gentilnamensystem 1 972 p. 704. - In the case 
of the Greeks, most names of women are simply feminine forms of masculine 
names of individuals, e.g. (already) Myc. a-re-ko-sa-da-ra, i.e. Aleksandrii 
(which corresponds to *Aleks-anor, meaning 'who fights off men'), Hom 
'AvOpo!'<lXll (which comes from 'Avop6!,ax�, meaning 'who fights with 
men'), etc.: � G. Neumann (p. 132 a.O. in § 5); O. Masson "Remarques sur 
les noms defemmes en grec" in MH 47 1 990 p. 129-138. 

5) For further information: � SoImsen Eigennamen 1922; R Schmitt "In
dogermanische (Personen-)Namen: nur Schall und Rauch?" in Fachtagung 
Innsbruck 1996 [1998] p. 69-86; Namenforschung 1 1 995 with chapter vrn, 
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'Historische Entwicklung der Namen," containing contnbutions on various 

ancient IE languages: The authors include, among others, E. Seehold on word 

history and etymology, R Schmitt on Old and Middle lndo-Aryan, O. v. 

HinUber on Indian, O. Masson on Greek, H. Rix on the Etruscans and �o-

J. Untennann on the horder zones of Italy, K. H. Schmidt on Celttc); 

� s. v . •  Personennamen.' - Concerning the Greeks and Romans: � H. 

Rix in K/. Pauly 4 Sp. 657-661 ;  Meier-Briigger Gr. Sprachw. Il 1 992 p. 39-

44; Greek Personal Names [-ill A 1 987-1 997; G. Neumann "Wertvo��tellun-

und Ideologie in den Personennamen der mykemschen Gnechen m An

;:�er der phi!. -hist. KIasse der (jsterreic�. Akodemie der Wiss. 13 1  1 994 p. 

127-166 (see also bibliographical informatIon, p. 158-161); DNP 9 2000 s.v. 

'Personennamen' (J.-L. Garcia-Ram6n on Greece, H. Rix on Rome). - On 

Iranians: � Iranisches Personennamenbuch; Mayrhofer, Altiranische Namen 

1979' S. Zirnmer "Zur sprachlichen DeulUng sassanidischer Personennamen" 

in Al;orientalische Forschungen 1 8  1991 p. 109-150. - On Asia Minor: � 
Zgusta Kleinasiatische Personennamen 1 964. - On the Gennans: � R. LUhr 

"Germanische Personennamen in ihrer zeillichen StafJelung, Zwe. Aspekte 

der althochdeutschen und voralthochdeutschen Nameniiberlieferung' in 

Fachtagung Leiden 1987 [1992] p. 271-282. - Conceming the Celts: Uhlich 

Komponierte Personennamen des Altirischen, 1993. 

W 303, Names of gods may clearly be distinguished from individual 

names of people. While even the gods are generally thought of as individ

ual agents, conceptions of them outlast the individual lifetime and lend 

them the appearance of immortality. 
As a rule, lE names of gods are personifications of common nouns that 

are either concrete or abstract. There are also constructions which include 

the suffix PIE *-Hno- and thus indicate the realm of dominance of the di

vinity, e.g., Lat. Neptunus and Proto-Germ. *Wo�anaz. One may not 

separate concrete appellative meaning from personificatIon. There IS no 

essential difference. For more infonnation on this: � B. Schlerath m 

Fachtagung Innsbruck 1 996 [ 1998] p. 92ff. 

The form PIE *d(i)jelj phzter 'father heaven,' which includes *d(i)jelj

'daytime sky' and is often used in vocative form, may WIth certaInty be 

dated to the Proto-Indo-European period, cf. E 5 1 2  § 3 and F 3 1 8  § 6a. A 

further general appellative that, in all probability, originates in Proto-Indo

European is PIE *h,eljs-os- (weak stem *hzus-s-: � Mayrh?fer EW,
Aia I 

p. 236 and cf. F 321 § 2) 'brightening of daylight, mommg ligbt and 

'goddess of the morning light' = La!. Aurora, Horn. Gr. it� 'H�, Ved. 

U$Us-. 
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W 304. There are names of tribes, names of peoples, names of warrior 
groups, etc, that correspond to the diverse characters of groups of people 
that are determined socially and economically. 

It is important to note whether the name of a tribe or group originates 
from within the group of from a neighboring group, e.g., the case of the 
Classical Greek word for 'Greek,' "EAA'lVec; vs. Lat. Graeci (which origi
nates from the Italian penninsula, from which perspective the name of the 
Graeci of Epirus [modem northwestern Greece and Albania] came to be 
the Latin term for all inhabitants of the region): � Biville Emprunts II 
1 995 p. 1 78 note 39 with suggestions for further reading. 

The extent to which names of groups, tribes, and peoples may be traced 
to Proto-Indo-European is not clear. The lndo-Iranian self-descriptive 
term *ar(i)ja- is old, for example. For more information on the associated 
issues: � Mayrhofer E W  Aia I p. 1 74f.; F. Bader "Les noms des aryens: 
Elhniques el expansion" in Langues Indo-europeennes 1 994 p. 65ff. -
The Mycenaean Greeks apparently called themselves AkhajlJo-: � Cban
traine DELG I 1 968 p. 1 49; Latacz Troia und Homer 200 I p. 150ff. 
(which includes information on the Homeric terms Akhaioi, Danaoi and 
Argliioi). 

3.  Fonnation of Place Names 

W 305. In addition to individuals and groups of individuals, the environ
ments that surround the individuals and the places where they live are im
portant points of orientation: mountains, rivers, bodies of water, settle
ments, cities, etc. These place names are stable and are transferred from 
generation to generation. 

While individual lE languages are clearly linked to particular geo
graphic regions, no such clarity exists for the Proto-Indo-European period, 
cf. E 5 1 2. It is thus practically impossible to determine whether particular 
place names are of Pro to-In do-European origin. 

The comparison ofIE habits in the formation of place names leads one 
to suppose, in the case of commonality among several languages, that 
these hahits may be traced to speakers of Proto-Indo-European. Among 
these habits is surely the use of the lE suffix *-Ijenl- (sometimes with the 
ablaut *-yonl-, fern. *-y,!l-ih,) to characterize typical merits of a particu
lar place, e.g. the Mycenaean place name dat. sg. sa-ri-nu-wo-/e i.c. Sa
!in-yont-ej '(place) where celery flourishes' (in which case alphabetic 
Greek features LeA- in place of Sal-. For more information: � Leukart 
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Friihgr. Nomina 1 994 p. 1 1 6f. note 233); the
_
Indo-Iranian n,am� for a ri�er 

d region 'saras-yal-iH- (= Ved. sarasvatz-, LAv. harax alll-) mearung 

�iver or region) where there �e many 
.
swamps';

. 
the L!c:an place name 

Xada-wiili- (hellenized as Kaouavoa), I.e. *bada-lJanll- (place) that IS 
rich in grain' (� Hajnal Lyk. Voka!ismus 1 995 p. 88). Suggestlons for 

further reading: � R. Schmitt in NamenJorschung 1 995 p. 633f. 

I )  As a rule, place names originate from general appellatives� e.g., the Ve

die river name sindhu- 'Indus,' which was originally an appellatlVe that �t 

'river' :  The Indus, like the Nile and the Rhine, is the unique prototypical nver 

in its region. 

2) Tnbe names may be used to indicate places, e.g. Gr. &A4>oi as an accu

sative (of direction) plural tribe name 'to the Delphians'
. 
and. dat. loc. pI. 

6EA4>6tc; 'with/among the Delphians.' Since the Delphians inhabIt a particular 

region and town, the accusative and dative!locative can be direc!\Y used to 

indicate them: &A4>oi, 'city in Phokis at the foot of mount Parnass. Similar 15 
the case of Old Indian loc. pI. madre$U which means 'with/among the ma
t1ra-people,' which may be interpreted, 'in the area where the madra-people 

dwell.' This characteristic of equating the tribe name with the name of the 

place where it lives is in all likelihood of Pro to-Indo-European origirI. 

3) Place names and prehistory: Because place names are stable and n:main 
linked to their objects, they are particularly instructive regardmg the prehisto,?, 
of a place. In addition to the place names that may be mterpreted on the basl5 
ofthe locally spoken language, there are as a rule names as well that .

may not 

be interpreted by any single language. When these names are very anCient, one 
may conclude that their appearance occurred at a time at which the locally 
spoken language was not yet known and another language was in use. How
ever, when further documentation of such a language is missing, it is practi

cally impossible to extrapolate information about the language based on place 

names. One difficulty among many are adaptations of the name to subsequent 

languages. _ Greece presents an example: Place names that may not be un
derstood on the basis of the Greek language, such as K6ptv6oc; and 'AEnjvat 
(!) date, unlike comprehensible names such as LeAtVOUc; (meaning 'rich in 
celery,' see above), from before the settlement of the land by the Greeks took 
place, and may thus be considered pre-Greek: � E. Risch "Ein Gang durch 
die Geschichle der griechischen Orlsnamen" in Kleine Schrifien 1 981  (m an 
essay from 1 965) p. 1 45ff.. - Examples of European hydron�y: Names of 
rivers such as Elbe and Rhine are incomprehensible on the basl5 of Gennaruc 
and must therefore be of pre-Gerrnanic origin. However, whether these names 
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are based upon Proto-Indo-European linguistic material and were thus Creat 
by speakers of Proto-[ndo-European remains disputed, cf. E 513 § 3. 

ed 

4) Helpful resources concerning place names: -? l-L. Garcia-Ram6n in DNP 4
.
1998 Sp. 930-934 s. v. "Geographische Namen"; Namenjorschung 2 

1996 WIth chapter X (' Namengeographie ') and the chapters :xv -xvn (' Or _ n�men I: Siedlung�namen;' 'Orlsnamen 11: Flurnamen;' 'Gewassername:'); TlSChler KlemaslOlIsche Hydronymie 1977' Zgusta Kieinasiatische Ort . . .  ' sna· men 1984; KiemaslOtlsche Onomaslik in Namenjorschung 1995 p. 63611" 
RGA s. v. 'Liinder- und LandschaJisnamen.' 

., 

VI. Bibliography and Key to Reference 

Citations 

More than simply a list of works used in the preparation of this book and 
their shortened citations, the following bibliography aims at furnishing the 
reader with a representative overview of current lndo-European specialty 
literature as of mid-2001. Included are titles which will not he referred to 
elsewhere in the present work. Exhaustiveness is not pretended in any 
area All publications are not equally good, but none of those listed is so 
poor that one cannot learn something from it, even if what is learned is 
simply how things are not. 

Reviews and discussions of books constitute a separate genre of litera
ture. Particular works are mentioned here and there in order to call atten
tion to this type of information. It is heartily recommended to those who 
are penetrating a new field of study, or searching the newest positions on a 
certain problem, that they take into account the opinions, corrections, and 
completions of appropriate reviewers. However, it was never intended in 
this work that all the concerned reviews he named. I especially refer the 
reader to the publication for reviews and reports, Kratylos, published by 
the Indogermanische GesellschaJi, and of which the most recent volume 
available to me at the time of publication is 46 2001. Occasionally a note 
Or comment from 'ldg. Chr.' will be referred to (see entry below). 

The basis for the abbreviations of journals used in this text is the Bibli
ographie Linguistique / Linguistic Bibliography, the last volume of which 
that was consulted is that from 1994. In addition, a couple of particularly 
relevant titles appear in the list. For habitual lecture and consultation, the 
follOwing (in alphabetical order) are recommended, among others: Diach
rOnica, Glotta, HS (older abbreviations ZVS, and KZ), IF, JIES, MSS and 
Sprache. 
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The following bibliographical information is not always unifonnly Or
ganized. In the case of newer works, indications are included at the end of 
the entry, when the work appeared in an particular series, such as a Sup
plementary volume to the ZVS / HS, an IBS volume, or the review of an 
academy. In the case of publications which have long been well-known, 
only the place of origin and year, and no additional bibliographical infor
mation, are given. 

AA WL = A bhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschajien und der Lit
eratur in Mainz. 

Adarns Dictionary 1 999 = D. Q. Adams, D.Q. 1 999 A Dictionary oJ To
charian B. Amsterdam and Atlanta, Ga (= Leiden Studies in Indo
European 10). 

Adarns Tocharian 1 988 = Adarns, D. Q. Tocharian Historical Phonology 
and Morphology. New Haven 1988 (= American Oriental Series 71) .  

Adiego Studia Carica 1993 = Adiego, I.-J. Lajara Studia Carica, Investi
gaciones sobre la escritura y lengua carias. Barcelona 1993. 

Adrados Manual, see below, Manual de lingiiistica indoeuropea 
AitzetmUller Abulg. Gramm. 1 991  = R. AitzetmUller 1991 Altbulgarische 

Grammatik als Einfiihrung in die slavische Sprachwissenschaft. 2d ed, 
revised and expanded, Freiburg (= Monumenta Linguae Slavicae Nr. 
30). 

Akten 13. Osterreich. Linguistentagung 1 988 = Zinko, c., ed. 1 988 Akten 
der 13. Osterreichischen Linguistentagung 1985 in Graz mU den Bei
tragen der Tagung 1 983 in Salzburg. Graz. 

AlIen Vox Graeca 1 987 = AlIen, W. S.  1 987 Vox Graeca, A Guide to the 
Pronunciation oJ Classical Greek. 3d ed. Cambridge. 

Althochdeutsch I / I I  1987 = Bergrnann, R., H. Tiefenbach and L. Voetz 
eds. 1987 Althochdeutsch. Heidelberg: Volume I (Grammatik. Glossen 
und Texte); Volume IT ( Warter und Namen. Forschungsgeschichte). 

Ambrosini Linguistica Indo-Europea 1 1 11 1 996 = R. Ambrosini 1996 In
troduzione alla linguistica indo-europea. 1 (La ricostruzione dell' indo
europeo), IT (Le lingue indo-europee orientali e centrali). Lucca. 

Ammann Untersuchungen I 1 922 = H. Arnmann Untersuchungen zur 
homerischen Wort

f
olge und Satzstruktur. I. allgemeiner Teil. Leipzig 
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1922; by the same author, vol 2: Die Stellung des Verbums, im einzel
nen untersucht in IF 42 1 924 p. 149- 17 1  and 300-322. 

Ancient lE Dialects 1963 [ 1966] = Ancient Indo-European Dialects, Pro
ceedings oJ the ConJerence on Indo-European Linguistics 1963 in Los 
Angeles, H. Birnbaum and 1. Puhvel (eds). Berkeley I Los Angeles 
1966. 

Andersen (H.) Prehistorical Dialects 1996 = H. Andersen Reconstructing 
Prehistorical Dialects, Initial Vowels in Slavic and Baltic. Berlin 1996. 
Review: Chr. Koch in Kratylos 45 2000 p. 1 46- 1 54. 

Andersen (P. K.) Word Order Typology 1983 = P. K. Andersen Word Or
der Typology and Comparative Constructions. Amsterdam / Philadel
phia 1 983. Review: Ch. Lehrnann in Kratylos 29 1984 [ 1 985] p. 25-30. 

Anttila PIE Schwebeablaut 1 969 = R. Anttila Proto-Indo-European 
Schwebeablaut Berkeley I Los Angeles 1 969. Review: J. Schindler in 
Kratylos 1 5 1 970 [ 1972] p. 146-152. 

A6A W = Anzeiger der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschajien, 
philosophisch-historische Klasse. 

Arbeitstagung Erlangen 1 997 [2000] = Indoarisch, Iranisch und die In
dogermanistik, Arbeitstagung der Idg. Gesellschaji 1997 in Erlangen, 
edited by B. Forssman and R.  Plath (eds), Wiesbaden 2000. Review: B.  
Schlerath in OLZ 96 2000 p. 306-3 1 6. 

Arbeitstagung Osk.-Umbr. Freiburg 1 991 [ 1 993] = Oskisch-Umbrisch, 
Texte und Grammati/c, Arbeitstagung der Idg. Gesellschaji und der So
cieta Italiana di Glottologia 1991 in Freiburg, edited by H. Rix, ed. 
Wiesbaden 1 993. 

Arbeitstagung (100 Jahre) Tocharologie SaarbrUcken 1 995 [ 1997] = Ar
beitstagung 100 Jahre Tocharologie, Kolloquium der Idg. Gesellschaji 
1 995 in SaarbrUcken, published as TIES 7 1997. 

Arens Sprachwissenschaji I + II 1 969 = H. Arens Sprachwissenschaji, 
Der Gang ihrer Entwicklung von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart. 
Frankfurt am Main 1 969, 1 ( Von der Antike bis zum Ausgang des 19. 
Jahrhunderts), IT (Das 20. Jahrhundert). 

Arlotto Introduction 1972 = A. Arlotto Introduction to Historical lin
guistics. Boston 1 972. 

Arumaa Urslav. Grammatik I 1964 II 1 976 III 1985 = P. Arurnaa 
Urslavische Grammatik. Heidelberg: vo!. I (Einleitung, Lautlehre mit 
Vokalismus und Betonung) 1964; vo!. I I  (Konsonantismus) 1976; vo!. 
III (Formenlehre) 1985. 

ASNP = Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa: lel/ere, storia e 
filosofia. 
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Aspects of Latin 1993 [ 1996] = Aspects of Latin, Papers from the Seventh 
International Colloquium on Latin Linguistics Jerusalem 1993, edited 
by H.  Rosen, ed. Innsbruck 1 996 (= IBS 86); see below, s. v. IKLL 
(JCLL / CILL) VII 1 993 [ 1996]. 

Aspelde baltist. Forschung 2000 = Aspelde Baltistischer Forschung, ed
ited by J- Range, ed. Essen 2000 (= Schrijien des Instituts fur Baltistik 
der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universittit Greifswald 1). 

Assmann Kulturelles Gedtichtnis 1997 = J. Assmann Das kulturelle 
Gedtichtnis. Schriji, Erinnerung und politische Identittit in fruhen 
Hochkulturen. Munich 1997 (and re-editions). 

Aufrecht Hymnen des R V  1 877 = Th. Aufrecht Die Hymnen des Rigveda. 
2 vols. 2d ed. 1 877 (and reprints). 

Aura Jorro DMic. I 1 985 II 1 993 = F. Aura Jorro Diccionario micenico. 
Madrid, vo!. 1 (a-n) 1 985, vo!. " (o-z) 1993. 

A utobiographische Berichte 1991 = Wege in der Sprachwissenschaji, 
Vierundvierzig autobiographische Berichte, Festschriji fur M Wan
druszka, edited by H.-M. Gauger and W. Piickl, eds. TUbingen 1 991 (= 
Tubinger Beitrtige zur Linguistik, vo!. 362). 

Bach Deutsche Personennamen 1943 = A. Bach Die deutschen Personen
namen. Berlin 1943. 

Baltische Sprachen 1 994 = Die baltischen Sprachen, Eine Einfuhrung, R. 
Eckert, Elvira-Jutia Bukeviciiite, F. Hinze. Leipzig / Berlin 1 994. Re
view: F. Scholz in Kratylos 42 1997 p. 126-/30. 

Baltistik 1998 = Baltistik, A ufgaben und Methoden, edited by A. 
Bammesberger. Heidelberg 1998 (= Indogermanische Bibliothek, Reihe 
3, vo!. 19). Review: R. Matasovic and W. P. Schmid in IF 1 05 2000 p. 
342-3 5 1 ;  F. Heiderrnanns in Kratylos 45 2000 p. 1 54- 1 62. 

Bammesberger Abstraldbildungen 1973 = A. Bamrnesberger Ab
straldbildungen in den baltischen Sprachen. Giittingen 1 973. 

Bammesberger Germ. Verbalsystem 1986 = A. Bammesberger Der A uf
bau des germanischen Verbalsystems. Heidelberg 1986 (= Unter
suchungen zur vergleichenden Grammatik der germanischen Spra
chen, vo!. I ). 

Bammesberger Laryngaltheorie 1984 = A. Bamrnesberger Studien zur 
Laryngaltheorie. Giittingen 1984 (= supplement to ZVS 33). Review: 
R. S. P .  Beekes in Kratylos 3 1  1986 p. 70-75; F. O. Lindeman in IF 91 
1986 p. 349-3 5 1 .  See also below s.v. Laryngaltheorie 1988. 
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Barnmesberger Pforzen und Bergakker 1 999 = Pforzen und Bergakker, 
Neue Untersuchungen zu Runeninschrijien, edited by A. Bamrnesber
ger. Giittingen 1 999 (= HS, Ergtinzungsheji 41). 

Barnmesberger Urgerm. Nomen 1990 = A. Bammesberger Die Morpholo
gie des urgermanischen Nomens. Heidelberg 1990 (= Untersuchungen 
zur vergleichenden Grammatik der germ. Sprachen Nr. 2). 

Bartholomae Air. Worterbuch 1904 = C. Bartholomae Altiranisches 
Worterbuch. Strasbourg 1904. The second photo mechanical reprint of 
1979 contains supplements and improvements (vo!. 1881- 1900), as well 
as supplementary material and groundwork from 1906. Berlin 1979. 

Bartschat Methoden der Sprachwissenschaji 1996 = B. Bartschat Metho
den der Sprachwissenschaji. Von Hermann Paul bis Noam Chomsky. 
Berlin 1 996. 

BCH = Bulletin de Correspondence Hellenique. 
Becbtel Gr. Dialekte 1 92 1 - 1 924 = F. Bechtel Die griechischen Dialelde, 3 

vols. Berlin 192 1 - 1 924. 
Becbtel Hauptprobleme 1 892 = Fr. Bechtel Die Hauptprobleme der indo

germanischen Lautlehre seit Schleicher. Giittingen 1 892. 
Beekes Gatha-Avestan 1 988 = R. S. P. Beekes A Grammar of Gatha

Avestan. Leiden 1988. Review: J. E. Rasmussen in Kratylos 36 1 991  p. 
109- 1 1 6. C[ also, by the same author, "Historical Phonology of lra
ruan" in JIES 25 1997 p. 1-26. 

Beekes lE Nominal Inflection 1985 = R.S.P. Beekes, The Origins of the 
Indo-European Nominal Inflection. Innsbruck 1985 (= IBS Nr. 46). 
Review: J. Schindler in Idg. Chr. 3 1a 1985 Nr.85. 

Beekes Introduction 1995 = R. S. P. Beekes Comparative Indo-European 
Linguistics, An Introduction. Amsterdam 1995. Review: A. Bamrnes
berger in HS 1 09 1 996 p. 3 1 0-3 16; M. KUmme1 in PFU 2-3 1 996 / 
1997 p. 1 1 3-125; Ch. de Lamberterie in BSL 92 / 2 1997 p. 143- 149; 
SI. Zimmer in PBB 1 19 / 2  1 997 p. 276-282. 

Beekes Laryngeals 1969 = R. S. P. Beekes The Development of the 
Proto-Indo-European Laryngeals in Greek. The Hague / Paris 1969. 
Review: C. J. Ruijgh in Lingua 26 1970 / 1971 p. 1 8 1 - 198 (= Scripta 
Minora 1 1991 p. 330-347); H. Rix in Kratylos 14  1969 [1 972] p. 1 76-
1 87. C[ also R. S. P. Beekes Laryngeal Developments: A survey in 
Laryngeal Theory 1988 p. 59-1 05. 

Benedetti Composti radicali 1 988 = M. Benedetti I composti radicali 
latini: Esame storico e comparativo. Pisa 1988. 

Benfey Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaji 1 869 = Th. Benfey Geschichte 
der Sprachwissenschaji und orientalischen Philologie in Deutschland 
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seit dem Anfange des i9. Jahrhunderts mit einem Rilckblick auf die 
frilheren Zeiten. Munich 1 869 (reprinted 1 965). 

Benveniste Hittite et indo-europeen 1 962 = E. Benveniste Hit/ite et indo
europeen, Etudes comparatives. Paris 1 962. 

Benveniste institutions I + IT 1 969 = E. Benveniste Le vocabulaire des 
institutions indo-europeennes. 2 vols. Paris 1 969. Translated into Eng
lish with the title "Indo-European Language and Society," London 
1 973. Translated into Gennan as "Indoeuroptiische Institutionen." 
Translated by W. Bayer, D. Hornig, K. Menke, edited, and with an af
terword by SI. Zimmer. Frankfurt / New York 1 993. Review: R. 
Schrnitt in Kratylos 39 1 994 p. 1 83f. 

Benveniste Noms d'agent 1948 = E. Benveniste Noms d'agent et noms 
d'action en indo-europeen. Paris 1948. 

Benveniste Origines 1 935 = E. Benveniste Origines de la formation des 
noms en indo-europeen. Paris 1 935. 

Benveniste Problemes I 1966 II 1 974 = E. Benveniste Problemes de lin
guistique generale. Paris vol. 1 1 966, vol. II 1 974. 

Benveniste, see also s. v. Colloque E. Benveniste. 
Berlinische Lebensbilder - Geisteswissenschajiler 1 989 = Berlinische 

Lebensbilder, edited by W. Ribbe: vol. 4, Geisteswissenschajiler, edited 
by M. Erbe. Berlin 1 989. 

Bibliographie d. Hethitologie 1-3 1 996 (1 998) = Systematische Bibliog
raphie der Hethitolagie 1 9 1 5- 1995, 3 vols., assembled by V. Soucek 
and J. Siegelova. Prague 1996. 

Bile Cretois 1988 = M. Bile Le dialecte cretois ancien, Etude de la langue 
des inscriptions, Recueil des inscriptions posterieures aux IC (= In
scriptiones Creticae). Paris 1 988. 

Binnig Gotisches Elementarbuch 1 999 = W. Binnig Gotisches Elementar
buch. Berlin 1 999 (Tbis de Gruyter Studienbuch replaces H. Hempel 
Gotisches Elementarbuch, Grammatik, Texte mit Obersetzungen und 
Erltiuterungen, Berlin 1966, Sammlung Goschen vol. 79/79a). 

BiOr = Bibliotheca Orientalis. 
Birkhan Kelten 1 997 = H. Birkhan Kelten. Vienna 1997. Review: J. 

Ublich in CMCS 39 2000 p. 65-73. 
Bitte1 Hattusha 1 970 = K. Bittel Hattusha, The Capital of the Hittites. 

Oxford 1970. See also, s. v. Neve Hat/usa 1996. 
Bitte1 Hethiter 1 976 = K. Bittel Die Hethiter: Die Kunst Anatoliens vom 

Ende des 3. bis zum Anfang des i. Jahrtausends vor Christus. Munich 
1976. 
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Biville Emprunts I 1990 II 1995 = F. Biville Les emprunts du latin au 
grec. Approche phonetique. Louvain, Paris: vol. I (Introduction et con
sonantisme) 1 990; vol. II ( Vocalisme et conclusion) 1995. 

BL = Bibliographie linguistique / Linguistic Bibliography. Boston / Lon
don. 

Blaiek Numerals 1999 = V. Blaiek Numerals: Comparative-Etymological 
Analysis of Numerals Systems and their Implications. Brno 1 999. Re
view: M. de Vaan in Sprache 39 / 2 1997 [2000] p. 239-245; V. Bube
nik in JIES 28 2000 p. 450-454. 

B10ch Suppletive Verba 1 940 = A. Bloch Zur Geschichte einiger supple
tiver Verba im Griechischen. Base1 1 940. 

BlUmel Aiol. Dialelete 1982 = W. B1Ume1 Die aiolischen Dialelete, Pho
nologie und Morphologie der inschriftlichen Texte aus generativer 
Sicht. Giittingen 1 982 (= supplement ZVS Nr. 30). 

B1Urne1 Untersuchungen 1972 = W. B1Umel Untersuchungen zu Lautsys
tern und Morphologie des vorklassischen Lateins. Munich 1 972 (= 
MSS, Beiheji, Neue Folge 8). 

BNF = Beitrtige zur Namenforschung. 
Boh! Besitzverhtiltnis 1 980 = S. Boh! Ausdrucksmiltel fur ein Besitz

verhtiltnis im Vedischen und Griechischen. Louvain-la-Neuve 1980. 
Boisacq DELG 1 950 = E. Boisacq Dictionnaire etymologique de la 

langue grecque etudiee dans ses rap ports avec les autres langues indo
europeennes. 4th edition, augmented with an index by Helmut Rix. Hei
de1berg 1 950. 

Boley Hitlile hark-construction 1984 = J. Bo1ey The Hit/ite hark
construction. Innsbruck 1984 (= IBS 44). 

Boley Sentence Particles 1989 = J. Bo1ey The Sentence Particles and the 
Place words in Old and Middle Hiltite. Innsbruck 1989 (= IBS 60). 
Cf, by the same author, The Hiltite Particle -z / -za. Innsbruck 1993 (= 
IBS 79). 

Bopp Albanesisch 1 855 = F. Bopp Ober das Albanesische in seinen ver
wandtschajilichen Beziehungen. Berlin 1855 (= Abhandlung der 
PreuBischen Akadamie der Wissenschaften, Philosopbisch-bistorische 
Klasse). 

Bopp Conjugationssystem 1 8 1 6  = F. Bopp Ober das Conjugationssystem 
der Sanskritsprache in Vergleichung mit jenem der griechischen, 
lateinischen, persischen und germanischen Sprache. Neben Episoden 
des Ramajan und Mahabharat in genauen metrischen Obersetzungen 
aus dem Originaltext und einigen Abschnilten aus den Veda 's. Frank
furt 1 8 16. 
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Bopp-Symposion 1992 (1 994] = Bopp-Symposium 1 992, Humbo1dt
Universitat zu Berlin, documents from the 1 992 conference given to 
commemorate the 200'h birthday ofFranz Boppon 1 4  September 1 99 1 ,  
edited by R .  Sternemann. Heide1berg 1 994. 

Boretzky Historische Linguistik 1 977 = N. Boretzky Einfiihrung in die 
historische Linguistik. Reinbek, near Hamburg (Rowohlt) 1 977. 

Bornemann / Risch Gr. Gr. 1978 = E. Bornemann and E. Risch Griechis
che Grammatik. 2d ed. Frankfurt 1978. Additionally, compare W. 
Kastner Sprachgeschicht/iche Erliiulerungen zur Griechischen Gram
matik. Frankfurt 1 988. 

Brauer Slav. Sprachw. I 1 961 11 1969 III 1 969 = H. Brauer Slavische 
Sprachwissenschaft. 3 vols. Berlin 1 961- 1969: I (Einleilung, Laut/e
hre) 1 96 1 ,  TI (Formenlehre, 1. Teil) 1 969, III (Formenlehre, 2nd Teil) 
1969 (= Sammlung Goschen Nr. 1 19 1 ,  1 192 and 1236). 

Brandenstein / Mayrhofer Allpersisch 1 964 = W. Brandenstein and M. 
Mayrhofer Handbuch des Altpersischen. Wiesbaden 1964. See also, 
s. v. Mayrhofer Supplement 1 978. 

Braunmiiller Skandinav. Sprachen 1991 = K. Braunmiiller Die skandi
navischen Sprachen im Oberblick. Tiibingen 1 991 (= UTB 1 635). Re
view: J. A. Hardarson in PFU 4 1 998 p. 85-96. 

Braune / Ebbinghaus Got. Gr. 1 98 1 =  W. Braune GOlische Grammatik. 
1 9th ed, revised by E. A. Ebhinghaus. Tilbingen 1 98 1 .  

Brixhe Grec anatolien 1 987 = C .  Brixhe Essai sur le grec analolien au 
debut de noire ere. new revised edition, Nancy 1987. 

Brixhe Koine I 1 993 = La Koine grecque antique 1: Une langue introu
vable, edited by C. Brixhe. Nancy 1993. 

Brixhe Pamphylie 1 976 = C. Brixhe Le dialecle grec de Pamphylie, 
Documents el grammaire. Paris 1976. 

Brixhe Phonetique et phonologie 1 996 = C. Brixhe Phonetique et pho
nologie du grec ancien I, Quelques grandes questions. Paris 1 996 (= 
Bibliolheque des Cahiers de I' lnslitul de Linguistique de Louvain Nr. 
82). 

Brixhe / Lejeune Pa/eo-phrygien 1 984 = C. Brixhe Corpus des inscrip
tions paleo-phrygiennes. 2 vols. Paris 1 984. 

Brugmann Einfacher Satz 1925 = K. Brugmann Die Syntax des einfachen 
Salzes im Indogermanischen. Berlin / Leipzig 1 925. 

Brugmann Grundriji 1 1 897 !I-I 1 906 11-2 1 9 1 1  U-3 1 9 1 6  = K. Brugmann 
[and B. Delbriick] Grundriji der vergleichenden Grammalik der indo
germanischen Sprachen. 2d revised edition. Strasbourg: vo!. I 1 897 
(Einleilung, Laut/ehre: die ersle Hiilfte p. 1 -622; die zweile Hiilfte p. 
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623- 1098; unchanged reprint of both parts 1 930); vo!. II containing 
three parts, namely 11-1 1906 (Allgemeines, Zusammensetzung [com
pound forms], Nominalstiimme: p. 1-688), U-2 1 9 1 1  (Zahlw6rter, Gen
era, Kasus- und Numerusbildung, Pronomina, Adjektiv, Adverbia, 
Priipositionen: p. 1 -997) and !I-3 1 9 1 6  ( Verbumftnilum and infinitum, 
Partikeln im einfachen Satz: die erste Hiilfte p. 1 -496, die zweile 
Hiilfte p. 497-1 052). reprint Berlin / New York 1 967. Regarding vols. 
III - V, see s. v. Delbriick Vgl. Syntax. 

Brugmann Kurze vg!. Gramm. 1 902-1 904 = K. Brugmann Kurze ver
gleichende Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen. Strasbourg: I .  
Lieferung (Einleitung und Lautlehre: p. 1 -280) 1 902, 2nd Lieferung 
(Lehre von den Wortformen und ihrem Gebrauch: p. 281 -622) 1903, 3. 
Lieferung (Lehre von den Salzgebilden und Sach- und W6rlerverzeich
nis: p. 623-677) 1 904. unchanged reprint Leipzig 1933, reprint 1970. 

Brugmann / Thumb Gr. Gr. 1 9 1 3  = K. Brugmann Griechische Gram
malik. 4th ed. by A. Thumb. Munich 19\3.  

Brunner Aengl. Gr. 1 965 = K. Brurmer Allenglische Grammalik nach der 
angelsiichsischen Grammatik von Eduard Sievers. 3rd ed. Tiibingen 
1965. 

Bryce Lycians 1986 = T. R. Bryce The Lycians in Literary and Epi
graphic Sources. Copenhagen 1 986 (= volume I of the work by T. R. 
Bryce and J. Zahle: The Lycians, A Study of Lycian History and Civili
salion 10 Ihe Conquest of Alexander the Great). 

Bryce Kingdom 1 998 = T. Bryce The Kingdom of the Hilliles. Oxford 
1998. 

BSL = Bullelin de la societe de linguistique. Paris. 
Buchholz I Fiedler Alban. Gramm. 1 987 = O. Buchholz and W. Fiedler 

Albanische Grammatik. Leipzig 1987. 
Buck Comparative Grammar 1963 = C. D. Buck Comparative Grammar 

of Greek and Latin. 9'h ed. Chicago I London 1 963. 
Buck Dict. of selecl. Syn. 1949 = C. D. Buck A Dictionary of Selecled 

Synonyms in the principal Indo-European Languages. Chicago 1949. 
Buck Greek Dialects 1955 = C. D. Buck The Greek Dialects, Grammar, 

Selected Inscriptions, Glossary. 2nd ed. Chicago / London 1 955 (and 
reprint). 

BOhler Sprachtheorie 1 934 = K. Biihler Sprachtheorie. Die Darslellungs
funktion der Sprache. Jena 1934. 

Burker! Griechische Religion 1 977 = W. Burker! Griechische Religion 
der archaischen und klassischen Epoche. Stuttgart 1 977. Translated 
into English as: Greek Religion. Cambridge I Mass. 1985. 
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Burkert Orientalisierende Epoche 1984 = W. Burkert "Die orientalisier
ende Epoche in der griechischen Religion und Literatur," lecture given 
on 8 May 1982, Heidelberg 1 984 (= SbHA W 1 984 I 1 ). English trans
lation: "The Orientalizing Revolution, Near Eastern Influence on Greek 
Culture in the Early Archaic Age." Cambridge I Mass. 1 992. 

Bussrnann Lexikon d. Sprachw. 2nd ed. 1 990 = H. Bussrnann Lexikon der 
SprachwissenschaJt. 2nd, fully revised ed. Stuttgart 1 990. 

Bynon Hist. Linguistics 1 977 (also: Hist. Linguistik 1 98 1  = Th. Bynon 
Historical Linguistics. Cambridge 1 977 [and reprints]) = Historische 
Linguistik, Eine Eirifiihrung. Munich 1 981  (revised and expanded edi
tion of the English original). Review of the German edition: 1. Udolph 
in IF 96 1 991 p. 258-262. 

Campanile Ricostruzione 1 990 = E. Campanile La ricostruzione della 
cultura indoeuropea. Pisa 1 990. 

Cas et prepositions en grec ancien 1 994 = Cas et prepositions en grec 
ancien, Actes du colloque international de Saint-Etienne 1993, edited 
by B. Jacquinod. Saint-Etienne 1 994. 

Cardona Them. Aorists 1960 = G. Cardona The Indo-European Thematic 
Aorists. Ann Arbor 1 960. 

Cario 1993 [ 1 994] = La deciJrazione del cario, Alii del 1 0  Simposio In
ternazionale 1 993 in Rome, edited by M. E. Giannotta, R. Gusmani, L. 
Innocente, D. Marcozzi, M. Salvini, M. Sinatra, P. Vannicelli. Rome 
1994 (= Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Monograjie Scientifiche). 

Carting Lokole Kasus im Toch. 2000 = G. Carting Die Funktionen der 
lokolen Kasus im Tocharischen. Bertin I New York 2000. 

Carruba Palaisch 1 970 = O. Carruba Das Palaische: Texte, Grammatik. 
Lexikon. Wiesbaden 1 970 (= StBoT 10). 

Causatives and Transitivity 1 993 = Causatives and Transitivity, edited by 
B. Comrie and M. Polinsky. Amsterdam I Philadelphia 1 993 (= Studies 
in Language Companion Series 23). 

CEG = Chronique d'etymologie grecque, see below, Chantraine DELG. 
Celtic Languages 1 992 = The Celtic Languages, edited by D. Macaulay. 

Cambridge 1 992 (from the series Cambridge Language Surveys). 
Celtic Languages 1 993 = The Celtic Languages, edited by M. J. Ball to

gether with 1. Fife. London / New York 1 993 (Routledge). 
CFS = Cahiers Ferdinand de Saussure 
Chadwick Documents 1 973 = 1. Chad wick Documents in Mycenaean 

Greek. 2nd ed. Cambridge 1973. 
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Chantraine DELG 1968-1980 = P. Chantraine Dictionnaire etymologique 
de la langue grecque, Histoire des mots. Paris I 1968, IT 1 970, III 
1 974, IV I I 1 977, IV I 2 1 980. Since 1999, Chantraine DELG is 
available in a single-volume reprint of slightly reduced size, which in
cludes a supplement (see below, CEG 1-3). Helpful addenda and corri
genda may be found in Ruijgh Scripta Minora I 1 991 p. 571 -632 and 
Szemerenyi Scripta Minora III 1 987 p. 1 559-1 607, among others. Cf 
also the ongoing Chronique d'etymologie grecque (CEG), edited by A. 
Blanc, Ch. de Lamberterie and J. L. Perpillou: CEG I in RPh 70 1 996 
[ 1997] p. 103-1 38; CEG 2 in RPh 71 1 997 [ 1 998] p. 147-179; CEG 3 
1998 [ 1 999] in RPh 72 1 998 [ 1 999] p. 1 19-148; CEG 4 1 999 [2000] in 
RPh 73 1 999 [2000] p. 79-108. 

Chantraine Formation des noms 1 933 = P. Chantraine La formation des 
noms en grec ancien. Paris 1 933  (and reprints). 

Chantraine Gramm. homo I 1958 1 1  1 953 = P. Chantraine Grammaire 
homerique. 2 vols. Paris: I (Phonetique et Morphologie) 3rd ed. 1 958, 
11 (Syntaxe) 1 st ed. 1 953. 

Chantraine Morphologie 2nd ed. 1 961 = P. Chantraine Morphologie histo
rique du grec. 2nd ed. Paris 1 961  (and reprints). 

CHO = The Hittite Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University 
of Chicago, edited by H. G. Giiterbock and H. A. Hoffuer. Currently 
available are the volumes: L-N 1 989; P- I (pa - para) 1994; P-2 (para -
(UZU)pattar A) 1 995; P-3 «UZU)pattar A - putkiya-) 1997. 

CILL see below, IKLL. 
Clackson Armenian and Greek 1 994 = J. Clackson The Linguistic Rela

tionship between Armenian and Greek. Oxford / Cambridge 1 994. Re
view: Ch. de Lamberterie in Kratylos 42 1 997 p. 7 1 -78. 

CMCS = Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies. 
Collinge Laws 1985 = N. E. Collinge The laws of Indo-European. Am

sterdam / Philadelphia 1985. An update through the year 1998 by the 
same author may be found in nES 27 1999 p. 355-377. 

Coil. Myc. 1 975 [ 1 979] = Colloquium Mycenaeum, Actes du sixieme 
Colloque International 1 975 in Chaumont, edited by E. Risch and H. 
Miihlestein. Neuchiitel l Geneva 1 979. 

Colloque E. Benveniste I / IT 1 983 [ 1 984] = E. Benveniste aujourd'hui, 
Actes du colloque Tours 1983, edited by G. Serbat. 2 vols. Paris 1 984. 

Colloque P. Chantraine 1989 [ 1 992] = La langue et les textes en grec 
ancien, Actes du colloque P. Chantraine Grenoble 1 989, edited by F. 
Letoublon. Amsterdam 1992. 
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Colloquium Caricum 1 997 [ 1 998] = Colloquium Caricum, Akten der In
ternationalen Tagung iiber die karisch-griechische Bilingue von Kau
nos 1 997 in Feusisberg near ZUrich, published as Kadmos 37 1998, 

Coil. Raur. 2 1991 = Colloquium Rauricum, vo!. 2, Zweihundert Jahre 
Homer-Forschung, Riickblick und Ausblick, edited by J. Latacz. Stutt
gart / Leipzig 1 99 1 .  Review: R. Schmitt in Kratylos 38 1993 p. 73-79. 

Compendium Ling. Iran. 1 989 = Compendium Linguarum lranicarum, 
edited by R. Schmitt. Wiesbaden 1989. 

Comptetiv,es 1998 [ 1 999] = "Les comptetives en grec ancien," Colloque 
Saint-Etienne 1 998, edited by B. Jacquinod. Saint-Etienne 1999. 

Convegno Udine (Restsprachen) 1981 [ 1 983] = "Le lingue indoeuropee di 
frammentaria allestazione, Die indogermanischen Restsprachen", Alii 
del Convegno della Societa Italiana di GIOllologia e della Idg. Gesell. 
1 981 in Udine, edited by E. Vineis. Pisa 1983. 

Coseriu Synchronie, Diachronie 1 974 = E. Coseriu Synchronie, Diachro
nie und Geschichte, Das Problem des Sprachwandels. Munich 1 974. 

Cotticelli-Kurras Heth. 'sein ' 1 991 = P. Cotticelli-Kurras Das hethitische 
Verbum 'sein '. Heidelberg 1 99 1  (= Texte der Hethiter 1 8). 

Cowgill Einleitung 1986 = W. CowgiU Einleitung, translated into German 
and with a bibliography by A. Bammesberger and M. Peters = 1 .  
Halbband von vo!. [ of ldg. Gr. (see below). Heidelberg 1986. 

CR = Classical Review. 
CRAI = Comptes rendus de I 'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lellres. 
Crystal Enzyklopadie 1 995 = D. Crystal Die Cambridge-Enzyklopadie der 

Sprache. Frankfurt / New York 1 995 (= German translation of the 
original in English, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language. Cam
bridge / New York / Melbourne 1987). 

Darms Vrddhi 1 978 = G. Darms Schwaher und Schwager, Hahn und 
Huhn. Die V rddhi-Ableitung im Germanischen. Munich 1978 (= MSS 
Beiheft 9, Neue Folge). 

De Boel Goal accusative 1 988 = G. De Boel Goal accusative and object 
accusative in Homer. A contribution to the theory of transitivity. 
Briissel 1988; 

Debrunner Gr. Wortbildung 1 9 1 7  = A. Debrunner Griechische Wort
bildungslehre. Heidelberg 1 9 1 7. 

Debrunner, see below under Schwyzer / Debrunner and Wackernagel / 
Debrunner. 

Degrassi Inscriptiones 1-11 1965-1972 = A. Degrassi Inscriptiones Latinae 
Liberae Rei Publicae. 2nd ed. Florence: I (Nr. 1 -503) 1 965 (and re-
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prints); 1 1  (Nr. 504-1277 and indexes) 1 972. By the same author, 
Imagines. Berlin 1 965. 

Delaunois Syntaxe 1 988 = M. Delaunois Essai de syntaxe grecque clas
sique, Reflexions et recherches. Leuven / Brussels 1988. 

Delbrilck Ablativ Localis Instrumentalis 1 867 = B. Delbriick Ablativ Lo
calis Instrumentalis. Berlin 1 867. 

Delbriick Ai. Syntax 1888 = B. Delbriick Altindische Syntax. HaUe 1 888 
(reprint Darmstadt 1968). 

Delbriick Einleitung 1 904 = B. Delbrilck Einleitung in das Studium der 
indogermanischen Sprachen. 4th ed. Leipzig 1 904. 

Delbriick Gr. Syntax 1 879 = B. Delbriick Die Grundlagen der griechis
chen Syntax. Halle 1 879. 

Delbriick Synkretismus 1 907 = B. Delbriick Synkretismus. Ein Beitrag zur 
germanischen Kasuslehre. Strasbourg 1 907. 

Delbriick Vgl. Syntax I 1 893 II 1 897 III 1900 = B. Delbriick Ver
gleichende Syntax der indogermanischen Sprachen. 3 parts, Stras
bourg: I 1893, II  1 897, III 1 900. The three parts are included in Brug
mann's GrundrifJ as vols. Ill - V. Along with the GrundrifJ, they were 
reprinted in 1 967. 

DELG see above, Chantraine DELG. 
DELL see below, Emout / Meillet DELL. 
Derniraj (B.) Alban. Etymologien 1 997 = B. Derniraj Albanische Etymolo

gien, Untersuchungen zum albanischen Erbwortschatz. Amsterdam / 
Atlanta 1 997. Review: G. Bonnet in BSL 93 / 2 1998 p. 256-262. 

Derniraj (S.) Albanisch 1993 = S. Derniraj Historische Grammatik der 
albanischen Sprache. Vienna 1 993. 

Denniston Greek Particles 1954 = 1. D. Denniston The Greek Particles. 
2nd ed., revised by K. J. Dover. Oxford 1 954. 

Der Neue Pauly = DNP = Enzykloptidie der Antike, edited by H. Cancik 
and H. Schneider. Stuttgart: vo!. I (A - Ari) 1 996; vo!. 2 (Ark - Ci) 
1 997; vol. 3 (Cl - Epi) 1997; vo!. 4 (Epo - Gro) 1 998; vo!. 5 (Gru -
lug) 1998; vo!. 6 (lul - Lee) 1 999; vol. 7 (Lef - Men) 1 999; vo!. 8 (Mer 
- Op) 2000; vo!. 9 (Or - Poi) 2000; 10 (Pol - Sal) 200 1 .  Further, vol
umes of the Rezeptions- und Wissenschafts-geschichte that have al
ready appeared include: vo!. 1 3  (A-Fo) 1 999 and vo!. 1 4  (Fr - Ky) 
2000. 

Deutschsprachige Keltologen 1 992 [ 1 993] = Akten des Ersten Symposi
ums deutschsprachiger Keltologen 1 992 Gosen near Berlin, edited by 
M. Rockel and SI. Zinuner. Tiibingen 1 993. Further, see below, Kel
tologen-Symposium II 1997 [ I  999]. 
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Devoto Lingua di Roma 1940 = G. Devoto Storia della lingua di Roma. 
Bologna 1 940 (reprint 1 944, further 1983 foreword by L. Prosdocimi; 
translated into German by 1 .  Opelt as "Geschichte der Sprache Roms". 
Heidelberg 1968). 
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Forssman Pindar 1 966 = B. Forssman Untersuchungen zur Sprache Pin
dars. Wiesbaden 1966. 
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mologisches Worterbuch. Heidelberg 1 962-1 965. 
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Heidelberg 1929. 
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Friedrich (1.) Kleinas. Sprachdenktndler 1932 = J. Friedrich Kleinasi
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2nd ed. by A. Kammenhuber fully revised on the basis of edited Hittite 
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texts. Heidelberg. installment 1 1 974. Status at the end of 1998: in
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Friedrich (p.) Syntax 1 975 = P. Friedrich Proto-Indo-European Syntax: 
The Order of Meaningful Elements. Washington 1 975 (= JIES, Mono
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tifiche). 

Frisian Runes 1 994 [ 1 996] = Frisian Runes and Neighbouring Traditions, 
Proceedings of the First International Symposium on Frisian Runes at 
the Fries Museum 1 994 in Leeuwarden, edited by T. Looijenga and A. 
Quale Amsterdam 1 996 (= Amsterdamer Beitrage zur alteren Ger
manistik, Band 45). 

Frisk GEW 1 960-1972 = H. Frisk Griechisches etymologisches W6rter
buch. Heidelberg 3 vols. 1960-1972: I (A - Ko) 1 960, II (Kp - Q) 1 972, 
111 (Nachtrage, Wortregister, Corrigenda, Nachwort) 1 972. also re
prints. 

Fritz Lokalpartikel 1997 = M. Fritz Die syntaktischen und semantischen 
Relationen der Lokalpartikeln mit drei Kasus bei Homer. Berlin (dis
sertation at the Freie Universitat) 1 997. 

FS = Festschrifi (commemorative publications): For the sake of simplic
ity, only the name of the honored person shall be given, along with the 
date of publication. A longer list of Festschrifien may be found in 
Mayrhofer EW Aia I p. XXV - XXX and 1 1  p. XIII - XV. A few newer 
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FS Beekes 1997 = Sound Law and Analogy, Papers in Honor of R. S. P. 
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Belardi, edited by P. Cipriano, P. di Giovine, M. Mancini. Rome vol. I 
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1997 = T. Goto, Materialien zu einer Liste altindischer Verbalformen. 
Bulletin of the National Museum of Ethnology, Osaka (Japan): Nr. 1-3 
(1. am', 2. ayli, 3. asls) in Vol. 15 1 4  1 990 p. 987-1012; Nr. 4-7 (4. 
doghldughldohlduh, 5. savlsu, 6. lsavilsu, 7. '(sav'l)su in Vol. 16 / 3 
1991 p. 681 -707; Nr. 8- 1 5  (8. ardlrd, 9. i$, 10. Uks, 1 1 . e$li$, 1 2. elM, 
13. 0k/oc/uc, 14. ka(l, 15.  vaks1uks) in VoLl8 I I 1993 p. 1 1 9- 141 ;  Nr. 
16-29 ( 1 6. chad, 17.  chandlchad, 18.  chardlchrd, 19. dagh/dhag, 20. 
dve$ldvi$, 2 1 .  bandhlbadh, 22. 1 man, 23. 'man, 24. mna, 25. lyavlyu, 
26. 'yavlyu, 27. san', 28. star/str, 29. st�/stf) in Vol. 22 I 4 1997 
[ 1998] p. 1 001 - I 059. 

Grammatica ittita 1 992 = Per una grammatica iIIita, Towards a Hitlite 
Grammar, edited by O. Carruba. Pavia 1992 (= Studia Mediterranea 
7). 

Grassmann Worterbuch 1 873 = H. Grassmann Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda. 
Leipzig 1 873 (and reprints). 6'" revised, updated ed. by M. Kozianka 
1 996. Review of the 6th ed.: Th. Zehnder in PFU 4 1 998 p. 77-84. 

Graz (125 Jahre Idg.) 2000 = 125 Jahre 1ndogermanistik in Graz, Fest
band anltifJlich des 125jtihrigen Bestehens der Forschungs-einrichtung 
" Indogermanislik" an der Karl-Franzens-Universittil Graz, edited by 
M. Ofitsch and Chr. Zinko, Graz 2000. 

Greek Language in Cyprus 1988 = The History of the Greek Language in 
Cyprus, Proceedings of an International Symposium Larnaca 1986, 
edited by J. Karageorghis I O. Masson. Nicosia 1 988. 

Greek Particles 1 996 [1 997] = New Approaches 10 Greek Particles, Pro

ceedings of Ihe Colloquium Amsterdam 1996, edited by A. Rijksbaron. 

Amsterdam 1 997. 
Greek Personal Names I 1 987 1I 1 994 III A 1 997 = A Lexicon of Greek 

Personal Names, edited by P. M. Fraser, E. Matthews. Oxford. vol. I 

(The Aegean 1slands, Cyprus, Cyrenaica) 1987; vol. 11 (Attica, edited 

by M. J. Osborne, S. G. Byme) 1994; vol. III A (The Peloponnese, 

Western Greece and Magna Graecia) 1 997. 
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GrojJere altkelt. Sprachden/analer 1 993 (1 996) = Die grojJeren alt
keltischen Sprachden/analer, Akten des Kolloquiums 1 993 in Inns
bruck, edited by W. Meid and P.  Anreiter. Innsbruck 1 996 (= IBK, 
Sonderheft 95). Review: J. Uhlich in Kratylos 44 1 999 p. 144-1 54. 

Gr. Phi/ologie 1997 = Einleitung in die griechische Philologie, edited by 
H.-G. Nesselrath. Stuttgart I Leipzig 1 997. 

GS = Gedenkschrift (memorial publication); a listing may be found in May
rhofer EW Aia I p. XXXII f, I I  p. XVII. 

GS Brandenstein 1 968 = Studien zur Sprachwissenschajt und Kul
turkunde, Gedenkschrift fur W Brandenstein, edited by M. Mayrhofer. 
Innsbruck 1 968 (= IBK Nr. 14). 

GS Cowgill 1 987 = Studies in Memory of Warren Cowgil/ (1929-1985), 
Papers from the Fourth East Coast Indo-European Conference 1985, 
edIted by C. Watkins. Berlin I New York 1 987 (= Untersuchungen zur 
Indogermanischen Sprach- und Kulturwissenschajt, N.F. 3). 

GS Katz 2001 = Fremd und Eigen, Untersuchungen zu Grammatik und 
Wortschatz des Uralischen und Indogermanischen, in memoriam 
HartmUl Katz, edited by H. Eichner, P.-A. Mumrn, O. Panagl, E. Win
kler. Vienna 200 I .  

GS Kronasser 1982 = Investigationes Philologicae et Comparativae. 
Gedenkschrift fur Heinz Kronasser. Wiesbaden 1 982. 

GS Kurylowicz I I I I  1 995 = Kurylowicz Memorial Volume, vo!. I, edited 
by W. Smoczynski. Cracow 1 995. vo!. IJ was published as vo!. 4 1995 of Linguistica Ballica. Review by I: A. Christol in BSL 92 I 2 1 997 p. 1 3 1 - 1 35. 

GS Schindler 1 999 = Compositiones indogermanicae in memoriam Jo
chem Schindler, edited by H.  Eichner and H. Chr. Luschiltzky. Prague 1 999. 

GS van Windekens 1 991 = Studia etymologica indoeuropea, Memoriae A.  J van Windekens (1915-1989) dicata, edited by L. Isebaert. Leuven 1 99 1 .  
Guiraud Phrase nominale 1 962 = Ch. Guiraud La phrase nominale en 

grec. Paris 1962. 
Gusmani Lyd. Worterbuch 1964 = R. Gusmani Lydisches Worterbuch. 

Heidelberg 1 964. 
Gusmani Lyd. Wh. Erg. 1 986 = R. Gusmani Lydisches Worterbuch. Er

ganzungsband. Heidelberg 1 986. 

Haas Heth. Religion 1 994 = V. Haas Geschichte der hethitischen Relig
ion. Leiden I New York I Koln 1 994. 
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Hackstein Sigmat. Prasensstammbildungen 1 995 = O. Hackstein Unter
suchungen zu den sigmatischen Prasensstammbi/dungen des Tocha
rischen. Gottingen 1 995 (= HS, Erganzungshejt Nr. 38). Review: I. H .  
W. Penney in Kratylos 43 1998 p. 92-96; H. Craig Melchert in TIES 9 
2000 p. 145f. ;  G.-I. Pinault in BSL 95 I 2 2000 p. 1 57-163. 

Hahn Naming-Constructions 1969 = E. A. Hahn Naming-Constructions in 
some Indo-European Languages. Ann Arbor 1969. 

Hahn Subjunctive and Optative 1 953 = E. A. Hahn Subjunctive and Op
tative, Their origin asfutures. New York 1953. 

Hajnal Lyk. Vokalismus 1995 = l. Hajnal Der Iykische Vokalismus: 
Methode und Erkenntnisse der vergleichenden anatolischen Sprach
wissenschajt, angewandt auf das Vokalsystem einer Kleincorpusspra
che. Graz 1995. Review: G. Neumann in HS I I 1  1 998 p.372-376. 

Hajnal Myk. Kasussystem 1995 = 1 .  Hajnal Studien zum mykenischen K�
sussystem. Berlin / New York 1 995. ReVIew: N. Guilleux (-Maunce) m 
BSL 92 / 2 1997 p. 200-216. 

Hajnal Myk. u. homo Lexikon 1998 = l. Hajnal Mykenisches und homeris
ches Lexikon, Ubereinstimmungen, Divergenzen und der Versuch einer 
Typologie. Innsbruck 1 998 (= IBS, Vortrage und kl. Schriften 69). . Hajnal Sprachschichten 1 997 = I .  Hajnal Sprachschichten des Mykems
chen Griechisch. Salamanca 1 997 (= Minos Sup/. 14). 

Hamm Sappho und Alkaios 1 957 = E.-M. Hamm Grammatik zu Sappho 
und Alkaios. Berlin 1957. 

Handbuch der Onomastik 1 1995 = Namenforschung, Name Studies, Les 
noms propres, Ein internationales Handbuch zur Onomastik, edited by 
E. Eichler, G. Hilly, H. Lamer, H. Steger, L. Zgusta. part I .  Berlin / 
New York 1995. 

Happ Grundfragen 1 976 = H. Happ Grundfragen einer Dependenzgram
matik des Lateinischen. Gattingen 1976. 

Hardarson Wurzelaorist 1 993 = J. A. Hardarson Studien zum indoger
manischen Wurzelaorist und dessen Vertretung im Indoiranischen und 
Griechischen. Innsbruck 1 993. Review: K. Strunk in Kratylos 39 1 994 
p. 55-68; M. Peters in Idg. Chr. 35 Nr. A 789. 

Haudry Cas en w!dique 1 977 = J. Haudry L'emploi des cas en w!dique. 
Introduction a I'etude des cas en indo-europeen. Lyon 1977. ReVIew: 
G. Cardona in Kratylos 23 1978 [ 1979) p. 7 1 -82. . 

Haudry Les indo-europeens 1985 = J. Haudry Les indo-europeens. Pans 
1 st ed. 1981 ,  2nd ed. 1985 (= Collection Que sais-je ? Nr. 1965). 

Haudry L 'indo-europeen 1979 = I. Haudry L'indo-europeen. Paris 1 979 (= 
Collection Que sais-je ? Nr. 1 798). 
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Hauri -ena 1963 = Ch. Hauri Zur Vorgeschichte des Ausgangs -ena des 
Instr. Sing. der a-Sttimme des Altindischen. Gottingen 1 963 (= ZVS 
Erganzungshejt Nr. 1 7). 

' 

Hauri FUlur 1 975 = H. W. Hauri Kontrahiertes und sigmatisches FUlur. 
Einjlusse von Lautstruktur und A ktionsart auf die Rildung des gri
echlschen Futurs. Gottingen 1 975 (= ZVS, Erganzungshejt Nr. 24). 
RevIew: C. J. Ruijgh in Kratylos 20 1 975 [ 1977] p. 82-91 (= Scripta 
Mmora T 1 991 p. 368-377); F. M. 1. Waanders in Mnemosyne 33 1 980 
p. 369-374. 

Hauschild, see below, Thumb / Hauschild. 
Haverling sco-Verbs 2000 = G. Haverling On sco- Verbs, Prefixes and 

Semantic Functions. Goteborg 2000. 
Havers Erklarende Syntax 1 93 1  = W. Havers Handbuch der erklarenden 

Syntax, Ein Versuch zur Erforschung der Bedingungen und Triebkrtifte 
in Syntax und Stilistik. Heidelberg 1 93 1 .  

Havers Kasussyntax 19 1 1 = W. Havers Untersuchungen zur Kasussyntax 
der indogermanischen Sprachen. Strasbourg 1 9 1 1 .  

Havers Sprachtabu 1 946 = W .  Havers Neuere Literatur zum Sprachtabu. 
Vienna 1 946. 

Hawkins Corpus I 2000 / 2 1 999 = D. Hawkins Corpus of Hieroglyphic 
Luwian inscriptions. Berlin / New York. vol. I (in 3 parts: Inscriptions 

from the Iron Age) by D. Hawkins 2000; vol. 2 (Karatepe-Aslantas: 
the inscriptions; facsimile edition) by H. <;ambel 1 999. 

HED, see below, Puhve1 HED. 
HEG, see below, Tisch1er HEG. 
Hehn Cultivated Plants and Domesticated Animals ( 1 885) 1 976 = V. 

Hehn Cultivated Plants and Domesticated Animals in their Migration 
from ASIQ to Europe, Historico-linguistic studies, new edition prepared 
wllh a blO-b,blzographical account of Hehn and a survey of the re
search m Indo-European prehistory, edited by J. P. MaIJory. Amster
dam 1976. 

HeidermaJlllS Germ. Primaradjektive 1 993 = F. Heidermanns Etymologis
ches Worterbuch der germanischen Primaradjektive. Berlin / New 
York 1 993. 

Hethitisch und Indogermanisch 1 979 = Hethitisch und Indogermanisch, 
Verglelchende Studien zur historischen Grammatik und zur 
dialektgeographis

.
chen Stellung der indogermanischen Sprachgruppe 

Altklemaslens, edIted by E. Neu and W. Meid. Innsbruck 1 979 (= IBS 
Nr. 25). 
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Hettrich Agens 1990 = H. Hettrich Der Agens in passivischen Satzen 
altindogermanischer Sprachen. Gottingen 1 990 (= NA WG 1 990 / 2). 

Hettrich Hypotaxe 1 988 = H. Hettrich Untersuchungen zur Hypotaxe im 
Vedischen. Berlin / New York 1 988. Review: S. W. Jamison in JAOS 
1 1  0 1990 p. 535f. 

Hettrich Kontext und Aspekt 1 976 = H. Hettrich Kontext und Aspekt in 
der altgriechischen Prosa Herodots. GOttingen 1976. Review: C. J. 
Ruijgh in Gnomon 5 1  1 979 p. 2 1 7-227 (= Scripta Minora J 1 99 1  p. 
764-774). 

Heubeck Kleine Schrifien 1 984 = A. Heubeck Kleine Schrifien zur gri
echischen Sprache und Litera/ur. Erlangen 1 984. For supplemental 
information, cf. B. Forssman and R. Plath in HS \03 1 990 p. 249-260. 

Heubeck Schrifi 1 979 = A. Heubeck Schrifi. Gottingen 1 979 (= Archae
ologia Homerica vol. Ill, chapter X). 

Hiersche Grundziige 1970 = R. Hiersche Grllndziige der griechischen 
Sprachgeschichte bis zur klassischen Zeit. Wiesbaden 1970. 

Hiersche Tenlles aspiratae 1 964 = R. Hiersche Untersuchungen zur Frage 
der Tenues aspiratae im Indogermanischen. Wiesbaden 1 964. Review: 
Mayrhofer Kleine Schrifien 1 I  1 996 p. 298 note 17. 

HiUer / Panagl Fruhgr. Texte aus myk. Zeit 1 976 = S. Hiller and O. Panagl 
Die frohgriechischen Texte aus mykenischer Zeit. Darmstadt 1 976. 
2nd, revised ed. 1 986. Review of the 2nd ed.: C. J. Ruijgh in Mnemo
syne 3 1  1 978 p. 294-298. 

HiImarsson Nasal Prefixes in Tocharian 1 99 1  = J. HiImarsson The Nasal 
Prefixes in Tocharian, A Study in Word Formation. Reykjavik 1991 (= 
TIES, Suppl. Ser. 3). 

HiImarsson Tocharian Dictionary 1996 = 1. Hilmarsson Materials for a 
Tocharian Historical and Etymological Dictionary. Reykjavik 1 996 (= 
TlES, Supp/. Ser. 5). 

Hintze Zamyiid Yast 1 994 = A. Hintze Zamyiid Yast, Avestan Text, Eng
lish translation, with glossary. Wiesbaden 1 994 (= Beitrage zur lranis
tik 7). Concerning the same text, see also H. Humbach and PalJan R. 
Ichaporia Zamyiid Yasht, Yasht 1 9  of the Younger Avesta, Text, Trans
lation, Commentary. Wiesbaden 1998. 

HinUber A'lteres Millelindisch 1 986 = O. von Hiniiber Das altere Mittel
indisch im Oberblick. Vienna 1 986 (= SbClA W, 467. vol.). 

Hirt Gr. Laut- und Formenlehre 1 9 1 2  = H. Hirt Handbuch der griechis
chen Laut- und Formenlehre. 2nd, revised ed. Heidelberg 1 91 2. 

Hirt Hauptprobleme 1 939 = H. Hirt Die Hauptprobleme der indoger
manischen SprachwissenschaJt, edited by H. Arntz. HaUe 1 939. 
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Hirt Idg. Gramm. 1 - Vll 1927-1937 = H. Hirt Indogermanische Gram
matik. 7 parts Heidelberg: I (Einleitung, Etymologie, Konsonantismus) 
1927; I I  ( Vokalismus) 1 92 1 ;  III (Nomen) 1927; IV (Doppelung, 
Zusammensetzung, Verbum) 1 928; V (Akzent) 1 929; VI (Syntax I, 
Syntaktische Verwendung der Kasus und der Verbalformen) 1 934; Vll 
(Syntax I!, Die Lehre vom einJachen und zusammengesetzten Satz) 
1 937, posthumous. 

Hirt Indogermanen I 1 905 I I  1 907 = H. Hirt Die Indogermanen, [hre 
Verbreitung, ihre Urheimat und ihre Kultur. 2 vols. Strasbourg 1 905-
1907. 

Hirt Urgerm. I-Ill 193 1 - 1934 = H. Hirt Handbuch des Urgermanischen. 
Heidelberg 1 93 / - 1 934. 

Historical Linguistifs Papers 1985 [ 1 987] = Historical Linguistics, Pa
pers Jrom the 1 InternatIOnal Conference on Historical Linguistics 
Pavia 1 985, edited by A. G. Ramat, O. Carruba and G. Bernini. Am
sterdam / Philadelphia 1 987 (= Current Issues in Linguistic Theory 48). 

Historical LinguiStifs Papers 1 989 [ 1993] = Historical Linguistics, Pa
pers from the 9' InternatIOnal ConJerence on Historical Linguistics 
Rutgers University i 989, edited by H. Aertsen and R. J. Jeffers. Am
sterdam / Philadelphia 1 993 (= Current issues in Linguistic Theory 
106). 

Historical Linguistics Problems 1 993 = Historical Linguistics: Problems 
and Perspectives, edited by Ch. 10nes. London / New York 1 993 (= 
Longman Linguistics Library). 

Historical Morphology 1 980 = Historical Morphology, edited by 1. Fisiak. 
The Hague / Paris / New York 1 980 (= Trends in LinguistiCS, Studies 
and Monographs 17). 

Historical Syntax 1 984 = Historical Syntax, edited by 1. Fisiak. Berlin et 
al. 1984 (= Trends in Linguistics, Studies and Monographs 23). 

HL = Historiographia linguistica. 
Hock Historical Linguistics 1 986 = H. H. Hock PrinCiples oJ Historical 

Linguistics. Berlin 1 986. 
Hock Language History 1 996 = H. H. Hock Language History, Language 

Change and Language Relationship: An Introduction to Historical and 
Comparative Linguistics. Berlin / New York 1 996. Review: Th. Krisch 
in Kratylos 44 1 999 p. 1 74-1 76. 

Hodot Eolien 1 990 = R. Hodot Le dialecte .!olien d'Asie. La langue des 
inscriptions, Vl/e s. a. C. - IVe s. p. C. Paris 1990. 

Hoenigswald Historical linguistics 1 973 = H. M. Hoenigswald Studies in 
Formal Historical Linguistics. Dordrecht / Boston 1973. 
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Hoenigswald Language Change 1 960 = H. M. Hoenigswald Language 
Change and Linguistic Reconstruction. Chicago 1 960. 

Hoffinann AuJsiitze 1 1975 II 1 976 I I I  1 992 = K. Hoffinann AuJsiitze zur 
Indoiranistik. Wiesbaden 1 975- 1 992. 

Hoffinann Gedenlifeier 1996 [ 1 997] = Akademische Gedenlifeier Jur Pro
Jessor Dr. Karl Hoffmann am 1 i. Juli 1996. Erlangen 1 997 (= Akade
mische Reden und Kol/oquien, Friedrich-Alexander-Universitiit Erlan
gen-Niirnberg, Bd. 12). 

Hoffinann Injunktiv 1 967 = K. Hoffinann Der Injunktiv im Veda. Eine 
synchronische Funktionsuntersuchung. Heidelberg 1 967. 

Hoffinann / Forssman Av. Laut- und Flexionslehre 1 996 = K. Hoffinann 
and B. Forssman Avestische Laut- und Flexionslehre. Innsbruck 1992 
(= IBS Nr. 84). Review: X. Tremblay in BSL 92 / 2 1997 p. 1 80-184; 
R. S. P. Beekes in Kratylos 44 1 999 p. 62-71. 

Hoffinann / Narten Sasanid. Archetypus 1 989 = K. Hoffinann and J. 
Narten Der Sasanidische Archetypus, Untersuchungen zu Schreibung 
und Lautgestalt des Avestischen. Wiesbaden 1 989. 

Hofrnann Lat. Umgangssprache 1 936 = 1. B. Hofrnann Lateinische Um
gangssprache. Heidelberg 2nd cd. 1936, 4. ed. with index 1 978. 

Hofrnann see s. v. Hofrnann / Szantyr Syntax, and Leumann / Hofrnann / 
Szantyr Lat. Gr. , and Walde / Hofrnann LEW. 

Hofinann / Szantyr Syntax 1965 = J. B. Hofrnann Lateinische Syntax und 
Stilistik, revised by A. Szantyr. Munich 1 965 (= 2nd vol. by Leumann / 
Hofrnann / Szantyr Lat. Gr. in the Handbuch der Altertumswissen
schafl)· 

Homeric Questions 1 995 = Homeric Questions, Essays in Philology, An
cient History and Archaeology, edited by J. P. Crielaard. Amsterdam 
1 995. 

Homers Ilias Gesamtkammentar 2000ff., see Homers !lias Prolegomena. 
Homers flias Prolegomena 2000 = Homers Ilias, Gesamtkammentar, ed

ited by J. Latacz. Prolegomena as an independent volume by F. Graf, l. 
de Jong, J. Latacz, R. Niinlist, M. Stoevesandt, R. Wachter, M. L. 
West. Munich / Leipzig 2000. Gesamtkammmentar: vol. I, I .  Gesang 
(Faszikel I Text und Obersetzung; Faszikel 2 Kommentar) 2000. 

Hooker Linear B 1 980 = J. T. Hooker Linear B, An Introduction. Bristol 
1 980. 

Hooker Scripta Minora 1996 = 1. T. Hooker Scripta Minora, Selected 
essays on Minoan, Mycenaean, Homeric and Classical Greek subjects, 
edited by F. Amory, P. Considine, S. Hooker. Amsterdam 1 996. 
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Horrocks Greek 1997 = G. Horrocks Greek, A History of the Language 
and its Speakers. London 1 997. 

Horrocks Space and Time 1 98 1  = O. C. Horrocks Space and Time in 
Homer. Prepositional and Adverbial Particles in the Greek Epic. New 
York 1 98 1 .  

Houwink ten Cate Luwian Population Groups 1965 = Ph. H .  1. Houwink 
ten Cate The Luwian Population Groups of Lycia and Cilicia Aspera 
during the Hellenistic Period. Leiden 1965. 

HS = Historische Sprachforschung, Oiittingen. Prior to vol. 100 the ab
breviation was ZVS (Zeitschrijt fur Vergleichende Sprachforschung), 
although It was commonly referred to as KZ (Kuhns Zeitschrift). For 
the vols. I - lOO, there now exists an index (Sachindex), edited by A. 
Bammesberger, revised by I .  Hajnal, Chr. Schaefer, O. Schaufelberger 
and S. Zlegler. Oiittingen 1 997. On the current internet site of the de
partment for Englische und Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaji of the 
Katholische Universitat Eichstall, A. Bammesberger offers an additio
nal index to the first hundred volumes. 

HSK = Handbucher zur Sprach- und Kommunikationswissenschaji: Berlin 
' New York. vol. 1 . 1  and 1 .2 see above, Dialelctologie 1-2 1982-1983; 
vols. 2. I and 2.2 see below, Sprachgeschichte 1 -2 1998-1985; vols. 5. I 
and 5.2 see below, W6rterbucher 1 -3 1989- 1991 ;  vols. 9. 1 and 9.2 see 
below, Syntax 1 -2 1 993- I 995; vol. 10. I and 10.2 see below, Schrijt 
und Schrijtlichkeit I -2 1 994-I 996; vol. 1 1 . 1  and I 1 .2 see below Na-
menjorschung I -2 1 995-I 996. 

' 

Htibschmann Casuslehre 1 875 = H. Htibschmann Zur Casuslehre. Munich 
1 875. 

Hiibschrnann Kleine Schrijten 1 976 = H. Hiibschmann Kleine Schrijten 
zum Armenischen, edited by R. Schmitt. Hildesheim ' New York 1 976. 
Further, cC R. Schmitt "Schrijtenverzeichnis Heinrich Hubschmann" in 
HS I I I  1 998 p. 1 85-190. 

IBK = Innsbrucker Beitrage zur Kulturwissenschaji. 
IBS = Innsbrucker Beitrage zur Sprachwissenschaji. 
ICLL, see below, IKLL. 
Idg. Chr. = Indogermanische Chronik in Sprache, since vol. 13 1967 in

cluding 1 3a. Last available: Idg. Chr. 35 ' IT in Sprache 37 ' 3 1995. 
Idg. Gr. I , I 1986 [ , 2 1986 II 1 968 III , I 1 969 = Indogermanische 

Grammatik, founded by J. Kurylowicz, edited by M. Mayrhofer. Hei
delberg: 1 , I (Einlei/ung) 1 986 see above, Cowgill Einleitung 1 986; I , 
2 (Laut/ehre) 1 986 see below, Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1 986; 1 1  (A kzent . 
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Ablaut) 1968 see below, Kurylowicz Akzent . Ablaut 1 968; I I I  (For
menlehre) , I (Geschichte der indogermanischen Verbaljlexion) 1969 
see below, Watkins Verbaljlexion 1 969. 

lE and IEs 1970 = Indo-European and Indo-Europeans, edited by O. 
Cardona, H. M. Hoenigswald, A. Senn. Philadelphia 1 970. 

lE Subgrouping 1 999 = Special Session on Indo-European Subgrouping 
and Internal Relations, edited by B. K. Bergen, M. C. Plauche, A. C. 
Bailey. Berkely 1998 (= Berkely Linguistic Society, Proceedings of the 
Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting). 

IEW, see below, Pokorny IEW. 
IF = Indogermanische Forschungen. 
ITJ = Indo-Iranian Journal. 
IKLL (YCLL ' CILL) Y 1981 ( 1 983); IV 1987 ( 1 991] ;  V 1 989; VII 1 993 

[ 1996]; VIII 1995 [ 1996]= Internationales Kolloquium zur lateinis
chen Linguistik [IKLL] (International Colloquium on Latin Linguistics 
[ICLL]' Colloque international de linguistique latine [CILL]): - I 
1981 [ 1983] Latin Linguistics and Linguistic Theory, Proceedings of 
the 1" ICLL Amsterdam 1981, edited by H. Pinkster. Amsterdam , 
Philadelphia 1983. - IV 1987 1199 1 ] :  New Studies in Latin linguis
tics, Selected papers from the 4 ICLL Cambridge 1987, edIted by R. 
Coleman. Amsterdam ' Philadelphia 1 991 .  - V 1 989: Actes du V' 
CILL Louvain-la-Neuve / Borzee 1989, edited by M. Lavency and D. 
Longre. Louvain-Ia-Neuve 1989. - VII 1993 [ 1996] see above, As
pects of Latin 1996. - VIII 1 995 ( 1996]: Alcten des VllI. IKLL Eich
stall 1995, edited by A. Bammesberger and F. Heberiein. Heidelberg 
1 996. 

Iliad I-VI 1985-1 993 = The Iliad, A Commentary, edited by G. S. Kirk. 
Cambridge: I (Books 1-4) and I I  (Books 5-8) by G. S. Kirk; III (Books 
9-12) by B. Hainsworth; IV (Books 1 3 - 1 6) by R. Janko; V (Books 1 7-
20) by M. W. Edwards; VI (Books 2 1 -24) by N. Richardson. 

Illic-Svityc Nominal Accentuation 1 979 = V. M. Illic-Svityc Nominal Ac
centuation in Baltic and Slavic, translated from Russian by R. L. Leed 
and R. F. Feldstein. Cambridge ' Mass. 1 979. 

Indo-European Languages 1 998 = The Indo-European Languages, edited 
by A. G. Ramat and P. Ramal. London 1998. See also the Italian origi
nal, s. v. Lingue indoeuropee 1 994. 

Indo-Europeanization of Northern Europe 1996 = The Indo-Europeaniza
tion of Northern Europe, Papers Presented at the International Con
ference in Vilnius 1994, edited by K. Jones-Bley and M. E. Huld. 
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92 / 2 1 997 p. 1 56-1 79. 
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Endungen auJ -OJ:. Heidelberg 1 967. Review: E. Neu in IF 74 1 969 p. 
235-242. 
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tario Orientale di Napoli, Sezione Filologico-Lelleraria, 19  [ 1997]). 
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c?en Lehnwortern in den uralischen Sprachen. postdoctoral paper Mu
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Katz (J.) Personal Pronouns 1998 = 1. T. Katz Topics in Indo-European 
Personal Pronouns. dissertation. Harvard 1998. Cf. also, by the same 
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Kratylos 46 2001 p. 1 -23. 

KeUens Noms racines 1974 = 1. KeUens Les noms-racines de l'Avesta. 
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p. 57-60. 

KeIJe?s Verbe avestique 1 984 + 1 995 = 1. KeIJens Le verbe avestique. 
Wlesbaden 1 984; by the same author, Liste du verbe avestique. Wies
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O. Skjrerv0 in JAOS 1 1 1  1991  p. 659-662; S. W. Jamison in IIJ 36 
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Latomus 216). 

KeUer (R) Sprachwandel 1 994 = R. KeUer Sprachwandel, Von der un
sichtbaren Hand in der Sprache. 2nd ed. Tilbingen and Basel 1994 (= 
UTB Nr. 1 567). 
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Kieckers Stellung des Verbs 1 9 1 1  = E. Kieckers Die Stellung des Verbs im 
Griechischen und in den verwandten Sprachen, Erster Teil: Die Stel
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Kienle Histor. LFL d. Dt. 1965 = R. von Kienle Historische Laut- und 
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p. 160-163. 
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Klein Discourse Grammar 1 985 = J. S. Klein Toward a Discourse Gram
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R. S. P. Beekes in Amsterdamer Beitrage zur A'lteren Germanistik 33 
1991 p. 237-245. 

Latacz Homer 1989 = J. Latacz Homer, Der erste Dichter des Abendlan
des. 2nd ed. Munich I Ziirich 1 989. 

Latacz Troia und Homer 2001 = J. Latacz Troia und Homer, Der Weg zur 
Losung eines alten Ratsels. Munich I Berlin 200 I .  

Lat. Philologie 1996 = Einleitung in die lateinische Philologie, edited by 
F. Graf. Stuttgart I Leipzig 1 996. Review: W. Pfaffel in Kratylos 44 
1999 p. 94-98. 

LAW 1965 = Lexikon der Alten Welt. Ziirich I Stuttgart 1965. 
LDlA 1978 = Lingue e dialelli dell' Italia antica, edited by A. L. Prosdo

cimi. Rome 1978. revised and with indexes by A. Marinetti 1982. 
Lehmann (Chr.) Relativsatz 1984 = Chr. Lehmann ner Relativsatz, Typo

logie seiner Strukturen, Theorie seiner Funktionen, Kompendium 
seiner Grammatik. TUbingen 1 984 (= Language Universals Series 3). 

Lehmann (W. P.) Gothic Etymological Dictionary 1 986 = W. P. 
Lehmann, A Gothic Etymological Dictionary, based on the third edi
tion of Feist Gothisches Worterbuch. Leiden 1986. 

Lehmann (W. P.) Idg. Forschung 1 992 = W. P. Lehmann Die geg�nwar
tige Richtung der indogermanischen Forschung. Budapest 1992. Re
view: M. Kiirnmel in PFU 4 1998 p. 5 1 -59. 

Lehmann (W. P.) PIE Syntax 1974 = W. P. Lehmann Proto-Indo
European Syntax. Austin 1974. 

Leisi Sprach-Knigge 1 992 = I. and E. Leisi Sprach-Knigge oder Wie und 
was soli ich reden ? 1 st ed. TUbingen 1992 (3rd ed. 1993). 

Leisi Streiflichter 1995 = E. Leisi Streiflichter: unzeitgemafte Essays zu 
Kuitur, Sprache und Literatur. TUbingen 1 995. 

Leisi Wortinhalt 1974 = E. Leisi Der Wortinhalt. 4th ed. Heidelberg 1 974. 
Lejeune Lepontica 1971  = M. Lejeune Lepontica. Paris 1 97 1  (= 

Monographies Linguistiques I). 
Lejeune Memoires I 1 958 IT 1971 lIT 1 972 IV 1997 = M. Lejeune 

Memoires de philologie mycenienne. 4 series. Paris: I ( 1955- 1 957) 
1958; Rome: 11 ( 1 958- 1 963) 1 97 1 ;  III ( 1964-1 968) 1972; IV ( 1 969-
(996) 1997. 
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Lejeune Notice 1993 = M. Lejeune Notice biographique et bibliographi
que, suivie de I'expose "D'Alcoy a Espanca: Rejlexions sur les ecri
tures paleo-hispaniques". Leuven 1993. 

Lejeune Phomltique 1 972 = M. Lejeune Phonetique historique du myce
nien et du grec ancien. 2nd ed. Paris 1 972. 

Lejeune Venete 1974 = M. Lejeune Manuel de la langue venete. Heidel
berg 1974. 

Leskien Handb. d. abulg. (aksl.) Sprache 1 962 = A. Leskien Handbuch 
der altbulgarischen Sprache. Heidelberg 1962. 

Lesky Gr. Lit. 1957-1958 = A. Lesky Geschichte der griechischen Lit
eratur. 1 st ed. Bern 1 957-1958, 3rd ed. Bern and Munich 1 97 1 .  

Leukart Fruhgr. Nomina 1 994 = A. Leukart Die fruhgriechischen Nomina 
auf -tas und -as, Untersuchungen zu ihrer Herkunji und Ausbreitung 
(unter Vergleich mit den Nomina auf -ells). Vienna 1994 (= SbOAW 
558). Review: 1.-L. Perpillou in Kratylos 42 1 997 p. 81 -86. 

Leurnann Homerische Worter 1 950 = M. Leurnann Homerische Worter. 
Basel 1 950 (and reprint). 

Leurnann Kleine Schrifien 1959 = M. Leurnann Kleine Schrifien, edited by 
H. Haffier, E.  Risch and W. Riiegg. ZUrich 1959. 

Leumann LLFL 1 977 = M. Leumann Lateinische Laut- und Formenlehre. 
new ed. Munich 1977 (= vo!. I of Leurnann / Hofmann / Szantyr Lat. 
Gr.). The new edition replaces an earlier version ( 1 926-1928) from the 
hand of M. Leurnann. The 1 926-1 928 version was included as the 5th 
edition of Lateinischen Laut- und Formenlehre, part of the greater 
work, Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaji and was written as a thor
ough revision of the 4th edition by F. Stolz. It  is unsurpassed in brevity 
and conciseness. 

Leurnann Neuerungen 1 952 = M. Leumann Morphologische Neuerungen 
im altindischen Verbalsystem. Amsterdam 1952. 

Leumann / Hofrnann / Szantyr AlIg. Teil 1965 = M. Leumann, J. B. Hof
mann and A. Szantyr AlIgemeiner Teil. This work presents general re
flections on Leumann / Hofmann / Szantyr Lat. Gr. and constitutes an 
appendix in Hofmann / Szantyr Lat. Syntax 1965. 

Leurnann / Hofmann / Szantyr Lat. Gr. = M. Leumann, 1. B. Hofrnann and 
A. Szantyr Lateinische Grammatik. Munich 1 977 and 1965 (as part of 

the Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaji). The first volume is included 
in the present bibliography as Leumann LLFL 1 977; the second volume, 
as Hofmann / Szantyr Lat. Syntax 1965. The general section (AlIge
meiner Teif) is included as Leumann / Hofrnann / Szantyr AlIg. Teil 
1 965. 
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LEW = A. Walde Lateinisches etymologisches Worterbuch. 3rd revised 
ed. by J. B. Hofmann. 3 vols. Heidelberg 1938-1956. 

Lewandowski Linguist. Worterbuch 1-3 1994 = Th. Lewandowski Lin
guistisches Worterbuch. 6th ed. Heidelberg / Wiesbaden 1 994 (= UTB 
1 5 1 8): I (A-H), 2 (I-R), 3 (S-Z). 

Lex(icon) Gramm(aticorum) 1 996 = Lexicon Grammaticorum, Who's 
Who in the History of World Linguistics, General Editor H. Stammer
johann. TUbingen 1996. 

LfgrE = Lexikon des frilhgriechischen Epos, edited by Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae in Hamburg. Founded by B. Snell. Gottingen: Fascicle I 
(0 - OetKi]s) 1955. The fascicles 1 -9 were published as vo!. I (A) 1979; 
10-14 as vo\. IT (B-A) 1991. The newest fascicles are 17 (oli6t; - 0pooo) 
1 999 and 1 8  (oPY'i - Itat;) 2000. 

Lindeman Laryngeal Theory 1 997 = F. O. Lindeman Introduction to the 
"Laryngeal Theory". revised and augmented edition of the Oslo 1987 
edition. Innsbruck 1 997 (= IBS Nr. 91). Review: B. Forssman in Kra
tylos 45 2000 p. 68-75. Review of the 1 987 edition: H. Rix in IF 96 
1 991 p. 269-274; M. Mayrhofer in Kratylos 36 1991 p. 92-95. Cf. also 
F. O. Lindeman in HS 102 1 989 p. 268-297 (review of Laryngaltheo
rie, 1988). 

Lingue e dialelli 1978 = Lingue e dialelli dell' Italia antica, edited by A. 
L. Prosdocimi. Aggiornamento e indici a cura di A. Marinetti. Padua 
1982. 

Lingue indoeuropee 1 994 = Le lingue indoeuropee, edited by A. Giaca
lone Ramat and P. Ramal. Bologna 1994. Review: B. Schirmer in 
Kratylos 42 1 997 p. 39-43 . Cf. the English translation, s. v. Indo
European Languages 1998. 

Linguistic Change and Reconstruction Methodology 1990 = Linguistic 
Change and Reconstruction Methodology, edited by Ph. Baldi. Berlin / 
New York 1990 (= Trends in Linguistics, Studies and Monographs 
45). 

Lipp Palatale 1 994 = R. Lipp Die indogermanischen Palatale im Indoi
ranischen. (dissertation). Freiburg 1994. Publication is imminent. 

UV 1998 = Lexikon der indogermanischen Verben, Die Wurzeln und ihre 

Primtirstammbildungen, under the direction of H. Rix, revised by M. 

Kiimmel, Th. Zehnder, R. Lipp, B.  Schirmer. Wiesbaden 1998; see be

low, F 203. New edition, see below, UV 200 1 .  At the time of publica

tion, it was no longer possible to integrate information in LIV 200 1 .  

Thus all references to U V  refer to LIV 1998. Reviews o f  LIV 1998: , 
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E. Seebold in IF 104 1999 p. 287-299; Ch. de Lamberterie in BSL 95 1 2 2000 p. 1 39-145. On the new revised edition see LIV 200 1 .  LIV 2001 = Lexikon der indogermanischen Verben. New revised edition by H. Rix and M. Kiimrnel. Wiesbaden 200 1 .  
Lockwood Idg. Sprachw. 1982 = W. B .  Lockwood Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft. Tiibingen 1982. English original: Indo-European Philology. London 1 969. 
Lockwood Uberblick 1979 = W. B. Lockwood Uberblick iiber die indogermanischen Sprachen. Tiibingen 1979. English original: A Panorama of Indo-European languages. London 1 972. 
Lohmann Genus und Sexus 1932 = J. Lohmann Genus lInd Sexus, Eine morphologische Studie zlIm Ursprung der indogermanischen nominalen Genus-Unterscheidung. Gottingen 1932. 
Lomrne1 Kleine Schriften 1978 = H. Lomrne1 Kleine Schriften. Wiesbaden 1978. 
Lubotsky Nominal Accentuation 1 988 = A. M. Lubotsky The System of Nommal Accentuation in Sanskrit and Proto-Indo-European. Leiden 1988. ReView: S. W. Jamison in JAOS I I I  1991 p. 41 9-422. Lubotsky R V  Word Concordance 1997 = A. Lubotsky A IJgvedic Word Concordance. 2 Parts. New Haven 1997 (= American Oriental Series 82-83). 

Liihr Egil/ 2000 = R. Liihr Die Gedichte des Skalden Egill. Dettelbach 2000 (= Jenaer Indogermanistische Textbearbeitllng 1 ). Liihr Expressivittit 1 988 = R. Liihr Expressivittit und Lautgesetz im Germanischen. Heidelberg 1 988. 
Lilhr Hildebrandlied I 1 II 1 982 = R. Liihr Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes. Frankfurt am Main 1982: Part I (Herkunft und Sprache)' Part II (Kommentar). ' 
Liihr Neuhochdeutsch 1986 = R. Liihr Neuhochdeutsch, Eine Einfiihrung m d,e Sprachwissenschaft. 4th ed. Munich 1986. 
Luraghi Casi e preposizioni 1996 = S. Luraghi Studi su casi e preposizioni nel greco antico. Pavia 1 996. 
Luraghi Hit/ite 1997 = S. Luraghi Hit/ite. Munich 1 New Castle 1997 (= Languages of the World, Materials 1 14). 
Luraghi Old Hittite Sentence Structure 1990 = S. Luraghi Old Hit/ite Sentence Structure. London 1 New York 1990. 

MacDonell Vedic Grammar 1 9 1 0  = A. A. MacDonell A Vedic Grammar. Strasbourg 1910  (Indian reprints). 
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Macqueen Hit/ites 1986 = J. G. Macqueen The Hittites and their Contem
poraries in Asia Minor. 2nd ed. London 1 986. paperback, 1 996. 

Mallory In Search of the Indo-Europeans 1989 = J. P. Mallory In Search 
of the Indo-Europeans, Language, Archaeology and Myth. London 
1989. Critical review: B. Schlerath in Praehistorische Zeitschrift 67 
1 992 p. 1 32-1 37. 

Mallory 1 Adams Encyclopedia 1 997 = J. P. Mallory and D
: Q. Adams 

Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture. London and Chicago 1 997. 
Review: SI. Zimrner in TIES 27 1999 p. 105-163 and m Kratylos 45 
2000 p. 46-52; A. Hliusler in IF 105 2000 p. 3 1 4-3 1 8. 

Mann lE Comparative Dictionary 1 984 1 1987 = S. E. Mann �n Indo
European Comparative Dictionary. Hamburg 1 984 1 1987. CntIcal re
view: M. Mayrhofer in Kratylos 34 1989 p. 4 1 -45 (p. 45: "ein so 
schlechtes Buch"). 

Manual de lingiiistica indoeuropea I-III 1995-1 998 = F. R. Adrados, A. 
Bemare, J. Mendoza Manual de lingiiistica indoeuropea. Madnd: I 
(Prologo, introduccion fomitica) 1995; Il (Mor/ologia nominal y ver
bal) 1996; III (Morfologia: pronombres, adverbios, particulas y nu
merales; Syntaxis; Dijferenciacion dialectal) 1 998. 

Marazzi Gerogliftco 1990 = M. Marazzi 11 geroglifico anatolico: Prob
lemi di analisi e prospettive di ricerca. Rome 1 990. 

Marinetti Iscriz. sudpicene 1985 = A. Marinetti Le iscrizioni sudpicene, I :  
Testi. Florence 1 985 (= Lingue e Iscrizioni dell ' Italia Antica 5). Re
view: G. Meiser in Kratylos 32 1987 p. 1 1 0- 1 1 8. 

Marouzeau Latin litteraire 1949 = J. Marouzeau Quelques aspects de la 
formation du latin lit/eraire. Paris 1 949. 

Martfnez Garcia Nombres en - v  = F. J. Martfnez Garcia Los nombres en 
- v del griego. Frankfurt am Main 1994 (= Europtiische Hochschul
schriften, series XXI, vo!. 166). 

Masson (E.) Immortalite 1991 = E. Masson Le combat pour 
i 'immortalite, Heritage indo-europeen dans la mythologie anatolienne. 
Paris 199 1 .  

Masson (0.) Anatolian Languages 1 994 = O .  Masson Anatolian Lan
guages in Cambridge Ancient History, vo!. III  1 2nd ed. Cambndge 
1 99 1 .  Phrygian, p. 666-669; Lydian, p. 669-671 ;  Lyclan p. 671-674; 
Carian p. 674-676. 

Masson (0.) ICS 1 961  + Add. 1 983 = O. Masson Les inscriptions 
chypriotes syllabiques, Recueil critique et com:ente. Pru:is 196 1 .  re

print with addenda nova 1983. ReView of the l ed. 1 96 1 .  E. Risch In 
Kratylos 1 0  1965 p. 88-94. 
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Matthews Syntax 198 1  = P. H. Matthews Syntax. Cambridge et al. 198 1 .  
Maurach Lat. Dichtersprache 1983 = G .  Maurach Enchiridion Poeticum, 

Hilfsbuch zur lateinischen Dichtersprache. Darmstadt 1983. 2" ed. 
1 989. 

Mayrhofer Altiranische Namen 1979 = M. Mayrhofer Die altiranischen 
Namen. Vienna 1979. The work is part of the Iranischen Personenna_ 
menbuches, see above. 

Mayrhofer EW Ala = M. Mayrhofer Etymologisches Worterbuch des Alt
indoarischen. Heidelberg 1986ff. Vols. I (A-DlI) 1991 and " (N-lI) 
1996 are of great value. 

Mayrhofer Indo-Arier 1966 = M. Mayrhofer Die Indo-Arier im Alten 
Vorderasien. Mit einer analytisrhen Bibliographie. Wiesbaden 1 966. 
Cf. also, by the same author, Die Arier im vorderen Orient _ ein My
thos ? Vienna 1974 (= SbOA W, 294. vol., 3 .  Abhandlung). 

Mayrhofer KEWA = M. Mayrhofer KurzgeJafJtes etymologisches Worter
buch des Altindischen. 4 vols. Heidelberg 1956- 1980. 

Mayrhofer Kleine Schriften I 1979 " 1996 = M. Mayrhofer Ausgewahlte 
Kleine Schriften. Wiesbaden: I 1 979 edited by S. Deger-Jalkotzy and R. 
Schmitt; II 1996 edited by R. Schmitt. 

Mayrhofer Lautlehre 1986 = M. Mayrhofer Indogermanische Grammatik, 
vol. I ,  2nd half-volume, Lautlehre. Heidelberg 1986. Review: B. 
Forssman in Kratylos 33 1988 p. 56-63. 

Mayrhofer Piili 195 1  = M. Mayrhofer Handbuch des Piili. Part I: Gram
matile; Part 1I :  Texte und Glossar. Heidelberg 1 95 1 .  

Mayrhofer Sanskrit-Gramm. 1978 = M. Mayrhofer Sanskrit Grammatik 
mit sprachvergleichenden Erlauterungen. 3rd ed. Berlin / New York 
1978 (= Sammlung Goschen Nr. 2207). 

Mayrhofer Sanskrit und die Sprachen Alteuropas 1 983 = M. Mayrhofer 
Sanskrit und die Sprachen Alteuropas, Zwei Jahrhunderte des Wider
spiels von Entdeckungen und Irrtumern. Gottingen 1983 (= NA WG, 
1983, Nr. 5). 

Mayrhofer Supplement 1978 = M. Mayrhofer Supplement zur Sammlung 
der altpersischen Inschriften. Vienna 1 978 (= SbOA W, 338. vol.). 

Mayrhofer see also, Brandenstein / Mayrhofer above. 
McCone Old Irish Nasal Presents 1 991 = K. McCone The Indo-European 

Orlgms oJ the Old Irish Nasal Presents, Subjunctives and Futures. 
Innsbruck 1992. 

McCone Relative Chronology 1 996 = K. McCone Towards a Relative 
Chronology oJ Ancient and Medieval Celtic Sound Change. Maynooth 
1 996 (= Maynooth Studies in Celtic Linguistics I). 
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McCone / Sirnms Progress in Medieval Irish Studies 1 996 = K. McCone 
and K. Simms Progress in Medieval Irish Studies. Maynooth 1996. 

Meid Archtiologie und Sprachwissenschaji 1 989 = W. Meid Archtiologie 
und Sprachwissenschaji, Kritisches zu neueren Hypothesen der Aus
breitung der Indogermanen. Innsbruck 1 989 (= IBS, Vortrage und 
Kleinere Schriften 43). Critical review: B. Schlerath in Praehistorische 
Zeitschrift 67 1992 p. 1 37-139. 

Meid Ib/ 1 989 = W. Meid Das Problem von indogermanisch /b/. Inns
bruck 1 989 (= Vortrage und Kleinere Schriften 44). 

Meid Botorrita 1993 = W. Meid Die erste Botorrita-Inschrift: Interpreta
tion eines keltiberischen Sprachdenkmals. Innsbruck 1993 (= IBS Nr. 
76). Cf. by the same author, Celtihlrian Inscriptions. Budapest 1994 
and Kleinere keltiberische Sprachdenkmaler. Innsbruck 1996 (= IBS, 
Vortrage und kieinere Schriften 64). 

Meid Gaulish inscriptions 1 992 = W. Meid Gaulish Inscriptions: Their 
Interpretation in the Light oJ Archaeological Evidence and their Value 
as a Source oJ Linguistic and Sociological ln/ormation. Budapest 1 992 
(2nd Rev. Ed. 1994). 

Meid, see also,Krahe / Meid. 
Meier-Brtigger Gr. Sprachw. I / II 1992 = M. Meier-Briigger Griechische 

Sprachwissenschaji. 2 vols. Berlin / New York 1 992 (= Sammlung 
Goschen Nr. 2241 and Nr. 2242): I (Bibliographie, Einleitung, Syn
tax); 1I (Wortschatz, Formenlehre, Lautlehre, Indizes). 

Meillet Aper,u 1 975 = A. Meillet Aper,u d'une histoire de la langue 
grecque. Paris 1913 .  Reprints. 8th ed. 1 975 with a bibliography by o. 
Masson. Regarding the reception of this epoch-making work: � A. 
Morpurgo Davies in Meillet e/ la linguistique de son temps 1988 p. 
235-252. 

Meillet Armenien classique 1936 = A. Meillet Esquisse d'une grammaire 
compart!e de l'armenien classique. 2nd edition, completely revised. Vi
enna 1 936. 

Meillet Esquisse 1928 = A. Meillet Esquisse d'une histoire de la langue 
latine. Paris 1928. 

Meillet et la linguistique de son temps 1 988 = Antoine Meillet et la lin
guistique de son temps, edited by S. Auroux. Lille 1988 (= HEL [His
toire, Epistemologie, Langage 1 10  / Il). 

Meillet Introduction 1 949 = A. Meillet lntroduction a l'etude comparative 
des langues indo-europeennes. Paris 1949 (reprint of the 8th ed. Ala
bama 1964). 
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Meillet Linguislique hislori r " A. Meillet Lin isli ue 
qze el mgulsllque generale I 192 1  II 1936 � 

1 92 1 ,  II 1936 (!:'d v!ious 
�:;;I�U; el ImgulSlique generale. Paris I 

MellIet Mhhode comparmive 192;: A M 'II L ' en linguislique hislorique. Oslo 1 Pari� 1
;�

5
e� � melhode comparalive 

Meillet 1 Vendryes Grammaire comparee 1924 � repnms). 
dryes TraiM de grammaire com a ' d 

- A. Meillet and 1. Ven_ 
1 924. A comparable work is Smkr 

r;".e � langues c/assiques. Paris 
(q. v.). ew omparallve Grammar 1995 

Meiser (Hisl.) Laul- u. Formenlehr (d Hislorische LaUl- und Form 
e . lal. Sprache) 1 998 = O. Meiser 

stadt 1 998. Review' B V' 
�nt;;;re der Ia/einischen Sprache. Darm_ 

Meiser Peifekl 1 991  
:" G � m arylos 46 200 I p. I 1 8- 126. 

laleinischen PeifeklsYSI;ms 
elser

td
Vorgeschichle und Ausbildung des 

1991 
. POs octoral work Freiburg un' B . . relsgau 

Meiser Umbrisch 1986 = 0 M '  La che. Innsbruck 1 986 (= IBS 
�:�� 

I
) ulgeschichle der umbrischen Spra-

Melster Homer. Kunslsprache 192 1' = K . . Kunslsprache. Leipzig 1 92 1 .  
. Melster Die homerische 

MelSterbans 1 Schwyzer All. Inschr. 1900 = . 
der allischen Inschrifien. 3rd ed . 

d 
K. Melsterhans Grammalik 

zer. Berlin 1900. 
., revIse and expanded by E. Schwy-

Melchert Ab/. and Inslr. 1 977 = H C M I h in Hillile. (dissertation). Harvard 1'977
e c ert Ablalive and Inslrumenlal 

Melchert Ana/olian Hislorical Phonolo . 1 994 -ban Hislorical Phonology Am t d
gy - H. C. Melchert Analo

Rieken in BiOr 55 1 998 Sp: 473:4�5.a;:; 6 Atlanta 
.1994. Review: E. 

p. 96-1 08. ' . ettmger m Kra/ylos 43 1998 
Melchert Cuneiform Luvian 1993 = H Lexicon. Chapel Hill 1 993. 

. C. Melchert Cuneiform Luvian 
Melchert Hillile Hislorical Phonology 1 984 = HlIIlIe Hislorical Phonology O"tf 

H. C. Melchert Sludies in 
32). 

. 0 mgen 1 984 (= ZVS, Ergtinzungsheji 
Melchert Lycian 1 993 = H C M . ed. Chapel Hill 1993 ' . elchert LycIQn Lexicon. 2nd fully revised 
Mendez Dosuna Noroe;le 1 985 = J M '  d 0 dorios del norOesle). Salamanca i 98�n ez osuna Noroesle (Dialeclos 
Melzler Lexikon Sprache 1 993 and 2000 = . lted by H. GUick. I st cd. Slut! art 1 W . Melzler Lexlkon Sprache, ed

panded ed. 2000. 
g eunar 1 993. 2nd revised and ex-
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Meyer Lat. Epigraphik 1 973 = E. Meyer Einfuhrung in die lateinische 
Epigraphik. Darmstadt 1 973. 

MH = Museum Helveticum. 
Mikkola Abstraklion 1964 = E. Mikkola Die Abstraklion, Begriff und 

Struktur, Eine logisch-semantische Untersuchung auf nominalistischer 
Grundlage unter besonderer Berucksichligung des Lateinischen. Hel
sinki 1964. 

Mikkola Kompositum I 1971 = E. Mikkola Das Kompositum, vol. I (see 
particularly the first chapter, 'Die Zusammensetzung, Begriff und 
Slruktur' p. 5ff. and the bibliography p. 56ff.). 2nd ed. 197 1 .  

Miklosich Vergl. Syntax 1 868-1874 = Fr. Miklosich Vergleichende Syntax 
der slavischen Spraehen. Vienna 1 868-1874. 

Minos = Minos. Revista de jilologia egea. Salamanca. 
Monro Homer. Dia/eel 1891 = D. B.  Moneo A Grammar of the Homeric 

Dialect. 2nd ed. Oxford 1 892. 
Morpurgo Davies Ollocento 1 996 = A. Morpurgo Davies La linguislica 

dell ' Olloeento. Bologna 1 996. 
MSS = Munchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaji. 
Muller Norninativ und Akkusativ 1908 = C. F. W. MiiUer Syntax des No

rninativs und Akkusativs im Lateinischen. Leipzig 1 Berlin 1 908. 
Mutzbauer Or. Tempuslehre I 1 893 2 1 909 = C. Mutzbauer Die Grund

lagen der grieehischen Tempuslehre und der homerische Tempusge
brauch. Ein Beitrag zur historisehen Syntax der griechischen Sprache. 
2 vols. Strasbourg 1 893-1909. 

Mutzbauer Konj. und Opl. 1908 = C. Mutzbauer Die Grundbedeutung des 
Konjunklivs und Optalivs und ihre EnIWieklung im Griechischen. Leip
zig 1 Berlin 1908. 

Mykenai"ka 1990 [ 1992] = Mykenai"ka. Acles du IXe Colloque interna
tional sur les textes myceniens et egeens 1 990 in Athens. Paris 1992 (= 
BCH, Suppl. 25). 

Nagy = Greek Dialects 1 970 = O. Nagy Greek Dialects and the Trans
formation of an Indo-European Process. Cambridge 1 Mass. 1970. 
Review: A. Morpurgo Davies in CR 22 1972 p. 371-374; C. J. Ruijgh 
in Scripta Minora I 1991  p. 635-650. 

Namenforschung 1 1 995 1 2 1 996 = Namenforschung / Name Studies / Les 
noms propres, Ein internalionales Handbuch zur Onomaslik, edited by 
E. EicWer, G. Hilty, H. Llifl:ler, H. Steger, L. Zgusta. Berlin 1 New 
York. 2 vols.: I 1 995; 2 1 996 (= HSK 1 1 . 1  and 1 1 .2). Review: R. 
Bergrnann in BNF N.F. 32 / 4  1 997 p. 457-471 .  
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Narten Kleine Schriften I 1 995 = J. Narten Kleine Schriften, edited by M. 
Albino and M. Fritz. vo!. I Wiesbaden 1995. 

Narten Sigmalische Aorisle 1 964 = J. Narten Die sigmalischen Aorisle im 
Veda. Wiesbaden 1 964. 

Narten Yasna Hapla1Jhaili 1 986 = J. Narten Der Yasna Haplat/haili. 
Wiesbaden 1986. 

Narten, see also Hoffinann / Narten. 
NA WG = Nachrichlen der Akademie der Wissenschafien in Gollingen. 
Neu Ahelh. Glossar 1 983 = E. Neu Glossar zu den allhelhilischen Ritu-

ailexlen. Wiesbaden 1 983 (= StBoT 26). 
Neu Ahelh. Riluallexle 1 980 = E. Neu Allhelhilische Riluailexle in Um

schrift. Wiesbaden 1 980 (= StBoT 25). 
Neu Anilla 1974 = E. Neu Der Anilla-TexI. Wiesbaden 1974 (= StBoT 

1 8). See also: -) G. Steiner SIruktur und Bedeulung des sog. Anilla
Textes in OA 23 1 984 p. 53-73. 

Neu Hurrilisch 1988 = E. Neu Das HlIrritische: Eine altorientalische 
Sprache in neuem Licht. Mainz 1988 (= AA WL 1988 Nr. 3). 

Neu Interpret. Mediopassiv 1968 = E. Neu Interpretation der hethilischen 
mediopassiven Verbalformen. Wiesbaden 1968 (= StBoT 5). 

Neu Lokativ 1980 = E. Neu Studien zum endungslosen "Lokativ" des He
thitischen. Irmsbruck 1 980 (= ms, Vortrage und kIeinere Schriften 23). 

Neu Mediopassiv 1968 = E. Neu Das hethitische Mediopassiv und seine 
indogermanischen Grundlagen. Wiesbaden 1968 (= StBoT 6). 

Neu, see also ROster / Neu. 
Neumann Indogermanistik 1967 = G. Neumann Indogermanische 

Sprachwissenschafi 1 8 1 6  and 1966. Innsbruck 1967. 
Neumann Kleine Schriften 1 994 = G. Neumann Ausgewiihlte kleine 

Schriften. edited by E. Badali, H. Nowicki and S. Zeilfelder. Innsbruck 
1994 (= lBS 77). 

Neumann Phrygisch und Griechisch 1988 = G. Neumann Phrygisch und 
Griechisch. Vienna 1988 (= SbOAW 499). 

Neumann Weilerleben 1961 = G. Neumann Untersuchungen zum Weiter
leben helhilischen und luwischen Sprachgutes in hellenistischer und 
romischer Zeil. Wiesbaden 1962. 

Neve ljat/usa 1 996 = P. Neve ljallusa - Siadl der Goller und Tempel, 
Neue A usgrabungen in der Hauplstadl der Helhiler. 2nd ed. Mainz 
1996 (= Sonderhefi der Anliken Weil). 

New Sound of Indo-European 1 989 = The New Sound of Indo-European, 
Essays in Phonological Reconslruclion, edited by Th. Vennemann. 
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Berlin 1 989 (= Trends in Linguistics 41) .  Review: O. Szemerenyi in 
Diachronica 6 1 989 p. 237-269. 

Noreen Altisliindisch und Ailnorwegisch 1 923 = A. Noreen Allisliindische 
und altnorwegische Grammalik unler Beriicksichtigung des Urnordis
chen. Halle 1923. 

Noreen AIIschwedisch 1 904 = A. Noreen Altschwedische Grammalik, Mil 
EinschlufJ des Allgutnischen. Halle 1904. 

Nowicki s-Sltimme 1 976 = H. Nowicki Die neutralen s-SIiimme im indo
iranischen Zweig des Indogermanischen. (dissertation in philology). 
WUrzburg 1976. 

NTS = Norsk Tidskriftfor Sprogvidenskop. 
Numerals 1992 = Indo-European Numerals, edited by J. Gvozdanovic. 

Berlin I New York 1 992 (= Trends in Linguistics, SIudies and Mono
graphs 57). Concerning the work, see below F 500 § 3b. 

Nussbaum Head and Horn 1 986 = A. J. Nussbaum Head and Horn in 
Indo-European. Berlin I New York 1986. Review: R. S. P. Beekes in 
Kratylos 34 1 989 p. 55-59. 

Nussbaum Two SIudies 1998 = A. J. Nussbaum Two Studies in Greek and 
Homeric Linguislics. G6ttingen 1 998 (= Hypomnemata 1 20). Review: 

B. Forssman in Kratylos 46 2001 p. 1 l 3-1 1 7. 

OA = Oriens Antiquus. 
Odyssey J (Books i-viii) 1 988 IT  (Books ix-xvi) 1989 III (Books xvii-xxiv) 

1992 = A Commenlary on Homer's Odyssey. Oxford: I by A. Heubeck 

(with General Introduclion), S. West (with The Transmission of Ihe 

TexI and Books i-iv) and J. B. Hainsworth (with The Epic Dialeel and 

Books v-viii); I I  by A. Heubeck (with Books ix-xii) and A. Hoekstra 

(with Books xiii-xvi) 1 989; III by J. Russo (with Books xvii-xx), M. 

Ferruindez-Galiano (with Books xxi-xxii) and A. Heubeck (with Books 

xxiii-xxiv) 1992. The Oxford edition is a "Revised version, without text 

and translation, of the six-volume edition commissioned by the Fon

dazione Lorenzo Valla and published by Mondadori Milano 1981-

1 986". 
Oertel Dalivi finales 1 94 1  = H. Oertel Die Dativi finales abslrakter No

mina und andere Beispiele nominaler Satzfiigung in der vedischen 
Prosa. Munich 1942. 

Oettinger Verbum 1979 = N. Oettinger Die Stammbildung des hethi
tischen Verbums. NUmberg 1979. The same author offers the supple
mentary Die hethitischen Verbalstiimme in Grammatica It/ita 1992 p. 
2 14-252. 
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Ohlstadt 1 994 [1 996] = Tagungsband " Hellenische Mythologie / Vor
geschichte " (title also in Modem Greek) 1994 in Ohlstadt / Oberbayem, 
edIted by N. Dimoudis and A. Kyriatsoulis. Altenburg 1996 (organiz
ers: Verein zur Forderung der Aufarbeitung der hellenischen 
Geschichte Weilheim (Upper Bavaria) and the Club Griechischer 
Akademiker Miinchen). 

Ohlstadt 1 996 [ 1 998] = Tagung " Die Geschichte der hellenischen Spra
che und Schrift" (title also in Modem Greek and English) 1 996 in Ohl
stadt / Oberbayem, edited by N. Dimoudis and A. Kyriatsoulis. Alten
burg 1998 (organizers: Verein zur Forderung der Auforbeitung der 
hellenischen Geschichte Weilheim [Upper Bavaria]). 

OLD = Oxford Latin Dictionary. Oxford 1968-1 982. 
01denberg Kleine Schriften 1 967 = H. Oldenberg Kleine Schriften, edited 

by K. L. Janert. 2 parts. Wiesbaden 1967. 
01denberg Noten 1 909- 1 9 1 2  = H. Oldenberg 8gveda, Textkritische und 

exegetische Noten. I - VI Berlin 1909, VII - X Berlin 191 2. 
Old English Runes 1 99 1  = Old English Runes and their Continental 

Background, edited by A. Bammesberger. Heidelberg 1 99 1 .  
Olsen Instrument Noun Suffix 1988 = B. A. 01sen The Proto-Indo

European Instrument Noun Suffix "-tlom and its variants. Copenhagen 
1988. 

01sen Noun 1999 = B. A. 01sen The Noun in Biblical Armenian, Origin 
and Word-Formation - with special emphasis on the Indo-European 
hen/age. Berlin 1 999 (= Trends in Linguistics, Studies and Mono
graphs 1 1 9). Review: S .  Zeilfelder in Sprache 40 1998 p. 1 05-109; R. 
Schmitt in Kratylos 46 200 I p. 80-88. 

OLZ = Orientalistische Lileraturzeilung 

PaImer Descriptive and Comparative Linguistics 1972 = L. R. PaImer 
Descriplive and Comparative Linguistics, A Critical Introduction. 
London 1972. 

Palmer Greek Language 1 980 = L. R. Palmer The Greek Language Lon
don / Boston 1 980. German translation by W. Meid. Innsbruck 1986 (= 
IBS Nr. 50). 

Panzer Slav. Sprachen 1 991  = B. Panzer Die slavischen Sprachen in Ge
genwart und Geschichte. Sprachstruk/uren und Verwandtschaft. 
Frankfurt am Main 1991 (= Heidelberger Publikalionen zur Slavistik, 
A. Linguistische Reihe 3). 

Partherreich [ 1996] 1998 = Das Partherreich und seine Zeugnisse / The 
Arsacid Empire: Sources and Documentation, Beitrage des interna-
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tionalen Colloquiums 1996 in Eutin, edited by J. WiesenhOfer. Stutt
gart 1998. 

PBB = Beitrage zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur. 
(Halle and) Tilbingen (The abbreviation comes from H. Paul, W. 
Braune, Beilrage ... ). 

Pedersen Cinquieme declinaison 1 926 = H. Pedersen La cinquieme decli
naison laline. Copenhagen 1926. 

Pedersen Hillitisch 1 938 = H. Pedersen Hillitisch und die anderen indo
europaischen Sprachen. Copenhagen 1938. 

Pedersen KI. Schr. zum Arm. 1 982 = H. Pedersen Kleine Schriften zum 
Armenischen, edited by R. Schmitt. Hildesheim / New York 1982. 

Pedersen Tocharisch 1941  = H. Pedersen Tocharisch vom Gesichtspunkt 
der indoeuropaischen Sprachvergleichung. Copenhagen 1 942. 

Pedersen Vgl. Gramm. d. kelt. Spr. I 1909 1 I  1 9 1 3  = H. Pedersen Ver
gleichende Grammatik der keltischen Sprachen. 2 vols. Giittingen: 1 
(Einleitung und Lautlehre) 1909; I1 (Bedeutungslehre) 1913.  

. .  
Pellegrini / Prosdocimi Lingua Venetica I / Il  1967 = G. B. PellegnTU and 

A. L. Prosdocimi La lingua Venelica. Padua 1967. I :  Le iscrizioni by 
G. B. Pellegrini and A. L. Prosdocimi; I I :  Studi by A. L. Prosdocimi. 

Peters Laryngale 1980 = M. Peters Untersuchungen zur Vertretung der 
indogermanischen Laryngale im Griechischen. Vienna 1 980. Revi

.
ew: 

R. S. P. Beekes in Kratylos 26 198 1  [ 1 982] p. 1 06- 1 15;  J. Catsarucos 
in BSL 77 / 2 1982 p. 89-95; B. Forssman in ZVS 96 1982 [ 1 983] p. 
290-292; C. J. Ruijgh in Mnemosyne 36 1983 p. 373-380. 

Petit 'sue- 1 999 = D. Petit "Sue- en grec ancien: La famille du pronom 
rejIe�hi, Linguistique grecq�e et comparaison indo-europEienne. Lou
van 1 999 (= Collection Linguistique, publiee par la Societe de Lin
guistique de Paris, 79). 

Petit Lituanien 1999 = D. Petit Lituanien. Paris 1 999 (in LALIES 19, 
Aussois 1998). 

Pfeiffer Klass. Philologie I 1970 = R. Pfeiffer Geschichte der klassischen 
Phi/ologie, Von den Anfangen bis zum Ende des Hellenismus. Reinbek 
near Hamburg 1 970. Klass. Philologie is a translation (by M. Amold) 
of the English original: "History of Classical Scholarship". Oxford 
1968. 

PFU = Phi/ologia Fenno-Ugrica. . 
Pinault Tokharien 1 989 = G.-J. Pinault Introduction au tokharien. ParIs 

1989 (in LALIES, A ctes des sessions de Iinguistique et de !illerature 
Nr.7, Aussois 1 985). 
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Pinkster Lateinische Syntax 1 988, i.e. Latin Syntax 1 990 = H. Pinkster 
Lateinische Syntax und Semantik. Tiibingen 1 988 (= UTB Nr. 1462 
published by the Francke Verlag). The text is a translation of the origi
nal, published in Dutch in 1 984. An English version appeared in 1 990 
in London I New York with the title: Latin Syntax and Semantics. 

Place de I' Armenien 1 986 = La place de I'armenien dans les langues 
indo-europeennes, edited by M. Leroy and F. Mawet. Louvain 1986. 

P1ath Streitwagen 1 994 = R. Plath Der Streitwagen und seine Teile im 
frl1hen Griechischen. Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu den mykenischen 
Texten und zum homerischen Epos. Niimberg 1994 (= Erlanger Bei
trage zur Sprache, Literatur und Kunst 76). Review: I. Hajnal in Kra
tylos 42 1 997 p. 78-8 1 .  

Poccetti Nuovi Documenti Italici see below, s. v. Vetter. 
Pokorny lEW 1 959-1 969 = J. Pokorny Indogermanisches etymologisches 

Worterbuch. 1 / 1l Bern I Munich 1 959-1969. 
Portraits T I II 1 966 = Portraits of Linguists, A Biographical Source Book 

for the History of Western Linguistics, 1 764-1963, edited by Th. A. 
Sebeok. Bloornington I London 1966: J (From Sir William Jones 10 
Karl Brugmann); Il (From Eduard Sievers 10 Benjamin Lee Whorf). 

Porzig Gliederung 1954 = W. Porzig Die Gliederung des indogermanis
chen Sprachgebiets. Heidelberg 1954. 

Porzig Satzinhalte 1942 = W. Porzig Die Namen fur Satzinhalte im Gri
echischen und im Indogermanischen. Berlin 1942 (= Untersuchungen 
zur indogermanischen Sprach- und Kullurwissenschajt 10). 

POrzIg Wunder der Sprache 1 97 1  = W. Porzig Das Wunder der Sprache, 
Probleme, Methoden und Ergebnisse der Sprachwissenschajt. 5th ed. 
revised by A. Jecklin and H. Rupp. Munich 1 971 (= UTB 32). 8. ed. 
1 986. The ftrst edition of this outstanding work was published in 1950. 
Prins Hillite neuter 1 997 = A. Prins Hillite neuter singular - neuter 
plural, Some Evidence for a Connection. Leiden 1 997. 

Probleme der lat. Gramm. 1973 = Probleme der lat. Grammatik, edited 
by K. Strunk. Darmstadt 1 973 (= Wege der Forschung 93). 

Probleme der Namenbildung 1986 [ 1988] = Probleme der Namenbildung, 
RekonslrukJion von Eigennamen und der ihnen zugrundeliegenden Ap
pellative, AkJen eines internationalen Symposiums 1986 in Uppsala 
edited by Th. Andersson. Uppsala 1988. 

' 

Puhvel Analecta Indoeuropea 1 981 = 1. Puhvel Analecla Indoeuropea, 
Delectus operum minorum . . .  annos 1952-1977 complectens. Innsbruck 
1981 (= IBS 35). 
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Puhvel HED 1 / 2 1984, 3 1 991 , 4 1997, 5 2001 = J. Puhvel Hillite Ety
mological Dictionary. Berlin I New York I Amsterdam: vo!. 1 ( Words 
beginning wilh A) and 2 (Words beginning with E and I) 1 984; vo!. 3 
(Words beginning with H) 1 99 1 ;  vo!. 4 ( Words beginning wilh K) 
1 997; vo!. 5 (Words beginning with L) 2001 .  Concerning vo!. 4, cf. I. 
Hajnal in HS 1 12 1 999 p. 305-3 1 5  

Puhve1 Laryngeals and Ihe lE Verb 1960 = J. Puhvel Laryngeals and the 
Indo-European Verb. Berkeley 1 960. Review: W. Cowgill in Lan
guage 39 1963 p. 248-270. 

Radke Archaisches Latein 1981  = O. Radke Archaisches Latein. Darrn
stadt 198 1  (= Ertrage der Forschung 1 50). 

Ramat see above, Lingue indoeuropee 1994. 
Rasmussen Morphophonemalik 1 989 = J. E. Rasmussen Studien zur Mor

phophonematik der indogermanischen Grundsprache. Innsbruck 1989 
(= IBS Nr. 55). 

Rasmussen Selected Papers 1 999 = J. E. Rasmussen Selected Papers on 
Indo-European Linguistics, 2 vols. Copenhagen 1999. 

Raulwing Horses 2000 = P. Raulwing Horses, Chariots and Indo
Europeans, Foundations and Melhods of Chariotry Research from Ihe 
Viewpoint of Indo-European Linguistics. Budapest 2000. Review: K. 
Jones-Bley in JIES 28 2000 p. 440-449. 

REArm = Revue des Etudes Armeniennes. 
Redei Idg. -ural. Sprachkontakte 1986 = K. Redei Zu den indogermanisch

uralischen SprachkontakJen. Vienna 1986 (= SbClAW 468). 
Rehder Slav. Sprachw. 1998 = P. Rehder Einfuhrung in die slavische 

Sprachwissenschajt. Darmstadt 3rd ed. 1 998. 
Reichler-Beguelin Type mens 1 986 = M.-J. Reichler-Beguelin Les noms 

latins du type mens. Brussels 1986 (= Collection Lalomus vo!. 195). 
Review: F. Mawet in Kratylos 34 1989 p. 96- 1 02. 

REL = Revue des etudes latines. 
Renfrew Archaeology and Language 1987 = C. Renfrew Archaeology and 

Language: The Puzzle of Indo-European Origins. London 1987. Re
view: E. Campanile in Kratylos 33 1988 p. 53-56. 

Renou Bibliographie 1 997 = Bibliographie des travaux de Louis Renou, 
by O. Pinault. Paris 1 997 (= a supplement to the Bulletin d'etudes indi
ennes 13- 14 1 995-1996 [ 1997]). 

Res Mycenaeae 198 1  [ 1 983] = Res Mycenaeae, AkJen des Vll. Interna
lionalen Mykenologischen Colloquiums 1981 in Nurnberg, edited by 
A. Heubeck and O. Neumann. 05ttingen 1983. Review: M. Peters in 
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Idg. Chr. 30a Nr. 581 ;  W. B1Ume1 in GGA 236 1 984 p. 121- 136; F. 
Bader in Kratylos 30 1985 p. 1 05-1 12. 

RGA = Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde, founded by J. 
Hoops. 2nd ed., fully revised and considerably expanded by numerous 
experts under the editorship of R. Miiller edited by H. Beck, H. Steuer 
and D. Tiempe. Status of publication: vo!. 1 1973 - vo!. 18  200 1 .  

Rieckejan- Verben 1996 = J. Riecke Die schwachen jan- Verben des Alt
hochdeutschen, Ein Gliederungsversuch. Gottingen 1996 (= Studien 
zum Althochdeutschen 32). Review: O. W. Robinson in Kratylos 44 
1 999 p. 127-130. 

Rieken Nom. Stammbildung 1 999 = E. Rieken Untersuchungen zur nomi
nalen Stammbildung des Hethitischen. Wiesbaden 1 999 (StBoT 44). 

RlG = Recueil des Inscriptions Gauloises. Paris. vo!. I 1985: M. Lejeune 
Textes gallo-grecs; vo!. IT 1 1988: M. Lejeune Textes Gallo-Etrusques, 
Textes Gallo-Latins sur pierre; vo!. III 1986: P.-M. DuvaJ Les Calen
driers. 

Rijksbaron Verb in Class. Greek 1 994 = A. Rijksbaron The Syntax and 
Semantics of the Verb in Classical Greek. 2nd ed. Amsterdam 1 994. 

Ringe Sound Changes in Tocharian I 1996 = D. A. Ringe On the Chro
nology of Sound Changes in Tocharian. I (From Proto-IE to Proto
Tocharian). New Haven 1996 (= American Oriental Series 80). 

Risch Gerund. 1984 = E. Risch Gerundivum und Gerundium. Gebrauch 
im klassischen und iilteren Latein. Entstehung und Vorgeschichte. Ber
lin / New York 1984. 

Risch Kleine Schrijien 1981 = E. Risch Kleine Schrijien. edited by A. Et
ter and M. Looser. Berlin I New York 1 982. 

Risch WOr/bildung 1974 = E. Risch Wortbildung der homerischen Spra
che. 2nd ed. Berlin 1974. 

Ritter Armeno antiguo 1996 = R.-P. Ritter Introduccion al armeno an
tiguo. Madrid 1996. 

Rix Etr. Texte I 1 11 1991 = H. Rix Etrllskische Texte. Editio minor, edited 
by H. Rix together with G. Meiser. Tiibingen 1 99 1 :  vo!. T (Einleitung, 
Konkordanz, Indizes); vo!. TT (Texte). 

Rix Gentilnamensystem 1972 = H. Rix Zum Ursprung des romisch
mittelitalischen Gentilnamensystems. Publishe as part of Aufstieg und 
Niedergang der romischen Welt, Geschichte und Kultur Roms im 
Spiegel der neueren Forschung, edited by H. Temporini. vo!. I I 2. 
Berlin I New York 1972 p. 700-758. 

Rix Hist. Gramm. d. Gr. 1 976 = H. Rix Historische Grammatik des Gri
echischen. Darmstadt 1976. 2" revised ed. 1 992. Review of the 2nd 
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ed.: G. DunkeJ in AJPh 97 1976 p. 416-420; M. Peters in Sprache 23 
1977 p. 65-67; F. Bader in BSL 72 I 2 1 977 p. 1 34-140; C. J. Ruijgh in 
Mnemosyne 3 1  1978 p. 298-307. 

Rix Kleine Schrijien 2001 = H. Rix Kleine Schrijien, Festgabe fur Helmut 
Rix zum 75. Geburtstag. Bremen 200 1 .  

Rix Modussystem 1986 = H .  Rix Zur Entstehung des urindogermanischen 
Modussystems. Innsbruck 1986 (= IBS, Vortriige und Kleinere 
Schrijien Nr. 36). Review: E. Risch in Kratylos 32 1 987 p. 46-50. 

Rix Riitisch und Etruskisch 1998 = H. Rix Riitisch und Etruskisch. Inns
bruck 1998 (= IBS, Vortriige und Kleinere Schrijien 68). 

Rix Termini der Unfreiheit 1994 = H. Rix Die Termini der Unfreiheit in 
den Sprachen Alt-Italiens. Stuttgart 1994 (= Forschungen zur Antiken 
SkJaverei 25). 

Rosen Periphrase 1 992 = H. B. Rosen Die Periphrase, Wesen und Ent
stehung. Innsbruck 1992 (= IBS, Vortriige und kleinere Schrijien 57). 

RPh = Revue de Philologie. 
Rubio Orecilla Sufljo de derivacion nominal 1 995 = F. J. Rubio Orecilla 

El sufijo de derivacion nominal *-ijo-I *-jo- en los gerundios y ge
rundivos del Rg-Veda y el Avesta, Un estudio historico-comparativo. 
Zaragoza 1995. Review: M. KUmmeI in Kratylos 43 1998 p. 8 1 -83; J. 
Haudry in BSL 93 I 2 1 995 p. 134- 1 39; see below, W 202 § 1 .  

Riister I Neu Heth. Zeichenlexikon 1989 = Chr. Riister and E .  Neu Hethi
tisches Zeichenlexikon, Inventar und Interpretation der Keil
schrijizeichen aus den Bogazlcoy-Texten. Wiesbaden 1989. 

Ruijgh Etudes 1967 = C. J. Ruijgh Etudes sur la grammaire et le vocabu
laire du grec mycenien. Amsterdam 1967. 

Ruijgh Scripta Minora J 1 991 JI 1996 = C. J. Ruijgh Scripta Minora ad 
linguam Graecam pertinentia I, edited by J. M. Bremer, A. Rijksbaron, 
F. M. J. Waanders. Amsterdam 199 1 ;  Scripta Minora ad linguam 
Graecam pertinentia TT, edited by A. Rijksbaron, F. M. J. Waanders. 
Amsterdam 1996. 

Ruijgh " te epique " 1971 = C. J. Ruijgh Autour de " te epique ", Etudes sur 
la syntaxe grecque. Amsterdam 1972. 

Ruiperez lIias und Odyssee 1999 = M. S. Ruiperez Anthologie lIias und 
Odyssee. Wiesbaden 1999. Translation of the Spanish original that was 
published in 1963. 

Ruiperez Opuscula 1989 = M. S. Ruiperez Opuscula selecta, Ausgewiihlte 
Arbeiten zur griechischen und indogermanischen Sprachwissenschajt, 
edited by J. L. Garcia-Rarn6n. Innsbruck 1989 (= IBS Nr. 58). 
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Sandhi Phenomena 1986 = Sandhi Phenomena in the Languages 0/ 
Europe, edited by H. Andersen. Berlin I New York I Amsterdam 1986. 

Saussure Cours 1916 = F. Saussure Cours de linguistique gemirale, edited 
by Ch. Bally I A. Sechehaye I A. Riedlinger. Paris 1916 (and reprints). 
Concerning the diachronic aspect of this work: -4 P. Wunderli Princi
pes de diachronie, Contribution a I'exegese du " Cours". Frankfurt 
1990 (an announcement of the publication by M. Mayrhofer appeared 
in Idg. Chr. 34 Nr. A 89). 

Saussure Memoire 1 879 = F. Saussure Memoire sur le systeme primilij 
des voyelies dans les langues indo-europeennes. Leipzig 1879 
( Wiederabdruck in Saussure Recueil 1922 p. 1 ff.; separate reprint Hild
esheim 1987). Concerning the work and its reverberations: -4 M. May
rho fer Nach hundert Jahren, Ferdinand de Saussures Friihwerk und 
seine Rezeption durch die heutige Indogermanistik, Heidelberg 1981 (= 
SbHA W 1981 I 8). Further, see above Gmiir Memoire 1986, as well 
asSaussure Saggio below. 

Saussure Recueil 1922 = F. Saussure Recueil des publications scienti
fiques de F. de Saussure. Geneva 1922 (and reprints). 

Sauss�e Saggio 1 987 = F. Saussure Saggio sui vocalismo indoeuropeo, 
Itahan edlllon of the Memoire with an introduction and comments by G. 
C. Vincenzi. Bologna 1 987. 

SbBA W = Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaf
ten, phil.-hist. Klasse, Munich. 

SbHA W = Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger A kademie der Wissen
�chafien, phil. -hist. Klasse, Heidelberg. 

SbOA W = Silzungsberichte der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissen
schajien, phil.-hist. Klasse, Vienna. 

Scardigli Goten 1973 = P. Scardigli Die Goten, Sprache und Kultur. Mu
nich 1973. 

Scardigli Weg zur deutschen Sprache 1994 = P. Scardigli Der Weg zur 
deutschen Sprache, Von der indogermanischen bis zur Merowingerzeit. 
Bern et al. 1994 (= German. Lehrbuchsammlung 2). 

Scarlata Wurzelkomposita im lJg-Veda 1999 = S. Scar lata Wurzelkompo
sila im lJg-Veda. Wiesbaden 1999. 

Schaefer fntensivum 1994 = Ch. Schaefer Das Intensivum im Vedischen (= 
ZVS Ergtinzungshefl 37). Review: E. Seebold in IF 101  1996 p. 299-
302; SI. W. Jamison in Kratylos 42 1997 p. 50-55; A. Lubotsky in 
JAOS 1 1 7  1997 p. 558-564. 

Scherer Lat. Syntax 1975 = A. Scherer Handbuch der lateinischen Syntax. 
Heidelberg 1975. 
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Schindler Wurzelnomen 1972 = 1 Schindler Das Wurzelnomen im 
Arischen und Griechischen. (dissertation) Wiirzburg 1972. 

Schirmer Wortschatz 1998 = B. Schirmer Studien zum Wortschatz der 
fguvinischen Ta/eln. Frankfurt am Main et al. 1998 (= Europtiische 
Hochschulschriften, Reihe XXI Linguistik, vo!. 205). Review: M. 
Weiss in Kratylos 46 2001 p. 13 1-134. 

Schleicher Compendium 1 866 = A. Schleicher Compendium der ver
gleichenden Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen, Kurzer 
Abrifl einer Laut- und Formenlehre der indogermanischen Ursprache, 
des Altindischen, Alteranischen, Altgriechischen, Altitalischen, Alt
keltischen, Altslawischen, Litauischen und Altdeutschen. 2nd ed. Wei
mar I London I Paris 1 866 ( 1  st ed. 1861- 1 862). 

Schlerath fndogermanen 1 973 = B. SchJerath Die Indogermanen. Das 
Problem der Expansion eines Volkes im Lichte seiner Sozialstruktur. 
Innsbruck 1 973 (= ms, Vortrtige 8). Review: K. Strunk in BNF N.F. 9 
1974 p. 388-390. 

Schlerath Kleine Schriften 2000 = B. Schlerath Kleine Schriften. 2 vols. 
Dettelbach 2000. 

Schrnid Schriften 1 994 = W. P. Schrnid Linguislicae scientiae co/lectanea, 
Ausgewtihlte Schriften, edited by 1 Becker. Berlin I New York 1 994. 

Schrnid Studien 1963 = W. P. Schrnid Studien zum baltischen und indo
germanischen Verbum. Wiesbaden 1963. 

Schmidt (G.) Personalpronomina 1978 = G. Schrnidt Stammbildung und 
Flexion der indogermanischen Personalpronomina. Wiesbaden 1978. 

Schrnidt (l) Neutra 1 889 = 1 Schrnidt Die Pluralbildungen der indoger
manischen Neutra. Weimar 1 889. 

Schrnidt (l) Verwantschqftsverhtiltnisse 1 872 = J. Schrnidt Die Verwan
tschaflsverhtiltnisse (sic !) der indogermanischen Sprachen. Weimar 
1 872. 

Schrnidt (J.) Vocalismus I 1 87 1  Il 1 875 = 1 Schrnidt Zur Geschichte des 
indogermanischen Vocalismus. Weimar: T 1 871 ,  II 1 875. 

Schrnidt (K. H.) Celtic 1 996 = K. H. Schrnidt Celtic: A Western Indo
European Language? Innsbruck 1996 (= IBS, Vortrtige und Kleinere 
Schriften 66). 

Schrnidt (K. T.) Medium im Toch. = K. T. Schmidt Die Gebrauchsweisen 
des Mediums im Tocharischen. Gottingen 1974 (dissertation, philol
ogy) Gottingen 1969. 

Schrnitl Ap. Inschriften 1 999 = R. Schrnitl Beilrtige zu altpersischen In
schriften. Wiesbaden 1999. 
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Schmitt Bisitun Inscriptions 1 991  = The Bisitun Inscriptions of Darius the 
Great, Old Persian Text, edited by R. Schmitt. London 1991 (= School 
of Oriental and African Studies, Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum, Pt. 
I (Inscriptions of Ancient Iran), Vo!. I (The Old Persian Inscriptions, 
Texts 1). Review: Ch. H. Werba in Sprache 35 ( 1991 -1993) p. 140-
1 45 ;  S. W. Jamison in IlJ 37 ( 1994) p. 168- 1 7 1 .  Also by R. Schmitt, 
Epigraphisch-ex�getische Noten zu Dareios' Blsitiin-Inschrijien. Vi
erma 1 990 (= SbOA W, 561 .  vo!.); and also Ap. Inschrijien 1999. 

Schmitt Dichtersprache 1 967 = R. Schmitt Dichtung und Dichtersprache 
in indogermanischer Zeit. Wiesbaden 1967. 

Schmitt Gr. Dialekte 1 977 = R. Schmitt Einfiihrung in die griechischen 
Dialekte. Darmstadt 1 977. 

Schmitt lr. Sprachen 2000 = R. Schmitt Die iranischen Sprachen in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart. Wiesbaden 2000. 

Schmitt Klass. Arm. 198 1 = R. Schmitt Grammatik des Klassisch
Armenischen mit sprachvergleichenden Erltiuterungen. Innsbruck 1 982 
(= IBS Nr. 32). 

Schmitt-Brandt Einfiihrung 1998 = R. Schmitt-Brandt Einfiihrung in die 
Indogermanistik. TUbingen / Basel 1998 (= UTB Nr. 1 506). Review: 
G. Keydana in IF 104 1999 p. 281-286; K. Stelter in Kratylos 46 2001 
p. 200-202; see above, p. VIn. 

Schneider Lautgesetz 1973 = G. Schneider Zum BegrijJ des Lautgesetzes 
In der Sprachwissenschaji seit den Junggrammatikern. TUbingen 1993 
(= TBL 46). 

Schon Neulrum und Kollektivum 1 971  = I. Schon Neutrum und Kollekti
vum, Das Morphem -a im Lateinischen und Romanischen. Innsbruck 
1971 (= IBS Nr. 6). Review: A.  Morpurgo Davies in CR 25 1975 p. 
248f. 

Schriji und Schrijilichkeit I 1 994 2 1 996 = Schriji und Schrijilichkeit / 
Writing and its Use, Ein interdisziplintires Handbuch internationaler 
Forschung, edited by H. Giinther, O. Ludwig. Berlin / New York. 2 
parts: I 1 994; 2 1 996 (= HSK 10 . 1  and 1 0.2). 

Schrijver British Celtic Phonology 1995 = P. Schrijver Studies in British 
Celtic Historical Phonology. Amsterdam / Atlanta 1 995. 

Schrijver Celtic Pronouns and Particles 1997 = P. Schrijver Studies in the 
History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles. Maynooth 1 997. Review: J. 
T. Katz in Kratylos 46 2001 p. 1-23. 

Schrijver Laryngeals in Latin 1 99 1  = P. Schrijver The Reflexes of the 
Proto-Indo-European Laryngeals in Latin. Amsterdam / Atlanta 1 99 1 .  
Review: H. Rix in Kratylos 41  1 996 p. 1 53- 163. 
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Schulze Kleine Schrijien + Nachtr. 2'd ed. 1 966 = W. Schulze Kleine 
Schrijien, published by the ldg. Seminar der Universittit Berlin. 2nd ed. 
with supplement (Nachtrtige), edited by W. Wissmann. Gottingen 1 966. 

Schulze-Thulin o-stufige Kausativa I Iterativa und Nasalprtisentien 2001 
= B. Schulze-Thulin Studien zu den urindogermanischen o-stufigen 
Kausativa I lterativa und Nasalprtisentien im Kymrischen. l.nnsbruck 
2001 (= IBS 99). 

Schwerdt 2. LV 2000 = J. Schwerdt Die 2. Lautverschiebung. Heidelberg 
2000. 

Schwyzer Kleine Schrijien 1983 = E. Schwyzer Kleine Schrijien, edited 
by R. Schmitt. Innsbruck 1 983 (= IBS 45). 

Schwyzer Gr. Gr. J 1939 = E. Schwyzer Griechische Grammatik, vo!. I 
(AlIgemeiner Tei/, Lautlehre, Wortbi/dung, Flexion). Munich 1 939. 

Schwyzer / Debrunner Gr. Gr. 11 1950 = E. Schwyzer and A. Debrunner 
Griechische Grammatik, vo!. 11 (Syntax und syntaktische Stilistik), 
completed and edited by A. Debrunner. Munich 1 950. 

Seebold Etymologie 1 98 1 =  E. Seebold Etymologie. Eine Einfiihrung am 
Beispiel der deutschen Sprache. Munich 198 1 .  

Seebold Germ. starke Verben 1970 = E .  Seebold Vergleichendes und ety
mologisches Worterbuch der germanischen starken Verben. The Hague 
/ Paris 1970. 

Seebold Halbvokale 1 972 = E. Seebold Das System der indogermanischen 
Halbvokale. Untersuchungen zum sog. "Sieversschen Gesetz" und zu 
den halbvokalhaltigen SujJixen in den indogermanischen Sprachen, 
bes. im Vedischen. Heidelberg 1972. Review: J. Schindler in Sprache 
23 1 977 p. 56-65. 

Seebold Personalpronomina 1 984 = E. Seebold Das System der Person
alpronomina in den friihgermanischen Sprachen. Gottingen 1984 (= 
ZVS, Ergtinzungsheji 34). 

Seebold, see also Kluge / Seebold above. 
SEG = Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum. 
Seiler Relativsatz 1 960 = Hj. Seiler Relativsatz, Allribut und AppOSition. 

Wiesbaden 1960. 
Seiler Sprache und Sprachen 1 977 = Hj. Seiler Sprache und Sprachen, 

Gesammelte AuJstitze. Munich 1977 (= Structura I I ). 
Seiler Steigerungsformen 1950 = Hj. Seiler Die primtiren griechischen 

Steigerungsformen. Hamburg 1950. 
Senn Handb. d. lit. Sprache 1 966 = A. Senn Handbuch der litauischen 

Sprache. 2 vols. Heidelberg: I (Grammatik) 1 966; II (Lesebuch und 
Glossar) 1957. 
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Serbat Cas el fonclions 1 98 1  � G. Serbat Cas el fonclions, Elude des 
principales doctrines casuelles du Moyen Age a nosjours. Paris 1981 .  
Review: R.  Amacker in Kratylos 27 1982 p .  5-8. 

Sergent Indo-Europeens 1 995 � B. Sergent Les indo-europeens, Hisloire, 
langues, mYlhes. Paris 1995. 

SihJer New Comparalive Grammar 1 995 � A. L. SihJer New Comparalive 
Grammar of Greek and Latin. New York / London 1 995. 

SMEA � Sludi Micenei ed Egeo-Analolici. 
SMID I 1968 II 1 986 1979 1980- 198 1  � Sludies in Mycenaean Inscrip

tions and Dialecl. The work offers a comprehensive bibliography with 
indexes. - SMID I ( 1 953-1 964) assembled by L. Baumbach from the 
SMID-vols. I-X (originally published by: The Institute of Classical 
Studies of the University of London). Rome 1968. - SMID II ( 1 965-
1 978), assembled by L. Baumbach from the SMID-vols. XI-XXIIf 
(originally published by: as part I, but the final fascicles were published 
by the British Association of Mycenaean Studies, Cambridge). Rome 
1986. - SMID 1979, edited by E. Sikkenga. University of Texas at 
Austin, Department of Classics, Program in Aegean Scripts and Pre
history. 1 995. - SMID 1 980- 198 1 ,  dito, 1 997. 

Smyth Greek Grammar 1956 � H. W. Smyth A Greek Grammar (for 
Colleges), revised by G. M. Messing. Cambridge MA 1 956 (and re
prints). 

Solmsen Eigennamen 1922 � F. Solmsen Indogermanische Eigennamen 
als Spiegel der Kullurgeschichte, edited by E. Fraenkel. Heidelberg 
1922. 

Solrnsen Unlersuchungen 1 901 � F. Solmsen Unlersuchungen zur gri
echischen Laul- und Verslehre. Strasbourg 1 90 I .  

Solta Balkanlinguistik 1980 � G. R. Solta Einfuhrung in die Balkanlin
guislik mil besonderer Berficksichligung des Subslrals und des Bal
kanlaleinischen. Darrnstadt 1 980. 

Solta Slellung der lal. Sprache 1 974 � G. R. Solta Zur Slellllng der 
laleinischen Sprache. Vienna 1 974 (� SbOAW 291 .  vol., 4. Abhand
lung). 

Solta Slellllng des Arm. 1 960 � G. R. Solta Die Stellung des Armenischen 
im Kreise der indogermanischen Sprachen. Eine Untersuchung der in
dogermanischen Bestandteile des armenischen Wortschatzes. Vienna 
1 960. 

Sommer Handbuch 1 948 � F. Sommer Handbuch der laleinischen Laut
und Formenlehre. Eine Eirifuhrung in das sprachwissenschajiliche 
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Studium des Lateins. Heide1berg 1 948. See also Sommer / Pfister be
low. 

Somrner Heth. 1 947 � F. Somrner Hethiter und Hethitisch. Stuttgart 
1947. 

Somrner NachlafJ 1 977 � F. Sommer Schrijien aus dem NachlafJ. Munich 
1 977 (� MSS Beiheft 1 ,  Neue Folge). 

Somrner Nominalkomposita 1 948 � F. Somrner Zur Geschichte der gri
echischen Nominalkomposita. Munich 1948. 

Sommer Vergl. Syntax 1 93 1  � F. Sommer Vergleichende Syntax der 
Schulsprachen. 3rd ed. Stuttgart 1 931  (� 4th, unchanged reprint Darm
stadt 1 959). 

Sommer / Pfister Lautlehre 1 977 � F. Somrner Handbuch der lateinischen 
Laut- und Formenlehre. Heide1berg 1 948. 4th revised ed.: vol. I (Ein
leitung und Laut/ehre) by R. Pfister. Heidelberg 1 977. The planned 
second volume was not published. Sonderegger Althochdeutsch 1 987 � 
S. Sonderegger Althochdeutsche Sprache und Literatur. Eine Ein

fuhrung in das alteste Deutsch. Darstellung und Grammalik. 2'" re
vised and expanded ed., Berlin / New York 1987. 

Sonderegger Deutsche Sprachgeschichte I 1979 � S. Sonderegger 
Grundzuge deutscher Sprachgeschichte. Diachronie des Sprachsys
tems. vol. I (Einfuhrung, Genealogie, Konstanten). Berlin / New York 
1 979. 

Speyer Syntax 1 896 � J. S. Speyer Vedische u. Sanskrit-Syntax. Stras
bourg 1 896. 

Sprache � Die Sprache. Zeitschriji fur Sprachwissenschaji. Wiesbaden / 
Vienna. Contains the important Idg. Chr. , see above, s. v. 

Sprache Funf Vortrage 1 991 � Sprache, Funf Vortrage by H. Kol3ler, J .  
Richter, B. Forssman, M.  v. Engelhardt and R.  Slenczka. Erlangen 
1991 (� Erlanger Forschungen, Reihe A Geisteswissenschajien 54). 

Sprachen im rom. Reich 1980 � Die Sprachen im romischen Reich der 
Kaiserzeil, Kolloquium 1974, edited by G. Neumann and J. Untermann. 
Koln / Bonn 1980. 

Sprachgeschichte I 1 998 2 1 985 � Sprachgeschichte, Ein Handbuch zur 
Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und ihrer Erforschung, edited by W. 
Besch, A. Betten, O. Reichmann, S. Sonderegger. Berlin / New York. 2 
parts: I (2'" edition, fully revised) 1 998; 2 1 985 (� HSK 2.1  and ?.2). 

Stair na Gaeilge 1 994 � Stair na Gaeilge in omos do Padraig 0 Fian
nachta, edited by K. McCone et al. Maigh Nuad 1994. Which includes 
a review of current research in Old Irish phonology and morphology by 
K. McCone p. 6 1 -2 1 9. 
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Stang Opuscula 1970 = Ch. S. Stang Opuscula linguislica, Ausgewdhlte 
Aufsdtze und Abhandlungen. Oslo / Bergen / Troms", 1970. 

Slang Vgl. Gramm. 1 966 Ergdnzungsband 1975 = Ch. S. Stang Ver
gleichende Grammatik der ballischen Sprachen. Oslo / Bergen / 
TroffiS0: Vgl. Gramm. 1 966; Ergdnzungsband, Register, Addenda und 
Corrigenda zur Vgl. Gramm. 1975. 

Slarke Kasus und Adv. im Aheth. 1977 = F. Starke Die Funktionen der 
dimensionalen Kasus und Adverbien im Althethitischen. Wiesbaden 
1977 (= StBoT 23). 

Starke Keilschr. -luw. Nomen 1990 = F. Slarke Untersuchungen zur 
Stammbildung des keilschrift-luwischen Nomens. Wiesbaden 1 990 (= 
StBoT 3 1 ). 

Slarke Keilschrift-luw. Texte 1985 = F. Starke Die keilschrift-luwischen 
Texte in Umschrift. Wiesbaden 1985 (= StBoT 30). 

Starke Kikkuli 1995 = F. Starke Ausbildung und Training von Streit
wagenpferden: Eine hippologisch orientierte Interpretation des Kik
kuli-Textes. Wiesbaden 1995 (= StBoT 41). 

StBoT = Studien zu den Bogazkoy-Texten. 
Steinbauer Denominativa 1989 = D. H. Steinbauer Etymologische Unter

suchungen zu den bei Plautus belegten Verben der lateinischen ersten 
Konjugation. Unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der Denominative. 
Altendorfnear Bamberg 1989. 

Stempel Diathese 1996 = R. Stempel Die Diathese im Indogermanischen, 
Formen und Funklionen des Mediums und ihre sprachhistorischen 
Grundlagen. Innsbruck 1996 (= IBS, Vorlrdge und Kleinere Schriften 
67). 

Storia d'Europa Il 1994 = Storia d'Europa, vol. II (Preistoria e anti
chita), edited by 1. Guilaine and S. Sett is. Turin 1 994. 

Streitberg Got. Bibel 1971 = Die gotische Bibel, edited by W. Streitberg. 
2nd ed. Part I (Der gotische Text und seine grieehisehe Vorlage) Hei
delberg 1919; 2nd ed. Part 1 1  (Gotiseh-grieehiseh-deutsehes Worter
buch) Heidelberg 1928. 6th ed. Heidelberg 1971 .  7th ed. (Part I with an 
afterword by P. Scardigli). 

Streitberg Urgerm. Gr. 1 896 = W. Streitberg Urgermanisehe Grammatik, 
Einfuhrung in das vergleichende Studium der altgermanisehen 
Dialekte. Heidelberg 1 896 (reprint 1943). 

Strunk Lachmanns Regel 1 976 = K. Strunk Lachmanns Regel fur das 
Lateinisehe. Giittingen 1 976 (= ZVS Ergdnzungshejt Nr.26). Review: 
A. Morpurgo Davies in CR 29 1 979 p. 259( 
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Strunk Nasalprasentien und Aoriste 1967 = K. Strunk Nasalprdsentien 

und Aoriste. Heidelberg 1967. 

Strunk 'Vorhersagbarer ' Spraehwandel 1991 = K. Strunk Zum Postulat 

'vorhersagbaren '  Spraehwandels bei unregelmdjJigen oder komplexen 

Flexionsparadigmen. Munich 1991 (= SbBAW 1 991 ,  Hejt 6). 

Studi di linguistica greea 1 993 [ 1 995] = Studi di linguistiea greea, Mate

riali linguistici, dossier from a conference in Pavia 1993, edited by P. 

Cuzzolin. Milan 1995. Review: R. Hodot in BSL 93 / 2 1998 p. 165-

168. 
Stud z. idg. Wortsehatz 1987 = Studien zum indogermanischen 

Wortsehatz, edited by W. Meid. Innsbruck 1987. Review: 1. Unler

mann in Kratylos 34 1989 p. 45-54. 

Sturnpf Wesllochariseh 1990 = P. Stumpf Die Erscheinungsformen des 

Westtoeharischen. Reykjavik 1990 (= TIES, Suppl. Ser. 2). 

Svennung Anredeformen 1958 = 1. Svennung Anredeformen, Ver

gleichende Forschungen zur indirekten Anrede in der drillen Person 

und zum Nominativ fur den Vokativ. Uppsala / Wiesbaden 1958. 

Syntax I 1993 2 1995 = Syntax, Ein internationales Handbuch zeitgenos

sischer Forschung, edited by J. Jacobs, A. v. Stechow, W. Stemefeld, 

Th. Vennemann. Berlin / New York. 2 parts: I 1993; 2 1995 (= HSK 

9.1 and 9.2). 
Syntaxe des langues indo-iraniennes anciennes 1 993 [ 1997] = Syntaxe 

des langues indo-iraniennes anciennes, Colloque international Sitges 

1993, edited by E. Pirart. Barcelona 1997. 

Szantyr see above, Hofrnann / Szantyr and Leumann / Hofrnann / Szantyr. 

Szemen:nyi Einfuhrung 4. ed. 1 990 = O. Szemen:nyi Einfuhrung in die 

vergleichende Sprachwissenschajt. 4th revised ed. Darrnstadt 1990. 

The Einfiihnmg first appeared in 1970, the 2"" ed. in 1980, 3'd ed. in 

1989. - Italian translation: Introduzione alia linguistica indoeuropea. 

edited by G. BoccaIi, V. Brugnatelli and M. Negri. Milan 1985. -

English translation: Introduction to Indo-European Linguistics. Oxford 

1996. - Many reviews have been written. Reviews of the I " ed. 1970 

include: W. Meid in Kratylos 16 1971 [1973] p. 4 1 -49; B. Forssman m 

Anglia 94 1976 p. 441-450. Reviews of the 3rd ed. 1989: R. Schmitt 

in Gnomon 62 1990 p. 365-367; W. Meid in Kratylos 36 1991 p. 87-

91 ; E. Eggers in IF 96 1991 p. 261 -266 (including in note I the reviews 

from BL (q.v.) of the first and second editions up to 1986). ReVIews of 

the 4th ed. 1990 include: 1. Hajnal in PFU I 1994-1995 p. 39-46. 
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Szemerenyi Lal. Worlschalz 1989 � O. Szemerenyi An den Quellen des 
lateinischen Worlschatzes. Innsbruck 1989. Review: M. Peters in Idg. 
Chr. 34 Nr. H 659. 

Szemerenyi Numerals 1960 � O. Szemerenyi Studies in Ihe Indo
European System oJ Numerals. Heide1berg 1960. 

Szemerenyi Richtungen d. mod. Sprachw. T 1971 II 1982 � O. Szemerenyi 
Richtungen der modernen Sprachwissenschaji. Heide1berg: I ( Von 
Saussure bis Bloomjield, 1916-1950) 1971 ;  I I  (Die JunJziger Jahre, 
1950-1960) 1982. Review: M. Mayrhofer in Sprache 29 1983 p. 1 82-
1 86. 

Szemerenyi Scripta Minora I 1987 II 1 987 III 1987 IV 1991 Supp!. 1992 
� O. Szemerenyi Scripla Minora. Selected Essays in Indo-European, 
Greek, and Latin, edited by P. Considine and J. T. Hooker. Parts I-m 
Innsbruck 1 987 (� IBS 53 with 3 parts): I (Indo-European) p. 1 -588; II 
(Latin) p. 589-1076; III (Greek) p. 1077-1643; Part IV (Indo-European 
Languages other than Latin and Greek) Innsbruck 1991 (� IBS 63). As 
a supplement, Word Index 1992. By the same author Summing up a 
Life, Autobiographie und Schrijienverzeichnis. edited by B. Brogyanyi. 
Freiburg 1 991 .  Concerning Szemerenyi, see also FS 0. Szemerenyi *65 
1979 and *75 1 992 above. Also cf. HS 1 1 0  1997 p. 1-3 which includes 
comments on O. Szemerenyi's publications. Lastly, cf. B.  Brogyanyi 
Schrijienverzeichnis: O. Szemerenyi (1913-1996) in PFU 2-3 1 996-
1997 p. 53-80. 

Szemerenyi Syncope 1964 � O. Szemerenyi Syncope in Greek and Indo
European and the Nalure oJ Indo-European Accent. Naples 1 964. Re
view: G. Cardona in Language 43 1967 p. 757-773. 

Tavola di Agnone 1994 [ 1 996] � La Tavola di Agnone net contesto 
italico, Convegno di Studio 1994 in Agnone, edited by L. del Tutto 
Palma. Florence 1996 (� Lingue e Iscrizioni dell ' Italia Antica 7). Re
view: E. Nieto BaUester in Kratylos 44 1999 p. 98-106. 

TBL � Tubinger Beitrtige zur Linguistik. 
Tense and Aspect in lE 1997 � Tense and Aspect in Indo-European: The

ory, Typology, Diachrony, edited by J. Hewson and V. Bubenik. Am
sterdam / Philadelphia 1 997. Review: E. C. Po10me in JIES 25 1997 p. 
482. 

Temes Phonologie 1987 and 1 999 � E. Ternes EinJuhrung in die Pho
nologie. 1 st ed. Darmstadt 1987; 2nd revised and expanded ed. 1999. 

Tesniere Syntaxe structurale 1959 � L. Tesniere Elements de synlaxe 
structurale. Paris 1 959. 
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Textdatierung 1979 � S. Heinho1d-Krahmer, I. Hoffinann, A. Kammenhu
ber, G. Mauer Probleme der Textdatierung in der Hethitologie. Hei
de1berg 1979 (� Texte der Hethiter 9). 

Thieme Heimat 1 954 � P. Thieme Die Heimal der indogermanischen Ge
meinsprache. Wiesbaden 1954. 

Thieme Kleine Schrijien I 1971 II 1995 � P. Thieme Kleine Schrijien. 
Wiesbaden: I. vo!. 1972; II. vo!. 1995. 

Thieme Studien 1952 � P. Thieme Studien zur indogermanischen Wort
kunde und Religionsgeschichle. Berlin 1952. 

Thomas Der tocharische Obliquus 1983 � W. Thomas Der locharische 
Obliquus im Sinne eines Akkusativs der Richlung. Wiesbaden 1983. 

Thomas ErJorschung des Toch. 1 985 � W. Thomas Die Erforschung des 
Tocharischen (1960-1984). Stuttgart 1 985. 

Thomas Vergangenheilslempora 1957 � W. Thomas Der Gebrauch der 
Vergangenheitstempora im Tocharischen. Wiesbaden 1957. 

Thomas, see also Krause / Thomas above. 
Threatte Atlic I 1980 I I  1 996 � L. Threatte The Grammar oJ Atlic In

scriptions. Berlin: r (Phonology) 1980; I I  (Morphology) 1996. 
Thumb see above, s. v. Brugrnann / Thumb. 
Thumb / Hauschild Handb. d. Skr. 1 / 1  1958 1 / 2  (+3) 1959 � A. Thumb 

Handbuch des Sanskrit. Eine EinJuhrung in das sprachwissenschajili
che Sludium des Altindischen. 3rd ed. by R. Hauschild. Heidelberg: I / 
1 (Einleilung und Lautlehre) 1 958; 1 / 2  (+3) (Formenlehre, Composi
tum und Satzbau) 1959. 

Thumb / Kieckers Gr. Dial. I 1932 � A. Thumb Handbuch der griechis
chen Dialekte. Heide1berg. 2nd ed.: vo!. 1 1 932 by E. Kieckers. 

Thumb / Scherer Gr. Dial. I I  1 959 � A. Thumb Handbuch der griech
ischen Dialekte. Heide1berg. 2nd ed.: vo!. I1 1959 by A. Scherer. 

Thurneysen Old Irish 1 946 � R. Thurneysen A Grammar oJ Old Irish. 
Dublin 1 946. 

Tichy Grundwissen 200 1 � E. Tichy Indogermanislisches Grundwissen 
Jur Studierende sprachwissenschajilicher Disziplinen. Bremen 200 1 .  

Tichy Nom. ag. auJ -tar- 1995 � E.  Tichy Die Nomina agenlis auJ -tar- im 
Vedischen. Heide1berg 1995. Review: H. Hettrich in Kratylos 43 1998 
p. 84-9 1 .  

Tichy Onomatop. Verbalbildungen 1983 � E. Tichy Onomalopoelische 
Verbalbildungen des Griechischen. Vienna 1983 (� SbOA W, vo!. 409). 

TIES � Tocharian and Indo-European Studies. vo!. 1 1987 - vo!. 6 1993 
Reykjavik; vo!. 7 1997 Copenhagen. (vo!. 7 1 997 included the dossier 
Arbeitstagung 100 Jahre Tocharologie Saarbrucken 1995 [ 1997]). 
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The Supplementary Series includes Stumpf Wesllocharisch 1990 as vol. 
2, Hilmarsson Nasal Prefixes in Tocharian 1991 as vol. 3, Fachtagung 
Tocharisch Berlin 1990 [ 1994] as vol. 4, Hilmarsson Tocharian Dic
tionary 1 996 as vol. 5. 

Tischler HEG = J. Tischler Hethitisches etymologisches Glossar. Inns
bruck (= IBS Nr. 20): Part I (A-K) 1983; Part I1 with fascicles 5-6 (L
M) 1 990 and fascicle 7 (N) 1 99 1 ;  Part III with fascicle 8 (T, D / I )  
1991 ,  fascicle 9 (T, D / 2) 1 993 fascicle 10  (T, D / 3 )  1994. 

Tischler Kleinasiatische Hydronymie 1977 = J. Tischler Kleinasiatische 
Hydronymie, Semantische und morphologische Analyse der griechis
chen Gewtissernamen. Wiesbaden 1977. 

TPhS = Transactions of the Philological Society. Oxford. 
Tract. Myc. 1985 [ 1987] = Tractata Mycenaea, Proceedings of the Eighth 

International Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies Ohrid 1985, edited by 
P. H. llievski and L. Crepajac. Skopje 1987. 

Tucker Early Greek Verbs 1 990 = E. F. Tucker The Creation of Mor
phological Regularity: Early Greek Verbs in -eo, -00, -60, -uo and -10. 
Gottingen 1990 (= HS, Ergiinzungshefi 35). Review: R. Schrnitt in HS 
103 1990 p. 301-304; M. Peters in Idg. Chr. 34 Nr. G 6 15 .  
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VII. Index 

The following index has two goals: In addition to serving as a traditional mdex, It drrects the reade� not only from an entry to its corresponding paragrap.hs, but. also occasIonally informs the reader on subjects that are not expliCItly dIscussed in the text and offers additional bibliographical info�tlon. T?ere.are also entnes for individual Indo-European linguists and. histoncal ImgUlsts, particularly those from the first generations followmg 1 8 1 6. 
In a.ddition to Melzler Lexikon Sprache 2000, general assistance may be found m the Sachindex of HS 1 - 1 00 ( 1 997), see bibliography, s. v. HS. See also M�lIory/Adams Encyclope�ia 1 997. What I could not yet accomplish m the eIghth ed,tIon IS the addItIon of a complete index of vocabulary. 

abbreviated name W 302 (2) 

abbreviations p. XXI f. 
ablative S 410 
ablaut L 408ff. 

absolute chronology L 107 
accent L 419  
accusative S 407 
acrodynamic F 3 1 5  (4), F 320 

acrostatic F 3 1 5  (4), F 320 
active S 3 14(1)  
adjectives F 30 I ,  F 323, S 400, 

W 202 

adjectives of material W 202 (3) 
adposition S 41 3f. 
adverb F 324, S 4 1 3  
agens S 401 

agglutinate F 1 04 

agreement S 2 1 0  (1-5) 
Aktanten S 2 1 0  
Albanian E 425 

Alexandrian grammarians: ---7 Lex. 
Grammalicorum, 1 996 p. 1 8f. 

allomorphs F 305 (3) 

allophones L 2 1 2, L 305, L 306, 
L 308 

amphidynamic F 3 1 5  (4), F 321 
amphikinetic F 3 1 5  (4), F 321 
Amredita-compounds W 2 1 2  
analogy L 106, W 200 
analytic F 104 
anaphoric F 405 

anaptyptic vowels L 202 
anaptyxis, see weak vowels 
Anatolian E 409, L 334, F 207 (3) 
Ancient Greek E 4 1 7ff. 
anil-root L 3 15 ( 1 )  

aorist F 203 (2), S 309 
aorist stem F 203 (2) 

Apollonios Dyskolos, Greek gram
marian (2'" c. A.D.): --> Lex. 

Gramm. 1996 p. 34ff. 
appellatives W 30 I 
Armenian E 424 
articles F 405 

articulation (place) L 335 (4) 
articulation (type) L 335 (4) 

Index 

aspect F 202 (2), S 304 
aspirate dissimilation cf. 

Grassmann's Law 
aspirates L 335 

assibilation L 336 (2),(5), F 3 1 7  (7) 
assimilation L 2 1 5, L 2 1 8  (2), 

L 303, L 346 
athematic E 502 (4), F 1 0 1  (4) 
Aufrecht, Theodor ( 1 822-1907): 

--> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 52 
augment E 502 ( 1 1 ), F 202 (5), 

F 213 ,  F 406 
a-umlaut L 208, L 307( 1 )  
Avestan E 406 
bahuvrihi W 207 
Balkan E 435 ( 1 )  
Baltic E 434 
Balto-Slavic E 435 (3) 
Bartholomae, Christian ( 1 855-

1925): Bartholomae's Law 
L 347 (2) 

basic format (format of citalion) 
p. XIX 

Bechtel, Friedrich ( 1 855-1924): --> 
Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 8 1  

Behagbel, Ono ( 1 854-1936): --> 
Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 84f. 

Benfey, Theodor ( 1 809- 1881 ): 
--> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 91 f. 

Benveniste, Emile ( 1 902-1 976): 
--> Szemerenyi Richtungen 11 
1 982 p. 1 2 1 ff. 

Bloomfield, Maurice ( 1 855- 1928): 
--> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. I 1 I  f. 

Bohtlingk, Ono von ( 1 8 1 5- 1 904): --> 
Portraits I 1966 p. 261 -268; 
Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 1 17f. 

Bopp, Franz ( 179 1 - 1 867): E 302; 

--> Portraits 1 1 966 p. 200-250; 

375 

Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 1 2 1 f.;  
Bopp-Symposium 1 992 [ 1994] 

borrowing E 507 (3) 
Breal, Michel ( 1 832- 19 15): --> Por

traits I 1 966 p. 440-453 ;  Ch. de 
Lamberterie in BSL 92 1 2  1997 
p. 1 0- 13  

Breton E 43 1 (2) 
Brugman(n), Karl ( / 849- 1919): E 

306; --> Portraits I 1966 p. 575-
580; Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 1 34f.; 

Brugmann's Law L 41 2; discov
ery of the nasalis sonans L 305 

Buck, Carl Darling ( 1 866- 1 955): --> 
Portrails 11 1966 p. 266-277; 
Lex. Gramm. 1 966 p. 1 39f. 

Caland-system W 206 
cardinal numbers F 50 I 
Carian E 4 15  
case S 401 - S 414  
casual syncretism F 305 (3), F 324, 

S 404 
casus obliquus p. XVIII, F 314  ( I ), 

S 405 
casus reclus p. XVIll, F 3 1 4 ( 1 ), 

S 405 
categories (system of) S 300 

causative F 204 (4) 
Celtic E 430, L 2 1 1  (8) 
Celto-lberian E 430 ( I )  
Celts E 431 ; concerning politi

caVideological instrumentaliza
lion: --> P. De Bernardo Stempel, 
R. KOdderitsch, P. 6. Riain, H. 
Pilch, K. H. Schmidt Phil% gie 

und ihre Inslrumentalisierung in 
ZCP 49-50 1997 p. 1 055-1067; 
concerning "celtomania" in the 
J 91h century M.  Decimo in BSL 
93 / 1  1 998 p. 1 -40 
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centum languages L 339 (2), L 341 

chance E 507 (2) 

chronologie (absolute, relative) 
L 107 

cognomina W 302 (3) 

Coine (Gr.) E 420 
collective S 4 1 5  

collectives F 304 (2) 

colloquial language S 1 00 (4) 

eommunia E 506 (5) 

comparative linguistics, see I ndo-
European linguistics 

comparatives F 325 

compensatory lengthening L 2 1 1  
( I ), L 303, L 4 1 8  (3) 

complexive compounds W 2 1 0  

compound W 207ff. 

comprehensive S 4 1 5  
computer E 200f. 

coniugatio periphraslica F 2 1 8  

conjugation F 1 02 

consonant shift (Germ.) L 336 (4) 

consonant system L 300ff. 
context dependent L I 08 
context independent L 108 

Continental Celtic E 43 1 

continuum E 507 (4) 

Contraction E 502 ( 1 3) 
copula S 206 

correlatives F 408 
eorreplio alliea L 406 
correspondence sets E 506 ( I )  E 

507 (5) 
, 

cover symbols p. XVlllf., L 3 14 

Cowgill, Warren C. ( 1 929-1985): 

-> GS Cowgi1l 1 987; Lex. 

Gramm. 1 996 p. 208 

Cri mean Gothic E 432 ( I )  
cuneiform E 409, L 207 

Index 

Curtius, Georg ( I  820-1 885): 

-> Porlrails I 1 966 p. 3 1 1-373 
Cyrillic alphabet E 433 
dative S 409 

declension F 1 02, F 300ff. 

declension classes F 307 

definition of field E 1 02ff. 

delabialization L 206 (2) 

Delbruck, Berthold ( 1 842- 1 922): 

-> POr/rails I 1966 p. 489-496; 

Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 229f.; 

Kolloquium Delbruck Madrid 
1 994 [1 997] 

deIocutive: verba de/ocUliva: ----+ G. 
Darms in MH 37 1 980 p. 20 I ff. 

demonstrative pronouns F 405 

derivation W 202ff. 

derivative compounds W 2 1 0  

desiderative F 204 (5), S 3 1 3  

determinative compounds W 2 1  I 

devl-inflection W 204 ( I )  
Devoto, Giacomo ( 1 897-1 974): 

-> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 236f. 
dialects (Gr.) E 420 
digamma L 2 16  

diminutive forms W 204 (2) 

Dionysios Thrax, Greek grammarian 
(2. lh. v.): -> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 

p. 245-248 
diphthongs L 2 1 9ff. 

directive S 407 (3) 

dissimilation L 346 

dual F 304 ( I ), S 301,  S 4 1 5  

Dumezil, Georges ( 1 898-1986): 

-> B. Schlerath in Kralylos 40 

1 995 p. 1-48 ; 41 1 996 p. 1 -67 

early and prehistory E 5 1 2  

e-grade L 409 
Eichner's Law L 33 1 ( I )  
ellipsis of copulae S 206 

Index 

enclitics F 2 1 4, F 400 (2), F 40 I 

( I ), F 403, S 209 

ergative S 4 1 3, S 4 1 6  (2) 

essive F 204 (8) 
Etruscan E 426 (3A) 
etymology W 100, W 1 02 

external reconstruction E 50 I (2) 

Faliscan E 428 

family names W 302 
female names W 302 (4) 

feminine F 303 

Fick, August ( 1 833- 1 9 1 6): 

-> Porlrails I 1 966 p. 435-468 

fientive F 204 (7) 

flgura elym% giea S 407 
final position L 403 

Finno-Hungarian E 436, W 1 03 

first ('Christian') name W 302 (3) 

first name W 302 

foreign word W 1 00 
Fortunatov, Filipp ( 1 848- 1 9 1 4): 

Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 303f 

Fraenkel, Ernst ( 1 88 1 - 1 957): 
-> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 307 

fricative, cf. thorn 
Friedrich, lohannes ( 1 893-1972): -> 

Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 31 Of. 
fusion W 2 1 1 

future F 202 (6), S 306 

Gallic E 43 1 ( lb) 

giithiis E 406 

geminate reduction L 3 1 2  

general linguistics E 307 

genitive S 4 1 1  
genus F 303, F 323, S 4 1 6  

genus verbi cf. voice 
geographical names W 305 
Georgiev, Vladirnir ( 1 908-1 986): 

-> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 335[ 
Germanic E 432 
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glottal theory L 335 (3) 
glotto-chronology: -> S.-G. Ander-

sen in IF 89 1 984 p. 39-52 

Gothic E 432 
government S 2 1  0 (6) 

graeco-aryan model F 200 

grammatical categories S 300 

grammatical change L 421 (2) 

grammatical terms p. XVllf. 
Grassmann, Hermann ( 1 809-1877): 

Grassmann's Law L 348 

Greek E 4 17ff. 

Grimm, lacob ( 1 785- 1 863): 
-> Porlrails 1 1 966 p. 120-179; 

Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 370-372; E 

302; Grimm's Law L 336 (4) 

gUQa L 4 1 3  ( 1 )  

guttural, cf. tectal 
Hahn, E. Adelaide ( 1 893- 1967): 

-> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 383 

Havers, Wilhelm ( 1879- 1961): 
-> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 398f. 

Hermann, Eduard ( 1 869-1950): 

-> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 4 1 0  

heteroclitics F 3 1 4  (6) 

Hirt, Hermann ( 1 865-1936): 

-> Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 4 19f. 

historical-comparative linguistics E 

1 00 

Hittite E 410  
Hoffmann, Karl ( 1 9 15 - 1996): 

-> Hoffmann Gedenkfeier 1996 

[ 1997]; M. Witzel in llJ 40 1 997 

p.245-253 

Hofrnann, lohann Baptist ( 1886-

1 954): -> Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 
423 

holodynamic F 3 1 5  (4), F 321 
holokinetic F 3 1 5  (4), F 321 
Homer E 4 19  
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homorganic glide L 2 1 8  

Hilbschmann, Heinrich ( 1848-

1908): E 424; -7 Hilbschmann 
KI. Schr. 1 976 

Humboldt, Wilhelm von ( 1 767-
1 835): -7 Portraits I 1 966 p. 7 1 -
120 

Hurrian E 404 ( I )  

hydronymie E 5 1 3  (3), W 305 (4) 
hypocorisms W 204 (2), W 302 (2) 

hypotaxis S 204, S 208 

hysterodynamic F 3 1 5  (4), F 3 1 8  
hysterokinetic F 3 1 5  (4), F 3 1 8  
Iberian inscriptions: The language is 

not [ndo-European: -7 DNP 5 
col. 623f. 

l11yrian E 422 

imperative F 2 1 2, S 3 1 2  
imperfect F 202 (4), S 308 
imperfektive F 202 (2) 
indefinite pronouns F 403 
Indian E 404 

indicative S 3 1 0  

individual names W 302 
[ndo-Aryan E 404 
Indo-European E 30 I 

Indo-European linguistics E 1 00 
Indo-Germanic E 301 
Indogerm. Gese/lschaft E 20[ (2) 
[ndo-Hinite E 435 (5) 
Indo-lranian E 404 
infinitive F 2 1 6, S 202 
infmitive verb form F 2 1 5  
infixes F 202 ( 1  k) 
inflection F 1 00 
inhibitive S 3 1 1  
initial position S 209 

injunctive F 202 (4), F 203 ( I ), 
F 2 1 3, S 3 1 1  

instrumental S 408 

lndex 

intensive F 204 (6) 

intermediary source language E 435 
internal reconstruction E 50 I ( I )  
internet E 1 00, E 20 I 
interrogative pronouns F 403 
interrogative sentence S 203 (2) 
Iranian E 405 
Irish E 43 1 (2) 
Italic E 426 ( I )  

Italo-Celtic E 435 (2) 

Jacobsohn, Hermann ( 1 879- 1933): 

-7 Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 468f 
Joki, Aulis Johannes ( 1 9 1 3-[989): 

-7 Lex. Gramm. 1 996 p. 484 
Jones, Sir William ( 1746-1 794): 

-7 Portraits I 1 966 p. I -57; Lex. 

Gramm. 1996 p. 489f 
Kent, Roland G. ( 1877-1952): 

-7 Lex. Gramm. [996 p. 508 
Klaproth, Julius E 301 
Krahe, Hans ( 1 898-[965): -7 Lex. 

Gramm., 1996 p. 528f; RGA 
s. v. 

Krause, Wolfgang ( 1 895-1970): 
-7 Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p.532f 

Kretschmer, Paul ( 1866-1956): 

-7 Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 533; 
GS Kretschmer 1 956 

Kuhn, Adalbert ( 1 8 1 2- 1881): 

-7 Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 536f.; 
E 305 

Kurylowicz, Jerzy ( 1 895-1978): 
-7 Lex. Gramm., [996 p. 540-
542; Szemerenyi Richtungen 11 
1982 p. 127- 137 

k ..... etuores rule: � K. Stiiber in 
MSS 60 2000 p. 1 53 

labia Is L 337ff 
labiovelars L 343 

'Y 

Index 

Lachmann's Law: -7 Strunk Lach

manns Regel 1 976; Meiser La.t

und Formenlehre 1 998 p. 79f. 
language external E 503 
language family E 402ff. 
language internal E 502 
laryngeal theory p. X, L 320, 

L 4 1 7  
laryngeals L 3 14ff 
Latin E 427 

Latvian E 434 

Law, phonetic; law(s) and rule(s): 
-7 Collinge Laws 1985; cf this 
index s. v. Bartholomae, Brug
mann, Ca land, Eichner, Grass
mann, Grimm, kWelyores, Lex 
Rix, liltera, Lindeman, Meillet, 
ruld. Saussure, Sievers, Stang, 
Verner and Wackernagel 

lengthened grade (V rddhi) L 409 

lenition (Hin.) L 336 (5) 
Lepontian E 431  ( I c) 
Leskien, August ( 1 840- 1 9 1 6): -7 

Portraits I 1 966 p. 469-473; Lex. 

Gramm., 1996 p. 565-567 
Leumann, Manu ( 1 889-1977): -7 

Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 567f; B. 
Forssman in Gnomon 49 1 977 p. 
830-832; E. Risch in Kratylos 23 

1978 [ 1979] p.21 3-222; cf. also 
MH 47 [990 p. 3-27 three con

tributions in memory of Leumann 
lexemes E 502 (2), F 100 ( I)  
lexicon W 1 00 

Lindeman's Law L 2 1 8  (2), L 405 
Linear A: Cretan writing system 

(2000 B.C.) for a non lE lan

guage: -7 GORlLA 1 - V 1976-

1985 
Linear B E 4 1 8, L 30 I (2) 

linguistic change E 509 (4) 

liquids L 300ff. 

Lithuanian E 434 
littera rule L 332 (4c) 
livestock E 5 1 2  (3) 
loan words W 100, W 1 03 
local particle S 4 1 3  
locative S 4 1 2  
locatum S 403 (2), S 4 10, S 4 1 3  
Luvian E 4 1 2  

Lycian E 4 1 3  

Lydian E 4 1 4  
Macedonian E 42 1 
Macedonian E 433 
Martinet, Andre: -7 Szemerenyi 

Richtungen 11 1982 p. 1 53ff. 

masculine F 303 
media (aspirata) L 3 1 0, L 336 
mediopassive F 2 1 0  
Meillet, Antoine ( 1 866-1936): 
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-7 Portraits 11 1 966 p. 201 -249 
(Writings in his honor contrib
uted by J. Vendryes and A. 
Sommerfelt); Lex. Gramm., 1 996 
p.622-624; Meillet's Law F 502 
(2) 

memorative F 2 1 3  
Meringer, Rudolf( 1 859- 1 93 1 ): 

-7 Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 628f 

mesostatic F 322 

Messapians E 422 
metathesis L 304 (3), L 327, F 307 

(2), F 3 1 7  (7), F 3 1 8  (6c), F 325 
( I d) 

middle voice F 2 12, S 3 1 4  (2) 
migrations E 5 1 3  (2) 
Miklosich, Franz Xaver Riner von 

( 1 8 1 3- 1 891) :  -7 Lex. Gramm., 

1 996 p. 639f 
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miscellaneous languages (lE): ..... 
Convegno Vdine 1 98 1  [ 1 983] 

M itanni-Ind ic E 404 ( I )  
mobilia F 303 (2), W 204 ( I )  
mode S 303ff. 

monophthongs (Lat.) E 503 (9), L 
220 ( I )  

morpheme E 502 (2), F 1 00 ( I )  
morphology F 1 00 (2) 
morphonology L 4 1 8  
murmel vowel L 202, L 3 1 8  

muta cum liquida L 406 

mutation (Germ.) L 208, L 307 ( I )  
Mycenaean E 4 1 8  
names of gods W 303 
names W 300fT. 

Narten present F 203 ( I  b) 
nasalis sonans L 305 
nasals L 300fT. 

National Socialism: Abuse of lin
guistics in support of then
current views. As a tTightening 
example, see W. Wust " lndo

germanisches Bekennlnis" in Die 

Weltliteratur, Folge 7, 17  1942 
p. 1 34-142. 

negation: ..... Meier-BrUgger Gr. 

Sprachw. I 1 992 p. 108ft: 
neo-grammarians E 306 

neuter p. XVIII, F 303, F 3 1 3  

noem: The smallest unity of that 
which one wishes to express: ..... 
Hoffmann Aujslitze 11 1976 p. 
524fT. 

nomen action is W 205 (2) 
nomen agentis W 205 ( I )  
nomen gentile W 302 (3) 

nomen loci W 205 (3) 
nominal compounds W 207 
nominal root F 10 1  (3) 

Index 

nominal sentences S 206, W 207 

nominal stems F 1 00 ( I )  
nominal suffixes W 202ff. 
nominal types F 304 
nominative S 405 

Northwest Ind<>-Germ. E 435 (4) 
Nostratic E 437 
notations p. XVIlft: 

number F 304, S 302, S 4 1 5  
numbers F 500 
numerals F 500 

numerical adverbs F 504 
Nuristani: ..... Buddruss in MSS 36 

1977 p. 19ff. 
occlusive L 335ft: 

Ogam inscriptions E 431 (2) 
Old Bulgarian, cf Old Church 

Slavic 

Old Church Slavic E 433 
Old Indian E 404 (2) 
Old Iranian E 405 
Old Irish E 431  (2) 
Old Persian E 407 
Old Phrygian E 423 
Old Prussian E 434 

Old Saxon E 432 (3) 
onomatopoeia: ..... Tichy Onomatop. 

Verbalbildungen 1983 
optative F 207 (2), S 3 1 3  

orality E 400 
ordinal numbers F 503 

orthoepic diaskeuasis: (RV authori
tative text): ..... Hoffmann Aufs. 1 1  
1976 p. 546 

orthotone F 400 (2), F 40 I ( I ), F 
403 

Oscian E 429 

Ostholf, Hermann ( 1 847-1 909): 
..... Portraits I 1966 p. 555-562; 
Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 683; Os-

Index 

thoWs Law: ..... Collinge Laws 
1985 s.v. 

PaQ,ini, ancient Indian grammarian 
(4. Jh. v. Chr.): ..... G. Pinault in 
Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 692-697; 

E 404 (4) 

Palaic E 4 1 1  
palatal Law (11) L 206 (2f.) 
palatalization (11) L 206 (2f.), L 

339 (3), L 341 (2), L 4 1 2  
palatals L 339 

pali E 404 (3) 
paradigm F 1 02 ( I )  
parataxis S 203f., S 207 
participial constructions S 202 
participle F 2 1 7  

passive S 3 1 4  (2) 
past tense F 202 (4) 

patiens S 40 I 
patronymics W 302 (3) 
Paul, Hermann ( 1 846-1 92 1): 

..... Lex. Gr. 1996 p. 706-708 
pausal form L 404 
Pedersen, Holger ( I  867-1953): 

..... Portraits 11 1966 p. 283-287; 
Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p.710; Kol

loquium Pedersen Copenhagen 

1993 [ 1994]; F 3 1 4  (3) (4) 

perfect F 203 (3), F 2 1 1, S 309 
perfect stem F 203 (3) 
periphrastic F 2 1 8  

Persian E 407 
person S 301 
personal pronouns F 40 I 
Persson, Per ( 1 857-1929): ..... Lex. 

Gramm.,  1996 p. 7 1 5  
pertinentive S 4 1 1 
phoneme L 104 
phonetic L 102 
phonetics E 306 

phonetics L 104 
phonologic L 102 
phonology L 104 
Phrygian E 423 
Pisani, Villore (1 899-I 99 I ) :  

..... Lex. Gramm., 1996 p .  731  
Pisidian E 41 6  

place names W 204 (4) 
plural S 4 1 5  
plurale tantum F 102 (2) 
poetic language E 5 1 2  (4e), 

S l OO (4) 
Pokorny, Julius ( 1887-1970): 
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..... Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 739f 
Porzig, Waiter ( 1 895-1961): 

..... Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 746f. 
positive F 325 
possessive adjectives W 204 ( I )  
possessive compounds W 208 
possessive pronouns F 402 
POll, August Friedrich ( 1 802-1887): 

E 305; ..... Portraits I 1 966 p. 
25 1 ff.; Lex. Gr. 1 996 p. 749f 

Prakrit E 404 (3) 
prepositional government compound 

W 21 0  
pre-Prot<>-[nd<>-European (pre-PIE) 

L 303, L 3 I 2, L 323 (2), L 4 I 7 
(3), F 104, F 206 ( I )  (2), F 309, 
F 3 1 0  (3), F 3 1  1 (4), F 501 

present S 309 
present stem F 203 ( I ), S 308 
present tense F 202 (4) 
primary ending E 502 (8) ( I  I ), 

F 202 (4), F 209 
primary stems F 202 (2) 
pronouns F 3 I I (3), F 400 
proper noun W 30 I 
proper nouns W 302 
prospective S 3 I 3 (5) 
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proterodynamic F 3 1 5  (4), F 3 I 7 
proterokinetic F 3 1 5  (4), F 3 1 7  
Proto-Germanic culture E 512  (3) 
Proto-Indo-European E 4 1 0  
psilosis (Gr.) L 309 (2) 
Punic E 426 (3B) 
qualitative ablaut L 409 
quantitative ablaut L 409 
quantitative metathesis F 3 1 7  (7), F 

3 1 8  (6c) 
-r-/-n- heteroclitics F 3 1 4  (6) 
Rask, Rasmus Kristian (1 787-

1 832): -. Portraits I 1 966 p. 
I 79ff.; Lex. Gr. 1 996 p. 774ff. 

reconstruction methods E 507 
reduction grade L 203 
referent S 403 (2), S 410, S 4 1 3  
reflexive pronouns F 40 I (2) 
relative chronology L 107 
relative clause S 205 
relative pronouns F 404 
Renou, Louis ( 1896-1966): 

-4 G. Pinault in Lex. Gramm., 

1 996 p. 785f. 
rhotacism E 503 (4), L 309 ( I ), F 

325 ( l b) 
Rigveda (R V) E 404 (2) 
Rix's Law L 333 
Romance languages E 427 (6) 
root F 101  (3) 
root aorist F 203 (Typ 2a) 
root compound W 209 
root noun -. Schindler Wurzel

nomen 1972; L 2 1 1  (6), W 206 
(5) 

root present E 502 (4), F 203 ( l a), 
F 206 

root structure L 3 2 1  
ruki rule E 502 (6), L 309 (3) 
runes E 432 

Sabellian E 426 ( I ), E 429 
sa-fig" F 405 
sandhi L 404f. 
Sanskrit E 404 

Index 

satem languages L 339 (3), L 341 
Saussure, Ferdinand de (1 857-

1 9 1 3): E 307, L 3 1 5; -. Por

traits II 1 966 p. 87-1 1 0; Saus
sure's Law L 330 

Scandinavian languages E 432 (2) 
Schindler, lochem L 103, L 304 (3), 

L 3 1 3  (4), F 3 1 5  ( I ), W 207 
Schleicher, August ( 1 82 1 - 1 868): E 

305; -. Portraits I 1966 p. 374-
395; K. Koerner in Lex. Gramm., 
1996 p. 835f. 

Schmidt, lohannes ( 1 843-190 I): E 
304f.; -. Lex. Gr. 1996 p. 837f. 

school grammar F 102 
Schulze, Wilhelm ( 1 863-1935): 

-. B. Schlerath in Lex. Gramm., 
1996 p. 843f. 

schwa primum (Indogerm.) L 202, 
L 3 1 8, L 324 (2) 

schwa secundum L 203, L 304 (3), 
L 3 1 3  (3), see also s.v. weak 
vowels 

Schwebeablaut L 4 1 7  (3) 
Schwyzer, Eduard (1 874- 1 943): 

-. Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 845f. 
secondary ending E 502 (9) ( I  I ), 

F 202 (4), F 209 
secondary stem F 202 ( I ), F 209 
secondary suffix F 202 ( I )  
semivowels L 2 12ff. 
sentence S 102 
sentence accent S 209 
Serbian E 433 
Serbo-Croatian E 433 
sepoots E 502 ( 14), L 3 1 5  ( I )  

Index 

sexus F 303 (2) 
sibilant (fricative) L 308 
Sidetic E 416  
Siebs, Theodor ( 1 862-194 1 ): 

-. Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 860. 
Sievers, Eduard ( 1 850-1932): 

-. Portraits II 1966 p. I-52; 
Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 860f.; 
Sievers' law L 21 8 ( 1 )  

sigrnatic aorist F 203 (2) 
significans S 1 0 1  
significatum S 1 0 1  
Silbenstruktur L 407 
singular S 4 1 5  
singulare tantum F 102 (2) 
Slavic languages E 433 
s-mobile L 3 1 1, L 405 
socio-linguistic L 2 1 3  (4) 
Sommer, Ferdinand ( 1875-1962): 

-. Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 873 
sonorant L 304, L 330 
sound change L 105 
South Picene E 429, E 503 (5) 
Specht, Franz ( 1888-1949): -. Lex. 

Gramm., 1 996 p. 874f. 
spiritus asper L 309 (2) 
Stang, Christian Schweigaard: 

-. Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 88 1 ;  
Stang's Law L 303 

Stang's Law L 303 
statement S 203 ( I )  
stative F 2 1 0, F 21 1 , S 3 1 4 (3) 
Steinthal, Heymann ( 1 823-1899): 

-. Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 885f. 
stem forms F 205 
Streitberg, Wilhelm August ( 1864-

1 925): -. Lex. Gramm., 1 996 p. 
89 1 f. 

strong cases F 3 1 4  ( I )  

strong verbs (Ger.) L 4 1 5  
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Sturtevant, Edgar Howard ( 1875-
1952): -. Portraits 1I 1 966 p. 
365-384; Lex. Gr. 1 996 p. 892f.; 
Sturtevant's Rule L 336 (5) 

stylistics S lOO (4) 
subjunctive (Lat.) < lE Opt. S 3 1 3  
subjunctive F 207 ( I ), S 3 1 3  
subordinate clauses S 204 
suffix conglomerates W 200 
suffix shift W 200 
suffixes W 202ff. 
superlatives F 325 
suppletion F 103, F 205, F 325 (3) 
syllable L 406 
syllable core L 406 
syllable limit L 406 
symbols (linguistic) S 1 0 1  
syncope (Lat.) L 204 
syncretism ef. casual syncretism 
Szemerenyi, Oswald ( 19 13-1996): 

cf bibliography s. v. 
tasks oflE linguistics E 10 1  
tecta Is L 339ff. 
tenses S 306 
tenues L 336ff. 
tenuis aspirata L 3 1 0, L 329 ( I )  
terminology p .  XVllf. 
text syntax S 200 
textual linguistics L 402, S 200 
thematic F 101  (4) 
thematic vowels E 502 ( 1 0), F 10 1  

(4) 
thorn L 103, L 3 1 3, L 407 
Thracian E 422 
three syllable rule (Gr.) L 420 
Thurneysen, Eduard Rudolf( l 857-

1940): Lex Gramm., 1 996 p. 9 1 8  
T1TUS E 201 ( I )  
Tocharian E 408 
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transformation (through laryngeals) 
L 2 1 1  (8), L 323 (2) 

transitivity S 300 (2) 
tree models E 5 1 3  
types of actions F 202 (2), F 206, 

S 305 
typology S I 00 (3) 
Umbrian E 429 
Umlaut (Germ.) L 208, L 4 1 8  
Universalien E 50 I ( I )  
Uralic languages E 436 
Vrddhi derivation L 3 3 1  (3), W 202 

(2) 
Vrddhi L 4 1 3  ( I )  
v[kt-inflection W 204 ( I )  
Vas mer, Max ( 1886-1 962) --> Lex. 

Gramm., 1 996 p. 959f. 
Vedic E 404 (2) 
Vendryes, Joseph ( 1 875-1 960) -> 

Portrails 11 1966 p. 385-393, 
Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 962-964 

Venetian E 430 
VeMemaM, Th. E 437 
verbal accents F 2 14  
verbal adjectives W 203 
verbal government compounds L 

2 1 5  (2), L 420 (3), W 207, W 
209 

verbal inflection F 102, F 200ff. 
verbal root E 502 (2) 
verbal stem F 100 ( I ), F 202 ( I )  
Verner, Karl ( 1 846- 1 896) -> Por-

traits I 1966 p. 538-548; Lex. 

Gramm., 1 996 p. 965; Verner's 
Law L 421 

visarga p. XX, L 309 (3) 

vocative S 406 
voice S 3 1 4  
vowel weakening (La!.) L 108, 

Index 

L 204, L 2 1 7  (3), L 325, L 4 1 1  
vowels L 200ff. 
Vulgar Latin E 427 (6) 
Wackernagel, Jacob ( 1 853-1 938): 

-> Portraits 11 1 966 p. 52-55; R. 
Schrnitt in Lex. Gramm. 1996 p. 
986f.; Wackernagel's Law S 
209 

wave theory: -> J. Schrnidt Ver
wantschajlsverhiiltnisse 1 872; J. 
Goebl in Zeilschr. f Sprachwiss. 

2 1983 p. 3-44; E 305 
weakcases F 3 1 4 ( 1 )  
weak vowels E 503 (5), 

E 504 (9), L 103, L 202f., 
L 304 (3), L 324 ( I )  

Whitney, William Dwight ( 1 827-
1 894): -> Portraits I 1966 p. 
399-439; Lex. Gramm., 1996 p. 
1 007-1009 

word L 400 
word accent L 403, L 4 1 9  
word formation W 200ff. 
word groups W 101  
word limits L 403 
writing E 400 
zero grade L 409 
Zeuss, Johann Kaspar ( I  806-1856): 

-> S. Ziegler in Lex. Gramm. 
1 996 p. 1 041f. 

Zipf, George Kingsley ( 1902-
I 950):->Lex. Gr. 1996 p. 1043f. 

Zirkumstanten S 2 10  
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